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INTRODUCTION 
The Third International Conference on Austronesian Linguistics was held i n  
Bali , Indonesi a ,  in January 1981 . Amran Halim , a s  Conference Organiser , and 
Stephen Wurm , as OCICAL committee member ( and now its Chairman) , and also as 
General Editor o f  Paci fic Linguistics pub lications , decided that in addition to 
the Proceedings volume which would be produced in Jakarta , a selection of papers 
should be publ i shed , largely for the international readership , by paci fic 
Linguistics . This i s  the second in a series of modest volumes presenting a 
selection o f  the papers from the conference : it includes papers concerning the 
Western Austronesian area , tracking the comparative relationships of the lan­
guages of this area , following the interaction of language upon l anguage over 
periods of time both great and small , tracking the genesis of these shifting , 
changing languages , and tracking phonological changes in the area . Volume 1 
in the series , Currents in Oceani c ,  has already appeared ; volume 3, which 
includes papers on sociolinguistics , and is titled Accent on vari ety , and 
volume 4 ,  containing papers on syntax , morphology , etc . and titled Thema tic 
varia tion , will follow shortly . 
The editors wish to thank especially , for their helpful comments , Bert 
Voorhoeve , Laurie Reid , Alan Baxter , David Zorc , and John Wol ff . As eve r ,  our 
grateful thanks are due to Christine Billerwell for her thoughtful typesetting , 
and to Lio Pancini for his mapmaking skill . 
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P R OTO-A U S T R O N E SIAN * cJ *zJ * gJ A N D  *T 
John U .  Wo lff 
O. INTRODUCTION 
Dempwol f f  in his Proto-Austronesian Phonology posited twenty-three conson­
antal phonemes including the semivowels y and w. Over the pas t thirty years a 
great deal of the work which has been done on Aus tronesian phonology has been 
to look for correspondences which are not taken care of  by Dempwol ff ' s  phonemes . 
At the latest count I reckon an additional twenty to thirty consonant phonemes 
which have been posited by various people at various times , mos tly in a very 
tentative way . This gives us a total of  between forty-three and fifty-three 
consonants , an incredible number of  consonants in a system which dis tinguishes 
only two modes of articulation , voiced and voicel ess. This is further an 
incredibl e col lection in view of  the fact that the modern Austrones ian l anguages , 
for the most part , have a very modest system o f  consonant phonemes . Something 
is clearly amiss , and I suggest that we reconsider the whol e  question of 
establishing the phonology of the proto-language . Although most of these 
phonemes were proposed on a tentative basis , scholars who have occasion to quote 
PAN forms containin? these tentatively proposed phonemes seem to take them as 
firmly established . At least we often see reconstructed forms with these 
purported phonemes ( to quote forms at random that have appeared in recent 
publications) : 1'xempa t ,  *beH i , '� Wasu .  It  is a s  i f  it did not matter what the 
proto-phonemes were or how they were pronounced - as if the reconstructed form 
does not reflect a spoken form at all , but is just a shorthand way of listing 
a set of forms which are similar in various Aus tronesian languages . But surely 
a reconstructed form is more than a formula . For whatever reason we may wish to 
know the history of the Austronesian languages , it is most important to know 
what the phonemes of the proto-language were and how they must have sounded . 
This i s  the only way that we can come to meaningful conclusions as to the sub­
groupings , types of cultural contact within these languages themselves , contacts 
with outside groups , and other such questions of prehistory for which historical 
linguistics is the best evidence .  Further , it is the only way that Austronesian 
historical linguistics can provide meaningful data on the basis of  which the 
science of historical linguistics in general can be developed . 
I believe that the basic principle to follow i s  that only those correspon­
dences which furnish good evidence can be considered to reflect phonemes of the 
proto-language . It would be tangental at this point to attempt speci fication 
of what constitutes good evidence , but it is clear that in the following cases 
no good evidence has been presented for the establishment of a proto-phoneme: 
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( 1 )  when the phoneme is posited on the basis of an irregulari ty o f  corre­
spondence among reflexes in two or more languages which could easi ly have been 
borrowed or readily contaminated by analogical reformations ; 
( 2 ) when the irregul arity o f  correspondence i s  found in languages for which 
the phonological development has not been worked out or where the gloss of the 
forms in question is not clearly known . This eliminates almost all of the 
additional phonemes . 2 
This lays to rest the nlli�erous capitals and s ubscripted phonemes which 
Dyen and others have proposed ( tentatively or with assurance) . With the 
addition of '�N ,  >',e and >"Z, we can s tick to the phonemes which Dempwol ff pos i ted 
(as  corrected by Dyen 19 51 ,  1 9 5 3a) . But we can go further than that in ascer­
taining the phonology of the proto-language . A number of Dempwolff ' s  corre­
spondences prove to be invalid : to wit ,  the correspondences symbolised by '-'d, 
'-' r ,  ,-,c , ,�z ,  *g , '�T .  I showed that the correspondences >"d and '� r are a chimera 
in my contribution to the First Austronesian Conference ( 19 74 ) . In this paper 
I shall give explanations for the other four correspondences >"c , ,-,z , '�g ,  and >"T. 
Thus , Proto-Austrones ian had the following consonant system : 3 
p t e k b D Z j 5 m n n � N R 1 q h w y .  
In investigating these four correspondences I start with the same ground 
rules which I adopted in my 1974 paper . First , forms which were not l ikely to 
have been in the proto-language cannot serve as evidence for the existence of a 
certain phoneme . I f  there is no evidence for the existence of a certain phoneme 
except in forms which may have come into the l anguage after the time of the proto­
language , there is no evidence for the phoneme . Thus , loanwords can provide no 
evidence for a proto-phoneme , and loans from outside of Austrones ian languages 
are eliminated from consideration . 4 Further , forms found only in languages 
which have had s trong influence on each other and which refer to the type o f  
things which likely spread by borrowing cannot b e  considered to provide evidence . 
The correspondence must be found in other sorts o f  forms . 
Also forms which refer to flora and fauna , of the sort not of basic 
importance to the culture , cannot be seriously considered to provide evidence . 
These terms tend to rapid displacement and to analogical reformation at a rapid 
rate . Thi s  fact can readily be subs tantiated by elementary fieldwork or by a 
glance at a handbook such as de Clercq ' s  and the l ike , which list enormous 
numbers of synonyms , forms clearly borrowed from language to language , and 
forms obviously reformed by analogical processes . Also forms which refer to 
noises or meteorological phenomena tend to be subj ect to rapid reformation of 
an onomatopoetic type , so that such forms cannot provide evidence for the 
existence of proto-phonemes .  These considerations eliminate a fairly large por­
tion of the forms presented by Dempwol f f  for the phonemes ,� c ,  *z , '-'9 , and *T . 
We will now proceed to examine forms containing these forms which have been 
reconstructed by Dempwolff and the addenda by Blust . My conclus ion i s  that in 
the case o f  ,�c ,  ,-,z , '�9 , and *T ( j ust as for '�r and '�d), the evidence i s  so weak 
that we need no longer cons ider these phonemes to have been part of the 
inventory of the proto-language . 
There are many commonsense considerations which s upport the correctness of 
this conclusion . First , the numerous reconstructions which have been attempted 
from the bottom up have failed to reconstruct any of these phonemes for the 
proto-languages of subgroups . That is , there is no correspondence in any o f  
the proto-languages of subgroups which reflects PAN '-'d, '-' r , ,-,c , ,� z ,  '-'9 , or >"T 
- not in proto-Minahassan , proto-Polynesian , Proto-Paiwanic , Proto-Tsouic , 
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Proto-Manobo , Proto-Bisayan , to quote publ ished studies ,  nor has anything turned 
up in the unpublished materials to which I have had access . 
Further , all o f  the languages which Dempwol ff chose outs ide o f  Melanesia and 
Polynesia were in contact with and under the influence o f  Malay, and most of the 
forms which Dempwol ff thought to reflect these proto-phonemes are found in Malay 
and o ften can be proven to have been borrowed from Malay into the languages cited . 
We shall now proceed with an examination o f  the forms in question . 
1. *c 
The evidence for *c is very shaky , although a fairly large number of forms 
were reconstructed with *c . The evidence for *c was thought to be the fol lowing 
correspondence : Ml , Ja c, Ho ts,  and the other languages show the same reflex as 
for *S.5 We need not look at al l forms which Dempwol ff l i sted with *c : we may 
eliminate loanwords , and further we need not look at forms which were reconstruc­
ted with "�'nco Any form reconstructed with *nc can as well be reconstructed with 
*ns . 6 Although few o f  the forms listed with *nc do , in fac t ,  look as though they 
derive from the proto-language , we need not consider them further here as they 
provide no evidence for the phoneme ,�c . Other forms thought to have *c are not 
good evidence for ,',c for various reasons : 
( 1 )  they are onomatopoetic or otherwise l ikely to have been affected by 
analogical reformations ; 
( 2 )  they are found only in languages in close contact with Ml and are l ikely 
to be from Ml ; 
(3) the meanings of the attested forms are unconnected or the correspondences 
of the other phonemes in the form are not regular; 
( 4 )  the proto- form could be reconstructed with *s . This leaves us with a 
small residue o f  forms which provide the shaky evidence for *c . But these forms 
are too few and too shaky to be convincing evidence for *c , and I conclude that 
there was no phoneme *c . Let us look at these forms individually . 
1.1. First , we list the onomatopoetic forms and the forms l ikely to have been 
affected by analogical changes : '�ceg uk Tg s i gok, Ja ceguk  'hiccough'; i,C i ap Tg 
s i ya p ,  Ml c i ap 'chirp'; '� c i tc i t  Tg sag i t s i t  'hissing noise', Ml c i c i t 'squeak, 
twitter', NgD kas i s i t  'hissing noise', No tsetset ra  'click of tongue in approval'; 
*cecak TB sosak ( I  have been unable to confirm Dempwolff ' s  gloss o f  'house 
lizard'), Ml cecak ,  NgD tasak  'house lizard', Ho tsatsaka 'kind of lizal'd'; 
'� l i ca k  Ml l ecak 'moist and slippery', Ho d i t saka 'wet, soaked, d:I'enched' ( Ml has 
the fol lowing forms all of which mean something s imilar to l ecak and which point 
to analogical reformations of forms with similar meanings : l ecap ,  1 i n cum ,  l ecek ,  
becek ,  becak ,  l ecah , l ecet ,  l encet .  The chances that Ml l ecak has been influenced 
by some other form of similar meaning are very great . )  *pucuk TB putsu  'tip, 
peak' (=pusuk) , Ja pucuk 'point, tip', Ml pucuk 'shoot, top branchlet', NgD 
t ampusok 'end of a fishnet, go upwards to the heights'. ( There l ikely was con­
tamination with Ml puncak 'climax, summit', a point supported by the TB form 
which refl ects a nasal . Further NgD also has kapucok 'a counter for weaponry', 
a loanword from Ml , and TB pusuk is likely to be a loanword , so that the forms 
in the various languages with c are all probably from MI . )  
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1 . 2 .  Now we list forms found only in languages which were under the influence 
o f  Ml (or took forms from Ja via Ml ) .  The fol lowing list gives those only in Ml 
and in one other of Dempwolff ' s  languages which was in contact with Ml :  *cepa t 
(sic Dempwol ff)  Ml cepa t , Ja cepet , NgD capat 'fast' ( Sa toha 'rejoice' is 
unconnected . )  * l ucut Ml l ucut 'become undone, slip away', NgD l u s u t  'be loose' 
( Tg l usot 'pass through', TB l us u t  'for the sun to set' are unconnected . )  *suc i 
Ja s u c i , Ml s uc i  'pure, holy, sacred' ( Tg masus i q  'minutious' is borrowed from 
Ml as attested by the final glottal stop ; TB s u t s i 'wash' is unconnected 
[ borrowed from Ml cuc i 'wash'].) '-'pucat (sic Dempwol f f )  Ja puce t , Ml pucat  
'pale' ( NgD musa t 'pale' mus t  be borrowed because of the a of the final syllable . )  
'-'c i Tak Ja c i Tak , Ml ce tak 'print'; "'canTung Ja canTung , Ml can tung 'kind of 
dipper'; '�ca[lT i ng Ja canT i ng ,  Ml can t i ng 'small dipper for wax'; '-'cac i ng Ja , Ml 
cac i ng 'worm'. '-'kucak Ja , Ml kocak 'mix up, stir up', '-'ce l ak  Ja , Ml ce l ak 'eye 
shadow'; *canT i k  Ja canT i k  'kind of bent knife', NgD nyanyan t i k  'bent a bit'; 
'�capah Ml capah 'shallow platter', TB sapa 'wooden plate'; '�cambuk Ml , Ja cambuk 
'large whip', '�p i cek Ml pecak 'one-eyed', Ja p i cek 'blind' ( Tg p i sak  'one-eyed' 
i s  borrowed from Ml as indicc:.ted by the a of the penul t . )  '-' ca ( n ) kup Ml cakup 
'catching in the open mouth', NgD mansakop 'snap at' (with irregular morpho­
phonemic s ) , baca kop (=basakop)  'greedy' ( Tg sakop 'be under the power of some-
thing else', Ja cakup 'get hold of something', Ho tsaku  'be chewed, masticated' 
do not seem to be connected with the Ml and NgD forms . )  The following forms are 
related by borrowing , for the Tg term refers to a geographical designation , the 
type of meaning which many loanwords from Ml have : *cabang Tg s abang 'branching 
of river, bifurcation of roads', Ml cabang 'branch', Ja , Ml cawang 'branching, 
bifurcation', TB sabang 'lengthwise bind of two rafters'. We include Ho in the 
languages which were in contact with Ml , as there are forms in Ho clearly borrowed 
from MI . 7 Thus the fol lowing forms are connected by borrowing from Ml : "'pecu t 
Ja , Ml pecut  'whip', Ho f i t s uka 'horsewhip'. 
Some of the forms with *c are found in several languages , but they still 
mus t  be regarded as loanwords because they occur in Ml and only in languages 
which were in contact with Ml and have the meanings of forms which are l ikely 
to be borrowed :  *c i nc i n  Tg s i ngs i ng ,  Ja , Ml c i nc i n ,  NgD t i s i n  'finger ring' ( The 
Tg form i s  also phonologically aberrant . )  *c i y um Ja , Ml c i um 'kissing by snif­
fing, sniff', NgD s i um 'kiss', Ho t s i u t s i una ' name o f  fragrant plant ' ;  '-'caca r 
Ml ,  Ja caca r ,  NgD kacaca r 'smallpox' ( s tated to be Banj arese by Hardelandt) ; 
"'cagak Jav cagak 'pillar to hold up a house', Ml cagak 'forked pillar', NgD 
sagak 'a small protrusion in a cannon which fits into a hole in the support'; 
'-'cakep Ja cakep 'can grasp, understand', Ml cakap  'undertake, promise, be able', 
NgD cakap (=sakap [ noted as Banj arese J )  'able, wil ling'; '�candu Ja candu  
'essence' Ml candu , TB sandu  'opium', NgD sando 'a fragrant oil'; '-'cangku l  Ml 
cangku l ,  Ja cangko l , NgD s angku l 'hole'; '-'cemeD Ja ceme r 'unclean', Ml cema r 
'dirt, pollution' ( NgD sama r 'polluted [by a sickness caused by eating something 
forbidden]' i s  borrowed as the vocalisation shows . The forms quoted from the 
other languages do not have a good semantic connection : TB somo r-somo r 'bringing 
bad luck', Pi somo 'stained black', Sm somo 'gum from the eyes'.); '-'cenTung TB 
parso t t i ngan 'decorative bow', Ja cenTung 'curly adornment', Ml cen t ung 'erectile 
tuft or crest of birds'; '�c i  (m) p i { r ) TB s i pp i r ,  Ml cepe r 'low rirroned saucer or 
salver of metal' ( a lso Ml tepe r) , Ja cepe r (=cepe r )  'saucer shaped'; *cu ( ng ) k i l 
Old Ja cuk i  1 'dig up', Ja , Ml cung k i  1 'pry up', NgD s ungk i 1 'log used as lever 
to lift something' ( Ho t s u k i  'having a sharp point' does not seem to be connected . )  
*cukup Ml , Ja cukup , NgD s ukup 'SUfficient'; '-'k i ( n ) cu TB h i t s u , Ml k i cu 'swindle', 
Ja kecu 'banditry with force' (? connected) ; '-'ka ( n ) cang TB hacang , Old Ja , Ml , 
NgD kacang 'bean', NgD kasang (=kacang ) ;  '-' ucap Tg usap  'conversation' TB 
mangusaphon 'point to good deeds one did for someone', Ja ucap 'what someone says', 
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Ml ucap 'utterance' ( Fi vosa 'speak talk' cannot be connected because the sound 
correspondences are widely off . )  
1 . 3. Let us now look at the forms which do not have a meaning in common . These 
provide no evidence for a proto-form , much less for *c . * ca ( n g ) kem ( si c  Blust )  
Ml cengkam 'nipping', Tg sakam 'get with the hand'; '�kucup Ml kucup 'kiss' 
(=kecup ) , Fi kucuva 'rape a woman'; * l i ( n ) cad Tg l i n sad  'dislocated, derailed', 
TB I i sa t  'pressed flat', Ja I i n cad 'withdraw', Ml l eca t ( Dempwol ff ' s  gloss 
'glassy smooth' not veri fied . ) ;  * l ucak Tg l usak  'black mire', TB l usak  'rinse 
something in water by putting it in a basket and jiggling the basket around', 
Ho l ut saka ( Dempwolff ' s  gloss 'sediment from a solution' not verified) ; "'pecaq 
TB posa  'grave (of an illness) ', Ml pecah 'breaking up into bits', NgD pacah 
'shattered' (borrowed from Malay as shown by the vocal i sm) , Ho fetsaka 'thrown 
down violently, beaten', Fi voca 'be wrecked on a reef', Sa pot u-po t u  'break by 
knocking against one another' ( Tg p i saq 'crushed' is not connected , as shown by 
the Cebuano p i saq 'crushed'. Cebuano reflects PAN * e  as u . ) ; *pece l  Ml peca l 
'crush with the fingers, squeeze with the hands', Tg p i s i l  'squeeze with hands'. 
(Again Cebuano p i s i l 'squeeze in hand' shows that the Tg p i s i l  is not connected 
with Ml peca l . )  * cemcem Tg s i ms i m  'eat as a snack, try eatin� something', Ja 
cemcem ( Dempwo l f f ' s  gloss 'moisten' unverified) . cah i ng Ja ceng 'thickened 
sugar cane juice', Tg sah i ng 'white sticky resin' i s  from sa l eng . NgD sa i ng 
'taut' is not connected . 
1 . 4 .  In the following forms the reflexes which were thought to prove *c are 
unconnected and the reconstruction may as well be with *5 ( i f  indeed any of the 
attested forms reflect a proto-form) : *caba t Tg sabat 'intercept', TB sabat  
'hindrance'. ( The fol lowing forms are not semantically connected with the above 
two : Ja ca\-Iad 'omission', Ml cawa t 'loincloth' [ =Jv cawe t 'loincloth'], Fi 
camba ka 'blurt out a secret', Fi saambaya 'ward off a blow'.) "' cacah Tg sa I asaq 
'destruction', TB sasa 'be fallen in' ( Ja cacah 'cut up', Ho m i t satsa  divided 
into two or more parts are unconnected wi th the above and probably unconnected 
with each o ther . )  '�ca l ca l  Tg sa l sa l , NgD ta sa l  'forge' ( Ja caca l 'chipped, 
hacked, be planed off from' is unconnected . )  " 'cencen Tg 5 i n s  i n  'closeness of 
intervals', TB sots  on 'be situated close to one' ( Ho t sents i na 'plugged, stopped 
up' and Fi sosoo ucu 'put finger in nose to keep out bad smell' are unconnected . )  
1.5. We now come to the forms which cannot be dismissed out o f  hand . There 
are only two forms which have correspondences outside of Indonesian and are 
good s trong cases : *cabut  TB s a rbut , Ja cabut ,  Ml cabut  'extract, pull out by 
force', Fi tacavu 'uprooted', cayuta 'extraction by force'. This is a convincing 
form, but nevertheless I think that the initial c ' s  of the Ml and Ja are secondary . 
The chances that analogical reforma tion took place in the first syllable are very 
good in view o f  the large number o f  forms which have a meaning of 'uproot' which 
end in a reflex of '�b u t  or *bet : Ja j abut  'uproot', Ml rebut 'grab', Cebuano 
gabut , i but  'uproot', to mention a random sample .  The other form is "'camuk Tg 
samuk ( Noceda ' s  gloss : 'a Zarge mouthful'), Ja camuk 'chew on', Ho tsamu tsamuka 
'smack the lips', Fi namuta 'chew and spit out again', Ulawa d remu 'eat areca 
nut', To hamu , Sm samu 'eat vegetables or yams alone'. In this case the meanings 
of the various forms are quite far apart and the resemblances are probably 
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fortuitous ( at least between the Oceanic forms and the Indones ian forms . )  In the 
following case the Tg form shows I corresponding to Ja 0, something not elsewhere 
found in borrowed forms , but which is the normal correspondence in inherited forms . 
However , the Tg meaning is not close to the Ja and Ml and the resemblance is 
probably fortuitous : �'c i ( n ) Ouk Tg s f l ok 'spoon'� Ja c i O uk 'ladle� scoop� dipper'� 
Ml c i d uk 'digging up with a spade'. ( Ho t s i nd ruka 'little things which are picked 
up for eating' i s  not connected . )  In the following two cases the meaning is o f  
a sort which does not poi nt t o  a borrowing . However , the likel ihood that the 
first syl labl e with a c in Ml and Ja i s  a reformation is great because of the 
synonyms or words of s imilar meaning which share the second syl labl e :  "'cahuR  
T g  sahog 'mixture' TB saor 'mixed'� NgD cau r  (=sa u r) ( said to b e  from Banj arese )  
' mixed ' ( c f . Tg bahug 'mixed� diluted'� Ml bau r  'mix'� Cebuano l a hug , kahug 'mix'.) 
Similarly , '�c up i ng TB s up i ng , Ml cup i ng 'earlobe'� Ho su f i na 'ear' ( Sa s u h i 
, shave the head' is unconnected . )  Note that the Ho has a reflex with s which is 
evidence that the c o f  Ml cup i ng i s  secondary . ( Ja has kup i ng 'ear'.) In the 
following case the Tg form only vaguely resembles the Ml and Ja in meaning and 
there may well be no connection : �'campu r  Tg sapo l  ( Laktaw : ' inclus ive ' )  TB 
suppu r ,  Ml , Ja campur, NgD campur  (=sampu r )  'mixed'. Further ,  the Tg final I 
fits into no well-established correspondence with the other forms . 
2 .  '�z 
Dyen ( 19 5 1 ) proposed a proto-phoneme *Z t o  account for the correspondence 
Ml, NgD j ,  Ja , TB d ,  Tg d ,  I, Ho r as opposed to *z which would account for 
Dempwo l f f ' s  correspondence Ml , NgD , Tb, Ja j ,  Tg d ,  r Ho z .  Dyen thought that 
*nZ i s  reflected as Ho n d r  and , *NZ as Ho nj . As in the case of *c , a serious 
question arises as to whether the forms in the correspondence * z  are actually 
related by inheritance from the proto-language . Again we may note that the forms 
in the *z correspondence have no good cognates outside of those languages which 
are al l strongly influenced by Ml . Further ,  the semantic character o f  the forms 
which exhibit the correspondence for ,',z is often such that the forms are likely 
to be borrowed from Ml . Some of the other forms cited for the ,',z correspondence 
in fact enter the correspondence for *Z , and a number of t:he forms in the ,�z 
correspondence are unconnected in meaning . 
2 . 1 . First , we will look at the forms which are very likely to be borrowings . 
Those found only in Ml and one other language are the following forms : ,', ta ( n )  zak  
Ja tanj ak  'holding oneself upright'� Ml t anj ak  'sticking up� rising up to a 
point' ( i f  these are connected) ; "' t i n z u  TB , Ml t i nj u  'box'; '� z ( a,e ) (m ) b u t  TB 
j ab u t  'hair on chest'� TB j ambut 'hair of animals'� Ja j embut 'pubic hair' (There 
is no Ml form attested in this correspondence , but the vocalism of TB proves it 
to be a borrowing and probably it was from a Ml dialect with a for e . )  *za l u  
Ml , Ja j a l u  'cock's spur'; *zangkah Ja j angkah 'step� stride'� Ml j angkah 'step 
over with difficulty' (The Polynesian forms which mean 'dance' are unconnected : 
To haka , Fu saka , Sm sa'a . )  ," zan t ung Ml j an t ung 'heart'� Ja j an t ung  'heart� bud 
of banana blossom'; *zatuh Ml j a t u h ,  NgD j a to 'fall' (The 0 o f  the final syl lable 
in NgD points to borrowing . )  ," zempu t  TB jopput 'pick up with two or three 
fingers ' � Ml j emput 'pinch between the fingers� press hand of visitors' (Tg 
damput 'pick up with the hand' is not connected; neither is Fi covuta  'break or 
cut food smaU� peck at'.) ," zemuR TB jomur  'dry rice in the sun'� Ml j emu r 'd:r>y 
by exposure to air'; "' zu l zu l  Ja j uj u l  'sticking out by being too large and not 
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fitting'� Ml j uj u l ,  j oj o l  'sticking out in a pointed way' ( Tg du l du l  'shove with 
force' and TB j u l j u l  'add to something forcefully' are not connected . )  *zu (m) put  
J a  j umpu t !pick up something small with fingers or twee2ers'� NgD j umpu t  'pick up 
something small' (=s umpu t )  ( There is no Ml form attested for thi s  correspondence ,  
but the doublet i n  NgD attests outs ide influence . Further ,  there are doubl ets 
with s imilar meaning e . g .  Ja j umput , j ukuk , j upuk 'pick up' and also the forms 
listed under ," zempu t  above , so that the initial j is the result of analogical 
developments in al l l ikel ihood . )  *zungzung TB , Ml j ungj ung 'support on head' 
(Ho j unj una 'haughtiness� pride' i s  not connected . )  Other forms are widespread 
in Indonesian languages , but they have the meanings of forms which are subject 
to learned borrowing : ," az  i Tg pangady i q 'pray' (with irregular correspondences , 
attesting to the fact that it i s  a loanword) ,  Old Ja aj i 'sacred book'� TB aj i 
'magical formula'� Ml aj i ( said to be a Ja loanword) , kaj i 'study religious 
works'� NgD kaj i 'learn� study' ( Fi kac i 'caU� invite' is not connected . )  '� baz i 
TB ,  Ml , NgD baj i 'wedge'; '�kazang Tg ka rang , TB haj ang , Ja , Ml , NgD kaj ang 
'awning on a smaU boat'; '�panz i  Tg pand i -pand i 'banneret' TB panj i - panj i 
'ornament of feathers like that worn by children on their heads'� Ja panj i 'fZag'� 
Ml panj i -panj i 'streamer� pennant'; '�puz i 8  Tg pu r i , TB, Ml puj i 'honour� fame� 
praise'� Ja puj i 'prayer� wish� hope'; "'s u z i  Tg s u r i 'needle used to separate the 
threads in weaving'� Old Ja s uj i 'needle� thorn'� Ml bers uj i 'embroidered'; 
," t anzung TB pu l o  tanj ung 'peninsula' Ml tanj ung , NgD tanj ong , Ho tanj una 'cape'; 
* tazak Tg tarak  'stabbing forcefully with knife' (probably not connected) , TB 
taj ak  'knife for hacking'� Ml taj ak  'grass cutter'� NgD t aj ak  'strike'� ( S a  ata­
a ta  i s  not connected . I was unabl e to confirm Dempwolff ' s  gloss o f  'grater for 
yams'. ) ; "' taz  i Tg ta  r i q ,  TB ,  Ja , Ml , NgD taj i 'blade used in cockfighting'; '�uz i 
Tg Q r i q  'kind� class� karat'� TB manguj i ,  Ml, Ja uj i 'test'� NgD puj i 'admonish'; 
'�zab i TB j ab i -j ab i , Ho zav i , Fi sav i rewa 'kind of ficus tree' ( These are names 
of plants not basic to the cul ture and thus no evidence for a proto-phoneme . )  
"'za l ang  TB j a l ang 'running wild (as of boys that go away from home)'; Ja , Ml 
j a l ang  'running wild (especiaUy of prostitutes)'; '�zaga l TB j aga l 'meat sold 
in trade'� Old Ja j aga l 'slaughter'� Ml j ag a l  'deal in trade'; "'zambay Old Ja 
j ambe 'areca paz.m'� Ml j amb i 'areca nut'; ," zamban TB, Ja , Ml j amban 'privy (over 
a stream)'� NgD j amban 'hut over a river' ( Sa tapa - tapa is not connected . I have 
not been abl e  to confirm Dempwolff ' s  gloss 'fenced-in place for offal at death 
feasts'.); *zanggut  TB , Ml , Ja , NgD j angg ut  'beard'� zangka TB j akka , Ml j angka 
'measure off'� Ja , NgD j angka 'compass or callipers for measuring off'; *zava 
Tg dawa , NgD j awe 'millet' ( No Ml form survives , but this is a Sanskrit loan , 
although Dempwol ff doe s  not l i s t  it as such . ) ; "' z i n ten , MgD , Ml j i n tan , Ja j i n ten 
'caraway'; '�ze l a i  Ml j e l a i , Ja j a l i ,  NgD j i l a i  'kind of grass' ( This form has all 
sorts of unusual sound correspondences , as is common with plant names which 
travel from language to language . )  *zengka l Tg dangka l , TB j okka l , Ml j engka l , 
Ho zeh i 'span'; "' z u ( ng ) kung Ja j ukung , j ungkung , Ml jongkong , j ukung , j ungkang , 
etc . ,  NgD j ukong 'dugout canoe'; '� uzung TB uj ung 'end� exit'� Ja , Ml uj ung 'end� 
tip' ( Fi ucu 'nose' is not connected . )  
2 . 2 .  The resembl ances among some o f  the forms which Dempwol ff cites are purely 
fortuitous , and the meanings are not connected : *zagzag Old Ja j agjag  'touch 
ground with feet'� TB j akj ak  'for flowers or rice panicles to be erect'� NgD 
j aj ak 'go� tread on ( from the language o f  magic )  " zamzam Tg damdam 'feel pain'� 
TB j amj am 'sharp� hot'; ," zawazw Ja j oj o  'trying to resell something'� NgD j ao­
j ao i  'for the chin to move� rechew'; ," zegzeg Ja j ej eg 'straight� upright� always� 
steady'� Ml j ej ak 'step� footprint'; "' zehet TB j ehet 'earth that is sticky and 
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clay-like and hard to work', Fi coko 'join, fasten', PPN *soko 'tie, fasten'; 
," zenga t Ja njengat 'in an upright position', Fi cenga 'lift things up by one 
side only (as  the leaves of a book , or a l id) ' ; "'ze l ag Tg d i  l ag 'beauty', Ho 
j e l a ka 'glaringly bright'; *zeng Ja j eng 'foot', TB j ongjong 'stand upright'; 
"' z i ngz  i ng  TB j i ngj i ng 'held in the air, carry held in the air', Ja j i nj i ng 
'walk on toes' Ml j i nj i ng ,  j enj eng 'carry a light burden dangling from the hand'; 
"'z u ( ng ) k i t Tg d uk i t  'hole made by poking the finger into something', TB j ukk i t  
'pull fruits down from tree'; '� z u ( ng ) kuk Ja j ungkruk  'with bent head', Ml 
j ongkok 'squat', Ho j uku 'approach quietly, stooped down'. 
2 . 3 . For a number o f  the forms reconstructed with "' z ,  the TB , Ja , or Ho forms 
are borrowed from Ml , are unconnected , or affected by analogical developments . 
If the other forms cited are cognate , the proto-form can be reconstruct ed with 
," Z .  '� h i zaw Tg h i  I aw 'unripe', Ml h i  j a u  'green'. The following forms are 
borrowings from Ml : Ja ijo , NgD h i j a u  'green'. ( Ho ma i t s u  'green' does not fit 
into this correspondence . )  "' t i n ( z) a k  Cebuano t i ndak 'tread on', Minangkabau 
t i j ak 'step, tread', NgD ( said to be from Banj ares e) t i nj ak 'stepped on', Ja 
t i ndak  'go (honori fic) '. ( Ho t s i nj aka 'a dance with stamping of feet' could 
wel l be a borrowing from Ml . )  "'zaha t Ml j aha t ,  Fi caa , Cebuano daq u t  'bad'. 
A reconstruction "'Zaqe t  would account for these forms . The Polynesian forms 
which Dempwol f f  cites are not directly comparable , neither phonologically nor 
in meaning . TB j a t  'bad' and Ja j ahat  'grave (illness)' must be borrowed from 
Ml because of the vocal ism . )  *zah i t  Tg da i t  'close, contiguous', TB , Ja , Ml 
j a i t  'sew', Ho za i t ra 'sewn', Fi ca i ta 'coitus', PPN ," saq i 'bind'. We may 
reconstruct "'Zaq i t i f  we take the TB ,  Ja and Ho forms to be borrowed from Ml . 
Since all these forms show a semantic development in common , they are most 
probably indeed borrowings . * za l a teng Thi s  is not an inherited form , but if it  
were , there is no reason not to reconstruct with *Z: M j e l a tang , Fi sa l a to ,  Sm 
sa I a to 'kind of tree'; "'za I za  I Tg da  I da  I 'blow', To haha , Sm sasa  'beat, 
thrash'. ( I f these are connected at all , reconstruct '�Za I Za I. TB j a I j a I 'cut 
meat up fine' is unconnected . )  "' zaRum Ja dom , Ml j a rum , Fi sau , Sa s u l i te l u ,  
To hau  'needle'. Tg ka rayom 'needle' has an irregular correspondence for ," R 
and has a petrified prefix . It i s  not directly inherited . Similarl y ,  TB j a rum 
is a borrowing from Ml . This form should be reconstructed as "'ZaRum . '�zua l 
Ja do l , Ml , NgD j ua l  'sell'. (TB j ua l  'measurement for rice' i s  certainly not 
connected by inheritance , if it is connected at all . )  We may reconstruct 
'�Z ua l ,  if this form is inherited at all . '� z u l  i ng Ml j u l  i ng ,  Tg d u l  i ng 'cross­
eyed'. There is no reason not to reconstruct *Zu l  i ng ,  if the forms are 
inherited . "'enz u t  Ml enj u t  'move with a jerk', Tg undot , kundot  'faU back 
in fear'. There i s  no reason not to reconstruct '�enZ ut  i f  these forms are 
connected . ," panzang Ml panj ang , anjang , NgD panj ang 'long', Ho andran d rana 
'erectness, uprightness of men'. The Ja panj ang 'long' i s  o f  the Krama ( high )  
speech level and likely to b e  borrowed from Ml. Also J a  shows the accretion of 
initial p as de  cs Ml . We may reconstruct *anZang . ," t i n dzaw TB t i n do 'look in 
the distance'; Ml t i n j au  'look', Fi t i rova 'look at in mirror', Sa I i ro 'look 
at, for I. Reconstruct '� t i nZaw . Ja t i nj 0 'visit' is an honorific and borrowed . 
Ho t s i nj u  'gaze at from distance' has the reflex of a borrowing . The TB form 
with nd proves that the proto-form had "' nZ , and the Ho must be a loanword . 
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2 . 4 .  The fol lowing forms do not have the semantic character of  learned borrowings , 
and they cannot be dismissed outright . However , they are confined to languages 
whi ch are in contact with MI and even i f  they are of the bas i c  vocabulary , they 
probably are borrowed nevertheless . I n  a few cases there i s  other evidence that 
these forms , whi ch point to * z ,  are , i n  fact , not i nherited ,  but borrowed. There 
are o�ly two forms in this group which are not readily expla ined as loanwords . 
They are "' tazem 'sharp' and '-'za (m ) bay 'for branches to hang down'. But i t  i s  
certainly not impossible that they are loanwords o r  affected by analogical 
changes . 9 These are the forms in thi s  group: '-'aza r MI , Ja , TB, NgD aj a r ,  Tg 
a r a l  'teach� learn'. The Sa  mana ta ' i n i  'know' is not connected; "'banza r  TB, Ja , 
MI banj a r  'row'. ( Fi basa  'level� in a line with' i s  probably not connected . )  
'� ta ( n ) z uk MI taj u k ,  Ja tanj uk , NgD tajok 'tuft'. ( The 0 o f  the final syllable 
i n  NgD is i ndicative of a loanword . )  *tazem Tg ta l i m ,  TB tajom ,  Ja tajem,  Ml 
t aj am , NgD t aj i m  'sharp'. F i  tas i 'shave� scrape wood' i s  unconnected . 
*za (m ) bay TB j ambe , NgD j awe i 'for branches to be hanging down'. ( See n . 9  above 
for a discussion o f  thi s  form . )  *zanz i TB ,  Ja , MI , NgD j anj i 'promise'; *Zal i n  
TB ,  MI , NgD j al i n  'bind, braid'; *za (m ) bat  Ml j abat , j ambat 'take in hands, hold 
on to', PPN '-' sapa i 'lift, carry'. I f  these forms are related , the reconstructed 
form can be '-'Zambat .  TB j aba tan , Jav j awatan 'office, duty' are borrowed from 
a Ml form with a derivative meaning j abatan  'office, duty'. '� zamah Tg dama 
'perceived, felt', TB j ama 'touch', Ja j amah 'having relations with a woman not 
one's wife'� MI j amah 'physical possession� handling of a woman not one's wife' 
(The meaning of the Ja form proves that i t  i s  borrowed . The Tg mus t be borrowed 
because of the l ack of final -q , and thus i t  i s  l ikely that the TB i s  also a 
loanword . )  '�azak MI , NgD , ajak  Ja j ak 'urge� invite, incite'; "'zayu Tg dayo 
( Cebuano dayq u ) , TB j au 'foreigner', Tg l ayoq 'far', Sm sau ' a i  tanga ta  'cannibal 
(eating foreigners)'. The TB form i s  probably not connected , but a borrowing 
from MI j auh 'far'. I f  the Sm and Phi lippine forms are related , we could recon­
s truct *Zayq u or '-'Zayuq . *z i nak TB ,  Ja , Ml ,  NgD j i nak  'tame'. *zuluk TB j ulluk  
'bore, force into (like worms)', J a  j u l ukake 'push something upwards', Ml j olok 
'poling, thrusting upwards, forwards'. The other forms c ited in thi s  group are 
not connected in meaning : Tg d u l ok 'remove, excavate', NgD j u l ok 'be reached, 
brought here', Ho j u l uka 'enter, go in', Sm s u l u  'tuck in, insert, sheathe'. 
The forms c ited i n  thi s  section are the only ones that cannot be dismissed 
out of hand , but they do not offer strong enough evidence to allow us to recon­
struct a proto-phoneme * z .  This  phoneme did not exi st in the proto-language . 
3. *g 
The evidence for '�g i s  bet ter than for ,� c and '�z ,  but still  not s trong 
enough to warrant the establishment of a proto-phoneme *g . First , correspondences 
of forms with *g are not attested outside of Indonesi a-Phi lippines . A good 
number of the forms with '-'g are borrowed from Chinese or Indic sources . Others 
can be proven to be loanwords on internal grounds ( other than that provided by 
"'g ) . Further , there is evidence that the refl exes of *g had a marginal s tatus , 
al though everywhere they are well established now . MI and Ja have many forms 
with doublets showing 9 and b ,  9 and d ,  or 9 and k . l O Also , many forms with 9 
in Ja and MI have correspondences with k i n  other l anguages ,  and occasionally , 
vice versa , forms with 9 i n  other languages have k i n  Ja or MI . Al l o f  thi s  
mitigates against the l ikel ihood that there was a proto-phoneme '�g. W e  c annot 
dismiss out of hand all of the forms in the *g correspondence ,  and we wil l  pre­
sent those forms which cannot be readily explai ned below in Section 3 . 5 .  We need 
not , howeve r ,  consider forms reconstructed with *ngg . S ince there are no forms 
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which were reconstructed with ," nR , and only one form which 
reconstructed with 1'nj ( ," anj aw 'day') , the forms with "'ngg 
'� n R  or possibly '�nj ( if they are indeed inherited forms ) . 
no evidence for a phoneme *g . 
has tentatively been 
may actual ly reflect 
In any cas e ,  they offer 
3 . 1 . A great number of the forms in the "'g correspondence are those which are 
l ikely to have been affected by analogi c changes . The following forms are names 
of sounds : "'gagak TB gagak 'laugh loudly' � Ja , Ml gaga k ,  Ho ( dial ecta l )  gaga 
'crow'� NgD gagak 'cackling of chickens'� Sm ' a ' a ,  To kaka 'chattering of birds'� 
'�gukguk Tg gukg uk 'grunt of pigs'� TB g ukguk 'kind of bird sound'� Ja nggukg uk 
'uncontrolled weeping' � Sm ' u '  u ,  Fu kuku 'kind of bird'; ,', 1 egung Ml 1 egung 'boom� 
gong'� Tg l agong 'bass� low sound of voice' ( The correspondence Tg a ,  Ml e shows 
that the s imilarity of form in these two words is coincidental . )  *gemba r Ml 
gemba r -gemba r 'yelling noise'� Tg ," g i mba l 'clatter'. I believe that words meaning 
'shake� shine� tremble'� and the like are sub j ect to s imilar ki nds of analogic 
reformations : "'g i gi l  'shiver'� Tg g i g i l 'tremble with pleasure or delight'; 
g i l ang Ja , Ml g i l ang 'bright� glittering'� To , Fu k i k i l a ,  Sm ' i  ' i l a  'shine� 
glisten'; 1'g uyang Ja goyang 'unsteady� shaking'� Ml goyang 'oscillation' ( NgD 
gagoyang 'often go somewhere' is probably unconnected . )  The following forms 
also are probably affected by analogic reformation :  1'g um i Tg g um i  'whiskers (as 
of a cat)'� NgD g um i  'beard� whiskers (of cat)'. These forms may well be con­
taminations of reflexes of '� kum i s: Ml kum i s ,  Tb g um i s  'mustache� beard'� Fi 
kum i 'chin� beard'. "' ( C t ) eguk  Ml teguk 'gulp down'� Tg tagok 'gulp� swallow'� 
Tg t i gok 'sound produced by swallowing' ( In thi s  case the numerous forms with a 
s imilar sound and similar meaning prove that these forms are analogical 
creations , e . g .  Ml ragok , degok , cegok , Tg l agok 'gulping� swallowing� and the 
like'. c f .  '� ceguk Section 1 . 1 . ,  above . )  Another example of numerous doublets 
which point to analogical contamination : '�pegang Ml pegang 'grasp� hold', NgD 
hegang 'hold'� TB rogang 'hold fast'� NgD pagang , pegang 'under the power of' 
(borrowed from Ml) . The following forms end in - tas , a sequence which many 
forms of s imilar meaning end in : "'ge ( n ) tas Ja getas 'break apart easily'� Ml 
getas  'brittle'� Ml gen tas 'snapping a twig'� NgD getas 'be broken through'� 
Ho hentana 'crack� fissure'. cf . Ml retas 'rip'� Ja t un tas 'through and through'� 
Cebuano bugtas  'snap'� b i tas  'lacerate'� etc . )  Thus it is likely that the 
initial syllable is a reformation . The following forms also appear to be 
secondary : *ga l i ng ,  *g i l  i ng ,  *gu l  i ng ,  and *gu l ung . The similarities o f  meaning 
point to analogical reformation and similar words have a k :  e . g .  TB ha l i ng 
'turned'� NgD ku l  i ng 'be rolled� wrapped up'� Jav k i l  i ngan 'turning round and 
round'� Ml ke l i 1 i ng 'going round'. "'ga l i ng TB ha l i ng 'turned' NgD ga l i ng 'roll'� 
Sa ' a l  i 'be lying curled up'; '�g i 1 i ng TB g i  1 i ng 'roll� turn around'� NgD g i  1 i ng 
'roll up'� Ml g i l  i ng 'rolling out� flattening with roller'� Ml , Tg , Ja g i l i ng 
'grind' ( The Ja and Tg are probably borrowed from Ml . )  1'g u l  i ng TB g u l  i ng 'bend� 
roll to the side'� Ml g u l i ng 'roll over'� Ho h ud i na 'turning around'. (Fi q i l i 
'rub' and q i l  i ca 'twist fibres in hands' is unconnected with these forms . )  ( The 
fo llowing forms are not connected with these in any way : Old Ja g u l i ng 'lie 
dOwn'� Ja g u l  i ng ,  NgD gag u l  i ng 'pillow to put one's leg over while lying down'. ) 
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3 . 1 . 1 .  There i s  a vaci llation between 9 and k i n  many forms . The forms with k 
are original and the forms with 9 are secondary . I f  these forms are reflexes of  
proto-forms , they should be reconstructed with '�k- : '�ga te  I Tg ka t i ,  TB gata  I ,  Ja 
gate l , NgD gate l , Ho hat i r.a 'itch'. ( The vocali sm o f  the TB i n  thi s  case confirms 
that the TB form i s  a loanword . ) ;  *ga (m) p i t TB gapp i t  'clamped', Ja gap i t 'tongs'. 
These forms· must be refl exes o f  '-'ka (m) p i t :  Tg kap i t  'hold, grasp', TB hap i t  
'clamp together', Ml kamp i t  'sack' (maybe not connected) , Fi  kab i ta 'adhere to', 
Sm ' ap i l i  'cling to, stick to'. ( The To and Fu forms which Dempwolff cites are 
not easily connectible in meani ng ,  but the Sm form is representative of  cognates 
in a l arge number of Polynes i an languages . )  *ga l ang/ka l ang TB ha l ang , NgD ga l ang 
'something o n  which something else is set', Ml ka l ang 'support, prop', Ml g a l ang 
'thwarting bea�', Ho ha l ana 'roll on head to carry burdens'. In the case of  
1'gap i t  and *ga l ang , it  i s  qui te certain that the correct recons truct ion i s  *kap  i t  
and '-'ka l ang respectively because their roots contain a petri fied prefix '�ka - . 
Mos t  o f  these forms are of  the sort that  are l ikely to be loanwords or l i able to 
analogical reformation . The following forms are l i kely to be borrowed :  '�gas  i ng 
Cebuano kas i ng ,  TB ,  Ml g as i ng ,  Ja gas i ngan 'top' (Ho has i na 'be very round' may 
wel l not be connected . )  '-'genDang TB gondang 'Batak orchestra music', Ja ken Dang , 
Ml gendang , NgD g andang 'kind of drum'; *genD i t ,  TB gond i t  'kind of cloth belt', 
Ja ken D i t 'sash, cloth belt', Ml gend i t ,  kend i t  'girdle'. Forms l ikely to have 
been subject to analogi cal reformation: '�ge  I i Ja ge I i 'have a compulsion to 
laugh', Ml ge l i 'tickled, amused', NgD ka l i e n  'ticklish' ( Sm ' o l i ' o l i 'rejoice' 
i s  not connected . )  1'g i t i k  Cebuano g i t i k  'tickle', TB g i t i k  'tease', Ml ge l i t i k  
'tickle', NgD k i t i k  'tickle'; *g i l ap  Ja g i l�p , Ml g i l ap 'shining and gleaming', 
NgD g i l ap 'whetted, highly sharpened', Tg , Ml k i l ap ,  TB h i l ap 'flashing, flaming'; 
'�g usok TB ,  Ja , Ml gosok 'clean by rubbing', NgD kusok , Ho kus uka 'rubbing'; 
'�g uncang TB g u t sang , Ml g uncang , goncang , kuncang , koncang 'shake' ( Ho huntsana  
'rinsed' is probably unconnected . )  
3 . 2 .  A large number of forms i n  the *g correspondence have no semantic  connection 
and are not cognate . These forms did not exist i n  the proto-language : *gaDgaD 
Tg gadgad 'shelled out (of grains) ', TB g a rg a r  'fallen apart into pieces', Jav 
gag a r  'fail to complete a normal cycle', NgD gag a r  'fall out of, fall off'; 
*gahu I Tg gaho I 'lacking in time', Jav kago I 'hindered'; *ga I ga I TB ga I ga I 
'struggle against', Ml , Ja gaga l 'fail'; *gasang TB gasang 'easily catching fire', 
Ja geseng 'burned, scorched', Ml gasang , gang sang 'libidinous', Fi  qesa 'charred', 
To kakaha 'gloW with heat, flare up', Sm ' a ' a sa  'red hot' ; 1'gas TG gasgas 'worn 
out by friction', TB gas 'broken in two' ; Ja gas  'make afraid', NgD gagas 'wood 
from interior swamps' ; 1'ge I ge I Tg g i l  g i l  'bearing down with hand' Laktaw : ' cut 
off', Ja gege l 'notch', To koko 'squeeze, press', Sm ' o ' om i  'squeeze, crush'. 
'�gemgem Tg g a l i mg i m 'loneliness, homesickness', Ja g l enggem 'being quiet so as 
to steal others' property', NgD gagom 'be dumb, not know what to say' ; '�gesa 
Tg g i sa 'itching, stinging i n  body', TB gosa 'torture', Ml gesa 'hasten', Fi  qosa 
'eat noisily' ; '-'g i g i  TB g i g i  'ends of wings', Ml g i g i  'tooth', Ho h i  h i  'scrape, 
scratch' ; *g i l ang TB g i l ang 'be undecided, go here and there in indecision', 
Ho h i  I ana 'removed to one side' ; '-'g i I i  s Ja g i l i s ,  g i l es 'mash, flatten', Fi  
k i l i c.? 'exhume' ; '-' guDang Tg g u l ang 'old', TB godang 'much, b e  grown up' Ml gedang 
'large', Ho hu rana 'become augmented (as a fire, plague, etc . )' ( There i s  some 
s imi lar i ty of meaning here , but I beli eve the s imil ar i ty i s  fortuitous . )  *gug u t  
Tg kukot 'eat little by little for amusement', TB gug u t  'gnaw at', J a  gug u t  
'kill lice by pressing against the front teeth', NgD gogot 'dried up, used up 
(of the soil) ' ;  '�g u tem Tg gu tom 'hungry', TB g u tom 'scavenge', NgD getem 'to 
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harvest' ; '�gusgus  Tg gusgus  'rinse the hair with gogo', TB g usgus  'scrub, rub', 
,Ta gugus  'corroded', gogos 'eroded' ; '�s a ( n ) gap Tg sagap 'scooped up from just 
below the surface', Ho t saka 'be fetched from a well (water)' ; * teges TB togos 
'dedicate to', Ja t eges 'meaning', Fi doka 'respect, honour' ; '� u l ug Ml o l ok 
'tease' Tg u l ok 'coax, cajole, induce', Cebuano u l ug -u l ug 'flatter' ; ," DegDeg Tg 
I i 9 I i  9 'shake, jolt, rinse', Ja Deg Deg 'thumping heart beats' ; ," cek i 9 Ml cek i k 
'strangle', Tg s i k i g  'tight-fitting (around neck or armpits)', Ja cek i k  'hiccough' ; 
*sugsug Ml s u sok 'stab, pierce', Tg sa l ugsug 'sliver', Ja s u s uk  'something stuck 
under the skin as a charm' ; ," t i bag Tg t i bag 'demolished', Ml tebak 'crowbar used 
to break stone'. 
3 . 3 .  A great number of the fonns wi th the correspondence �'g are clearly borrowed 
from Ml . They occur only in languages which were in contact with Ml and have 
meanings typical of loanwords : *agak Ml agak 'guess', Ja agak 'thought, opinion', 
TB agak 'estimate'; '� bagus Ml , Ja bagus  'handsome'; ," ager TB , Ml , Ja aga r-aga r ,  
Ja age r-ager 'agar-agar' ; '�gayang TB geang -geang , Ml g ayang 'kind of hanging 
shelf or basket' ( NgD gayang 'kind of sickness' is not connected . )  "'g aduk  TB 
gaduk 'haughty, conceited', Ml gaduk 'swagger' ; "'ga Day TB gade , Ja gaDe , Ml , NgD 
gada i 'pawn'; "'gaDung TB gadong , Ja g aDung , Ml gadung 'kind of yam', NgD gadung 
'kind of medicinal plant' ; ," gagah Tg gaga 'usurpation', TB gaga ba ran i 'brave', 
Ja gagah 'strong, muscular', Ml gagah 'great physical strength', NgD gagah 'stand 
up and fight, not give in' ; "'gan z i l Tg ga r i l 'defective in pronunciation' , Ml , 
Ja , TB ganj i l  'uneven, odd', NgD ganj i l  'not easily divisible, lacking'; 
'�ga I umbang TB ga I umbang Ml ge I umbang NgD ga I ombang 'long waves'; ," g a  I umat Ml 
ge I uma t , NgD ga i oma t 'decking'; "'gana TB gana 'a picture one swears by', Ja gana 
'figurine', NgD gana 'the spirit (soul) of a tMng in human form which leaves the 
thing and appears in dreams'; '�gan tang TB gat  tang , Ja , Ml , NgD gantang 'a dry 
measure', Cebuano ganta  'a dry measure' ; '�gangsa l Tg gansa l 'excess, unpaired', 
Ml gasa l 'uneven', Old Ja gangsa l 'five' ; '�gawa i Tg gawa i 'wizardry, witchery', 
Ja gawe 'work', Ml gawa i 'work' ( from Ja) , NgD gawayan , goayan 'rice or work 
given in payment for interest on borrowed money' ; "'gebe r Ja geber 'screen, 
curtain', Ml geba r 'coverlet, tapestry', NgD gaba r 'kind of coarse material'; 
," g a l ang Tg ga l ang 'bracelet', TB go l ang , Ja ge l ang 'armband', Ml ge l ang 'circlet, 
circuit, bracelet', NgD ge l ang 'copper leg rings' ; *genep Tg ganap 'completed, 
fulfilled', TB gonop , ganup 'each and every', Ja genep , ganep 'completed, 
fulfilled', Ml gena p 'completing, even number', NgD genep 'each and every', 
kagenep 'even number ', Ho hen i ka 'full, complete' (The irregular correspondences 
in Tg , Ja , and TB confirm that this form spread by borrowing . )  *getaq Tg ga taq 
'coconut milk' (with the correspondence of a for Ml e indicating a loanword ) , TB 
gota 'sap', Ml getah 'sap, latex', NgD g i ta ( also not a nonnal reflex o f  ," e) 
'sticky tree sap' ; '�gunung Ja , Ml gunung 'mountain " NgD g unong 'name of 
mountainous geographical area near Banjarmasin' ; '�g i I a TB g i l  a 'excited out of 
joy', Ja g i l a  ' be crazy for something ' ,  Ml , NgD g i l a  'crazy', Fi k i i l a 'wild, 
savage (of animals) ' ;  "'g u s  i TB gos i ( I was unable to con finn Dempwo l f f ' s gloss 
'gums' .) Ja , Ml gus i 'gums' ; *gusa ( r ) TB ,  Ja , 111 g usa r 'furious' (Fi kusa 'be 
quick, hasten' is unconnected . )  �'g unDu l Ja *gun Do l , Ml g undu l , gondo l , NgD 
gundu l 'shorn, bare' ; '�gun D i k  Ml , NgD gund i k ,  Ja g un D i k  'concubine'; '�g u l a i  Tg 
gu l a i  'vegetables " TB g u l e 'sauce for vegetables', Ml g u l a i  'wet curry', NgD 
g u l a i  'stirred' ; '�g un t i ng Tg , Ja , Ml gun t i ng ,  TB gu t t i ng ,  gus t i ng 'scissors', 
NgD g un t i ng ,  kunt i ng 'be cut'; ," g uR i TB g u r i -gu r i , Ml g u r i , k u r i 'small earthen­
ware vessel' ; '�g u l uk TG g u l ok 'short machete', TB go l uk (with 0 for u ,  an 
indication of a borrowing) 'a knife to hack with', Ja go 1 0k 'machete, dagger " 
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Ml go l ok 'sword with convex cutting edge, kind of machete ' ;  *guham Tg g uham 
'fiery blisters on the body ',  TB ,  Ml g uam , Ja gom , NgD goam 'thrush, eruption 
in mouth ' ( Tg g uham is perhaps directly related to Ml ruam 'rash '); '� s u l i 9 i Tg 
s u I  fg i q (with a final -q , an indication o f  borrowing) 'dart, lance ', TB ,  Ja 
s u  I i  9 i 'bamboo lance ', Ml se I i  9 i 'dart, javelin ' ;  1's a g u  Ml s a g u  'mealy pith 
(usua l ly of sago paZm) ', Ja , TB ,  Tg sagu , NgD sago 'sago ', Ho s a k u  'corn ' .  The 
fol lowing forms are probably related by borrowing because the vowel of the first 
syllabl e fluctuates between e and a :  ''< g a n t  i /g e n t  i Tg g a n t  i 'reciprocal act ', 
TB got t i 'one who replaces ', Ja g a n t i , gen t i , Ml , NgD ( no ted as Banj arese )  g a n t i 
'replace ', * s i g a i Tg s i gay , MI s i g a u  'smal l  cowrie '.  The following set comes 
from a reformation of ''< be I aj 'spread out ' which has passed into other languages 
from Ja via Ml as the meanings attest : ''<ge l a r  Ja ge l a r  'spread out, title ', l l 
TB goa r ,  Ml ge l a r ,  NgD ga l a r ,  g a r a r  'title, name by which one is honoured ' .  
The fol lowing form i s  no longer attested i n  Ml except i n  titles , but the final 
-q  in Tg proves that it is a loanword : *gawa Tg gawaq 'do', TB ma rgao 'work 
(used in idioms ) ', Ml penggawa 'a military rank ', NgD panggawa 'chief ( in the 
language cf magic) I ( Ho kava -kava 'move the hands and feet about, as soldiers 
out of step ' is not connected . )  Forms with refl exes found only in Ja and Ml or 
these two languages and NgD cannot be used as evidence for *g . We place them 
here : *g i g i t Ja , Ml g i g i t 'bite ' ;  ,O'g i l i ( r ) Ja , Ml g i l i r ,  NgD g i r i r 'be in turns, 
cycles ';  *gayung MI , Ja gay ung , NgD gayong 'dipper '.  In the fol lowing two forms 
the TB is not connected in meaning or is a borrowing and the reflex is attested 
only for Ml and Ja . We therefore place them here : *gemuk Ml gemu k 'fat, 
fertile ', Ja gemuk ' lubricating grease ', TB gamuk 'fat ' ( a  borrowing as the 
vocal i sm attests ) ; * t egeng Ja t eg e n t  'strong, firm ', Ml t egang 'taut, out­
stretche d ' ( TB  t ogong 'hard to digest ' i s  not connected in meaning . )  The follow­
ing form is not attested for Ml , but the meaning is such that borrowing is highly 
l ikely : *ga n t a l TB g a t a l 'food given to gamblers ', Ja g a n t a l 'roZ Zed up betel 
leaf ' ( The Polynesian forms are not connected : To ka t a  'branch from the kava 
plant ',  Fu ka t a ,  Sm ' a t a  'cutting from the kava p lant '. ) 
3. 4. Two forms reconstructed with final 1, - 9 may as well be reconstructed with 
final * - R ,  i f  they reflect a form from the proto-language at all : *OugOug Tg 
l ug l ug 'move to and fro ', To l u l u - l u l u 'shake ' ( Ja OoOog 'knocking sound ' i s  not 
connected . )  *seg seg Tg s i gs i g 'torch made of bundles of reeds or bamboo 
cylinder$ ', Ho ses i t ra 'smoke hemp ' ( TB masoksok 'burned up ' is not connected . )  
3. 5. Thi s  leaves us with fi fteen forms which were reconstructed with *g and 
which do not have reflexes in Ml ,  or if they have Ml reflexes , the meaning i s  
not one which would l ead one t o  suspect a loanword . None af these forms are o f  
the basic vocabulary , however . They are the only evidence for ,O'g which cannot 
be dismissed out of hand , but s ince none of these forms show cognates in Oceania 
or Formosa , I bel ieve that they are l ikely to be related by borrowing , and I do 
not consider them sufficient evidence to reconstruct *g . In some cases the 
coincidence of meaning is probably fortuitous . *agam Tg agam-agam 'retrospection ', 
TB a g am 'have an opinion ' ;  '�ga ( r ) a ng TB ga rang 'easily inflammable ( like powder) ',  
Ja g a rang 'dry over fire ' ( These two forms may resemble each other coinc identally . 
The meaning connection is not good . Ml ga rang 'fierce, turbulent ' and NgD 
gaga rang 'for the noon to be very bright ' are not connected . )  *ga l aq TB g a l a ,  
Ml g a l ah  'long pole '; *gangg u TB ganggu 'be in doubt, not trust ', Ja , Ml ganggu  
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'bother'� NgD ganggo 'hindered' ( The vocalism of the NgD indicates a borrowing , 
and the TM may be unrelated . )  1'g a l ak  TB ,  NgD ga l ak 'bUX'n brightly'� Ml , Ja 
ga l ak 'untamed� dangerous� mer�cing'. ( Tg ga l a k 'joy' is not connected with the 
TB and NgD forms . )  "'ganggang TB gang , ganggang 'being apart� being too loose'� 
Ja ganggang 'parted (as of people that are fighting) ' ; ," gapay TB , Ja gape 'slack� 
weak' ( These forms may be analogical reformations as many forms with a similar 
meaning end in -pay : Cebuano t upay 'unconscious'� Ml sampa i 'hang loose'� Ml 
me l ampa i - l ampa i 'swaying'.) '�g an t ung TB ga t t ung , Ja , Ml gan t ung , NgD gan tong 
(with 0 o f  the final syllable pointing to a loanword) , Ho hant una 'hand� sus­
pended'; "'gemgem TB gomgom , Old Ja gegem 'control� rule'� Ja gegem 'control� hold 
in fist'� Ml genggam 'hold in the fist'� NgD sagengem 'what one can enclose with 
the foUX' fingers of each hand'. ( In this case the TB and NgD forms are c l early 
borrowings as their meanings attest .  The TB shows a semantic development in 
common with Old Ja , and the NgD is  a term o f  measurement . The forms from Oceania 
are not connected in meaning : Fi qoma ( I  was unable to verify Dempwo l f f ' s  gloss 
o f  'grasp') , To kokom i , Sm ' o ' om i  'squeeze� crush'. ) ," ge l ap TB go l ap ,  Ml g e l ap 
'darkness'� J a  ge l ap 'undercover� illicit ' (The Ja has a developed meaning which 
makes one strongly suspect borrowing . )  '-' gen t i n g  Tg 9 i n t  i n g  'an uneven thread'� 
TB got t i ng 'small in the middle (as if pushed in by a girdle)'� Ja gen t i ng 
'frayed� broken nearly through'� Ml gent i ng 'slender link between two larger 
objects'� NgD g i n teng 'thin in the middle' (with an irregular vowel in the first 
syllable) ; '�gayung TB gaung 'hang swaying'� NgD gagayong 'hang free in the air 
from something' (with an 0 in the final syl labl e indicating not a direct 
inheritance) ;  1'hegab TB ogap , mogap , 'choke� drown'� Ja megap 'pant� breathe in 
gasps' ( Tg h i gab  'yawn' is unconnected . )  * teg uh TB togu 'stUX'dy� fast'� Ja , Ml 
t eg u h  'firm and strong� tough'� NgD tagoh ( a  borrowing) 'impenetrable� impervious 
to wounds'; '-' pagu t  TB pagu t , pa rg ut  'bi U of a bird� mouth of a snake'� Ml pagu t  
'peck (bird) � bite (snake)� nibble (fish)'. ( Ja pag u t  'take hold of' is not 
verified . )  * tagam TB tagam 'be wary of something'� Cebuano tagam 'have had a bad 
experience so that one does not wish to repeat it' ( The s imilarity may be purely 
coincidental . Cebuano also has a form tagamtam 'experience' wh ich i s  from a 
root '-' tamtam , and the form t agam may be derived from this . Dempwol ff connects 
the TB form with "'agam l i sted at the beginning of this section . )  There is  a 
s ingl e example of a *g in final position which cannot readily be expl ained away . 
I think that in this case we are dealing with a coinc idence - that is , the Ml 
and Javanese forms are connected by borrowing (as the vocalism of the Ml form 
indicates ) , but these only coincidental ly resembl e  a Tg form which has a similar 
meaning : '-' l unzag Ml l onj a k ,  Jav l unj ak 'spring up'� Tg l undag 'jwnp� leap'. 
4 .  '-'T 
The evidence for '�T i s  very slender . Dempwol f f  thought tha't the occurrence 
of Ja T where other languages have t (or a reflex of ,� t )  indica ted 1'T , but Ja 
was thought to be the only language that did not merge ,� t and '-'T . This fact 
alone makes '-'T SUSPlClOUS . Further , we find that most of the forms in the 
correspondence *T are words sub j ect to contamination ( analogical reformation) , 
a grea't number of them confined to only Ml and Ja, a few of them learned borrow­
ings , a few not connected in meaning , and a few which could perfectly wel l be 
reconstructed with *t . This leaves four forms in this correspondence which 
could possibly be inherited . Phonemic conditioning or pure chance mus t  account 
for these . 
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4 . 1 . Many Ja forms which refer to sounds contain a phoneme T ,  whereas t practi­
cally fails to occur in onomatopoetic forms . The conclus ion i s  inescapabl e that 
T has spread into forms of this type by an analogical process , and these forms 
can o ffer no evidence for a proto-phoneme . The following reconstructions by 
Dempwol f f  refer to forms of onomatopoetic meanings : *keTek , *keT i k ,  * kenTung , 
*keTuk , *Tek , *TekTek , *T i k ,  *T i kT i k ,  *Tak , *TakTak ,  *T i ng ,  *T i ngT i ng ,  *Tung , 
*Tuk , '�TukTuk , '�keTak .  The form *keTer  (Blust)  which refers to shaking , trembling 
is also of the sort that i s  liabl e  to analogic change ( c f . the discuss ion in 
Section 3 . 1 . ,  above ) . The word for 'littZe ' is also sub j ect to analogical 
reformation of this sort : '<' i T i k  TB , Minangkabau e tE!k ,  Ja T i t i k , i T i k ,  Sm i t i - i t i 
'little ', Ho v i t s i  'few ' ( not connected) . In the first place the Ja form has an 
initial T ,  al ready a clue that analogical change has taken place . Further , there 
are numerous other forms with s imilar sounds in a s imilar meaning : Ml kec i k ,  
kec i k  'little ', etc . The Ja form cannot have been inherited . I bel ieve that 
analogical reformation is also involved in the case of *peT i k  Ja peT i k ,  Ml pet i k  
'pluck, pick ' ( Fi pet i 'pluck fruit ' i s  not directly related . )  The form *pu t i k  
is wel l attested and the refl exes look inherited from the proto-language . 
( Dempwolff reconstructed *puT i k ,  but there i s  no Ja cognate . )  TB put i k  'pluck ', 
Fi vut i a  'pluck out hair ', PPN '<' f u t i  'pluck, puU out ' .  Ja peT i k  shows an 
irregularity of the vowel of the first syllable ,  and Ml pet i k  probably developed 
from * pu t i k ,  under the influence of Ja . In any cas e ,  the Ja does not refl ec t a 
proto-form directly . 
4 . 2 .  A number o f  forms reconstructed wi th '�T have the character o f  learned 
borrowings or are the names of flora or fauna : '�baT i k  Tg ba t i k  'painted cloth, 
tattoos ( Noceda ) ' , Ja baT i k  'batik ', NgD ba t i k  'thick cloth with flowery patterns ' ;  
1'keTem NgD , Tg katam 'plane ' (with vocal i sm which proves borrowing) , TB otom 
'plane ' (with an irregular initial sound) , MI ketam 'plane, grasp in claws ', Ja 
keTem 'tongs to hold something in forging, grasp in claws of the like ' ;  1'kaT i  1 
Ja , kat i l ,  Ml ,  NgD kat i l 'bedstead ' ( This form is borrowed from Tamil kat t i l . )  
*keTu Ja keTu 'cap around which 0 turban is wound ', Ml keto 'ascetic 's headdress 
of Hindu period ' ;  '�banT i ng Old Ja banTeng 'water buffalo ', MI , NgD ban t i ng 'wild 
buffalo ' .  Other forms in addition to those above which are confined to Ja and 
MI or to these and NgD are surely not related by inheritance from the proto­
language : '<' buTak Ja buTak 'bald, bare ', Ml bota k  'bald, having an empty spot at 
crown of head ' ;  '�kanTung Ja kanTong , NgD kantong , Ml kan tung 'pocket ' ( Fi kato , 
To ka to and Sm ' a to 'basket ' are not related . )  '<'kenTe l Ja kenTe l , MI ken ta l 
'thick, viscous ' ;  '�kenTang Ja kenTang , Ml , NgD ken tang , NgD kantang 'potato ' 
( Hardel andt explains that these were not known to the Ngaj us at his time and 
says that the word he l ists is the Ml word . )  '<' kunT u l  Jav konTo l 'penis, scrotum ', 
Ml k un tu l , kon to l , kerunt u l , ke renta l ,  kon t a l  ( all referring to thick pendulous 
obj ec ts ) ; '�kuTung Ja kuTung , Ml kotong 'docked '; *paT i Ja paT i 'starch, essence ', 
MI pa t i  'cream, finest portion of anything ' ( To mat s i 'scented, sweet smelling 
after having leaves soaked in it ' is not connected . )  *Tu ( ng ) ku l Ja Tuku l  'sprout ', 
NgD t ungko l  'banana bud ' ( Tg t uko l 'even in number, overripe rice grains that 
are unharvested ' i s  not connected . )  
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Some of the forms in the ," T correspondence are patently unconnected in mean­
ing : "'aT i k  Ja aT i k-aT i kan 'something made up', TB a t i k  'perhaps', NgD etek ,  petek 
'intent'; ," baTuk Tg ba tok 'nape of neck', Old J a  baTuk 'forehead', J a  baTuk 
'coconut shell', Ml bat uk 'coconut shell ( said to b e  from Ja ) ', S a  qa ' u  'head', 
Sm pat u  'swelling, lump'; ," beTak Tg b i tak  'crack, cleft', Ja beTak 'boil rice', 
Fi beteka 'break, brittle things', Sa ho ' a  'take aside, separate'; *bunT i ng Ja 
b unT i ng ( Dempwo l f f ' s  gloss 'youngest child' not confirmed) , Ml bun t i ng 'pregnant', 
TB but teng-but t eng 'pregnant', Sa h u t  i 'be born'; '�b uTek Ja buTeg 'water that is 
not clear, roiled up', Fi butoo 'darkness'; "'h i ( n ) Ta i  Tg h i n tay 'wait', TB i t te  
'wait', Ja i T i  'take scrupulous care of', Ml i n ta i 'spy on'. ( The TB and Tg 
forms may be rel ated , but they furnish no evidence for T . )  "'Tangku r Tg tangko l  
'cuff, box', TB tahu r  'hollow out a log', Ja Takur-Takur 'paw, dig with hands or 
feet', Ho t anggu 'stripped of wings and legs (locust), herbs stripped for 
cooking'; '''Ta ( r ) i k  Tg t ,3 1 i k  'intimate, close', Ja Ta r i k-Ta r i k  'set in neat rows'; 
'�baTang Old Ja babaTang 'dead body', TB batang 'coffin'. 
4 . 4 .  A few forms which have been reconstructed with *T can as well be recon­
structed with ,� t :  "'anTuk Old Ja mangan tuk  (with t not T) 'sleepy, for the head 
to droop'; '� DeT i k Ml det i k 'ticking sound, second', Tg 1 f t i k 'pulse beat' ( no 
Ja form quoted) ; '�p i T i k Tg p i t  i k 'fillip' ( and several other meanings referring 
to sudden motion) , TB p i t i k  'thrown down, apart from others', NgD p i t i k  'quick, 
deft', Fi v i d i  'jump, fly up', v i d i ka 'fillip', PPN ," f i t i  'spring up, move 
suddenly, fillip' ( Ja peTek 'shock of hair' has no connection . )  "'Teng uk Ja , Ml 
t engok 'peer at', Fi d i gova 'examine, inspect' ( There is no reason to reconstruct 
wi th ," T .  
4 . 5 .  This leaves us with four or possibly five forms which cannot b e  explained 
away . Two of them have cognates in languages outside of Indones ia and the 
Philippines . They are ," puTu l  Tg puto l  'cut off', Ja puT u l  'break off', To , Fu , 
Sm mu t u  'cut off, ended'; "'k i Ta Tg k i ta 'see', Ja was k i Ta 'with clear insight', 
NgD i t e 'see', Ho h i ta 'see', Fi k i da 'salute a person on arrival', k i da -k i da 
'come on an enemy', PPN '''k i t e 'see, appear, know'. In the case of puTu l ,  i t  may 
wel l be that the Ja form happens to resemble the Phi l ippine and Polynes ian forms . 
Since there are endl ess numbers for forms for 'cut, break off' in these languages , 
many of which resemble each other in sound ( giving rise to pos s ibilities for 
analogical reformations ) ,  it can well be that the resembla nce o f  these forms is 
purely fortuitous . In the case o f  * k i Ta ,  it is not absolutely certain what the 
meaning o f  the Ja form - k i Ta is in the compound was k i Ta ,  although it probably 
does mean something like 'see'. However , even though reflexes o f  this form are 
found from Formosa to Oceania , they show irregularities of correspondence in many 
languages ( e . g .  the lack of initial k - in NgD , the final vowel o f  the Polynesian 
forms , Cebuano has k i taq with an unexplained glottal stop) . This indicates that 
analogical changes which we are not in a position to understand have reshaped 
thi s  form in many languages . '1\>]0 other forms with '''T are found only in Ja and 
one other language . Even though there is no Ml form attested for the correspon­
dence , the meanings are such that they could wel l be related by borrowing , and 
in one case , doublets in .Ja make this a virtual certainty : "'p i Tung TB p i t  ung 
'blind', Ja p i To ,  p i Tong 'blind in one eye', Tg pun tok 'cone, apex', Ja punT uk 
'mound, hill, peak'. 
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NOTES 
1 .  Dyen ( 1 9 7 1)  l ists 25 of the correspondences which he finds may refl ec t  
phonemes which should b e  added to the PAN phonemic inventory . 
2 .  The evidence for *Z , '�N , and ,�C is very s trong , and thes e  were surely 
phonemes of the proto-language . 
3 .  I adhere to the symbols for the correspondences which have become traditional , 
for ease o f  reference . However , an urgent task for Austronesian linguistics 
is to investigate the probabl e  phonetic content of these phonemes on the 
basis of their refl exes . 
4 .  To use a loanword as evidence for the existence of a proto-phoneme i s  to 
assert that the loanword was borrowed during the time o f  the proto-language , 
clearly a ridiculous thing to assert in the cas e of Indic loanwords , and 
not very likely in the case of Chinese forms either . 
5 .  I am using Dempwolff ' s  abbreviations for the languages :  Ml : Malay , Ja : 
Javanese , Tg : Tagalog , TB :  Toba Batak , NgD : Ngaj u  Dayak , Ho : Malagasy , 
Fi : Fij ian , Sa : Sa ' a ,  Sm : Samoan , To : Tongan , Fu : Futunan . I also use the 
abbreviations PPN for Proto-Polynesian , and PAN for Proto-Austronesian . In 
the case of this particular correspondence ,  Dempwolff thought NgD reflected 
*c with c ,  but Dyen ( 1 9 56 )  showed that NgD forms with c were borrowings from 
Ml . 
6 .  Dempwol f f  only thought that Ml and Ja had reflexes o f  '�ns di fferent from '�nc 
( Ml and Ja ngs reflecting *ns and nc  reflecting *nc) . The number of forms 
with *ns i s  very small and the n i s  clearly a later accretion . First , the 
forms Dempwolff reconstructed with *ns on the basi s  o f  the Javanese refl ex 
with ng s :  *ha ( n ) sang , *ansu , * l i ( n ) s a . In these three cases I believe the 
Javanese n to be a later accretion : Javanese has a propens i ty for inserting 
nasals at random after the vowel of the penul t .  These forms also occur 
with by-forms without the medial nasal , so that the Javanese forms cannot be 
taken to be evidence for a contrast between *ns and *nc . Second , forms 
with Malay ngs : * l a ( n ) s a t , 1'bu ( n) s u ,  '�punsu . Here we are dealing with 
Malay words which have come into the other languages as borrowings . *La ( n ) sat  
i s  the name o f  a fruit . *Su ( n) s u  i s  attested by Tg bunsoq , Ml bung s u ,  and 
Ho bus u .  The final q in Tg proves that the form is a Tg borrowing from Ml ,  
and the Ho form proves that the nasal i s  a recent development in Mi . 
*Pu ( n ) su i s  attested by Ml pungsu , or pus u ,  and Tg punso . The existence of 
the variant shows that the nasal most l ikely is secondary in Mi . The form 
in Tg is l ikely to be a borrowing , for the term is used in the phrase 
matanda sa p unso , the name of a supernatural creature which corresponds to 
something in the Ml cosmogeny , and thus is l ikely to be a borrowing . Many 
of the terms for Phil ippine magic are borrowed from Ml magical terms . In 
short , there i s  no evidence for a contrast between "'nc  and '�ns . 
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7 .  An example is kambana 'twin' ( from Ml kemba r 'twin') . The correspondence Ho 
a Ml e indicates a loanword . Another exampl e is Ho ranto 'journey to distant 
places for commercial purposes'. This is a borrowing from Ml ran tau , the 
basic meaning of which is 'the reach of a river or the far shore' but which 
by extension means 'go abroad to earn money'. We know this form is a borrow­
ing in Ho because it has the extended meaning . 
8 .  Gonda bel ieves thi s  to be borrowed from Sanskrit puj a 'worship' i n  view o f  
the Ja meaning . 
9 .  I n  the case o f  tazem ,  the form ta rem in Sambal (Philippine s )  must b e  a borrow­
ing from the Cordill eran languages .  The NgD form has an irregular reflex of 
the vowel of the final syllable . Thus , it  is not unl ikely that these forms 
are in fact spread by borrowing . In the case o f  *za (m) bay refl exes are 
attested only in TB and NgD . The meanings are close , and not o f  the sort to 
be borrowed , but it  i s  the sort of thing that can be sub j ect to contamination 
( analogical change ) from forms with s imilar meanings , and I think the 
correspondence is coincidental . 
10 . Examples o f  this are Ja gende ra , Ml bendera 'flag' ( from Portugues e ) , Ml 
ge l i s ah , be l i sah  'disquiet'� Ja dandang 'steam'� Ml ganggang 'heat'� Ml 
gapas , Tg kapas 'cotton'� etc . 
11 . The basic meaning of Ja ge l a r  i s  'spread out'. It also came to mean 'exposed 
to public� spread out to view' from which the meaning 'title� thing by which 
one is known' developed . 
Proto-Austrones i an 
*agak 3 . 3 .  
*agam 3 . 5 .  
*age r 3 . 3 .  
;'anj aw 3 .  
'�ansu  1 .  note 6 
'-'anTuk 4 . 4 .  
'-'anzang 2 . 3 .  
"'aT i k 4 . 3 .  
;'azak 2 . 4 .  
'�aza r 2 . 4 .  
'-'az i  2 . 1 .  
*bagus 3 . 3 .  
;'banT i  n g  4 . 2 .  
"'banza r 2 .4 .  
*baT i k  4 . 2 .  
*baTuk 4 . 3 .  
*baz i 2 . 1 .  
'-'be l aj 3 . 3 .  
*beTak 4 . 3 .  
*bu ( n ) s u  1 .  note 6 
'�b unT i  ng  4 . 3 .  
"'b uTak 4 . 2 .  
'�buTek 4 . 3 .  
*caba t 1 . 4 .  
*cabang 1 . 2 .  
;'cabut 1 . 5 .  
'�caca r 1 . 2 .  
'-'cac i ng  1 . 2 .  
;'cagak 1 .  2 .  
*cah i ng 1 . 3 .  
;'cakep 1 .  2 .  
*cahuR 1 .  5 .  
'�ca l ca l  1 . 4 .  
*cambuk 1 . 2 .  
'':campur  1 . 5 .  
'-'camuk 1 . 5 .  
*candu 1 . 2 .  
*ca ( ng )  kem 1 .  3 .  
*cangku l  1 . 2 .  
'-'ca ( ng ) kup 1 . 2 .  
'-'canT i k 1 .  2 .  
'�canT i n g  1 .  2 .  
"'canTung 1 .  2 .  
;'capah 1 .  2 .  
"'cecak 1 . 1 .  
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INDE X OF FORMS 
*ceguk 1 . 1 . ,  3 . 1 .  
'�cek i 9 3 . 2 .  
*ce l ak 1 . 2 .  
'�cemcem 1 . 3 .  
'�cemeD 1 . 2 .  
*cencen 1 . 4 .  
'�cenTung 1 . 2 .  
*cepat 1 . 2 .  
*c i ap 1 . 1 .  
'�c i (m)  p i r 1 .  2 .  
'�c i nc i n  1 . 2 .  
*c i ( n )  Duk 1 . 5 .  
'� c i tc i t  1 . 1 .  
'�c i Tak  1 . 2 .  
'�c i y um 1 .  2 • 
'�cukup 1 . 2 .  
'-'c u ( ng ) k i  I 1 . 2 .  
'�cup i ng 1 . 5 .  
*deg Deg 3 . 2 .  
*deT i k  4 . 4 .  
*dug D ug 3 . 4 .  
'�gad uk 3 . 2 .  
*gaDay 3 . 2 .  
*gaDgaD 3 . 2 .  
"'gaDung 3 . 3 .  
"'gagah 3 . 3 .  
'�gagak 3 . 1 .  
*gahu l 3 . 2 .  
*ga l ak 3 . 5 . 
'':ga l ang 3 . 1 . 1 .  
*ga l aq 3 . 5 .  
'-'g a l  i ng 3 . 1 .  
'�ga l ga l  3 . 2 .  
*ga l uma t  3 . 3 .  
'':ga I umbang 3 . 3 .  
*ga ( m) p i t  3 . 1 . 1 .  
*gana 3 . 3 .  
*gangsa l  3 . 3 .  
"'gangg ang 3 . 5 .  
;'ganggu 3 . 5 .  
'�ganta  I 3 . 3 .  
'':gan tang 3 . 3 .  
,':gan t i  3 . 3 .  
"'gan t ung 3 . 5 .  
'':ganz i I 3 . 3 .  
*gasang 3 . 2 .  
*gas i ng 3 . 1 . 1 .  
"'gapay 3 . 5 .  
'�ga ( r) ang 3 . 5 .  
''<ga te l  3 . 1 . 1 .  
*gawa i 3 . 3 .  
*gawa 3 . 3 .  
"'gayang 3 . 2 .  
'�gayung 3 . 3 . , 3 . 5 .  
"'g eber 3 . 3 .  
'�ge l ang 3 . 3 .  
'�ge l g e l  3 . 2 .  
*gemba r 3 . 1 .  
*gemgem 3 . 2 . ,  3 . 5 .  
*gemuk  3 . 3 .  
"'genDang 3 . 1 . 1 .  
'':genD i  t 3 . 1 . 1 .  
'�genep 3 . 3 .  
'�g e ( n ) tas  3 . 1 .  
*gent i 3 . 3 .  
"'gent i n g  3 . 5 .  
'�genung 3 . 3 .  
*ge l  i 3 . 1 . 1 .  
*ge l ap 3 . 5 .  
*ge l a r  3 . 3 .  
'�gesa 3 . 2 .  
*getaq 3 . 3 .  
*g 9 i 3 . 2 .  
*g g i  I 3 . 1 .  
'-'g 9 i t 3 . 3 .  
'-'g I a 3 . 3 .  
*g l an g  3 . 1 . , 3 . 2 .  
'�g l ap 3 . 1 . 1 .  
''<g l i ng 3 . 1 . 
*g I i ( r )  3 . 3 .  
'':g l i s 3 . 2 .  
*g t i k  3 . 1 . 1 . 
"'guDang 3 . 2 .  
*gugut 3 . 2 .  
*guham 3 . 3 .  
*gukguk  3 . 1 .  
'�g u l a i  3 . 3 .  
'':gu l  i ng 3 . 1 .  
'':g u l uk 3 . 3 .  
'�gu l ung 3 . 1 .  
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Proto-Austrones i a n  ( cont) 
'-'gum i 3 . 1 .  
'�guncang 3 . 1 . 1 .  
'-' gu l i ng 3 . 1 .  
'''g un D i k 1 . 3 .  
'-'g u nDu l  3 . 3 .  
'-'g unt i ng 3 . 3 .  
'''gu R i  3 . 3 .  
'�g usa r 3 . 3 .  
'-' gusgus  3 . 2 .  
''' g usuk  3 . 1 . 1 .  
'-' g u tem 3 . 2 .  
'-'g uyang 3 . 1 .  
'-' ha ( n ) sang 1 .  note 6 
'''h i ( n ) Ta i  4 . 3 .  
'-'h i zaw 2 . 3 .  
'-' i T i k  4 . 1 .  
"' ka l ang 3 . 1 . 1 .  
*ka (m) p i t  3 . 1 . 1 .  
'-'ka ( n ) cang 1 . 2 .  
'-'kanTung 4 . 2 .  
,-, ka T i l 4 .  2 . 
*kazang 2 . 1 .  
'''kenTang 4 . 2 .  
'''kenTe 1 4 . 2 .  
'''kenTung 4 . 1 .  
'�keTak 4 . 1 .  
'-' keTek 4 . 1 .  
'''keTem 4 . 2 .  
"'keTu 4 . 2 .  
'-'keTuk 4 . 1 .  
'''keTer 4 . 1 . 
'-'keT i k  4 . 1 .  
'�k i  ( n ) cu 1 . 2 .  
'-'k i Ta 4 . 5 .  
'''kucak 1 . 2 .  
'''kucup 1 . 3 .  
,-, k um i s 3 .  1 .  
'-'kunTu l  4 . 2 .  
'-'kuTung 4 . 2 .  
* l a ( n ) s a t  1 .  note 6 
( l egung 3 . 1 .  
'-' 1 i ca k  1 . 1 .  
'-' 1 i ( n ) cad 1 . 3 .  
'-' 1 i ( n ) sa  1 .  note 6 
,-, 1 uc u t 1 . 2 .  
'-' 1 unzag 3 . 5 .  
'-'pagu t  3 . 5 .  
"' panz i 2 . 1 . 
'-'panzang 2 . 3 .  
'-'paT i  4 . 2 .  
'-'pecaq 1 . 3 .  
," pece 1 1 . 3 .  
," pecu t  1 . 2 .  
'''pegang 3 . 1 .  
*peT i k 4 . 1 .  
'''p i cek 1 .  2 .  
," p i T i k  4 . 4 .  
'-'p i Tung 4 . 5 . 
,-, P u ca t 1 .  2 . 
'-'pucuk 1 . 1 .  
*punsu  1 .  note 6 
'-'puT i k 4 . 1 .  
'-' puT u l  4 . 5 .  
'''puz i 2 . 1 .  
"'sagu 2 . 3 .  
"'sa ( ng ) gap 3 . 2 .  
*sa 1 eng 1 .  3 .  
'-'s i ga i  3 . 3 .  
''' segseg 3 . 4 .  
'-' sug s ug 3 . 2 .  
"'s uc i  1 .  2 .  
'''s u l  i g i  1 . 3 .  
''<s uz i 2 . 1 .  
'-' tagam 3 . 5 .  
''' ta ( n) zak 2 . 1 .  
,'< t a (n ) zuk 2 . 4 .  
'-' tanzung 2 . 1 .  
'-' tazak 2 . 1 .  
'-' taz i 2 . 1 .  
"' tazem 2 . 4 .  
* tegeng 3 . 3 .  
* t eges 3 . 2 .  
,-, ( t )  eg u k 3 .  1 .  
"' t i bag 3 . 2 .  
," t i ( n )  za k 2 .  3 • 
''' t i n zaw 2 . 3 .  
'-' t i n zu  2 . 1 . 
'-'Tak 4 . 1 .  
'-'TakTak 4 . 1 .  
'-'Tangkur  4 . 3 . 
''<Ta ( r ) i k  4 . 3 .  
'-'Tek 4 . 1 .  
'-'T i k  4 . 1 . 
''<T i kT i k  4 . 1 .  
"'T i ng 4 . 1 .  
;'T i  ngT i ng 4 . 1 .  
'''Tuk 4 . 1 .  
'-'T ukTuk 4 . 1 .  
'''Tung 4 . 1 .  
,'<Tu ( ng ) ku l  4 . 2 .  
'''ucap 1 . 2 .  
''< u l ug 3 . 2 .  
''< uz i 2 . 1 .  
''<uzung 2 . 1 .  
i'zab i  2 . 1 .  
''<zaga 1 2 . 1 .  
''<zagzag 2 . 2 .  
''< zahat  2 . 3 .  
'-' zah i t  2 . 3 .  
"' za l ang 2 . 1 .  
'-'za 1 ateng 2 . 3 .  
'-'za l i n  2 . 4 .  
"'za 1 za 1 2 . 3 .  
'-'zamah 2 . 4 .  
'-'zambang 2 . 1 .  
," za (m) bat  2 . 4 .  
'� za (m) bay 2 . 4 .  
'''zamzam 2 . 2 .  
''' zanggut  2 . 2 .  
"'zang ka 2 . 2 .  
'-'zanz  i 2 . 4 .  
''<zaRum 2 . 3 .  
''<za t uh 2 . 1 .  
'''zava 2 . 2 .  
''< zawzaw 2 . 2 .  
''< zay u 2 . 4 .  
''< zehet 2 . 2 .  
'-' zegzeg 2 . 2 .  
"'ze l ag 2 . 2 .  
"' ze l a i  2 . 2 .  
''' ze l a r  3 . 3 .  
'''zemp u t  2 . 1 .  
''' zemuR 2 . 1 .  
''< zeng 2 . 2 .  
," zengka 1 2 . 1 .  
"'z i nak 2 . 4 . 
''<z i nga t 2 . 2 .  
"'z i ngz i ng 2 . 2 .  
"'z i n ten 2 . 1 .  
"' zua l 2 . 3 .  
''<z u  1 i ng 2 . 3 .  
'''z u l uk 2 . 4 .  
"'z u l  z u l  2 . 1 .  
'''zu (m) put  2 . 1 .  
'-' zungzung 2 . 1 .  
'�z u ( ng ) k i r 2 . 2 .  
"'z u ( ng ) kuk 2 . 2 .  
"'z u ( ng ) kung 2 . 1 .  
," Za 1 Za 1 2 . 3 .  
''< Zambat 2 . 4 .  
'-'Zaqet 2 . 3 .  
'''Zaq i t  2 . 3 .  
''<ZaRum 2 . 3 .  
"'Zay uq 2 . 4 .  
"'Zayqu 2 . 4 .  
''<Zua l 2 . 3 .  
''<Zu l i ng 2 . 3 .  
P roto -Pol ynes i a n 
* f i  t i 4 . 4 .  
*fu t i 4 . 1 .  
1'k i te 4 . 5 .  
'�sapa i 2 . 4 .  
"'saq i 2 . 3 .  
," soko 2 . 2 .  
Ceb uano 
b i tas  3 . 1 . 
bugtas 3 . 1 . 
dayqu 2 . 4 .  
daq u t  2 . 3 .  
g� but  1 . 5 .  
ganta 3 . 3 .  
g i t i k  3 . 1 . 1 .  
i but 1 . 5 .  
k�hug 1 . 5 .  
kas i ng 3 . 1 . 1 .  
k i taq 4 . 5 .  
1 ahug 1 . 5 .  
p i  s aq 1 . 3 .  
p i s i l  1 .  3 .  
tagam 3 . 5 .  
tagamtam 3 . 5 .  
'� tamtam 3 . 5 .  
t i ndak 2 . 3 .  
t upay 3 . 5 .  
u l ug- o l ug 3 . 2 .  
F i j i a n 
basa 2 . 4 .  
beteka 4 . 3 .  
buteo 4 . 3 .  
eaa 2 . 3 .  
ca i ta 2 . 3 .  
eambaka 1 . 4 .  
eavuta  1 . 5 .  
eenga 2 . 2 .  
coko 2 . 2 .  
eovuta  2 . 1 .  
doka 3 . 2 .  
d i gova 4 . 4 .  
kae i  2 . 1 .  
kato 4 . 2 .  
kab i ta 3 . 1 . 1 . 
k i da 4 . 5 . 
k i da-k i da 4 . 5 .  
k i  i l a  3 . 3 .  
k i  1 i ca 3 . 2 .  
kucuva 1 . 3 .  
kum i  3 . 1 . 
kusa 3 . 3 .  
namuta 1 . 5 .  
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F i j i an ( cont) J avanese ( cont) 
pet i 4 . 1 .  canT i ng 1 . 2 .  
qesa 3 . 2 .  eanTung 1 . 2 .  
q i  1 i 3 . 1 .  cawad 1 . 4 .  
q i  1 i ea 3 . 1 . eawang 1 . 2 .  
qoma 3 . 5 .  eawet 1 . 4 .  
qosa 3 . 2 .  eeguk  1 . 1 .  
saambaya 1 . 4 .  cek i k  3 . 2 .  
sa l a to 2 . 3 .  ee l ak 1 . 2 .  
sau  2 . 3 .  eemcem 1 . 3 .  
sav i rewa 2 . 1 . cemer 1 . 2 .  
sorno 1 . 2 .  \ 1 .  3 .  ceng 
sosoo ueu 1 . 4 .  cenTung 1 . 2 .  
tacavu 1 . 5 .  \ 1 . 2 .  cepe r 
tas i 2 . 4 .  \ \ 1 . 2 .  ceper 
t i rova 2 . 3 .  cepet 1 . 2 .  
voea 1 . 3 .  e i Duk  1 . 5 .  
vosa 1 . 2 .  e i ne i n  1 . 2 .  
v i  1 i 4 . 4 .  e i Ta k  1 . 2 .  
v i  d i ka 4 .4 .  c i  urn 1 . 2 .  
vut i a  4 . 1 .  cungk i 1 1 . 2 .  
ucu 2 . 1 .  eukup 1 . 2 .  
F utuna do l 2 . 3 .  dom 2 . 3 .  
kata 3 . 3 .  DegDeg 3 . 2 .  
k i k i l a  3 . 1 .  DoDop 3 . 4 .  
kuku 3 . 1 .  gaDe 3 . 3 .  
mu t u  4 . 5 .  gaDung 3 . 3 .  
saka 2 . 1 .  gagah 3 . 3 .  
Java n ese gagak 3 . 1 .  gaga l 3 . 2 .  
agak 3 . 3 .  gaga r 3 . 2 .  
aga r -aga r 3 . 2 .  ga l ak 3 . 5 .  
age r-ager 3 . 2 .  gana 3 . 3 .  
aj a r  2 . 4 .  gendera  3 .  note 1 0  
bag us 3 . 3 .  ganep 3 . 3 .  
banj a r  2 . 4 .  ganggang 3 . 5 .  
baTang 4 . 3 .  g anggu 3 . 5 .  
baT i k  4 . 2 .  ganj i 1 3 . 3 .  
beTak 4 . 3 .  ganta l 3 . 3 .  
bunT i ng 4 . 3 .  gantang 3 . 3 .  
buTak 4 . 2 .  gan t i  3 . 3 .  
buTeg 4 . 3 .  gape 3 . 5 .  
eabut  1 . 5 .  gap i t  3 . 1 . 1 .  
eaeah 1 . 4 .  ga rang 3 . 5 .  
eaea r 1 . 2 .  gawe 3 . 3 .  
cac i ng 1 . 2 .  gas 3 . 2 .  
eagak 1 .  2 .  gas i ngan 3 . 1 . 1 .  
eakep 1 . 2 .  gate l  3 . 1 . 1 . 
eakup 1 . 2 .  gay ung 3 . 3 .  
campu r  1 . 5 .  geber 3 . 3 .  
eamuk 1 . 5 .  gege l  3 . 2 .  
cangk u l  1 . 2 .  ge l ang 3 . 3 .  
canT i k  1 . 2 .  ge l ap 3 . 5 .  
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ge l a r 3 . 3 .  
gemgem 3 . 5 .  
gemuk 3 . 3 .  
genep 3 . 3 .  
gent i 3 . 3 .  
gen t i ng 3 . 5 .  
geseng 3 . 2 .  
getas 3 . 1 .  
g i g i t  3 . 3 .  
g i  l a  3 . 3 .  
g i  l ang  
g i  l ap 
g i l  es 
g i l i ng 
g i l i r 
g i l i s  
3 . 1 .  
3 . 1 . 1 .  
3 . 2 .  
3 . 1 .  
3 . 3 . 
3 . 2 .  
ge l  i 3 . 1 . 1 .  
g l enggem 3 . 2 .  
gogos 3 . 2 .  
go l ok 3 . 3 .  
gom 3 . 3 .  
gosok 3 . 1 . 1 .  
goyang 3 . 1 .  
g ugu t  3 . 2 .  
g u l  i ng 3 . 1 . 
g unD i k  3 . 3 .  
g un t i ng 3 . 3 .  
g unung 3 . 3 .  
g u s a r  3 . 3 .  
gus i 3 . 3 .  
i j o  2 . 3 .  
i T i  4 . 3 .  
i T i k 4 . 1 .  
j ab u t  1 . 5 .  
j ahat  2 . 3 .  
j a i t 2 . 3 .  
j ak 2 . 4 . 
j a l ang 2 . 1 .  
j a  I i  2 . 1 .  
j amah 2 . 4 .  
j amban 2 . 1 .  
j angg u t  2 . 2 .  
j angka 2 . 2 .  
j angkah 2 . 1 .  
j anj i 2 . 4 .  
j awatan  2 . 4 .  
j eng 2 . 2 .  
j i nak 2 . 4 .  
j i nj i ng 2 . 2 .  
j i n ten 2 . 2 .  
j oj o  2 . 2 . 
j uj u l  2 . 1 .  
j ukuk 2 . 1 .  
j u kung 2 . 1 .  t untas  3 . 1 .  
j u l  ukake 2 . 4 .  Ta kur-Takur  4 . 3 .  
j umpu t  2 . 1 .  Ta r i k-Ta r i k  4 . 3 .  
j ung kruk  2 . 2 .  Tenguk 4 . 4 .  
j ungkung 2 . 1 .  T i T i k  4 . 1 .  
j upuk 2 . 1 .  Tuku l  4 . 2 .  
kago l  3 . 2 .  ucap 1 . 2 .  
kaj ang 2 . 1 .  uj i 2 . 1 .  
kanTong 4 . 2 .  uj ung 2 . 1 .  
kaT i  I 4 . 2 .  was k i Ta 4 . 5 .  
ken Dang 3 . 1 . 1 .  
Ol d Javanese kenD i t  3 . 1 . 1 .  
ken Tang 4 . 2 .  aj i 2 . 1 .  
keTem 4 . 2 .  babaTang 4 . 3 .  
keTu 4 . 2 .  banTeng 4 . 2 .  
k i l i n gan 3 . 1 .  c uk i  I 1 . 2 .  
-k i Ta 4 . 5 . gangsa l 3 . 3 .  
kocak 1 . 2 .  gemgem 3 . 5 .  
konTo l 4 . 2 .  g u l  i ng 3 . 1 .  
kun t i ng 3 . 3 . j aga I 2 . 1 .  
kup i ng 1 . 5 .  j agj ag 2 . 2 .  
kuTung 4 . 2 .  j ambe 2 . 1 .  
I i ncad 1 .  3 .  kacang 1 . 2 .  
l unj ak 3 . 5 .  kecu 1 . 2 .  
nggukg uk 3 . 1 .  mangantuk  4 . 4 .  
nj enga t 2 . 2 .  s uj i 2 . 1 .  
panj ang 2 . 3 .  
Mal agasy panj i 2 . 1 .  
paT i  4 . 2 .  and ran d rana  2 . 3 .  
pecu t  1 . 2 .  busu  1 .  note 6 
peT i k  4 . 1 .  d i t saka 1 . 1 .  
pag u t  3 . 5 .  fetsaka 1. 3 .  
peTek 4 . 4 .  f i t s uka 1 . 2 .  
p i cek 1 . 2 .  gaga 3 . 1 .  
p i To 4 . 5 .  ha l ana 3 . 1 . 1 .  
p i Tong 4 . 5 .  han t una 3 . 5 .  
pucet  1 . 2 .  has i na 3 . 1 . 1 .  
pucuk 1 . 1 .  hat i na 3 . 1 . 1 .  
puj i 2 . 1 .  hentana 3 . 1 .  
punTuk 4 . 5 .  h i h  i 3 . 2 .  
puTu l 4 . 5 .  h i  l ana 3 . 2 .  
sagu  3 . 3 .  hen i ka 3 . 3 .  
s uc i  1 . 2 .  h i t a 4 . 5 .  
s u I  i 9 i 3 . 3 .  h ud i na 3 . 1 .  
s lJ s uk 3 . 2 .  hunt sana 3 . 1 . 1 .  
taj i 2 . 1 .  hu rana 3 . 2 .  
taj em 2 . 4 .  j e l  aka 2 . 2 .  
tanjak 2 . 1 .  j u l uka 2 . 4 .  
tanj uk  2 . 4 .  j uku 2 . 2 .  
tegeng 3 . 3 .  j unj una 2 . 1 .  
teges 3 . 2 .  kambana 1 .  2 .  note 7 
t i ndak 2 . 3 .  kava-kava 3 . 3 .  
t i nj o  2 . 3 .  l u t saka 1 . 3 .  
Ma 1 agasy ( cont) 
k usuka 3 . 1 . 1 .  
ma i t s u  2 . 3 .  
m i tsatsa  1 . 4 .  
saku 3 . 3 .  
ses i t ra 3 . 4" .  
s u f i na 1 . 4 .  
tanggu 4 . 3 .  
tanj una 2 . 1 .  
tsaka 3 . 2 .  
tsaku  1 .  2 .  
tsamu tsamuka 1 . 5 .  
t sa t saka 1 . 1 .  
tsetsetra  1 . 1 .  
t s i nd ruka 1 . 5 .  
tsents i na 1 . 4 .  
t s i nj aka 2 . 3 .  
t s i nj u  2 . 3 .  
t s i u ts i una 1 . 2 .  
t s u k i  1 . 2 .  
v i t s i  4 . 1 .  
zav i 2 . 1 .  
z a  i t  ra 2 . 3 .  
zeh i 2 . 1 .  
Ma l ay 
agak 3 . 3 .  
aga r-agar  3 . 2 .  
aj ak  2 . 4 .  
aj a r  2 . 4 .  
aj i 2 . 1 .  
anj ang 2 . 3 .  
bagus 3 . 3 .  
baj i 2 . 1 .  
banj a r  2 . 4 . 
ban t i ng 4 . 2 .  
batuk  4 . 3 .  
baur 1 . 5 .  
becak 1 . 1 .  
becek 1 . 1 .  
be l i sah 3 .  note 10 
bendera 3 .  note 10 
bo tak 4 . 2 .  
bungsu 1 .  note 6 
b un t i ng 4 . 3 .  
cabang 1 . 2 .  
cabut 1 . 5 .  
caca r 1 . 2 .  
cagak 1 . 2 .  
cakap 1 . 2 .  
cakup 1 . 2 .  
cambuk  1 . 2 .  
campur  1 . 5 .  
candu 1 .  2 .  
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cangku l  l . 2 .  
can t i ng 1 . 2 .  
can t ung 1 . 2 .  
capah 1 . 2 .  
cawang 1 . 2 .  
cawa t 1 . 4 .  
cecak 1 . 1 .  
cegok 3 . 1 .  
cek i k 3 . 2 .  
ce l a k  1 . 2 .  
cema r 1 . 2 .  
cengkam 1 . 3 .  
cepat 1 . 2 .  
cepe r 1 . 2 .  
centung 1 . 2 .  
cetak  l . 2 .  
c i ap 1 . 1 .  
c i c i t 1 . 1 .  
c i duk  1 . 5 .  
c i nc i n  l . 2 .  
c i um 1 . 2 .  
cukup 1 . 2 .  
cungk i  I 1 . 2 .  
cup i ng 1 . 5 .  
deguk 3 . 1 .  
det i k  4 . 4 .  
gada i 3 . 3 .  
gaduk 3 . 2 .  
gadung 3 . 3 .  
gagak 3 . 1 .  
gagah 3 . 3 .  
gaga l 3 . 2 .  
ga l ah 3 . 5 .  
ga l ak 3 . 5 .  
ga l ang 3 . 1 . 1 .  
ganggang 3 .  note 
ganggu 3 . 5 .  
gang sang 3 . 2 .  
ganj i I 3 . 3 .  
gan tang 3 . 3 .  
gan t i 3 . 3 .  
gan t ung 3 . 5 .  
gapas 3 .  note 10 
gas a l  3 . 3 .  
gasang 3 . 2 .  
gas i ng 3 . 1 . l .  
ga rang 3 . 5 .  
penggawa 3 . 3 .  
gawa i 3 . 3 .  
gayang 3 . 2 .  
gay ung 3 . 3 .  
ge l a r  3 . 3 .  
gedang 3 . 2 .  
10 
ge l ang 3 . 3 .  
ge l ap 3 . 5 .  
ge l a r  3 . 3 .  
ge l i 3 . 1 . 1 .  
ge 1 i sah 3 .  note 10 
ge l  i t i k  3 . 1 . 1 .  
ge l uma t 3 . 3 .  
ge l umbang 3 . 3 .  
gesa 3 . 2 .  
gembar-gembor 
gemuk 3 . 3 .  
genap 3 . 3 .  
gendang 3 . 1 . 1 .  
gend i t  3 . 1 . 1 .  
genggam 3 . 5 .  
gen tas 3 . 1 . 
gent i ng 3 . 5 .  
getah 3 . 3 .  
getas 3 . 1 . 
g i g i  3 . 2 .  
g i g i  I 3 . l .  
g i g i t  3 . 3 .  
g i  l a  3 . 3 .  
g i  l ang  
g i  l ap 
g i  l i ng 
9 j I i  r 
gokok 
3 . 1 .  
3 . 1 . 1 . 
3 . 1 .  
3 . 3 .  
3 . 3 .  
goncang 3 . l . l .  
gondo l 3 . 3 .  
gosok 3 . 1 . 1 .  
goyang 3 . 1 . 
g uam 3 . 3 .  
g u l a i  3 . 3 .  
gu l i ng 3 . 1 . 
guncang 3 . 1 . l .  
g und u l  3 . 3 .  
gunung 3 . 3 .  
g u r i  3 . 3 .  
gusa r 3 . 3 .  
g us i 3 . 3 .  
h i j au 2 . 3 .  
i n ta i 4 . 3 .  
j abat  2 . 4 .  
j abatan 2 . 4 .  
j aga l 2 . l .  
j ahat  2 . 3 .  
j a  i t  2 . 3 .  
j a l ang 2 . l .  
j a  l i n 2 . 4 .  
j amah 2 .4 .  
j amban 2 . 1 .  
jamba t 2 . 4 .  
3 . 1 . 
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j amb i 2 . 1 .  
j anj i 2 . 4 .  
j a rum 2 . 3 .  
j a t uh 2 . 1 .  
j auh  2 . 4 .  
j angkah 2 . 1 .  
j anggut  2 . 2 .  
j angka 2 . 2 .  
j e l a t ang 2 . 3 .  
j empu t  2 . 1 .  
j emu r 2 . 1 . 
j enj eng 2 . 2 .  
j engka l 2 . 1 .  
j i l a i  2 . 1 .  
j i nak 2 . 4 .  
j i nj i ng 2 . 2 .  
j i n ta n  2 . 2 .  
j oj o l  2 . 1 .  
j o l ok 2 .4 .  
j ongkok 2 . 2 .  
j ongkong 2 . 1 .  
j ua I 2 . 3 .  
j uj u l 2 . 1 . 
j u l i ng 2 . 3 .  
j unj ung 2 . 1 .  
j ukung 2 . 1 .  
j ungkang 2 . 1 .  
kacang 1 . 2 .  
kaj ang 2 . 1 .  
kaj i 2 . 1 .  
ka l ang 3 . 1 . 1 .  
kamp i t  3 . 1 . 1 .  
kan t ung 4 . 2 .  
ka t i I 4 . 2 .  
kec i k 4 . 1 .  
kec i 1 4 . 1 .  
kecup 1 . 3 .  
kel i l i ng 3 . 1 . 
kend i t  3 . 1 . 1 .  
kenta I 4 . 2 .  
kentang 4 . 2 .  
ke ren t a I 4 . 2 .  
ke run ta l 4 . 2 .  
ketam 4 . 2 .  
keto 4 . 2 .  
k i cu 1 . 2 .  
k i 1 ap 3 . 1 . 1 . 
kocak l . 2 .  
kon cang 3 . 1 . 1 .  
kon ta 1 4 . 2 .  
kon to 1  4 . 2 .  
ko tong 4 . 2 .  
kucup 1 .  3 .  
kun t u I 4 . 2 .  
ku r i 3 . 3 .  
kum i  s 3 . 1 .  
kuncang 3 . 1 . 1 .  
me l ampa i - 1 ampa i 3 . 5 .  
I ecah 1 . 1 .  
I ecak 1 . 1 .  
I ecap 1 . 1 .  
I ecek 1 . 1 .  
I ecet 1 . 1 .  
I egung 3 . 1 . 
I encet 1 . 1 .  
1 i ncum 1 . 1 .  
l onj ak  3 . 5 .  
l ucut 1 . 2 .  
o l ok 3 . 2 .  
pCigu t  3 . 5 .  
panjang 2 . 3 . 
panj i - panj i 2 . 1 .  
pa t i 4 . 2 .  
pecah 1 . 3 .  
pecak 1 .  2 .  
peca 1 1 .  3 .  
pecu t  1 . 2 .  
pet i k 4 . 1 .  
pucuk 1 . 1 .  
puca t 1 . 2 .  
puj i 2 . 1 .  
pungs u  1 .  note 6 
puncak 1 . 1 .  
pus u 1 .  note 6 
ragok 3 . 1 .  
rebu t  1 .  5 .  
retas  3 . 1 .  
ruam 3 . 3 .  
sagu 3 . 3 .  
sampa i 3 . 5 .  
se 1 i 9 i 3 . 3 .  
s i ga l  3 . 3 .  
s u c i  1 . 2 .  
bersuj i 2 . 1 . 
s u suk  3 . 2 .  
taj ak  2 . 1 .  
t aj am 2 . 4 .  
taj i 2 . 1 .  
taj uk 2 . 4 .  
tanj ak  2 . 1 . 
tanj ung 2 . 1 .  
tebak 3 . 2 .  
tegang 3 . 3 .  
teg uk 3 . 1 .  
tengok 4 .4 .  
tepe r 1 . 2 .  
t i nj u  2 . 1 .  
t i nj au 2 . 3 .  
uj ung 2 . 1 .  
ucap 1 . 2 .  
uj i 2 . 1 . 
Mi nangkaba u 
etek 4 . 1 .  
Ngaj u Daya k 
aj ak  2 . 4 .  
aj a r  2 . 4 .  
baj i 2 . 1 .  
ban t i ng 4 . 2 .  
bat i k 4 . 2 .  
cakap 1 .  2 .  
bacakop 1 . 2 .  
camp u r  1 . 5 .  
capat 1 .  2 .  
caur  1 . 5 .  
etek 4 . 3 .  
gaba r 3 . 3 .  
gada i 3 . 3 .  
gad ung 3 . 3 .  
gagah 3 . 3 .  
gagas 3 . 2 .  
gagak 3 . 1 .  
gaga rang 3 . 5 .  
gagoyang 3 . 1 .  
gag u l  i ng 3 . 1 . 
ga l i ng 3 . 1 . 
g a l a k  3 . 5 .  
ga l ang 3 . 1 . 1 . 
ga l ombang 3 . 3 .  
g a l oma t 3 . 3 . 
gana 3 . 3 .  
gandang 3 . 1 . 1 .  
ganggo 3 . 5 .  
ganj i I 3 . 3 .  
gan tang 3 . 3 . 
gan t i 3 . 3 .  
gan tong 3 . 5 .  
ga rga r  3 . 2 .  
g a te l  3 . 1 . 1 .  
g awayan 3 . 3 .  
gayang 3 . 2 .  
gayong 3 . 3 .  
ge l ang 3 . 3 .  
kagenep 3 . 3 .  
sagemgem 3 . 5 .  
genep 3 . 3 .  
getas 3 . 1 . 
getem 3 . 2 . 
Ngaj u Dayak ( cont) 
g i l a 3 . 3 .  
g i  l ap 3 . 1 . 1 .  
g i l i n g  3 . 1 . 
g i n teng 3 . 5 .  
9 i rg i r 3 . 3 .  
g i ta 3 . 3 .  
goam 3 . 3 .  
goayan 3 . 3 .  
gogot 3 . 2 .  
gugut 3 . 2 .  
g u l a i  3 . 3 .  
gum i  3 . 1 .  
gund i k  3 . 3 .  
gundu l 3 . 3 .  
gunong 3 . 3 .  
g un t i ng 3 . 3 .  
hegang 3 . 1 .  
h i j a u  2 . 3 .  
i t e 4 . 5 .  
j aj a k  2 . 2 .  
j a l i n 2 . 4 .  
j ao-j ao i 2 . 2 .  
j anggu t  2 . 2 .  
j angka 2 . 2 .  
j anj i 2 . 4 .  
j amban 2 . 1 .  
j a to 2 . 1 .  
j awe 2 . 2 .  
j awe i 2 . 4 .  
j i l a i  2 . 1 . 
j i nak 2 . 4 .  
j i n tan  2 . 2 .  
j ua 1 2 . 3 . 
j u l ok 2 . 4 .  
j ukong 2 . 1 .  
j umpu t  2 . 1 .  
kacang 1 . 2 .  
kapucok 1 . 1 .  
kacacar  1 . 2 .  
kag i 2 . 1 .  
kaj ang 2 . 1 . 
ka 1 i en 3 . 1 . 1 .  
kan tang 4 . 2 .  
kan tong 4 . 2 .  
kasang 1 . 2 .  
ka tam 4 . 2 .  
ka t i 1 4 . 2 .  
ken tang 4 . 2 .  
k i t i k  3 . 1 . 
k u l  i ng 3 . 1 . 
kun t i ng 3 . 3 .  
kusok 3 . 1 . 1 . 
l us u t  1 . 2 .  
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mus a t  1 . 2 .  
nyanyan t i k  1 . 2 .  
pacah 1 . 3 .  
pagang 3 . 1 .  
panggawa 3 . 3 .  
panj ang 2 . 3 .  
pegang 3 . 1 .  
petek 4 . 3 .  
p i t i k  4 . 4 .  
puj i 2 . 1 .  
sagak 1 . 2 .  
sago 3 . 3 .  
sa i ng 1 . 3 .  
s akap 1 . 2 .  
basakop 1 .  2 .  
mansakop 1 . 2 .  
sama r 1 . 2 .  
sampu r  1 . 5 . 
sando 1 . 2 .  
sangku l  1 . 2 .  
s a u r  1 . 5 .  
kas i s i t  1 . 1 .  
s i um 1 . 2 .  
s ukup 1 . 2 .  
samput  2 . 1 .  
s ung k i  1 1 . 2 .  
tagoh 3 . 5 .  
taj a k  2 . 1 .  
taj i 2 . 1 .  
taj i m  2 . 4 .  
tajok 2 . 4 .  
tampusok 1 . 1 .  
tasak 1 . 1 .  
tanj ong 2 . 1 .  
ta l sa l  1 . 4 .  
t i s i n  1 . 2 .  
tungko l  4 . 2 .  
Sa ' a  
' a l  i 3 . 1 . 
a ta-ata  2 . 1 .  
ho ' a  4 . 3 .  
h u t i  4 . 3 .  
' i  ro 2 . 3 .  
manata ' i n i  2 . 4 .  
pot u-potu  1 . 3 .  
qa ' u  4 . 3 .  
suh i 1 . 5 .  
s u l i te l u 2 . 3 .  
toha 1 .  2 .  
Samoan 
' a  ' a  3 . 1 . 
' a ' a sa  3 . 2 .  
' ap i  1 i 3 . 1 . 1 .  
' a  ta  3 . 3 .  
' a to 4 . 2" .  
' i  ' i l a 3 . 1 .  
i t i - i t i  4 . 1 .  
motu  4 . 5 .  
' 0 1  i - ' o l  i 3 . 1 . 1 .  
, 0 ' 0m i :3 .  2 . ,  3 .  5 . 
pa t u  4 . 3 .  
sa ' a  2 . 1 .  
s a l ato 2 . 3 .  
samu 1 . 5 .  
sasa  2 . 3 .  
sau  ' a i  tanga ta 2 . 4 .  
somo 1 . 2 .  
s u l u 2 . 4 .  
tapa- tapa 2 . 1 .  
' U ' u  3 . 1 .  
Taga l og 
agam-agam 3 . 5 .  
a r a l  2 . 4 .  
b a l  i ng 1 . 5 .  
b. h i k  4 . 2 .  
bunsoq 1 .  note 6 
d a i t 2 . 3 .  
da 1 da 1 2 . 3 .  
dama 2 . 4 .  
damdam 2 . 2 .  
damput 2 . 1 .  
dangka l 2 . 1 . 
dayo 2 . 4 .  
d�wa 2 . 2 .  
d i 1 ag 2 . 2 . 
d uk i t  2 . 2 .  
d u l du l  2 . 1 .  
du l i ng 2 . 3 .  
d u l ok 2 . 4 .  
gadgad 3 . 2 .  
gaga 3 . 3 .  
gaho l 3 . 2 .  
ga l a k  3 . 5 . " 
g a l ang 3 . 3 . 
g a l  i mg i m 3 .  2 . 
ganap 3 . 3 .  
ga r i l 3 . 3 .  
gan s a l  3 . 3 .  
g an t i  3 . 3 .  
gawa i 3 . 3 .  
gawaq 3 . 3 .  
gasgas 3 . 2 .  
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gataq 3 . 3 .  
g i g i l  3 . 1 .  
g i l i ng 3 . 1 .  
g i l g i l  3 . 2 .  
9 i mba 1 3 . 1 .  
g i ng t i ng 3 . 5 .  
g i sa 3 . 2 .  
g i sa 3 . 2 .  
guham 3 . 3 .  
g ukguk 3 . 1 .  
g u l a i  3 . 3 .  
g u l ang 3 . 2 .  
g u l ok 3 . 3 .  
gum i  3 . 1 .  
g un t i ng 3 . 3 .  
gusgus  3 . 2 .  
g u tom 3 . 2 .  
h i l aw 2 . 3 .  
h i n tay 4 . 3 .  
ka p i t  3 .  1 .  1 .  
kapas 3 .  note 10 
ka rang 2 . 1 .  
ka rayom 2 . 3 .  
katam 4 . 2 .  
ka t i 3 . 1 . 1 .  
k i l ap 3 . 1 . 1 . 
k f t a  4 . 5 .  
kun t i ng 3 . 3 .  
1 agok 3 . 1 .  
l agong 3 . 1 .  
1 ayoq 2 . 4 . 
1 i g l  i 9 3 . 2 .  
1 i nsad 1 .  3 .  
l f t i k  4 . 4 .  
1 ug 1 ug 3 . 4 .  
l undag 3 . 5 .  
1 usot 1 .  2 .  
pand i - pand i 2 . 1 .  
pangady i q 2 . 1 .  
p i saq  1 . 3 .  
p i sak  1 . 2 .  
p i s i l 1 . 3 .  
p i t i k  4 . 4 .  
punso 1 .  note 6 
puntok 4 . 5 .  
p u r i 2 . 1 .  
puto l  4 . 5 .  
sabang 1 .  2 :  
saba t 1 . 4 .  
sagap 3 . 2 .  
sag i t s i t  1 . 1 .  
sago 3 . 3 .  
sah i ng 1 .  3 .  
sahog 1 .  5 .  
sakam 1 .  3 .  
sakop 1 . 2 .  
sa l a saq 1 . 4 .  
sa l sa l  1 . 4 .  
s a l ugs ug 3 . 2 .  
s amuk 1 . 5 .  
sapo 1 1 . 5 .  
s i gok 1 . 1 .  
s i gs i g  3 . 4 .  
s i gay 3 . 3 .  
s i k i g  3 . 2 . 
s f  1 ok 1 . 5 .  
s i ms i m 1 . 3 .  
s i ngs i ng 1 . 2 .  
s i n s i n 1 . 4 .  
s i yap 1 . 1 .  
s u I  fg i q  3 . 3 .  
s u r i 2 . 1 .  
masus  i q 1 .  2 .  
tagok 3 . 1 . 
d l i k  4 . 2 .  
ta 1 i m  2 . 4 .  
tangko I 4 . 3 .  
ta rak 2 . 1 . 
ta r i q  2 . 1 .  
t i bag 3 . 2 .  
tog ok 3 . 1 .  
t uko 1 4 . 2 .  
u l ok 3 . 2 .  
Q r i q  2 . 1 .  
usap 1 . 2 .  
Toba Batak 
agak 3 . 3 .  
agam 3 . 5 .  
aga r-aga r 3 . 3 .  
aj a r  2 . 4 .  
aj i 2 . 1 .  
baj i 2 . 1 . 
ban j i r 2 . 4 .  
ba tang 4 . 3 .  
b u t teng-but teng 4 . 3 .  
gade 3 . 2 .  
gaduk 3 . 2 .  
gadong 3 . 3 .  
gaga ba ran i 3 . 3 .  
gagak 3 . 1 .  
ga l a  3 . 5 .  
g a l a k  3 . 5 .  
ga l ga l  3 . 2 .  
ga l umbang 3 . 3 .  
gamuk 3 . 3 .  
Toba Bata k  ( cont )  
gana 3 . 3 .  
gang 3 . 5 .  
ganggang 3 . 3 .  
ganggu 3 . 5 .  
ganj i l  3 . 3 .  
ganup 3 . 3 .  
ma rgao 3 . 3 .  
gape 3 . 5 . 
gapp i t  3 . 1 . 1 .  
g a rang 3 . 5 . 
ga rga r 3 . 2 .  
gas  3 . 2 .  
gasang 3 . 2 .  
gas i ng 3 . 1 . 1 .  
gata l 3 . 1 . 1 . ,  3 . 3 .  
g a t tang 3 . 3 .  
gat t ung 3 . 5 .  
gaung 3 . 5 .  
geang-geang 3 . 2 .  
g i g  i 3 . 2 .  
g i l a 3 . 3 .  
g i l  ang 3 . 2 .  
g i l i ng 3 . 1 .  
g i t i k  3 . 1 . 1 .  
goa r 3 . 3 .  
godang 3 . 2 .  
go l ang 3 . 3 .  
go l ap 3 . 5 .  
go l uk 3 . 3 .  
gomgom 3 . 5 .  
gondang 3 . 1 . 1 .  
gond i t  3 . 1 . 1 .  
gonop 3 . 3 .  
gosa 3 . 2 .  
gosok 3 . 1 . 1 .  
gota 3 . 3 .  
got t i  3 . 3 .  
got t i ng 3 . 5 .  
g uam 3 . 3 .  
gukguk  3 . 1 . 
g u l e  3 . 3 .  
g u l  i ng 3 . 1 .  
gum i  s 3 . 1 . 
g u r i -gu r i  3 . 3 .  
gusa r 3 . 3 .  
gusgus  3 . 2 .  
gu tom 3 . 2 .  
g u t  sang 3 . 1 . 1 .  
hacang 1 . 2 .  
haj ang 2 . 1 . 
h a l ang 3 . 1 . 1 .  
ha 1 i ng 3 . 1 .  
hap i t  3 . 1 . 1 . 
Toba Bata k  ( cont) 
h i t s u  1 . 2 .  
h i  l ap 3 . 1 . 1 .  
i t te  4 . 3 .  
j abatan 2 . 4 .  
j ab i -j a b i  2 . 1 .  
j aga l 2 . 1 .  
j a i t  2 . 3 .  
j akj ak  2 . 2 .  
j akka 2 . 2 . 
j a l ang 2 . 1 . ­
j a l i n  2 . 4 .  
j a l j a l  2 . 3 .  
j ama 2 .4 .  
j amban 2 . 1 .  
j alTlbe 2 . 4 .  
j amj am 2 . 2 .  
j angg u t  2 . 2 .  
j anj i 2 . 4 .  
j a r um 2 . 3 .  
j a t  2 . 3 .  
j au 2 . 4 .  
j ehet  2 . 2 .  
j i nak 2 . 4 .  
j i ngj i ng 2 . 2 .  
j i n tan 2 . 1 .  
jokka l 2 . 1 . 
jomu r 2 . 1 .  
j ongjong 2 . 2 .  
j opput  2 . 1 .  
j ua I 2 . 3 .  
j ukk i t  2 . 2 .  
j u l j u l  2 . 1 .  
j u l l uk 2 .4 .  
I i s a t  1 . 3 .  
l usak  1 . 3 .  
l us u t  1 . 2 .  
otom 4 . 2 .  
pag u t  3 . 5 .  
panj i - panj i 2 . 1 . 
pa rgut  3 . 5 .  
p i t i k  4 .4 .  
p i t ung 4 . 5 .  
posa  1 . 3 .  
puj i 2 . 1 .  
p u l o t anj ung 2 . 1 .  
pus uk  1 . 1 .  
pu t i k  4 . 1 .  
p u t su  1 . 1 .  
rogang 3 . 1 . 
sabang 1 . 2 .  
sapu 3 . 3 .  
sandu  1 .  2 .  
saor 1 . 5 .  
sapa 1 . 2 .  
sappu r  1 . 5 .  
sa rbu t 1 . 5 .  
sasa 1 . 4 .  
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s u p i ng 1 . 5 .  
s i pp i r 1 . 2 .  
masoksok 3 .4 .  
somo r-somor 1 . 2 .  
pa rsot t i ngan 1 . 2 .  
sosak  1 . 1 .  
sotson 1 .4 .  
s u I  i g i  3 . 3 .  
s u ts i 1 . 2 .  
tagam 3 . 5 .  
t ahur  4 . 3 .  
taj ak 2 . 1 .  
t aj i 2 . 1 .  
taj om 2 . 4 .  
t i n do 2 3 .  
t ugong 3 . 3 .  
tog os 3 . 2 .  
manguj i 2 . 1 . 
uj ung 2 . 1 .  
mangusaphon 1 . 2 .  
Tongan 
haha 2 . 3 .  
haka 2 . 1 .  
hamu 1 .  5 .  
hau 2 . 3 .  
kaka 3 . 1 . 
kakaha 3 . 2 .  
ka ta 3 . 3 .  
kato 4 . 2 .  
k i k i l a  3 . 1 . 
koko 3 . 2 .  
kokom i 3 . 5 . 
I u I u- I u I u 3 .4 .  
mats i 4 . 2 .  
mu t u  4 . 5 .  
Ul awa 
d ramu 1 . 5 .  
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T H E  P R E S E NT STAT U S  O F  S O M E  A USTRON E S I A N 
S UB G R O U P I N G H Y POTH E S E S  
I s idore Dyen 
It has been suggested (Blust 1980 : 208) that the non-Formosan languages can 
be classi fied under the name Malayo-Polynesian into three co-ordinate groupings 
as Western Malayo-Polynesian (WMP) , Central Malayo-Polynesian ( CMP) , and Eas tern 
Malayo-�olynesian (EMP) . The languages o f  the Phi l ippines and o f  western 
Indonesia as far east as Sumbawan inclusive are assigned to WMP , and the Oceanic 
languages together with Bulic ( the languages of South Halmahera and nearby 
islands closely related to Bul i )  and Biakic ( the languages of Cenderawas ih Bay 
closely related to Biak )  are assigned to EMP . The languages in between these 
two l inguistic groupings , i . e .  those from Bima on Sumbawa , eastward at least to 
Kuiwai on the western coast of Irian are ass igned to Central Malayo-Polynesian . 
I have al ready dealt with some o f  the faul ts with the Eastern Malayo­
Polynes ian hypothesi s  ( Dyen 19 78)  proposed by Blust ( 19 78 ) . In this paper I will 
treat the evidence bearing on the proposed seam between WMP and CMP said to fall 
between Sumbawan and Biman and compare it with the suggested seams in eastern 
Indonesia . 
THE BAL l e  LANGUAGES 
Balinese , Sasak , and Sumbawan show their highest lexicostatistical percent­
ages with each other : Balinese-Sasak 39 .4 % ,  Sasak-Sumbawan 49 . 7% ,  and Balinese­
Sumbawan 36 . 1 % .  Javanese ,  which is known to have had a sociopol itically dominant 
posi tion relative to Balinese in Bali , shows 3 5 . 6% with Balinese , but 31 . 0 %  with 
Sasak and 30 . 5 %  with Sumbawan . Taking the relatively higher Javanese score with 
Balinese to be due to intimate borrowings from Javanese , we regard the Javanese­
Balinese score as inflated . At the same time we infer that the scores of Balinese 
with Sasak and Sumbawan were probably somewhat depressed because some cognates in 
Balinese had been replaced by intimate borrowings from Javanese . 
The finding o f  a Bal ic subgroup on a l exicostatistical basis would explain 
the agreement of Bal inese and Sasak in be ing the only languages exhibiting the 
suffixes - i n  ( roughly equivalent to Malay - i )  and -a� ( roughly equivalent to 
Malay -kan) . These suffixes are perhaps absent in Sumbawan i I have only noted 
the verb b ea� 'give' which is probably to be connected with Javanese weh- 'give'� 
though both are probably in some way to be associated with " 'beRey . However the 
Amran Hal im , Lois Carrington and S . A .  Wurm, eds Papers from the 
Third In terna tional Conference on A us tronesian Linguistics , vol . 2 :  
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32 ISIDORE DYEN 
exceedingly numerous vocabulary agreements between Sasak and Surnbawan that are 
diffi cult to explain as either cul tural or intimate borrowings s upport the member­
ship of Sumbawan in the Balic subgroup . 
THE I MME D IATE EXTERNAL RELAT IONSH I PS OF  BAL le  
The Balic subgroup , incl uding Sumbawan , was recognised b y  Esser ( 1 938)  as 
the ' Bali-Sasak Group ' . I ts percentages with Javanese might appear to sugges t  
that the immediate re lationship o f  Bal ic is  to b e  sought t o  i t s  west . The 
percentages of Balic with Bima , the eastern neighbour of Sumbawan , also on 
Sumbawa , are as follows : 
Bal-Dim 
Sas-Bim 
Sbw-Bim 
25 . 4 %  
32 . 5% 
32 . 4 %  
I f  we regard the Balinese percentages as depressed by intimate borrowings , 
i t  seems to turn out that the Balic l anguages are about as distant from Bima as 
they are from Javanes e ,  for the Balic-Bima relationship could now reasonably be 
estimated to be at about 30% .  
I f  one considers the nearest relationships o f  Bima other than the above , 
we find the fol lowing percentages o f  Bima with its neighbours to the south and 
wes t , Wai j ewa (Kabhubhaka , Sumba) , Waingapu ( Kambera , Sumba ) , Sawu , and Manggarai 
(West Flores ) as fol lows : 
Bim-Wjw 
Bim-Wng 
Bim-Sawu 
B im-Mng 
2 5 . 4 %  
2 8 . 6 %  
26 .9%  
23 . 8% 
Curious ly all of these percentages are slightly below the percentages that 
Bima shows with the Balic languages , i f  one excepts Balinese i tsel f .  
The speech types of Sumba seem to form a s ingle linguistic grouping . 
Wai j ewa and Waingapu , probably among the most divergent pairs o f  Sumban speech 
types , show 44 . 1 % .  Sawu is favoured by the Sumban speech types but the precise 
rel ationship i s  indicated somewhat unclearly in the following percentages : 
Sawu-Wjw 
Sawu-Wng 
39 . 5% 
37 . 3% 
I f  we considered only the Wjw-Wng percentage with each o ther , we should be 
unable to distinguish Sawu from another ( perhaps somewhat aberrant) Sumban speech 
type . But the chances are that the chain of Sumban speech types has no l ink as 
low as the Wjw-Wng percentage . I f  that i s  so , then Sawu is lexico s tatistically 
distinct from , but quite closely related to SUmban , probably more closely than 
are the speech types of Flores : Manggarai , Lio , Ngadha , Sika , and Lamaholot 
(= So lorese ) .  The fol lowing table shows the lexicostatistical percentages shown 
by the rel evant pairs of languages along with those with Bal ic and Bima : 
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Bal 
39 .4  Sas 
36 . 1  49 . 7  Sbw 
2 5 . 4 32 . 5  30 . 7  B im 
24 . 6  30 . 8  30 . 2  25 . 4  Wjw 
2 5 . 0  30 . 6  29 .9  28 .6  44 . 1  Wng 
24 . 5  28 . 7  28 . 8  26 . 9  39 .6  37 . 3  Saw 
25 . 4  28 . 2  28 . 2  2 3 . 4 33 . 3  26 . 9  26 . 0  Wng 
2 2 . 0  24 . 4  25 . 8  2 5 . 9 31 . 6  2 7 . 7  27 . 7  4 1 . 1  Lio 
2 3 .9 2 5 . 6 26 . 5  25 .6  34 . 1  31 . 1  27 .4  40 . 6  56 . 6  
26 . 0  30 . 9  3 2 . 0  27 .4 36 . 5  33 . 2  30 .4  36 .9  4 2 . 7  
2 2 . 2  31 . 6  26 . 8  26 . 8  31 . 4  30 . 7  27 . 3  29 . 3  28 . 7  
Tab 1 e 1 :  L exi costati s t i ca l  percentages between l ang uages 
Sumbawa , S umba , Sawu and F l o res 
Pau 
2 5 . 0  Bul i 
2 3 . 8  24 . 2  Biak 
16 . 0  15 . 5  18 . 5  War 
19 . 1  16 . 0  1 7 . 5  14 . 8  Sob 
2 3 . 5  1 7 . 8  20 . 7  16 . 1  58 . 5  Wak 
Tabl e 2 :  Lexi costati sti cal percentages of s i x 
l ang uages of Eastern I n dones i a  
BUL I C ,  B IAKIC  AND OTHER  LANGUAGES O F  EASTERN I N DONESIA  
Ngdh 
39 . 0  Sik 
29 . 4  38 . 6  
o n  Bal i ,  Lombo k ,  
33 
Lmh 
A s imilar table has been drawn up for languages at the eas tern end o f  
Indonesia . The languages o f  Seram are represented by the thus far best describ ed 
l anguage there , Paulohi . Bul i and B iak are included , the data for the latter 
being taken from the Van Hasselt dictionary of Numfor and my own recording of a 
dial ect o f  Biak . The Waropen data is based on Hel d ' s  work whereas the Sobey 
work is taken from Robert and Joyce Sterner ' s  Sobey dictionary manuscript and my 
own recordings . The Wakde material is from my own work . 
What seems to be most striking is that Bul i and Biak exhibi t  the same scores 
with Paulohi as they do with each other . 'I'hus there is no lexicostatistical 
evidence for a Bul ic-Biakic that does not also include Paulohi and thus other 
languages of Seram closely re lated to Paulohi . Furthermore Biak shows about 
the same reaction to Sobey ( 1 7 . 5% )  as the geographically much more di stant Bul i 
( 16 . 0% ) . The same appears to be true i f  Wakde replaces Sobey as the focus . 
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It is interesting to observe that Waropen does not react like a submember 
of the same group as Biak . It may be because the study was too conservatively 
handled . The procedure that was fol lowed was essentially the same as that of 
Dyen 1965 with one exception . Wherever one of a pair o f  comparable words was 
known to be a borrowing , the pair was regarded as non-comparable rather than as 
negative ( as was done in Dyen 1965 ) . However , the difference in treatment is 
bel ieved to have negligibl e effects . 
Furthermore the overall s tudy of the phonemics of the different languages 
involved is now bel ieved to be high enough to produce reliable results . What i s  
perhaps weakest i s  the study of the correspondences . Needl ess t o  say , i t  is my 
belief that the relatively obvious instances have been properly counted . 
The low level o f  the percentages in the eastern set i s  in keeping wi th the 
indi cations o f  Dyen 1965 . This level suggests that the seam or seams involving 
Bima are between linguistic subgroupings more closely rel ated to each other than 
the seams involving Paulohi , Bul i , and Biakic with other eastern languages in 
their neighbourhood . 
The l exicostatistical evidence favours the association o f  the languages in 
the neighbourhood of Bima with the so-called WMP at the clearly higher level o f  
percentages than that associating Paulohi with Buli and Biak . I t  fol lows that 
if both Paulohi and Bima are in CMP , then CMP is more closely related to WMP 
than to EMP . Furthermore the evidence continues to point to an equival ently 
close relationship between Paulohi , Bul i , and Biak , thus mil itating against the 
EMP hypothesis . 
We seem to be able to conclude that the western seams involving Bima are 
probably o f  a lower order than the one between Sobey and Biak . What l ies behind 
the relatively high percentage between Wakde and Paulohi ( 2 3 . 5% )  remains to be 
investigated . 
I t  i s  worth observing at thi s  point that only lexicostatistical percentages 
permit the obj ective comparison of heterolineal nodes . Traditionally the com­
parison o f  heterolineal nodes has been made intuitively , but general ly on the 
basis of large and practically incontrovertible mas ses of evidence pointing in 
the same direction . The family tree of the Austronesian languages s eems to 
di f fer very strongly from that o f  the Indo-European languages not only by the 
multipl icity of its lingui stic groupings , but also by the mul tipl icity of the 
linguistic groupings \vhich do not l end themselves eas ily to subgrouping whether 
by traditional procedures or by lexicostatistics . The indications are thus 
strengthened that is is a family of great age whose classi fication will not 
yield quickly to intuitive pronouncements and will provide a chall enge for many 
years to come . 
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A S YNTACTIC MOD E L F O R  THE C OMPA RATIVE S T UDY 
OF A U ST R O N E SIAN LANG UAG E S  
Teodoro A .  L larnz on 
The purpose o f  thi s  study is to find out whether a syntactic model could be 
devised which would provide a framework for the description of the syntactic 
structures of Austronesian languages . If so , such a model could also provide a 
basis for the comparative study of this family o f  l anguages , be it clas s i fication 
or reconstruction , s ince description of languages must necessarily precede mos t  
types of comparative work . (Anttila 1972 : 3 ) . 
This paper i s  divided into three parts . Part I will discuss the grammatical 
model used to describe Tagalog , the language on which Pilipino , the National 
Language of the Phi lippines , is based . Part I I  wi l l  show how the model is 
applicable to a number o f  Austronesian languages . Final ly , Part III will po int 
out the advantage of doing comparative work on languages whose structures have 
been described according to the same model . 
SYNTACT IC  STRUCTURE O F  TAGALOG 
In his book Language , Bloomfield made the fol lowing comments : 
The era o f  exploration brought a superficial knowl edge of 
many languages . Travelers brought back vocabularies , and 
mi ssionaries trans lated religious books i nto the tongues of 
newly-discovered countries .  Some even compiled grammars and 
dictionaries of exotic languages . Spanish priests began thi s  
work as early as in the sixteenth century ; t o  them w e  owe a 
number of treatises on American and Phi l ippine languages . 
These works can be used only with caution , for the authors , 
untrained in the recognition o f  foreign speech-sounds , could 
make no accurate record , and , knowing only the terminology of 
Latin grammar , distorted their exposition by fitting i t  into 
this frame . Down to our own time , persons wi thout linguistic 
training have produced work of this sort ; aside from the 
waste of labo r ,  much information has in thi s  way been los t . 
( 19 3 3 : 7 ) 
In other words , Bloomfield ' s  working principle in l inguistic des cription 
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is to account for the structures o f  a given language on i ts own terms . One should 
not try to ' distort ' the description of a language by making i ts structures fit a 
certain grammatical model , but instead devise a model that would account for the 
structures of the l anguage . 
Following this l ead , I have tried to see if first of all a syntactic model 
could be devised which would account for the s tructures of my mother tongue , 
Tagalog . If found adequate for Tagalo g ,  it might then be possibl e to use the 
same framework for the description o f  other Philippine languages . The resul t of 
my work was published in Llamzon 1976 , which contained a description o f  the 
phonology , morphology and syntax of the language . Here I would l ike to summarise 
brie fly the structures on the sentence level , limiting the discuss ion to the 
basic sentence types of Tagalog . 
There are at l east three basic sentence types in Tagalog , namely , the 
monadic , diadic and triadic sol idarities . The fourth type , quadradic solidarity , 
with four obli gatory constituents , is not well attested . Examples of monadic 
solidarity (with one obligatory constituent) are : l um f l i n do l 'there is an earth­
quake' and may t ao 'there is someone' ( the opposite o f  wa l ang tao 'there is no 
one') . 
Diadic solidarity (with two obligatory constituents) i s  i l l ustrated by 
l uma l akad ak6 'I am walking', s i  ped ro ang pu l f s 'Pedro is the policeman', pu l a  
ang b u l a k l ak 'the j70wer is red', and maagang kum� i n  s i  ped ro 'Pedro ate early'. 
Triadic solidarity (with three obligatory 
nagpa t.3y nang man6k ang i n�  'the mother killed 
ped ro 'Pedro became a soldier', nagpum f l  i t  ang 
on coming along', kas i ng l ak i  n i  huw�n s i  ped ro 
maa� r i ng ma l ( s i  hose  'Jose may be wrong', and 
want to eat a mango'. 
constituents ) is exempli fied by 
a chicken', nag i ng s unda l o  s i  
b�tang s umama 'the child insisted 
'Pedro is as big as Juan', 
gu s to kong kum� i n  nang mangga 'I 
Quadradic solidarity (with four obl igatory constituents )  i s  not well 
attested , and the fol lowing sentence is considered as triadic by some Tagalog 
speakers but as quadradic by others : nagbuhos ang t�o nang t ub i g  sa bang�q 'the 
man poured water into the jar'. 
Al l the four types of solidarities may be expanded by the addition of 
adverbial phrases , noun phrases functioning as indirect obj ect or as a noun 
phrase in the possessive case , and by the insertion of prepos itives and/or 
enc l i tics . It is clear that this classification of sentence types i s  based on 
form rather than on functio n ,  and that the ass ignment of sentence structures to 
one o f  the four basic sentence types is based on the obl igatory rather than the 
optional constituents of the sentence . 
The framework presented here differs radically from that used by Bloomfield 
and other linguists , including more recent ones . In his book Tagalog texts wi th 
gramma tical anal ysis ( 191 7 ) , Bloomfield employed a grammatical framework that 
was essentially diadic , which required a sub j ect and predicate for every sentence , 
except the excl amatory and impersonal-anaphoric types . While s uch a framework 
was sui table for Indo-European languages , it certainly was not adequate for 
Tagalog . For example , in the light of the sub j ect-predicate framework he 
employed , Bloomfield analysed expressions like umuu l an 'it is raining' and 
tag i n f t na 'it is summer already ' as belonging to the non-predicative sentence 
of the impersonal -anaphoric type . ( 191 7 : 1 52 ) . It simply is not true that umu u l an  
o r  t ag i n f t  na are anaphoric , because these express ions can have no sub j ects and 
as such there are no sub j ects that can be deleted . 
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Bloomfield ' s  lead on the analysis o f  Tagalog sentence types has been fol lowed 
by l inguists down to our own day . Schachter and Otanes ( 19 7 2 : 546-54 7 ) , for 
example ,  classi fy the sentences expressing natural phenomena like umu l an 'rain' 
and uma raw 'be sunny' as "derived sentences that occur as predicates o f  topicless 
sentences " .  ( Ramos ( 19 74 : 107 ) , using Fillmore ' s  case grammar model , s ays that 
"certain verbs that be long to the natural phenomena set take obligatorily 
suppressed instrumental force " .  She , therefore ,  analyses umu l an as the s urface 
verb form of an original structure umu l an ( ang u l an )  'rained ( the rain)'3 in 
which ang u l an is ' suppressed ' .  McFarland ( 19 76 : 2 ) calls umuu l an 'it is raining' 
a "topicless sentence . . .  a statement which contains no sequence which also occurs 
as the topic of a basic sentence , and to which no such sequence can be added " .  
Final ly , De Guzman ( 19 78 : 2 7 2 ) , following the lexicase model , classifies verbs 
that refer to ' natural occurrences ' as "?henomenal verbs . . .  a subclass o f  verbs 
(which) derives from norms marked [+ phen J , and . . .  mean the occurrence of an 
event involving the natural phenomena designated by N .  Unlike other verbs , they 
are marked for not co-occurring with a nominative actant " .  
All these descriptions recognise and explicitly state that there i s  a sen­
tence type in Tagalog which does not have a ' topic/sub j ect/nominative actant ' .  
The implication is that the sentences of thi s  type cannot be considered bas i c , 
since all basic sentences are bipolar , i . e .  they have a sub j ect and a predicate , 
and any sentence that lacks either can only be considered as ' anaphoric ' ,  
' derived ' ,  or a ' subclass ' .  While the grammatical model that posits this rul e 
is adequate for most i f  not all the Indo-European languages , it certainly is not 
sui tabl e for the great majority of Phil ippine languages . 
To see whether thi s  view was prevalent only with l inguists who had worked 
on Tagalog but not with those who had worked on other Philippine languages , I 
tried to look at some of the more recent s tructural descriptions o f  a number of 
languages , and discovered that the same grammatical framework was employed in 
clas s i fying sentence types . Thus , for example ,  Wol fenden ' s  ( 19 7 1 )  grammar of 
Hil igaynon also pos its bipolar construction for the claus e  patterns , al though 
he concedes that " the second pattern consists of only a predicate with or without 
modifiers of the headword . In these types of clauses , there is an obligatory 
absenc e  of a topic " .  ( 1971 : 21 2 ) . Similarly , Forman ' s  analysis of Kapampangan 
sentences like mumu ran ya 'it's raining'3 and 1 f l  i n t f k ya 'it's showering' is 
that they belong together with greetings , curses and exclamations and should be 
classi fied as minor sentences "which do not have the bipartite sub j ect-predicate 
cons truction of the maj or sentence types " .  ( 19 71 : 1 26 ) . 
Outside the Phi lippine family of languages , the usual framework o f  gram­
matical des cription is likewise that of the bipol ar sub j ect-predicate or topic­
comment s tructure . Thus , Soebardi ( 1 973 )  fai ls to mention senten ces like h uj a n  
'it is raining'3 because i t  does not have this bipolar structure o f  the major 
s entence type ; nor could it be clas s i fied under minor sentences , s ince it  does 
not belong to the ada , the anaphoric response , to the vocative sentence types , 
nor to exclamations and greetings . Similarly , Walker ( 19 76 )  divides all the 
s entences in Lampung into two types : maj or and minor sentences . "Major sentences 
have at l east one topic constituent , which , however , may be del eted , and at 
l east one comment constituent . Minor sentences have only one constituent , which 
functions as a comment , never as a topic" . His major sentence types with topic 
deletion are anaphoric in nature ( 1976 : 1 2 ) . 
The contention of this paper i s  that this grammatical model which requires 
a bipolar or diadic structure o f  sub j ect-predicate or topic- comment for all the 
basic structures o f  the language is not suitable for mos t ,  if not al l ,  the 
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languages we have seen so far . The reason is that in these languages , there are 
monadic structures which are j ust as basic as the diadi c sentences with s ub j ect 
and predicat.e . 
It i s ,  therefore , necessary to look for another grammatical system that can 
account for all the bas ic s tructures of this family of languages ; a sys tem that 
classi fies sentence types according to their obl igatory constituents - ' monadic ' ,  
i f  it has one ; ' di adic ' ,  i f  i t  has two ; ' triadic ' ,  i f  i t  has three ; and 
' quadradic ' ,  if it has four . A model which requires bipolarity for all the bas i c  
sentences o f  a language simply will not b e  able t o  describe the languages 
mentioned above on their own terms . 
STRUCTURE OF  SOME AUSTRONES IAN LANGUAGES 
To see if the grammatical framework described above can be used to account 
for the structures of other Austronesian languages , it was used to describe other 
Phi l ippine l anguages , namely Waray ( spoken on the island of Samar) , Bikol ( spoken 
on the southern part of the is land of Luzon) and Ibanag ( spoken in the Cagayan 
val l ey of northern Luzon) . In addition , the model was also tried on Bahasa 
Mal a ysia , and the Indcnes ian languages of Sasak (on Lombok i s l and , east of Bal i )  
and Acehnese in Bandar Aceh in northern Sumatra) .  Finally , i t  was also employed 
in the description of the sentence types of Samo an , a language spoken on the 
i s l and of Samoa in Polynesia . 
The resul t in all instances was pos i tive ,  and examples from the various 
Austrones ian languages mentioned above are given in the Appendix of thi s  paper . 
It may not be far-fetched to say that the model is perhaps appli cabl e  to many 
more , i f  not al l ,  Austronesian languages . 
The ques tion now arises : what is the implication of all thi s  to the com­
parative study of the Austronesian languages? Provided the model is valid and 
can adequately describe the structures of the Austronesian languages on their 
own terms , it should be a contribution towards faci litating the work of com­
parativists . As Blus t  ( 1 974 : 2 ) sees i t , syntactic comparative material can be 
organised in terms of the following scheme : 
PERFECT comparisons : 
1 .  identical 
2 .  non- identical 
IMPERFECT comparisons : 
3 .  structurally non-identical , 
4 .  structurally identical , but 
5 .  structurally identical , but 
6 .  structurally non-identical , 
but all morphemes that occur are cognate 
only some morphemes are cognate 
no morphemes are cognate 
a nd no morphemes are cognate 
Imperfect comparisons pose probl ems , s ince a great number of inferences 
have to be made in j ustifying the reconstructions reached .  On the other hand , 
fewer inferences need be made , i f  s imilarities ( or even better identities)  are 
found in the syntactic structures of the various languages being studied . It 
woul d ,  therefore , help i f  an identical framework is employed in the description 
of a group of languages belonging to the same family of languages , provided 
that such a framework adequately accounts for their structures . 
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APPEN D I X  
This section contains examples o f  the various sentence types o f  the follow­
ing languages : 
1 .  WARAY - a language spoken on the islands of Samar and Leyte in the 
Philippines - from Piczon-Llamzon 1 9 7 3 : 88-89 : 
Quadradic - pagq u u l  rq pa l aq n i  h uwan han l r b r u  
'Juan has just returned the book . ' 
Triadic 
Diadic 
Monadic 
- nagq r haw an b i nataq h i n  man uk 
'The maid ki LLed a chicken . ' 
nagp r r i t  an i r uy �a kumaq un an bataq 
'The mother insisted that the chi ld eat .  ' 
nag i n  (mah usay � mad r i ) an daraga 
'The Lady became (beautifuL � a nun) . '  
- nakaq un h i  and r i s  
'Andres is eating . ' 
( p r i s i d r n t i  � buutan )  h i  Kennedy 
'Kennedy is (president � good) . '  
h i  h uw�n an s unda l u  
'Juan is the soLdier .  ' 
- na I r n ug 
'There is an earthquake . ' 
, n au ran 
'It is raining . 
may ( ada ) r sdaq 
'There is fish .  ' 
2 .  BIKOL - a language spoken in southern sections o f  the i sland of Luzon -
from Pa� a 1971 : 71-76 : 
Quadradic - i p i g baka l n i  huwan an  ak i q  n i n  l ap i s  
'Juan bought the penciL for the chi Ld. ' 
Triadic - nagbaka I n i n s i raq s i I a I ak i 
'The man bought fish . ' 
puw r d i sa  l a l ak i  an kup i yaq 
'The hat can possibLy fit the man . ' 
ka i puhan kan ak i q  an  s apat us 
'The chi ld needs a pair of shoes . ' 
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Diadic 
Monadic 
- ma l f n i g  an sa l ug 
'The floor is clean . ' 
duk t u r  s i  p fd ru 
'Pedro is a doctor. ' 
nagh fh i b fq an a k i q  
'The chi ld is crying . 
- nag ta tag i t f  
'it is showering . ' 
, naguran 
'it  mined. ' 
i g uwa n i n  b i s f ta 
'there is a visitor . ' 
3 .  IBANAG - a language spoken in the Cagayan valley in northern Luzon , 
Phi l ippines - from Bauza 19 7 2 : 7 7-81 : 
Quadradic - n i ya rad u nakketseru  ta umma i n  n uwang  
Triadic 
Diadic 
Monadic 
'The farmer used the carabao to plow the field. ' 
- pakanan n i  h uwan i kk f t u  
'Juan feeds the dog . ' 
i yawaq nammes t ra i l l f b r u  
'The teacher wi l l  give the book . ' 
- map i ya s i  dom i ng 
'Doming is good. ' 
I umakag i a bb f Q 
'The chi ld walks . ' 
, - magu ran  
'It wi l l  rain . ' 
nakk i l i k i l aq 
'The lightning flashed. ' 
4 .  SASAK - a language spoken on Lombok is land , Indones ia - from fieldno tes with 
Mr Lal u Wirarnaja o f  Mataram , Lombok , as informant : 
Quadradi c - beruq t i aQ l eman pokan 
Triadic 
Di adic 
'I have been to the market .  ' 
- a l  i namba l f manok 
'A li ki lled a chicken . ' 
bapaq j a r i  g u r u  
'Father has become a teacher . ' 
ku r su  i n i  aj fna  s a t us do l a r  
'This chair costs 1 00 do l lars . ' 
- bapaq t f  nduq 
'Father is as leep .  ' 
ba l e  ba l f  
'The house is big . ' 
a I i po I f  5 i 
'A li is a policeman . ' 
Monadic 
, . 
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- UJ an  
'It i s  raining . 
, gen ter 
'There is thunder ' 
5 .  BAHASA MALAYSIA - the national language o f  Malaysia . 
Quadradic - ke r tas  d i pe rbuat da r i pada kay u 
'Paper is made out of wood ' 
Triadic 
Diadi c 
Monadic 
- a l  i pe rcahkan pasu 
'A li broke the vase . ' 
d i a  menj ad i a s ka r  
'He became a so ldier . ' 
a l  i i a l ah p res i den 
'A li is the president . ' 
- rumah besa r  
'The house is big . ' 
ada o rang 
'There is a man . ' 
a l  i be r l a r i  
'A li runs . ' 
i t u  a l i 
'That is ali . ' 
- banj i r 
'There is a flood I 
huj an  
'it i s  raining ' 
6 .  ACEHNESE - a language spoken in northern Sumatra , Indonesia - from Marhiah 
19 7 3 , and fieldnotes with Halim Maj id of Banda Aceh as informant : 
Quadradic - nek g u  punan cueo gUh  fat i mah 
Triadic 
Diadi c  
'Grandma names her granddaughter Fatimah . ' 
- s i  agam j i  koh na l ung 
'The boy cut grass . ' 
gobnya kaj u t  ku p res i den 
'He became president . ' 
u rung j eh poh ase nyan 
'The man kiU ed that dog . ' 
- u rung saket 
'The man is sick.  ' 
awakj eh j i  p l ung  
'They run . ' 
s i  d i n  ea rong 
'Din is clever . ' 
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Monadic - banj i r  
'There is a f1ood. ' 
huj an 
'It is raining . 
khung 
'There is a drought . ' 
7 .  SAMOAN - a language spoken in Samoa , a Polynesian island - from fieldnotes 
w i th Corporal Afamasaga of Dieppe Barracks , Sembawang , Singapore , 
as informant :  
Quadradic - 0 l ona tama ua fa ' anoa i na i a  peta 
'The father named him Peter . ' 
Triadic 
Diadic 
Monadic 
- tama ua tape I e  pua ' a  
'Father ki l l ed a pig . ' 
o s i one o l e  pe l esetene 
'John wi l l  become president. ' 
- fa l e  t e l e  
'The house is big . ' 
ua moe s i one 
'John sleeps . ' 
o l e  tama l oa l eo l eo 
'The man is a policeman . ' 
- ua t i mu 
'It is raining . ' 
fa i t i t  i I i  
'There is thunder ' 
u i I a 
'There is lightning . ' 
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S UB G R O U P S  I N  A U STRON E S I A N 
Mark Harvey 
O .  NOTE 
This i s  a considerably revised version o f  the paper presented to the Third 
International Conference on Austrones ian Linguistics . The elaboration of some 
points owes much to the comments and criticism of such people as Robert Blus t , 
Lawrence Reid , Ral eigh Ferre l l  and David Zorc , to whom must go my grati tude . 
Especial thanks are due to Will iam Foley for his valued remarks . I hasten to 
add , of course , that nonetheless any faul ts remain my own . 
1 .  T HE PAN PHONOLOG ICAL SYSTEM 
The PAN l phonological system has been and continues to be the sub j ect o f  
di spute i n  certain of i t s  areas . The vowel system and a large part of the 
consonant system have been reconstructed with a reasonable degree of certainty . 
The phonemes which are general ly accepted are : 
a) Vowels u 
a 
a 
b )  Consonants 
p t ts t '  k q 
b d dz  
s y h 
m n f) 
1 , 4  
t s  t 2 ( Dahl )  C ( Dyen ) 
dz  d 2 ( Dahl ) 
t '  = s ( Dyen) 
s S ( Dyen) 
However , when one attempts to reconcil e  all the apical and palatal reflexes 
in the various languages ,  immense probl ems arise . This is the area where the 
Amran Halim , Lois carrington and S . A .  Wurm , eds Papers from the 
Third Interna tional Conference on Austronesian Linguistics ,  vol . 2 :  
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reconstructions vary greatly and where the dispute has been strongest . If one 
follows the usual principles of historical linguistics by positing a proto­
phoneme for every set of correspondences which cannot be collapsed or explained 
away as being due to metathesis , dissimilation , assimilation , dial ect borrowing , 
analogy or the myriad o f  other exceptions to the Neograrnrnarian hypo thesis of 
exceptionless sound change , one still ends up with a system which has vastly 
more phonemes than any AN l anguage . An example of this i s  the system Tsuchida 
( 1 976 ) uses in his reconstruction of Proto-Tsouic phonology . The phoneme 
inventory he uses is i ,  e ,  a ,  u ,  p " b ,  m ,  t ,  T ,  C , j ,  n ,  � ,  k ,  g ,  Q ,  1 ,  R ,  5 1 , 
5 2 , 5 3 , 5 4 , 5 5 ,  5 6 , X l , X 2 , X , Q l ,  Q2 ,  y ,  S , 9 1 ,  H I ,  H 2 , N ,  L ,  W I , W 2 , W I , W 2 , 
C l ,  t l ,  0 1 , 02 , 0 3 , 04 , Z l , j l ,  7 1 ,  7 2 ,  7 3 , 7 4 ,  K l , K 2 , 1 1 ,  rd , q , c , R l , R 2 , 
R 3 , R 4 , R 5 . Tsuchida himself says that thi s  number of proto-phonemes seems 
excessive and he states that he hopes that some of them , especially the ones 
separated by subscripts , will be ultimately unifiabl e .  However , within the 
approach Tsuchida i s  using , one i s  forced to posit these proto-phonemes ( and 
probably on examining more languages , a great many more ) . I would argue that 
the problems which have arisen in attempting to reconstruct the PAN phonological 
system have arisen not because of problems in the data but because of fundamental 
problems in the approach which has been taken to phonological reconstruction . 
The Neograrnrnarian (hereafter N . H . )  hypothesis of exceptionless sound change 
has never been observed as occurring in reali ty . As long ago as 1905 Gauchat 
( 1905 ) , in his study of sound change in Charmey , a village in the Suisse Romande , 
showed that sound change does not occur in the manner po s i ted by the N . H . ,  which 
s tates that sound change occurs without the knowledge of the speakers of a lan­
guage as the resul t  of imperceptible minute variations in the acoustic production 
of speech sounds . 
In his study of palatalisation of . '  to j in Charmey , Gauchat found that 
generation I ( the oldest) always had , J and generation I I I  always had j but 
generation II did not have some i�termediate phonetic s tage as the N . H .  would 
predict . They had instead both , J and j in fluctuation . 
Labov , who has been the leading force in observing sound change in progress 
in recent times , has recorded essentially the same phenomena in his s tudy of the 
centralisation of the diphthong aw in Martha ' s  Vineyard ( Labov 196 3 ) . Labov has 
shown in other studies of sound change in progress that not only does age affect 
sound change but other social factors such as class ( his s tudy of the reintro­
duction of r into the New York dial ec t :  Labov 19 7 2 )  and sex ( hi s  s tGdy of the 
raising of ffih in New York : Labov 1966) also affect sound change . Studies of 
change in other English dialects have confirmed the fact that sound change 
progresses at di fferent rates according to these social factors o f  age , class 
and sex ( see Trudgi l l ' s  study o f  vowel s  in Norwich Engl ish : Trudgill 1971 ) . 
However , thi s  does not mean that sound change occurs at random . Both Labov 
and Gauchat found that sound change was favoured by particular environments . 
Furthermore , over time the usage of the variants tends to become more and more 
consi s tent . Either one variant will win out over the other or they will be used 
in different environments . ( e . g .  Gauchat ' s  generation I I I  speakers always use 
j and Labov ' s  generation I l I on Martha ' s  Vineyard have a consistent environment 
for the centralisation of aw) . 
Other factors may interfere with thi s  development towards consistency . 
Labov found in his s tudy of the rai sing of ffi in New York that this pronunciation 
was a stigrnatised one and that people who raised the ffi would sporadically correct 
it in situations where they were being careful in their speech . It is wel l known 
that the prestige o f  the dial ect , clas s  or person who makes an innovation in the 
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phonological system has great influence on how far it spreads . Furthermore , even 
though there is a strong tendency for consistency to develop , it does not always 
do so . In his analysis of the development of Middl e Engli sh a : , € :  and e :  into 
Modern English ( Labov 1974) , Labov regards the deve lopment of ' steak ' as irregu­
lar . In the rotacisation of medial 5 to r in Latin the retention of 5 in nasus 
is irregular (Anttila 1 9 7 2 ) . These irregularities are not due to social or o ther 
types of interference but s imply to the failure of the sound change to become 
consi stent in all words . 
Therefore , i t  appears that the N .H .  does not correspond to reality and i t  
fails to predict the development of sound change when i t  occurs . The N . H .  i s  
not only unsound in i t s  relationship to observed reality of sound change , i t  i s  
also unsound theoretically . The clearest and mos t  incisive attack on the 
theoretical s tanding of the N . H .  was made by Hugo Schuchardt in his essay "On 
sound laws : against the Neogrammarians " ( Schuchardt 1 88 5 ) . Schuchardt ' s  attack 
is not a purely negative one : he presents a cl ear picture of how he views phono­
logical change occurring . 
Schuchardt wrote his essay in pre-phonemic times and it must therefore b e  
recons idered carefully in the light o f  phonemic theory . The s ame thing applies 
to the N . H .  as wel l . Indeed phonemic theory raises immediate problems for the 
N . H .  because phonemes can only change abruptly . A particular sound is e i ther 
an allophone of one particular phoneme or it i s  not , but there is no hal f-way 
house . I t  has always been known that certain types of sound change such as 
metathesis must be abrupt and these types of sound change have always been 
problematic for the N . H .  We will consider the question o f  the gradualness of 
sound change later . For the moment we will return to Schuchardt ' s  criticism o f  
the N . H .  
The firs t , most important and probably the mos t  disputed point raised by 
Schuchardt is that a phonological system is a psychological entity and as such 
it should not be affected by purely physical factors such as the continual 
acoustic variations which occur in speech . Labov demonstrates in his article 
"On the use of the present to explain the pas t "  ( Labov 19 74)  that speakers may 
cons istently differentiate classes o f  sounds that they regard as one phoneme . 
As Labov puts it "smal l differences do exist . To the native speaker they may be 
worth noticing and may in fact be impossible for him to label ; never theles s , he 
regularly produces these differences " .  I f  phonological systems can ignore 
di fferences which are consistently made , why should a random acoustic variation 
cause it to alter? Schuchardt argues that sound change is therefore as psycho­
logically conditioned as analogy and borrowing are ( i . e . that an alteration in 
a psychological system must be made by psychologically contro l l ed factors) . 
Thi s  point of course depends on accepting Sapir ' s  ( 1949a)  view of the phoneme as 
something real in the mind of the speaker and not Twaddell ' s  distributional 
definition ( Twaddel l 1 9 3 5 ) . What Schuchardt is s aying essentially is that whi l e  
speech varies continually , this in i t s e l f  does not cause alteration t o  phonologi­
cal systems . For this to occur the variation must be pushed by the s ame things 
which control the phonological system . 
In furtherance of this argument Schuchardt points out that sound change and 
analogy interact on one another . I f  they were motivated by entirely di fferent 
forces , sound change by physical factors and analogy by mental ones , then they 
would not affect one another because they would be operating on entirely di ffer­
ent planes . From thi s  it fol lows that sound change and analogy have the same 
motivation by mental factors ( as nobody would wish to argue that analogy i s  
motivated b y  physical factors ) .  
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As a part o f  his general consideration of the relationship between analogy 
and sound change , Schuchardt attacks the view that analogy causes i rregular and 
arbitrary sound change . His own example of analogy causing regular sound change 
is the change o f  all Old Spanish and Portuguese participles ending in - udo to 
- i do .  Schuchardt here is arguing for grammatical conditioning o f  sound change , 
a phenomenon which now has wide acceptance ( see Antti la 19 7 2 )  . 
Schuchardt ' s  final point on analogy and sound change is that there is no 
clear dividing line between them . He gives two examples of the development of 
I tal ian from Latin to show this . Latin comi te becomes Italian con te ( it should 
be comte) and the Latin phrase non gravis magis l eve becomes Italian non greve 
ma l ieve ( i t  should be non grave ma l i eve) . These are both examples o f  assimi­
l ations though the motivations are different . In  the first case the motivation 
is to reduce the number of places of articul ation and in the second it is the 
association of the words in that particular phrase . Yet both are assimilations , 
changes that make things more l ike one another for whatever reason . While i t  i s  
clear that there are differences between the two assimilations , i t  i s  equally 
cl ear that there are s imilarities which would be ignored by saying that one i s  
sound change and the other analogy and never the twain shall meet . 
I f ,  as Schuchardt argues , sound change and analogy are motivated by the 
same factors , then sound change will l ike analogy not proceed to produce consis­
tent results . Thi s , in  fact , i s  what we find in reality . I t  has long been 
known that despite what the N . H .  said should happen , sound change does not always 
proceed regularly . 
Workers in l exical di ffus ion theory have provided extensive data confirming 
thi s  and they have attempted to provide explanations for sound change as they 
have observed it . The theory o f  lexical diffusion i s  discussed in Wang ( 1969 ) 
and further discussed and exempli fi�d by Chen and Wang ( 1 9 7 5 )  and Kri shnamurti 
( 19 7 8 ) . Lexical dif fusionists take the view that sound change is phonetically 
abrupt and l exically gradual (Wang 1969 : 1 4 ) . In other words sound change spreads 
gradually across the lexicon and words may have more than one pronunciation . 
This means that words which were at one time homophonous can acquire different 
pronunciations over time ( Chen and Wang 19 7 5 : 261 ) . Furthermore , while sound 
changes tend to apply to all relevant l exical items over time , they can peter 
out or meet a competing change . 
Chen and Wang ( 19 7 5 )  and Krishnamurti ( 1 9 78) provide extensive data which 
clearly shows that sound change does proceed through the l exicon gradually . 
Neither Chen and Wang nor Krishnamurti addres s themselves to the causality of 
sound change . Chen and Wang argue that the motivations for particular phonemes 
altering in particular ways are the articul atory and perceptual constrai nts o f  
speakers ( i . e .  sound changes occur in particular ways for phys ical reasons)  . 
When one considers the causality o f  sound change within a l exical di ffusion­
i s t  view , it is obvious that sound change cannot be caused by acoustic/physical 
factors . I f  one accepts that sound change and analogy are motivated by the 
same factors , then it is comprehensible that sound change can spread gradually . 
For exampl e ,  i f  a language has a number o f  suffixes marking the dative case and 
one of these affixes is analogised to replace the others , it wi ll take some 
time for thi s  process to be completed and it may never reach completion . 
In his 1969 article Wang quotes Sturtevant ( 1 91 7 : 82 )  with approval "We have 
seen that many sound changes are i rregular when they first appear and gradually 
become more and more regular . The reason is that each person who substitutes the 
new sound for the old in his own pronunciation tends to carry it into new words . 
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The two processes of spread from word to word and spread froln speaker to speaker 
progress s ide by s ide unti l  the new sound has extended to all the words of the 
language which contained the old sound in the same surroundings " .  Sturtevant 
s ai d ,  in addition "Such a spread of a sound change from word to word closely 
resembles analogical change ; the chief difference is that in analogical change , 
the association groups are based upon meaning , whi l e  in this cas e the groups are 
based upon form " . ( 19 1 7 : 80) 
Thi s  is exactly what Schuchardt said in his discussion of the relationship 
between analogy and sound change . Wang points out that from observation , the 
sound changes that occur are few in kind . Given this fact and the fact that a 
sound change spreads through the l exicon over time , there i s  a very good chance 
that two or more sound changes may operate on the s ame material to produce 
irregular results because the rules will operate on different i tems at di fferent 
times and therefore produce di fferent results . 
Sturtevant essentially agrees with the views of the lexical di ffusionists 
discussed earlier . It i s  clear therefore that sound change can produce irregular 
resul ts .  
I t  i s  not only the l exical spread of sound change which presents problems 
for the N . H . The geographic spread of sound change has always been exceedingly 
problematic . The N .H .  states that a particular sound change occurs without 
exceptions but it does so only within a uni form speech community over a certain 
period of time . This uni form speech communi ty is the ' same dialect ' o f  the 
Neogrammarians . 
However , no such uni form speech community has ever been found , nor is there 
any reason to imagine , given religion , pol itics and economics , that any such 
community has or would ever exist . To get this community Delbruck ( 18 84 )  had to 
define i t  as the normative average o f  the speech of an individual at one point 
in time . Quite apart from the fact that this definition ignores things such as 
individuals controll ing social registers , the di fference between a regular change 
in thi s  community and sporadic phonological change of a group of people i s  for 
al l practical purposes minimal . Furthermore , as Schuchardt points out ,  even the 
speech of individuals is subj ect to variation ( i . e .  register control , the di ffer­
ence between speech to s trangers and intimates ) . This discuss ion shoul d not b e  
taken t o  deny the existence o f  speech communities , which are as Labov says ( 19 7 4 )  
orderedly heterogeneous , only the exi s tence of uni form speech communi ties . 
This is not the only area where the N . H .  fai l s  to correspond to reality . 
The N . H .  claims that sound change proceeds wi thout any conscious knowl edge o f  
the speakers . Metathesis , which can sometimes be stated i n  the same way a s  any 
' o rdinary ' sound change , has always been problematic for this viewpoint . In 
Slavi c ,  for example , all sequences of (C) VRC go to (C) RVC (where R represents r 
or I ) . Furthermore , even such Neogrammarians as Delbruck ( 1 884 ) s tate that 
certain sound changes spread because they are considered fashionable or pres ­
tigious . Th i s  would appear to be irreconci lable with the view that sound change 
i s  unconscious . Also , as Vennemann ( 1 9 7 2 )  s tates , people in any speech community 
are aware of differences between their speech at various points in time , and of 
the di fferences based on all the parameters that Labov has studied ( Vennemann 
cites the change of �w to kw and xw in 20 years in Icelandic )  . 
After having raised these points agains t the N .H . ,  Schuchardt goes on to 
present his own view o f  how sound change takes place and regards sound change as 
occurring in quite the opposite direction from the Neogrammarians . All change 
in phono logical systems occurs initially as a sporadic change . The only di ffer­
ence between ' regular ' and ' irregular ' sound change is that ' regular ' sound 
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change i s  ' irregular ' sound change which has been generalised to consi stency . 
Schuchardt points out that it is frequently possible to trace the spread o f  a 
phonological change from some area o f  origin as it spreads to more and more 
speakers . Vennemann ( 19 7 2 )  gives an exampl e of thi s  and also of the generalis­
ation o f  a sound change in the development o f  5 + f which occurs as follows : 
5 + f I I  
5 + f I l rmnw 
5 + f I l rmnwpt 
Norwegian 
North German 
Standard German . 
Schuchardt ' s  own example concerns the development o f  e and 0 to i e  and uo in 
I talian . He shows that it s tarted out when there was a fol lowing i and u 
respectively . Some dialects still have i t  in only thi s  environment , but others 
have spread it in various stages . In some dialects there are only forms s uch 
as vi eni , buonu, buoni and the like . However , o ther dialects spread the changes 
through paradigms so you get forms l ike viene and buona . Still other dialects 
have forms such as pietra and ruota where the original conditioning factor is 
completely los t . 
Schuchardt points out that his view o f  sound change i s  closer to how sound 
change occurs in reality than is the N . H .  which i s  essentially a phi lo logist ' s  
view o f  how sound change occurs . Thi s  i s  not to say that there are no probl ems 
with the al ternative view o f  sound change Schuchardt is proposi ng . The first i s  
that h e  gives no example o f  a truly sporadic change which generalises . All the 
changes which he discusses as generalising have some initial phonetic or gram­
matical conditioning . This i s  in agreement with what Labov and Gauchat found in 
their studies . Indeed Labov takes great care to point out that whi le in an 
overall speech community a sound change may proceed with great irregularity and 
produce irregular results , if you analyse the speech community along the social 
parameters Labov uses you will find sound change proceeding with a great deal 
more regularity , along phonetic and grammatical parameters ,  within the social 
parameters . 
Therefore i t  s eems that whi le Schuchardt ' s  view o f  sound change is closer 
to reality than the N . H . , it  does not correspond exactly to reality . Therefore , 
I think that you would have to modi fy Schuchardt ' s  s tatement that all sound change 
is in origin sporadic to correspond with Labov and Gauchat ' s  observations . The 
restatement would run something l ike ' sound change i s  not in origin consi stent 
but tends to occur more in certain environments than others ' .  
The second problem with Schuchardt ' s  view i s  that it cannot explain things 
such as Grimm ' s  Law where classes of phoneme alter and follow one another in a 
chain . The N . H .  o ffers no explanation for these phenomena either . Explanations 
of these phenomena have , I think , been o ffered and generally accepted and these 
explanations can be incorporated into the view of sound change espoused by 
Schuchardt and Labo v .  The first which explains why classes o f  phonemes act 
together as a class , is the concept of features in phonology . There is no reason 
why any view of sound change should be restricted to deal ing with phonemes only . 
Schuchardt ' s  view i s  certainly not so restricted . 
Martinet ' s  ( 19 5 2) concept o f  push and drag chains , whereby when one phoneme 
or class o f  phoneme alters , the neares t  one will move into the range vacated , i s  
a general ly accepted explanation o f  chain sound changes . I t  may be added to 
Schuchardt ' s  viewpoint without any problems . 
The third and most major probl em with Schuchardt ' s  and with Labov ' s  views 
and observations of sound change is to explain why sound change generalises . 
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There i s  no doubt from Labov and Gauchat ' s  observations that even though sound 
change may initially be irregular , it does become regular by generalisation . 
Andersen ( 19 7 3) in his article on "Abductive and deductive change " proposes 
explanations for the genesi s  and development of sound change . The first type of 
change Andersen discusses is abductive change . According to Andersen , abductive 
change occurs when children are presented with phonological data and they analyse 
it in a di fferent way from their parents . Thi s  means that they have di fferent 
phonological categories from their parents . Andersen goes on to claim that in 
order to approximate their speech to that of their parents they have rules which 
produce surface forms corresponding to the accepted norm . These rules are 
called A rul es . Andersen s tates that th ese rules may be elaborated and revis ed 
throughout the speaker ' s  l ife . 
The second type of change Andersen proposes i s  d eductive change . Thi s  type 
of change involves altering the speaker ' s  surface forms to correspond to the 
underlying phonological representations . These changes occur abruptly i n  each 
word , but across the vocabulary they occur gradual ly depending on social factors . 
Old forms will tend to be used with the older generations . 
These two types of sound change would certainly go a long way to explaining 
why sound change general ises . I f  a reanalys i s  of the phonological system i s  
involved , then o n e  would expect all instances of the phoneme ( s )  affected to b e  
altered . However , this is not necess arily the case because as we know that 
sound change does not always affect all instances of a phoneme ( see Labov ' s  
( 1 9 7 4 )  discussion o f  the Middl e English development o f  e :  € :  and a : ) . Further­
more , in his study of his child ' s  acqui s i tion of the English phonological system 
and its categories , Smith ( 19 7 3 )  found that whi le his son normally produced 
words which corresponded to the correct English phonological form in terms of the 
child ' s  own phonological system , there were occasional exceptions when the child 
had miscategorised something . Therefore , it  does not seem that , i f  chi ldren did 
categorise di fferently from their parents , they would necessarily do this with­
out exceptions . 
Another part of Andersen ' s  hypothesis that would need some testing before 
being accepted i s  the A rules . Labov in his study of centralisation does not 
mention whether the middle generation of speakers in Martha ' s  Vineyard tended 
not to centralise their vowels when talking to the older speakers . Labov does 
discuss how New York speakers tended to alter their raised vowels when they were 
speaking very carefully . They did this sporadically , however , and they did not 
do it in ordinary speech . Thi s  could also be regarded as an example o f  Andersen ' s  
adaptive change ( changes due to factors outside the l inguistic system) . Abduc­
tive and deductive change are types of evolutive change ( a  change expl icable in 
terms of the linguistic system which gave rise to it)  . 
Adaptive change occurs when the native forms o f  a particular area are 
replaced as the result of extralinguistic pressure . This would mos t  often 
involve the replacement of i tems or pronunciations of less prestigious com­
munities by those of more prestigious communities . This is ess ential ly the 
same phenomena as Andersen ' s  A rules . These two are random assimilations of 
less presti gious ( children ' s )  speech to that of the more prestigious ( parents ' ) . 
Both adaptive change and A rules are s imply examples of socially motivated 
alterations in a speaker ' s  pronunciation . I t  is quite conceivab l e  that a 
particular variant may not be socially unacceptable and so A rules may as such 
never operate . We have already seen in Wang ( 1969 : 1 5)  that words can have 
variant pronunciations . In the examples he quotes neither variant appears to 
be social ly stigmatised . 
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Andersen ' s  hypothesis woul d certainly appear to provide a good explanation 
for the linguistic behaviour of the youngest generations in Labov ' s  and Gauchat ' s  
s tudi es . These were the ones who had the sound changes consistently in 
particul ar environments . However , it  cannot deal with the linguistic behaviour 
of the middle generation who were not consi stent in their use of changed forms . 
Until the necessity of A rules for all cases o f  sound change can be proved , one 
is entitled to assume there are problems with Andersen ' s  theory in relation to 
the observed behaviour of the middle generations in Labov ' s  and Gauchat ' s  s tudies . 
Perhaps the most important point about Andersen ' s  view of sound change i s  
that he , l ike Schuchardt , posits a psychological motivation for sound change . 
Whi le it may not be able to explain all the observed facets of sound change , i t  
does seem to provide a good explanation for the final s tage of sound change as 
observed by Labov and Gauchat . 
As Andersen points out , i f  you take a view of sound change something l ike 
his , then the question of whether sound change i s  gradual or abrupt loses much 
of its meaning . Sound change , when it involves abductive change , is neither 
gradual nor abrupt ; deductive and abductive change are phonemically abrupt but 
across the vocabulary they spread gradually . Basically , according to Andersen , 
when it is meaningful to talk of gradual vs abrupt , sound change i s  psychologi­
cally abrupt but i"ts linguistic manifestation is gradual . 
However , I would argue that unpredictabl e  correspondence sets are a natural 
consequence of sound change . Wang , Labov and Andersen agree that whi l e  sound 
change s tarts out being irregular ( though associated with conditioning either 
phonological or grammatical ) ,  it  will over time produce consistent correspondence 
sets . However , as Labov demonstrates , this progression towards regularity holds 
only within particular groups in the speech community . The development of a 
sound change when the speech community is looked at as a whole can be quite 
i rregular . Once the various component groups of the speech community start to 
influence one another ' s  speech , as they are continually doing , then a combination 
of different conditioning factors and different stages of development can cause 
i rregular results . As Schuchardt points out , it i s  meaningless to call thi s  
dialect borrowing . Within a speech community a sound change must originate 
somewhere and from there it spreads . The social boundaries which are so important 
in determining how a sound change develops are not absolutely rigid . Therefore , 
i t  i s  natural that the development of a sound change in one section of the 
community will influence and be influenced by its development in all sections 
of the community . As the geographical boundaries of speech communities are not 
rigid either , it makes very little sense to atribute inconsi stencies in the 
resul t o f  one sound change to 'borrowing ' and then to describe another sound 
change with consistent resul ts as having spread throughout the same area . The 
term borrowing should be reserved for those cases where you have languages which 
are not mutually intelligible or which are geographically separated ( i . e .  in 
those cases where you cannot have a common speech community) . Borrowing within 
a speech community is something that is entirely to be expected . 
This i s  essentially what Bloomfield ( 19 3 3 : 36 4 )  says : 
We must suppose that , no matter how minute or accurate our 
observation , we should always find deviant forms , because from 
the very outset of a sound change , and during i ts entire course ,  
and after i t  is over , the forms of the language are sub j ect to 
the incessant working of other factors of change , such as , 
especial ly , borrowing and analogic combination of new complex 
forms . 
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From this discuss ion of sound change i t  can be seen that while sound change 
has a tendency over time to produce consi stent results , a number of factors may 
in the natural course of development of any sound change operate to prevent the 
sound change producing consistent resul ts . 
The view of phonological change , which we have presented , naturally affects 
the method we use to reconstruct an inventory of proto-phonemes . Because we 
accept that change can and does produce inconsistent resul ts , we cannot accept 
all correspondence sets as valid .  There is no guarantee that all correspondence 
sets which are different and which cannot be shown to be conditioned variants 
do in fact represent different proto-phonemes . Therefore , we will need o ther 
factors to determine the acceptability o f  correspondence sets as evidence for 
particular proto-phonemes .  
Before accepting a correspondence set as evidence for a proto-phoneme we 
will require that it should occur in a group of cognates which occur throughout 
Aust ronesia . I f  a correspondence set occurs in a set of words which occurs only 
in one area and not others , then it cannot be accepted as PAN because it could 
easily have been innovated in that area . We wil l also require that it should 
occur in more than one or two words because a correspondence set involving only 
one or two words could arise by sporadic phonological change . 
Before accepting a correspondence set , which occurs only in a small number 
o f  non-bas ic items of vocabulary , as representing a separate proto-phoneme , we 
will require that the correspondence set have reflexes in a number o f  geographi­
cal ly separated l anguages which serve to separate i t  from other correspondence 
sets . Otherwise we could again be dealing with an areal innovation . 
Taking the PAN phonological system as set up by Dahl ( 19 76 )  as a s tarting 
point , and taking Dempwol ff ( 19 34-38)  into consideration also , we will consider 
what changes should be made in the l ight o f  the criteria proposed above . The 
system Dahl sets out ( 19 76 : 101 ) i s : 
Vowels : U 
a 
a 
,', i and ,', u may be syl labic or non-syl labic .  
Consonants : Stops and affricates Nasal s Continuants 
Voiceless Voiced Voiced Voiceless Voiced 
B ilabials p b m 
d l 
t l  n ( 1 ) "l- I ( t l  
Apicals d 2  
t 2  S r 
d 3 
k l  d ' n 1 
Palatals Z 
t ' g l 
Vel ars k g f) y 
Uvul ar q 
Laryngeal H ? 
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We agree with what Dahl says ( 1 9 76 : 55-69)  concerning Dempwolff ' s  * t  and *d . 
Dahl says these two phonemes were innovated under Indic influence , in the s ame · 
way the voiced aspirates were innovated in Madurese . This l ed to their cognate 
sets being confused and contradictory . We also agree with the sugges tion that 
the languages where t and 9 are found originally had a dental t and an alveolar/ 
retroflex d ,  as is found in some Western Austronesian languages still ( Henderson 
1 9 6 5 ) . This situation resul ts from the merger of an original '''d and '''9 ( quite 
separate from Dempwo l ff ' s  *9 ) ,  and made the languages especially receptive to the 
introduction of phonemic retrofl exes from Indic . 
We will now go on to consider Wol ff ' s  ( 19 74 )  proposal to remove * r  from the 
PAN phoneme inventory . He argues that all correspondence sets which are cited 
for *r  can be dealt with as refl exes of either ," d or 1,y . In the Oceanic languages 
1'd and '';- r are always refl exed as r .  Indeed , according to Wolff it is only TB and 
Ml which require us ·to establish *r as a separate phoneme . Furthermore , Wolff 
s tates that he can find only two cognates for r in Taiwan . However , Tsuchida 
( 1 9 76 : 1 77 , 2 2 7 )  provides several cognates for *r on Taiwan , five of which I find 
convincing, and which , I think , compel us to reconstruct * r .  The cognates are : 
1 .  *ga ru t s  Pw ga ruts  'comb ', Ml garu t  'scrape ', Sa keru 'to scratch ' .  
2 .  *kurap  Sar ku rapa 'scabies ', Pw ku rap  'a scaly skin disease ', Ml k u rap 
'ringworm ', Tausug ku 1 ap  'scabies ' .  
3 .  ," bua r Kn ma : -vu : - vua ra 'to dissemble after a meeting ', Sar m- i : - vua ra 'to 
co l lapse, tumble down on pi les of firewood, stone ', Tg buwa 1 'fa l l, fell,  
demo lish, drop, fal l on ground ' .  
4 .  *kuru�  Pw ku ru� 'wooden frame for carrying firewood ', Ts t - h- i -k ru�u 
'surrounding wal ls of a pig pen ', Ts re-k ru�v-a no hopo 'mosquito net ', 
Tg ku 1 6 � ,  Ilokano kurQ� ,  Bikol ku rQ� 'fortress ', Tausug ku : �an  'cage ', 
To ko 1 0  'fortress, temporary fence of native c loth around a grave ', Sm 
70 1 0  'fort ' .  
5 .  *garga r  Pw m- i garga r ,  Kan m-a : -ka raka r ,  Sar k-um- a-ka : ra ka : ra ,  Ts 
s -m-o-?ar?ara , I lokano p i -ga rgar , Kampampangan ga 1 ga 1 , Proto-Minahasan 
,';-gargar  Ml gagar  'to trembl-e ' .  
I n  Paiwan , Saaroa , Kanakanabu none o f  the o ther voiced apicals ," d ,  * 1  or 
"'9 ever has an r reflex . In Tsou 1'9 gives r but it i s  the only voiced apical to 
do so . In all the Tsouic languages ,';-y gives r ;  in Paiwan '' y gives ¢ normally 
but r occasionally . In Tg , Bikol and Tausug *y gives g .  In Kampampangan *y 
gives y .  
Taking the cognates one at a time , we will show that * r  is the proto­
phoneme to be reconstructed rather than *y or a voiced apical . For the first 
cognate we must note that the Paiwan evidence shows that this i s  derived from 
gu t sgu t s  'to scratch ' and the infix a r  (having sound or qual ity o f ;  involving 
the use of) . Now this -ar - in Paiwan could come from '';-- a y - or '';- - a r- . However 
in Tg these two are reflected as -ag - and -a 1 - being basically verbalising and 
adj ectival ising infixes respectively ( Zorc ,  personal communication) .  The Paiwan 
-a r- is obviously cognate to - a 1 - not -ag - .  Therefore we have to reconstruct 
1' -a r - .  An infix with ''' r i s  extremely strong evidence for the phoneme ' s  
existenc e .  
The s econd cognate is not quite so convincing : the Pw ,  M l  and Sar forms 
could come from "'kuyap but the Tausug form cannot . The Tausug form coul d be a 
Malay borrowing as it is the only Phi l ippine cognate . Therefore '';-kuyap is not 
too certain . The third cognate i s  much stronger : the Kn and Sar forms cannot 
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reflect a voiced apical and Tg cannot reflect " 'y and there i s  no Malay form so 
Tg cannot be a borrowing . The fourth cognate is equally strong . The Paiwan 
form excludes a voiced apical . The Tg , Bikol and Tausug forms exclude *y . The 
Philippine forms do not appear to be borrowings . The Tg , Bikol and I lokano forms 
all have final accent whereas i f  the borrowing was from Malay one would expect 
at least some forms with initial accent ( Zorc , personal communication) . The 
Tausug form shows the loss of 1 ( "'r-+ 1 in Tausug) between s imilar vowels which i s  
a t  least 1 , 000 years o l d  ( Zorc , personal communication) .  The fifth form provides 
perhaps the s trongest Phil ippine evidence . Pw ,  Kn , Sar and Ilokano all exclude 
a voiced apical ( r  cannot be a reflex of a PPh voiced apical in this po s i tion 
( Zorc , personal communication) . Kampampangan excludes *y . The Phi lippine forms 
cannot be borrowed from Malay as the Malay reduction of *gargar  to *gaga r  i s  
very ancient . 
Therefore it appears that we must reconstruct * r .  However , we should note 
that * r  does not occur initially . Thi s  is s ignificant in l ight o f  the fact that 
a number of Austronesian languages have r as the intervocalic allophone of d .  
The di fficul ty of finding cognates for * r  and its defective distribution both 
suggest that i t  was a very rare phoneme o f  recent origin in PAN . 
Though most proposals for alteration o f  the system originally proposed by 
Dempwol ff have involved reducing the number of phonemes ,  there has been one set 
of proposals to increase the number of phonemes which i s  generally accepted . 
These proposals arise because of Taiwanese data which was not available to 
Dempwolff . The new phonemes are ,� ts , '�d 2 ' *g (di fferent from Dempwolff ' s  '�9)  
and *y . Outside Taiwan * ts merges with ,� t , '�d 2 and '�g with '�d ,  and '� 4 with "'n 
and * 1 . The correspondence sets for these phonemes involve such basic and wide­
spread words as 'eye ', 'excrement ', 'ear ', 'die ', 'water ', 'bl.ack ', 'two ', 'hear ', 
'chil.d ', 'swim ' ( see Dahl 1 9 7 6 : 5 5-59)  . 
The al ternative to accepting these new proto-phonemes i s  to regard them as 
unconditioned areal splits ( * ts being * t ,  '�d 2 and '�g from '�d and *4 from '� 1 and 
*n ) . Each of these possible splits will be considered . The idea of initial 4 
being the result of an unconditioned spl it from * 1  and non-initial *4 being an 
uncondi tioned spl i t  from '�n completely lacks credibility i i f  indeed i t  is pos-­
s ibl e that such a sound change could occur . Therefore *4 must be accepted . 
The idea of a double spl it of '�cj and *d2 from '�d also l acks credibil i ty . 
We will cons ider "'g first . In Ami s , Tsou , Thao , Favorlang , Paiwan and Siraya 
," d is reflexed separately from *d ( see Dahl 1 9 76 : 64 ) . In Ami s  and Thao *g i s  
r�fl exed a s  t and *d  a s  r and ¢ respectively . In Tsou , Favorlang and Siraya 
it is r whereas *d is t s ,  t and d respectively . Too much reliance should not be 
placed on Favorlang and Siraya owing to the paucity of cognates and uncertainties 
as information is available only from 1 7 th century Dutch manuscripts . Neverthe­
less , it does appear from Marsh ' s  ( 1 9 7 7 : 76-79 ) s tudy of Favorlang that ," d and 
'�cj have different reflexes . The reflexes of *d  and '�g are sufficiently di fferent 
and consistent for us to s ay that there appears to be enough evidence for *g . 
Also as Dahl points out the existence of a PAN '�cj would help to expl ain the fact 
that t is dental and d is alveolar in certain western AN l anguages ( Henderson 
1965) . We would have a merger of '�d and *g to 9 while ,� t would remain dental . 
The evidence for '�d 2 i s  very much weaker than that for *g . The main 
evidence comes from Paiwan ( see Dahl 19 76 : 59 ) , with support to some extent from 
Puyuma , Favorlang , Siraya and Kuvalan . Of these the Puyuma evidence appears to 
be unrel iabl e ,  and even i f  it is rel iable ,  the reflexes in Puyuma o f  the voiced 
apicals are too varied to form a clear basis for separating *d 1 and ," d 2 . 
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Favorlang appears to have merged "'dz  and *9 ( see Marsh 1 9 7 7 : 59-61 , 76-79 ) . How­
ever , as we pointed out earlier the material available on Favorlang is not reli­
able enough to be a base for positing a distinction in PAN of ," d 1 vs ," d z . With 
Kuvalan and Siraya there are s imply not enough cognates to support the distinc tion 
for PAN . Siraya has the following '�d z  cognates sa l om *dz a 4 um 'water '� r i cos 
'� l i kudz 'back ' and houkas ,� t '  ukudz 'stick ' [ found only in Taiwan] . Siraya has 
d for ," d 1 • Furthermore Siraya has the same problems as Favorlang . The only 
sources we have on the language are 1 7 th century Dutch sources which are , as we 
have said , not a rel iabl e enough base for a PAN proto-phoneme distinction . 
Kuvalan has only one '�d z  cognate ranum '�d z a 4 um 'water ' .  
This i s  not sufficient evidence to discount the pos s ibility o f  an areal 
innovation , given that the reflexes of '�d l and *dz are phonetically s imilar . 
There are variations in the reflexes of *d l in several Taiwanese languages 
( Dahl 1 9 76 : 64 ) . Therefore unl ess more evidence becomes available from a more 
detailed study of the Taiwanese languages , we must regard the case for *dz as 
unproven . 
On the other hand , *ts  is refl exed separately from * t  by all the Taiwanese 
languages except Amis , Bunun , Siraya and Kavalan . Furthermore , there are exten­
sive cognate sets to attest the di fference ( Dahl 1976 : 61-64 ) . Furthermore , *ts  
i s  fairly consistently reflexed . I f  ," t s  was a n  unconditioned areal spl it from 
,� t ,  we would expect there to be variation among the languages ( e . g .  '�ma t s a  being 
re fl ected as *mata  in some languages which were being used as criteria for 
separating ,� t s  from ,� t ) .  Therefore , the evidence appears good enough to accept 
," t s . 
We have now dealt with the apicals and we will now go on to consider the 
palatals .  This is the most problematic area in reconstructing the PAN phonologi­
cal system ;  the area where the correspondence sets are l east consistent . The 
first set of palatal phonemes we will consider are Dempwolff ' s  * d '  and Dyen ' s  *Z 
( Dyen 1 9 51 ) . These two phonemes are obviously very s imilar in nature as they 
have the same reflexes with different distributions . 
The two languages which require us to reconstruct a "'d ' separate from ,�Z 
are Javanese and Toba Batak . The Javanese and Toba Batak reflex of *d ' is d ' 
and of *Z is d ,  but Ml shows d ' for both . However , if we examine the cognates 
we find tha"t in Javanese and Toba Batak d is the refl ex you get in basic words 
such as 'road ' '�Za I an , 'rain ' '�quZa4 ( two of the most widespread cognates 
thoughout Austronesia) , 'tongue ' *Z i l aq ,  'compass-needle '  *Za¥um ( the Austro­
nes ians were and are a s eafaring people) . In Javanese there are at l east two 
cognate s ets which have inherited Javanese words with d and Malay loans with d ' . 
There are d 'a rum 'mediator ' (must be from Malay because *y gives ¢ in Jv and r 
in Malay )  vs dom 'needle ' ( Native Javanes e ) ; and d ' u ruh 'syrup ' ( must be a Malay 
loan for the same reasons as before) vs du-doh 'sap ' .  In his discuss ion o f  ,',Z 
Dahl ( 19 7 6 )  discards two Toba Batak words pod 'am 'close the eyes ' and i n ' d ' am 
'borrow ' ( this has a cognate in Paiwan) as Malay loans . We know from Dyen ' s  
( 1 9 56 )  word on Ngadj u  Dayak that Malay can have an immense influence on the 
vocabulary of languages . In Ngad j u  Dayak the Malay loans form a greater percent­
age of the vocabulary than the inherited forms . In this case Dyen s tates that 
to determine the native refl ex one must accept the reflexes given by the basic 
words . We know from inscriptions that Malay has been known in Java for 1 , 000 
years and its influence has steadily increased through time . Furthermore , 
Madurese appears to have d ' or d 'h as its reflex of "'Z . I t  appears therefore 
that there is good reason to say that Javanese and Toba Batak d '  have come from 
Malay or Madurese loans . This would mean that there is no necessity for recon­
structing *d ' as a phoneme separate from *Z . Ther e is another very good reason 
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not to reconstruct *d ' as a phoneme s eparate from *Z . There are only two cognates 
for *d ' on Formosa . One is a plant name ( admittedly an important one , the betel­
nut) and the other a word for ' sharp ' . 
Jv d 'ambe Ml d 'amb i 'areca paZm ', Md d 'ambe 'a vegetabZe ', Pw qa-zava i 
' Machil us Kusanoi ' .  
Amis s i - ta r um ,  Ss s -am-aam , TB tad 'om , Jv tad 'am , Ml tad 'am , NgD tad ' i m  
'sharp ' .  
The cognate for ' sharp ' raises some problems for our argument that the 
Javanese and TB forms with d ' are Malay loans . The Jv and TB forms have the 
native a and 0 reflexes of *a as opposed to the Ml a refl ex .  There are two 
possible answers to thi s  problem . The first i s  that the form was borrowed from 
Malay when *a was still a in all three l anguages . The other is that the presence 
of d '  in Jv and TB results from the spread of the phoneme once it was establ i shed 
in Jv and TB by Ml loans . This would be a type of hypercorrection . Exactly the 
same phenomenon occurred in Madurese with the voiced aspirates which were 
established by Indic loans ( e . g .  *damay Md dhama r ) . I f  Md can replace d with dh , 
it i s  perfectly possible that Jv and TB have replaced d by d ' .  I prefer this 
explanation to the first one proposed , because it correlates with what we know 
happened in Madurese and with what has happened elsewhere in the world,  whereas 
there can be no proof that what is propos ed by the first explanation ever 
happened . 
Dahl and apparently Dempwol f f  ( Dahl 1976)  suspect that *d ' was not an 
original PAN phoneme . Unlike most other PAN consonant phonemes it occurs only 
initially and medial ly . As we have examples of i ts spread now , we could reason­
ably suspect that it has spread s ince PAN times and that at one s tage it was not 
a separate phoneme , though it certainly must be reconstructed as such for PAN . 
A possible explanation for the spread *d ' i s  suggested by the fact that ��lay has 
been in contact with the Austroas iatic languages , which have a full series of 
palatals in all positions of the word , for a long time . Since Emeneau ' s  article 
on India as a l ingui stic area ( 19 5 6 )  i t  has been wel l  known that certain classes 
of phonemes can spread throughout an area without actually being borrowed . As 
Malay already had d ' ,  coming into contact with the Austroasiatic l anguages 
would provide an impetus for the spread of d ' . Once it had spread in Malay , it  
could spread in other AN languages , because of the use of Malay as a trade lan­
guage throughout Indonesia . 
We will now go on to consider the s tatus of *n ' as a PAN phoneme . We know 
from Blus t ' s  ( 19 78)  work that thi s  phoneme occurred in the ances tor l anguage o f  
the Oceanic languages . It  occurs in a number of Wes tern Indonesian l anguages 
such as Javanese .  I t  occurs in Kapampangan and Chamorro and so must be recon­
structed for PPh (Blust and Zorc , personal communication) . However , in Formosa 
I have been abl e  to find only three cognates with *n ' from Tsuchida ( 1976 : 229) . 
They are as fol lows : 
1 .  Pw sa-qa 4 ud ' 'to be carried away by current ', Kn m-a-?a tsunu , Sar m- u-a 4 us a , 
To f)-oh ts u ,  Ruk mu-a 4 ugu , mu- l ugu , mu-4 uQu ' to be adrift ', Bun maf)-hanu? , 
Ss l o-?a l u r ,  Pl mu- l ahuQ  'fZow ', Tg ?anod , Hl Bs anod , Ml hahu t ,  Jv ahut , 
To mu-?anu  'fZoat ' ( Am  ma-qa l u l , Se qa l u l , Ruk ?a ru r  'point to a form '  *qa l u l )  
2 .  Pw qa- 4 i ts 'skin, pod sheZ Z ', Kn ?a f) i : ts i , Sar ?a4 i t s i , Ts h i t s i  'Zeather ', 
Kel an i t  'skin, bark ', Tg an i t  'scaZp ', WBM an i t  ' Zeather ', Bk an i t  'animaZ 
hide ', Tebeduh Piching an i t  'skin ' .  
3 .  Kn f)a : l a 'fZame ', Thao fu-na : ra? 'to burn ', Tg na l a  'fZame ', S a  na l a  'to 
expZode, as steam ' .  
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As can be seen Kn is the only language with refl exes in al l three forms . 
It has two separate reflexes ; Q and n ,  which are not conditioned in any obvious 
way . I f  we examine Tsuchida ' s  material ( 1976 : 2 29-2 3 0 )  we see that Kn Q corresponds 
to Sar n and 4 (which in turn correspond to '-'n and *4 ) . We kr.ow that in Kn * 4  
and * n  have fallen together a s  n .  Therefore i t  seems that the best explanation 
for the Q in Kn , where we would expect n ,  is that n has sporadically changed to 
Q in Kn .  Therefore , we can regard the Kn reflex in all three cases as n .  When 
we examine the other Formosan forms we see they point to forms "'q a 4 ud , '�qa 4  i t s  
and "' na l a .  In Thao the reflex o f  '-'n i s  n and '� 4 is 4 or 1 ( '� i n i  'this ' .. Th i n�y ) . 
Therefore Thao Ju-na : ra indicates a form *na l a  rather than *4a l a .  Paiwan reflects 
'-' 4 as 4 and '� n as n ( *panaq 'arrow ' .. Pw panaq , *da4um ,  Pw za 4 um 'water ' ) . There­
fore Paiwan indicates '-'qa 4ud  and '�qa4  i t s . Unfortunately we do not have a Paiwan 
reflex for '-' na 1 a ,  nor do we have any from any of the other Formosan languages 
which distinguish *n and *4 - in fact all the languages except Kanakanabu , Bunun , 
Puyurna and Kavalan ( Dahl 1 9 76 ) . So far we have been working on the basis o f  *n ' 
and '-' 4 merging to 4 in Formosa . Now we are faced with the possibi l i ty that n '  
i s  reflected as '�n and '�4 . While in our view o f  phonological change an uncon­
ditioned split of a phoneme is not impossibl e ,  other solutions to the data should 
be considered . It could be argued from the forms '� na l a ,  *qa 4 ud and '�qa 4 i t s that 
'-'n ' has split to '�n initially and '-' 4 medial ly . Against this one may raise evi­
dence from Paiwan that '�qa 4  i t s  consists of a prefix qa and a base '� 4 i t s ( Ferrel l 
1 9 8 2 ) . Therefore i f  *n ' merges with *n  initially we would expect the Formosan 
languages to reflect *qan i t s ( unless one maintains that the spl it merger took 
place after *n ' i t s ceased to be used on its own - in Paiwan it appears that i t s 
does not occur on its own) . 
Furthermore '-'q a 4 ud-*qan ' ud i s  a somewhat unstabl e base to build a proto­
phoneme on . As pointed out in the l i s t  of cognates Arnis na-qa l u l , Se qa l u l , 
Ruk a ru r  al l unambiguously point. to a form '�q a l u l  'flow ' .  In Arnis '�qan ' ud 
should reflect as qa4 u r ,  in Sediq as qa l ud and Ruk as ?a l ud .  This means that 
*qa 4ud-*qan ' ud ,  the most widespread cognate is sub j ect to doubletting ; a process 
which Ferrell ( 1 9 8 2 )  describes as quite extensive in Paiwan . Therefore , this 
means that the Formosan forms and the non-Formosan forms could descend from di f­
ferent though phonological ly similar doublets . 
I t  appears that the reflexes of '-' n ' are very probl ematic and full o f  doubts 
for the few cognates which can be found on Formosa . We will therefore consider 
alternative solutions . The most obvious o f  these i s  to eliminate *n ' from the 
PAN phonemic inventory . I f  we do this then we are saying that '-'n ' aros e  at some 
period after the break-up of PAN . In section 3 .  a mechanism which would have 
caused this is discussed . Once n '  was in the phonemic inventory it could easily 
be extended to forms with n ( i . e .  n becomes n '  sporadically) . Outside Formosa 
'-' n and medial and final '� 4 are always n and so wi th the cognates we have '�qa 4ud , 
'�qa 4  i t s  ( there is no evidence that outside Formosa qa4  i t s was an analysabl e form) 
"'na 1 a would be refl exed as qanud , qan i t  and na 1 a which could easi ly become 
qan ' ud ,  qan ' i t and n ' a l a .  There is other evidence for alternations between n 
and n ' .  In his discuss ion of the POC palatals Blust points out that the word 
n ' a [ ] or na[ ] ( [  ] indicates that another syl labl e is usually added) which 
indicates 'mother ' and various female relatives must be reconstructed with n '  
and n because o f  contradictory evidence . Minangkabau and Chamorro which usually 
reflex *n ' reflex thi s  item with n ,  whereas Wogeo and some Admiral ty languages 
reflex it with n ' .  Another case where Wogeo has a n '  and a western language 
which usual ly refl exes *n ' as n '  - in this case Malay - has n is t una Ml ,  t un ' a  
Wogeo 'eel ' .  Much the same as this example is the correspondence between Bare?e 
n ' opu and Chamorro nufuq ( from *nop { u ) 'stonefish ' ) . To solve the problems 
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with correspondence sets involving the poe root *na t u  'chi�d, offspping, ovary, 
egg ' which has reflexes indicating a form n ' a t u ,  Blust proposes two roots *natu  
'chi�d ' and '';n ' a t u  'egg, ovary, baby bipd ' .  With the view of *n ' proposed here , 
the pressure to do this i s  lessened and whi le there may be other reasons to pro­
pose the two roots ( and Blust does provide other good reasons ) ,  this is pos s ibly 
another case of n '  and n interacting . Finally there are two cases of n becoming 
n '  when followed by i .  The word for 'coconut ' *n i uy shows n '  reflexes in many 
l anguages and the 3sg genitive *n i a  is reflexed as n ' a in many languages . There­
fore we have a situation where n '  occurs when one would expect n ,  and where it 
appears that n '  may correspond to two different phonemes in Formosa , which are 
reflexes as n outside Formosa in the cognates we have . These facts clearly 
argue that *n ' arose after the break-up of PAN and in section 3 .  we will provide 
a mechanism for its becoming a phoneme . Therefore we do not reconstruct *n ' as 
a PAN phoneme . Thi s  non-reconstruction accords with Dahl ' s  and apparently 
Dempwolff ' s  feeling that it did not occur in PAN . 
Another of the phonemes which Dahl and Dempwol ff suspected was not of PAN 
s tatus i s  '';k I . The only cognate Dahl cites for *k I on Taiwan i s  *k I a i I) Pw t sa i I) 
'to tethep, to tie ', Tg sah i l)  'tar ', Jv t i el) 'sypup ', NgD sa i l)  'togethep ' .  How­
ever , as Tsuchida ( 19 76 : 1 86 note 3 )  points out , Tg sah i l)  is from PAN t ' a l al) 'pine­
tpee, pesin ', so we can remove Tg . Thi s  leaves three forms with an extremely 
dubious semantic connection . It appears that we cannot accept these three forms 
as a bas is for *k ' cognate in Taiwan . There is however a *k ' cognate in Taiwan 
( Zorc , personal communication) . This is *pak ' aq 'shatteped, bPOken ' Pw pataq , 
Northern Tagbanwa pasak , Jv pacah , Ml pacah , Fj voza , Sa pot a . However , this is 
the only Taiwanese cognate known . 
We should also consider some other facts about *k ' .  Outside a group o f  
Western Indones ian languages ( Javanese , Malay , Acehnese) and Malagasy , *k ' always 
has the same reflex as ," t I . In Mal ay , Javanese ,  Acehnese and the other Western 
Indonesian languages it has the reflex t '  and in Malagasy it has ts (presumably 
from an earlier * t ' ) . This is highly suggestive that what we are dealing with 
is not a separate phoneme but a sporadic retention of *t ' in Western Indonesia . 
( I t  i s  generally accepted that the Malagasys came from Southern Borneo ) . Further­
more , we can provide a good reason why * t ' should be sporadically retained as t ' .  
Once * t ' s tarted to develop into s ,  a development which occurs throughout 
Indonesia and the Phi lippines , an unbalanced system of *d I ,  *n I but no ," t I would 
be l eft . To remedy this there are two solutions , either lose *d ' ,  as occurs in 
the Phi lippines , or sporadical ly retain * t ' as t '  in the non-basi c  vocabulary 
( an examination of the *k ' cognates l i sted in Dempwol ff 1 9 38 shows that none o f  
them occur in what could be cal l ed the basic vocabulary) . As w e  have already 
mentioned , Malay , which we know has exerted a strong influence throughout this 
region , i s  in contact with the Austroasiatic l anguages which have a full palatal 
series in all pos itions . Therefore we do not accept *k ' as a PAN proto-phoneme . 
To do so would be to set up a PAN proto-phoneme on the basis of a small number 
of non-basic vocabulary items which are largely confined to one area . 
Therefore we have the following palatal phonemes * t  I ,  '';d I and *g I . We 
should make some attempt to determine the phonetic nature of these phonemes . 
There i s  little doubt that *d ' was d ' ;  i t  has reflexes d ,  d '  and s .  * t ' has 
reflexes t ( Pw ,  Ruk , Th , Pl , Motu and Sa) , s ( most language s ) , t s  ( Ami s ) , and 
dz  (pz) . In the AN languages where nasal substitution occurs n ' i s  the nasal 
which substitutes for ," t I ( i f  the language has n I ,  otherwise n substitutes ) .  
( See section 3 . ) . This argues that * t ' was indeed a voiceless palatal s top . 
The realisation of *g ' is much harder to determine .  I t  has reflexes d ,  4 ,  
s ,  g ,  1 ,  r ,  dz , n .  As Dahl points out thi s  tends to suggest a voiced palatal 
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affricate . However , this is unl ikely because thi s  would sound very like *d ' 
which seems fairly clearly to have been d ' . *g l could indeed have been a 
palatalised 9 or it could also have been a palatal fricative . A palatal 
fricative would be parallel to the apical 5 and velar y .  Phonological patterns 
are not however a particul arly good reason to reconstruct a phoneme in a particu­
lar way . The refl exes are really too varied for the phonetics of ,., I g  to be 
reconstructed so we will continue to use the symbol "'g I .  This implies nothing 
about its actual phonetic realisation . 
The final alteration which I would l ike to propose to the PAN phoneme 
inventory set up by Dempwol f f  is to consider the place of *g as a separate 
phoneme . The only cognates involving 9 that I am aware of in Formosa are 
g emgem ( 'fist� hit with fist ' Dempwolff)  g i t ' g i t ' ( 'aut into pieaes ' Pw g i g i t  
'bite ' Dempwolff)  g a r u t s  ( 'aomb ' Pw ,  g a r u t  'saratah ' elsewhere) g a t s e 1  ( 'itah ' 
Pw ,  g a t e 1  'itah ' elsewhere ) . However , g a r u t s  Paiwan is obviously derived from 
g u t s g u t s  'saratah ' and the infix a r  'having sound or quality of� invo lving use 
of ' .  Therefore , the word Dempwolff reconstructed as g a r u t  must be a frozen 
derived form from an earlier verb g u t . Otherwise the Paiwan form could not be 
cognate . Therefore , we have three reduplicated forms '�gemgem , '�g i t 1 9 i t I ,  and a 
normal disyl labic root '�gatse  1 .  
In the Philippines these forms all have doublets with k ( Zorc , personal 
communication) .  This immediately raises questions as to their val idity . Further­
more these roots al l describe actions which are frequently described with 
onomatopoeic words , e . g .  their meanings are ' hit with a fis t ,  fist ' ,  ' cut into 
pieces , bite ' , ' scratch ' ,  and ' itch ' . 
There are a number o f  points about '�g raised by Dahl ( 1976 : 86 ) which need 
to be considered . Firstly Dahl says that there are no instances o f  '�g and "'y in 
the same wordbase . However , thi s  is not correct , there is a root * tageya� 'ribs ' 
reflected in Taiwan , the Philippines and Borneo (Blust , personal communication) . 
Thi s  form has a k doublet ( Zorc , personal communication) though . Dahl goes on 
to po int out that y occurs in only one reduplicated stem p i y p i y /m i y m i y 'spout ' 
which has no Formosan cognates . On the o ther hand , Dahl points out that there 
are many instances of 9 in the same wordbase and not only in wordbases of the 
s tructure eve 2 • 
Therefore i t  seems that '�g has some sort of interaction with both '�y and * k .  
The question naturally arises a s  to whether there was a * g  i n  PAN . The doublets 
wi th ," k immediately suggest that *g is an innovation . However , there are no 
doublets in Paiwan , so one could equally validly maintain that the k doublets 
arose later in the Phi lippine l anguages . The occurrence o f  *g in words which 
are s imilar semantical ly , all having an onomatopoeic value and three out of four 
of which are CVe2 , and the non-occurrence of *y in eVe2 words makes one suspect 
that maybe ," g and '�y should be combined . Against this we have the fact that ," g  
and * y  are separately reflexes everywhere except in a few Philippine languages . 
Also we have ;"gatse  1 ,  an ordinary disyllabic root . 
From thi s  evidence it appears that we mus t  accept *g as a phoneme o f  limited 
occurrenc e with a phonaesthenic value . The status o f  *g in PAN would be analogous 
to the s tatus of � in present day English . '�g was probably a fairly recent 
innovation as a phoneme in PAN , probably from *y , it being the form of *y used 
in eVe2 words involving the idea of 'aut3 rip3 saratah ' and then spreading from 
that s tart . I t  is also possible that i t  was the form of * k  used in such words . 
Whatever its origins , it appears that ;" g  was a PAN phoneme . 
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The last proposal concerning the PAN consonant inventory which we will con­
s ider is the one made by Dahl concerning *w and *j . Dahl demonstrates convinc­
ingly that *w and *u , and * i  and *j were in complementary distribution in PAN . 
He does thi s  by eliminating all sequences of * i j , *j i ,  *uw and *wu from Dempwolff ' s  
reconstruction . He shows that hiatus was the PAN thing found between combinations 
V i , i v, vu , uV . The l anguages which have j and w in these environments have 
inserted these glides . ( There is usually no correspondence between words in the 
languages which insert the glides - a word with w in Jv does not usually have a 
cognate with w in Tg) . 
However , as Blust ( 19 76 )  points out , the same complementary distribution 
applies in many present-day Austronesian languages but there are reasons to 
regard the non-syllabic i and u ( j  and w) as glides . Frequently fail ing to do 
so causes great difficul ty in making s tatements about phonotactics and phonologi­
cal processes in many languages . Furthermore , for example ,  Amblau has treated 
final j as a consonant in that it is lost l ike all o ther final consonants whereas 
final vowels are not lost . As Blust points out ,  adopting Dahl ' s  proposal would 
obscure the dominant disyl labic character of the PAN lexicon . Therefore , I think 
until further evidence is uncovered the best solution is to regard * i  and *j , ,� u 
and *w as being in complementary distribution but that there are phono tactic 
reasons for regarding * j and ,�w as glides . 
Therefore the PAN consonant inventory we are proposing i s : 
P 
b 
m 
w 
2 .  PAN GRAMMAR 
t 
d 
n 
r 
1 , 4 
5 
ts t '  
d '  
j 
2 . 1 . PAN syntax and  verba l morphol ogy 
g ' 
k 
9 
r:J 
y 
q 
h 
There are three main syntactic types in the Austronesian l anguages . A 
focus system i s  found in the Philippines and Formosa ; this i s  frequently called 
' Philippine type ' syntax . The two other types of syntax are ' Oceanic type ' and 
' Indonesian type ' ( Javanese ,  Malay ) . Phi lippine and Oceanic syntax are very 
di fferent whereas Indonesian shares the features of both to a greater or lesser 
extent . The problem in reconstructing the clause structure o f  PAN has been 
which of these three syntactic types to reconstruct . 
Foley ( 1 9 76 )  argued that one should reconstruct PAN clause structure as 
being that of the Oceanic languages . Wolff ( 19 73 )  appears to argue for the 
reconstruction of a pure Phil ippine s tyle focus system . Pawley and Reid ( 1 9 76 )  
argue that PAN looked something l ike the Indonesian languages such a s  Toba Batak . 
Of these three approaches I consider Pawley and Reid ' s  to be the one which 
explains the data best and which involves the mos t  plausible changes . 
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Before discussing Pawley and Reid ' s  proposal we will l ist the major proper­
ties of the Phi l ippine and Oceanic clause structures within the frame\.,rork of Role 
and Reference Grammar . Pawley and Reid present a desciption of POC clause s truc­
ture which is general ly accepted ( Foley 1976) . Therefore we wi l l  use thi s  
recons truction , but rephrase it in terms of Role and Reference Grammar . The 
following are major features of POC clause s tructure . 
a) In transitive clauses Actor Verb Obj ect i s  the unmarked word order . 
b )  The verb consists of a stem and a c l itic Actor concord pronoun and a tense! 
aspect marker which precede the verb stem . I f  the verb is transi tive then , 
following the verb , there is a transitive suffix and an embedded pronoun 
which agrees with the Obj ect . 
c)  Actor and Ob j ect NPs have case marking whereas obliques occur as prepositional 
phrases . 
d )  Actors are usually restricted to being agents , forces or experiencers . 
e)  There are two transitive suffixes '� i and '�ak i  { n i } . When '� i occurs , thi s  
marks that the Obj ect i s  a patient or product with an agentive verb , a 
s timulus or target with a psychological verb , and a location or goal with 
a verb of motion or posture . The transitive suffix *ak i { n i )  marks that the 
Obj ect is an instrument with an agentive verb , a comitative with a motion 
or po sture verb , and a causal or comitative with psychological verbs . I t  
also marks that the Obj ect i s  a benefactive . 
f )  "' i  and *ak i ( n i )  also occur as prepositions introducing obliques . 
g) Verb roots are divided into s tative and active classes . Active verbs are 
divided into two classes j Action verbs ( A  verbs) and Process verbs (P verb s )  
(Arms 1 9 7 4  - his analysis i s  of Fij ian b u t  i t  applies t o  POC) . These verbs , 
when they occur as bare stems form intransitive clauses . To form transitive 
clauses , one can add the transitive suffixes * i  and *ak i { n i )  to the s tem . 
One can also form transi tive clauses by adding the causative prefix *paka 
and * i or ," ak  i .  When an A verb is transi ti  ve the agent role ,  which occurs 
when it is intransitive , is the Actor . When a P verb is transitive the 
patient role , which occurs when it is intransitive , is the Obj ect . 
So far we have been using the term Obj ect which is not a term in RRG without 
j ustifi cation for so doing . The reason we are using the term ' Ob j ect ' is that 
we need some term to cover the non-Actor nuclear role which occurs in transi tive 
clauses in POC o Our use of the term implies nothing more than thi s . It is 
obvious that there are two types of Obj ect , those marked by * i  and those marked 
by '�a k  i ( n  i ) . I t  appears that in POC all verb s tems were monovalent and to make 
them bivalent , one had to add the transitive suffixes . 
There are no such restrictions on the valency of verb stems i n  the focus 
languages . Thi s  is a correl ate o f  the fact that cl ause s tructure i s  quite dif­
ferent in the focus languages from POC o Just how different it i s  can b e  seen 
from the fol lowing examples which show the four ways one can say in Paiwan 'the 
man hunts the pigs in the mountains with a spear ' .  
Actor 1 .  q/m/a4up  a t sautsau  tau  vavuy i g ad u  t ua 
Focus hunt man pigs mountains 
'the man hunts the pigs in the mountains 
vu ! uq 
spear 
wi th a spear ' 
Patient 
Focus 
2 .  qa 4up- n nua tsautsau  a vavuy i gadu tua v u l uq 
'the pigs are hunted by the man in the mountains with a spear ' 
Locative 
Focus 
3 .  qa up-an nua t sautsau  tua vavuy a gadu  tua vu ! uq 
'the mountains are where the man hunted the pigs with a spear ' 
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Instrumental 4 .  s i -qa4 up nua t sau tsau  t ua vavuy i gad u a vu l uq 
Focus 'the spear is what the man hunted the pigs in the mountains 
with ' 
These four focus types are found in almost al l focus languages and can be 
reconstructed for the Proto-Focus Language ( PFL) . The Engl ish glosses of these 
Paiwan clauses are not accurate refl ections of the Paiwan . The Engl i sh glosses 
imply that the Actor Focus ( AF) construction i s  the basic construction . Thi s  i s  
not the case with the Paiwan clauses . As can be seen from the clauses , the verb 
is equally marked in each cas e . This marking indicates that either the Actor i s  
in focus , or the patient ( PF) , o r  the locative ( LF) , o r  the instrumental ( IF ) . 
The NP in focus i s  indicated by a .  None of these constructions can be said to 
be basic . They are all equally poss ible candidates for the basic structure . One 
can equally pos sibly derive the s tructure o f  the AF ,  PF and LF c l auses taking 
the IF clause as basic , as one could derive the PF , LF and IF c lauses taking the 
AF clause as basic , and so on . The NP in focus is the pragmatic peak ( PrP) of 
the clause . The pragmatic peak i s  the centre o f  attention for the clause . In 
an IF claus e ,  the hearer ' s  attention i s  directed by the speaker to the instrument 
as being the most central participant role which is to be the pivot for the 
hearer ' s  attention . In the focus languages any NP has an equal chance of being 
PrP with any other NP because of the four focus types . As a result of this 
system of clause structure , the properties associated with sub j ects ( Keenan 19 76 ) 
are spl i t  between the PrP and the Actor (Schachter 1 9 7 7 ) . The PrP controls 
referential properties such as relativisation , coreferential deletion and quanti­
fier float , whi le the Actor controls rol e  related properties such as refl exi­
visation (Schachter 19 77)  . 
These four clause s tructures , which occur in the focus languages , 
in the perfective marked by an affix which i s  reconstructible for PFL . 
perfective counterpart of the Paiwan IF clause given is : 
s - i n- i -qa 4up n ua tsautsau  t ua vavuy i gadu  tua vu l uq 
'The man hunted the pigs in the mountains with a spear ' .  
also occur 
The 
However , though the focus system is very different from the POC clause 
structure , there are some common e l ements . The focus languages , l ike poe , have 
a class of s tative verbs . In the focus languages and poe these verbs are marked 
by the prefix ma- . Some examples from Tagalog are mab i ng i  'become deaf ', mabasag 
'get broken ', mamatay 'die ' .  Also found throughout Austronesia are the causative 
prefix *pa-�paka - and the reflexive/reciprocal *may - .  
The Paiwan and Tagalog examples given here are representative of what can 
be reconstructed for the PFL and they show i ts major characteristics . These 
features s ti l l  characterise almost all the focus languages and they are as 
follows . 
a )  The basic word order is V NP* .  
b )  One of the NPs i s  marked a s  PrP . I t s  case role is indicated b y  an affix 
on the verb . The other NPs normally have prepositioned role markers . 
c )  Any nuclear role may become PrP . 
d) There are four focus types , Actor Focus , Patient Focus , Locative Focus , and 
Instrumental Focus . 
e) These four focuses may occur in the perfective when they are marked by *- i n- .  
f) There is a class o f  stative verbs marked by *ma - .  
Finally i t  should be mentioned that there i s  no s trict division between 
nouns and verbs in most of the focus l anguages . Some morphemes such as personal 
names ( e . g .  John) are unlikely to occur as verbs . However ,  personal names can 
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be used as verbs meaning ' to call someone X ' .  
Wol f f  ( 19 7 3 )  has a reconstruction o f  PFL which we will use . His reconstruc­
tion is as fol lows ( using our terms ) : 
Non past Past Future General Imperative Sub j unctive 
AF - um- - i num-
PF -an- - i n - r - an -a  
LF -an - i n - -an r -an - i  -ay 
IF s i - s - i n - i  -an 
r = reduplication of first CV o f  base . 
We have made one alteration to Wol f f ' s  forms . Wol ff has i not s i  for the 
IF prefix . Taiwanese evidence clearly shows that it was *s i . This should be 
reflected as h i  in the Philippines , however apart from Tausug h i pag- and Waray 
mah i - ( see Zorc 1977 : 1 34 ) , it is always reflexed as i .  However the Tausug and 
Waray evidence clearly require us to reconstruct *h i for PPh , as a reduction 
* h i  + * i  is one of the most natural sporadic sound changes in the world .  
The absence of *-an in the perfective PF calls for some comment . This 
absence of *-an is usual ly explained as being due to ' zeroing-out '  whereby the 
presence of ,� - i n- caused the phonological ly s imilar suffix '�-an to disappear . 
However , this explanation is totally inadequate , for i f  ,�- i n - causes ," -an to 
disappear ,  it should also cause *-an  the LF marker to disappear . There is a 
much better alternative explanation .  The PF construction is an ergative construc­
tion . The connection between ergativity and perfectivity is we ll known . In 
Tongan ergative c lauses are perfective and accusative clauses are non-perfective 
( Foley 1976) . In some Caucasian languages perfective clauses are ergative and 
non-perfective clauses are accusative ( Dixon 1979 ) . Therefore it is reasonable 
to suggest that if a perfective clause carries no focus marker for which rol e  
i s  PrP then the unmarked reading o f  a clause with *- i n- only would b e  that the 
patient was PrP ( i . e .  that it was a PF or ergative claus e )  . 
So far we have been presenting a picture which views the focus affixes as 
simply conveying the information that role x is the PrP o f  the clause . This is 
a rather simplistic view of the function o f  the focus affixes . Wol ff ( 1 9 7 3 )  
shows that in PFL , the LF marker was used for patients o f  accidental and 
involuntary actions . The examples below show thi s : 
SL t i nga l i h i ba t i ?an  ?a  ? a t u? pagha rampang 
l est hear-LF CM= our conversation 
'Maybe someone wi l l  overhear our conversation ' 
Ts oana i s i  nana ahta  ta l u i 
no longer TM by her particle at all  happen to be heard 
'She neuer heard it again ' 
The LF marker was also used to refer to recipients o f  non-vo l i tional verbs 
such as forget . The LF marker was used to refer to the thing wi th reference to 
which a mutual action takes place , whereas the people engaged in the action were 
referred to by PF . 
SL pag -?a- ?away-an ta ?a nah i nabu?  
fut-quarrel -LF CM= what happened 
'We wi U quarrel about what happened ' 
SL ?a- ?away-un ku s i ya 
fut-fight-PF I he 
'I wil l  fight with him ' 
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Wol ff states that in many languages the LF marker has extended i t s  range 
at the expense of the PF marker . 
In PFL the instrumental focus marker also covered beneficiaries . It also 
covered the recipients of verbs of motion away from the Actor ( i . e .  giving , 
throwing) . The IF marker is also used with verbs such as say , tell , etc . to 
refer the thing asked , etc . Working on the principle that affixes lose semantic 
specificity over time , it is probable that these affixes had even more concrete 
meanings in PFL . Fol ey ( 19 7 6 )  in his analysi s  of Tagalog shews that in present­
day Tagalog one cannot treat the affixes as having only a pure case-marking 
function . The focus affixes have a discourse function . In most l anguages , old 
info rmation occurs clause initially for linkage purposes , but in Focus languages 
the verb which is new information occurs initially . 
The focus affixes , however , refer to the PrP which i s  in all focus languages 
usually old information . From the semantics of the affix and the case frame of 
the verb one is able to tell which NP will be the PrP and so one knows which 
pieces of information from the previous clause ( s )  is the centre of this new 
clause . 
Finally in our discussion of the focus affixes we should note that i t  appears 
they could all be used as nominalisers in PFL . Thi s  fact will prove quite 
important in our discus s ion o f  PAN syntax . Oardjowidjojo ( 19 7 8 ) , in his dis­
cussion o f  nominal derivation ,  s tates that Ka , paN ,  par ,  -an and combinations of 
the first three and -an occur as nominal isers . Now -an i s  obviously a reflex of 
the LF marker *-an . It forms nouns with the meaning of ( i )  what one ( verb) , 
( ii )  things which are ( adj ective) , ( ii i )  place where one ( verb) , ( iv)  collection 
of X .  Examples are ( i ) anj u r-an  'suggestion ', ( ii )  man i s -an  'sweets ', ( ii i )  
pa rk i r-an  'parking spaoe ', ( iv)  l au t -an  'ooean ' .  The third use also occurs in 
Paiwan ( Ferrel l 1982)  and Tagalog ( Schachter and Otanes 19 7 2 )  languages where 
-an still functions as the LF marker . Pa N occurs as focus affix in the 
Philippines but is not reconstructable for PFL ( see section 3 . ) . Ka , on the 
other hand,  is found throughout the focus languages , both aloue and in combi­
nation with -an . In Indonesian ka- i s  a frozen form occurring in only three 
i tems . In Paiwan i ts uses are varied ( e . g .  ka- t i aw 'yesterday ', s i -ka- taqad 
'reason for sleeping ' ) . In Tagalog , the time words ka-hapon 'yesterday ' and 
ka -gab i 'tomorrow ' take it as they do in Paiwan . Tagalog also has forms such 
as ka-kwa rto 'room mate ' ( kwa r to 'room ' ) , ka re l i hyon 'oo-religionist '  ( re l i hyon 
'religion ' ) , kata b i  'someone/thing beside ' ( ta b i  'side ' ) . In Palauan k l a ,  from 
," k - i n -a with the perfective infix , forms abstract nouns from stative verbs 
( Joseph 1 9 7 5 ) . It also functions as a verbal affix in Paiwan and Tagalog . I n  
Paiwan i t  functions a s  a n  inchoativiser for some stems ( Ferrel l 1 9 8 2 )  and in 
Tagalog it occurs alone or in combination as Maka- . Alone i t  means involuntarily 
doing something ; maka also indicates this but i t  also indi cates the abil i ty to do 
the action of the verb . The meanings attached to this prefix are rather diverse 
but basically it seems to have two meanings . These are ' state ' and ' unmonitored , 
uncontrolled change of state ' .  
In  Paiwan , Tagalog and Indones ian we also find *ka- . . .  -an as a nominaliser . 
Thi s  form does seem to have a reconstructible s emantic value . In Paiwan Ferrell 
says that its meaning is ' principal or main manifestation o f ' .  In Tagalog 
Schachter and Otanes define it to mean ' the clas s  or qualities or group o f  
people/things instanced b y  what the base designates ' .  In Indonesian Oard j owidj ojo 
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gives its meanings as ( i )  product of ( ii )  s tate or quality of being ( ii i )  location 
( iv) collection ( v) abstraction . From these descriptions one can see that there 
is a common idea of ' group or individual whi ch manifests the thing instanced by 
base ' . 
In Tagalog and Paiwan *an can also be a nominaliser . Examples are Pw kan-an 
'food ' ( kan  'eat ' ) , Tg aw i t- i n 'song ' ( aw i t 'sing ' ) . I t  is used as a nominaliser 
in Palauan . In Paiwan the AF marker -m- and the IF marker s i - can be used as 
nominalisers , e . g .  q/m/u4 uts  'wrestler ' :  q u 4uts  'wrestle ', s i -qunu  'knife ' :  qunu  
'cut ' .  The AF and I F  markers can also b e  used a s  nominali sers in Tagalog . ( e . g .  
ang pumasok 'the one who entered ', ang i b i b i l i n i ya 'the thing he is buying ' ) . 
The perfective infix ,',- i n- also occurs as a nominaliser throughout the Philippines . 
Therefore it appears that in PFL the focus affixes were bound morphemes which 
had a definite semantic val ue which conveyed information about the NPs associated 
with the verb . They could also be used to form nominals from verb stems . The 
semantics of these nominals was probably determined by the semantics o f  the focus 
affixes . 
Having reconstructed these affixes and fitted them into the focus system ,  
i t  i s  o f  great significance for any reconstruction o f  PAN syntax that we find 
the same affixes functioning as nominal isers in languages with an Oceanic syntax . 
Pawley and Rei d  ( 19 7 6 )  po int out that �'-an , '�s i - and *- i n- are productive and 
reflected in many Oceanic languages as nominal i s ing affixes and *-an has traces 
in the Oceanic l anguages . There are also traces of �'m- in Oceanic ( there i s  
replacement o f  initial p o r  b b y  m sporadical ly - in many focus languages when 
a stem with initial p or b occurs in AF , the p or b becomes m) . The semantics 
of the Oceanic affixes are relatable to the semantics of the affixes in the 
focus languages . 
The next maj or fact which must be accounted for in any reconstruction o f  
PAN syntax is the presence of reflexes o f  the Oceanic transitive suffixes * i  and 
*ak i ( n  i )  in Indones ian . In Indonesia these suffixes indicat e forms ,', i and '� akan . 
Pawley and Reid ( 19 76 : 6 0 , 1976 : 70 note 1 5 )  provide s trong arguments that *akan 
is the original form of the suffix . These suffixes have uses which match those 
of Oc eanic l anguages . However , languages such as Toba Batak and Wol io whi ch 
have these suffixes make a three-way dis tinction against a two-way one in Oceanic . 
In Toba Batak those roles which are marked by Patient Focus in the focns lan­
guages occur with a ¢ marked verb ( no suffix) , those which are markedly LF , are 
marked by i in TB and those which are marked by IF are marked by - hon . In 
Oceanic *c i covers both TB i and ¢ .  
We may assume that the TB represents the original situation . I t  i s  more 
l ikely that Oceanic would have extended the range of * i  than that TB and to an 
extent Wol io would have restricted it . The theory which best explains the 
presence of the focus affixes in the Oceanic languages and the presence of the 
Oceanic suffixes * i  and *akan in Indonesia is Pawl ey and Reid ' s  ( 19 76 ) . They 
propose that PAN had clause s tructures with both Oceanic and focus features , a 
s ituation which occurs i n  languages such as Toba Batak . The reconstruction , 
which we propose , di ffers i n  details from that of Pawley and Reid .  
We propose the following clause s tructures : 
1 .  Stative clauses . 
ma-Verb NP * 
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2 .  Active clauses . 
a) AF cl auses 
V-um- erb NP
pat 
ACTOR NP 
wc 
NP 
I nst 
V- um-erb- i NP ACTOR 
Lac 
NP 
Inst 
( NP 
t
? )  
Pa 
V-um- erb-akan NP
lnst 
ACTOR NP 
wc 
The perfective has - i n um- . 
b) PF clauses 
Verb-an NP
pat 
ACTOR NP 
wc 
NP 
Inst 
V- i n-erb NP
pat 
ACTOR NP 
Lac 
NP 
Inst 
Verb-an NP 
wc 
ACTOR NP 
Pat 
NP 
Inst 
V- i n -erb-an NP ACTOR NP 
pp* 
PP* 
PP* 
wc 
NP
pat Inst 
5 i -Verb NP
lnst 
ACTOR NP 
Pat 
NP 
Lac 
pp* 
s- i n- i -Verb NP
lnst 
ACTOR NP
pat 
NP 
wc 
( non-perfective PF) 
( perfective PF ) 
( non-perfective LF) 
PP * (perfective LF) 
( non-perfective IF)  
PP* (perfective IF)  
The development of the Oceanic type syntax would fol low the l ines suggested 
by Pawley and Reid . PAN would presumably have had a verb-initial clause s truc­
ture with free order among the NPs . As has been al ready discussed the function 
of focus affixes is to provide old information for discourse cohesion purposes 
when each clause s tarts with new information .  The basic innovation in Oceanic 
was the movement of the Actor to the first position in this clause . I t  seems 
that the best explanation for this i s  either that PAN had an alternative con­
struction for sentence-l evel topics of the form Topic Verb ( NP * )  with a pro­
nominal trace of the Topic in the clause as occurs in many l anguages throughout 
the world , or that some high-order subgroup ( POC? )  innovated thi s . I t  seems 
most l ikely that it existed in PAN as it appears that all languages have sentence­
level topicalisation procedures and one l eaving a pronominal copy in the clause 
appears to be the commones t  cross-linguistically . One o f  the reain functions of 
topicalised constructions i s  to introduce new themes in discourse . From this 
start it is relatively simple for it to spread to introducing themes in general . 
Once thi s  NP initial construction became an unmarked construction there woul d 
be l i t tl e  reason to maintain the focus system, because there wculd be an alterna­
tive system with old information clause initial ly . Paral lel to , or following , 
this would have a restriction in the roles which could occur in this clause­
initial position until only Actors could occur there . This is an unsurprising 
development considering that Actors tend to act as themes for discourse i n  the 
majority of the world ' s  languages . Once these two things had happened we would 
have clauses with the structures : 
Actor Verb ¢ Patient/Goal X 
Actor Verb i Locative X 
Actor Verb-akan Instrumental X .  
To obtain the Oceanic clause structure we only need to col lapse the *¢ and 
* i  categories . This can simply be regarded as example o f  the spread of locative 
markers into the range of patients and goals . The non-Actor focus constructions 
have been lost in Oceanic . The focus a ffixes have been retained in their 
nominalising function . The reasons for the loss of the non-AF constructions are 
not entirely cl ear . As we have pointed out the development of noun-initial word 
order would make the focus affixes obsolete to a large extent . The AF marker 
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m- would have no function because the Actor would always occur initially , and so 
it is lost almost without trace in Oceanic . When the word order in Oceanic 
became Actor initial we would have two conflicting systems of discourse linkage 
wi th the non-AF clauses . We would have one system which keyed on Actors and 
another on the focus affixes . Apparently in Oceanic the system o f  linkage keying 
on Actors won out and the system of linkage on focus affixes was lost and so the 
non-AF clause types were los t . 
There is one further thing which we must explain in our derivation o f  POC 
clause structure . The POC Actor concord pronouns correspond to the PAN PrP 
pronouns and the Obj ect concord pronouns correspond to the PAN genitive pronouns 
which covered genitives and non- focussed Actors . As the Actor was PrP ili the 
AF constructions , the fact that the Actor concord pronouns are the old PrP pro­
nouns is to be expected . Howeve r ,  as we shall see , the genitive pronouns did 
not cover patients in PAN . In some focus languages ,  though , such as Tagalog , 
non- focussed actors , patients and genitives form a category ( Schachter and 
Otanes 19 7 2 ) . I f  thi s  was the case in POC then the use o f  these genitive pro­
nouns as obj ect concord pronouns in POC is to be expected because the patients 
would have been non-focussed . 
This i s  how we would derive the Oceanic active transitive clause system 
described earlier . The intransitive clauses would develop s imply from the PAN 
monovalent clauses by the topicali sation procedure . In thi s  there could be no 
restriction of initial position to Actors only because some verbs ( the process 
verbs ) by their semantics require patients . 
This course o f  development follows the course proposed by Givan in his 
article "Topic , pronoun and grammatical agreement " ( 19 7 5 ) , where he says that 
"when a language reanalyses the topic constituent as the normal sub j ect or 
obj ect of the neutral , non-topicalized pattern , it perforce also has reanalysed 
sub j ec t  topic agreement as sub j ect agreement and obj ect topic agreement as 
obj ect agreement " .  We are saying tha t  this is what happened in the development 
from PAN to POC o 
A development s imilar to thi s  appears to be going on in l iterary and Manila 
Tagalog today . In her discuss ion o f  Tagalog , Naylor ( 19 7 5 )  s ays that verbs with 
the IF marker are not used . She also s tates that Benefactive focus forms were 
much rarer than she expected and that she coul d find only four instances o f  
Locative focus constructions in a l l  her texts . The rarity o f  thes e  constructions 
in wri tten texts may be related to the extensive use of topicalised ' ay '  construc­
tions which have initial NPs , in written texts . The use o f  ay constructions has 
not penetrated into ordinary colloquial speech , and in Manila Tagalog the disuse 
o f  the focus constructions mentioned above occurs and so there is apparently no 
necessary connection between loss o f  speci fic focus types and the rise of 
topicalised constructions . The factor which argues that there was such a 
connection in the development of Oceanic syntax are the obligatory pronominal 
copies which are as Givan argues concomitants of topicalised constructions . 
The development o f  all the focus languages is relatively s imple .  The focus 
languages have s imply made AF constructions have the same options as the o ther 
types of focus . Thi s  gets us to the s ituation we find in most o f  the focus 
languages . 
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Taiwanese Paradigms ( not necessarily complete) . 
Kanakanabu ( Tsuchida 1976)  
Independent 
sg 1 i : ku 
2 i : ka su  
pI l i  i : k i  ta  
Ie i : k i m i  
2 i : kamu 
Saaroa ( Tsuchida 1976)  
Independent 
sg 1 i 4 aku  
2 i 4 aa  
pI li  i 4 a 4 amu 
Ie i 4 a 4a  
2 i 4 amu 
Tsou (Tsuchida 1976)  
I ndependent 
sg 1 a ?o 
2 s u :  
pI li  a ?m i  
Ie a ? to 
2 mu : 
Thao ( Li 1978)  
Nominative 
sg 1 ya : ku? 
2 ? i : h u? 
3 8 i : 8 u ?  
pI l i  ? i : ta?  
Ie ya : m i n 
2 man i  : y un 
3 8ay8 uy 
Enclitic 
Nominative Genitive 
- {m) aku - (m) aku  
- ka s u  - {mu ) s u  
- k i ta  - {m i ) ta 
- k i m i  -m i a  
-kamu -mu 
( mv) occurs after vowels 
Enclitic 
Nominative Genitive 
-aku -ku  
-u  -u  
-amu - 4 amu 
- i ta - ta 
-mu -mu 
Enclitic 
Nominative + Genitive 
-?o'V? u 
-ko'Vs u 
-mza 
- to 
-mu 
Non-Focussed NP 
ya : k i n  
? u : h un 
8 i : 8 u? 
? u : tan 
? a : m i n 
? i : h uman 
8ay8uy 
Obl ique 
- ? i kua 
- kasua  
- k i tana 
- k i m i a  
-kamua 
Obl ique 
na + independent forms 
Genitive ( Possessor only) 
na : k  
m i  : h u? 
8 i : 8 u? 
m i : ta?  
na : m  
man i : yun 
8ay8uy 
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Kavalan ( Li 1978)  
Nominative 
sg 1 - i ku?  
2 - i s u ?  
3 ¢ 
pI l i  - i ta? 
I e  - i m j ?  
2 - i mu?  
3 ¢ 
Pazeh ( Li 1 9 78) 
sg 1 
2 
3 
pI l i  
I e  
2 
3 
Nominative 
-aku? 
- s i w  
-m i s i w 
- ta?  
-am i ? 
-mu? 
-am i s i w 
Saisyat ( Li 1978)  
sg 1 
2 
3 
pI li  
I e  
2 
3 
Nominative 
yako'Vyao 
Jo?o'\..Jo?on 
s i a  
? i ta ?  
yam i ?  
moyo 
J a-s i a  
Nataoran-Amis ( Teresa M .  
Genitive 
- ku? 
- su?  
-na?  
-ta?  
-nyaq 
- num i ? 
na qanyau? 
Genitive 
nak j ? 
n i s  i w  
n i m i s i w 
n i ta?  
n i am i ?  
n i mu?  
na : m i s i w 
Genitive 
ma ?an 
n i -Jo? 
n i  s i a 
m i  ta?  
n i -a?om 
n i -mon 
na-s i a  
Chen , personal 
Obl ique/Topic 
yaku? 
? i 5 i w  
? i m i s i w  
? i ta?  
yam i ? 
? i mu? 
ya : m i s i w  
Oblique 
yak i n  
? i -Jo?on 
h i  s i a 
? i n i -m i ta ?  
? i n i -a?om 
? i n i -mon 
h i  J a - s i a  
communication) 
Topic Nominative Genitive Locative 
sg 1 ako kako nomako ( naku) i takoan 
2 i so k i  s u  nom i so ( n i so )  i t i soan 
3 c i ra c i ra n i ra i c i raan 
pI l i  am i kam i non i am i tam i an 
I e  i ta k i ta nomi ta ( n i t a )  i t i t aan 
2 amo kamo namo i tamoan 
3 oqn i  koqn i noqn i i toqn i an 
Benefactive 
saka 
+ 
Locative 
Paiwan ( Ferrel l 1982)  
Nominative Genitive 
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Category 3 
sg 1 -akan , t i -akan ku- , n i -akan t ' a n u-akan 
2 -sun , t i -s un -sun- , n i - s un  t 1 anu-sun  
3 t i -mad ' u  n i -mad ' u  t ' a i -mad ' u  
pl li - i t ' an ,  t i - t ' an t 1 a ,  n i - t ' an t ' anu- i t ' an 
le -aman , t i -aman n i a- ,  n i -aman t 1 a n u-aman 
2 -mu n ,  t i -mun nu- , n i -mun 
3 t i a -mad ' u  n i a -mad ' u  
Rukai ( Li 19 7 5 )  
Independent 
Sub j ect Obj ect 
sg 1 ko-n-ako n-akw-a 
2 ko-so 
3 def ( ko-a-n i )  
3 indef ( ko-a -da)  
pl l i  ko- ta 
le ko-na i 
2 ko-nom i 
3 def ( ko - l - i -n i )  
3 indef ( ko- l - i -c;la )  
mo- sw-a 
( i -ny -a)  
( i -da )  
m i - t a  
nay-a 
nomy-a 
( l - i - ny-a ) 
( l - i - c;la )  
( mon 2pl Li 19 75 : 25 7  archaic form) . 
Atayal (Egerod 1966) 
s g  1 
2 
3 
pl li  
le  
2 
3 
Nominative 
saku? ku? 
s u ?  
h i a ? 
ta?  
sam i  
s i mu 
hga ? 
Genitive 
maku? mu 
s u ?  
n i a ?  
ta?  
m i an 
mamu 
nha?  
t l an u-mun 
t ' a i a -mad ' u  
Dependent 
Subj ect Marker 
- ( a )  ko , -n-ako , 
n aw-
- so 
¢ 
¢ 
- ta  
-na i 
-nom i 
¢ 
¢ 
Locative 
knan 
( i ) s unan 
h i an 
? tan  i ta n  
sm i nan 
smunan 
hgan 
Personal Possessive 
- ]  i 
-so  
- i - n i  
- i -da 
- t a , - i - ta , -m i - ta  
-na i  
-nom i 
- ] - i - n i  
- l - i - c;la 
i forms 
kuz i l)'Vkun 
i s u ?  
h i a ? 
i ta ?  
sam i  
s i mu 
hga?  
Sediq ( Asai ) [ This  paradigm is  not accurately or fully recorded ] 
Nominative Genitive Locative 
sg 1 j akuzku nakLf\.1nu kenan 
2 i s u'Vs u n i s u'Vs u s u nan  
3 h i oa n i oa 
pl li  yam i m i an 
le i ta n i ta'Vt a? 
2 yamu namu 
3 dah i oa n uh i oa 
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Bunun ( Jeng 1977)  
Nominative 
sg 1 sak'\,?aoak 
2 ?as u?'\,su ?  
pI li  ?ata?  
I e  sam'V?aoam 
2 ? amu? 
sg 3 s i a  
s i a ta?  
? a i pa?  ( far) 
? a i p j ?  ( near) 
? a i pu ?  ( far) 
? a i pun 
pI 3 na i 
na i p  
na i ta?  
? i l)ka? 
? i l)kun 
Genitive 
pre-nominal 
sg 1 i nak  
2 i s u ? u  
3 i s i a ta?  
pI l i  i m i ta ?  
I e  i nam 
2 i mu?u  
3 i na i ta ?  
2 . 2 .  PAN pronouns 
Oblique + Contrastive 
oaku 
s u? u  
? i ta?  
oam i ? 
mu?u 
? i s ta 
? i s t un 
? i n ta 
? i n t un 
post-nominal 
nak 
s u ? u'\,s u 
? i t u? 
m i ta? 
nam 
mu?u"'mu 
na i t a ?  
Accusative encl itic 
-ku  
- s u  
- ta ?  
-mu 
- ta ?  
We will now go o n  to consider the pronominal system which can b e  recon­
structed for PAN . As the system we have reconstructed for syntax is basically 
that of  a focus language , we would expect that the pronouns would have categories 
simil ar to those found in the focus languages .  The focus languages have 
essentially three categories for pronouns . The categories are widely called 
nominative , genitive and oblique . The nominative form is used when the pronoun 
is in focus . The genitive covers non- focussed actors as well as genitives , 
while the oblique covers all other pronoun fUnctions including absolute 
geni tives ' mine , yours ' etc . The PAN pronouns which we reconstruct for these 
categories are not necessarily reflected in these categories no r are the cate­
gories themselves necessarily reflected . We will reconstruct fcur sets o f  pro­
nouns ; one for the nominatives , two for the genitives , one a bound set and the 
other free , and we wil l  reconstruct a fourth set which may or may not have 
covered all the range of the third category . 
The fullest discussion of  the PAN pronouns to date is Blus·t 19 77 . He 
proposes the following paradigm : 
sg 1 
2 
3 
pl l i  
l e  
2 
3 
nominative 
i -a ku 
i -s u  
t ' i - i a  
i -k i ta 
i -kam i 
i -kamu 
t ' i - i da 
gen i ti ve 
-ku/n i - ku 
-s u/n i -s u  
-a/n i -a 
-ta/n i - ta  
-m i /n i -m i  
-mu/n i -mu 
-da/n i -da 
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We will  examine the forms of  the genit ive pronouns first as these appear 
to have undergone the l east alternations since PAN . Also evidence from the 
geniti ve paradigm will be important in determining the nominative paradigm 
precisely because the genitives have undergone less change . Blust ' s  genit ives 
correspond to our free form genitives . Blus t ' s  geni tives in *n i - are reflected 
in many languages such as Pazeh and Thao . Blus t ' s  reasons for reconstructing 
the * i  geni tives are that i occurs as genit ive article , as wel l as n i ,  i n  
Raluana , Bugotu ( Oceanic  languages ) ,  various Batak languages ( Sumatra) and 
Tbntemboan ( Sulawesi ) . He finds support for i t  in alternations between nX 
gen i tives following vowels and X genit ives after consonants in Javanese , Proto­
Ambon , Buginese and Toba Batak . 
However , the only form Blust c i tes which must descend from an * i  genitive 
is Javanese e ( from * i a )  postconsonantal ( n e  postvocal i c )  3rd sg genit ive . The 
other alternations k�8ku ( 1 s t  gen) and t a�n ta ( lpl incl) provide no evidence 
for an i genitive . Furthermore , as we will see in our discussion of the 
nominative forms , i t  i s  doubtful whether PAN had third person pronouns . In 
any case the existence of  postvocal i c  nV and postconsonantal V vari ants o f  
suffixed genitive pronouns in  one language i s  not a firm basi s  for pos i ting 
that PAN had post-vocali c  n i  and postconsonantal i genitives . The Javanese e 
form could have ari s en from a reduction of  Cne to Ce o However , Reid ( 19 79 )  
s tates that there i s  evidence from Bontok to support Blust ' s  - i  genit ives . 
Therefore for the moment we will regard the status of  Blus t ' s  i genitives as 
uncertai n . 
On the other hand the genitives reconstructed by Dahl ( 1976 )  and Dyen ( 19 7 4 )  
are reflected in  many languages . The forms reconstructed are : 
s g  1 ku  
2 s u  
3 n ' a  
pl l i  ta  
le  m i  
2 mu 
3 da  
Forms such a s  these occur i n  Tsou , Saaroa,  Javanese and Magor i  and many other 
languages . These languages do not necessarily have all these pronouns but on 
the basi s  of many languages the above pronouns can be reconstruc ted . 
Blust makes a number o f  points about thi s  paradigm . The f i rs t  i s  that *n ' a  
i s  better reconstructed as *n i a ,  a form which i s  segmentable i nto *n i the well 
known genitive marker and *a an el ement which occurs in  the thi rd person 
nominative pronouns . The second i s  that outside Taiwan the 2nd pl clitic mu i s  
frequently reflected as a 2nd sg . As Blust points out , this i s  probably due to 
a politeness shi f t ,  a well known cross-linguistic phenomenon . The third point 
which we will note is  that there i s  no evidence i n  Taiwan for a 3rd pl  geniti ve 
*-da and therefore we will not reconstruct i t  for PAN . 
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A number of Taiwanese languages provide evidence for another genitive . 
Saisyat ma?an , Atayal maku? and Kanakanabu {m ) aku  ( m  after vowels ) provide 
evidence for a 1st sg geni tive in m .  However ,  these  three forms are not 
rel atable . While Atayal and Kanakanabu point to *maku , Saisyat cannot . I n  
Kanakanabu the 2nd sg and Ipl incl , {mu ) s u  and {m i ) ta have m a lternatives 
following vowels .  Saisyat and Bunun also have m i ta ?  Ipl incl gen and Thao has 
mi : h u? 2sg gen . These forms all argue for some sort of m genitive . However , 
its form and functions are now irretrievably lost . It may have been the original 
pre-PAN genitive now left only in traces . 
The form and function of the n i  pronouns is on the other hand recoverabl e .  
While we agree with Blust that there were n i  pronouns , we do not agree with him 
as to their form or functions . Pazeh nak i ? ,  Thao na : k , Bunun { i ) nak , ( l sg gen) 
Pazeh n i am i ? ,  Thao na i m ,  Bunan { i ) nam , Saisyat n i -a?am ( lpl exc l )  all point 
towards forms '�n i -aku ( 1st gen) and '�n i -am i ( lpl excl gen) consisting of '� n i  
the genitive marker and a nominative root . As the Ipl incl nominative root 
corresponding to "'aku and '�am i is * i t a we will get '�n i ta and we cannot say from 
this form whether it is '� n i - i ta or '�n i - ta . However , '� n i -ami  and '�n i -aku  point 
towards "'n i - i ta unequivocally . As the second person nominative roots are "'5 u 
and '�mu we will get '�n i -5 U and '�n i -mu anyway . Therefore we reconstruct the two 
genitive pronoun paradigms as : 
sg 1 ku  n i -aku 
2 s u  n i - s u  
3 n i a  n i -a 
pI li ta n i - i ta 
Ie mi n i -am i  
2 mu n i -mu 
The question natural ly arises as to what the differences between the two 
sets was . The dif ference , as we have indicated , i s  that the n i  set are free­
form pronouns and the other set are bound . Dyen ( 19 74 )  reconstructed the first 
set as clitics and it can be seen that they are bound forms in  the Formosan lan­
guages where they occur . On the other hand , the n i  forms when they occur in 
Pazeh , Thao and Saisyat are free forms . The Bunun i genitives are not related 
to Blust ' s  proposed * i  genitives . They di ffer in form and function . Jeng ( 19 7 7 )  
says that they occur after the attributive particle tu?  and prenominally with 
the consonant forms occurring postnominally . 
We will now go on to discus s  the pronouns for the third category . These 
pronouns are reflected in many languages such as Paiwan , Paz eh , Ivatan,  Tagalog ,  
Okolod Murut , Cebuano and Malagasy ( see Blust 1977 ) . The forms that can be 
reconstructed are : 
sg 1 akan 
2 sun  
pI li i t an 
Ie aman 
2 mun 
These forms are composed of a corresponding nominative root and the PF 
suffix "' -an (Blust 1977 ) . The combinations are : 
s g  1 aku  + an 
2 s u  + an 
pI li i t a + an 
Ie am i + an 
2 mu + an 
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The di fference i n  results of  adding an  to the first and second person forms 
is  probably best explained by a stress difference . The first person forms are 
disyl lables and the second person forms are monosyllables . I f  the disyllables 
were i n itially stressed then the di fference is expli cable . 
These forms have many functions i n  the various languages where they occur . 
In Tagalog they are the obl ique forms ; i n  Paiwan the bas e ;  i n  Okolod Murut the 
goal focus forms . However , i n  all languages where they occur , either the base 
alone or some affixed form of  this base (whatever other bases occur) covers the 
meani ng of the absolute genitives 'mine , ours ' ,  etc . Therefore thi s  function 
must as Blust po ints out be attributed to these forms in PAN . Thi s  function 
follows naturally from the semantics of  a combi nation of  the root and the PF 
marker *an .  Cross-linguistically the connection between ' It i s  to me ' and ' It 
i s  mine ' i s  well k nown . Thi s  pronoun form presumably also i s  an obl ique form 
at least for pati ents and goal s . Therefore the use of  thi s  form as an absolute 
genitive i s  unsurpri si ng . We do not k now i f  thi s  form covered all the range of  
the thi rd category in  PAN . Thi s  combination of  a pronoun root and a focus affix 
may seem odd but in  Atayal and Sediq there are forms of the pronoun whi ch con­
s i st o f  a root and the LF marker -an ( Egerod 1966) . There are s imilar forms i n  
Amis . These forms are the oblique forms . I n  Thao and Saisyat these ," an forms 
function as obl iques for the 1st sg and i n  Thao for the 2nd s g  as well . Further­
more ,  as we have already seen , though there are verb and noun s lots , the f i ll ers 
are not so categorised normally and it appears that in PAN ' verbal ' and ' nominal ' 
affixes ( the PF marker -an and as we shall see the noun focus particle i )  could 
be affixed to the pronouns . In Paiwan these forms have completely replaced the 
original nominatives and are now bases for a restructured paradigm . Refl exes of 
*akan as the first person nominative are found in many languag�s . In  Tagalog 
am i n  and a t i n  ( from *aman and '� i tan) are the non-nominative bases . 
It appears that there i s  a tendency for these forms to extend their  range . 
One possible explanation might be the use of these forms i n  cl eft-like construc­
tions such as ' it was me who did i t '  where the obl ique form is the focussed 
form of the lower clause . Thi s  usage could explain how these obl ique forms 
spread . 
We w i ll now go on to consider the forms of the nominati ve pronouns which 
Blust reconstructed as : 
sg 1 i -aku  
2 i - s u  i -ka s u  (poli te )  
3 t I i  - i a 
pI l i  i - k i ta 
Ie i - kami 
2 i - kamu 
3 t I i - i da 
We have l eft the discuss ion o f  these forms to last because they show the 
most variation and are therefore the most d i ff icult to reconstruct . Also 
paradigmatic evidence from the three paradi gms we have already reconstructed 
wi l l  be important . We will  consider the forms of the pronouns separately . The 
form of  the first s ingular i s  not sub j ect to much dispute . The form recon­
structed by Brandstetter and Dempwol ff \.,as '�aku , reflexes of whi ch are found i n  
many languages such as Tsou , Javanese , Malay , Tagalog,  Fij i an and Samoan . A 
form '� i -aku  with the pref ixed common noun focus marker '� i i s  found i n  many lan­
guages such as Thao , Saisyat , Bare?e , Bug i s  and Jamdena (Blust 197 7 ) . Kavalan 
and Kanakanabu i ku? and i : ku are presumably further developments from this .  
Atayal saku?  corresponds to Sediq yaku and Atayal sam i  Ipl excl and s i mu 2pl 
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correspond to Sediq yam i and yamu . As Sediq and Atayal form a subgroup ( see 
p . 89 )  it appears that one should reconstruct Proto-Atayalic *ya k u .  The same 
explanation may also hold for the Bunun forms sak�?aoak . In B�nun y + o .  These 
forms could al so represent * t ' i -aku  with the proper noun focus marker prefixed . 
This  form should give s i ak in Bunun but a change s i ak + sak is  not particularly 
unlikely . In Ilokano a form s i ak ,  s i aku-n  occurs which could also derive from 
* t ' i -aku . However , it  is  also possible that it  derives from Proto-Cordill erean 
*s i -yakan ( Reid, personal communication) . There does not appear to be enough 
evidence to pos i t  the existence of a PAN * t ' i -aku , as sak  in Bunun could 
possibly arise from '�yak as it does in Atayal . 
The second person i s  the mos t  problematic one in AN pronominal reconstruc­
tion . The reflexes indicate three different roots '�ka , "' i  - su  and '�mu whi ch com­
' bine in many di fferent ways and appear to swap over in number in the different 
languages . We will consider the singular forms first . "' ka is found in Tsou 
and many Philippine languages . * i - su  is found in many Formosan and Philippine 
languages and in Malagasy .  This appears to consist of the focus marker ,', i and 
a form *su  which occurs in Tsou, Bunun and Atayal . A combination o f  the two 
'� kas u is reflected in many non-Formosan languages . A form 1' i kas u  is reflected 
in Kanakanabu, Tagalog , Fi j ian and other languages .  This means we have forms 
*ka , '�s u ,  '� i -s u ,  '�kas u ,  1' i - kas u  for the 2nd sg . Blust proposes that ,� ( j ) - kas u  
was the polite pronoun i n  PAN with * ( i ) - s u  being the familiar one . There is , 
however , no language which reflects * ( i ) - ka su  as a poli te pronoun and this  
explanation does not tell us  what the functions of *ka and * ( i ) - s u  were . In 
Tsou ko ( '�ka) and su U's u )  occur in morphophonologically conditioned environ­
ments ; s u  occurs after a focus particle ending in 0 or oh and ko elsewhere . 
However , i t  would be exceedingly dangerous to say that this ref lects the PAN 
usage . Finally it  must be mentioned that Ivatan has a singular pronoun ? i mo 
which corresponds to a plural elsewhere . It is generally assumed that the 
Ivatan use arose as a result of a politeness factor . Tagalog reflects both 
* i - ka s u  and *ka without apparently there being any particular di fference in 
politeness . 
I think that one must also cons ider the plural forms '�k i ta ,  '�kam i and 
*kamu . Dahl ( 19 76) has pointed out that the Formosan languages appear to 
reflect forms without the k and that the k may reflect some sort o f  old pro­
nominal prefix . If  we examine the Formosan languages we find , corresponding 
to *k i ta ,  Bunun ?ata?  and ? i ta ? , Kavalan i ta ? ,  Thao ? i  : ta? , Saisyat ? i ta ? , 
Paiwan i t ' an ,  Atayal i ta ? , Saaroa i 4a ta ,  Rukai ko-ta  and Tsou a ? to .  These forms 
point towards ,', i ta but Tsou , Rukai and Bunun also indicate *a ta ( in Tsou initial 
k is  lost so the Tsou form could reflect *ka ta ) . If  we examine the reflexes of 
the Ipl excl in Formosa we get Bunun s a�?aoam , Kavalan i m i ? ,  Thao ya : m i n ,  
Saisyat yam i ? ,  Paiwan amen , Atayal sam i , Pazeh yami ? These fo nns all point to 
'�am i .  Finally i f  we examine the forms for the 2nd pI we find Bunun ? amu? , 
Archaic Rukai mon , Paiwan mun , Atayal s i mu ,  Pazeh ? i mu? , Saaroa i 4 amu , Tsou mu : ,  
Kavalan i mu? ,  Saisyat muy u .  These forms indicate a form "'mu ( the i which is  
found here and on  the Formosan forms for k i ta and kam i is of course the noun 
focus marker) . I t  is not only the Formosan languages which lack the k .  Ivatan 
( Reid 1 9 7 1 )  has i mo  ( 2nd sg - corresponding to 2nd pI in Formosa) , Subanon has 
yam i , yamu and i ta .  
The paral lelism between '�s u : '�kas u  and *mu : '�kamu is too obvious to miss . 
The similar paral lelism '� i t a  : *k i ta and '�am i : *kam i is also obviously the same 
phenomenon . It appears therefore than an element * ka which is found as a 2nd sg 
pronoun could be prefixed to the other 2 nd sg '�s u ,  the 2nd pI '�mu , the Ipl incl 
,0, i t a and Ipl excl '�am i .  The common factor for the prefixing of *ka seems to be 
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the ' second person ' ,  with *kam i being due to paradigmatic pressure from *k i ta 
and *kamu . 
There is , however , further data which must be brought into consideration 
when dealing with the question of *ka and the second person . Saisyat moyo , 
I tbayatan i m i  : y u ,  Sambal muy u ,  Casiguran Dumagat moy and Agta moy ( Reid 1 9 7 1 )  
all point toward a 2nd pI  pronoun *muyu .  Ivatan has a form ? i n i o? ,  Binuhid has 
s i nyu  and Tagalog has a benefactive form ? i nyo which point to a form * i ny u .  
Now reflexes o f  a form *kamuyu are found i n  AN languages such as Agta . Reid 
( 19 74 )  has reconstructed a form *kamuyu for the 2nd pI in Proto-Cordil leran ( a  
Phi l ippine subgroup) . A form kay u occurs i n  a number o f  Cordil leran l anguages 
as we ll as in the neighbouring Tagalog and Kapampangan . Harmon ( 1 9 74 )  in her 
reconstruction of Proto-Manobo ( another Philippine subgroup) has an emphatic 
form *k i y u  which is  presumab ly related to *kayu . Finally in Tagabili the 2nd pI 
pronoun is  yuh ( Reid 1971) . All of these facts suggest that there was a 2nd pI 
pronoun or pronoun suffix ;'yu .  
All of these facts combine to make determination of  the forms of  the second 
person pronouns in PAN rather problematic . For the 2nd sg we have * ka ,  *su  and 
*ka s u ;  for the 2nd pI we have *mu , '�y u ,  *muy u ,  "'kamu , *kay u ,  and *kamuy u .  If we 
accept that the *ka forms of these pronouns arose as a result of prefixing *ka 
2 nd s g  to stems , then we must regard the non *ka forms as older . Support for 
this  is provided by the fact that in the paradigms we have already reconstructed 
there is no trace of * ka .  
This leaves us with '�ka and ;'s u  for the 2nd sg and '�mu , ?*y u and *muy u for 
the 2nd pl . This  *yu form is rather problematic . Outside Formosa *s is always 
reflected as either h or ¢ and so * i -s u  gives i ( h ) u .  Now Tagalog has a form 
i yo ( "' i u ) which is the locative form of  the 2nd sg and Malagasy has a form i u  
which was a 2nd s g  pronoun . The question arises as to whether thi s i u  from 
* i - s u  is  the same as the *yu we have reconstructed as occurring in the 2nd pl . 
Blust ( 1 9 77 )  argues that they are , but as he points out we cannot explain the 
Saisyat form moyo 2nd pI this  way . In  Saisyat '�s u  gives Jo?on ( s  + J ,  u + 0 
Formosan languages frequently add ? initially and finally , the -on is  probably 
," -an . However , elsewhere in the paradigm we have J o ? ) . This ,  I think , forces 
us to conclude that the *y u found in the 2nd pI is not related to the * i u  2nd 
sg pronoun found outside Formosa .  These are two cases where *y u occurs alone as 
a pronoun . The first , which we have already mentioned , as Tagabili yuh . Now 
this could be taken as good evidence that *yu occurred as a free- form pronoun . 
However , the Tagabili ( Reid 19 7 1 )  Ipl excl is m i h  which must derive from *am i 
or '�kam i .  This raises the possibil ity that Tagabili ," yuh is from * kay u or some 
other form ending in y u .  Therefore Tagabili  canno t  be said to provide good 
evidence for an independent *yu .  The second situation is in certain Manobo 
languages (Harmon 1974)  where i t  occurs as a cl i tic pronoun . As clitics are 
usually reduced forms of pronouns , it appears best to say that there is not 
enough evidence that *yu occurred as an independent 2nd pI pronoun . This  l eaves 
us wi th '�mu and '�muyu .  Of these *mu i s  older both because i t  i s  unaffixed and 
because it occurs in the other paradigms we have reconstructed and *muy u does 
not .  
For much the same reasons we would say that * s u  i s  �he original PAN 2nd sg 
not '�ka . *su  occurs in the other paradigms we have reconstructed and '�ka does 
not and it does not occur as a prefix on other pronouns as *ka does . The general 
trend in the non-Formosan AN languages for the ka prefix pronouns to replace the 
non-prefixed ones ( in  most l anguages '� k i t a ,  *kam i ,  *kamu have :r:eplaced '� i ta , 
"'am i and '�mu) argues that '�s u  is  the original form which was replaced by *ka su  
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in most languages . 
structed *kaw from 
pronoun before the 
us to claim this . 
( Dempwol ff ( 1 934-38 ) who did not have Formosan data recon­
"'kas u ) .  It is an incontrovertible fact that * ka was a 2nd sg 
break up of PAN . The Tsou and Philippine evidence requires 
The exact function of *ka in PAN does not appear to be determinabl e from 
the evidence availabl e .  The distinction between * ka and *su  may have been the 
famil i ar one of deference/politeness but no present-day AN l anguage reflects 
this . As already mentioned , Tsou is the only AN language which still has both 
as 2nd sg pronouns and in Tsou the conditioning for the use of one or the other 
is morphophonemic .  This may have been the conditioning factor in PAN with *ka 
occurring after certain particles or in c ertain constructions and "'s u  elsewhere . 
Thi s  could explain how *ka became a prefix . I f  it s ignalled ' second person 
singular ' in certain environments , then it could probably generalise to signal 
' second person ' in those environments and so be added to '�mu and 1, i ta and from 
there be added to *am i by paradigmatic pressure so it lost its meaning . On the 
other hand *ka could have been some morpheme which by its own semantics was 
naturally associated with the second person ( l ike a deictic ) . It could have 
been prefixed to the second person pronouns (which we take to include * i ta  Ipl 
inc l )  in certain c ircumstances . As the singular is unmarked in the oppo s i tion 
plural/singular , the occurrence o f  * ka alone would presumably be interpreted as 
s ingular . Thi s  could explain the occurrence o f  '�ka , '�s u  and *ka s u  as opposed to 
* k  i t a : * i ta and 1'kamu : '�mu . We should note that Amis has a series o f  ka versus 
non-ka pronouns . In Amis the non-ka forms are topic pronouns whereas the ka 
forms are nominative . However , it  is unlikely that thi s  i s  a reflection of the 
PAN di fferentiation . No other AN language has forms ka ko ( from *ka + *aku )  and 
k i so ( from *ka + * i  + *s u ) . They are presumably innovations resulting from 
paradigmatic pressure o f  non-ka topic and ka nominatives in the first and second 
plural . This di fferentiation in the first and second plural must be an Ami s  
innovation otherwise i t  would have left some traces elsewhere in AN . However , 
there are probably many other equally plausibl e or implausible scenarios explain­
ing the relationship between ;" ka and ,�s u .  All we can do on the evidence available 
is reconstruct both . We must also reconstruct the form 1' kas u .  
This means that we are suggesting the following first and s econd person 
nominative pronouns . 
sg 1 aku/ i -aku  
2 s u/ i -s u ,  ka ,  kasu/ i -kasu  
p I  l i  i ta ,  k i t a/ i -k i ta 
Ie am i / i -am i , kam i / i -kam i 
2 mu/ i -mu , kamu/ i -kamu 
There was presumably some difference between the forms with i - and those 
wi thout i - . ,', i i s  the common noun focus marker ( i .  e .  it  s ignals that the NP 
following i t  i s  by nominative) . However , these pronouns without the i signal 
thi s  anyway and so this cannot have been the function of the i pronouns in PAN . 
Yet their function must have been similar to that of the plain pronouns because 
they have replaced the plain form pronouns in many languages . Two languages 
which provide us with evidence as to the nature of the distinction between the 
* i  and the plain pronouns are Atayal and Tagalog . Atayal has two s ets of pro­
nouns which Egerod ( 1966)  cal ls nominative ( corresponding to our nominative ) 
and ' nominalised ' .  The two sets are the same except for the 2nd sg i s u 
( nominalised) vs s u  ( nominative) ,  Ipl inc 1 i ta ?  ( nominalised) vs ta?  ( nominative) 
and 1 s t  sg kuz i ��kun ( nominalised) vs saku?�ku?  ( nominative ) . The 1 s t  sg forms 
are not rel evant here but the difference between i s u and s u  and i t a?  and ta?  i s  
o f  great interest . Egerod says that the nominalised forms occur "as complements 
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or in exposure" . From the sentence examples in Egerod ( 1966)  it  appears that the 
nominalised pronouns function as s entence-level topics ; reflexives ; and contrast­
ively . Much the same thing occurs in Tagalog for the 2nd sg which has two forms 
i kaw ( from ''' i kasu )  and ka ( from '''ka) . i kaw functions as a s entence-l evel topic 
or contrastively while ka is used el sewhere . 
There can be l i ttle doubt from these facts , I think , that the * i  pronouns 
must have functioned this way in PAN . The * i  pronouns are not the sort of 
phenomena which would arise independently in two languages .  The functions o f  
the ,': i pronouns follow reasonably from the semantics of a combination o f  the 
focussed forms of the pronouns and the focus marker * i . The function o f  * i  i s  
to t e l l  the hearer that the nominal following it is the centre o f  attention for 
the clause . Now i f  we already have special pronouns forms which convey this 
information , a combination of the two forms would surely indicate that there was 
some thing special about this pronoun as centre of attention for the clause . 
Contrastiveness i s  the most obvious example of thi s . SentencE-level topics and 
reflexives are also good examples . In each case there is something unusual and 
al l three interrelate . Sentence-l evel topics and reflexives can be used con­
trastively : ' I  was the one who did it ' ,  ' I  did it mysel f ' .  
From these functions the * i  pronouns could easily spread to take over the 
functions o f  the plain forms . The connection between sentence topics and 
nominatives is very s trong . Nominatives are unmarked themes and topics introduce 
new and contrastive themes . The contrastive use i s  quite l ikely to be devalued 
over time by overuse ( consider ' terrible ' and ' awful ' in English ) . The use o f  
these forms a s  sentence-level topics would also explain the forms i n  K n  and 
Saaroa . In these languages the i form pronouns are free form pronouns , and the 
plain forms are bound . The i form pronouns would be most unlikely to develop 
into clitics because of their functions whereas the plain forms could eas ily 
do so . One thing should be noted about the * i  forms . There i s  no evidence for 
a form * i - ka which is another argument that *ka is a later development as a 
2nd sg and that * s u  i s  the original pronoun . 
Thi s  leaves us with the third person pronouns to reconstruct . Blust has 
reconstructed *t ' i - i a .  Thi s  form is reflec ted by Atayal h i a ? ,  Saisyat s i ya , 
Tondano s i a  and so on in many languages . Many other AN languages such as Malay , 
Ibanag , Nias and Gayo refl ect s imply * i a .  Now this pronoun i s  fairly easily 
analysable into a combination o f  the cornmon noun focus marker * i  and the 
demonstrative *a . * i  o f  course ,  occurs on all the other pronouns . Now thi s  
argues that PAN did not really have third person pronouns but had instead 
deictics which could be used to refer to entities not covered by the first and 
second person pronouns . The reanalysis o f  the demonstrative as a pronoun must 
have taken place in PAN . The reanalysis , however , was not a simple reanalysis 
o f  the demonstrative *a , the form reanalysed was the compound *i + *a , a focussed 
and possibly nominalised form ( meaning 'that one') . 
The ques tion arises as to why the third person is the only person with a 
variant in * t ' i .  Now * t ' i  is usually reconstructed as the personal noun focus 
marker with * i  being reconstructed as the common-noun focus marker ( i . e .  when 
these morphemes occur before a noun they indicate whether that noun is cornmon 
or proper and that it is by nominative ) . However , there are good arguments for 
reconstruc ting *a as the focus marker for cornmon nouns . I t  occurs as such in 
Paiwan , Palauan , Tagalog and other languages . Until now we have been using 
Reid ' s  ( 1 9 78)  reconstruction of the personal noun FM as * t ' i ,  the cornmon noun 
FM as ,': i and ,':a as a demonstrative . However , i f  these were the PAN forms why do 
the first and second person pronouns which are ir�erently proper take the common-
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noun focus marker * i , and there is no evidence with the possible exceptions o f  
Atayal and Bunun that they took * t ' i .  
Now , it i s  a wel l-known fact that pronouns tend to preserve o lder forms . 
The fact that * i  is prefixed to the first and second person pronouns in combi­
nation with the fact that a number of languages reflect "'a as the common noun FM 
makes it seem quite probable that at some stage of PAN * i  was the proper noun FM 
with *a being the common noun FM . However , there are a number o f  facts which 
make thi s  analysis probl emati c . Firstly there is the fact that * t ' i  can be 
reconstructed as the proper noun FM in PAN . It is reflected as such in Formosa , 
in the Philippines , Borneo and Madagascar . However , * i  occurs as the proper FM 
in Gaddang , Umiray-Dumagat and then in Kapampangan which is in a different 
Phil ippine subgroup . But it  also occurs as the common FM in many Philippine 
languages and Reid reconstructs it as such for PPh . Secondly Reid reconstructs 
*a as the PPh ligature ( the ligature in AN is a marker which occurs in NPs to 
show that the head N and its attribute form an NP) . It has this function in a 
number of Formosan languages such as Kavalan and Thao where it i s  not the common 
FM . However , in Palauan a is the article and not the ligature . Furthermore , 
why should one combine ,,: i and '':a to form a third person pronoun i f  they were 
s imply the personal and common versions of the FM . It makes more sense for a 
combination of "' i as a proper FM with "'a as a demonstrative ( Reid ' s  proposal ) 
to function as a third person pronoun ( as we pointed out earlier with a meaning 
something like ' that one ' )  . 
There i s  another area which needs considering before a solution to these 
problems i s  proposed . Thi s  is , o f  course , the third person plural . Thi s  has 
been reconstructed as * t ' i -da . Thi s  form has generally been accepted as the 
PAN 3rd pl . However , there are reasons to dispute thi s  assignment .  The only 
possible cognate for * t ' i -da as a 3rd pl in Ta'iwan is Atayal hga?  The develop­
ment d + 9 is otherwise unknown in Atayal or AN . It is phonologically unlikely 
and so cannot be explained as some natural phonological change occurring 
sporadical ly in the pronouns . Therefore we must rej ect the Atayal form as non­
cognate . 
The obvious Taiwanese cognate for * t ' i -da i s  the Amis 3rd sg t s i ra .  Thi s  
immediately raises the question of whether * t ' i -da was a singular or plural and 
if it was a s ingular what ,,: i a 'V ,': t '  i -a was . There i s  another fact which i s  
relevant in deciding these questions . This i s  the lack o f  third person pronouns 
in a number of Taiwanese languages .  Bunun and Rukai have no third person pro­
nouns , only deictics . Tsuchida ( 19 7 6 )  does not give third person pronouns for 
Tsou, Kanakanabu and Saaroa . The forms of the third person pronouns in Paiwan , 
Pazeh , Thao and Kavalan are unrelatabl e to one another or anything else in AN . 
The Atayal and Amis third plurals are unrelatable to anything else in AN . In 
Saisyat and Sediq , ,': t '  i -a  is the root for both s ingular and plural . 
There are two possible explanations for this s tate o f  affairs . Either the 
third person pronouns have been lost in many Taiwanese l anguages or they have 
been innovated as pronouns s ince PAN . The evidence clearly favours inr.ovation . 
Accepting that the third person pronouns are innovations helps us with finding 
a solution to the problem with 1, i and ,': t '  i ,  raised earl ier . The best solution 
to that probl em seems to be that ", t '  i is a PAN innovation . In pre-PAN times 
there was no proper vs common distinction in the construction markers , * i  was 
the only FM . This explains why it occurs on the pronouns , which are , as we 
have already pointed out , inherently proper . Some time before the break-up o f  
PAN * t ' i  was innovated a s  the proper FM . This naturally led to the creation o f  
a ,,: t ' i -a form in competition with the already existing ,,: i -a .  We can propose a 
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plausibl e or�g�n for * i a ,  * t ' i - a  and * t ' i -da . We have suggested that '�a was a 
PAN or pre-PAN demonstrative and that the focussed form * i a  wo�ld be a natural 
choice for a morpheme to refer to the third person entities . Once the proper 
marker *t ' i was innovated a form ,� t '  i -a would naturally arise in competition 
with '� i a .  
The origin of *t ' i -da is harder to determine . The *da could corne from two 
sources . One is the da plural marker which occurs in the Phi lippines : * t ' i -da 
coul d be simply ' those plural ones ' .  However , the occurrence of * t ' i -da as a 
singular in Amis causes problems . The development o f  a 3rd pi into a 3rd sg is 
not something which is  known to have occurred in the development of any other 
language . Another possibility is that *da was a deictic element l ike *a . A 
deictic formative da occurs in Hanunoo i Bisayan has da? which means 'near you ' 
and Paiwan has a deictic t sad ' a  meaning 'far away ' .  I f  these forms are cognate , 
they could represent developments o f  a *da deictic . However , without a cognate 
from a language which preserves the distinction between *d and *d ' ,  we canno t  
be certain that the reflexes in the languages above do not represent a form 
*d ' a .  Therefor e ,  it appears that for the moment we will have to l eave the 
origin o f  *da as uncertain . 
The occurrence o f  * t ' i -da in a smaller number o f  languages than * i a tV ,� t ' i -a 
supports the view that *t ' i  i s  an innovation . As * t ' i -da is the r arest o f  the 
third person forms , it must have been innovated later . Its occurrence with 
* t  ' i  only makes i t  clear that by the time '�da carne to be used pronominally , 
* t ' i  was the proper case marker . 
The non-occurrence o f  an oblique -an form for the third person and the 
non-occurrence o f  a bound genitive separate from the free *n i - genitive , also 
provide s trong evidence for the innovation o f  the third person pronouns . The 
situation we are proposing for pre-PAN i s  that there was a deictic *a which 
could be used pronominally in its focussed form . Later ", t '  i was innovated as a 
proper case marker and a form * t ' i - a star ted to compete with * i a .  Later still , 
an element *da carne to be used pronominally in its * t ' i  form . 
This means that we are proposing the fol lowing pronoun system for PAN : 
category 1 ( nominative) 
sg 1 
2 
pi l i  
l e  
2 
aku/ i -aku  
s u/ i -s u , ka , kas u/ i -ka s u  
i ta ,  k i t a/ i -k i ta 
am i / i -am i , kam i / i -kami  
mu/ i -mu , kamu/ i -kamu 
Category 2 ( genitive) 
bound free 
sg 1 ku  n i -aku  
2 s u  n i - su  
pi li  ta n i - i ta 
le mi n i - am i  
2 mu n i -mu 
Category 3 ( obl ique ) 
sg 1 akan 
2 sun  
p i  l i  i tan 
le aman 
2 mun 
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and forms i a ,  t ' i -a and t ' i - da ( nominative) n i -a and n i -da  ( genitive )  which 
referred to third person humans . It should be noted that ka prefixation must 
precede the innovation of *t ' i  because the ka pronouns are still prefixed with 
i .  This means that ka prefixation is very old , which could explain the problems 
we had in determining its semantics . 
2 . 3 .  PAN construc tion  ma rkers a nd dei cti cs  
From our discussion so far , w e  can s e e  tha t there were at least three nominal 
categories which must have had separate construction markers ( CMs ) . These are 
the three categories which occurred in the pronouns . We have already seen that 
in pre-PAN , the CM for Category 1 was * i . In later PAN , there were two markers 
," t I i for proper nominals and * i for corrnnon nominals . The most widespread CM for 
the second category i s  1'n i  ( found in Paiwan , Tagalog,  Toba Batak , Malagasy and 
Fi j ian) . Blust 1 9 7 7  also provides evidence for an * i  CM which may have b een a 
postconsonantal variant o f  n i . Reid provides supporting evidence for thi s  from 
the Phi lippine languages ( Reid 1979)  . 
In the languages where a common vs proper distinction is made , * n i  j s  the 
proper CM . The best candidate for the corresponding common CM is *nu . Reid 
1978 provides evidence for both *nu and a form *na . Both forms are widely 
reflected in Austrones ian . However , "' na could be regarded as a reduction o f  
*nua ( the form which i s  found i n  Paiwan) Thi s  form can b e  analysed a s  *nu  plus 
the '�a we have already encountered . 
I f  pre-PAN did not have a common vs proper distinction in the CMs for 
category 1 then it is most unlikely that it had them fo� category 2 .  The differ­
ence between the two categories is that the nominative proper CM was innovated 
whereas the common genitive CM was innovated . Thi s  difference is probably due 
to the fact that Actors and Possessors are usually human and so the undif fer­
entiated genitive marker *n i would probably b ecome a proper CM when the proper 
vs common distinction innovated in the nominatives was extended to the genitives . 
From our discuss ion of clause structure it will be obvious that there are 
at l east two CMs in the oblique category . These are of course '� i and '�akan . 
* i  would have marked non- PrP temporals and locations ; *akan would have marked 
non-Prp instrumentals , benefactives and comitatives .  Another locative marker 
must be reconstructed for PAN . This is *d i which i s  reconstructed by Reid 
( 19 7 8 )  for PPh . It also occurs in Toba Batak and Pazeh . The di fference in 
function between * i and 1'd i is unknown . I t  is not known what CM was used to 
cover non-focussed patients and goals . The Toba Batak evidence mentioned earlier 
suggests that they were possibly s imply bare NPs . However ,  it  is equally 
poss ible that they were covered by the second category CM as occurs in many 
languages such as Paiwan and Tagalog . 
We have already mentioned that *a occurs as the common FM in Paiwan , 
Tagalog and Palauan . However , there are a number of o ther facts about *a  
which point to it  being a demonstrative , even though it i s  not reflected as 
such in any AN language . Firstly , as already pointed out , '�a must have been a 
deictic for the semantics o f  * i a  and * t ' i a to make sense . Secondly , Reid ( 1 9 7 8 )  
reconstructs a a s  the PPh ligature . A l igature is a morpheme which s ignal s  
that two items are bound together as a n  NP . Ligatures occur widely in the AN 
languages ( see Foley 1 9 7 6 ) . I t  occurs as a ligature in Pazeh ( Li 1978)  as well . 
It occurs as a ligature and the common FM in Paiwan , and Kavalan ( Li 1 9 7 8 ) . In 
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Paiwan *a also functions a s  the morpheme which marks that two constituents are 
in an equational relationship . In Palauan *a is the article but not the l igature . 
However , there are further complications to this . Blust ( 1 9 74 )  has reconstructed 
a PMP ligature *� ( a ) . Some languages have this and others , such as Ivatan , 
Maranao , Bi laan and Yogad , have only *a . The only way to explain these develop­
ments is to posit *a as a demonstrative original ly as Reid ( 19 7 8 )  has done . The 
use of demonstratives as ligatures is wel l known in many languages of the world 
( ' that man ' ,  ' the man that I saw ' English relative pronouns are equivalent to AN 
ligatures ) . The development of demonstratives into articles is also equally well 
known . 
The exact function of *a in PAN is uncertain . I t  was cl early a demonstrative 
(probably a distal demonstrative in pre-PAN) . Rei d  (19 78)  suggests that *a was 
the PAN l igature and that the a articl es found in Paiwan , Tagalog and Palauan 
arise from reductions of *na ( the PAN distal demonstrative ) . This hypothesis 
seems to involve unnecessary complications when there is already a more acceptable 
source for these forms . I t  seems better to accept *a as the PAN l i gature and a 
demonstrative . 
There are two other demonstratives we can reconstruct for PAN . One , already 
mentioned , is the '�na distal demonstrative reconstructed by Reid ( 1978 ) . The 
other is *ts u ,  which occurs as both a proximal and distal demonstrative in various 
AN languages ( t s u  ' this ' Paiwan , i t u 'that ' Indonesian ) . However , as *na is 
nearly always reflected as distal , i t  is  perhaps better to reconstruct *tsu as 
proximal . 
Therefore we have a PAN CM system 
FM 
Gen 
Loc 
Inst 
common 
n u  
i , d i  
a kan 
personal 
t I i 
n i  
and two demonstratives * t s u  and "'na and a ligature/demonstrative '�a . 
3 .  SUBGROUP I NG THE AUSTRONESIAN LANGUAGES 
3 . 1 . The PMP subgroup  
W e  will now consider whether there is enough evidence for us to say that 
the MP languages form a subgroup . We will consider the phonological and 
grammatical evidence separately , taking the phonological evidence firs t . 
3 . 1 . 1 .  Phonol ogi cal  evi dence 
The MP languages al l show the following mergers : 
a )  ,� t and ,� ts  merge to 1, t ;  
b )  * 1  and initial *4 to * 1 ; 
c )  '� n  and non-initial * 4  to '�n .  
Change a )  is  not particul arly convincing as it is the sort o f  change which 
could arise in a number of di fferent languages independently . However , changes 
b) and c) which are a split merger of *4 , * 1  and *n to provide convincing 
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evidence for a P�2 subgroup . A split merger is not the sort of thing which 
arises independently as a result of drift . Some languages occasional ly show no 
reflex for initial *4 sporadically . The examples Dahl cites are *4a l)uy 'to 
swim ', '� 4 u { n } t ul) 'mortar ', '� 4abuq 'to anchor ' and '�4a { n } tak , 1'4 i tan 'to use a 
pestl e '  which show n refl exes in some of the languages of Sulawesi , the 
Phil ippines and Chamorro . However in three cases , 4a l)uy , 4 u ( n } t ul) and 4a { n } tak ,  
the 4 i s  usually followed b y  a nasal ( in most l anguages the n in { n }  i s  present) . 
Furthermore sporadic al ternations between n and 1 (which is the reflex o f  initial 
1'4 outside Formosa) occur elsewhere in AN . TB has 1 anok 'fly ' from * 1 a 1 a9 'fly ' 
and Tg has ?a-n i nao? 'explain ' from * 1  i naw 'rea lise ' ( Dempwo l f f  1 9 34 - 3 8 ) . These 
five words also exhibit the normal 1 reflexes in many o ther MP languages such as 
Tagalog , Javanese and Malagasy . Therefore I do not think that these five words 
can be said to present a chal lenge to the split merger . 
Another equally , i f  not more , convincing piece o f  evidence for a PMP sub­
group is the innovation of "' n I .  This phoneme must be reconstructed for the non­
Formosan l anguages ,  but as we have demonstrated it appears to be an innovation 
of these languages . As we have already mentioned , it appears that Dempwol f f  had 
doubts about the status of *n l as a PMP phoneme . But it occurred 'in environments 
such that it was not phonological ly reducible to a palatal allophone of *n ( e . g .  
*n ' amuk 'mosquito ' .. '�pan l u  'turtle ' .. '�n ' an ' i  'sing ' .  There i s , however , an 
explanation which would show how *n l was innovated in PMP . I think that a con­
s i deration of the phenomenon of nasal grade will provide a good explanation for 
the origin of '�n I .  
AN languages normally do not permit consonant clus ters . However , mos t  o f  
them do have nasal/stop clusters . These clus ters are called nasal grade . There 
are two types of nasal grade . One is produced by prefixing mal)- or 1)- to a s tem; 
this is cal l ed nasal substitution and does not occur in Oceanic . The o ther type 
o f  nasal grade is call ed prenasalisation or simply nasal/s top c lusters . In 
Oceanic prenasalisation occurs both initially and medially , elsewhere i t  occurs 
only medially . Neither type of nasal grade occurs in Formosa . The two types o f  
nasal grade have qui te different e ffects . 
We will give an example of nasal substitution from Ivatan to show its 
e f fects . 
ma l) + i I i  'vil lage ' -+ ma I) i I i  
ma l) + punu  'ful l '  -+ mamunu 
mal) + bat bat 'pluck hairs ' -+ mambat bat  
ma l) + takaw 'stea l ' -+ manakaw 
ma l) + ka l i 'dig ' -+ mal)a l i 
ma l) + s awud 'knit ' -+ manawud 
mal) + mata  'raw meat ' -+ ma l)ma ta  
These effects occur wherever nasal substitution occurs . A combination ma l) 
and a vowel has no special effect ; mal) and a voiceless s top combine to give a 
nasal homorganic to the stop ; ma l) and a voiced stop give a homo rganic nasal s top 
cluster ; ma l) and s ( from *t l )  give n l  in thos e  languages which have palatals and 
n in those which do not ;  otherwis e  mal) has no special effects . mal) is an AF 
affix in the focus system .  
Prenasalisation i s  quite different i n  its effects and does not appear to 
have any meaning attached to it . Prenasalisation , except in one cas e ,  always 
produces homorganic nasal/stop clusters . However , this one exception is o f  
great importance historically . In Javanese and Malay the reflex o f  *n 1 t l  i s  I)s 
( Jv l a l)se , Ml l a l)sa i  from "' l aN t ' ay 'shade ' ) . As Dahl argues this I)S must repre­
sent an original I)t l which must be the prenasalised form of * t l .  As far as we 
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know there i s  no reason to assume that i' t I was different from any other s top in 
relation to prenasalisation so one must assume that all the homorganic nasal/ 
s top clusters were originally I)/stop clusters . 
There i s  another curious fact about prenasal isation . In his reconstructions 
involving the nasal/stop clus ters Dempwol f f  almost always has the nasal in 
brackets . The brackets indicate that the reflexes o f  the nasal are not predict­
able . A l anguage may have a nasal/stop c luster or s imply the s top . If we 
examine the cognate sets we find that one language may have a nasal/stop clus ter , 
another a s top , and a third may have both . I t  i s  completely unpredictable . Take 
for exampl e "' ta ( l) ) kub 'to OOVel" and *da ( n) da l)  'heat ' .  
Tg 
t akob 
da ral)/dandal) 
TB 
takkup 
dadal) 
Jv 
takup 
dandal) 
Ml 
tal)kub 
dandal) 
Such examples are numerous . It  is obvious that the presence o f  the nasal 
was optional . This means that at one time I) could be optionally infixed before 
the medial stop i n  a word . However Gonda ( 194 3)  attacks the view that you can 
call thi s  I) an affix . Gonda argues that you cannot call something an infix i f  
there i s  no meaning reconstruc tible for it . I t  i s  true that there 
"
i s  no meaning 
reconstructible for I) .  He shows that in many languages , both AN and non-AN , 
nasals and laterals are infixed to words to make them more expressive and 
emphatic . In AN *-a l - and *-ay- occ ur as infixes with no reconstructible mean­
ing . Therefore Gonda argues that we should reconstruct *- 1) - as a s trek form ( a  
phoneme o r  group o f  phonemes added to words to make them more intensive ) . How­
ever , Latta ( 1 9 78) argues against thi s  stating that merely because one cannot 
reconstruct the s emantics of an a ffix is not an adequate reason for denying that 
it was an affix . Therefore it appears that the s tatus o f  * - 1) - i s  somewhat 
uncertain . 
Though nasal substitution and prenasalisation have di fferent effects they 
appear to be related . From the variation ma l)-�I)-,  we can suggest that ma l)­
could be broken up into ma and I).  This I) would be the same one found in pre­
nasal isation . The affix may - which is structurally s imilar to mal)- can also be 
broken up in thi s  way as there is evidence for a *- y - infix . This s trengthens 
the idea of splitting ma l) - into ma and I) .  This is in accord with Dahl ( 19 76 : 1 28) 
Once we have accepted this relationship , a number of questions arise for 
consideration . The first is for what level of AN do we wish to reconstruct 
these processes . This naturally entail s  determining which languages the processes 
can be reconstructed for . Secondly , we must explain the difference in effects 
between the two . Thirdl y , we must decide whether prenasalisation occurred 
original ly both initially and medially as in Oceanic or medially only as else­
where . 
The answer to the first question i s  that we would wish both types o f  nasal 
grade for PMP . There are only two forms which provide evidence for prenasal­
isation in Taiwan . One i s  the word for s tar , PAN *b i ( t ) uqan , PZ b i n t un ,  Ss 
b i n to ' an , Bun b i n toqan 'star" and i'qa l) t 1 u ,  Bun maqan t 5 uh 'smel l  of 1'0tten tubel's ' 
(Zorc ) . As homorganic nasal/stop clus ters are probably the commonest type o f  
consonant clusters cross-linguistical ly ,  we would require a reasonable number o f  
forms before w e  could exclude the possibility o f  these forms being due to other 
factors than prenasalisation . Two forms is certainly not nearly enough to do 
thi s . Furthermore , there i s  no evidence for *ma l)- in Taiwan . I f  we accept that 
nasal substitution and prenasalisation are related then we must accept that 
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nasal substitution is older . Nasal substitution causes much more complex 
as simi lations than prenasalisation which argues strongly that it is o lder . 
Secondly , when � was added to rna to form a focus affix i t  presumably had a much 
more speci fic meaning than when it could be infi xed in any word base which again 
means nasal substitution must be older . 
Nasal substitution does not occur in Oceanic ,  but there are traces of i t  
( Reid , personal communication) . So one can regard the loss of nasal substitution 
in Oceanic as being part of the general loss of the focus system . The Taiwanese 
languages , on the other hand , show no s ign of having lost the focus system and 
no good reason can be proposed for the loss of rna� -'\,�- . Therefore we will regard 
ma � -'\,�- as a PMP innovation . 
We will assign prenasalisation to PMP . A number of northern Phil ippine 
languages such as Ivatan and Bontok do not show any evidence of prenasalisation , 
neither does Kelabit in Borneo (Blust , personal communication) .  However , as 
these languages on other evidence all belong to the PMP subgroup we will , for 
the moment , regard the absence of prenasalisation as being due to loss . It is 
possible that the absence of prenasalisation in a number of northern Phi lippine 
languages could indicate that prenasal isation was not innovated until later . As 
we have said , all the evidence indicates that nasal substitution is an older 
process than prenasalisation and this is  the reason for their different effects . 
I would say that on the evidence available that it is best to reconstruct 
prenasalisation medially only . The prenas ali sed stops which occur initially in 
Oceanic are probably better regarded as the trace of nasal substitution with � - .  
Once we accept that nasal substitution i s  a process innovated at PMP l evel 
then we will obtain a perfectly plausible origin for *n l .  This phoneme would be 
produced by ma� - prefixation to any stem starting with *t l .  This would produce 
*n l in all sorts of contrastive environments and would of course be completely 
undetermined phonologically . This would provide PMP with a *n l phoneme which 
could then occur in new words added to the lexicon and spread into some old 
ones . 
Therefore , from the phonological data we have the following phenomena which 
provide conclusive evidence for a PMP subgroup 
a)  the spl i t  merger of "' n ,  "'4 and * 1  
b )  the creation o f  '�n I by nasal substi tution . 
We can also add the innovation o f  prenasalisation to these two pieces o f  
evidence . However , a s  w e  indicated earlier , there are some doubts abou t  what 
subgroup level this should be assigned to so i t  is not as strong a piece o f  
evidence a s  the o ther two . 
3 . 1 . 2 .  Gramma t i ca l  evi dence 
The grammatical evidence for a PMP subgroup is not as extensive as the 
phonological evidence . One would have to reconstruct a grammatical system 
almost the same as the one we have reconstructed simply on the b as i s  o f  the MP 
languages . The only language from Formosa which adds something to our recon­
struction is Tsou and the Tsou evidence is basically confirmatory . 
This is not say , however ,  that there is no evidence of grammatical 
innovations in a PMP subgroup . Considering the pronouns first , we find three 
excellent pieces of evidence for a PMP subgroup . The first o f  these is the 
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innovation of ,� t '  i -da as a third plural . In Taiwan * t ' i -da occurs only in Amis 
and th ere it occurs as a singul ar . The other two pieces of evidence are provided 
by Blust (1977 ) . One is the use of *mu as a 2sg gen which does not occur in 
Taiwan where it i s  always a 2nd pl . As Blust points out , this is presumably due 
to politeness and deference restrictions . The third piece o f  evidence i s  
provided b y  the oblique pronouns . Outside Taiwan the lpl excl * i tan i s  reflected 
as ," a tan  apparently under the influence of the lpl excl *aman , These three 
pieces of evidence provide more conclusive evidence for a PMP subgroup . 
Clause struct,ure provides us with one piece o f  evidence for a PMP subgroup . 
Thi s  i s  the innovation of '�ma l)-'VI)- in the focus system . Blust ( 19 74 )  provides 
us with evidence from the construction markers for a PMP subgroup . This is the 
ligature *I) ( a ) . We have reconstructed *a as the PAN ligature and therefore 7 1) ( a )  
must b e  an innovation .  
The final area where one would like to have some evidence for a PMP subgroup 
i s  from the l exicon . However , as no s tudies have been done in this area , we have 
no evidence . With at least some words we know that they must be PMP l exical 
additions . These are words with '� n '  such as *n ' amuk 'mosquito', *n ' an ' i  'sing' 
and '�pan ' u 'sea turtle' all of which are fairly basic and occur throughout the 
MP languages . I suspect that further studies would show much vocabulary which 
occurs exclusively in the MP languages . 
From the evidence presented here , I think that one can conclude that a PMP 
subgroup o f  PAN did exist . 
3 . 2 .  The groupi ng  of the Formosan l anguages 
Now that we have established that MP i s  a subgroup o f  AN, we naturally want 
to know how the Formosan languages group among themselves . The following sub­
groups have been proposed for the Formosan l anguages : 
a)  Atayalic consisting o f  Atayal and Sediq j 
b )  Tsouic consisting o f  Tsou,  Kanakanabu and Saaroa j 
c) Favorlang-Pazeh-Saisyat j 
d) Amis-Bunun-S iraya-Kavalan j 
with the rest being ungrouped .  
The Atayalic group seems reasonably well supported by the evidence . Sediq 
and Atayal appear to have separated fairly recently . sediq and Atayal have a 
form mu l sg gen which must be a common innovation s ince it i s  not found el se­
where in AN .  They also share locative forms o f  1st and 2nd sg kanan ( s )  knan 
(At) 1st s g ,  s unan ( s+At) 2nd sg.  Asai ( 19 5 3 )  does not give full paradigms for 
any other pronouns and so we do not know if Sediq has locative forms for the 
other pronouns . However , on the basis of the first and second sg forms in Sediq 
it is highly probable that it does . As we have already mentioned , these loca­
tives are an Atayalic innovation . They both have the PF marker as un indicating 
a common development o f  *a to u .  This i s  all that can be gleaned from the 
available sources but it appears to be good enough to say that Atayal and Sediq 
form a subgroup . I suspect that with more information there would be more 
evidence . Asai ' s  sediq grammar is rather fragmentary as an overall description 
of a language . 
The evidence for a Tsouic subgroup i s  much less convincing than that for 
Atayal ic . The phonological innovations which the three Tsouic languages share 
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can be summarised as : 
a)  a merger of *ts and *d and *d ' to ts in Kn and t s/s  in Saar and Ts ; 
b )  deve lopment o f  final *an  to a ( al l  VC + VCV) . 
The merger of ," ts and *d to ," ts i s  a good argument for subgrouping the three 
languages because it is such an unusual merger . The development of *an to a i s  
also a reasonab le subgrouping argument because a l l  other word-final groups VC 
acquire a supporting epenthetic vowel in Tsouic . 
Grammatically the languages all show a tendency to merge PF and LF . In 
Tsou -a i s  the PF marker and in Saaroa it is the optional PF marker . In Saaroa 
the LF marker is -a ( na )  and in Kanakanabu it is -a in perf LF .  In Kanakanabu 
imperfective LF and PF are both marked by -ana . In Kanakanabu perfective PF is 
marked by -a . Tsou and Saaroa have both replaced *-an with -a  ( as we pointed 
out earlier thi s  -a can come from PF *-a  or LF '�-a n ) . On the other hand , 
Kanakanabu appears to have extended the use o f  *an , at l east in the imperfective . 
Therefore we have Tsou-Saaroa grouping against Kn .  Kn and Saar merge -/'9 wi th '�d , 
*d I and ,� ts whereas Tsou has an r reflex for *9 . 
Most s cholars spli t  Tsouic into Tsou and Kanakanabu-Saaroa . However , there 
does not appear to be any evidence for this grouping . Tsuchida does not cite 
any grammatical innovations for a Kanakanabu-Saaroa subgroup . There is a lot of 
shared vocabulary between Kanakanabu and Saaroa and indeed among all three lan­
guages but this does not provide that they form a subgroup . F'errel l ( 1969 : 36-39) 
makes i t  clear that the Tsouic languages form a cultural group . This would 
undoubtedly lead to a great deal of borrowing between the languages . I t  appears 
therefore that there are considerable doubts about the existence of a Tsouic 
group . 
Tsuchida ( 19 76 )  suggests that Rukai groups with Tsoui c .  The evidence he 
o ffers is that the Maga and Mantauran dialects of Rukai have the same final *an 
to a development as in Tsouic . Like Tsoui c ,  Rukai adds epenthetic vowels to 
consonant- final stems . These are the only two common innovations . However , the 
-/'an  to a change does not occur in all Rukai dialects so it cannot be used as a 
subgrouping argument .  The occurrence o f  the change *an to a i n  certain Rukai 
dial ects ( the ones adj acent to Tsouic )  must lessen its value as a subgrouping 
argument for Tsouic and thereby increase the doubts about the Tsouic subgroup . 
The innovation of the epenthetic vowel is not a particularly convincing subgroup­
ing argument because it occurs elsewhere in AN as in Sangirese and Palauan . 
Furthermore it is a fairly natural result of pronouncing final consonants with 
release .  
There is one piece o f  evidence that Rukai may have subgrouped in Paiwan . 
In an archaic text concerning headhunting coll ected by Li , the 2nd pl Category 1 
pronoun i s  mon o  This obviously derives from *mun , the PAN Category 3 pronoun . 
Now Paiwan is the only other AN l anguage which has Category 1 pronouns from PAN 
Category 3 pronouns . However thi s  one pronoun form is not enough to group Rukai 
and Paiwan . However if Rukai ever grouped with anything then all traces of this 
have s ince been lost by its own innovations as can be seen from the pronoun 
paradigm ( see pronoun paradigms , s ection 2) and the verb system ( see Li 19 7 3 : 1 56 )  
The next subgroup which has been proposed for Formosa is Favorlang , Pazeh , 
Saisyat ( Marsh 1977 ) . The evidence for the subgroup i s  that all three languages 
merge *dz (which we do not accept) and *d . In Pazeh and Saisyat these two phonemes 
merge with *d as well . Unfortunately , there is no other evidence for a subgroup 
that I have been able to find . The Pazeh and Saisyat pronoun paradigms ( set out 
in s ection 2) show no evidence of a period of common development . There i s  no 
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paradigm available for Favorlang . Nor does it appear that they share any 
innovations in syntax or CMs . The Pazeh and Saisyat CMs are ( Li 1978)  : 
Pazeh Saisyat 
TOpic ka ¢ 
Nominative k i  ¢ 
Accusative a ,  u ka 
Genitive n i  noka , na , n i (pers ) 
Locative d i  ray , kah 
Instrumental ¢ noka 
Comitative ¢ n i  
I have not altered Li ' s  terminology because the functions of the CMs are 
not relevant and because I do not have enough information to determine their 
functions . What is relevant is that the forms o f  the CMs appear to be unrelated 
except for the n i  genitive which is PAN . Again I have not been able to obtain 
any Favorlang forms . From Marsh ' s  description , Pazeh , Saisyat and Favorlang 
verbal systems do not appear to show any common innovations . The Favorlang focus 
affi xes are m AF ,  -en PF , -an vayan LF ,  i - I F ,  - i n- perf ; in Pazeh these are mv ­
( v  homorganic to first vowel in stem) AF ,  -un PF,  -an LF , s i : - IF and - i n- per f ;  
and i n  Saisyat these are -om- , m- AF , - i n  PF , -an  ana i LF , s i - IF and - i n- past . 
They all have pa causative . In all the l anguages perfective PF constructions 
have only - i n- and no *-an . These things are all reconstructible for PAN and 
naturally therefore cannot be subgrouping arguments . From the information 
available at the moment , there is only one innovation , a merger , to support the 
existence of a Pazeh-Saisyat-Favorlang subgroup . Therefore we must regard the 
status o f  thi s  subgroup l ike that o f  Tsouic as questionabl e .  
Finally we will consider the Amis -Bunun-Kavalan-Siraya ( Ferrel l 1979 ) . 
These languages all merge * t  and *ts  to t .  Amis and Kavalan have merged medial 
1'9 I and *n to n .  Bunun and Kavalan have merged *n and *4 to n .  Amis has merged 
*9 with ,� t and ,� ts . Ami s  has an accusative CM t u  . . .  ( a n )  ( Reid 19 7 1 ) . The 
non-personal accusative in Kavalan i s  t u  ( Li 1978) . These two CMs must be cog­
nate . This CM also occurs in Thao ( Li 1978) . Thao merges ,� t and '�cJ to t j ust 
like Ami s . Thao shares the irregular genitives nak and nam with Bunun . Thao 
and Kavalan have * a  as a ligature with the following variants , a after consonants , 
wa after back vowels and ya after front vowels . Thi s  suggests some sort o f  com­
mon development s ince PAN . Now these facts all point towards Thao having some 
so rt of relationship with the subgroup we have proposed though it lacks the * t  
and * t s  merger which defines the group . However , i f  we examine the mergers which 
we have been considering we find the following facts . 
i� n  and *4 merged in n in Kv , Bun and Kn . 
* t  and *ts  merged in Am , Bu,  Kv , Sir . 
'�d and *9 merged in Bun , Th ,  Kn , Pz , Ss , At , Se , Sar . 
*t and *9 merged in Am, Th . 
'�d and *ts  merged in Th , Ts , Kn , Sar . 
All these mergers involve continuous areas except for the Amis and Thao 
merger o f  ,� t  and *c} to t .  The impression one gets when examining thes e  mergers 
is that a wave model woul d be a far more accurate model of the situation than a 
tree diagram . The only mergers which are really convincing as subgrouping 
evidence are Thao and Amis * t  and *9 to t and the merger of * ts and *d to ts in 
the Tsouic languages . These mergers are unusual and therefore argue for some 
common period of deve lopment . The Favorlang-Pazeh-Saisyat group looks weaker 
than ever if we consider the fact that Pazeh-Saisyat and Bunun al l merge *d , 
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and ":d to d (or r in Saisyat) . Amis and Thao share the unusual 1: t and *g merger 
to t ,  
·
which cannot be areal , and the accusative marker t u .  However this last 
thing occurs elsewhere . It seems that we will be able to subgroup languages 
only on the basis  of a large number of shared s imilarities .  At the moment it 
seems that there is a case for subgrouping Atayal and Sediq into Atayalic and 
much less convincing arguments for sub grouping Saaroa , Kanakanabu and Tsou into 
Tsouic and Ami s and Thao . 
The problems we have in subgrouping the Formosan languages can have two 
explanations . One i s  that they all form one subgroup , or at l east the non­
Atayal ic-Tsouic l anguages form a subgroup . The only piece o f  evidence I know 
o f  for a Formosan subgroup is the fact that *d  and ":d ' are always reflected the 
same way in the languages of Formosa . I f  one examines this merger more closely , 
one finds that this does not provide any evidence for a subgroup . In Paiwan *d 
and '�d '  merge to d '  ( i . e .  d becomes d ' ) . In Si raya '�d and '�d ' merge to d with 
the merger going in completely the opposi te direction . In Amis ,':d , '�d ' ,  * 1 ,  *y 
all merge to an alveolar tap so we have no idea whether ":d and '�d ' ever were 
merged by themsel ves . In Kanakanabu ,� ts , '�d ,  *d ' ,  '�dz  and ,�� all merge to t s  so 
again we have no idea whether *d and *d ' ever had an independent merger . The 
same can be said for Pazeh and Saisyat where *d ' ,  ":d , and '�g all become d and r 
respective ly . Apart from these problems this merger would not uniquely identi fy 
the Formosan languages anyway . The languages o f  the Phi lippines all merge *d  
and ":d ' a s  wel l .  Therefore w e  would have to subgroup the Philippines and Formosa 
which goes agains t the much better evidence we have presented for PMP . There 
does not seem to be convincing or even vaguely suggestive evidence that there is 
a Formosan subgroup . We will consider an alternative solution in the next 
section . 
3 . 3 .  The rel ati ons h i p  b et\'/een the PMP s ubgroup a nd the Formo s a n  l an g uages 
The question now i s  whether PMP i s  a first-order subgroup of PAN , whether 
it groups with one of the Formosan subgroups we have suggested or one of the 
ungrouped Formosan languages . PMP does not group with Atayalic or Tsouic . It 
shares no innovations with these subgroups . Nor does i t  appear to share any 
innovations in common with most of the ungrouped languages . 
However , it does share the mergers o f  * t  and * ts to t with Ami s , Bunun , 
Siraya and Kuvulan . Of these languages , PMP appears to have the most s imilarities 
with Amis . Amis has the ka pronouns which the other three languages do not .  The 
ka pronouns are the dominant forms in PMP ; the non-ka pronouns occur only rarely 
in some Phi lippine languages . Amis is the only Taiwanese language with a reflex 
,':t  ' i - da which we have shown to be an innovation . This common in;}ovation of 
1: t '  i - da i s  an excellent argument for subgrouping PMP and Amis . However , there 
does not appear to be any argument for assigning any other language to thi s  Amis 
PMP subgroup . 
Therefore we have Amis PMP and Atayalic with a doubtful Tsouic subgroup and 
the rest o f  the Taiwanese languages being subgrouped .  This interpretation of 
Austrones ian subgrouping can have only one meaning historical ly . This i s  that 
Taiwan is the homeland of the Austrones ians . High internal diversity among the 
Taiwanese languages combined with the fact that all the non-Taiwanese languages 
form a subgroup which can in turn be grouped with Ami s , compel thi s  conclusion 
( Sapir 1949b , Bloomfield 19 3 3 ) . Thi s  conclusion is in l ine with the archae­
o logical and anthropological evidence (Bellwood 1978)  . 
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This would explain why it is so difficult t o  subgroup the Taiwanese l anguages . 
I f  Taiwan i s  the homeland then the Taiwanese languages have been interacting for 
at l east 5 , 000 years ( the Malayo-Polynes ian departure from Taiwan must go back 
5 , 000 years ) . Greater than 5 , 000 years of interaction between related languages 
is enough time to obliterate any original subgroup in Taiwan . As we have s ai d ,  
i f  w e  have Taiwan as the homeland with one group o f  peopl e the Malayo-Polynesians 
leaving Taiwan to settle the rest of Austronesia then we would expect the 
Taiwanes e  languages to be as different from one another as they are from PMP . 
Therefore we propose the following PAN family tree : 
PAN 
----� -� 
P-Atayalic P-Tsouic The other Taiwanese languages 
( not a subgroup) 
NOT E  
p-Amis-PMP 
� 
Amis PMP 
List o f  languages mentioned , with abbreviations as used in the text . 
Language 
Acehnese 
Amblau 
Amis 
Atayal 
Bikol 
Bisayan 
Buginese 
Bunun 
Cebuano 
Fij ian 
Gayo 
Hiligaynon B isayan 
Ibanag 
Ivatan 
Javanese 
Kanakanabu 
Kavalan 
Kelabit 
Madurese 
Magori 
Malagasy 
Malay 
Location 
Sumatra 
Indonesia 
Taiwan 
Taiwan 
Philippines 
Philippines 
Sulawesi 
Taiwan 
Phi lippines 
Fij i  
Sumatra 
Phi lippines 
Phi lippines 
Islands between 
and Formosa 
Java 
Taiwan 
Taiwan 
Borneo 
Madura 
Papua 
Madagascar 
Malaya 
Phi lippines 
Abbreviation 
Am 
At 
Bk 
Bun 
Fj 
Hl Bs 
Iv 
Jv 
Kn 
Kv 
Kel 
Md 
Mal 
Ml 
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Language 
Ngad j u  Dayak 
Nias 
Okolod Murut 
Paiwan 
Palauan 
Pazeh 
Puyuma 
Rukai 
Saaroa 
Saisyat 
Samar Leyte Bisayan 
Sa?a 
Sediq 
Siraya 
Subanon 
Sundanese 
Tagalog 
Thao 
Toba Batak 
Tongan 
Tsou 
western Bukidnon Manobo 
Language Groups 
Location 
Borneo 
Is lands off Sumatra 
Sabah 
Taiwan 
Palau Islands 
Taiwan 
Taiwan 
Taiwan 
Taiwan 
Taiwan 
Philippines 
Melanesia 
Taiwan 
Taiwan 
Philippines 
Western Java 
Southern Luzon ( Philippines ) 
Taiwan 
Sumatra 
Tonga 
Taiwan 
Phil ippines 
Abbreviation 
NgD 
Pw 
Pl 
pz 
Pu 
Ruk 
Sar 
Ss 
SL Bs 
Sa 
Se 
Sir 
Tg 
Th 
TB 
To 
Ts 
WBM 
Malayo-Polynesian - the non-Formosan Austrones ian languages MP 
Oceanic - the languages o f  Micronesia Melanesia and Polynesia OC 
Phil ippine - the languages of the Philippines Ph 
Proto-Languages 
Proto-Amblau 
Proto-Austronesian 
Proto-Malayo-Polynesian 
Proto-Oceanic 
Proto- Phi lippine 
Indonesian 
PAN 
PMP 
poe 
PPh 
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TOWA R D S  A T Y P O LOGICAL R E C O N S T R U CTIO N  O F  
T H E  V E RBAL S Y STEM I N  P R OTO-AUSTRON ESIAN 
J . e .  Anceaux 
In Aus tronesian l inguistics comparative morphology has never had the 
attention paid to comparative phonology . There i s  nothing exceptional about 
thi s ; it is - or has been - the case in the comparative l inguistics o f  most o f  
the other language famil ies . The study of sound laws has to precede morpho­
logical comparison , because without them identi fi cation of cognate morphemes is 
not poss ibl e .  Another reason why morphology has to wait for the resul ts o f  the 
comparative study of sounds , is that historical phonology gives more reliable 
means for classification . Sound-changes , although showing some universal 
tendencies , have the advantage of being independent of meaning ( at least in most 
cases) and , therefore , are unique in the combination in which they occur . For 
that reason , they are better indications for cemmon or separate innovations . In 
morphology s tructural coherence and meaning may cause parallel developments . 
And insight in the classi fication i s  necessary for assigning a certain feature 
or change to a certain branch or to a proto-language . Final ly , morphological 
compari son asks for a much deeper and more thorough knowl edge : the data cannot 
be collected from wordli s ts and dictionaries and grammatical descriptions usually 
are a poor substitute for personal familiarity with the l anguages in question , 
as exceptions and irregularities may provide clues equcl ly important as those 
found in rul es and regular phenomena . This precludes fast progress , especially 
in the case o f  the Austronesian family with its great number and variety of 
languages . 
As to the methods of comparative morphology , the most direct and ' class ical ' 
approach i s  that o f  morpheme recons truction : grammatical morphemes are recon­
structed in the same way as basic morphemes and words , their meaning and function 
are taken from what is common in meanings and functions o f  their refl exes in the 
various l anguages . But every change in a morphological system means restructuring 
of that system and may bring about change in the distribution of functions of its 
elements . Thi s  makes reconstruction o f  the meaning and function o f  grammatical 
morphemes a hazardous if not impossible enterprise . l 
A valuable complement i s  found in typological reconstruction : the various 
morphological s tructures are compared and a hypothesis is formed as to the system 
from which they developed . In thi s  approach use i s  made o f  the fact that some­
times morphological distinctions persist or even return , though thei r  markers 
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are lost or replaced . 2 Typologi cal comparison is mainly used for descriptive 
purposes , to draw conclus ions as to functions in a certain language from what 
can be learned from other languages ,  and is closely connected with general 
studie s  of grammatical theory . 3 
Another complementary method is internal recons truction : looking for 
indications for a former state of a language , mainly from inconsi stencies in its 
present system . 4 Very s imi lar i s  the use of petrified forms and al l other debris 
of a previous state of morphology . As the persistency o f  forI� , even after the 
breakdown of a system, is the main principle , it makes a good compl ement to the 
typological approach . 
Finally , it mus t  be kept in mind that morphological compari son i s  impossible 
without constant reference to syntactical phenomena , as morphological elements 
are o ften replaced by syntactical constructions and vice versa . 
Most o f  the monographic publications on .AN morphology concentrate on verbal 
morphology . 5 Of the latest ones which reached for at least an outline for 
reconstruction Wolff ' s  study ( 19 73 )  suffered from being built on materials from 
a l imited number of languages and attributed the Phi lippine system too easily 
and without real proof to PAN , whereas the paper by Pawley and Reid ( 1 9 76) , 
though more thorough-going than anything else on the sub j ect , l eaves one question 
without a definite answer ( the historical priority of either the Phi lippine or 
the Oceanic type of ' transitivi sing ' )  and another problem untouched : the position 
of the so-called ' conj ugated ' verb forms in the historical development of the 
verbal system . 
In the present paper we will try to do full j ustice to these conj ugated 
forms , as in our opinion they play an important rol e ,  not only in most of the 
Western AN languages but also in the development of the Oceanic languages . 
Further we will show that certain phenomena in languages showing the Oceanic 
type cl early point to a solution of the priority question in the direction of 
the Philippine type being the most l ikely to be assigned to PAN , thus corrobor­
ating Wolff ' s  rather aprioristic choice and Pawley and Reid ' s  reasoned preference . 
One o f  the most important questions one has to ask about the functional 
categories determining the character of the AN verbal system i s : do the terms 
we are used to in western languages also apply here and are they sufficient? 
The most important question i s : can all verbal forms be classi fied as either 
active or passive? It s eems that this question was seldom explicitly posed 
and the answer too readily taken for granted . 
Another matter which has to be pointed out beforehand is the possibility o f  
homomorphy : two or more morphological functions or categories being marked b y  a 
morpheme o f  the same shape , like 5 as a marker o f  both plural and genitive o f  
nouns i n  English . I n  several AN l anguages homomorphy occurs to such an extent 
that it has exercised a confusing influence on many descriptions . Historical ly 
i t  raises the question i f  the homomorphy indicates a morphological spl i t ,  that 
is : was the morpheme originally j ust one , or has a merger taken place of what 
was a set o f  different morphemes originally ( l ike >�-en and '�-an merging in Malay 
because of a regular sound-change ) .  
The questions about the existence o f  pass ive forms , or whether certain verb 
forms had to be regarded as pass ive or not , was raised a long time ago G and there 
will be ever more answers to it as more data become known and new languages taken 
into consideration . 7 But thes e  discussions have no direct bearing on the question 
whether a passive is reconstructible for PAN . Clark ( 1 9 7 3 )  concluded that POC 
must have had an agentless passive . Pass ive forms implying unimportance of the 
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agent ( e . g .  Indonesian t e r - forms ) or not admitting the agent to b e  mentioned at 
al l ( e . g .  Wolio t o- forms ) are of so general occurrence that it is hardly con­
ceivabl e  that such forms did not exist in PAN , al though their formal markers show 
a number o f  di fferent shapes . However , many languages show forms which are o ften 
also labelled ' passive ' with which the agent is not l eft out or removed to the 
background . In many languages the constructions with these forms and the way 
they are used are such that they raise doubts as to their passive character . As 
it may be dif ficult to decide whether the agent or the goal i s  seen as the more 
important el ement , so that it seems that they are of equal importance ,  the 
greatest importance being given to the action itself , these forms may be regarded 
as representing something in between . 8 It is exactly in this in-between area 
that we find the so-called ' conjugated forms ' ;  therefore , we will devote some 
attention to them first . 
What is meant by this term i s : verb forms having an actor-marker , usually 
a prefix ,  incorporated . The distinctions made by these markers correspond to 
differences in the system of the personal pronouns , though not all distinctions 
of person and number found in the pronominal system need to be made or represented 
in the verbal markers . A great number of languages having conj ugated forms and 
systems of their use were described by Haaksma ( 19 3 3 ) , however , without any 
comparative conclusions . Haaksma ' s  book is far from exhaustive , as it was based 
on materials from published sources availabl e at the time , that is almost fifty 
years ago . To the languages described by Haaksma as having conj ugated forms many 
can be added now . 9 A full-fledged system in which all persons and numbers are 
separately marked is found in Simalur , Nias , Mentawai , Busang , Meri , Napu , Sumba , 
Lamaholo t ,  Roti , Kei , Bul i , Weda , Biak , and the Yapen languages .  The same , but 
without a distinction of number for the third person , is found in Aceh , Makasar , 
Sa ' dan , Timo r ,  and Minangkabau , without the distinction of nwnber for the second 
person in Solo r ,  and without number distinction in both the second and the third 
person in Buginese , Bare ' e ,  Wol io , Bima , Kupang ,  and Old Javanese .  
Some systems show one or two deviating forms . Malay and Lampung , for 
instanc e ,  have a third person form with prefix d i - and the possessive suffix for 
the third person . In Toba and Mandailing we find d i - forms with possessive 
suffix for both the second and third person . In Gayo and Mandailing the 
s ituation is the s ame , but there the pre fix is i - .  Dairi has i - and possess-
ive s uffix for the second person , the third person having the prefix i - only . 
These forms have played an important role in the discussion about the origin 
and function o f  verb forms in AN languages . On the one hand the prefixes look 
l ike ordinary actor-markers and are found as third person prefixes (without 
any suffi x) in several languages ( Dairi , Mentawai , Biak) . On the other hand 
there are quite a few l anguages having passive forms with a comparative affix 
and a possess ive suf fix marking the agent and underlining the nominal character 
of these forms . I I  Some languages - e . g .  Malay - show both forms ; Malay has d i ­
forms used as passive or goal-focussed forms with or without the agent expl icitly 
mentioned and d i - forms with the third person possessive suffix -nya . The mo st 
likely hypothesis for thi s  double character of the i -/d i - forms is that these 
prefixes were used for marking pass ive participles and also as third person actor 
markers and that thi s  homomorphy ca used the disappearance of one of the two forms 
in most languages and restructuring of the original system in others . A quite 
di fferent position was taken by Wils ( 1 9 52)  who regarded the actor-suffix forms 
as proof that all conj ugated forms are in essence possessive constructions , 
constituting a possessive ( though really verbal ) flection , different from both 
active and passive . This more or less forced him to explain al l actor prefixes 
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as o f  possess ive origin , a way of reasoning which finds very little support in 
the structures and forms of the languages in question . Following in C . C .  
Uhlenbeck ' s  (his teacher ' s )  foots teps , Wils further looked for a connection 
between thi s  possessive flection and the alienable/inalienable opposition in 
possession marking , at least in those languages having a complete set o f  con­
j ugated forms . 1 2 Thi s  last hypothesis is interesting enough but asks for further 
research . What Wils said about the conj ugated forms being neither active nor 
passive deserves our ful l attention . First it must be said that this was not a 
brand new idea : more or less the same had been said by Berg ( 1 9 3 7 : 1 01-109 ) . The 
best evidence for such a position , however , is found in those languages which 
have not only a set of actor-prefixes but also a series of suffixes or encli tical 
forms referring to the goal of the action . In Wolio the use o f  such double­
reference forms is obl igatory in transitive constructions , also in those which 
have goal and/or agent expl icitly mentioned . Which of the two - goal or agent 
is topic in a sentence is indicated by word order and intonation : 
o .a naana akama tea 0 b uea 'the chi ld sees the crocodile ' ( focus : child) 
o buea akamat ea 0 ana ana (with different intonation , same meaning , but 
focus : the crocodile) 
a kama t ea 0 buea 0 anaana ( same meaning , no focus on either the child or 
the crocodile)  . 
This makes clear that the double-re ference forms can not be simply listed 
as either active or passive . The same is true for corresponding forms in other 
languages , although some of them show a tendency to avoid these forms if the 
agent is in focus in which case the active forms are used . The same can be s aid 
about the actor-prefixed forms in many lanquaqes . 1 3 In Makasar and Bugis con­
j ugated forms of intrans i tive verbs may be used if an adverbial phrase is focus 
or topic : Mak . i yam i kun ume ra ' this I cry (about) ' ;  muko k u l ampa ' tomorrow I go ' ;  
apa n uboya nuba t t u  mae? 'what are you looking for (that) you come here? ' .  (Esser 
1929 : 165-166) . Thi s  i s  the more remarkable , as these languages do not use actor­
prefixes with intransitive verbs in any other context ( see below) . 
The question , whether the post-verbal forms indicat.ing the goal go as far 
back historically as the actor-prefixes , cannot be answered yet . The latter 
ones are found in many more languages than the former . Moreover , the goal­
markers are l ess ful ly incorporated in the word-form than the actor-prefixes . 
In Wolio the goal -markers cannot be denied the status of suffixes , but some 
aspect-markers , whose tie with the nuclear morpheme is looser , may be inserted 
between goal-suffix and verb-stem . For Uma the goal-markers are explicitly 
cal led encl itics by Esser ( 1964 : 36 ) . This clitical character is also apparent 
in Bugis and Makasar . 
Many languages ( especially found in Eastern Indonesia) have conj ugated 
forms also for the intransitive verbs . 1 4  Some languages , Makasar , Bugis , and 
Uma among them , have the enclitics indicating goal with transitive verbs also for 
indicating the ' agent ' o f  intransitive verbs , so that the result may wel l be 
regarded as an ergative construction . Still a construction of agent-marker+verb+ 
goal-indicator ( suffix , clitic , or pronoun) is a good hypothesis for a historical 
prototype , not only for the ' conj ugating ' languages but also for the Oceanic 
languages not having any ' conj ugation ' .  It is quite conceivable that a ful l  
pronoun referring to the actor was added whenever a pronominal actor had some 
stress , as is still the case in Buli : i s e l  i 'I eat ', ya i s e l  i 'I eat (the others 
don 't) ' .  I n  such cases the prefix becomes redundant and might b e  dropped .  I f  
the same happens to both actor-prefixes and post-verbal goal -indicators , the 
result is exactly what we find in languages like Fi j ian : e r a tou sa yad ra na 
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cau ravou ( they asp . -marker get-up the young-man) 'the young men got up ' ;  a u  a 
ra i c i  i ra tou na gone (I  tense-marker see them child) 'I saw the chi ldren ' .  And 
after los ing the personal pronouns in the construction , only keeping a general 
goal-suffix ( i . e .  a trans itivity or passive marker) and introducing markers for 
agent and goal , thi s  type becomes the Polynes ian construction type , with its own 
pos sibi lities and its own probl ems o f  ' passive or active? , . 1 5 
The trans i tivity-markers bring us to our last point . In Phil ippine languages 
we find a neat system of what usual ly are called focus-types : either the agent , 
the direct goal , the instrumental goal , the locative goal , or the beneficient 
goal have the central role in a verbal construction . 1 6 Usually all the verb­
forms , except the actor-focus form , are regarded as passive . But it must be kept 
in mind only the obj e ct-focus form has an active ( i . e .  actor-focus form) counter­
part in which the goal is a direct obj ect . Other languages having suffixes for 
indicating a relation to an obj ect are different from the Philippine type in two 
ways . In the first place they show both active and passive forms and construc­
tions with these obj ect-relation markers , whereas the Phi lippine type languages 
only have the 'passive ' forms . Secondly , they have a less differentiated system, 
distingui shing only one or two indirect-goal relations . The semantic range o f  
these forms i s  often very wide . Buli , for instance , has no formal distinction 
between instrumental and locative in these forms : an 'eat ' .  ana 'eat with ' .  topa 
'throw '� topo 'throw at '� tap i ng 'to light fire '� tapngo 'shoot at� shoot with ' 
(Maan 1951 : 7 3-79 ) . Balinese has two different suffixes , - i n  and -ang , but their 
functions do not seem to be clearly definable :  - i n  usual ly has locative obj ects , 
but also benefactive and even instrumental , whereas -ang marks indirect obj ects , 
instrumental , sometimes locative or temporal , e . g .  bed bed -ang 'to wrap around '� 
gebeg-ang  'to rub with '� 1 i ngg i h- i n  'to sit on '� ampa k- i n  'to open for ' .  1 7  One 
of the functions of -aka in Wolio is giving the verb in question a subordinated 
position in the s entences . I S The prevailing type , however , is that found in 
l anguages like Malay , Javanese , Toba , etc . ,  where - i  forms are found with a 
locative goal and ( a ) kan forms mainly with an instrumental but also with a 
beneficient goal . In Oceania the difference in use between these two forms have 
become vague , as both developed in the direction of becoming j ust transitivity 
markers without any differentiation in the action-goal relation . The role played 
by the homomorphy of the locative - i  and a former third person obj ect marker - i  
in the functional reduction o f  the obj ect-relation marking system can only be 
guessed . 
That also i n  the Phil ippine-type languages there is not always a clear-cut 
set of obj ec t-relation categories , might be inferred from the fact that the 
benefactive ( lacking as a separate category in non-Philippine languages ) is not 
ful ly equivalent to instrumental and locative e . g .  in Tagalog . 1 9  But there is 
also Malagasy , which shows the Philippine type structure insofar as there is no 
separate verb- form for active-indirect obj ec t ,  but which in the passive forms 
only has a di fference between direct-goal ( ' real pas sive ' )  and indirect-goal 
forms ( traditionally cal led ' relative forms ' )  with only incidental possibilities 
of further distinction . The semantic range o f  the functions indicated by these 
relative forms is very wide : beneficient , place , time , instrument , price , part 
of a whole , cause , reason , etc . 2 0 
The historical relationship between the Philippine type of verb and the 
type having active verb- forms with affixes for indirect goals - which take the 
place of a direct obj ect - might be illustrated by the occurrence of incidental 
or regular cases of something belonging to one system in the other . In other 
words : if something normal in the Phi lippine type were to be found in languages 
of the other type ( and not the reverse) thi s  might be taken as an indication 
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that the Phi lippine type was older and that from it the type developed through 
analogy and rearrangement of morphemes .  Active counterparts for an indirect-goal 
passive is an active verb- form with a prepositional phrase in the Phi l ippine-type 
languages , or active - i  or - (a ) kan form in the others . I f  the l atter were to 
occur - but only incidentally - with a preposition phrase instead o f  a direct 
obj ect , this would be what we are looking for . 
These forms actually occur : Indonesian d i a  menu l i s s u ra t  'he writes a l etter ', 
d i a  men u l i s kan s u ra t  kepada s aya  'he writes a letter to me ' .  �ravanese k l as n e  
d i ge l a r 'the mat i s  unro l led ', but k l asne  d i ge l a rkan i ng j ob i n  'the mat is 
unrol l ed on the tiles ' ;  g r i pe d i as ah 'the lead-penci l is sharpened ', kowe 
d i asahake g r i pe 'the lead-pencil is sharpened for you ', g r i pe d i asahake i ng bata 
'the lead-pencil is sharpened on a stone ' .  In these cases there s eems to be a 
preference for the - (a ) kan forms . 2 1 The opposite is also possible : a preposition 
phrase functioning as focus of an indirect-goal verb in a Phi lippine-type l an­
guage : Malagasy . 
Tam i n ' ny a l a ts i na i ny no n i fanekena tam i n-dRako to 
'it was on Monday that a contract was signed with Rakoto ' .  
These cases , and also the more pass ive-like use o f  the transi tive-suffix 
forms in Polynesian , make it very l ikely that the active - i  and - (a ) kan forms 
are a later development and that the special development of the Phi lippine-type 
languages mainly consisted in the morphemes ,  and in the differentiation , o f  the 
indirect-goal-focus forms ; maybe also in the role of the interplay between 
verb-forms and definiteness of syntactical el ements . 2 2  
NOTES 
1 .  The consequences o f  these methodological defects are clearl y seen in some o f  
R . A .  Kern ' s  articles ( Kern 1931 , 1935 ) . 
2 .  e . g .  the restored opposition singular-plural in the pronoun system o f  
Sakaleva and Vezo ( Dahl 1951 : 24 2) . 
3 .  c f .  the long and not yet finished discussion on active and pass ive in AN 
languages . 
4 .  A good example i s  Berg ( 1 9 37 ) . 
5 .  There are too many of them to list them al l in the bibl iography . The most 
comprehensive ones are Brandstetter ( 19 1 2 )  ( now completely outdated) , Wol f f  
( 19 7 3 )  and Pawl ey & Re id ( 19 76) . 
6 .  We cite one example o f  the older publications : Tendeloo ( 1 89 5 ) . 
7 .  See for Indonesia : Esser ( 19 29 )  and for Polynesia Krupa ( 1 9 7 3 ) , and the 
l iterature mentioned by them . 
8 .  See e . g .  Berg ( 19 37) , where the term ' degrees o f  activity ' i s  used to cover 
active , passive , and the in-between forms . 
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9 .  To mention j ust a few : Uma ( Esser ( 1964 ) , Wolio ( Anceaux 19 52 ) , Biak and the 
AN languages of Sarera Bay ( Anceaux 1961 : 1 50-1 56 ) , Lamaholot (my data from 
Drs Inyo Yos Fernandes and Drs Aron Mako Mbete) . 
10 . These lists o f  names are not exhaustive . 
11 . See e . g .  Wolio ( Anceaux 19 52 : 28) . Phi lippine l anguages , and also some 
languages of Northern Celebes , show comparabl e  forms with some di fferences 
in use (Kern 1931)  . 
1 2 .  Uhlenbeck ' s  theory was mainly based on American Indian l anguages ( Uhlenbeck 
1916 and 191 7 ) . 
1 3 . Berg ( 1 9 37 ) , Esser ( 1964 : 7 )  . 
14 . Many are mentioned by Haaksma ( 19 3 3 ) ; other languages are Lamaholot and 
Wolio . 
1 5 . See for the Samoan case : Milner ( 19 6 2 ) . 
16 . The vague wording is not without purpose ( see Schachter 19 76) . 
1 7 . Kersten ( 194 8 : 18-28 ; 1970 : 54-67) . 
18 . Anceaux ( 1 9 5 2 : 47 ) . 
19 . Compare , e . g . , the treatment of thi s  part of Tagalog grammar by Llamzon 
( 19 76 : 9 2-106 ) with that by Ramos ( 19 7 8) . 
20 . Examples in Mal zac ( 1960 : 71-74 and 1 4 3-1 50 ) . See also Dahl ( 19 78 )  and 
Raj aona ( 19 7 2 ) . 
21 . For Dairi Batak I found the following examples of active and passive forms , 
both having the - { a ) kan form in combination with a preposition phrase : 
mambe r u  memereken kepeng baku 'the uncle gives me the money ', 
kepeng i be reken mamberu  baku 'the money is given to me by the uncle '; 
g a l uh i i ambong ken m i  t e r uh (money that is thrown (+ - ken ) to below } 
'that money is thrown down ' .  ( Tinambunan 1980) . 
2 2 . For thi s  see Bell ( 1978) . 
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WH E R E J  0 WH E R E J  HAVE T H E  LA R Y N G EALS G O N E ?  
A U STR O N E SIAN LA R Y N G EALS R E- E XAMIN E D  
R .  David Z orc 
This  paper represents a progress report on a monograph ( to appear in Pacific 
Linguistics ) . I t  is written in the spirit of an Aklanon phrase ( mamu : g un kl ta 
' let 's go gleaning in the fields ' ) . I have gleaned from the works of  several 
scholars , and offer here a positive ( not negative ) c riticism of their methodology 
or approach . From the outset , I must underscore my indebtedness to all o f  them, 
particularly at TICAL or in personal correspondence .  
1 .  A B R I E F  LOOK IN  THE  K ITCHEN 1 
Dyen ' s  now classic monograph ( 19 5 3 )  was written in the atmospher e  o f  the 
discovery of  Proto-Indo-European laryngeals .  The reconcil iation of Dempwolff ' s  
somewhat chaotic correspondence sets into PMP *q , *h , and *0 appeared to j ustify 
the l title "laryngeals " ,  although i t  was sel ected l ightly as an explanation of 
the phenomena observed . In fac t ,  Dyen observed "that either one or both of  these 
proto-phonemes [ "'q , '�h J was phonetically not of a type to which the term 
' laryngeals ' would normally be applied " ( 19 5 3 : 1 ) . Based on currently avai lable 
reflexes in maj or Austronesian subgroups , I have sugges ted - equally lightly -
that a title "Some Proto-Austronesian voiceless fricatives " would now be more 
appropriate , i . e .  PMP '�q < PAN "'[ x J ,  PMP '�h < PAN '� [ s J ,  Conant ( 19 1 5 : 11 )  had 
already uni fied the correspondence of Palau x ,  Mal ay h ,  and Phil ippine ? ,  but 
this was either unknown to or ignored by Dempwolff , although cited by Dyen 
( 1 9 5 3 : fn . 2 ) . Furthermore , Costenoble ( c . 194 2 )  foreshadowed Dyen ' s  assignment of 
Dempwolff ' s  ," - h- and '�- h  as *? , and Dempwolff ' s '�h- and ,.,- '  - as '� h ;  unfortunately 
this  study was only published in 1979 ( owing to the efforts and translation o f  
the late Dr Cecilio Lopez )  . 
Al though Dyen ( 1 9 5 3 : 1 , 4 3 , 50 )  did leave considerable latitude for the phonetic 
interpretation of his "'q and '�h ,  1 t is qui te clear that q represents a glottal 
stop in the citation of data , and that the temporal and geographical separation 
of Tongan and Tagalog l ed him to assume this  phonetic character for the PMP 
phoneme . Although Tag and To [ ? J  correspond with Malay [ h J  < PMP *q , Dyen noted , 
but left unexplained , the correspondence Tagal ic [ ? J , Ml/In [ ? J , and Tongan [ 0 J 
( 19 5 3 : 28 )  which could have led to the reconstruction of  PMP * ? : *buka ?  [ P1 36 J 
'open ', '�Da : t u? [ P1 37 J 'chief, ruler ', ," kaka ? [ P1 38 J 'elder sibling ' ,  [ Numbers 
in brackets refer to data sets in this present study . J Later studies by Dyen 
Amran Halim , Lois Carrington and S . A .  Wurm , eds Papers from the 
Third In terna tional Conference on A us tronesian Linguistics ,  vol . 2 :  
Tracking the travel lers , 11 1-144 . Pacific Linguistics ,  C-7 5 ,  1982 . 
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( 1965a : 302f ; 1971 : 36-4 4 )  introduced the reconstruction of PAN *? on the basis  of 
a comparison of Philippine and Formosan evidence , but the Ml/In evidence was 
never re-investigated . 
Neither '�q nor ,',S were laryngeals ( Dahl 1976 : 35 ) , but do have laryngeal 
refl exes in many AN languages . The evidence presented thus far for PAN *? has 
not been convincing ( Dahl 19 76 : 37 ) . While data leading to the reconstruction of 
PAN *H has been limited ( 1 9 76 : 1 30 ) , "it is prudent at our present state o f  
knowledge not to identi fy all [ final *h ' s ]  with PAN *S , but a s  long a s  correspon­
dences are not found in Formosa , to l eave open the question whether they represent 
,�S ,  some "'h ,  or 0 " . ( 1976 : 39 )  
Dyen and McFarland ( 1 9 70 )  indicated *?  o n  a large number o f  PAN reconstruc­
tions , particularly in initial and final posi tion (where no other consonant was 
attested) , e . g .  *?akG? 'I ', *?aRGhu? Casuarina , *?as 1 t La 'salt ', *b�ba[ ?h ] 'to 
bring along ', etc . Nothofer fol lowed a similar procedure in the reconstruction 
o f  Proto-Malayo-Javanic . Since the reconstruction of PAN *? is at issue here ,  
one must be  wary of  a large number of  AN languages that have a phonotactic rule 
that inserts [ ? ]  word or phrase finally ( sometimes initially as well ) , e . g .  
Sundanese , Kuyonon , Kalamian , Casiguran Dumagat ,  Itbayaten , Keley-i ' Kallahan , 
Bunun , Pazeh , Puyuma , Saisiyat , Sediq , Thao , and Atayal . 2 In this study , con­
siderable weight is attached to the phonemic or the morphophonemic ( as opposed 
to the phonetic or phonotactic) occurrences of laryngeals in various AN lan­
guages . 3 The importance of morphophonemi cs cannot be underestimated since 
inflected forms o ften preserve phonemes ( irregularly) lost in bases . Thus Tsg 
duwa 'two ' ( * h  > 0) but ka/wha?  Ian 'twenty ' ( ," h  preserved) , Aty paya t  'foW" 
( ,',S  > 0 )  but spat  'eight ' ( * S  preserved) , Pai a l u  'eight ' ( *w > 0 )  but ka/va l u/an 
'eighth month, August ' ( '�w preserved) • 
The choice of  ' q ' as a symbol for the glottal stop ( as opposed to ? ,  " I ) 
has had unfortunate and confusing consequences for laymen , lexicographers , and 
l ingui sts , such as the citation of Formosan glottal with ? ,  but Philippine 
glottal and Malay -k with q within the same article ( Dyen 19 71 : pass im) . 
The confus ion of orthographic vs phonemic systems has also led to mis­
interpretations . Ibans have adopted the Malay orthography even though i t  does 
not provide a phonemic fit - it ignores a phonemic final glottal stop and i ntro­
duces an unnecessary ' 0 ' . A careful and sensitive l exicographer such as Scott 
( 1956 )  is then forced to give a ' systematic spell ing ' ( i . e .  phonemic interpret­
ation) a fter the traditional spel ling . Blust ( 1 9 70 and arti cles since) has not 
cited this  final glottal stop , which has herein proven crucial to the reconstruc­
tion of  PHN and PAN *-?  and '� -h : 
The unexpected appearance of  a final glottal stop in some 
Iban words presents special difficulty . . . .  Where such a 
glottal stop is  found it is  assumed to be of  secondary origin , 
though conditions for its appearance cannot be stated at 
present . Most of  the Philippine laaguages used extensively 
in the present comparison also show a final glottal stop in 
some forms corresponding to a final vowel in Malay , Iban or 
Javanese . The reconstruction of  the ' laryngeals ' ( *q ,  *S 
and *�) in all positions is based on a general ization of the 
criteria presented in Dyen ( 19 5 3 ) . ( 19 7 0 : l10f)  
The following sets of  data show contrast among four ' laryngeals ' in Iban : 
-0 ( final vowel ) ,  - ?  ( final glottal stop) , - k  ( final postvelar unreleased stop) , 
and - h  ( final voiceless vowel )  . 
mata0 
mata ?  
matak  
matah 
'eye ' 
'unripe ' 
'pul Zing ' [ <  batak J 
, s loping ( land) , 
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t ua� 
t ua ?  
t uak  
t uah  
'we-2-inclusive ' 
, guardian-spiri t ' 
'palm toddy ' 
' lucky , 
An extremely large number of minimal pairs appear in Scott , recently corroborated 
by my work with an Iban informant . 4 Many o f  the forms with phonemic glottal stop 
in final position correspond to cognates among Phi lippine languages : 
Ib aku ,  Akl ?aku 'I ' > PHN '�aku0 [ P200] 
Ib aku? , Akl ? a : ku? 'admit, confess ' > PHN *a : ku? [ P1 29 ] 
Iban is  therefore a criterion language S for the establi shment of  PHN/PAN *-?  
Neverthel ess ,  following Dyen ' s  conventions for reconstructing *q  and dis­
missing Scott ' s  notation of  Iban -q , Blust  has ignored this Iban evidence . 
Al though Scott ( 1 9 56 : 15 )  l ists Iban bad i ( bad i q )  'a dagger ', Blust reconstructs : 
76 . *badiq ' dagger ' .  Ceb bar{q ' k . o .  sickle ' ,  Mar badiq ' bolo , 
machete , knife ' ,  Ib badi ( *q > � unexplained) ' dagger ' ,  Ngadha 
badi ' dagger , sword ' .  ( 19 7 3 : 39 - emphasis mine,  see P1 3 2 )  
The plethora o f  laryngeal correspondences ( '�S l , '� S 2 , ," S 3 , -;' X ,  ,�X ,  etc . ) , 
certainly never seriously proposed by Dyen as PAN phonemes , has fall en under 
criticism by several scholars , notably B lust ( 19 7 8 : 469 f ) , who raises the point , 
why has this not been done for PAN * 1  (with at least three refl exes in Tagalog) 
or for the PAN vowels  ( allophony of  [ i  ] : [ e ] ,  [ u ] : [ o ]  has l ed to phonemic con­
tras ts among several AN languages ) ?  Apparently Dyen ' s  reluctance to characterise 
the phonetic nature of proto-phonemes or to reduce the inventory to that of a 
' real language ' is  based on the lack o f  information about subgrouping ( e . g .  1953 : 
50 and 1971 : passim) . However , i t  seems that Dyen himself made an appropriate 
working hypothesis in 1956
.
- although addressing a different , but related , 
problem : 
The essential point in problems of this  type is  the basic  
vocabulary . The correspondence system of  a language must be  
that which appl ies to  i ts basic vocabulary , taken as a whole ;  
the contrary proposition cannot be tolerated i n  a genetic 
comparative treatment . ( 1 9 56 : 87 )  
Granting that many o f  the most irregular correspondences appear i n  items meaning 
' fire , dog ,  chi l d ,  thou , four , tree/wood ' ,  it would appear that sorting out these 
problems would be with recourse to the standard reflexes within each given 
language ' s  (other ) basic  vocabulary , rather than with recourse to that l anguage ' s  
genetic relationships to other AN languages - except where such information could 
l ead to the identification of  loanwords and the direction of  borrowing . 
2 .  PURPOSE AND PLAN 
In this study , the reconstruction of  the PAN l aryngeals is based on a 
systematic progression from two lower-order proto-languages :  Proto-Phil ippine 
and Proto-Hesperonesian . The comparison of several genetically-remote Ph 
languages necessitates the reconstruct ion of four ' laryngeals ' :  PPH "'h ,  '�q , '�? ,  
and -;'0 .  These can be aligned with Proto-Indonesian (or Nothofer ' s  PMJ) : '�h ,  ,� ? 
and *0 . PHN *h appears to have been lost early in the history of Indonesian 
languages , and only sporadic evidence can be found in word initial and final 
position , so that PMJ *h is a reflex systematically ,  i f  not exclusively , of  PHN 
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*q . Final ly , PAN '�q , *S , *111 , '� 7 ,  and '�H can be reconstructed -- although only 
the latter two can be considered to have been laryngeal articulations . 
In this shortened draft , each phoneme will be dealt with independently , and 
reconstructions will be label led according to the time-depth warranted by the 
currently available evidence . In the absence of defini ti ve subgrouping criteria 
to date , reconstructions are here assigned to putative proto-languages based on 
the geographical distribution of  the witnesses . Hence , only i f  cognates are 
found widely distributed in Formosan (North AN) , Oceanic (East AN) , and 
Hesperonesian (West AN) are they assigned to PAN . If they are found only in 
East and West AN , they are assigned to Proto-Malayo-Polynesian ( PMP ) . And , if 
they are found only in West and North AN , they are ass igned to Proto Hesperonesian­
Formosan ( PHF) . 6 No cl aim is made that this latter parent language was a reality , 
as i t  i s  possibly equivalent to PAN (based on current subgrouping hypotheses of  
several scholars ) . 7 Rather , this  principle is  adhered to because certain proto­
phonemes are necessitated by Formosan evidence alone ( "'S , '�H ,  amongst others ) , 
and in the absence of  such evidence no j ustification can be  made , for exampl e ,  
i n  rewriting PHN or PMP * h  as either * S  or *H , because the languages used in 
reconstructing PMP yield a laryngeal inventory identical to that established for 
PHN ( *q , * h , *7 , and *111 ) • 
It must be kept in mind that a reconstruction is founded upon three di fferent 
kinds of witnesses : test language ( Pai c < ," C , 5 < ,.'S ) , cri terion language (Akl 
7 < *q or ,', 7 , Ib - 7  < ,�-7  or "' - h ,  therefore Akl , Ib 7 < ,.,7 ) , and wi tness language 
(helpful in determining the antiquity rather than the phonemic shape of a recon­
struction) . 5  
3 .  PROTO -AUSTRONESIAN *q 
The reconstruction of PAN ," q is straightforward , having been put forward by 
Dyen ( 19 5 3 )  and defended by Dyen ( 196 5 ,  1971 ) and Dahl ( 1 9 76 ) , among others . 
Healey ( 1959 )  has shown that both Kalamian and Tboli ( = Tagabil i )  est.ablish PPH 
"'q in all pos itions . Historically speaking , the Kalamian dialects 8 ( Karamianene n ,  
Tagbanwa , and Agutaynen) serve a s  a test language for PPH ," q in that [k  J is the 
reflex in all positions , and PPH/PAN *k went to Kl [ 0 J ,  although numerous loans 
from other languages now obscure this phenomenon . 9 Initially and finally the 
Tbl reflex is [ k J ,  but intervocal ically [ -h- J .  Most  other Ph languages reflec t  
," q with [ 7  J ,  although members of  the Cordilleran group have final -111 , and Itb 
has 111 except in clusters . Nothofer ( 1975 )  has shown that PMJ/PIN *h reflects 
PAN ," q ,  and is established by OJv , Sd , and Ml [ h  J in all posi tions ; to this may 
be added the evidence of Ib [ h J  in final position . At the PMP and PAN level the 
test languages and respective reflexes are : early Palau data and Bunun ( Isbukun 
dialect) [ x J ,  recent Palau data , Tonga ,  Pazeh , and Kanakanabu [ 7 J , Paiwan , 
Takituduh Bunun , Ami , Thao , Sediq , and Atayal [ q J ,  and Puyuma [ A J .  Any witnesses 
with irregular reflexes , due to inflection , innovation , or borrowing , are put 
into parentheses , but no attempt is made here to subclas s i fy the reconstructed 
phonemes on this  basis . 
PAN 
Akl 
Ceb 
Bik 
Tag 
I tb 
Kal 
Tb l  
WBM 
PPH 
Ib 
OJv 
Md 
Ml 
PIN 
Pl 
To 
PMP 
Aty 
Ami 
Bun 
Tkd 
Kan 
Pai 
Paz 
Puy 
Sai 
Tha 
Sed 
Tab l e 1 :  Standard refl exes 
* q :�? *H 
1 1 h 
1 1 h 
1 ? h 
1 ? h 
0 1 1 C 0 1 1 C h 
k 0 0 
k-h-k  1 1 - 1 - h  
1 1 h 
:" q  :�1 *h 
0-9}-h 9}- : - 1 0- : - 1 
h 0- : - 1t  ( h ) 0-0 
0 - 1- 1t  0 
h -0- 1t ( h ) 9}-0 
:" h ( :�? ) :� ( h )  9} ( h) 
x III III 
1 0 0 
:" q  :': 1 :':h 
q 0 ht 
q 1 h 
x 0 0 
q 1 h 
1 0 0 
q 0 0 
1 0 ht 
A III 0 
1 0 ht 
q 0 0 
q 0 x l h 
[ x ]  [ ? ]  [ h ]  
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of some PAN phonemes i nvo l vi ng l aryngea l s 
:�s  :�s :�0 �'  :" y  
W h s -y-0 w Y 
h s -�-0 w Y 
w h s -y-h- w y 
h s - 1 - h - w y 
h s 0 w y 
0 s t 0 w Y 
?- 1 -h  s -h-h  -h- w y 
w h S -y- 1 - W Y 
:�h :�s *0 i'''W :�y 
9}- : - 1 s 0 gj-w-w -y-
( h ) 0-0  s 0 w y-y -
0 0-h  b-b- v v s J -J -
( h ) 0-0 s 0 0-w-w ' -y-
:� ( h )  0 ( h )  *s :�0 -J�w :',y 
0 t 0 0 - u- 0  - r -
0 h 0 v 0 
:':h :':s :�0 :" w  :�y 
s h-h- x 0- 1 w y 
s c 0 w ' y 
s S 0-1 v e 
s S 0-1 v e 
S 0 0 0 - 1 -
s t 0 v y 
s z 0-1 0 Y 
III S 0-1 W Y 
5 h 0 -1 0 Y 
v t s 0-1 0 Y 
s x 0-1 Y 
[ 5  ] [ s ]  [ 0 ]  [ w ]  [ y ]  
t Only in certain environments or on some l exical i tems . 
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Where test evidence is  not available ,  criterion languages can assist in 
establishing certain reconstructions , such as : 
( POl ) 
( P0 2 )  
( P03)  
( P04 ) 
(POS )  
( P06)  
(P07 )  
( P08)  
PHN "'qabuk 1 0 'dust ' > Tg ?abok , Ml ( h ) abok . (NYZ ) 1 1 
PHN '�q u : taf)  'debt ' > Akl , I fg ,  Ilk , I s g ,  Sbl , ':'ag ? u : ta r) ,  ( Tbl ? utof) , 
Kal uta f) , Abr , WBM ? utaf) , Sd,  OJv hu taf) ,  Ml ( h ) u ta f) . ( DNYZ )  
PHN * taqan 'trap, restrain ' > Akl , C eb  t a ? un , WBM , MOf) ta?an , I fg to?on , 
Sd tahan 'trap, snare ', OJv t ahan 'resist, restrain ', Ml tahan 'restrain, 
set snares; endure, resist ', Ib t a : n  'hard-wearing, able to bear, keep, 
detain ' .  (BNZ) ( See section 6 and note 26 . )  
PHN *tuquR  'dry ' > (Tag t uyo? < ) , Kpm t uyu? , Abr t u ? ug ,  Sml toho? , 
Ib t u : r , Ml toho r ,  Sd tuhu r .  ( CNZ) 
PHN '� l i n taq 'l eech ' > Akl 1 f n t a ? , Btk , Mar I i n t a ? , ( Kal I i n ta , WBM 1 i n ta k ) , 
Ib , Ml I i n tah . ( ADNSYZ) 
PHN "' l udaq 'spit (tle) , > Tag l u ra? , Tbl du l ak ( M) , lb , Ml l udah . (ABDYZ) 
PNH "'paRaq 'wring out ' > Tag prga? , Ceb puga? , Ib , Ml parah . ( DNY ) 
PMP *Rapuq 'rot (ten) , brittl e '  > Ceb gapu? , Ml rapoh , Sd rapu h ;  Fj ravu 
'smash up ', Ib rapuh 'pile, heap ', WBM gapu? 'dead wood ' .  (BNYZ )  
In some instances new evidence corrects previous reconstructions : 
( P09 ) PMP *qaDap 'front ' > Tsg ?a l up/an , Ml ( h ) adap , B j  ma/hadap , Sd ha rap , 
To ? ao 'front ', OJv ha rap 'what is placed in front ', haDap 'prevented ', 
To ? a l o  'bel ly ' .  (BCNYZ ) ( Tag ha rap  'front ', I tb ha rap/an 'to face ', 
Tsg ha rap  'foreground ', Akl h a rap/un 'near-sighted ' < Ml/ln . )  
( P1 0 )  P MP  "'qa l i ma : f)u [ crab ] > Kal ka l i maf)u , Akl ?a l i ma : f)u ,  P l  xemaf) , S m  a l i ma f)o , 
Penchal ktmmt f) .  ( BYZ) 
( Pl l )  PAN ," qa l sam 'sour ' > Kal kak l am (A/ t+k) , Akl ?� s l um ( M) , I tg ? a l sem ,  
lb , ( Ml asam) , Sd , OJv hasam ,  Sm m/asa ,  Puy ka rsam. ( DNTYZ) 
( P1 2 )  PMP "'qa : l un 'wave ' > Kal l akun ( M) , Bik , Ceb ?a : l un ,  Ml ( h ) a l on ,  Ib , NJv , 
Tb a l un ,  To , Sm f)/a l u .  (BDYZ) 
( P1 3 )  PAN *qanud 'flow, drift ' > Akl , I lk ?a : n ud , Kpm ? any ud , B j , NgD hanut , 
Ml ( h )  anot , ( Md ano? )  , 1 2 To ma/?anu r Tkd maf)/qanu? , Ami ma/q a l  u l  'flo'.J, float ', Pai qa+u� ' lose ' .  (ADFTYZ)  3 
( P14 ) PMP '�qa f)at 'warm ' > Ml ( h ) a f)a t ,  OJv haf)at , Sd hanat  (A/f)-rt 'warm ', 
To ?a f)o/af)o 'dried-out ' .  ( DNYZ) ( Tsg haf)a t 'uneasiness due to heat ' . ) 
( P 1 S )  PHF '�qapaj u0 'gal l '  > WBM ?apazu , l .. Png ?apg u ,  ( Kal a pd u ,  Tbl had u/n ) , 
Ml ( h ) ampadu ,  ( h ) ampad u ,  Jv amparu , Pai qapadu , Pl xoa s . (ADFSTYZ) 
(P16)  PAN '�qa : puR  'lime ' > Akl ?a : pug , I fg ?a : pu l , ( Kal a pug , Tbl l oho? ( M) , 
Ml kapor ) , Pl xaus , Ami qapu l  'lime ', To n/avu 'put l ime ' .  (BCDSTYZ) 
( P 1 7 )  PAN "'qas i N  'saU (y) ' > Kal kas i n ,  Tbl kah j ? ,  Akl , Bon , Isg,  Tag ?as i n ,  
(l'U ,  OJv a s i n ) , Ib m/as i n ,  Kan ma/?� i n i  'sal t ', Puy kas i l  'salty ', 
To m/ah i 'sour, astringent ' ) . (ADNSTYZ )  
( P1 8 )  PHN "'qa  I a t  'interval ' > Tb l  ka  I a t  'in succession ', Akl 'l u+ut  'gap " 
WBM ?a l at  'object between two objects ', OJv a/hal at  'with an interval 
of ', Sd ha l at  'interval ', Ml ( ha) l a t  'alternate ' .  (BDNSZ )  
(P19)  FMP '�q i : l aw 'light; reflect ' > Kal k i l aw 'intense brightness ', Tag ? i : l aw 
'light ', Ml ( h ) i l aw 'glimmer ', Fj i l o/ i l o 'anything that reflects : water, 
glass, mirror ' .  (BDNYZ )  
(P20 )  PHN '�q i p i l Intsia [ tree ] > Kal k i p i l ,  Akl , I lk ,  Tag ? i : p i l ,  Bik , Ceb , Han 
? r p i  I ,  ( Ml i p i  1 ) . ( DYZ) 
(P21 ) PHN *q i (m) p i t  'press/squeeze-together ' > Kal k i p i t ,  Ceb , Ilk , Tag ? i : p i t ,  
Ml ( h ) i mp i t  = ( h ) amp i t .  ( BZY ) (Note : Akl ? i <g>p i t ) 
( P 2 2 )  PHN '�q i R i s  'cut/s lice-up ' > WBM ? i § i s  'threaten to stab o r  spear ', Jv 
i res , Ml ( h ) i r i s  's lit, s lice, rip open ' .  ( DLZ) ( Tag h f l  i s  < Ml ) 
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( P 2 3 )  PHN '<'q u : buj 'edible pith ' > Kal k u B u d ,  Akl ? u : bud  'palm heart '� I lk ? u : bug 
'unspread leaf ' ,  ( Ml  umb u t  'pa lm cabbage ' ) . (BCSYZ)  
( P2 4 )  PHF '<'paq i C  'bitter ' > Kal pak i t ,  ( Tbl he?et ) , Akl , Bon , Ilk pa? i t , Bj , OJv , 
Sd pah i t , Ml pa ( h ) et ,  Ib pa i t ,  Pl mex/waxed 'bitter '� Sai pa? i s  'spicy '� 
Kan pa? i t s i 'sour ' ( DNSTYZ ) 
( P2 S )  PAN '�da : Raq 'blood ' > Sbl da : ya ? , I lk da : ra ,  I fg da : l a ,  Sml l a ha ? ,  Ib , Ml 
da rah , OJv rah , Md Da ra , Kan ca ra? e ,  Puy ea rah 'blood '� Pai qaq , Ami l a l aq 
'menstrual flow '� Pl rasax , Fj n d ra .  (ADFNSYZ) 
( P 2 6 )  PHN '<' I u : t uq 'cook� prepare (food) ' > Kal l u t uk ,  Tag l u : to? , I lk l u : t u ,  
WBM l u t u? , NgD l un toh 'cook '� Akl +u : t u? 'ripe ' .  ( DSZ )  
Numerous examples show Ml/ln [ h  J from PAN '<'q to have been well retained . 
Al though lost in every other position , it is  retained word finally in Iban . 
Furthermore , although Dyen ' s  original hypothesis regarding PMP *q came under 
some attack on the basis of his sources , the historicity of Ml orthographic and 
dialectal [ h J  is establ ished by substantial external evidence and is a tribute 
to Dyen ' s  original insights and to Wilkinson ' s  lexicographic method . 
There are comparative ly few instances of  disagreement . Ml fails  to reflect 
[ h J  in P16 , 1 7 ,  20 , 2 3 ,  ken t u t  < '�qe ( n ) t u t  'flatulence '� ub i 'yam ' < '<'q u : b i ( h ) 
(but note Ml h umb i ) , and pu su  'abdomen '  < '�p u : s uq 'heart ' .  In these few instances 
the external evidence is weighed more heavi ly than the lack of an ( exact )  cognate 
with [ h J  in Ml . Conversely , evidence from Ml or other In languages is considered 
definitive on reconstructions where there are no Kal or Tbl cognates ( e . g .  POl , 
P0 3 ,  P04 , P07 , P0 8 ,  P09 , P 1 3 ) , or where Kal or Tbl evidence contraindicates the 
reconstruction of PHN '<'q ( e . g .  ( P02 , PO S ,  PI S ) . The shift of  PAN/PHN "'q to PIN/ 
PMJ '<'h is  therefore wel l substantiated . However , the relationship of  PIN/PMJ 
>"h to PHN/PMP *h ( and PAN ,�S or *H)  is an entirely different case ( see section 6 )  . 
4 .  PROTO-AUSTRONES IAN *S 
The reconstruction of  PAN (or PHF) *S is  only j ustified by various sibilant 
reflexes among Formosan languages . The most reliable test languages are Paiwan 
and Amis  with [ s  J .  Saisiyat and Thao , with [ 5  J < *S , also refl ect [ 5  J < ,<,C (but 
under conditions of  assimilation rather than of  merger with *C) . 1 5  Criterion 
languages include Bunun , Takituduh , Kanakanab u ,  Pazeh , Atayal , and Sediq , all 
with [ s J .  These correspondences are related to [ h J  refl exes in Bisayan ( Akl , 
Ceb , Odg , Kin ,  Hil , S-L) , 16 I tbayaten , 1 7  Wes tern Bukidnon Manobo , I S  Bikol (Naga 
dialect) , Hanunoo , 1 9  Tausug , 2 0  or Tagalog . 2 1  Irregul ar correspondences are put 
into parentheses and will be discussed at the end of thi s  section ; no attempt is 
made to subclas s i fy the reconstructed phoneme . The fol lowing are uncontested 
reconstructions ( i . e .  in conformity with the reflexes l isted in Table 1 )  : 
PAN *Saj ek 'kiss ' ( BCTZ ) 2 2  
PHF '<' Sap  (V)  Sap  'grope ' ( TZ )  
PHF *Se (m) p i  'dream ' ( ADFSYZ ) 2 2  
PHF *Si naw 'wash up ' ( ATYZ ) 
PAN '� i : Seq 'urine ' (AFTYZ)  
PAN '�buSek 'hair ' ( AFTYZ)  
PHF '�ku : Sa ( ? )  'go (for) , (TZ)  
PHF '�ma -buSuk  'drunk ' (BZ )  
PHF "' taSaN (an ) 'dwe l l ' ( T) 
PHF ,�C i f)aS 'food particles caught 
between teeth ' ( TZ)  
PAN '<' t abuS  'sugarcane ' (ABTZ ) 2 2  
PAN 
PHF 
PHF 
PAN 
PHF 
PAN 
PHF 
PHF 
PHF 
PHF 
PAN 
'�SapaR ' lay mats ' ( T )  
'�Sanaw 'wash up ' ( CTZ ) 
*Se ( n ) Zam 'borrow ' (ATZ ) 
'� S u (w) a b  'yawn ' (BCZ ) 
'�qam i  : San  ' N  wind ' ( CTZ) 2 2  
'�CaS  i q 
'<' I u :  Seq 
*taSep 
* t u : Sud  
'<'Ra0uS  
'� t uqaS  
'sew ' 
'tear ' 
(AFTYZ)  2 2  
(TZ)  
'winnow ' (ABTZ ) 
'knee ( l }  , ( TZ)  
'scoop out ' ( T )  
'old (of people) , ( ATYZ ) 
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The following reconstructions are either problematic or recently modified : 
( P 2 7 )  
( P 2 8 )  
( P29 ) 
(P30 )  
( P 31 ) 
( P 3 2 )  
( P 3 3 )  
(P34 )  
(P35 )  
( P 36 )  
( P 3 7 )  
( P38)  
( P39 ) 
( P40 ) 
( P41 ) 
( P4 2 )  
( P4 3 )  
( P4 4 )  
( P4 5) 
( P46 )  
( P4 7 )  
PHF '�Saun i 'a whiL e '  > I fg ? awn i ' Later '� Pai nu/sawn i 'in a whi Le '� 
ka/sawn i ,  Aty s aon i 'a whi Le ago '� Ami anu/saun i 'after� Later '� Tso 
osn i 'right away '� Kan saGn i 'today '� ( Paz ?uhun i ?  'now ' ) . ( TZ )  
P AN  "' -Saj i ( ? ) 2 3 'younger sibling ' > Odg ha : l i ,  WBM haz i , ( Han ? a : r j ? ) , 
Md a l  i ? ,  Ib , Ml ad i ? ,  To t/eh i /na , Aty s s ue? , Paz s ua : z i ? ,  Kuv s ua : n i ? ,  
Sed s ua i , Tha sa/suwa : d i ? ,  Ruk ? ag f ? ,  Puy wae i ? (ABZ ) 
PHF ," SamoC i Solanum nigrum > Itb humt i ,  WBM mut i ,  Bon "1amt f ,  Isg ?ams f ,  
Pai s amac i , RukMg ami c u ,  RukTn am i c i . ( T  *-ami C i ; Z)  
PHF '�SarJut  'smeU� sniff ' > Bik harJu t ,  Itb harJut , Ilk ? a : rJu t  'sme L L '� 
Pai sarJu t; 'kiss '� ( Aty pan/harJuc 'suck in ' ) . ( Z ) 
PAN '� Sapuy 'fire ' > I tb ,  WBM hapuy , Ib , Ml a p i , To a f i ( see Table 2 for 
Formosan data ) . ( ADFNSTY Z )  
PHF '�S a r um 'aroma� sme L L ' > Ml , NgD ha rum ,  Pai sa l um .  (A )  
PHF "'Sa ( n ) taD2 'del.iver� escort ' > Akl h a t ud , Tag hat i d ,  WBM ha tad , I tb 
i /ha t i d  (A ) , Ml ( h ) an ta r ,  Jv a ta r  ( Id ) , Pai sat;az 'send ' .  ( ADSZ )  
PHF "'Samay , (cooked) rice ' > Akl homay , Tsg h umay , Ibg ,  Isg ?ammay , 
Ml i may , Paz s umay , ( Ami hamay , Kuv ?amay ) . (BCZ) 
PAN "' Sapa t 'four ' > Tig hap?a t ,  WBM ha7apa t ,  ( Akl ?ap?at , Ceb ? opa t ,  
Tag ? a : pa t ,  Itb ? a ?pa t ) , Ml ampa t ,  Tso sap ta ,  RukBd sapa ta , Sed sapa t , 
( Sir hpa t ;  for other Formosan data see Table 2 ) , To fa . ( ADFNSTYZ )  
PAN *SaRaC 'tight (en) ' > Akl hogu t ,  Han h u : g ut , WBM ha�at , Png ? a l at 
'tight '� Tag h lg i t  'puLL  taut '� Itb ma/hyat 'strong '� Arosi ro , Tso sarce 
'hug tightLy ' ( note doublet *qaRaC ) (BTZ) 
PHF "'Sayup 'b Low ' > Akl h oy up ,  Kal ayap , Tbl m/ay uf ,  Bon ?ayup , Tag 
h i  : p/an ,  Tb i up ,  NgD t a r/ i up ,  ( see Table 2 ) . ( ADYZ ) 
PHF '�S l kam 'mat ' > Kam h l kam,  Dbw h i kam,  (WBM ? i kam) , I lk ? i kam/an , 
Tbl ? i g am ,  Kan s i kama , Sar s i kama . ( TZ)  
PAN ," S i : paR  'o ther side; sister-in- Law ' > Tb i pa r ,  Kan mua/s i pa ra ,  Sar 
i /s i pa ra 'other side ' ;  Akl , Tag , Bik h i  : pag , (WBM ? i : pag ) , Ilk ? i : pag , 
Ib , Ml i pa r ,  Sa i he ,  Fj ra/ i va 'sister-in-Law ' .  ( ADSYZ)  
PAN '�S i : Rup  'sip� sLurp ' > Akl h i : gu p ,  WBM h i �up , I tb h< um>y up ,  Ml 
( h } i rop , Pai s <am> i up ,  ( Ami he rop) ; Ulawa i l uh/ i ' to sup ' �  Nggela i l u  
'drink cabbage soup ' .  ( ABDFNYZ)  ( note doublet *s i Rap > Puy s i rap , 
Ami m i  /c i rap) . 
PAN ," S u  'thou� thy ' > ( Tag ? i : yo ,  Han ka : /wu) , Tso na/s u ,  Sed n i /s u ? , 
( see Table 2 ) , Kin - u .  ( ABTYZ)  
PHF '� Su : l  i j  'sLeep with ' > Akl , Mas h u : l  i d ,  WBM , Tsg hu l i d ,  Abr ? u l  i d ,  
Pai s u l  i d .  ( Z) 
PHF *Su : n i  [ sound of  birds ] > Akl , Ceb , Tag hu : n i  'chirp '� I tb h<um>un i 
'to crow '� Jv un i ,  Ami s un i  'sound '� ( Paz h un j ? ) 'chirp ' .  (TZ)  ( see 
Table 2 )  
PAN Su : N us 'puLL out ' > Akl h u : nus 'puL L  out '� Tag h unos 'mouLt� peeL '� 
Ml ( h ) unus 'draw off� unsheath '� Jv unus 'draw out '� Ami s u+uc ,  To unuh/ i 
'puLl. out ' .  ( ABNYZ ) 
PAN '�Sa+ba : Ra t  'monsoon ' > Akl ,  Ceb , Tag haba : ga t , Itb havayat ,  (WBM 
?ava�a t ,  Han ?aba : ga t ) , Ilk ?aba : gat , Tkd m i /ba l a t ,  Bun ka l i m/ba/ba l a t .  
Sar ba rata , Ml , Sd barat  'west ' ,  OJv, NJv barat  'west monsoon ' .  Note : 
Ami s ava l a t 'E wind ' (T ) . ( ADNSYZ)  
PAN '�q uSaNap 'scaLe (of fish) ' > Tsg h u?nap , WBM h un?ap , Sai ?osa l ap ,  
Pl xo l o ,  To ?uno 'scaLe '� Fu unaf/ i 'to scaLe ' .  ( Z ) 
PHF '�q u : Savl 'thirst (y ) ' > Akl , Ceb , Tag ?u : h aw ,  Kal kuaw , Itb ma/hwaw ; 
Ilk ma/waw , Pai ma/q usaw , Puy ha/haw . ( Z) 
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( P48)  PAN '-' C u : S u R  'pierce ' > Akl , Bik , Ceb , Han t u : h ug , I tb t uh uy/an 'to thread 
needle, skewer, string (beads) ', To t u/ i  'thread needle ', Pai c<m>us u ' to 
string beads ', Bun t us u l /un , ( Kan c<um>a/cuu r u , Aty t<am>oho , Sai soh% n 
'to thread needle ' .  ( TZ )  
( P49)  PAN '-' D l uSa 'two ' > Ceb , Hil d uha , Odg r uha , I tb duha , ( Tsg , WBM duwa ) , Ib , 
Ml d ua ,  OJv rwa , To ua , ( see Table 2 ) . ( ABCDNSTYZ)  
( PSO )  PAN *kaSuy 'tree; wood ' > Akl , Bik , Ceb ka : h uy ,  I tb kayuh , I lk ka : y u ,  
WBM kayuh - , Pl ga r ,  To ?a/kau , F j  ka ( e ) u ,  Puy kaw i ? ,  ( see Table 2 ) , Ib 
kay u?  ( ABCDFNSTYZ) , with metathesis , especially yielding PMP '-' ka : y uh .  
( PS1 )  PAN '�L i saSaq 'nit ' > WBM l i saha ? ,  I tb l i s aha , Kal l i kas ( M) , Tbl ka l i hah , 
Ib I i n s a ? ,  To I i ha ,  Fu , Sm l i a ,  Pai + i saqas , B un ? f sxus , Tkd ? i cqos , 
Sai i ? s i s ,  RukBd a/ I i saasa . (BCDSTZ) 
(PS2 )  PAN '-' ( Ra ) S i na :wa 1 3 'breath (e) ' > Akl g i nha : wa , WBM gah i nawa , I tb h i na\I'/a , 
Kpm ? i na :wa , To mii/nava , Kan m/u ru/I) i saa  ( M) 'to breathe ', Ib , Ml nawa 
'soul ', Tag g i nha :wa ,  I lk g i n ? a : wa 'relief, re laxation ' .  ( TZ)  
( P S 3) PHF *ba : NaS 'man; husband ' > Ceb , Hil ba : nah- , Kapuas , Siang bana 'husband ', 
Sai ba l as ,  Paz ba+as , Pai va+as 'male (animal) ' .  (BZ )  
( PS 4 )  PHF *ba : l)a S  [ tree ] > Akl ba : l)ah , Han ba : l)a  Orania sp ; Kan val)asa ,  Sar val)aa , 
Pai , Ami val)as ,  Sai bal)as Meli a  azedarach . ( TZ )  
( PS S )  PHF '�baR i 0u S  'storm-wind ' > Akl , Ceb bagyuh- , JV , Ml bay u ,  K l  ba r i w ,  SaiT 
ba+yos ( see Table 2 ) . (BZ )  
(PS6)  PAN C a l  i s  'line, string ' > Bon , I lk , Isg ta l i ,  WBM t a l  i ,  (Tag t a : l  i ?  ' tie, 
rope ', Ceb t a : l i ? 'to tie ', Bik t a : l i ? 'to thread ', Ib ) , Lm, Ml t a l i ,  
Pai ca l i s ,  Paz s a r i s ,  Sai s< i n>a? i � ,  Puy Ta l j ? ,  Kan t a l f s i 'rope, cord ', 
Fj t a l  i /a 'to plait ' ( ABFTYZ)  
( PS 7 )  PAN *daq i S  'forehead ' > Akl dah i ?  (M ) , Ml dah i , B j  dah i ? ,  Ib da i (poetic ) , 
( OJv rah i , NJv Da i ,  To l a? e) 1 Pai �aq i s ,  Bun dax i s ,  Tha sa : q i s ,  Aty rq i as .  
( AFYZ)  
( PS8 )  PAN *ku ( S ) kuS 'fingernail ' > Akl kukuh , Ceb kukuh - , kukh- , I tb k ukuh , 
Ml , ( Ib kuku)  , Fj kuku , ( Sed kukku x ;  see Table 2 ) . ( ADFYZ)  
(PS9 )  PAN '-'pa : qa S  'thigh ' > Ak l pa : ?ah , Kal paka , Tbl hahah , ( Itb paa )  , P l  wax , 
Bun p< i n>asax (M ) , Puy paka 'thigh ', To pa?a/pa?a  'stalk, stem ' .  ( DSYZ) 
( P60)  PHF 1'p i Ra S  'roe ' > I tb p i i yah , Bik plga , Pai b i as (with unexplained b ,  
although PAN *b > Pai v) . ( TZ)  
( P6 1 )  PHF *banS i q  'rice-seed ' > Akl , Ceb b fnh i ? ,  Bik banh f ? , Tag , Han b i nh f ? ,  
Kal b i n i k , Tbl benek , Ilk b i n ? f ,  Ib ban i h ,  Ml baneh , OJv w i n i h ,  Sai b i n s i ? ,  
Bun b i nsax ( M) . ( DNSZ ; T-Fm *b i nSaq )  . 
With the exception of  Puyuma , some Rukai dialects , and Saaroa ( *S > 0) or 
Siraya < '� S  > h ) , the Formosan languages cited here refl ect PAN ,�S reasonably 
faithfully with a sibilant . Table 2 illustrates the regular reflexes of *S 
amongst none of these  l anguages . A l l  of  the irregularities noted have been put 
in and are underscored , although only a few of the many non-probl ematic sets are 
included . Note that Paiwan alone is without exception ;  the other languages show 
an irregular development from ,-, S > h ( and some thence to 0 or ? ) . Since these 
irregularities are in the bas i c  vocabulary , they have caused considerable concern 
for some time now ( Dyen 1965 , 1 9 7 1 , and Tsuchida 1976) , and have l ed to the sub­
classi fication of the reconstruction of ,-, S into as many as nine correspondence 
sets , some of which have only one member each . 
Confronted wi th thi s  problem ,  Dahl notes : 
In S .At ( ayal ) s occasional ly alternates with h .  I f  the phonemic 
l imit between s and h is vaci llating in more l anguages , the 
difference is not so great as it seems . ( 19 76 : 3 3 )  
Tabl e 2 :  Regul ar and probl emat ic  *$  cognates amongst Formosan l anguages ; evi dence for *$ > *H sh i ft 
PAIWAN 
'�qam i S qam i s  
'�CaS i q cmaq i s 
'�Sap i m i sap i 
'�Saj ak 
*tabuS t,avus 
P35 
P49 
P57 
P27 
P41 
P4 3 
P34 
P4 8 
P152 
P31 
sapat, 
Dusa 
d,aq i s  
n usawn i 
t i s un 
cmusu  
sat i 
sapuy 
BUNUN ( Tkd) AMIS 
qam i san kaqam i s  
ma taqa i s  m i taq i s  
s a : k  m i sanak 
c i ?bus 
sasaspa t 
dadusa? 
daqa i s  
?as�h 
ma tu su l  
sapue 
t avuc 
sapat 
tusa 
an usaun i 
k i  s u  
sun i 
hac j ?  
RUKAI (dl )  KANAKANABU PAZEH SAISIYAT THAO ATAYAL 
?am ls ana ? am i san ?am i san qm i san 
ca i s i  t uma ta? l s i musa ? i s  sa? i s  s aq i s  smaq i s  
s i p i p i s i p j ?  ? i s p j ? s p j ?  
musazak s azakan sma : e i k  smok 
cub�sa 
s pa ta  
Dusa 
k6so 
Sed h i  ' i  
Sed xay i ?  
tavasa 
, us upata 
, c uusa 
, . sa lln l 
( i  kas u  
, . umaun l 
, cumacuu ru 
? a i s i  
t ubus 
sapa t 
dusa?  
da · i s  
? uhun j ?  
? i s u? 
muhun i ?  
s umay 
hapuy 
hapw i ? 
ka tbus  
sapat 
rusa?  
sohoon 
t u fu : i s  
spa : t  
v ,  • v sa : q l s  
? ( :  h u ?  
?a :puy 
� ' 4 ' 
s pa t  ' 8 '  
r usa ?  
r q  i a s  
saon i 
i s u ?  
(mami  ? )  
1 moho 
h j ?  
hpun ig 
hapuy 'cook ' 
P58 
pso 
katuskusan kuskus (k i nu?as ) ka 1 ukua? (anuka)  
kaa l u  
ka l i kun kak l ukoh ku : ku?  ka ruh 
P37 
P30 
P40 
PSS 
kas iw  -kav i ?  
sal)ut, 
sam i up 
ma? i up 
ba 1 i vus 
kas uy kawa? 
m i ? iyup . , Kuv sam l  up 
he rop 
ba 1 IWS 
----
hom i up 
ba : y us 
khun ig 
� 
panha l) uc 
b i h u i  
f-' N o 
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Al though this explanation may b e  adequate for the [ h J  reflexes i n  Aty , it is  
possible to  put forward a general historical explanation . I t  is clear that by 
PMP times the sibi lant reflexes of *5 were compl etely lost outside of Formosa . 2 4 
The sound had shi fted to PMP ," h ,  and was subsequently los t in Oceanic , and was 
on the way to being lost amongst Ml/ln l anguages ( see 6 ) . It is here proposed 
that PAN ," 5 was beginning to shift from a sibilant to a laryngeal early in PAN 
history , and this shi ft is preserved in certain basic vocabulary amongst northern 
and central Formosan languages .  This shift was arrested in most  Formosan lan­
guages , but was compl ete in the ancestor of all PMP languages and at least S iraya 
of Formosa . ( Puyuma , Saaroa,  and Rukai may have been similarly affected if the 
development was ," 5 > ," h > 1'0 . )  I t  would be more appropriate to set up doublets 
rather than new proto-phonemes , although one member must be  post-PAN but pre -PMP , 
e .  g .  PAN "'5apuy > post-PAN "'Hapuy 'fire ' .  
5 .  PROTO -AUSTRONES IAN *H 
Whereas a partial dialect merger of PAN *S and ," H has been proposed , yielding 
four post-PAN doubl ets , 1'Hapuy ( P 3 1 )  , '�Hay up ( P 3 7 ) , '�ka : Huy ( PSO ) , and ," kukuH 
(PS8 )  , i t  must be stressed that this is  not the origin of  PAN *H . This phoneme 
is  recons tructed where certain Formosan languages ( Tkd , in particular as a tes t 
language , or Sai , Ami , Paz , Aty - in descending order of reliability) have an 
[ h J  corresponding to [ h J  among various Ph languages , final [ - ? J  or , less commonly , 
[ -y J  in Iban , and ( sporadically) initial [ h- J  in Ml , OJv , or Sd . The presence of  
cognate forms with [ � J  reflexes in Paiwan ( which faithfully shows PAN *5  > [ s J ) 
makes Pai a special criterion l anguage in the reconstruction of *H ( note that 
Pai [ 0 J < *R , *H , *? , *0) . In the absence of such Pai cognates , similar wi tnesses 
are sought among other Formosan languages which would disallow the reconstruction 
of PAN *5 . This phoneme is  best attested in final pos ition ; forms that general ly 
meet these requirements of Ib , Ph and Fm languages include : 
(P6 2 )  PAN *q umaH 'farm (land) ' > Akl , Ceb ? umah- , ? umh/an , Kal kuma , Ilk ? uma , 
Ib umay , Ml ( h ) uma , Ami , Tkd q umah , Sai ?om/omah , Paz ? uma/mah , Aty qmayah , 
Pai q uma 'field '� Fu uma/�a 'dry taro-field '� Aty q umah ' to work a fie ld ' .  
(ADSTYZ)  
( P6 3 )  PHF ," ba : RaH  ' live coals ' > I tb vayah 'red-hot '� Akl , Ceb ba : gah- , Kal ba l a ,  
Tbl ba l ah ,  Ib ba ra? , OJv wa , Ami va l ah ,  Paz bahah , Aty bagah , Sai baah , 
SaiT baLah , Sed bawah , Sar va ra?a , Kan ba ra ( Tkd , Pai NC ) . ( ADNSTYZ ) 
( P64a)  PAN '�qa+ l i : maH 'hand ' > Akl ,  Ceb ?a l i : mah- , Kal ka l i ma ,  ( I tb l i ma ) , 
Ib l i ma? , Pl x i i m , RukMg a r fma , Tkd ? i mah , Pai l i ma 'hand '� Tkd t a l /? i mah 
' to wash hands '� Fu , Sm I i ma 'hand ' .  ( CZ )  
( P64b )  PAN '� l ImaH 'five ' > Akl l Imah , ( Itb I i m ,  l i ma ) , Ib l i ma ? ,  Tkd h i ma?  ( M) , 
Pai I i ma ,  (Ami l i ma ) , Fu , Sm l i ma , Pl w/ i m .  (ADSTYZ)  
(P6S)  PAN "'qaN i : l)uH , PMP '�qan i : n uh  'shadow ' > Ak l ?an i : n uh ,  Ka l kan i n u ,  
Tb h a l  i n u ,  Bima n i n u ,  Tkd qan i l)uh , Bun xan f l)u? , ( Sai ? a l  i l) u ? ) . (BCDZ ) 
(P66)  PHF '�qal)suH  'stench ' > Akl ?al)suh (of urine) � Tkd qancUh (of rotten 
tubers) � Bun ma/xansu?  'stinking ' .  ( Z )  
( P 6 7 )  PAN ," q i  : 5 uH 'shark ' > Odg ? e : hoh , Agy k i u ,  I b  i u ? ,  Ml ( h )  i y u ,  F j  I)g/ i o ,  
Pai q i s u ,  ( Ami ? i so ) . ( ACNYZ) 
( P68)  PAN *q u : l uH 'head ' > Akl ? u : +uh , Kal ku l u ,  Tbl ku l uh ,  To ,  Fu ? u l u ,  
( Sai ta ?o l oh ) , Pai q u l u 'head '� Ib u l u? 'meaning ' ( Tkd NC ; Itb uxu ) . 
( ADNSYZ ) [ Sai I < 1' 1 is inexpl icabl e  (T) . J 
( P69 ) PAN '�b aq ( e) RuH 1 4 'new ' > Ak l ,  Ceb bag ? u h - ,  Kal bak l u ,  WBM be�u ,  ( Itb 
va ?yu , Ib ba ru ) , Ml ba ( h ) r u ,  Jv wah u ,  To fo ?ou , Tkd baq l uh ,  Ami baq l uh/�y , 
Pai vauq/an , Tha faq+u? , ( ?Sed buu rah ) . ( ADTYZ)  
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(P70)  PAN '�ba : RuH 'hibiscus ' > Akl ba : gu h ,  ( Itb vay u) , Ib ba ru? , Ml ba r u , 
Fj vau , To , Fu fau ;  Pai vau Macaranga tanarius (T ) . ( ADYZ )  
(P71 ) PHF '�bay uH 'to pound (rice) , > Akl , Ceb , Hil  bay uh- , Tkd baeGh , Bun b�eu? 
( Z ) 
( P 7 2 )  PHF *bu�uH 'head ' > ( Tag b u�o? 'skull ' ) , Tkd bu�Gh , Ami vu�uh , Kan 
na/vG� u ,  Sar vu�u? u 'head ' .  ( T) 
( P 7 3 )  PHF '-'qas i R aH  'sa lt ' > Chamorro as i ga , Pai qat  i a ,  Ami c i I ah , Tkd qac i I ah , 
Bun xas i I a?  . ( AZ )  
(P74 ) PHF '-'Ca : q i H  'faeces ' > Akl , Ceb t a : ? i h- ,  Kal tak i , Tbl ke? , I b  ta P ,  
To ta ?e ,  Pl dax ,  Pai caq i ,  Ami t a  i q ( M) , ( Sai sa? P) . ( ADNSTYZ)  
(P7S )  PAN *CaquH 'know (how) ' > Akl ta?uh 'don 't know ', Kal t aku , Ml ta ( h ) u 
'know ', Ib tau ? ,  Pai caqu 'able ', ( Itb mananawu 'study, learn ' ) , Tbl 
ham/tah uh 'believe ', Tkd t aquh  'teach ', To ma/ ta?u  'right hand ' .  ( ADSYZ )  
( P 76 )  PAN 1'Ca I i :  �aH 'ear ' > Ceb t a l  f �h/ug 'Listen to " ( Itb t a  I i na 'earlobe ' ) , 
To t e l i �a ,  Tkd ta i �ah , Pai ca l i �a , ( Paz sa� i ra? , Ami ta� i l a  ( M» , 
t a  I i �a . (ADSTYZ ) 
( P7 7 )  PAN '�CapaH 'smoke (foods) ' > Ak l ,  Ceb t a : pa h  'jerk " tapah 'smoke " 
Rov t ava , Tkd ma/tapha? ( M) , Pai capa 'smoke ', Tso c<m>apo , Kan c<um>a/ 
capa 'to roast over a s low fire ' .  (ABDTZ) 
( P78 )  PAN *Cu : maH 'body louse ' > Ceb t u : mah- , Itb t umah , Han , Ilk  t u : ma , 
Ib t uma ? , To , Sm , Ml t uma , Sai s umah , ( Aty sum/yeq , Sed s um/ i ? ) . 
( ADFNSTYZ ) [ Paz ? umah , but ? < ,-,C is  inexplicabl e (T ) .] 
(P79)  PAN '�CuNuH 'roast on fire ' > JV , Ml ,  ( Ib ) , To t unu , Ami mu/ t u+ u h , 
Tkd ma/t unuh , Sai s u l oh/on , Pai c<m>u+ u ,  Kan c<um>a/cunu . 
( P80 ) PHF *dak i H  'body dirt ' > Akl dak i h ,  Ib dak i ? ,  Ml dak i , PMN dak i ' id .  " 
( Paz t u/dak j ?  'dirty ', I tb rac j ?  'rust ' ) . ( STZ) 
(P81 )  PHF '�dapaH 'so le (foot) '  > Akl dapa/dapah , Ceb l apa/ l apah - , Kal dapa/ rapa , 
Soc po/ l apa ,  Ib t apa? (A/t + p ) ,  Tkd ?<a l >ap�h , Bun d<a l >apa? ( Z )  
(P82 )  PAN '�kY taH  'we ( incl ) , > Akl , Ceb k l tah- , I b  k i tay , Ml , To , F u  k i ta ,  
NJv k i to ,  Tkd ?a/tah , ( Ami k f ta ? , Paz , Sai ? i ta ? , Aty i ta ? ) . ( ADNSYZ )  
( P 8 3 )  PHF *nunuH 'breast ' > Mlg nunu ,  ( Sbl nu : nu? ) , Tso n un ? u ,  Sar n uunu?/a , 
Paz n un uh , Sed nunuh 'breast ' ,  Paz mu/n unuh 'suck mi lk ' .  ( ATZ)  
( P84 ) PAN '-'prj aH  'how many ? ' > Akl ,  Ceb pl l ah- , I tb p i rah , Tkd p i ah ,  Pai p i da ,  
To f i ha ,  (Ami p i na ,  Sai p i za ? ) . ( ADFSTYZ) 
(P8S)  PAN '�s i : kuH 'elbow ' > Akl , Ceb s i : kuh , I tb s i cuh , ( Ib ) , Ml s i ku ,  Tkd 
c i kuh , ( Sai h i ku? )  'elbow ', To h i ku ,  Fu s i ku 'end, corner ' .  ( DSZ )  
(P8 6 )  PAN * t u : baH [ plant : fish-poison ] > Akl ,  Ceb t u : bah- , I b  t ubay , NgD t uwe , 
Fj t uva = nduva , ( Sai ta/ t uba? ( n ) , t < um>uba? (v )  ' id .  I ,  I tb t uva/t uva 
'drug ' ) . ( DNSYZ ) 
( P8 7 )  PHF '�ZaRa : m i H  'rice-stalk, straw ' > Akl , Ceb daga : m i h- , I lk ga ra : m i  ( M) , 
Ib j a ram j ? ,  Ml j aram i , Jv dami , Pai q,arn i a ( M) . ( ADFSZ )  
(P88 ) PHF *za : waH  'mi l let ' > Akl da : wah , I b  j awa? , NgD j awe , Puy eawa? 'mil let ', 
Itb um/ rawah ' (of grain) to appear out of the ears when nearly ripe ' .  
( ABDZ) ; Gonda ( 1 9 7 3 : 32 2 )  suggests Skt yava- 'barley ' .  
Tsuchida ( 1976 : 1 32-8)  sets down two correspondence sets ( '�H l and '-' H z ) 
which agree only in having Akl , Tkd -h . It would appear that Ami , Paz , Sai , 
and Aty have lost this  sound on a number of words , and do not reflect a di ffer­
ence in proto-phonemes (pharyngal stop and fricative , as Tsuchida suggests ) .  I 
accept his ''<l naH 'mother ' and '�amaH 'father ' (but the '-' -H  here is  a vocative 
ending ; *-? , '�-y , and ,-, -� also occur in this function , see Blust 1979 and Zorc 
( 19 78 : 94 ) . I have reservations about '�qab u ( H )  'ashes " '�qaSa l  u ( H )  'pestle " 
'-'bat u (H )  'stone ', *ka : I i ( H )  'dig ',  and *ku : C u ( H )  ' louse ' (while Akl and Tkd both 
reflect '-'- H ,  both Itb and Ib reflect '�-I1l) . I would also require better 
evidence for his ,'<l n i ( H )  'this ', *L i bu ( H )  'pen ', * taRa ( H )  'wait ', '-'zaN i ( H )  
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'near '3 "' ta l u ( H )  'three '3 ,� t u t u ( H ) 'pound ' ( contrast *tuq t uq ) , '�wa R i  ( H )  'sun3 
day '3 '�w i R i ( H )  'left (side} '3 and my '�-aH ' direct passive imperative ' ,  "'q aba : Ra ( H )  
'shoulder '3 '�Ca :wa (H )  'laugh '3 '�D u : R i { H )  'thorn ' .  
I n  intervocalic  position the following etyma may be reconstructed : 
(P89)  PAN ,O'qa l uH i : pan 'centipede ' > Tag ? a l u p i : han ( M) , Ib ( l ) l i pan , Pl x i u l , 
Ml ha l i pan , Sa e l uh e ,  SaiT ?aLu�ah i pan , Sai ?aw�ah i pa n . ( Z ) 
( P90)  PHF '�q u : H u� [ mushroom ] > Akl, Ceb ? u : h u� , Tbl ko?o� , g uwo� , (WBM ? u ? u� ) , 
I lk ? u? u � , Bun xuu� , Sa� u? u�a , RlikMn ? u � u ,  Aty qe i ho� . ( Z )  (T-'�q 4 u S Z U� )  
(P9 1 )  PAN '�baH i 0  'woman3 female '  > WBM bah i , bah j ?a n , Akl ba : y i h - ,  Tbl bo? i h ,  
beh , Ami va/vah i y/an , ( Itb ma/v< i n>ay i ) , Pai va/va i /a n , Puy va/yay/an 
'woman '3 To fe/huhu 'mo ther (= 'woman of milk ' } 3  fe/f< i n>e 'woman ' .  
( ABDTYZ )  
(P9 2 )  PAN ,O'b u : Ha t  'make3 work ' > Akl , Ceb b u : ha t , Kal b ua t , I l k  b u : ? a t  'make '3 
Fj vua t/a , Fu , Sm fuat/a 'harvest '3 ( Tha mu/bG : ha t  'work ' )  Ib , Ml b ua t  
'load ' .  ( DNZ) [ Tha b < '�b and h < '�H (or ,O' S )  is  inexpl icable ('r ) . ]  
(P93 )  PHF '�b uHut  'squirrel ' > ( Tag b u :  ?ot , b u ?u t  'rabbit '3 Bik bu ? u t  'mountain 
rat ' ) , Ami vuhu t , Tkd p uh u t , Paz b uh u t , Aty bhut , Sai ka/bhot , Kan vuut u 
'squirrel ' . (T )  
The cognation of  Kan s u/kGam/a 'sickness '3 ma/s u/kuama 'painful ' with Tag g uham 
[ skin disease ] ,  Ml g uam , r uam 'thrush (skin disease} '3 Kal k uam , Tbl ka/kam 
Aphten tropica is  doubtful , and ambiguously *gu[ SH ]am (Tsuchida 19 76 : 2 27 
*guS z am) . I accept Tsuchida ' s  ( 1 9 76 : 1 36 , 18 1 ) : 
(P94 ) PAN * l aHud 'sea ' > Paz rah u t  'west ' (= 'seaward '} 3 SaiT Laha r ,  Sai aha r 
'downhill '3 ha u/aha r 'd01.vnstream '3 Kal l a ud , Ml l ao t ,  ( Akl tawud)  'sea ' ,  
Fj l au 'Windward Is lands '3 (WBM l awad 'in midst of '3 Pai l a u D  = l a uz  
'seaward3 downhi l l ' )  as  provisional , but exceptionally probl ematic . 
The following may be reconstructed in initial position ( see P168 also) : 
( P9 5 )  PHF *Ha : paw 'to top (off) ' > Akl ha : paw 'fi l l  to brim '3 Tag ha : paw 
'scum or excess on tOP '3 Tkd t un/hapav 'to swim '3 ma/ t i �/hapav 'to float 
UP '3 ? i /hapav 'outside; shal low ' .  ( Z )  
( P96)  PHF "'H i Raw 'opening3 c learing ' > WBM h i �aw/an 'clear-land/trail '3 Tkd 
h i l av ,  B un ? i tav 'door (way} ' .  ( Z ) 
(P9 7 )  PHF *Ha : saq 'whet ' > Tag ha : sa ? ,  Kal a sak , (Han ?a : s a ? ) , I lk ?a : sa ,  
Mo ? a ta ? ,  Ib ansah , Ml asa h ,  OJv a /asa h ,  Tkd ma/hacaq , (Bun ma/sas aq 
(A/h � 5 ,  cf : Bun ?asaz/un ) , Pai tataq (A/h � t ) . (ABCDNSYZ ) 
(P9 8 )  PAN '� Ha : 1 i q 'go; move ' > Tag ha I i :  - 'come on ' 3 B ik ha : I i ? 'origin; to 
leave ' 3 Ib a I i  h 'turn over '3 Ml a I eh 'move3 change (direction) ' 3 Kan 
taku/a f ? i  'change direction ' .  ( DNTYZ ) 
(P99 ) PAN ,o'ma/Ha taq 'raw3 unripe ' > Itb ma/hata , Tbl m/a tak , Ib m/a ta?  ( M) , 
Ml m/atah , To ma ta , Kan ma ta?a , Pai ma �aq , Sai manta ? , Ilk ? a : ta .  
(ADNTYZ)  
In some cases , evidence is  not clear if the reconstruction shoul d be with 
*S or *H ( as in P9 2 )  : 
(PIOO)  PHF ,o'[ SH ] u : Ras  'wash ' > Akl , Ceb , Tag h u : gas , ( Han ? u : gas , I tb uyas/an)  
'to wash '3 Ml ( h) u ras 'besprinkle '3 u ras  'wet ground '3 ( Sar t a r a/a/ u rasa  
'rinse off ') . ( DTZ) 
Tsuchida ( 19 76 : 1 37)  reconstructs *H l u l a[ se ]  'garment ' on the bas is of Tkd 
h u l uc , Ami ha l a t 'garment '3 Sa u l o  'wrap UP '3 while I find evidence for PMP 
"'q u l as 'woven-garment/blanket ' > Kal kuk l /un , I lk ? u l as ,  Kpm ? u l a s , Tig ? u l as/an 
'blanket '3 Ml ( h ) u l as 'wrapper ' .  The Formosan forms may be contaminations or 
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loans o f  Fro '-' k u l as/'� l ukas ( Aty l ukus , Tha h u : l u9 ,  Kuv ko l as ) , and should not be 
directly connected with the Sa form . On the basis o f  Paz h uhas 'vein ', Tsuchida 
reconstructs PAN *H2 uRaC ( despite Tkd ? u l a t , Sai ka/was , Ami u l a t ,  Akl ? ugat ) ; 
on the basi s  of Sai h i p i h  'cockroach ' one might s imilarly posit PHF *[ H ] i pas 
( despite Tag ? i  : p i s ,  WBM ? i pas) ; however , it is prudent to lea.ve the initial 
consonant undecided for the present . Alongside Akl h uya p ,  I fg ? uyap , Ceb ? i hap  
'to count ', there i s  Sar <um>a/ i apa , but this must be ambiguously *[ HS ]ayap 
'count ' . 
While some o f  these reconstructions are sub j ect to review and alternative 
interpretations , the majority of them validate the reconstruction of a PAN (or 
PHF) *H di fferent from *S , particularly , but not exclusively ,  in final position . 
Apart from Formosan evidence , PMP '�h must be reconstructed . 
6 .  A NOTE O N  THE  LOSS O F  PMJ/P I N  * h  
Nothofer maintains : "Dyen ' s  initial *h l through * h  .. , *q l and *q 2 , and *S .. 
merge in any case in PMJ *h . "  ( 19 7 5 : 16 7 ) . So many instances of the loss o f  
PHN *h are to be noted that one must posit a chronology o f  sound shi fts : 
( 1 )  PHN '� h was in the process o f  being lost ( L e .  PHN *h > P IN , PMJ '-'0 )  when 
( 2 )  the shift of PHN '�q > PIN , PMJ "'h preserved the phonetic character of *[ h ]  
on forms that had not yet undergone #1 . Furthermore , certain positions appear 
to have been more ' fragile ' than others , so that PIN , PMJ *h « *h )  was lost 
intervocalically and in clusters ( I  have found no solid evidence for its 
retention among In/Ml l anguages in these positions ) , retained sporadical ly in 
initial position (witnessed variously by OJv , B j /Ml , or Sd) , but rather wel l 
retained in final position ( at l east in Iban , where i t  is reflected as - ? ;  it 
otherwise appears to have been lost in thi s  pos ition in all other In/Ml lan­
guages ) .  The position taken here di ffers substantially from that of Notho fer , 2 5 
and partially from that o f  Dyen ( 19 5 3 )  . 2 6 
I do not know o f  any evidence that 
languages in cognates o f  the following : 
PAN '�Saba : Ra t  'monsoon ' [ P4 5 f 7  
PHN "'haRaZan ' ladder ' ( COH) 
PAN '�qa  I uH i : pan 'centipede ' [ P89 ] 
PHN '� ha : ( f) )  kup 'take with hands ' ( oz)  
PHN '�ha l as [ tree ]; 'forest '  ( OZ)  
PHN '-'ha l i n  'transfer ' ( CZ )  
PHN *ha : f)us 'breathe hard ' ( OYZ ) 
PAN '�Sapuy 'fire ' [ P 31 ]  
PHN *ha : wak  'waist, body ' ( AONSYZ ) 
PHF '-'Samay , (cooked) rice ' [ P 34 ] 
PHN '�h i I u0 'poison (ous )  , 
PHN *h i : ( m) pun 'fry, small  fish ' (BZ)  
PHN *hu : baq 'change ' ( ONZ) 
PHF *Su : n i  [ sound o f  birds ] [ P4 3 ]  
PHN * baha l 'ferment (ed) ' ( Z) 
PHN '�bahuR 'mix up, mingle ' (BNSZ) 
PAN *bu : Ha t  'make, work ' [ P9 2 ] 
PMP '�Da : hun  ' leaf ' ( ONY ) 
PAN '-' DuSa 'two ' [ P49 ] 
PHN '�ku : h i t  'tap; extract '  (B )  
shows the retention of '�h among Ml/In 
PMP '�ha D i : r i  'pi LLar ' ( OSWZ) 
PHN '�qana : haw Livistona ( OYZ) 2 7 
PAN *Sa : j i ?  'Y-sibling ' [ 2 8 J  
PHF '-'Sa : ( f) )  kuC 'transport ' (BTZ) 
PAN '-'Ha : I i q  'go, move ' [ P98 ] 
PHN '�ha  : muk  'attack, rage ' ( OY )  
PHN '�ha : (m )  p i n  'pad ' ( Z) 
PMP '�ha : ( f) ) sa f) 'giL Ls ' ( AOSYZ) 
PHN "'ha : w i d  'ho ld, keep ' ( Z )  
PHN '�h i kat  'tie up ' ( DSZ)  
PAN *S i : pa R  'o ther side; sister-in-
law ' [ P39 ] 
PHN '�humbak 'wave ' ( OYZ) 
PHN "'h u :  tak 'brain ' ( ONYZ) 
PHN *ba : hu ( ? )  'smeL L '  ( AOHSYZ ) 
PHN "'bu : haf) 'throw/pour out ' ( OY)  
PAN '�buSak 'hair ' ( ABTYZ) 
PMP '�bahaq 'flood ' (BOYZ) 
PHN *guham 'thrush ' ( OT) 
PMP * l ahuk 'mix, bl end (food) ' ( OY )  
PHF * l u : Saq 'tear ' ( CNTYZ) 
PHF '�ma-buSuk 'drunk ' (BCOZ) 
PHN '� ta/hayup 'blow (tube) ' (BY)  
PHF * t u : S ud 'knee ' ( OTYZ) 
PMP *qa Ru : hu?  Casuarina [ P1 30 ] 
PMP '�pa : huq Mangifera ( ONYZ )  
PHF '-'qaf)S  i t 'stink ' ( BCTZ) 
PMP '�b uRhu?  'jea lous ' (BOYZ)  
PHN '-' Dah Dah 'chest ' ( ONZ) 
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PHN * l �had 'kneel ' ( YZ)  
PHN *nah i k  'go up ' ( OY )  
PHN '� t i mp uh uq 'squat ' ( B OY )  
PMP '�wa : h i R 'water ' ( ABCONYZ )  
PAN '� i :  Saq 'urine ' ( AFTYZ)  
PHF 1'qa S ( a) l u  'pestle ' (ACFNTYZ) 1 4  
PMP '�bakhaw Rhi zophora ( ONYZ)  
PHF '-'banS i q 'rice-seed ' [ P6l ] 
PMP '�uDah i 'late, behind ' ( BCOYZ)  
I know of  no convincing cognates between Ph and Ml/In languages reflecting 
[ - h - ] in both groups . Ceb , Tag tahan , B ik ta : han  'to bear, endure ' have the 
secondary meaning of  Ml t ahan < PHN * taqan [ P03 ] and are loans rather than cog­
nates ( Oyen 19 5 3 : 1 2  * tahan) . Similarly , Tag da : hak , Ilk d a : ?ak  'to spit ' are 
loans from Ml dahak ,  which is from PMJ ;" Dahak (Nothofer 19 7 5 : 7 2 ) , cf . OJv rahak , 
Ib da : k ; compare Oyen ( 19 5 3 : 1 2) *[ d D ]ahak) . Under this hypothesis , Tag b�hof) 
'deceitful, cunning ' must be discarded as a loan from Ml bohof) ' lying, untruth­
ful ' ( Blust 1 9 70 : #72 ) . There are a large number of loans among Ph languages 
from Ml (or other In speech varieties ) ,  e . g .  at P0 2 ,  P09 , P14 , P 2 2 , P 56 . ( See 
also note 26 . )  
Conversely , I have found only the fol lowing examples of the retention of 
ini tial '-'h- : 
( PIOl ) PMP *ha : f) i n  'wind ' > OJv ( h ) a f) i n ,  Ml a f)en , Akl ha : f) i n  'wind ', To a f) i  
'blow ', I tb han i n  'storm ' .  (BCONYZ)  
( Pl02 )  PHN '-'ha : wan 'open space ' > OJv hawan 'road, way ', Ml awan 'cloud ', Akl , 
Tag ha : wan  'open ', Tsg hawan 'to c lear ', I tb p i /hawan 'interval ' .  ( BOZ) 
(PI0 3 )  PHN *h i : l am 'secret, hidden ' > Ceb h i  : l um ,  Tag I i  : h i m  ( M) ; Ml ( h ) i l am ,  
i I am-2 'dimly visible ' .  ( Z ) 
( PI04 ) PHN '-'hasak 'cram in; dibble ' > Ml ( h ) asak  'stuff ', Ceb hasuk , WBM hasak 
'press down (on) ', Tag has i k , Tbl ?ahak , Os f)/asok 'to dibble ' .  ( BZ)  
( PI05 )  PHN '�h u :  I uR 'fa Z Z; drop ' > Ojv h u l u r/u l u r  'may the fringes be of', 
Ml ( h ) u l o r  'to pay out (rope) ,  let go ', Akl h u : + ug  'fa Z Z ' .  ( ONYZ )  
(PI06)  PHN *huyuf)  'shake, sway ' > Ml ( h ) uyo� 'rock, sway ', t e r/huy uf) - 2  
'stagger ', Akl h u : y uf) , WBM h uy u f) 'shake, rattle ' .  ( B )  
( PI07 )  PMP '�ha (m) b uR 'spread-out/wide ' > Ml ( h ) a b u r  'to lavish ', Ml ( h ) ambur  
'to scatter, litter ', I b  abur  'widely known ', Tsg hamb ug 'stout, 
blooming ', ma/habug 'broad (of cZoth) ', poc '�apu  'sprinkle ' .  (BZ )  
( PIOB)  PHN '� ha l i mtaf) 'crosspiece ' > Ml ( h ) a l i n ta f) 'crosswise ', Akl ha l fmta f) ,  
Han h a l  f n taf) 'step, rung in ladder ' .  ( Z) 
( PI 09 )  PMP *hamp i r 'near (by } ' > Ml ( h ) ampe r 'near ', Ib amp i r  'encroach ', 
Tag hamp f l  'peak (of heat or coolness ) ', Ceb hamp i I 'pile, to attach ', 
To of i 'near, c lose ' .  ( Kuy amp i r 'near ' )  ( OY )  
( Pl I O )  PHN *han tap 'dense, deep ' > Ml ( h ) an tap  'heavy, dense ', Akl han t up 
'deep within (onese lf) ' .  ( Z ) 
( Pl l l )  PHN '�ha i q  [ interjection ] > Ml ha i 'oh ( astonishment or vocative ) , Ib 
a i h  [ interj ection : annoyance or incitement ] , Akl hay ? 'wel l ? ' .  ( Z )  
Note also PHF ;" Sa ( n ) taD2 ( P 3 3 ) , PAN * S  i : R u p  ( P40 ) , PAN ,�S u :  N us ( P4 4 ) , and PHF 
*Su : Ras/*H u : Ras ( PIOO) . 
There are a number of  instances where a final glottal stop (or -y )  in Ib 
refl ec ts PHN '-'-h « PAN '�-S  or '� -H ) , see P 50 ( M) , P51 (M) , P62 , P6 3 ,  P64 , P66 ,  
P6 7 ,  P70 , P7 3 ,  P74 , P75 , P7B , PSO , PB l ,  PB2 , PB6 , PB7 , PBB ,  and : 
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(P1l 2 )  
(P1l 3 )  
(P1l4 ) 
( Pl l S )  
( P1l6)  
( P 1 l 7 )  
( P l l B )  
( P1l9 ) 
(P120 )  
( P1 2 1 )  
( P1 22 )  
( P1 2 3 )  
( P1 24 )  
(P12S )  
( P1 26 )  
( P1 2 7 )  
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PHN '�an uh 'what (ever) ? '  > lb anu? , OJv , NJv , Ml an u  'so-and-so� such­
and such '� Ak l ?anuh , Hil ?an uh - , ? a nh - ,  ltb -a�uh , akuh (with k for � ) , 
Agta ? anu 'what? '� ltb d i /nuh  'where? '� ltb s i /n uh 'who ? ' .  ( ADNSYZ)  
PHF '�c I  �aS 'food particles caught between teeth ' > lb t i f)a? , Akl , Ceb 
t l f)ah - ,  ltb t i nah , Tbl t i f)u? , Pai ,  Bun c i f)as , Sai s i �as . ( BCSTZ ) 
PMP '�b u : �ah 'flower; fruit ' > Akl , Ceb bU : f)ah - ,  Tbl bUf)uh 'fruit '� lb 
b u�ay , Tb ,  Ml b Uf)a , Sm f u�a 'flower ' .  (BDSYZ) 
PMP '�bukuh  'joint� node ' > lb buku? , Akl , Ceb bukuh- ' id . ' ,  Ml b uku  
'knot� knuckle '� F j  mbuku 'corner� edge ' .  ( DNSYZ) 
PMP *Dapah 'fathom ' > lb depa? , OJv Dapa , Md Dappa ( h ) , Akl , Ceb dupah- , 
( ltb maha/dpa ) , Fu l ofa , To ofa . ( BDNSYZ ) 
PHN '�kanuh [ quote particle ] > lb kanu? , Akl , Ceb kunuh- , ( ltb kunu ) , 
Ilk kanu . ( BZ)  
PHN * l a�ah Sesamum indicum > lb l af)a ? ,  Ml l af)a , Tb l oq a ,  Akl fu�ah , 
Ceb 1 u�ah- , WBM 1 a�a , Tag 1 1  f)a . ( DZ)  
PHF '�� l l uH 'set teeth on edge ' > lb ii i l u? , Ml � i l u , n i l u , n i l u , Akl , 
Ceb , Hil f)l l uh- , WBM f) i /f) i l u ,  Pai � i l u . ( DNSZ)  1 3 
PHF '�pakuH [ fern : A thyri um escul entum ] > lb paku? , Ml pak u ,  Akl , Ceb 
pakuh- , (Tag pako? ) , Tbl hoku? , Ami pahko? ( M) . ( DSTZ) 
PHN "' pan uh [ turtle ]  > Soc pon u ,  K-C pen u , Tbl hanuh , Ib panu? , Ml 
pan u , Sml panno . ( DZ)  
PMP '�pa : R i h  'rayfish '  > lb pa r j ? ,  NJv pe , Ml pa r i ,  Akl pa : g i h ,  Ceb , 
Han , Tag pa : g i , Fj va i ,  To , Sm f a i . ( DNSYZ) 
PMP *sag uh  [ root-crop ] sago > lb sagu? 'balls of cooked sago '� Akl 
saguh , Tag s ago , NJv , Ml s ag u  'sago� pith '� Fj sako/sako 'pudding ' .  
( DNZ) 
PHN *sawah [ snake ] python > lb sawa ? , Akl sawa h ,  Tag sawa . ( DSY) 
PHN '�s I Dah  'they ' > lb s i da ? , Ceb s l l ah - ,  S-L s l rah- ,  ( l tb s i ra ) , 
NJv s i ro .  ( DNSYZ) ( Note Ami caf)ra? , Akl sandah  ( T )  < PHF *saf)Dah . )  
PMP * t u l i h  'earwax ' > lb t u l  i ?  'having a suppurating ear '� Akl t u l  i h ,  
Ceb ? a/ t u l  i h - ,  Tag t u/t u l  i ,  Fj  t u l e=ndu l e  'earwax ' .  ( DZ)  
PHN '�zazah 'to carry (goods ) ' > lb ba/j aj a ? , Ml j aj a ,  NJv j oj o  'to 
peddle� carry merchandise '� Akl dafah , Ceb , Tag da l ah - , da l h- 'carry� 
bring '� ltb ra rah 'load ' .  ( Z ) 
There are instances where lb appears to have lost final -?  < *-h  ( P69 , P79 , 
PB S ,  PSB) , but the number and nature of  the agreements indicate that lban is  
a criterion language for this reconstruction ;  borrowing , analogy , or independent 
innovation would not offer a reasonable  counter-hypothesis , particularly in the 
l i ght of the contrast with final -fIl < '�-fIl  ( see section B) . 
7 .  PROTO-AUSTRONES IAN *? 
PAN ,', ? is reconstructed on the bas is o f  criterion languages ( see Table 1 )  
such as Akl ,  Ceb , WMB , Tbl , lb , Md , Jv , o r  Ml , where i t  has merged with other 
phonemes . Formosan languages (with the possibl e exception of Tkd and Ami ) 
serve only as witness languages because [ ? ] appears to be a phonetic or phono­
tactic feature o f  word closure or onset , and has generally merged with PAN *fIl . 
Evidence for PAN *? is  clearest and most abundant in final position . 
( P1 28 )  PAN ," -ama? 'father ' > Tbl ma ? ,  Mo� ,  Abr , Msk , Tsg ?ama ? , Sml ?alTl11a ? , 
Md emma ? ,  Ami w/ama? , Pai k/ama , �/ama , To t/ama ?/ i ,  Sm t/ama .  
(ABCDYZ) 
( P129 )  
( P 1 30 )  
(P1 31 ) 
( P1 3 2 )  
( P1 3 3 )  
( P1 34 )  
(PUS)  
( P 1 36 )  
( P1 37 )  
(P1 38)  
( P 1 39 )  
(P140 )  
( P141 ) 
( P14 2 )  
( P14 3 ) 
(P14 4 )  
( Pl4 S )  
( P146)  
( P1 4 7 )  
(P148)  
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PHN *a : ku? 'admit, acknowledge ' > Akl , Bik , Han ?a : ku? 'accept responsi­
bi lity ', Ib aku? 'admit, confess; treat as ', Lm aku? 'take ', Ml aku/an 
'acknowledgement ' .  ( CNZ) 
PMP '�q aRu : h u? Casuarina > Akl , Ceb ?agu : hu? , I lk ?agu : ? u ,  ?a ru?u , Ib ru? , 
Ml ( h ) a ru ,  eru , Tb o ru ,  Fj z/au , Sa s/e l u .  ( BCDYZ ) 
PHF *q i l a ?  'like, note ' > Ak l ? i  : l a ?  'like, want ', Ib i l a ? 'keep eye on ', 
Sai mya/? i l a? 'like, love ' .  ( Z ) 
PHN 1'bad i ?  [ knife ] > Ceb ba r i ? , Mar , Ib bad i ? , Ngadha bad i .  (BZ)  
PHF '�b<a l >ar)a ? [ earthenware vessel ] > Tag ba l ar)a? , Tb b a l ar)a , Ml be l ar)a , 
Ib be I ar)a?  [ earthenware vessel ] ,  Pai va I ar)a , Sir var) a ra ( M) 'mortar ' .  
( DYZ) 
PHN '�bapa? 'father ' > Lrn, NJv , Ml , Sd bapa ? , Md eppa?  'father ', Ib bapa? 
'father-in-law ', Han ba : pa ?  'uncle ', Ilk ba : pa 'parent or parent 's 
siblings ', Sbl ba : pa?  'father ' .  ( DZ ;  A rej ects as nursery word) 
PMP '� b i : Ra ?  'discharge; semen ' > Ceb b i : ga ? , Akl b i g a : ?/un , Tsg b i ga?  
'sexual lust ', Mar b i ga?  'semen ', Ib b i ra? 'evacuate, discharge ', Sm 
p i a  'smegma ' .  (BZ)  
PMP *buka? 'open ' > Akl ,  Hil , Sbl b uka ? , Tsg b uka? 'open ', Mar boka ? 
'untie ', Ib , Lrn ,  NJv , Ml ,  Sd buka ? ,  Md b ukka? 'open ', Sa hu ?e ,  To , Fu 
fuke , Sm fu?e 'to uncover ' .  ( DNSYZ) 
PMP "' Da : t u? 'chief ' Akl ,  Hil da : t u ? , WBM ,  Mar ,  Tir ,  Tbl da tu?  'chief, 
leader ', Ceb da : t u ?  'rich; chief ', Ib datu ?  'nobleman, chief ', Ml da to? 
'head of family ', OJv ra t u  'prince ',  NJv Da tu?  'prince, master ', Fj 
ra tu  'honorific title (of chiefs ) ', Sm l a t u  'captain ' .  (BDNYZ ) 
PAN "' kaka ? 'e lder sibling ' > Tag , Sbl kaka ? , I lk ka : ka , Han ka : ka? , 
Ib aka? , RukMg kaka , Ami kaka ? , Kuv haha 'e lder sibling ', Lrn ,  Ml kaka? 
'elder sister ', Md kaka ? ,  Fj t ua/ka 'o lder brother ', Pai kaka 'sibling ' .  
(ABDSYZ) 
PHF '�keD d ? 'sma l l  (amount) ' > Akl sar)/kl r j ? ,  Pai keD i . ( Z )  
PAN '�k i : Ta? 'see ' > Akl , Ceb k i : ta ? ,  Tag k i : ta 'see ', pa/k i ta : ?/an 
'let see ', Kpm ?a : k i t ( M? ) , Kal i ta ,  I lk k i : t a ;  NJv was/k i To 'clear 
insight ', foresight ', To k i te 'to appear ', Fu fe/k i te 'see one another 
again ', Aty m/ i t a? , Sed k<m> f ta ? , Sar k<um>a/k i ta ,  Paz mu/k i ta ? , Sai 
k i ta?  ( ACDNTYZ)  
PHF ," mama? [ ma l e  kin: ME] > Tag ma : ma ?  'MB; s·ir ', Hil ma : ma?  'old man ', 
Ml mama ? 'MB ', Jv mama? 'father ', Lrn mama? 'uncle, parent 's younger 
brother ', Aty mama ? 'uncle ' .  (BDTYZ)  
PMP '�muda? 'young, unripe ' > Tag mu : ra? , Ib  muda?  'unripe ', t-u muda 
'young ', To mu l a  'young (of vegetab les) ' .  (YZ) 
PHN 1'na r)ka? Artocarpus sp . > Bik , Tag na r)ka ? ,  Ceb ,  Tsg na r)ka ? ,  I s g ,  
Ilk nar)ka , Itb nar)ka , Ib , Sd na r) ka ? , OJv , Ml nar)ka . ( DNYZ)  
PHF '�Nas i ?  , (cooked) rice ' > Md nas i ? ,  Ib as i ? ,  Ml nas i ?  , (cooked) rice ', 
Paz mu/tas i ?  'paddy plant ' .  ( Z ) 
PHN '�n i : n j ?  [ female kin :  address ] > Tag ne : ne? , Akl , Ceb n i : n i ?  ( term 
of address to girls ) , Ib i n i ?  'grandmother; ( term of address for old 
women) " NJv n i n i 'grandmother ' .  ( DZ)  
PAN "' r)usu?  'mouth '  > Bik r)u : s u ? , Sar r)us u u  'mouth ', T a g  r)u : so? , Sa 
r)ud r u  'upper lip ', Odg r)u : su?  'jaw ' .  ( DTZ) [ Tsuchida 19 76 : 1 30 "' r)u8 uq ] 
PMP '�pa : ku? 'nail ' > Bik pa : ku? , Tag pa : ko? , Ib paku? , JV , Ml paku ,  
Fj i /vako . (BDYZ) 
PMP "'pa : l u? 'strike, hit ' > Tag pa : l o? 'strike with hand or stick ', 
Ceb pa l u ? 'hit or strike in punishment ', Ib pa l u? 'hit, beat (with 
stick, etc . ) ', Ml pa l u  'hit hard with a rigid weapon ', Tb ,  Jv pa l u  
's trike ', Fj va l u , Sa i /pe l u 'fight, make war (on) ' .  (BDNYZ ) 
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PAN *puk i ?  'vulva ' > Ceb pu : k i ? ,  Odg , Rom puk i ? ,  Tbl k i ? ,  Sml puke? , 
Ib puk i ? ,  NJv , Ml puk i 'vulva ' � Fj mata/vuk i 'ulcer on the sale  of the 
foot ' = ( 'eye of the vagina ') � Ami ( dialect)  puk i ? 'vulva ' .  ( DNTYZ) 
PHF ," s a : ra?  'filter; sift ( er) , > Akl sa : i a ? , Tag sa : I a ? , Bik , S-L s a :  ra? , 
Ibg ta : ra ,  Pai s a ra . ( Z )  [ For Pai 5 < "'5 ,  see s i va '9 ' < *s iwa0 ] 
PAN *saD2 u?  'hiccup ' > Tbl s <an>du? , Tir sada? ( A) , Ib sadu? , Pai tez u ,  
Fj  ma/eed ru 'hiccup '� Ml " s edu 'short broken respiration (of sob or 
hiccup) ' .  ( BNS Z )  
PHF "' $as i ?  'meat� content (s) , > Kal i s  i ,  ( I tb a ? s  i ) , P a i  sat  i ,  (Ami 
hac j ? ) , Puy i s j ? ,  Aty h j ? ,  Sed xay j ? ,  h i ' i  'meat� fZesh '� Ib i s j ? ,  
Ml , Jv i s i  'contents '� Kan ?a/ r s i  'exist ' .  (TZ)  
PMP ''' ta : b i ?  [ greeting ] > Akl , Ceb , Bik ta : b j ?  (polite particle)  'excuse 
me� please '� Ib t ab j ? ,  Ml tabek ( greeting) , Tag ba : t j ?  ( M) 'to greet '� 
Fj t av i  'salute in welcome� give hospitality to ' .  (BZ)  
PHN *ta : ma?  'hit the mark ' > Akl ,  Bik , Ceb , Han , Tag ta : ma ? , Kal tama 
'correct; hit the mark '� Sbl t a : ma ?  'correct '� I lk ta : rna 'suitable� 
timely '� Ib tama? 'enter '� NJv tomo 's trike� reach mark ' .  ( DYZ ) 
PHF "' taD2 a ?  ' leftover (food) ' > Bik dida? , Oas t ara? , Gubat t uda ? ,  
Pai t,aza , (Tag t r  ra ) . ( Z ) 
PHN "' taku? 'bend ' > Mar taka? , Ib taku? (BZ)  
PHN ,', t r ku? 'bend ' > Akl , Hil t r ku? , Mar t i ko? , Ib t i ku? (BZ )  
PMP '''waDa? [ existential ] > Kin , S-L wa ra? , Tag wa l a? ,  WBM waza ? ,  Tbl 
l a ? ,  Ib n/aday , NJv 6ra 'none� there is not '� I lk ?adda , wada , Ilt wada , 
OJv wwa ra , Ml ada , Md baDa ( h )  'there is '� I tb �a ra/wa ra 'belongings '� 
Fj wa ra/ i 'not be ' .  ( ADNYZ)  
PHN 1' zara? 'warned by experience ' > Akl ma/d l a? ,  Hil  dG/d l a ? ,  Kpm, 
Tag da l a ? ,  Ilk d< i g> ra ,  Tbl ma/d a l a ? ,  ha/da l a? , Ib j ara ? ,  �U j era 
'warned by experience '� Han da : l a ?  'fear ' ,  WMB da l a ( ? ) - 'frighten away ' .  
(BZ)  
Intervocalic *-?- is reconstructed between unl ike vowels in contrast with 
," - q - and '� -0- on the basis of  Ph , Ami , and TIed evidence ; hiatus or reduction 
appear in all other witnesses . Between l ike vowels  the development of a glottal 
stop is natural and spontaneous ( Dahl 1 9 76 : 3 7 ) , and hence may have been a 
phonetic rather than phonemic feature o f  the proto-language . 
(P160)  PPH '''b a ? ug 'rotten (eggs) ;  sterile ' > Han ba : ? ug , Agy b uug 'rotten '� 
Tag ba?og , Han ba?ug 'sterile '� Bon ba : ? ug 'never married '� I lk ba : ? ug 
'ruined (seeds ) '� Akl ba : ? ug ( v ) , ba?ug ( adj ) 'rot (oj' eggs ) ' .  ( Z ) 
(P16l )  PHN *ba ( n ) t i ? i s  'calf ( l eg) ' > Kal b i s i t  ( M) , Tbl t i h  (aphesi s ) , Msk 
b i t j ? i s ,  Akl ba t i  : ? i s ,  Ceb b i t i  : ? i s ,  Tsg b i ? t i s ,  PMN '�bat j ? i s ,  Ib , Ml 
bat i s ,  OJv wat i s ,  Md bat tes , NJv wantes . ( CDNSYZ )  
(P162 )  PPH "'b i j a : ? u 'winnowing basket ' > Akl b i l a : ? u ,  Tag b i l a : ?o ,  I lk b i ga : ? u ,  
Png b i ga? u ,  ( Itb b i  l aw) , Kal b i  raw . ( Z ) 
(P163 )  PHF '''Ca?as  'high/long ' > A.lel t a : ?as , Ceb , Tag t a ?as , Tbl taha?  (M)  
' long� tall ' ;  Ml , Ib atas 'over� above '� Md a t t3s  'above� on top '� 
NJv a t as 'c learly visible ' ( M) ; Puy ?a/Tas 'high� ta ll '� ? i /Tas 'above '� 
Kan ma/caasa  'long ' .  ( CNZ) 
(P164 )  PHF '''da : ?aN 'old ( thing) , > Akl , Han , 11 , Png , Sbl da : ?an ,  Mar , WBM ,  
Kly da?an , Atta da : n ,  I s g  da/da : n ,  I tb may/a? dan , Agy daa n ,  Kl da/dan 
'o ld (thing) '� PMN ," da?an 'old (rice) '� Aty ra/ra l , Kuvalan za : n  'old 
(not new) ' .  (BSTZ) 
( P1 6 S )  PHN *Da : ? i Q  'to jerk (meat/fish) , > Tag da : ? i Q  'jerked fish '� Kal da i Q  
'dried meat/fish '� I lk da? i Q  'sa lted fish dried in sun '� Sd de?eQ 'raw 
meat cut into s lices� spiced� and then dried in the sun '� OJv DeQ , 
( P166 ) 
( P1 6 7 )  
( P1 68 )  
( P169 ) 
( P 1 70 )  
( Pl71 ) 
( P1 7 2 )  
(P1 7 3 )  
(P174 ) 
( P1 7 5 )  
( P1 76 )  
(P177 )  
(P178 )  
( P179 )  
(P180)  
( P 18 1 )  
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NJv Den DeQ , DeQDeQ 'dried meat '3 Ml daeQ , ( dah i Q  - with secondary h ,  
counter to Sd , OJv , and Kal evidence )  's licing into strips and drying in 
the sun ' .  (BNZ) 
PPH *ha : ? un  'remove from fire ' > Akl ,  Ceb ha : ? u n , Tag ?a : hon ( M) , \flBM 
ha? u n ,  I lk ?a : ? un , Kal a un .  ( Z )  
PHN '�ha ru?an  [ mudfish ] > Akl hat u?an , ( Ceb ha l wan ) , Bik ha ru?an , Tb l  
? a l u? ,  WBM ?a r u?an , Ml ( h ) a ruan . ( Z ) 
PHF '�Ha?a 'yes ' > Ak l h u : ? u ,  Kin ha : ?a/d , Bik ? u : hu ( M) , Han hu? , Msk 
?a?a ,  Tsg hu ?u/n , NJv ha? a ,  ha/m 'yes ' ,  Pai ?a?a  'no' ( s em .  reversal ) . 
( Z ) 
PAN *ka : ?an 'eat ' > Akl ,  Ceb , Han ka : ?u n ,  Tag ka : ? i n ,  Tbl kan , Abr ,  
Btk ka?an , WBM ka?an  ( A) , Bik ka?on , Kal pa/Qan , I tb k< um>a n ,  Isg 
ka : n ,  Ilk ?ag/ka?an , ma/Qan , Tkd m/a?un , Ami k<am>a?an , PMN *kan , * ka : n ,  
Ml ma/kan , Sd ha/kan , Ib ma/kay , Fj  kania , kan/ i , To , Fu ka/ i . 
(ABDNSTYZ)  
PHN *ku? u l  [ snail ] > Akl ku?ut , Hil ku?u l ,  Ceb ku : ? u l , Sd ku? u l , 
Md ko?o l , OJv kul , NJv ko l ,  ( Tag kuho l ) . 2 1 ( DNZ) 
PHN * I a? i n  'other3 different ' > Akl ta? i n ,  Ata ,  Iln , Mam l a? i n ,  Kal 
l a i n ,  Bik , Ceb l a : ? i n , Ib , Sd l a i n ,  Ml l aen , NJv l en ,  Md l aen . ( DNZ ) 
PHN "< J a? un ' long; s low ' > Akl ta?un , Tag l a ?on , Kal l u un 'old '3 Han 
l a : ? un 'big '3 Ib l au n  ' late '3 Sd l a un , OJv a/ I on ,  NJv a/ I on , Ml l ao n ,  
Md l aon 's low ' .  ( DNYZ ) 
PHN ," I u : ?ak 'bay ' > Ceb , Han l u : ? uk ,  I lk l u?ak ,  l u : ? uk (A ) , MOQ l u?ok ,  
Kal l aak , Ml ta/ l uk .  ( CZ)  
PHF �'pa?an 'bait ' > Akl ,  Ceb pa ? u n , Han pa : ? un , Tag pa : ? i n ,  Kal paan , 
Itb a ?pan , Mar pa ?an ( A) , Bon pa : /pan ,  PMN *pa?an , Ib , Ml um/pan , 
Tb oppa n ,  Tso to/pan/a , Kan paana , RukMn pan a ,  Pai pan . ( DSTYZ ) 
PUN '�pa? i s 'roast in leaves ' > Tag pa : ?  i s ,  Mar , WBM pa ? i s ,  Ib pa i s 
'roast in leaves '3 Ml pa i s  'spiced fish cooked in a banana leaf '3 Sd 
pa i s  'what has been roasted in hot ashes '3 NJv pes 'roasted ' .  (BNZ) 
PHN * p i ?at  'narrow; crowded ' > Akl ,  Bik p i : ? u t , Tag p l ? i t ,  Ceb , S-L 
pl ? U t ,  Ceb p « g>? ut , Kal p i at 'narrow3 crowded '3 Ml ma/m i a t  « p i a t )  
'to nip and twist (as one tweaks a boy 's ear) ' .  (BZ )  
PAN *Rab i : ? i H  'night3 evening ' > Akl gab i : ? i h ,  Ceb gab? i h - ,  g abh i ? - ,  
Tag gab ( ? ) i ,  Ilk rab i ? i , Ami l av i ? i , Aty gb i /an , Sed b i y/an , Kal l a B i  i 
'night3 evening '3 To ef i /a f i  'afternoon or early even·ing ' .  ( DYTZ) 
PHF '�R j ? ak 'thresh ' > Akl , Ceb , Han g i : ? uk ,  Ceb g l ? uk ,  Tag g l ? i k , 
Bik g<ln> i k ,  Tsg g j ? i k  (A ) , WBM g j ?ak ,  Mar g i k ,  ( Ml  ( h )  i rek ) , Tir ?arek , 
I lk ?I r i k , Png ? I I  i k , Kan , Sar < um>a/ i r i k i , Tso m/ i r? i ,  Ami m i /? r i k , 
RukMg u/ ( k  i . ( T- '� i R i k i  Z) (metathesis to ,�? i Rak is widespread) 
PPH * ta : ?ab 'high tide ' > Akl , Ceb , Han t a : ? ub , Tag ta : ?eb , Btk ta?ab , 
MOQ t a?ab , Kpm , Ilk ?a tab  ( M) , Png ?atab  'high tide '3 Kal t aab 'sea ' .  
( CZ )  
PSP '� t I ? a l  > Ceb , Hil , S-L , I r i  t I ? i l  'foot '3 Tbl t j ?o l  'bone ' .  ( CZ )  
PHF '� t i na? un 'weave ' > Ami m i / t i n u ?un , Tkd t i n ?un , Aty , Sed t<am> i n un ,  
Sar t < um>a/ t i naana , RudBd ua/ t f n unu , ! tb  t i n un/an , Gad ma/s i n un , Tb 
ton un , Ib , Ml tanun , Mlg tenuna . ( NTY) 
At least one form appears to have a cluster with ,', ? ( i . e .  no test or 
criterion language gives evidence for '�q ) : 
(P182 )  PMP '�baR?at  'heavy ' > Kal l ab a t  (M ) , Tbl ba l a t ,  Akl , Ceb b Gg ?a t ,  Tag 
blgat , b i g ?a t ,  Btk ba?ga t ,  WBM baga t , MoQ boga t , Kpm ba : y a t ,  Sbl b lya t ,  
Ibl ba l ?a t ,  Png ba l a t , Ib , Ml ,  Sd bara t , Tb bo ra t , NgD beha t ,  Md b 8 r ra ?  
'heavy '3 OJv ma/wwat 'become heavy '3 bwa t 'very; weight '3 Lm b i a ? 
'difficult; heavy '3 Pl xo/b raod , To , Fu , Sm ma/ma/fa 'heavy ' .  ( CDNSYZ) 
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Tentatively *? clusters may also be reconstructed on the following : 
( P 1 8 3 )  PMP '� b u ?n i 'ringworm (herpes ) '  > Akl , Ceb bun? i ,  Han bun? i , Bik bu?n i ,  
Itb vu?n i , Tag b u : n i , Isg b un i , Ul awa , Motu h un i . (BCDYZ) 
(P184)  PMP '� ka?w i t 'hook ' > Big , Tag , I lk ka : w i t ,  Akl , Ceb k�w? i t  ( M) , 
Ml ka i t , Ml kaet , Ilk k<a l l >a :w i t ,  Tb ha i t ,  NgD kaw i t ,  To kaye . 
(P185 ) PHF ," s j ? b u  'urine ' > Abr , Btk s j ? b u ,  Pal s i : bu ,  Kyp h j ?b u ,  Bon , 
Bj , lb , 
( DYZ) 
Ilk 
? i s b u  ( M) , Gad ? i ? b u ,  I fg ? i hb u  ( M) , Sai ka/hbu? , Tso s i fu ,  Kan i i vu .  
(TZ)  
( P186)  PHF ," t j ? Naw 'cl ear (water) ' > Akl , Ceb t i n ?aw ( M) , Tag t i  : naw , Tha 
ma/ t i l aw 'clear (water) ', I tb ma/ t naw 'clean ' .  ( TZ) 
(P187 )  PHN "' ha?nay 'weave, set up warp ' > Ceb han?ay , Han han?ay , Sd p i  Ihane? , 
NJv p/an i ,  Ml ma�/an i  'to arrange the warp threads on a loom '; Tag 
ha : nay 'row, line ', WBM han?ay 'to wind a rope or string in a figure 
eight around two posts ' .  ( NZ)  
(P188)  PHN *sab?a [plantain ] > Kal saBa , Akl ,  Ceb s�b?a , Bik sa?ba ( M) , Tag , 
I lk saba , Sbl ha : ?a ,  Han sab?� , B j , NJv p i sa�/saba . ( CZ)  
(P189 ) PHN '�b u?yu� 'pot-bel lied ' > Tag b u  : yon , Akl b uy ? un (A/�  + y ) , Ilk 
b uy?u� , Ml buyu� . (BZ )  
( P190 ) PHN * tu?m i d  'heel ' > Tondano , Matanai t u?m i r ,  Tonsea , �ombulu t u ?m i d ,  
Kl t um i d ,  Uma Juman t um i r ,  Ml , NgD t um i t ,  Hv tumu t r a ,  ( lb t umb i t ) . 
(BSZ)  
There appear to be only three possibili ties leading to the reconstruction 
of an initial *? - .  The first is evidence for the metathesis of an original 
intervocalic glottal to initial position ( e . g .  * ? i Rak ( P1 78) or *?aCas ( P1 63 » . 
The second is evidence from bound forms with frozen prefixes , where the resul ting 
intervocalic reflexes substantiate an initial glottal after the morpheme boundary 
(e . g .  1' s i +?anuh ( Pl 1 2 » : 
( P191 )  PHF * ? am i n  ' (use) al l ' > Akl , Kla , I lk ? a : m i n ,  Bon , Ifg ?am i n ,  Bon 
? am? i n  ( M? ) , lsg ?amm i n ,  ma : m i n ,  Tkd mu?am in , Ami ma'lm i n .  ( Z ) 
( P19 2 )  PAN "' ?�mam 'six ' > Akl ?a/n ? um ,  Tag ?a : I n  i m ,  ltb a/?nam r WBM ha/?anam, 
Tkd ?a?a/?num ,  Ami ?anam , Fj , To , Fu ono . (ACDNSTYZ) 
The third possibility is  the evidence of  doubled monosyllables which cannot 
otherwise be established as having begun with *q- , e . g .  
(P19 3 )  PHN *[ ? ]ag[ ? ]ag 'sift; sieve ' > Tag ? ag ?�g = ?agag 'sift (ed) ', Ceb 
?<a l >ag ? ag 'to sift ', Kl agag 'sieve (for rice) ' .  (BZ )  
Reluctance to reconstruct this  phoneme in initial posi tion i s  based on 
the unavailability of morphophonemic evidence for its occurrence outside of 
the Philippines , note , for example , Sd ? i n um : :  �/ i n um 'drink ' .  
8 .  PROTO-AUSTRONES IAN *0 
PAN *0 is reconstructed in final position on the basis  of  test languages 
such as Akl , Ceb , and Ib , and in intervocalic posi tion on the basis of criterion 
languages . Bs dialects have a morphophonemic final -0 which is realised in two 
ways before suffixes : ( 1 )  in some dialects ( Akl , Hil , Odg) a final high vowel 
changes to the homorganic semivowel -w- or -y- , while the low vowel is  lost and 
a glottal stop is inserted ; ( 2 ) in other dialects ( Ceb , S-L) a glottal stop is  
inserted wi th sporadic instances of  final vowel loss . ( Zorc 1 9 7 7 : 206ff)  
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( P194 ) PAN '�qasa :wa'" 'spouse ' > AId ,  Ceb ?asa  :wa 'spouse '� pa f)/asaw? f un 'to 
marry '� Kal ka tawa , Bik , Bon ,  Han , Ilk ?asa : wa ,  Fu ava/ a ,  Ami ? acawa? 
( ACDTYZ) 
( P19 S) PAN �:maCa'" 'eye ' > Akl ,  Bik , Ceb , Han , Ilk , I s g ,  Sbl mata , Pai maca , 
Puy mala? ,  Ami mat a ,  Tkd mata? , TO , Ib mat a  'eye '� Akl , Ceb ma t ? - 'wake 
(x) up '� Tag ( dial ) mata : ?/an 'look around for ' .  ( ADNYZ ) 
(P196)  PAN *su : s u'" 'breast ' > Ak l ,  Bon ,  Ceb , Han , I lk su : s u ,  To huh u ,  Pai tu t u ,  
Puy s usu? , Ami cucu , Bun s usu ? , Sai hoho? 'breast '� Akl pa/s usw- , Ceb 
pa/sus?- 'breast-feed (x) ' .  (ADSTYZ)  
(P197 )  PHN ,':Z u : Ru'" 'corner� angle ' Akl d u : gu 'meet a t  right an(fles '� ka/ rugw/an , 
Itb a/ r uyw/an , Sbl d u : y u ,  Mar r ug u ,  OJv pa/du, NJv pa/do/n , Ml pen/Ju r u ,  
Sd j u ru? 'corner� angle ' .  ( DNSZ) 
(P198)  PAN *ba t u'" 'stone ' > Akl ,  Ceb bat u ,  Ib b a t u ,  Paz bat u? , I tb va t u , Fj 
vat u 'stone '� Akl ka/ba/batw/an 'rocky area '� Ceb b a t u? /un 'full of 
rocks ' .  ( ADNSTYZ)  [ however , compare Tkd b a t uh , Akl , Ceb ba t uh- 'to 
stone ' ]  
( P199 ) PAN *ku : C u'" 'louse ' > Ceb ku : t u ,  Itb , Lm ,  Ib , Ml , Ami , To kut u ,  Tha 
k u : 9u? , Paz , Sai kusu?  'louse '� Akl h i  /f) u tw/ i 'delouse ' .  (ADNSTYZ) 
[ however , compare Tkd ku tuh ,  Akl ku : t uh ,  kut u : h/un 'full of lice ' ]  
Where such morphophonemic evidence is not available , PAN *-'" may be reconstructed 
where languages offer evidence for no other phoneme ( e . g .  P1 S ) : 
( P200) PAN '�aku'" 'I ' > Akl ,  Bik , Ceb , Han ?aku ,  Bj , Ib , Jv , Ml a k u ,  Ami k/aku ,  
Bun a/aku? , Aty s/ako ,  Sm a ? u . ( ABDSTYZ) 
(P201 ) PAN '� ba I i '" 'buy ' > Tag bY I i h ,  b i I h- , Tbl b<em> I i h ,  Tsg b i : h ( al l  with 
regular intrusive -h - < ":"' ) ,  Sml b e l l i ,  Ib , Lm, Ml be l  i ,  Sd be l  i ? , 
Sa ho I  i ,  Fj vo l i /a ,  Pai v<n>e l i .  ( DNYZ)  
( P202 )  PAN ": ( k ) am i '"  > Akl ,  Ceb , Han kam i , B j , Ib , Ml kam i , Tb ham i , Ulawa am i , 
Ami k/am i , Bun a/am i ? ,  Aty s/am i . ( JI.BDSYZ) 
PAN ":-"'- is reconstructed where most AN languages reflect hiatus (with a 
possible non-phonemic off gl ide in some languages ) ;  although some Ph languages 
appear to give evidence of *-w- or *-y - ,  no such evidence is available from 
any other language group . 
(P203 )  PAN ": i "'a'" 'he/she ' > Ceb , Bik , Tag snya , Itb sl i va , Odg s/ Yda , Mam 
? i za ,  Ib , Ml , Tb i a ,  Ml d/ i a ,  Pl f)/ i ,  Jv - e ,  Fj , To ,  Fu , Sm i a , Aty 
h/ i a ? ,  Sai s/ i a . (ABDYZ)  
( P204 ) PMP *nY"'uR  'coconut ' > Akl , Bik , Han , I fg ,  Itg n Yyug ,  I lk , Png nyug , 
Bon ? i ny ug ( M) , I tb n i y uy ,  Odg n Ydug , Pl I i us ,  Ib , Ml n i U r , 1 3 OJv nyu , 
Ml n i o r ,  Md neye r ,  neyef) , Tb n i u r ,  NgD e/noh , Fj , Sa , To , Fj n i u .  
( P20S ) PAN * l u"'aq 'expel from mouth ' > Tag ,  Bik l uwa? ,  Kal u l ak ( M) , Ml i uah  
'expel from mouth '� Ib  ke/ l uah 'put out '� To I ua 'vomit '� Pai pa/De/ l uaq 
'make sound of vomiting ' .  (ABSYZ) 
(P206 ) PAN *b u"'aq 'fruit ' > Ilk bwa , Blw ,  Isg buwa 'areca nut '� Akl , Ceb 
b u : wa?  'spongy growth inside coconut '� Jv woh , Bj , lb , Ml b uah , To fua , 
Puy vuah 'fruit '� Kan vua?e 'orange '� Pai vuaq [ tuber ] :  ( ADNSTY) 
The reconstruction of  PAN *'" in intervocalic and final position needs no 
defence , and had indeed been assumed on forms that here have been reconstructed 
with ''<? ,  ''<H ,  or ( i n  a few ins tances ) *5 . In the absence of solid morphophonemic 
evidence for other phonemes ( ": ? - in particul ar) , i t  is most prudent at our 
present state of knowledge to pos it it initially as well , and this is done by 
stating etyma with initial vowels (e . g .  P200 , P20 3) . Al though it is proposed 
that ,,<? contrasted with ''<13 ( and ''<H and ":q ) in intervocalic and final position,  
i t  is possible that it did not occur in initial position or that it did , but 
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evidence for th is may be forever lost to us . Such d contrast would be di ffi cult 
to dis tingui sh , and therefore I see no advantage in making an assumption that it 
was clearly ,�? aku over "'0aku ,  or in mark ing such ambiguity as ,� [ 0? ]aku . 
9 .  A NOT E ON THE PAN SEMICONSONANTS *w AND *y 
Dyen (19 5 3  : 9 )  recognised the fact that although he treated PMP ,',w and '�y 
as consonants , "these may turn out to be simply non-syllabic *i and *u" ,  but 
he generally left the question open , although "*y and *w are not reconstructed 
next to *i and *u respective ly . To do this would indicate a prejudice for the 
distinctive nature of  the semi vowels for otherwise a writing such as *lawun 
would imply two occurrences of the phoneme *u . "  ( 19 5 3 : 9 ) Dahl maintained : "In 
PAN there was no phonemic difference between *u and *w nor between *i  and *y . 
They were in complementary distribution , *u and *i  at syl lable summits 
( syllabics ) ,  and *w and *y at syllable l imits ( non-syl labics ) . "  ( 1976 : 1 7 )  The 
result yields a large number o f  ( potential)  trisyl labics , even though the 
maj ority of AN evidence indicates disyl labics . Often his reliance is on an 
inaccurate orthography rather than on a careful phonemic representation of data 
( e . g .  Ibg "ualu"  = [ wa l u ]  'eight ', Bagobo "uaig" = [ wa? i g ] ,  Tir "uaj eg" 
[ wayag ] 'water ', I lk "uai g "  = [ wa : ? i g ]  'marsh ', Kpm "uanan " = [ wa : nan ] ,  Ibg 
" j i uanan " = [ z i wanan ] 'Y'ight (side) ' . ) ( Dahl 1976 )  
I n  his review of  Dahl , Blust ( 19 76b : 2 2 3 )  offers some cogent arguments for 
the preservation o f  the character of PAN ,�w and '�y as consonants , e . g .  loss of  
final consonants in  Amblau ( *w and *y included) and the reduction o f  antepenulti­
mate vowels to [ a ]  among Bornean languages . Li ( 19 74 )  has also demonstrated 
that the re flexes for '�y and ,�w are different from those of ,0, i and ,o'u ,  strikingly 
so in some languages . 
( P20 7 )  
( P208)  
( P209) 
( P2 10 )  
( P21 1 )  
(P21 2 )  
PAN ,o'qa  : y am 'domestic animal ' > Md aj am 'chicken ', P l  xa ram 'animal ', 
Bun xadam 'bird ', Kan ?a l ama 'meat ', Akl ? a : yam 'dog ' .  ( ACDNTYZ ) 
PAN *ka : y uH 'tree, wood ' > Md kaj u ( h ) , Fj ka (S ) u ,  Kan kaa l u , Itb kay uh ; 
Pl g a r  'fire; wood ' .  [ See P50 ; ( ACDFNTYZ) ] 
PMP "' l a : ya R  'sail ' > Pl yars , Fj l aSa , Odg ya : da g ,  Sur l a : j ag ,  Ml l ay a r . 
PAN "'wa l u0 'eight ' > Md ba l l u ( h ) , Tkd vau ? , Pai -Va l u- ,  Ami , To va l u .  
PHF ," ka-wanaN 'right (hand) ' > Pai kanavat ( M) , Sai ka?na l , Paz ?anan , 
Ml kanan , Ho havanana , Kan anana . ( ADTY) 
PAN '�ka-w i R i 'lefHhand) ' > Pai kay i r i ,  Sai kay j ? ,  Paz ? i x j ? , Tkd tan  a/ 
v i I i h , Ml k i r i , Fj ma/wT . ( ADTY) 
However , this does not preclude that the orlgln of  some ( irregular) w­
reflexes is  from '�u .  Reid ( 19 79 : 18 )  has suggested an '�[ ? ]u topi c marker (Ami , 
Sed , Itb ,  Ivt ? u ) . It is possible that such a marker has become frozen on 
certain lexical forms , producing otherwise irregular reflexes of * u-Saj i ( ? )  
'younger sibling ', "' u-a : s u  'dog ', '�u-aNak 'child ' ;  note that the Paz reflex of  
,�w i s  III ( P211-21 2 ) , yet it has wazu?  'dog ', s ua :  z i ?  'YS ' ;  Tkd v < *w , yet ?acu?  
'dog ' ;  Pai v < *w , yet afak 'chi ld ' (but va t u  'dog ' ) ;  RukBd v < -{'w , yet ag  i 'YS ' ;  
Tha III < ,�w , yet s a s uwa : 6  j ?  'YS ' . The role of  grammar and morphophonemics in 
reconstructing PAN is not to be underestimated . 2 8  
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Part o f  the attraction of Dyen ' s  monograph ( 19 5 3 : 4 9 )  was the el imination of  
several of  Dempwolff ' s  doublets . Nevertheless , many doubl ets must be recon­
structed which cannot be resolved . For example ,  there is evidence for both 
'�SeReC ( P 36)  and '�qeReC ( Ml he ra t , Tbl ke l o t , Kan ? arece) , '� h u : tek  'brain ' 
(Bik h u : t uk ,  Itb h utek)  and *q u : tek ( To ? uto) , '� I awaq 'spider ' ( Kal l awak , Puy 
wa rah) and ": ] awa ? ( Ib empe l awa ? ) , '�buka? ( Pl 3 6 )  and *bukah ( Ceb b ukah- , b ukh- , 
Hil bukah- ) . 
Some of  these may be resolved on the basis of  grammati cal derivations . 
Note , for example , Ib dua 'two ' ,  be/dua?  'divide ', 5e/duay 'you-two ' .  It would 
appear attractive to adopt a hypothesis that *ba t u� (P198)  was a noun stem , 
while *ba tuH  was a verb stem , since -h- appears as a morphophoneme in a number 
of  genetically diverse SPh languages ( Tag , Ceb , WBM ,  Tsg ,  Tb l )  i but this analysis 
fails on "'ku : C u� vs ,': ku : C uH ( P199 ) , where the exact opposite situation obtains 
in at least Akl . Blust ( 1970 , 1979 )  and Zorc ( 1 978 : 94 )  have each shown that 
phenomena such as accent shift and/or "'- ? , '�-H , "'- I) ,  '�-y served to mark voca­
tives , which accounts for discrepancies in the final consonants of many kin 
terms ( e . g .  '�amaH , '�ama? ,  '�amay , "'amal)  , "'a : ma�  'father ' ) . Accent shi ft is  also 
noted in commands ( Zorc 1 9 78 : 7 3 )  and , parallel to the grammar of vocatives , this 
may account for the presence of  [ -h J  in the direct passive command form ( Akl , 
Tkd -ah < PHF "'-aH )  . 
A greater understanding o f  the grammar o f  AN l anguages is needed in order 
to determine the role of grammar in sound changes . For example , I have noted 
that contentives that are otherwise vowel final in Kuyonon and Kalamian end in 
[ - ? J , but functors (pronouns , demonstratives ,  numerals , etc . )  do not . In S-L 
and Tsg some functors have undergone the change "'5 > h ,  but no similar change 
is found on a singl e lexical item .  Functors ( and this would include kin terms 
used vocatively) appear to be subj ect to separate rules , perhaps due to their 
extremely high frequency , and thus it is  not surprising to find *?  retained on 
kin terms in Ml or Jv ( lost on other lexemes ) ,  or the retention of both '�h and 
*? in Jv he?e 'yes ' (P168) . 
The reconstruction o f  two laryngeals  (PAN ,', ? and '�H )  is ineluctabl e ,  
al though much more information is  needed o n  the phonemic and morphophonemic 
status of [ ? J  and [ h J  in various AN languages , particularly those of Formosa . 
I encourage and elicit the assistance and assessments of fellow Austronesianists 
in determining the nature and provenance of laryngeals in PAN . 
Shortly after th is paper was presented in Bali , Dahl ' s  excellent study 
( 1981 ) appeared . The reader will note that each of  us has addressed certain 
simi lar problems (such as the uni fication of  various '�q ' s into one '�q , the 
reconciliation of ,',S and *H , and the chronology of  the shi ft of  ,�S and "'q > [ h  J 
in Malayo-Javanic) . After s everal personal communications , Dahl and I have 
agreed to disagree on the following : one ,', S ( Zorc) versus *S l and ," S 2 ( Dahl ) ,  
one "'H ( Zorc) versus '�H 1 and "'H 2 ( Dahl and Tsuchida) , and the phonemic status 
of PAN "' ? ,  '�w , ," V (Dah l is open to discussion , but not yet convinced) . I shall 
address these probl ems further in my forthcoming monograph . 
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1 1 . ABBREV IATIONS 
A 
Abr 
Agy 
Akl 
Ami 
AN 
Ata 
Aty 
Bik 
Bj 
Bkd 
Blw 
Bon 
Bs 
Btk 
Bun 
But 
Cas 
Ceb 
Dbw 
Fj  
FIn 
Fu 
Gad 
Han 
Hil 
Ho 
Ib 
Ibg 
Ibl 
I fg 
Ilk 
Iln 
Ilt  
In  
Isg 
I tb 
Itg 
Ivt 
Jv 
Kal 
Kan 
K-C 
Kin 
Kl 
Kl a 
Kl g 
Kly 
Knk 
Ko r 
Kpm 
Kuv 
Kuy 
Assimilation 
Aborlan Tagbanwa 
Agutaynen (Kal ) 
Aklanon (Bs )  
Amis 
Austronesian 
Ata Manobo 
Atayal ( Squi liq) 
Bikol (Naga) 
Bandj arese ( Ml )  
Binuk id Manobo 
Balangaw 
Bontok 
Bisayan 
Palawan Batak 
Bunun ( Isbukun) 
Butuanon (Bs ) 
Casiguran Dumagat 
Cebuano ( Bs ) 
Dibabawon Manobo 
Fij ian 
Formosan 
Futuna 
Gaddang 
Hanunoo 
Hiligaynon (Bs )  
Hova = Malagasy 
Iban = Sea Dayak 
Ibanag 
Inibaloi 
I fugao ( Batad) 
I lokano 
I l ianen Manobo 
I longot ( Kakiduge : n) 
Indonesian 
Isneg 
I tbayaten 
Itneg (Binongan) 
Ivatan 
Javanese 
Kalamian 
Kanakanabu 
Kalamansig Manobo 
Kinaray-a (Bs )  
Bario Kelabit 
Kalinga 
Kalagan 
Keley ' i ' Kal lahan 
Kankanay 
Koronadal Bi laan 
Kapampangan 
Kuvalan 
Kuyonon 
Kyp 
Lm 
M 
Mam 
Mar 
Mas 
Md 
Ml 
Mig 
MOl) 
Mr 
Msk 
NC 
NgD 
NJv 
Ntg 
Odg 
OJv 
Pai 
Pal 
PAN 
Paz 
Pr'M 
Ph 
PHF 
PHN 
PIN 
Pl 
PMJ 
PMN 
PMP 
Png 
POC 
PPH 
PPN 
PSF 
PSP 
Puy 
Ruk 
RukBd 
RukMg 
RukMn 
RukTo 
RukTn 
Sa 
Sai 
SaiT 
San 
Sar 
Sbl 
Sd 
Sed 
Sin 
Kayapa Kallahan 
Lampung (Way Lima ) 
Metathesis 
Mamanwa 
Maranao 
Masbateno 
Madurese 
Malay ( sian) 
Malagasy 
Mongondow 
Murik 
Mansaka 
not cognate 
Ngadju  Dayak 
New Javanese 
Northern Tagbanwa (Kal)  
Odionganon (Bs )  
Old Javanese ;  Kawi 
Paiwan 
Palawan 
Proto-Austronesi an 
Pazeh 
Proto-Formosan 
Phi lippine 
Proto-Hesperonesian-Formosan 
Proto-Hesperones ian (West AN) 
Proto-Indonesian 
Palau 
Proto-Malayo-Javanic 
Proto-Minahasan 
Proto-Mala yo-Polynesian 
pangasinan 
Proto-Oceanic 
Proto-Philippine 
Proto-Polynesian 
Proto-South Formosan 
Proto-Southern Phil ippine 
Puyuma 
Rukai 
Rukai (Budai dia lect)  
Rukai ( Maga dialect) 
Rukai ( Mantauran dialect) 
Rukai ( Tona dial ec t )  
Rukai ( Tanan dialect) 
Sa ' a  
Sais iyat ( Tungho dialect) 
Saisiyat ( Taai dialect) 
Sangir ( ese )  
Saaroa 
Sambal (Botolan dialect) 
Sundanese 
Sediq 
Sindangan Subanon 
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Sir 
Skt 
S-L 
Sm 
Sml 
Snl 
Soc 
SPh 
Sur 
Tag 
'lb 
Siraya 
Sanskrit 
Samar-Leyt e ,  Waray (Bs )  
Samoan 
Samal , Sinama 
Sangil 
Siocon Subanon 
Southern Phi lippines 
Surigaonon (Bs )  
Tagalog 
Toba Batak 
Tbl 
Tha 
Tig 
Tir 
Tkd 
To 
Tsg 
Tso 
UAN
} 
Ur 
UJ 
WBM 
NOTES 
Tboli , Tagabili 
Thao 
Ti gwa Manobo 
Tiruray 
Taki tuduh Bunun 
Tongan 
Tausug 
Tsou 
Ur-Aus tronesian 
[ Ur=Ger . "Proto " J 
Uma Juman 
Western Bukidnon Manobo 
1 .  I n  1971  while preparing the "Proto-Philippine finder l i s t "  for fieldwork , I 
accepted many instances of  final Ph [ - ? J  as loans or irregularities , but in 
the interest o f  being systematic , I marked reconstruc tions with an underlined 
zero ( 0) .  As my research was in progress ,  I noted an ever growing corpus of  
data that agreed in showing a final glottal stop . In 1 9 76 while going 
through Scott ' s  Iban dictionary , I found a number of agreements with 
Phi lippine l anguages . However , I felt that since Blust had been to Borneo 
and knew the languages well , his rej ection of Scott ' s  phonemics was well 
founded . By 19 78 , after continued research into Iban , I fel t the agreements 
amongst Phi lippine - ?  and Bisayan -h : :  Iban -? were too many and too con­
vincing to be dismissed , especially since Ib and Bs appeared to reflect *-0 
faithful ly as -0 . I revamped all of  my data , eliminating the symbol ' q ' 
( except where it genuinely represented a post-velar stop in data or was 
warranted in reconstructions) ,  re-writing the glottal stop as ' ? ' ;  I then 
began to see the necessity for reconstructing ,', ? as opposed to ," q ,  and began 
drafting a monograph on AN laryngeals in September 1978 . I wish to thank 
Blust , Dyen , Nothofer , Sneddon , Harvey , Tchekho ff , Li , Ferrel l ,  and Wol ff 
for their many helpful and positive comments at TICAL , and Charles , Dahl , 
and Tsuchida for their correspondence concerning this paper . 
2 .  Murik (Blust  19 74a)  and Uma Juman (Blust 1977c)  appear to have gone through 
a s tage where all final *-0 > - ?  ( sometimes with -n doublets ) ,  but synchron­
ically this  is no longer the case , so there are vowel -final stems either 
from "'-q or from monophthongalisation : 
Mr , UJ a l u? 'pestle ' < PHN *qah l u0 
Mr awa? , awan 'spouse ' < PAN "'qasa  : wa0 
Mr, UJ batu?  'stone ' < PAN *ba tu[ 0H J 
Mr , UJ baya?  'crocodile ' < PMP '�buqa : ya0 
Mr b Ul)a ? , ( UJ b Ul)a )  'flower ' < PMP ," b u :  I)ah 
( Mr  baa) , UJ a ra ?  'ember ' < PHF *ba : RaH 
Mr buku? < PHN ," bukuh 'joint ' 
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Mr baha , UJ basa 'wet ' < PMP *basaq 
Mr , UJ ue 'rattan ' < PAN *qu0ay 
Mr ,  UJ l ak i ? 'male ' < PMP ": J a : k i 0  
Mr , UJ asa  'whet ' < PHF '�Ha : saq 
Mr n/uta , UJ u ta 'vomit ' < PAN * u : taq 
A similar phenomenon is  observed for Bario Kelabit (Blust  1974 d )  which shows 
-h  on all forms that came to end in earlier -0 : 
Kl t ab huh 'sugarcane ' < PAN '� tabuS 
Kl mudh i h 'behind ' < PMP '�uDah i 0 
Kl padhuh 'ga l l ' < PHF '�qa  ( m) paj u0 
Kl ba rah 'ember ' < PAN '�ba : RaH 
Kl matah 'eye ' < PAN *maCa0 
Kl abha ?  'water ' < PMP '�bahaq 'flood ' 
Kl bada? 'infcrm ' < PHF *baj aq 'know ' 
Kl adho 'day ' < PAN '�qa l j aw 
3 .  This is  so because one often hears a glottal stop in list intonation which 
di sappears in inflection , e . g .  
Kuy dug G? 'blood ' : : d< i n>uguan 'blood-pudding ' 
Kal ?a l a� 'buy '  : :  pa/a l a�/an 'make (someone) buy ' 
Kal kas awa? 'spouse ' : :  kasawa/na 'his wife ' 
I tb  pasu?  'roast ' : :  pasu/an 'roast (it) ! '  
Sd ? i n um 'drink '  : : �/ i n um 'to drink '  
A satis factory analysis of such phenomena would yield a morphophoneme /0/ 
which has a realisation of [ ? J  in speci fic environments . Th e glottal stop 
is not given on data cited from Phi lippine languages which exhibit this . 
4 .  Challengga Anak Manjan ( now Mrs Hol t  Thompson) from Rumah Tabor , Sungai Sera ' ,  
Bintul u ,  Fourth Division , Sarawak . Iban is a fascinating language for the 
historical l inguist in the following areas : 
( 1 )  many instances o f  semantic reversal ( see Blust  1980a) , 
( 2 )  -y < ,�- � , '� -n , "' -h , *- ? ,  as in da tay < "'da ta� 'arrive '� makay 'ea t ' < 
�'ma/ka : ?an , bukay 'other ' < '�bukan , panj ay 'long ' < "'pan j  a � , j a I ay 'road ' 
< *Za : l a n ,  naday 'don 't have ' < '�waDa? , umay 'farm ' < *q umaH , etc . 
( 3 ) loss of ," C - in functors ( including words used vocatively) , e . g .  udah < 
'�s u dah  'already '� ag j ?  'stil l ' < * I ag j ? ,  a r i  'from ' < '�da r i , u kay 'none ' 
< "' bukan , apay 'father ' < *bapa ? , etc . 
( 4 )  vowel length as the result of loss of  laryngeals , e . g .  ba : h  'fZood ' < 
'�bahaq , ba : I ' fermented ' < *baha I ,  b u :  k 'hair ' < ," b uSak , da : n 'branch ' < 
"'daqan , sa : n 'carry on shoulder ' < "'saqan , ma : r 'expensive ' < '''maha I , 
etc . 
( 5) final * - R  > Ib - ?  on a few items of  basic vocabulary , e . g .  i ku? 'tai l ' 
< "' i : kuR , i I i ? 'downstream ' < '''q i : l i R ,  kapu?  'lime ' < '''k+apuR , a j ?  
'water ' < '''wa : h i R , t a l u? 'egg ' < '�q i +ta l uR .  
( 6 ) the retention of  '�q > h ,  '�? ,  *H , '�S  > ? in final position only , as taken 
up in this study . 
5 .  An i llustration of criterion , test , and witness language evidence is  in order . 
PAN '''Cabuj 'spring (of water) ' is  reconstructed from Akl t ub u r/a n ,  Kal 
t u/ t ubd/an , Buhi t ub u r/an , Ivt a/tbur/an , Paz s ubud , Pai s i / cavud , Sai 
ka/sbaz , Fj t uvu , To t u fu 'spring ' ,  Ilk ag/tubb6g 'to discharge (water) ' .  
Pai i s  a tes t l anguage for *C , '''a ,  ,� u ,  "'j in that there is  a one-to-one 
correspondence from each Pai phoneme to a PAN phoneme ; Pai is a criterion 
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l anguage for ," b because Pai v < '�b or "'w . Akl and Ilk s erve as test l anguages 
for the short penult vowel (with gemination b eing the mani festation in Ilk , 
even though '� a has assimilated to the fol lowing '�u ) . Paz s erves as a cri­
terion language for ,�C ( Paz s < ,�C , "'S )  along with Kal , Akl ,  Buhi , Ivt , Ilk 
(t < *t , *C , *T) ; while Sai i s  a test language for *C ( s  < *C ; *S  only i f  
there i s  a *C i n  the same form) . Fj and To here serve as witness languages 
and attest to the antiquity o f  the form , the "'a has assimilated to the follow­
ing *u . Ilk is also a criterion language for *j (g < *g , *R , *j ) . Henc e ,  
each language contributes something to the reconstructio n ,  and , further , 
each phoneme of each language has a different s ta tus . I f  we did not have the 
Pai cognate ,  PAN *Cubuj could have been reconstructed ( al though the addition 
of Mota tOY would have salvaged the "'a )  , or an ambiguity would have to be 
indicated , as a PAN *C[ ua ]b uj ( syncope in Ivt and Sai i s  generally but not 
always due to the loss of *a) . I f  we did not have the Oceanic evidenc e ,  the 
reconstruction shoul d be labelled PHF . 
6 .  Tsuchida ( 19 76 )  was more conservative and label led such reconstructions as 
PHN . Dahl ( 1976)  used similar label s ,  but more to indicate the author of a 
reconstruction rather than its time depth ( UAN = Dempwol f f ,  PMP = Dye n ,  
PAN = Dah l )  . 
7 .  Dahl (19 76 : 1 24 ff)  and Blus t  ( 19 77b ; 1980b) each posit Fro as the highest order 
AN subgroup from which PMP split . Dyen ( 1965b : 56 )  did not rule out the 
possibility of a Formosan homeland . PHN is clearly one subgroup under PMP , 
but i t  i s  not clear whether there are two further offshoots ( Central and 
Eastern) or only one . Tsuchida does not take a firm stand ( note 6 )  because 
Fro languages generally share a large inventory of forms with Western languages 
( many of which may be innovations ) ,  and only a very small number with Oceanic . 
8 .  I owe a special vote o f  thanks to Ed Ruch ( SIL , Phi lippines ) for sending me 
all Ntg (Kal)  lexical entries he had gathered to date with a [ k ] . Data on 
Kal (proper) and Agy were gathered by myself in the fiel d in 1 9 7 1 - 7 2 . 
9 .  Note Kal a t a 1  < *ka ta 1  'itch" i 1 a 1 a  < '� k i  1 a :  1 a0 'know (person) ', u 1  i t  < 
*ku : 1 i C  'skin ', i an < "'S i +ka : ?an 'fish '" b i t ua < "'b i C u : ka 'intestines ', 
s i i t  < '�sak i t  'sick; pain (fulJ ', man u  < '�manuk  'chicken ', b ua < bUSak 'hair ' .  
However , i t  appears that Kal retains * k  between l ike vowels and in double 
monosyllables : Kal t akaw < '� t a : kaw 'stea l ', taka < PSP '� taka0 'fed up with ', 
ka 1 i f)k i f)  < *k<a 1 > i f)k i f)  'little finger ', kamkam < '�kamkam 'get ho ld of ', 
kamkam < '� kamkam 'ho ld in fist ', k i s k i s  < '� k i s k i s  'scrape off ', k uskus  < 
," k uskus 'scrub ' .  Clearly identi fiable loans include : Kal kura  1 'fence ' < 
Sp corral , t ambak 'fat ' < Bs t ambak , kada 'each ' < sp cada , ka 1 ag < CPh 
ka 1 ag 'soul, spirit ', kanugun 'too bad ' < Bs kanu : gun , etc . 
1 0 . Oceanic evidence appears to reflect a doublet ( "'Rabuk)  rather than refute the 
reconstruction o f  *qa b uk . 
1 1 . Abbreviations refer to the work o f  the following authors : Z = Zorc 
A Dahl D Dempwolff S Sneddon 
B = Blust F = Ferrell T = Tsuchida 
C = Charles N = Nothofer Y = Dyen 
Al though such credits are given to the research and data of these authors , I 
must assume ful l responsibility for their present shape and meaning . In many 
ins tances I have modi fied the reconstruction o f  an author quite drastically 
in the light of evidence for laryngeals , accent ( see Zorc 1 9 7 8 ) , or other 
phonemes . Numbers preceded by a P- refer to data sets in this paper . 
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1 2 . Nothofer reconstructs PMJ '�qan u !  ( L e .  �'?anuj ) based on Md ano?  ( 19 7 5 : 1 0 3 )  
and dismisses OJv h< i n>anu t  'was let af1oat ' ,  NJv anot , NgD han u t  'float ' 
as loans from Ml ( 19 7 5 : 21 7 , fn . 82 ) . Tsuchida reconstructs '�q 2 a n u[ zZ J 
( 1976 : 167 , 200 , fn . l09) , producing the first instance o f  a fir.,al '-' -Z . The 
evidence for '�qanuj would be based on Md alone , since NPh lang'uages (which 
normal ly reflect 1'j > g )  have d (Bon '/a : n u d ,  Cas ? anod , Png ? a n u r ) , and 
together with Pai qa+uq  point to PAN *qa : n ud .  It is probable that Md ano? 
is an early loan with the regular development of -t > - ?  ( Although 
possibly a typographical error , Notho fer ignores initial Ml ( h )  and recon­
structs ,�? - . ) 
1 3 .  I do not general ly reconstruct '�n next to * i unless there is strong evidence 
for doing so . Forms affected include : *n i 0a instead of *na , *qa : N i C  ( not 
'�qa : n i C ) , '� ( Ra ) S i na :wa0 ( not 1'nawa nor * n i Sa : wa0 ) , '-'n l0uR  ( not *n i 0uR) , 
*I)I l uh ( not ,-,nl l uh ) . 
14 . WBM does not normal ly reflect syncope (WBM geh i nawa < '-' ( Ra ) S i na : wa0 
'breathe '3 1 i saha? < '� l i s aSaq 'nit '3 ha�azan < '-'haRaZan 'stair':Jase '3 
? apazu < '-'qa (m) paj u0 'gaZZ3  bile '3 pamanah i k  < '-'panah i k  'go up ' )  so that 
some forms are either irregular (perhaps because they involve laryngeals ) 
or reflect genuine consonant clusters in PPH ( i f  not in PHN an:i PAN : PAN 
'-' baR (a )  qal)  'molar ' > WBM ba�al) , PAN '�C uq ( a )  1 a N  'condylar bone ' ( B )  > WBM 
t u l an ,  etc . 
1 5 .  Li ( 19 7 8 : 1 4 1 )  made thi s  observation for Sai ; the only case observed for 
Thao i s  s aq i s  'sew ' < *CaS i q ,  but observe also the ass imilation in Thao 
'�sa : q i s  'face ' < *daq i S  ( Ferrell 19 76) . 
16 . For the reconstruction of PBS see Zorc 1977 . For purposes o f  'chis com­
parison , all evidence from Bs is taken as a single witness following a 
simi l ar procedure adopted by Dyen ( 19 5 3 : 6f )  where he took al l �ragal ic 
evidence as one witness . However , Bs evidence is clear and more cogent 
than Tag . 
1 7 .  Itbayaten reflects both ,�S and '-'H quite faithfully in initial , intervocalic , 
cluster , and final position , although several instances o f  h-loss have 
occurred . Thi s  is attributed to infl uence from Ivt (or o ther surrounding) 
h-losing dialects , where Bs , Ib , and Tkd reflect *H or *S ( e . g .  P69 ) the 
reconstruction is considered substantially weak , which is why I am hesitant 
to accept Tsuchida ' s  '�ba t uH or *ku : C uH .  
1 8 . Western Bukidnon Manobo is general ly an excell ent witness , except in ante­
penultimate syllables ( ?ava�a t  < *Haba : Ra t )  or in clus ters ( ? andu  < 
'�qaS ( a) l u ( H ) ) . Data so far assembled appear to indicate a cont�rast ,  at 
least after final a ,  between *-0 (with intrusive - ? - )  and *-h : 
? uma 'arrive ' : :  na/? umah/an 'was met ' 
bava 'carry ' : :  bavah/a 'carry (it) ." 
dapa 'fathom ' : :  dapah/an 'fathom (it) ! '  
d uma 'accompany ' : : d umah/a 'go with (him) ! '  
?asawa 'spouse ' : :  ?asawa?/an 'marry ' 
d uwa 'two ' : : na/zuwa ?/an 'two days ago ' 
k i l a l a  'know ' : :  k i l a l a ?/a 'recognised ' 
kuwa 'get ' : :  k uwa?/a 'get (it) ! '  
?up i ya 'good ' : : 7 u p i y a 7/an 'find (it) good ' 
h una  'precede ' : :  h una?/an 'go ahead of ' 
pamu l a 'plant ' : :  pamu l a ?/an 'planted (in) ' 
The data are from Elkins ( personal communication , 7 May 1 980 ) and are 
unfortunately not indicated in his dictionary or grammatical sketches . 
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19 . Blust . ( 1 9 74 c : 1 3 8 ;  154 , fn . 3 l )  maintained that Han lost '� h between unlike 
vowels , but retained it between like vowels . Rather , Han shows sporadic 
loss o f  PPH *h in virtually every environment , and rather fits the theory 
of lexical diffusion . The ' motivation ' for this loss is the surrounding 
*h-losing languages ( Semirara , Kuyonon , Datagno n ,  and Buid) . Note : Han 
baha? 'j100d '3 but ba?ag  'loinc loth '3 bahug 'mix with ' but da : wun ' l eaf '3 
buhuk 'hair ' but ?agu : ? u  Casuarina , ? u : hay 'rice panicle ' but duwa 'two ' or 
? uwaw 'thirst '3 ?aba : gat  'sw monsoon '3 ? am i : han 'NE wind '3 ? i  : h i ?  'urine '3 
? i : h u 'shark '3 etc . Thus , the presence o f  [ h ]  in Han serves as evidence 
for either *S or *H , but the absence of [ h ]  does not serve as counter­
evidence . Note Han b i nh l ?  'seed '3 bakhaw [ tree ]3 g i nha : wa ?  
20 . Tausug generally refl ects PAN *S and *H faithful ly except in final position 
where �'-0 , ," - H ,  and *-S merge in Tsg -h . Tsg is one of the few non-FIn 
languages that refl ects *S i - ' instrumental pass ive ' as h i - ( rather than ? i - ) , 
and although *S  i s  lost in Tsg duwa 'two ' ,  it i s  retained in ka/wha ?/an 
'twenty ' (wi th regular loss o f  '': D) . 
21 . Tag is perhaps the poorest witness for PPH '� h and PAN ," S ,  ," H because o f  
numerous secondary deve lopments and loans . Like Tsg ,  Tag nas merged *-0 , 
'':- H ,  and 1,- S ,  so that all but a handful o f  vowel-final forms are inflected 
with -h- before suffixes . Further , PAN * 1  has shi fted to Tag [ h ]  on some 
forms , e . g .  ba : hay < '�ba l ay 'house '3 sa : h i l)  'resin ' < '':s a : l a l) ,  s ah i g  'floor ' 
< '�s a l aR ,  sa : hod 'catch drippings ' < "'s a : l ud ,  b u : ho? [ th1:n bamboo ] < '':b u : l ug ,  
b i : h i s  'change ' < '-'ba l as , s : : hal)  'chin ' < '': s a l a l) ,  ? u : hod 'worm ' < '�q u : l aj ,  
etc . It  i s  posited that this development was through a shift ,-, 1 > £I ,  with 
-h- insertion on analogy with morphophonemic final -h  ( Dyen 1 9 7 3 ) . A s imi­
lar development is posited for Tag kuho 1 'snai l ' < '-'ku? u l  'snail ' < (P1 7 0 ) . 
2 2 .  See Table 2 for Formosan data leading to thi s  reconstruction . 
2 3 . A PAN *u  topic marker is posited as frozen on thi s  and other forms with 
otherwise i rregular evidence for ,,:w ( see end of section 9 ) . Blust ( 1979 : 2 3 3 )  
reconstructs '':Sua ( n ) j i and Dahl ( 19 76 : 80 )  '�[ q u ]a ('i'j ) j i .  Whereas Formosan 
languages appear to have rnetathes ised ,-,S  to final pos ition on some forms 
( '-'buSak > FIn '':b ukaS 'hair '3 '-'C aS i q  > Fm �'Caq i S  'Sew '3 '': taSap > Fm '-' ta paS 
'winnow '3 * l i s aSaq > FIn * 1  i saqaS 'nit ' ) , they poss ibly metathesised an 
original �' u+Saj i ?  ' outwards ' into initial position , yielding FIn '-' Suaj i . 
This hypothesis accounts for the subsequen·t appearance o f  forms like PHN 
'':haj i ?  ( from the proposed *Saj i ( ? ) ) and PHN *waj i ?  ( from '': u+Saj i ( ? )  with 
,�S loss )  . 
24 . Charles ( 1974 : 490ff)  and Dahl ( 19 76 : 1 2 5 ,  1 30 )  have each noted difficul ties 
with Blust ' s  vowel deletion hypothesis whereby a proposed PAN *S  came to 
stand in a cluster with some consonant , yielding refl exes such as implosive 
stops (Bintulu) , aspirated voiced stops ( Kelabit) , or s ( Kiput) . Dahl shows 
that only '-'buSak and '-' tabuS (but not * tabuSu )  conform with Formosan evidence ,  
but eight reconstructions ( '�qa (m) paj u£l , '-'baj baj , '-'dakdak , "' l udaq , '�ba : baw , 
*buRu k ,  '-'qa ( l ) j aw ,  '': D 2 amD2 am) "are without traces of PAN * S " . Three forms 
can only be j usti fied with *h ( not ,', S )  on available evidenc e :  PMP �'bahaq 
'j100d '3 PMP uDah i 0  ' late3 behind '3 and PHN ," bahaR ' loincloth ' ;  one must be 
reconstructed with '�q ( PHN "'daqan 'press ' > Tag d 'j' ? i n , S-L, Bik d u? un , Tbl 
dakan , Kl da/dhan ) ; and one should probably be reconstructed with *q ( PHN 
�' Daqak 'spit ' > PMJ ," Dahak ,  see section 6 herein ) . Mos t  cases o f  these 
strengthened grade reflexes occur after ," a ,  and all occur after a histori­
cally reconstructable short penlll t vowel ( ," q  'j' j ul) , '': b 'j'  1 aq , ,', 1 udaq ) . Such 
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short vowels led to sporadic gemination in Madurese ( Zorc 1978 : 9 7f ) , and 
probably to such disparate refl exes in the North-Sarawak lanc;ruages . 
Al though considerable support for the hypothesis was gained by apparent 
,', S loss in fi ve forms [ '�buSuk (which is from *buSek with assimilation o f  
," e + '� u ) , "'bahaq ( no j usti fication for '�S ) , '�dahek (which may have been 
"'Deqak ,  and which has no j usti fication for ,',S ) , '�bahaR ( no j u stification 
for ,�S ) , ," u Deh i ( no j us ti fication for 1,S )  (Blust 1 9 7 4 )  , surely the Pm 
counterevidence on eight forms , and the need to reconstruct "'q or only *h 
in several other instances does not make the hypothesis compell ing . The 
appearance o f  doubl ets in Sarangani Manobo , baha? and ba?ba?  'mouth ' need 
not be evidence for *S (or even *h)  s i nce ( a )  SarMb is basically an 1'h­
losing language , (b) ba?ba?  is the regular Manobo development from *baqbaq , 
and ( c )  baha? may be an early loan from Bilic languages where the -h- is a 
reflex o f  '�b ,  i . e .  '�baq baq > Bilic 1'baba ? > ," baha? > SarBlaan ba?  'mouth ' .  
2 5 .  Notho fer ( 19 7 5 : 166-168)  relates PMJ phonemes to PAN a s  follow s : 
PMJ '�h- < PAN ," h - , '�q- , ,�S .. -
PMJ '�-h- < PAN '� -q - , "'- Q ) -
PMJ *-h < PAN *-h , '�-q , ," - Qz 
The only instance of final ," -h i s  Dyen ' s  * rapuh ( PMJ '� rapuh )  'brittLe ' 
which should be PMP '�Rapuq ( P08) . Looking at these correspondences from 
' the top down ' we get ( according to Notho fer ' s  reflexes with '< rapuh 
corrected) : 
PAN 1'h ,  ,�S > PMJ '�h- -0- - ?  
PAN ," q ,  ," Q > PMJ '�h- - h - -h  
PAN -;' .. ? ;1 .. X > PMJ *?- -0- -?  , 
I t  is clear that only PAN , PHN '�q i s  retained systematically , and PAN '�H 
and ,', S  > PHN '�h has been sub j ect to some diverse changes as explained herein 
( s ection 6 ) . The status of PMJ ,� ? on the basis of Sd ? is al�o open to 
question , but may be maintained on the evidence of Md , Ml , Jv , Lm , and lb . 
Nothofer ( 19 7 5 : 24 )  mentions that "in west Madurese final h occ urs in 
contrast with final vowel , but only before pause . In  the c i ta tion of Md 
material thi s  contrast i s  indicated by writing a final h in parentheses , 
e . g .  bu�i (h)  ' back ' '' .  Historical ly thi s  appears to be a prosodic feature , 
much like the development of final Sd - ?  Forms reconstructed with *-0 
have this -h : Md ma ta (h )  < PAN "'maCa0 'eye ' .  Therefore no direct evidence 
for PMJ , PIN , or PHN *-h is given by West Md . 
26 . Dyen posited the retention o f  PMP *-h- only between l ike vowel s  ( 19 5 3 : 1 2 ) , 
citing Ml dahak 'phL egm ' ( M  of '� Deqak )  and t ahan 'restrain, eniure ' ( "' taqen ) .  
He took Ml bah ' flood ' « 1'bahaq )  as an exception . He recogni sed the total 
loss of PMP *-h  ( 1 7f) , and the sporadic loss of PMP *h- in some Ml cognates 
( 3 2f) . Unfortunately ,  many of the Tag forms cited with h- can be shown to 
be loans from Ml , and the correct reconstruction is with *q ( Ta.g ha l a : man  < 
"'qa l a : men , Tag h i : l a < '�q i l a ,  Tag h i : l i s < '�q i R i s , ha l i : maw < :�qa+R i m?aw ,  
Tag harap  < *qaDep,  ha : to l  < *qa t u[ R r ] ,  etc . ) . 
2 7 .  Blust ( 19 78 : 26f)  posits the development o f  PHN '�hab", : Ra t  > Ml barat  as 
regular , in that *a 3 > a and ," h « 1'q or *S/'�H)  was lost i f  i t  did not 
precede a prenasalised stop ( thus Ml t a l u r < "'q i Ca l uR 'egg ' ,  but Ml ( h) ampad u 
< '�qa (m) pej u0 'gaU3 gaL L-bLadder ' ) . Thi s  change ( loss o f  '�ha :l - )  preceded 
the change "'-aba- > Ml -awa- . I agree with Blust in thi s  observation , but 
I have noted that "'qa 3 - was not always lost ; despite *qan i b ul) > Ml n i bol)  
Oncosperma , there i s  Ml ha l i pan < *qa l uH i  : pan ( P89 ) , M l  h a l  i a  <: pre-Ml 
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'�qa l uya < ,q aquya 'ginger '� Ml h a l aman < '-'qa l a : man ' lawn� grass� weeds '� Ml 
hanau < 1'qana : haw 'sugar palm '� Ml { h } a ru < 1'q aRu : h u? ( P1 30 ) . It would thus 
appear that Ml generally tended to retain h < '-'q , but not h < '�S/'-'H . 
28 . Note further that Ami (which has a productive ? u  marker) has forms s uch as 
wama 'father '� w i na 'mother '� w i ku l  'tail ',. along with wac u  'dog ' .  To date 
no PAN '�w- has been proposed on the reconstructions '�ama , ,� i na , or 1, i : kuR , 
and need not be i f  these forms derive from *u+ama , '-'u+ i na ,  1, u+ i : kuR . James 
Coll ins ' fine paper at TICAL (Prothesis in the languages o f  Central Maluku : 
an argument from PAN grammar ,  see pp . 18 7 -200 in thi s  volume ) surveys 
precisely this kind of area . Therein he proposes that PAN '-'5 i and ,-, u 
markers ( and possibly an * i  marker as wel l )  have l ed to otherwise i rregular 
refl exes in the l anguages he s tudies . The fact that we cannot yet preci sely 
ascertain the function and meaning of these markers does not obviate the 
need for reconstructing the� , as substantial and widespread evidence indi ­
cates the existence o f  such markers in genetical ly diverse Austronesian 
languages today . Nor is the appeal to such morphophonemic or grammatical 
evidence ad hoc - at least no more ad hoc than the reconstruction o f  a new 
PAN phoneme ( *W) . In each case scholars are attributing an anomaly observed 
amongst daughter languages to a system of the proto-language , either its 
phonology or its grammar . 
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TH E EVOL UTION O F  F O C U S  IN A U STRO N E SIAN 
S tanley S ta ro s t a , Andrew K .  P awl ey and Lawrenc e A .  Reid 
1 . 0 .  I NTRODUCT ION 
1 . 1 .  The probl em 
In thi s  paper , l we will attempt to reconstruct the features o f  Proto­
Austrones ian morphology and syntax which gave rise to the focus systems exhibited 
by modern Philippine languages .  In order to approach this problem, it will be 
necessary to cons ider the following questions : 
1 )  What is the grammatical s tructure of sentences showing ' verbal focus ' in 
Philippine languages ?  And in particular , what is their synchronic and diachronic 
relation to nominalisations which show affixes cognate with the verbal focus 
affixes ? We need to have a reasonably clear idea of the endpoint of an evol­
utionary sequence before we can reconstruct the stages that led up to i t .  
2 )  Do the focus systems o f  Phil ippine languages repres ent a retention from 
Proto-Austronesian or an innovation? What kind of case marking system can we 
recons truct for the proto-language which wi ll allow us �o provide plausible 
accounts o f  how a single original system could evolve into the Oceanic obj ect 
focus system in one area and the Philippine sub j ect-focus system in ano ther ? 
An attempt to answer 2 )  will require consideration of such specific 
questions as : 
3 )  What are the higher-order subgroups within Austrones ian? The pos i tion 
we take on this question of course will determine which combinations of languages 
wi ll count as adequate witnesses for reconstructing a morphological or syntactic 
feature all the way back to the proto-language . 
4 )  What i s  the current distribution of Phi l ippine-style focus 
geographic regions and within subgroups of Austronesian languages ?  
determine how far back we can reconstruct this syntactic property . 
systems by 
Thi s  will 
5 )  How likely i s  i t  for two languages to h�ve developed a Phi l ippine-style 
focus system i ndependently? To answer thi s  question , we have to make assumptions 
about what kinds of syntactic changes are poss ible and l ikely . By rej ecting 
excessively abstract syntacti c representations and arbitrary analyses and 
formulating our solution within the narrow constraints of lexicase ( Starosta 
1979) , we eliminate a large class of conceivable but ad hoc and unmotivated 
analyses , and come up with an account of the evolution of focus which requires 
no hypothetical s tages having properties which cannot be directly observed in 
the ' surface structures ' of modern human languages . 
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1 . 2 .  Subgroupi ng assumpti ons 
In thi s  paper , we will assume the correctness o f  Dahl ' s  ( 19 7 3 )  and Blust ' s  
( 1 9 7 7 : 2 ) recent hypotheses about the first-order subgroups o f  Austronesian . 
Reid argues further in his paper for thi s  conference ( see pp . 20 1- 216 in thi s  
volume) that a t  l east the Northern Phi lippine languages constitute a primary 
subgroup , cal led Outer Phil ippines , of these extra-Formosan l anguages , but the 
correctness of thi s  claim does not affect the val idity o f  our ar guments in this 
paper . The subgrouping assumptions within which we are working art: i l lus trated 
in the following tree diagram . 
Outer 
Phi lippines 
Extra-Formosan 
Malayo-
Austronesian 
Atayalic 
Atayal 
Seediq 
� 
Tsouic 
Tsou 
Saaroa 
Kanakanabu 
Eastern Malayo-
� 
Other Malayo­
Polynesian 
Oceanic South Halmahera-
West New Guinea 
-­
Paiwanic 
Amis 
Rukai 
Paiwan 
Poyoma 
Bunun 
2 . 0 .  PROTO-AUSTRO N ES IAN : OBJECT FOCUS , SUBJECT FOCU S ,  O R  NONE O F  THE ABOVE ?  
I n  order to s ay anything sensible about where ' focus ' came froln, w e  have to 
know 1 )  what focus is , and 2 )  whether words marked by ' focus ' affix��s in 
Phil ippine l anguages are nouns or verbs . In  this paper , we will use the term 
focus to refer to a system of verbal a ffixes used to indicate the case relation 
of the sub j ect of a sentence . 
Most modern l inguists working on Phi lippine languages , from Bloomfield and 
Bl ake on up to recent studies by the Summer Institute o f  Lingui stics people and 
lexicase grammarians such as Harmon and De Guzmar. , have assumed almos t  without 
question that ' focussed ' words are verbs . The correctness of thi s  c:onclus ion 
is however not immediately obvious . Cecilio Lopez ( 1 94 1 )  and A. Capel l ( 1964 ) 
both consider all Phi lippine ' passive ' verbs to be verbal nouns . Ca,pell based 
his conclusion essentially on the fact that agents in these constructions appear 
i n  the Genitive case form .  
Similar conclus ions have been drawn for analogous reasons about pass ive 
verbs in Atayal ( Egerod 1966 : 346 ) and Toba Batak ( Van der Tuuk 1 9 71 ) , and about 
one of two types of ' passive ' construction in Rukai ( Li 19 7 3 : 202- 211 ) .  Ferrel l 
( 1 9 74 : 5-8) raises this possibility for Paiwan , but rej ects i t  for semantic and 
pedagogical reasons , although he concedes that his decision is based on a 
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' l ingua-centric view ' . McKaughan ( 1 962 : 49 ,  note 8 )  also rejects a nominal analy­
sis because nouns should not be marked for tense , aspec t ,  and voice . Similarly , 
Schachter and Otanes s ay that all basic Tagalog sentences are essentially 
equational in nature ( 1 9 7 2 : 6 2 ;  c f .  p . 11 7 ;  cf . also Dahl 1 97 3 : 1 1 7-118 ) . However , 
they treat basic s entences as verbal because they find a verbal treatment to be 
more ' convenient ' .  
We don ' t  find the arguments in the preceding paragraph very persuasive . 
' Convenience ' .  pedaqogical or otherwise , has no s tatus as a scientific criterio n ,  
and the use of the presence o f  ' tense , aspec t ,  or voice ' t o  exclude a nominal 
interpretation is circular , s ince that is what we are trying to decide in the 
firs t place . As for aspect , Pawley and Reid ( 1 9 79 : 109)  note that focussed and 
aspect-marked words are frequently used as common nouns , and that some focussed 
forms can onl y occur as nouns . 
We will take the position here that , whi l e  many clauses in languages such 
as Tagalog , Ami s , or Ilokano can be given neat and satisfying analyses as binary 
NP - NP cleft sentence s tructures , some can ' t , due to the fact that a full NP 
sub j ect occasionally intervenes between the l exical head of the predicate and 
the other actants of the sentence . 
There are two prime candidates for the reconstruction of the Proto­
Austrones ian case-marking system : 
1 )  the Proto-Oceanic system ,  i n  which the verb carries a suffix ( ,�- i or 
'�-ak i n ) to indicate the case relation of the direct obj ect : ( '�- i for wcus , 
"'-ak  i n  for Instrument or Referent ) , and 
2) a Philippine-style focus mechanism utilising the verbal affixes 1'mu-/  
-um- , 1'n i -/- i n- ,  *-en , '� -ana , and * i S i - ( not cognate with the Oceanic suffixes 
*- i and *-ak i n ) to indicate the case relation o f  the grammatical subj ect rather 
than the obj ect , with the affixes *mu-/-um- marking verbs wi th Agent sub j ects , 
"'n i - /- i n - , '�-en , * -ana , and '� i S i - marking Patients , "'-ana  marking Locus , and 
,', i s  i - marking Instrument or Referent . 
Each o f  these candidates has had i ts supporters . William Foley ( 19 76 )  has 
claimed that Proto-Austronesian case marking must have been s imi l ar to that o f  
' classical ' Oceanic languages such as Fi j ian . Dahl ( 1 9 7 3 )  and Wol ff ( 1 9 7 3 )  
however , both concluded that PAN should b e  reconstructed with a t  l east the four 
morphological focus or voice contrasts marked by reflexes of '�mu-/ - um- , '�n i - / 
- i n - , '�-en , '�- ana , and * i  S i - that are generally present in modern Phil ippine 
l anguages . Simi larly , Pawley and Reid ( 19 79 )  argue that Phil ippine-style focus 
systems are a retention from PAN , in thei r  essential s , and that the Proto­
Austrones ian focus system has decayed, to a lesser or great,er extent, in 
languages outside of a region comprising the Philippines and certain contiguous 
regions o f  Indonesia and Formosa . Thus , the common possession of a focus 
system should not count as evidence for treating Philippine languages as a 
subgroup . 
Pawley and Reid ( 1 9 79 : 11 1 )  also noted that " . . .  the use o f  verb stems plus 
non-Actor focus affixes as nouns is clearly PAN . The nominal uses are found 
throughout Philippine type subgroups as well as in Oceanic and Toba Batak o f  
Sumatra , and their PAN s tatus can hardly b e  ques tioned " .  However , they conclude 
that it is probably necessary to reconstruct PAN verbal passive constructions 
inVOlving the same set o f  a ffixes , and that the verbal usage preceded the use 
of the affixes as nominalisers . 
They derive the Oceanic case-marking type from an intermediate s tage of 
development s imilar to that persi sting in Toba Batak . The Batak system combines 
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features o f  both the Phi lippine and Oceanic systems of case-marking and focus , 
e . g .  showing both subj ect-focus affixes on the verb in passive sentences ( cognate 
wi th those of Phi lippine language s )  and obj ect-focus suffixes on the verb in 
active sentences ( cognate with those found in Oceanic l anguages ) . Pawley and 
Reid tentatively suggest that PAN may have been l ike Toba Batak in these respects . 
In the present paper , we will argue that *-en , *n i -I- i n - , *-ana , * i 5 i - ,  
and possibly '�mu-1 - um- were all noun-deriving affixes in PAN , as they still are 
to a large extent in the modern languages outs ide the Phil ippine area , and that 
they have in fact retained thi s  function to a previously unrecogni.sed extent 
even within the Phi lippine l anguage group . We argue further that Austronesian 
nominal isations in ," - en , '� n i -I- i n - ,  *-ana , '� i 5 i - ,  and possibly '�mLI -I-um- did not 
develop from original passive constructions , as concluded by Dahl ( 19 7 3 ) , Wolff 
( 19 79 ) , and Pawley and Reid ( 19 79 ) , but rather that the nominalis i ng function was 
the original one , and that the passive and verbal focus uses of these affixes in 
Phil ippine languages are a secondary deve lopment . That is , verbal focus in 
Proto-Aus tronesian was at most an incipient mechanism that was later elaborated 
and developed by the languages of the Philippines and some l anguages of Borneo 
and the Cel ebes . 
I f  this argument is correct ,  then the possess ion o f  a well-developed verbal 
focus system becomes potential evidence for subgrouping , depeDding on how l ikely 
it woul d be for focus to come into existence independently in separate subgroups , 
and on how likely a focus system could spread as an areal feature among s eparate 
subgroups . 
Our arguments for this hypothesis include the following : 
1 )  Throughout the Austronesian family , but especially in thO.5e languages 
which show verbal focus , the person marker forms for the agents of pass ive verbs 
are the same as the genitive pronouns marking the possessors o f  underived nouns , 
and contrast with the other sets o f  person markers . 
2 )  The refl exes o f  the ' focus affixes ' mentioned above 0 ts ide the 
Phi l ippines are very largely nominal derivational affixes , and even in languages 
such as Malagasy and Toba Batak , it now appears as if many constructions 
previously analysed as verbal may turn out to be amenable to a nominal construal , 
j us t  as their counterparts in Philippine languages have turned out to be . 
3 )  The odd patterns o f  focus affixation in verbs , with some case inflections 
being suffixed ( "'-en , '�-ana ) , some prefixed ( *  i 5 i - ,  *mu- , '� n  i - ) , and some infixed 
( "' - um- , '�- i n- ) , s uggests that focus paradigms are the result of the welding 
together of originally disparate elements , the originals in most cases being 
most plausibly derived from nominalising morphemes .  
4 )  While deriving the nominal forms from passive constructions can only 
be done with ad hoc and unmotivated trans formational rules , we have found a 
plausibl e way to derive verbal focus constructions from nominal onE!S which 
involves only a s imple reinterpretation of isomorphic c lauses and relabel ling 
of several crucial nodes . 
3 . 0 .  PROTO-AUSTRONES IAN SYNTAX 
At this point , it is convenient to give a brief sketch of PAN sentence 
structure as we reconstruct it . 
Proto-Aus tronesian was probably a verb-initial spl it ergative language 
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like Ami s  or Palaua n ,  with ergative Agents and possessors both marked by the same 
Geni tive case form , a common feature of ergative syntax . Tense , aspec t ,  negation , 
and various adverbial notions such as manner were carried by a small class o f  
verbs which , like ' auxiliary ' verbs generall y ,  were the grammatical ffiain verbs , 
the lexical heads of their sentences , with other verbs occurring in sentences 
under the ' auxi liaries ' .  Nominative and Genitive c litic pronouns were ' attracted ' 
to the syntactic heads o f  the main sentence . 
The normal position for the Genitive Agent of an ergative clause was 
immediately following the head verb of its clause (poss ibly with one or more 
intervening clitic pronouns or adverbs ) ,  s ince otherwise it could be interpreted 
as a Genitive attribute of the noun preceding it . 
Grammatical sub j ects were obligatorily defini te , that is , assumed by the 
speaker to be identi fiable by the hearer from the l inguistic or extralinguistic 
context . All o f  these properties can be observed in modern languages such as 
Tagalog ( McFarland 1978) , Amis , and Tsou , and so can be reconstructed for PAN . 
PAN was a s trongly noun-oriented language , with a high percentage o f  
nominalisation strategies . The affixes '�-en ,  "' n i -/- i n- , '�-ana , * i S i - ,  and 
possibly *mu-/-um- functioned to derive nouns from verbs , with only ," - en pos s ibly 
having begun to function to derive verbs as wel l  as nouns . 
4 . 0 .  AUX I L IAR I E S  AS MA I N  VERBS I N  PAN 
PAN must have had an extensive set of auxiliary verbs , a set which almost 
certainly included not only words marking tense or aspect , but also logical and 
existenti al negators and certain kinds of ' adverbs ' denoting manner and instru­
mental ity ( c f .  Starosta 1974 : 300- 301 , 31 5 ,  319 , 3 3 3- 334 , 34 7- 349 and Chen 1 9 8 2 ) . 
On the basis o f  evidence from languages throughout the Austrones ian fami ly , we 
can conclude that these elements were in fact grammatically v6rbs , and that in 
spite o f  the impl ications o f  the term ' auxi liary ' ,  they were syntactically the 
grammatical heads of their constructions , with the so-call ed ' main verbs ' b eing 
syntactically embedded under the ' auxiliaries ' as sentential complements . That 
i s , the appropriate analysis for auxiliary verbs in Austronesian languages i s  
something like : 
s 
r------
Vaux S --
I �  
Vmain NP l 
The generalisations that can be captured by this analysis include the 
following : 
1 )  Word order : Instead o f  s aying that the ini tial element in the sentence 
( as suming no topic is present) is a predicate nominative or a V unl ess an Aux is 
present , we simply say , unless a topic is present , the initial element in every 
clause is the head of the predication : NP , PP , or V, period . 
2 )  e l i  tic placement :  Instead o f  stating that clitic pronouns and clitic 
adverbs are attracted to the NP predicate or main verb unl ess one of a set of 
preverbal elements is present , in whi ch case the clitic for some unknown 
reason precedes instead of following the ' main ' verb ( see , for exampl e ,  
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Schachter and Otanes ' di scussion ( 19 7 2 )  o f  the various classes o f  elements that 
obl i gatori ly or optionally precede clitics ) , we can state s imply that clitics 
are attracted to the lexical heads o f  their constructions , whether NP , PP , or 
S .  
3 )  Dependent verb inflections : Certain languages such as KagClyanen ( Harmon 
1 9 7 7 : 100ff) , Seediq ( As ai 19 5 3 : 28) , Manobo ( Elkins 1971 , Morey 196( , DuBois 1976) , 
Maranao ( McKaughan 19 58) , Sarnareno (Wolff 1 9 7 3 : 82 ,  86 ) , and Ataya.l ( Egerod 1966)  
have a set o f  verbal inflections that occur only in imperatives or when the verb 
is either embedded under another verb or fol lows certain elements of a set o f  
auxil iary words marking aspect , negation , etc . Under the analysis we propose 
here , we need only state that verbs must appear in dependent inflec ted forms 
either in imperatives or when they are dependent , that is , when thEY are embedded 
under higher verbs . This aspect of our analysis becomes very impor tant in 
accounting for the change from PAN to languages of the Oceanic type . 
5 . 0 .  PAN NON-VERBAL CLAUSES 
Proto-Austronesian non-verbal cl auses were composed o f  an initial predicate 
noun phrase or prepositional phrase followed by a grammatical sub j ec t  and 
optional outer circumstantial actants such as Time and Place . There was no 
copula in such sentences . Non-verbal clauses , like verbal ones , co uld be 
embedded under auxiliary verbs marking tense , aspect , and negation . 
.. 
Predicate nominative sentences were either descriptive , with indefinite 
predicates , or identi ficational , with defini te predicates . 
Descriptive predicate nominatives did not have their own re ferents . Rather ,  
they added information about the sub j ect o f  the clause . Except for having the 
basic internal s tructure o f  a Noun Phrase , they were essentially identical in 
their syntactic properties to stative verbs , even to the point o f  a _ _  lowing 
nominative clitic pronouns to attach to the head predicate noun . PI' predicates 
also supported clitics . 
As in the case o f  verbal clauses , the nominative clitic was obl igatory in 
main clauses when the implied sub j ect was first or second person . ��ere was no 
overt third person singular nominative cli tic , and probably no overt: third 
person plural either . 
The second type of predicate nominative sentenc e ,  or identi fica.tional , took 
two definite NP ' s  with independently registered referents and identi fied them 
with each other . This type , too , is widely attested in Phi lippine a nd Formosan 
languages , although it is probably far l ess frequent than the descriptive type . 
The equational sentence type was almost certainly very frequent , as i t  
continues to b e  in Paiwanic and Phi lippine languages , and as will b e  shown 
below , i t  had a crucial rol e  to play in the evo lution of verbal focus inflections 
from nominalising derivational affixes . 
6 . 0 .  PAN AS A V ERB- I N IT IAL SPLIT  ERGAT IV E  LANGUAGE 
We assume that Proto-Austronesian was verb initial because thi s  is the 
usual word order in Philippine and Formosan languages as well as in :,uch lan­
guages as Toba Batak and Merina ( c f .  also Wol ff 19 79 : 164) . Emphatic , contrastive , 
or presupposed NP ' s  or adverbials could appear as preverbal topics , immediately 
fol lowed by an intonation break . 
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The claim that PAN was a spl it ergative language is based on the following 
considerations : 
1 )  Within the lexicase framework , an ergative language is defined as one 
in which the gramnatical sub j ect is always in the Patient case relation . A split 
ergative language is one in which the unmarked sub j ect choice is Patient , but 
which has one or more classes o f  derived verbs which choose their grammatical 
subj ects according to Fil lmore ' s  ( accusative) Sub j ect Choice Hierarchy : Agent 
first , else Instrument or Correspondent , else Patient ( using lexicase labels for 
the case relations)  • 
2 )  A number o f  languages from di fferent primary Austronesian subgroups , 
including Tongan , Samoan , Ilokano , Palauan , Chamorro , Toba Batak , Paiwan , Amis , 
and Taga log ( cf . De Guzman 1978 : 199) are ergative or spl it ergative in the sense 
of 1 )  above . 
3 )  In the split ergative languages , the ergative verb stems are o ften less 
marked than the accusative ones , and the compl etely unmarked ' root-stems ' ( De 
Guzman 1978 : 199 ) are always ergative in languages such as Tagalog , Kagayanen 
(Harmon 1977 : 1 11 , Table 6 ) , and Toba Batak ( Van der Tuuk 1 9 7 1 : 8 5 ,  98)  where 
' s imple passives ' cons ist o f  a bare stem ,  while ' active ' transitive verbs are 
derived ( c f . Mul der and Schwarz 1981 : 2 50 on Bilaan) . That i s , Toba Batak ' simple 
passives ' are grammatically ergative , since the unmarked sub j ect is the Patient 
rather than the Agent . 
Even in languages which have dri fted o ff in an accusative direction , non­
sub j ect Agents tend to be marked by the same case form as possessors , a typically 
ergative characteristic , and derived but otherwis e  unmarked 1'pa - caus ative stems 
tend to retain their original ergative properties . Thus *pa- causatives in 
Kapampangan ( Mirikitani 1 9 7 2 : 79 ) , Kagayanen ( Harmon 19 77 : 11 1 ) , Tsou (Tung 1964 : 
2 2 5 ) , Tagalog ( De Guzman 1978 : 3 39 ) , Seediq , and to some extent in Atayal (Egerod 
196 5 : 26 7 )  and Bunun have Agents in their case frames but allow only Patients 
as grammatical subj ects unless further derived . 
4 )  Linguists such a s  Cena ( 19 7 7 )  and De Guzman ( 1 979)  have pointed out 
, Tagalog ' s  tendency to ' Patient Primacy ' ,  the typically ergative incl ination to 
give preference to Patients in sub j ect choice , morphological marking , etc . Thi s  
tendency is reflected for example in the fact that i f  a Tagalog sentence refers 
to a Patient and an Agent which are both definite , only the Patient can be 
chosen as the grammatical sub j ect . 
5 )  Finally , note that the Agents o f  imperatives in Austronesian languages 
are typically non-subj ects . This i s  the case for example in languages such as 
Maori ( Clark 1 9 7 3 : 5 7 7 ) , Hawaiian , Betawi ( Ikranagara 19 7 5 : 1 24 ) , and Formosan 
languages such as Tsou ( Tung 1964 : 84 ) , Bunun , and Amis . Th e fact that imperatives 
in l anguages such as Seediq ( Asai 1 9 5 3 : 56 )  preserve reflexes of the original 
derivational suffixes *- i or *-a even when , as is the case in for example k�is , 
Rukai , Saisiyat , and Bunun , these have been lost elsewhere in the language , and 
that archaic forms o f  the verb root can occur in imperatives ( e . g .  Bunun kon i 
'eat ', as compared with the regular form ma? un) , provide additional support for 
our contention that Patient-sub j ect imperatives were a feature of the ergative 
proto-language . 
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7 . 0 .  THE STRUCTURE O F  NOUN PHRASES 
7 . 1 . Heads and attr i b utes 
Proto-Austronesian Noun Phrases were composed o f  a head noun optional ly 
followed by one or more NP attributes , or possibly by a verbal relative clause . 
NP attributes following noun heads were either Locative ( as in English ' the 
woman in the pool ' ) , Genitive ( as in ' the name of the game ' ) , or appositional 
( as in ' my son , the hunter ' ) . 
7 . 2 .  Adj ecti ves and demonstra t i ves a s  nouns 
The X convention as interpreted within the lexicase frameNork ( Starosta 
1 9 79 : 60 )  requires that the lexical head o f  a Noun Phrase be a noun . However , 
it should be noted that the lexical items that must be classified as nouns 
according to syntactic criteria in Proto-Aus tronesian and in many of the 
descendants often correspond to adj ectives or demonstrative determ:�ners in 
English translations , and this correspondence has unfortunately influenced the 
synchronic analyses of many Austronesian languages , where it has been ass umed 
without question or j usti fication that a determiner or adj ective in the English 
trans lation i s  necessary and sufficient grounds for postulating a determiner or 
adj ective in the language being analysed . For PAN , the only determiners we 
presently reconstruct are the Genitive '� i  I*n i ( c f . Reid 1 9 81 ) and c. personal 
Nominative arti cle ,', s i . 
8 . 0 .  VERBAL DER I VAT ION WITH *- i  AND *-aken 
I n  addition to a n  inventory o f  unmarked and '�pa- c<l.usative ergative verb 
sterns , Proto-Austronesian also had derived verb sterns suffixed by *- i and *-a , 
and perhaps other elements such as '�- aken or '�-nen i .  These suffixe s were homo­
phonous with synchronically co-existing prepos i  tions '� i ,  '�a ,  '�aken , and possibly 
others , and were diachronically derived by a process of preposition capture o f  
the sort that operates in German ( a u s r e i s sen 'tear out ' v s  re i s sen 'tear ' ) , 
Latin ( ext raho 'draw out3 extract ' vs t raho 'drm.u3 drag ') , or Manda:dn Ch inese 
(j 1 ge i 'send to ' vs j 1 'send ' i Hou 19 79 : 79) . '� i and "'aken had two functions : 
recentrali sation and definite marking . 
In a lexicase grammar , the Patient case i s  the fundamental case relation . 
Every verb , with the occas ional exception of ambient or meteorological verbs 
such as ( in some languages ) ' ( It)  i s -hot ' or ' ( I t )  is-snowing ' has at least a 
Patient in its case frame , and this Patient is viewed as the central element in 
the action or s ituation designated by the verb . Many languages ," however , have 
a mechanism for varying the ' perspective ' ( Fi llmore 1977 : 7 2- 79)  o f  a. given verb 
s tern, and in l exicase , this means treating some other actant associa.ted with the 
verb root as the Patien t ,  and either reinterpreting the original Pat i ent as some 
other case relation or excluding it altogether from the case frame . To take 
several examples from English : 
John c l  i mbed ove r the moun ta i n .  
Nom Lev 
PAT LOC 
John c l i mbed the mounta i n .  
Nom 
AGT 
Acc 
LOC 
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Joe 8 1 0gg5 fough t w i th t he  champ i on .  
Nom 
PAT 
Lcv 
LOC 
Joe 8 1 0gg5  fought  t he champ ion . 
Nom Acc 
AGT PAT 
In these examples , actants marked by an obl ique case-form preposition are 
reinterpreted as direct obj ects ( Accusative Patients ) ,  and in many languages ,  
this derivation process also involves the retention o f  the original preposition 
as an independent adverb or as a fused affix o f  the verb i tsel f .  
The derivational process which reinterprets a di f ferent case relation as 
Patient can be referred to as ' recentralisation ' ,  s inCE in effect it places a 
new situational role in the perceptual centre o f  the s tage . In PAN , this process 
was quite productive , and exactly as in German , the derived verb sterns were 
marked by affixes derived from the prepos itions originally captured from the 
oblique actants that were ' central ised ' .  One difference between German and 
Proto-Austronesian , o f  course ,  was that PAN was a verb-initial language , so that 
the p ' s  followed the verbs and were suffixed , instead of being prefixed as in 
German . The other relevant difference is that PAN was ergative , and an ergative 
language is one in which the Patient is always the grammatical sub j ect . This 
means that when a Locus actant , s ay , was reinterpreted as Patient and lost its 
,', i preposi tion to the verb , it became the grammatical sub j  ect of the new verb , 
and the new *- i suffix on the verb became a marker indicating that the sub j ect 
o f  the sentence was situationally locational . This is  depicted in the following 
schematic example : 
s 
v 
I 
'climb ' PP 
s 
v 
I 
'climb ' - j 
� 
P NP 
I I 
N 
I 
'mountain ' 
Lev 
LOC 
NP 
I 
N 
I 
'John ' 
Gen 
AGT 
NP 
I 
N 
NP 
I 
N 
I 
'John ' 
Nom 
PAT 
'moultain ' 
Nom 
PAT 
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Note that the lexicase approach to thi s  phenomenon involves a fundamental 
change in case relation , thereby providing an explanation for the differenc e in 
semantic interpretation .  On the other hand , a relational qrammar �ccount of 
these data , for example ,  would involve only a di fference in ' grammati cal 
relation ' ,  a category whose s emantic implications are unclear . 
As mentioned at the beginning o f  th is section , recentralisation was only 
one of the functions of the ,', - i /'�-aken verbal derivation process . The other was 
defini tivisation . As mentioned previous ly , PAN grammatical subj ec·:s were 
obl igatorily definite . Thus a simpl e way to mark an actant as definite was to 
recentral ise i t ,  that is , to reinterpret it as a Patient , thereby lnaking it the 
grammatical subj ect and thus grammatically definite . 
Cl early , what we have reconstructed here i s  something very much like what is 
called ' focus ' in Phil ippine linguistics : a system o f  verbal affixation whi ch 
allows different actants to be placed in sub j ect position , thereby marking them 
as definite , and which signals the presence o f  a particular s i1:uational rol e 
associated with the sub j ect . That is , we are very close to the position taken 
earlier by Wol f f ,  Dahl , and Pawley and Reid . The difference , of course , is that 
we don ' t  think the ' focus ' system of PAN was marked by the usual Philippine-style 
'�-en , '� i - ,  '�-an , or "' - i n -/n i - affixes . Rather ,  at the beginning at. l east , it  
was implemented by the elements ancestral to the Oceanic transi.tive markers , a 
view which in thi s  respect at least is closer to Foley ' s  position ( Foley 1976 : 
2 1 4 f f )  . 
The Proto-Austronesian * i /*a ken verbal derivation system has i ts mos t  s trik­
ing refl ection in Oceanic ,  but it  is by no means limited to this subgroup , and 
the actual affixes we reconstruct are reflected not only in Oceanic , but in fact 
in Chamorro ( Topping 1 9 7 3 ) , Toba Batak , Bahasa Indonesia,  Bisayan languages , 
Inibaloi , Marinduque Tagalo g ,  and in all three Formosan subgroups , Atayalic 
( Atayal , Seediq) , Tsouic ( Tsou) , and Paiwanic (Arnis ) . In  other languages such 
as Tsou (Tung 1964 : 2 24- 2 2 5 )  the suffixes have di fferent effects depending on the 
stern to which they are attached , but in all of these languages , the function o f  
the * i  and *aken reflexes are simi lar : marking the Patient as a derived one 
associated with some other non-Patient grammatical rol e implied by the source 
verb stern . 
At this s tage o f  our work , one question remains open : the rela tion between 
," a and *ake n .  There is an asymmetry in our reconstruction , because the suffixes 
involved in the recentralis ing derivational process j ust discussed , especially 
as reflected in the languages outs ide o f  the Philippines and Formoso'l ,  are ,', i and 
*aken , whereas the affixes reflected in the dependent verb forms in Formosa and 
the Phil ippines are '� i and '�a . The * i in these languages behaves quite regularly , 
but while the dependent verb suffix -a  in Atayal corresponds grammatically to 
*aken ,  marking the centralisation of peripheral ' accessory ' case ro: es ( Egerod 
1966 : 3 5 3 )  the -a in Tsou and in dependent and imperative verbs in Phi lippine 
languages corresponds to the OF '�-en ,  not the Referential * i  S i - as it should i f  
it  corresponded grammatically to "'aken . ( Tsou does have a suffix - ( n )  en  i which 
corresponds in function to 1'aken , but there seems to be no way to link these two 
forms historically . )  
Thus the -a in Formosan and Philippine languages usually marks ' Ob j ect Focus ' 
rather than ' Referential ' or ' Accessory ' focus . I t  seems that both suffixes 
indicated transi ti visation , but that the '�-a functioned to derive transi ti ve verbs 
from intrans i ti ves by adding an Agent to the case frame , whereas the ,', - i 
indicated that a transitive verb had been derived by ' centralising ' the original 
Locus ( reinterpreting it as Patient) , thus requiring the original Pa tient to 
assume the Agent rol e .  
*i  
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The reconstruction o f  "' i i s  amply j usti fied by its widespread reflexes 
throughout Austronesian ( c f . Dahl 197 3 : 1 1 9 ) . This preposition , which was the 
source of the * - i  suffix, was a general non-terminus Locative preposition which 
marked Locus and Correspondent . In Phil ippine languages such as Tagalog , and in 
the Formosan language Ami s , it is possibl e to have s ituational obj ects appear as 
non-subj ects in certain constructions , but the case form in which they appear 
depends on the class of ' noun : common nouns are Genitive in Tagalog or Accusative 
in Amis , but personal nouns are marked as Locative , which in Amis involves the 
preposition i .  I f  thi s  feature i s  reconstructible for PAN (which seems rather 
doubtful at the moment in the absence of evidence from the o ther Formosan lan­
guages ) , thi s  Locative * i  could conceivably be the source of the - i  which marks 
transitive verbs in general in Oceanic . 
*aken 
The suffix and prepo s i tion *ak i n  i s  reconstructibl e for Proto-Oceanic 
( Pawl ey and Reid 1979)  and it has cognates for example in Wol io ( Anceaux 1 9 5 2 )  
and Bahasa Indonesia . Thi s  e lement marked a general terminus Locative case 
form , and when captured in a recentral ising derivation , it  added a terminus 
component of meaning to the derived verb . As a preposition ,  "'aken probably 
marked Agent/Instrument as wel l as ( comitative) Locus case relations . Thus we 
find -a as a marker o f  ' Agent Focus ' in subordinate clauses in Atayal ( Egerod 
1966 : 3 5 3 )  : 
s 'Let me choose ! '  ( c f . aga J ,  m-)  
I 
V 
I 
ga J -a -ku7  
1 2 3 
Nom 
2 3 1 
and -kan as a causative affix in Indonesian ( MacDonald and Dardj owi djojo 196 7 : 9 0 )  . 
In both cases , the suffix represents an oblique preposition captured from a non­
subj ect Agent actant in an ergative clause in the process of recentralisatio n ,  
a s  in the fol lowing schematic diagram : 
s woman bui Z t  the house '; 
house buiZt  by a/the woman ' 
'build ' PP 
� 
P NP 
I I '�aken N 
I 
'woman ' 
Abl 
AGT 
NP 
I 
N 
I 
'house ' 
Nom 
PA'f 
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S 
'build ' -aken NP 
I 
N 
I 
woman built  a house '; 
woman built of a house ' 
NP 
I 
N 
I 
'house ' 'woman ' 
Gen Nom 
LOC PAT 
As mentioned above , however , it is not yet cl ear whether thi s  form can be 
reconstructed in its verb-deriving function al l the way back to PAN . The verb­
deriving process itself is certainly reconstructible ,  however , but the most 
common exponent of it in Phi lippine and Formosan languages is a reflex of *a 
rather than o f  '�aken , as in the Bunun imperative qan up-a 'Hunt ." . 
9 . 0 .  THE OR I G I N  OF  PH I L I PP I NE VERBAL FOCUS 
The cleft-sentence constructions are interesting for our pur�)ses because 
they provided an al ternative strategy for ' recentral isation ' , that is , of recas t­
ing some actant in a non-sub j ect case relation as the Patient , the perceptual 
centre of the action or s ituation and the presupposed element in Ule predication . 
Thi s  i s  accomplished by taking one non-sub j ect non-Patient actant ilnd making it 
the sub j ect of a descriptive equational predication . Since i t  i s  the sub j ect , 
it must be definite , and since equational predicators are one-place predicators 
and thus have only one case-relation s lot available , that s lot mus1: be f i l l ed by 
a Patient , s ince Patient is obligatory for every ( finite) clause . Thus the 
subj ect o f  an equational sentence is a definite nominative Patient " To cite 
the example given earlier : 
S 'John climbed on/over the mountain ' 
'climb ' PP 
� 
P NP 
I I 
N 
I 
'mountain ' 
Lcv 
LOC 
NP 
I 
N 
I 
'John ' 
Nom 
PAT 
One way to focus on 'mountain ' in this structure , of course , i s  the method 
discussed in the preceding section : make it the sub j ect of an "' - i - suffixed 
ergative verb : 
s 
'climb ' - j NP 
I 
N 
I 
'John ' 
Gen 
AGT 
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NP 
I 
N 
I 
'mountain ' 
Nom 
FAT 
Instead of this , however , we could make i t  the sub j ect of a nominal ised verb , 
using the deverbal nominali sing suffix *-ana 'place where '3 e . g .  
s 
NP 
� 
'climb '-ana NP 
I 
N 
I 
'John ' 
Gen 
PAT 
NP 
I 
N 
I . 
'mounta1,n ' 
Nom 
PAT 
The end effect of the *-ana nominalisation and the *- j verb derivation ar.e 
then in effect the same : the Locus actant 'mountain ' is converted to a Patient 
and made the definite sub j ect of the clause ; that i s ,  to use Phi l ippinist 
terminology , it  i s  ' focussed ' ,  with the suffix - j  on the verb and the suffix 
-ana on the nominalised noun both s erving to mark the Patient subj ect as 
associated with a situational location . 
What we have in PAN , the n ,  i s  two al ternative and competing s trategies for 
focuss ing non-sub j ect actants : 
s 
'c Umb ' - j NP NP 
I I 
N N 
I I 
s 
NP 
� 
'c limb '-ana NP 
I 
NP 
I 
N 
I 
'John ' 'mountain ' N 'mountain ' 
Gen Nom 
AGT PAT 
I 
'John ' 
Gen 
PAT 
Nom 
PAT 
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9 . 1 . The rei nterpretati on  of PAN c l eft sentences as  verbal 
When we notice that these two structures match up word by word and case form 
by case form , it i s  easy to see how the next stage o f  the deve lopm'�nt of 
Philippine-style verbal focus carne about : some ( though certainly not all )  o f  the 
nominal structures were reinterpreted as verbal ones . The simples': way to 
visualise this is to say that the sequence 'aZimb ' - i  in the verbal structure was 
replaced by the phonological sequence 'a Zimb ' -ana without changing the l exical 
matrix in any other way . The result was a derived ergative s tructure which i s  
superficially identical to a Philippine-style focus , and diff�rs only in that 
the sub j ect is still Patient : 
s 
'a Zimb '-ana NP NP 
I I 
N N 
I I 
'John ' 'mountain I 
Gen Nom 
AGT PAT 
Note that this derivation-by-reinterpretation did not alter the source noun 
entry 'aZimb '- ana in any way , so that both 'aZimb ' -ana entries coexis ted in the 
lexicon . Thi s  s ituation continues in Tagalog , for exampl e ,  where Cl PAN-s tyle 
deverbal local noun coexists with a homophonous LF verb , and somet:imes with 
secondary deverbal nouns as well ( De Guzman , personal communication) : 
s 
F� 
'This is a aooking aontainer ' 
3 1 2 
N 
I 
1 u t u? -an 
1 2 
s 
NP 
I 
N 
I 
i to 
3 
'Mother used this to aook Zeahe [Zan in ' 
���==:::--_ 5 1 - 2- 8 -2 7 3 
v 
I 
n i - l u t u ? -an 
1 2 3 A 
Det nanay 
I 5 
ng  
4 
�NP 
/i .1 
Det l eche f l an I to 
I 7 8 ng  
6 
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'This is Mother 's cooking container of Zeche [Zan ' s 
I 
NP 
I 
N 
I 
{ n i - l ut u?-an  } 
p/ i n/ag - l u t u ? -an 
NP 
/1 
Det nanay 
I ng 
NP 
/; 
Det l eche f l an 
I ng  
NP 
I 
N 
I 
i to 
Nom 
PAT 
9 . 2 .  C l eft s entences wi th *mu - / - um- . *-en . *ana . *i S i  and *n i -/ - i n ­
nomi nal i sed predi cates 
In order for the derivation o f  verbal focus to have worked as we hypothesise , 
there must have been a range of nominalisation affixes matching the case roles 
to be focus sed . The ones primarily involved were : 
' Actor focus ' 
' Goal focus ' 
'�mu-/ - um­
'� -en 
'�- ana  
'� i S i ­
*n i -/- i n -
' Referential focus ' ( Dahl 1 9 7 3  reconstructs "' -an )  
' Instrumental focus ' ( Dahl 1 9 7 3  reconstructs *S i - ) 
' Perfective ' 
Deverbal nouns derived from verbs using these affixes occurred in descrip­
tive equational predicates of the sort i l lustrated by the fol lowing s chematic 
examples : 
*-ana ' place o f  V-ing ' 
s 
NP 
� 
'SUJeep ' -an- 'rrry ' PP 
� 
P NP 
I I 
'with ' N 
I 'paZm frond ' 
NP I� 
'that ' NP 
I� na  NP 
I 
N 
I 
'pZace ' 
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'�-en ' the N to be V-ed ' 
NP 
PP 
� 
P NP 
I I 
'of ' N 
I 
'enemy , 
is to be beaten by the enemy /i.1ith canoe 
PP 
� 
P NP 
I I 
'with ' N 
I 
'canoe paddles ' 
'� n i -I- i n - ' the N affected by V-ing ' 
NP 
NP 
n i - 'ant ' 
'the thing to be bW'ned by the vandals at m',�dnight '  
PP 
� 
P NP 
I I 
'of ' N 
I 
'vandals ' 
PP 
� 
P NP 
I I 
'at ' N 
I 
'midm'.ght ' 
'yoW' wife 's object (e , g ,  a cake) which was infested 
with ants at the feast ' 
PP 
� 
P NP 
I I 
'of ' N 
I 
'wife-yoW' ' 
PP 
� 
P NP 
I I 
'at ' N 
I 
'feast '  
'� i S i - ' thing for V-ing or for N '  
NP 'the thing for beating the dogs -z-n the vaU ey ' 
i s  i - 'beat ' PP PP 
� � 
P NP P NP 
I 
'to ' 
I 
N 
I 
'in ' 
I 
N 
I 
'dogs ' 
I 
'valley ' 
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'�mu-/- um- ' one who V ' s ' 
NP 'the buitder of canoes from tree trunks ' 
PP 
� 
P NP 
I I 
'of ' N 
I 
'canoes ' 
PP 
� 
P NP 
I I 
'from ' N 
'tree I trunks ' 
During the transition period , isomorphous structures were internally 
represented by some speakers as nominals and by other speakers as verbal . The 
nominal constructions of course were always sub j ect final ( allowing for final 
outer Time and Place actants ) ,  since the grammatical sub j ect of an equational 
s entence is one of two immediate constituents in the sentence , and so cannot 
be in the middle of the other immediate constituent : 
Nominal 
s 
I 
NP 
n a  
PP 
� 
P NP 
I I 
'for ' N 
I 
'suitors ' 
N 
I 
'maidens ' 
NP 
I 
N 
I 
'beach ' 
For those speakers with corresponding isomorphous verbal constructions , 
though , this constraint on consti tuent order would not have to be absolute , 
s ince the verbal structures were not limited to binary branching constructions : 
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Verbal 
�-------
'dance ' - an NP PP NP 
I � I 
N 
I 
'maidens ' 
P W N 
I I I 
'for ' N 'b each ' 
I Nom 
'suitors ' 
This means that as soon as the verbal speakers shi fted the sub j ect into a 
non-final position , the nominalisation speakers were placed on notice that 
something was di fferent , and were given the crucial clue they needed to reinter­
pret at least some of their cleft constructions as verbal . 
Thi s  would he lp to explain why it i s  that in Phil ippine and Fo rmosan 
languages , and in many Indonesian languages as wel l ,  relative claus,es are 
exclusively nominal constructions : since the grammatical sub j ect of the 
relative clause was co-referential with the head N of the NP and th'lS omitted 
( ' del eted ' )  for both verbal and nominal speakers ,  it could never appear in the 
middle of the other constituents , and so the nominal speakers would never be 
tipped off that these constructions too were to be reinterpreted as verbal . In  
fact , one way to establ ish unequivocally that a given form in a Phi lippine or 
Formosan language i s  a noun ( at least in some of its occurrences ) i �; to find it 
used as a ligature attribute after another noun . 
The remainder of this section will be devoted to a discussion o f  the 
reconstruction of the original functions of the individual ' focus ' affixes and 
their development as verbal focus markers . 
* -en  
W e  reconstruct "'- e n  as the ancestor o f  the ' Obj ect Focus ' or ' Goal Focus ' 
suffix in Phil ippine languages . As wi th '�n i - / - i n - , we as sume that the primary 
function of *-en in Proto-Austronesian was to derive nouns from vert s and other 
nouns . For both deverbal and denominal nouns , the semantic effect of *-en 
derivation was ' future effect ' .  It is possibl e that both "' n i - and "' -en  had 
begun to function as markers of verbal aspect in PAN , but if so , they had not 
become complementary allomorphs o f  ' Obj ect Focus ' in the way that their descend­
ants now have in languages such as Tagalog .  
Clear reflexes o f  this a ffix have not been identi fied i n  Oceani c ,  although 
PPN '�kakano 'flesh, meat, pith ' has been offered as a possibl e derivative o f  
*kan 'eat ' plus "'- en . Reflexes o f  '�- e n  in its nominal is ing function are however 
common in Western Austronesian languages of the Extra-Formosan group as well as 
in the Formosan languages . 
The following examples from Ilokano show a neat contrast betwee:n reflexes 
of -'�en and *n i - / - i n - in approximately the s ame derivational functio::ls we 
reconstruct for PAN : 
dengdeng-en 
d- i n-engdeng 
* n i -/ - i n-
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'ingredients t o  b e  used in making a vegetabLe dish; 
that which is to become a vegetabL e  dish ' 
'the compLeted vegetabL e  dish; that which has become 
a vegetabLe dish ' 
The affix "'n i -/- i n - functioned in Proto-Austrones ian to derive nouns from 
verbs and o ther nouns , al though it may have also begun to have the function o f  
marking per fective aspect in verbs , a function which is now its primary o n e  in 
Phil ippine languages . Based on evidence from Philippine and Formosan languages , 
both the prefix "'n i - and the infix ,�- i n - must be reconstructed for the earliest 
stage , wi th '�n i - infixed after al l initial consonants except '� l and pos s ibly '� r .  
The development o f  ,�- i n- as an infix seems to have preceded the development o f  
infix '�- um- from "'mu- , j udging from the reconstructible order '�- um i  n - ( despite 
Wol ff ' s  '�- i n um- i Pawley and Reid 1 9 79 : 10 7 ) . 
* -ana 
The widespread -an and - ana suffixes marking locative nouns and verbs in 
Austronesian languages are reconstructed here as *-ana rather than *-an , 
primarily based on evidence from Oceanic l anguages and on the -ana suffixes 
found in Malagasy ( Dahl 1 9 76 : 1 18)  and Tsou ( Tung 1964 : 1 74 - 1 7 5 ) . In the Central 
Pacific subgroup *-an ( a )  is replaced by -a�a ( sometimes - �a ) . The sub s ti tution 
of the velar nasal for "'n i s  irregular but as this substitution has evidently 
occurred in several morphemes , it  is very probable that the Central Pacific 
suffix i s  cognate with POC *-an ( a ) . A s imilar correspondence is exhibited i n  
certain languages of the eastern Solomons , which show -a�a  for expected -ana . 
The original -ana was bimorphemic ,  probably consi sting o f  the l igature a 
plus an attributive NP consis ting o f  the demonstrative pronoun na . Several mod­
ern languages retain -ana in thi s  function , including B i l aan . Compare Kagayanen 
-an < ;" -ana , Ivatan -ay < -a + ya , and I s inai -ad  < ? - a  + d i .  The latter are 
still demonstrative pronouns or definite articles , and il lus trate the kind o f  
process involved . 
The combination o f  a l i nker plus a noun in PAN , as in modern l anguages , 
could only be attached to nouns , and this is reflected in the widespread 
appearance of reflexes of '�-ana  as nominali sing suffixes on verbal stems . Note 
that th is implies that the bases for thi s  affixation must have already b een (�­
derived) nouns when *a + "'na fused with them as suffixes . As we have noted 
elsewhere in thi s  paper , this nominal status is the original and most widespread 
function of -an , with true verbal focus present only in a limited number o f  
constructions with ' focus ' affixes in Philippine languages . 
*mu-j -um-
The ' Agentive Focus ' marker in Philippine languages i s  normally the infix 
-um- , a form which also occurs in some �!alagasy AF verbs ( Dahl 19 7 3 : 1 1 8 ) . We 
reconstruct the progenitor of thi s  marker as *mu-/- um- , based on data from 
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Formosan and Phi lippine languages which al low us to reconstruc t both the infixed 
and prefixed forms for Proto-Austronesian . 
The original function o f  :" mu-/ -um- in Proto-Austronesian was probably that 
o f  deriving agentive nominalisations from nouns or verbs , a function very similar 
to that of - e r  in English . 
The fact that m- and -m- forms in Atayal refer to animates ( or atmospheric 
phenomena) supports this idea , since the agentive - e r  forms in English of course 
have the same impl ication . The nouns formed by thi s  derivational process i n  
PAN were later reanalysed a s  verbs by the process described elsewhere in thi s  
paper . 
By the reanalysis process described below ,  reflexes o f  *mu-/ - um- frequently 
derive transitive verbs in modern l anguages .  That is , nominal s tructures s uch as 
' John is the shooter of the bear ' are reinterpreted as ' John shot t he bear ' ,  and 
even originally intransi tive verbs can become transitive via this route . 
In Tsou , the :�mu- / - um- pre fix played a major rol e in deriving ·the active­
pas sive distinction , and every Tsou sentence appears in one o f  thes,� two modes , 
marked by m-prefixed auxi l iaries and often m-verbs for active sentences , and 
m-less auxi liaries and verbs in passive structures .  
The trans ition from *mu-/ - um- as a nominaliser to *mu- /- um- as a verbaliser 
i s  analogous to the development o f  the other verbal foci , that is , :l t involved 
the reanalysis of the nominalised equational as a verbal construction . 
The :�- a  verb suffix was one o f  the mechanisms used in Proto-Austronesian to 
derive verbs which ' focussed ' on oblique actants from normal unmarked ergative 
verbs . It i s  directly reflected in the dependent ( '  sub junctive ' )  or suffix -a 
in Atayal ( Egerod 1966 : 34 7 )  and in Tsou ( Tung 1964 : 1 86 ) . Dahl ( 19 7 3 : 120)  notes 
the use of -a in Malagasy as an imperative-optative AF affix , and s t.ates that 
-a  i s  found in many languages with optative or subj unctive meaning , and also 
reconstructs it  for PAN . 
As in the case o f  the other foci , then , the verbal isation o f  m u - involves 
the substitution of the mu- form for the -a form in main c lauses in all the 
daughter languages , and l ater on in subordinate clauses as wel l  in rrany subgroups . 
The signal to the younger generation that the older generation had made the 
transition would be the occurrence of sentences with non- final sub j ec ts , con­
structions that are possib l e  with a multibranching verbal structure but not with 
a binary equational nominal one . Thus the first Tagalog sentence below is 
ambiguously either nominal or verbal , but the second can only be verbal : 
B um i  1 i ng b i ga s  ang babae 
1 2 3 4 5 
B um i  1 i ang babae ng b i gas  
1 4 5 2 3 
'The woman bought some rice ' 
4 5 1 2 3 
* i S i - accessory focus  
The prefix ? i - is a marker of Instrument. , Benefactive , o r  Comitative Focus , 
and o f  Ob j ect Focus for ' transported obj ects ' for a broad range of Phi lippine 
languages . We use the term ' Accessory Focus ' as a convenient label for this 
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cluster of roles , though we retain the common abbreviation ' IF '  ( ' Instrumental 
Focus ' )  to avoid confusion with AF ' Agent Focus ' .  Based on evidence from Formosan 
languages ,  Dahl ( 19 7 3 : 119 ) reconstructs this form as ," S i - for PAN , in spi te of 
the fact that this would be expected to produce h i - in Tagalog , rather than the 
1 i - that is actually attested . 
The Formosan evidence for thi s  reconstruction does not seem to be particu­
larly clear and convincing . Dahl cites Ami s  IF sa- as one j us ti fi cation for the 
initial * S ,  but it turns out that Ami s s a - ( Chen 1 9 8 2 )  is not a regular IF marker 
in Ami s .  Instead , Amis sa- derives ins trumental nominalisations which only 
rarely occur in a construction which could be analysed as having an Instrumental 
subj ect . The implement-deriving sa in Rukai ( Li 19 73 : 27 4 )  would probably be a 
more tenable example . In Bunun , there i s  a s imilar form , but i t  i s  i s - rather 
than s i - ,  and marks future AF as wel l as I F .  Assuming that the final vowel in 
thi s  prefix was ''< i , rather than ''<a ,  the reconstruction of ''< i S i - provides a better 
explanation of the reflexes in Bunun and Philippine languages than does 1,S i - . 
Bunun i s - can be accounted for as a resul t  o f  vowel loss rather than metathesis , 
whereas Phi lippine 1 i - forms can be assumed to have developed by reduction o f  the 
Philippine reflex ,', i h i - to ,'< 1 i - .  Northern Phi lippine languages which reflect PAN 
,',S as glottal stop ( or zero) would have reduced ,,< i 1 i - to ,'< 1 i - .  A few Phi lippine 
l anguages still show h i - rather than 1 j - as the IF prefix . Zorc ( 1 9 7 7 : 1 34 )  ci tes 
Samar-Leyte , Waray , and Northern Samar h i - as forming part of the IF potential 
affix forms ( nah i - ,  mah i - ,  etc . ) , and Tausug h i pag - as the IF dependent , durative 
form . 
We believe that the original function o f  ,', j S i - in Proto-Austronesian was , 
as in the case o f  the other reconstructed ' focus ' affixes , nominal isation . In 
modern Phi lippine languages , it seems to be these Accessory Focus constructions 
that preserve the character of nominalised equationals even nlore so than o ther 
focus constructions . 
1 0 .  Paradi gm format i o n  
The new denominal verbs formed b y  the reinterpretation of cleft sentence 
structures formed themselves into paradigms according to syntactic and s emantic 
complementarity . One o f  the dimensions chosen in thi s  regrouping was main 
clauses versus subordinate clauses . Thus in languages ancestral to languages 
such as Atayal ( Egerod 1966)  and Samareno (Wo l f f  19 7 3 ) , the new verbs were 
specialised to main-clause use ,  and the original *- i and "' -a  counterparts were 
confined to embedded environments . In Toba Batak ( Van der Tuuk 1 9 7 1 ) , the 
- i / -aken reflexes were used in active sentences and the n i -/-en/-ana/-aken 
types were used as passives : 
Active Passive 
OF -� n i - - i n-
LF - j -an 
I F  - hon - hon 
If subsequent investigation should reveal that the Toba Batak ' passives ' 
are better analysed as nominalisations , and i f  the unmarked OF i s  really 
ergative , the Toba Batak system would be a quite close approximation to the one 
we have posited for the proto-language . 
In most Northern and Central Philippine languages , the ,',- i and ,'<-a  forms 
were replaced completely by reflexes of the original deverbal nominal isers , and 
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the paradigms were composed according to aspec t ,  with re flexes o f  the perfective 
"' n i  - infixed as "' - i n - to the Agentive , Locative , and Instrumental focus forms in 
," mu-/-um- , ," -an , and '� ? i - respectively to produce perfective focus forms . For the 
Ob j ect Focus forms , *n i - and "'-en derivatives were already OF and i n  complementary 
distribution with respect to aspect , so * n i -verbs assumed the perfect ive s lot in 
the paradigm , with "'-en forms filling the corresponding complementary non-perfec­
ti ve slots . This accounts for the unusual compl ementari ty wi thin t'he Tagalog OF 
paradigm between - i n- infixed per fective forms and - ( h ) i n - « * - e n )  suffixed 
non-perfec tives , without any necessity for an unmotivated morphological deletion 
trans formation . A s imi lar complementation process produced a di fferent resul t in 
Kapampangan , where the ? i -prefixed OF form took over the future s lo·t , the - i n­
form the per fective , and a redupl icated form the present progress ive , resulting 
in the following paradigm : 
i - s u l a t 
s u - s u l a t  
s/ i n/ u l a t  
'wiU write ' 
'are wri ting , 
'wrote ' 
1 1 . Devel o pment  of verbal focus as  a cri ter i o n  for subgroup ing  
Austronesian l anguages can b e  characterised b y  whether o r  not t:heir ancestors 
carried out thi s  reinterpretation , and if so , how far they carried it . TSQu , for 
example , has no trace of a verbal focus system using originally nominal i sing 
affixe s , though the nominal affixes are there in their original function . Lan­
guages such as Atayal and Samareno descend from systems in which the, original 
verbal affixed forms were specialised to subordinate cl auses , wi.th the new verbs 
taking over main-clause focussing functions . Languages like Amis de,scend from 
languages which kept the * - i form only i� the imperative and replace d  all the 
others , and standard Tagalog replaced all the *- i type verbal forms by originally 
nominal affixes , whil e  at the same time keeping the original deverbal nouns as 
wel l ,  resulting in a tremendous amount o f  structurally homonymous construc tions 
that continue to confound us linguists to thi s  very day . 
The reinterpretation and replacement process was certainly a post-PAN 
innovation , but unfortunately the occurrence o f  thi s  process by itself i s  
unlikely t o  b e  very useful for subgrouping purposes , simply because once the stage 
was set , it became highly probable that the change would happen ,  and it could 
eas ily have happened independently in different languages . In the c as e  of Ami s , 
for example , i t  has only j ust begun to operate in a very l imited set o f  environ­
ments , whi le in related Paiwanic languages ,  it seems to be well alon9 . Similarly , 
the replacement of all ,', - i type forms was total in Standard Tagalog , but some o f  
the original forms are s t i l l  retained in Marinduque Tagalog,  and this could 
hardly be taken as evidence that these di fferent dialects belong to different 
higher-order subgroups . However , though the occurrence of the reintl�rpretation 
has very dubious subgrouping implications , it is still quite poss ible that 
spec i fic idiosyncratic details may prove use ful in thi s  respect . 
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NOTE 
1 .  Thi s paper is a summary of some o f  the major concepts contained in a 
monograph whi�h the authors are presently preparing . Because o f  the time 
constraints on a conference paper , the evidence for much of what we say 
here could not be presented . The extensive data from many areas of the 
family from which our conclus ions are drawn will appear in the published 
monograph . 
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ATAYALIC FINAL VOIC E D  STO P S  
Paul Jen-kuei L i  
1 .  I NTRODUCT ION 
The Atayalic group o f  Formosan languages comprises Atayal and Sediq , each 
with dialects o f  its own . 1 Atayal , in turn , consi s ts o f  two maj or dialects , 
Squl iq and C?ul i ?  Since Squliq dialects are all fairly uni form , whereas C? ul i ?  
dialects are divergent from each o ther , only one Squl iq dialect , Pyas an ,  will b e  
represented but several C?uli ? dial ects , Skikun , Mnawyan , Pal �awan , Maspazi ? ,  
Mayrinax , Matabalay and Sakuxan will be included in thi s  study . The Sediq dia­
lects , Inago , Taroko , Toda , To�an and Truwan will be represented . I have 
col lected in the field extensive l exical material s and some data for verb 
inflections for the above dialects in this report .  
Most o f  the previous publications on Atayal , such as Ogawa ( 19 31 ) , Egerod 
( 1965a , b ,  1966) , Yamada and Liao ( 19 74 )  and Ferrell ( 1 9 79 ) , were based on Squl i q ,  
the mos t  innovated dialect in the sense that it has lost a lot o f  information 
for historical reconstruction . For one thing , quite a few word-initial conson­
ants and mos t  unstress ed vowel s  are lost ; see Li ( 1980a ) . For another , some 
consonants including the voiced stops , i . e .  Ib , r ,  z ,  g/ , may not occur word 
finally ; see Egerod ( 1966 : 1 2 2) . 
However , Mayrinax , a C? uli ? dial ect recently investigated , retains Ib , gl 
(phonetically [ � ,  y J  respectively) in  the word- final position , e . g .  Ig i nabugabl 
'rice gruel ', Isabsabl 'eaves ', I?abagl 'l eaf ', Ibasagl 'mil let ', Iqagl 'ribs ' .  
2 .  PROTO-ATAYAL I C  PHONOLOGY 
Be fore deal ing with the spec i fic problems o f  Proto-Atayalic *- b ,  *-d , *-g ' 
and *-g , let us examine a reconstruction o f  Proto-Atayalic phonology briefly . 
Given below are the sound correspondences o f  five or six Atayal dial ects and 
five Sediq dial ects . 
Distribution o f  a certain correspondence i s  indicated by the hyphen , e . g .  
Ip-I  indicates that i t  occurs prevocalically o r  preconsonantally , i . e .  word 
initially or word medially ; I-pi indicates that it occurs postvocalically , i . e .  
only word finally ; Ikl i ndicates that it occurs in all positions . Rel evant 
conditions or phonetic environments for a certain correspondence may be specified 
under each correspondence . 
Amran Halim, Lois Carrington and S . A .  Wurm , eds Papers from the 
Third In terna tional Conference on A ustronesian Linguistics , vol . 2 :  
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PAN 
PA 
Ata Sq 
Ms 
Sk , Mn 
Mx 
P1 
Sed Tn 
Td 
Tr 
Tk 
In 
Condi tions : 
PAN 
PA 
Ata Sq 
, 
'-'p-
p­
p ­
p­
p­
p­
p­
p­
p­
p­
p-
Ms b -
Sk , Mn b -
Mx b -
Mt b -
P1 b -
Sed Tn 
Td 
Tr 
Tk 
In 
Conditions : 
b­
b­
b­
b­
b-
... 
- p  
-p  
-p  
-b  
-p  
- k  
- k  
- k  
-k  
-k  
-k  
'-' -p  
-p 
-p  
-p  
-p  
- k  
- k  
-k  
-k  
- k  
- k  
{ '.d 
*<;1 ( 0) 
'�d / ( Z )  
r -
r -
r -
r -
r -
v r -
d­
d­
d­
d­
d-
, 
,-' t-
t ­
t ­
t-
t-
t ­
t ­
t­
t ­
t ­
t-
r -
r -
r -
r -
r -
v r -
d ­
d ­
j ­
j ­
j ­
I 
- ?  
- t  
- ?  
- ?  
- t  
- c  
- c  
- c  
- c  
- c  
- c  
c-
t -
c -
t ­
t ­
t ­
t-
c -
c -
c -
1-
g­
g ­
g ­
g­
g ­
g ­
g -
w-
g­
g­
g-
- t  
- t  
- c  
-t  
- c  
- c  
- c  
- c  
- c  
- c  
-g-
-g-
-g-
-g-
-g -
-g-
- r -
- r -
- r -
- r -
- r -
la a 
'-'k 
'-' k 
k 
k 
k 
k 
k 
k 
k 
k 
k 
k 
'-' -g-
o 
( g )  
o 
( g )  
o 
o 
- r -
- r -
- r -
- r -
- r -
la u 
q 
? 
q 
q 
( ? ) 
q 
q 
q 
q 
'�-g  
-y 
-y 
-y 
-y 
-g 
-y 
-y 
- ?  
-g  
-g 
-g 
I i  I.i 
? 
? 
? 
? 
? 
? 
? 
? 
? 
? 
1< -g' 
-w -w 
-w -w 
- x  - x  
-g  -g 
-g -g 
-w -w 
- w -0 
-? -w 
-g -w 
-g -w 
-g -g  
lu  # la  # 
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PAN '-'g , ( j ) '-' c ( C )  '�5 ( s ) ( '�h , ,� t ,� 1 '-'+ ( N ) , '-'n 
"' - g  
, 
- '�- g  , '�-g  , '�c '-' 5 *x *h 1' r  '-' r  ,� 1 PA -
Ata Sq - r - - r - - y  5 - 5 X h y z 
Ms - 5 - - 5 - - y  5 - 5 X h y z 
Sk - 5 - - 5 - - 5  c - 5 X h y Y 
Mx - 5 - - 5 - -y c- 5 X h W W 
Mt - 5 - - 5 - -g 
P1 
v v h - r - - r - -y c- 5 x r r 
Sed Tn -g- -y - -y c - 5 X h r r 
Td -W- -y- - ?  c - 5 X h r r 
Tr -g- - y - -g 5 - 5 X h r r 
Tk -g  5 - 5 X h r r 
In -g - -y- -g 5 - 5 x h r r 
Conditions : I i  a I 
PAN *n '�m '�f} '�V'J *y 
I' " ' ,� f} ,-'v PA �" n ;'�m- " - m ,-,W 
Ata Sq n m- - m  f} W Y 
Ms n m- - m  f} W Y 
Sk n m- - m  f} W Y 
Mx n m - - m  f} W Y 
P1 n m- - f} f} W Y 
Sed Tn n m- - f} f} W Y 
Td n m- - f} f} W Y 
Tr n m - - f} f} W Y 
Tk n m - - f} f} W Y 
In n m- - f} f} W Y 
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PAN -;" a ,q ," u '"il:a ," - aw "'-ay 
,. ... - .... . 
PA '�a ;'· i '� u '�a ," aw * .... aw "' ay *-ay 
Ata Sq a u 0 0 -aw e -ay 
Ms a u a aw -aw ay -ay 
Sk a u 0 0 -aw e - ay 
Mx a u 0 aw -aw -ay 
Pl a u 0 0 -aw e - i y  
Sed Tn a u e 0 -0 e - e  
Td a u a 0 -aw e -ay 
Tr a u a 0 -aw e -ay 
Tk a u a 0 -aw e -ay 
In a u a 0 -ag e -ay 
Conditions : Inon- final Inon·· final 
syl lables syl:.ab les 
3 .  PROTO-ATAYAL I C  *-b 
By comparative study , it  i s  clear that Proto-Atayali c  ( PA) ," - b  has been 
devo i ced as I-pi or l-k/ 2 in all the dial ects except Mayrinax in the Atayal i c  
group , for example 3 
1 .  Proto-Atayal *h- um-gub  > Mx Ih-um-g ub/ , Sq Ih-m-g up/ , Sk I h - m-op/ , 
Ms Ih-am-agup/ , Mn Ih-m-up/ , PI Ih- um-ukl 'to do magic ' 
2 .  Proto-Atayal '�ma -gaub > Mx Ig- um-aub/ , Sq Im-gop/ , Sk , Mn Im-gop/ , 
Ms Ima-gaup/ , Pl Ima-gagokl 'to share one cup while  drinking ' 
3 .  Proto-Atayal ," h - um-ab  > Mx Ih-um-ab/ , Sq Ih-m-op/ , If Sk , Mn Ih-m-apl 
'to s tab ' 
4 .  Proto-Atayal *pa- s i hub > Mx Ip- s i h ub/ , Sq Ish up/ , Sk Ip-sh up/ , 
Ms Ipa-s i y upl 'to suck ' 
'These are the verbs that ended with *-b  in Proto-Atayal , though i t  might not 
have gone so far back as Proto-Atayal ic . The main problem i n  reconstructing 
these forms for Proto-Atayal ic i s  that the cognates do not appear in both 
Atayal and Sediq subgroups . 
Mayrinax I-bl i s  rare . I have found only six items ending with I -bl among 
over 1 , 000 items I have collected , and only four of them have cognat es , as 
li sted above . 
In the dialects where 1' - b  has been devoiced as -p  or - k ,  the ve:rbs exhibit 
b � p or b � k alternations : 
5 .  Sq Ih-m-gup , h bg-an/ , S Sk Ih-m-op , h ub-ani , PI Ih- um-uk , h ub-ani , 
Mt , Sx Ih- um-ag up , hagab-anl 'to do magic ' 
6 .  Sq 1m-gop , gob-ani , Sk 1m-gop , gob-ani , Ms Ima-gaup , ? i n-ga lJ b- an , 
g aub- i / ,  PI Ima -g ag u k ,  pa-gagub-an / ,  Mt , Sx Ima -gaup , pa-ga lJb-anl 
'to share one cup ' 
7 .  Sq Ih-m-op , hab-an/ , Sk Ih-m-ap , hab-anl 'to stab ' 
8 .  Sq Ishup , s h ub-an/ , Sk Ip-sh up , p-s h ub-anl  'to suck ' 
In these 
fo llowed 
the same 
9 .  
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al ternations , fbi always appears i n  the word-medial position immediately 
by a suffix , whereas /p/ or /k/ appears word- finally . They all share 
rule , synchronically and diachronical ly : 
The fol lowing verb also exhibits the same b � p or b � k alternation in 
these dialects : 
lOa . Sq , Sk and Mn /q -m-a tap , q t ab-an/ , Pl / ? - um-atak , ? a tap- i / 6 'to 
cut with scissors ' 
b .  Ms /k-am-a r i p ,  ka r i b-an/ , Sx /k-um-a r i p ,  k- i n- r i b-an/ , 
Tk /q -m-a r i k ,  q r i b- i / 7 'to cut with scissors ' 
Al though the Mayrinax form /paqway/ 'to cut with scissors ' is not a cognate with 
the forms in these dialects , the Proto-Atayalic  form for the verb should have 
ended with *-b  as indicated by both the Atayal and Sediq dialects . Two variant 
proto-forms for the verb stem , '�qa tab  and '�ka r i b ,  seem to have existed . 
Three verbs exhibit b � k in Sediq dialects alone : 
11 . Proto-Sediq "' r -um-barub > Td / r-m-baruk ,  rb rab- i / ,  Tn / r-m- beruk ,  
rb rub- i / ,  Tr / r -m-baruk , barb- i f  'to broil ' 
1 2 .  Proto-Sediq *ma l ab > Td /ma l uk , l ab- i f ,  Tn /me l u k ,  l eb- i /  'to close ' 
cf . PHN *q 2aNab as reconstructed by Tsuchida ( 1976 : 1 6 8 ) . 8 
1 3 .  Proto-Sediq '�s - um-a rub  > Td /s -m-a ruk ,  5 rub- i / 'to burn hair ' 
The verb 'to yawn ' is a cognate shared by most dialects in the entire group : 
14 . '�ma-s u ra b  > Sq , Sk , Mn /m- s uya p , syab- i / ,  Ms / ? am-s uyap/ , Mt , Sx 
/ma - s uyap/ , Mx /ma-suwag/ , Tn /ma- s u rak/ , Tn /m-suwak/ , 9 Td , Tr , Tk 
/m-s u rak/ 'to yawn ' 
This verb also exhibits b � p alternation in some Atayal dialects . Unfortunately 
the Mayrinax form /mas uwag/  ends with /-g/  instead of  /-b/ . The form needs some 
explanation : The semivowel /w/ may have been derived from * r  and the final 
consonant /-g/ is probably the result of  dissimilation from the labial *b , viz . 
Proto-Atayalic *ma s u rab  > *masuwab > mas uwag . 
4 .  PROTO -ATAYAL I C  ," - g  
The derivations of  P A  *-g  in the various dialects are conditioned b y  the 
prec eding vowel . After "' u ,  PA *-g  i s  retained a s  I-gl  i n  two Atayal dialects 
( Mayrinax and Matabalay) and three Sediq dialects ( Inago , Truwan and Taroko) ,  
devoiced as I-xl in Skikun and Mnawyan , become I- ?I  in Toda , and changed to I -wi 
in most other dial ects : 
1 5 .  '� l ub ug > Mx ,  Mt , Tr , Tk ,  In I l ubug/ , Sk , Mn I l ubux/ , Td I l ubu? / , 
Sq , Ms , Tn / 1  ubuwl 'Jew 's harp ' 
16 . '�s i n i rug > Mx ,  Mt Is i n i y ug/ ,  Tr , Tk Is n i r ug/ , Sk , Mn Isn i y ux/ , 
Sq Isn i y uw/ , Tn Isn i r uwl 'necklace, string ' 
After "'a , PA '�- g  is retained as I-gl  only in Mayrinax , Matabalay and Inago , 
devoiced as I -xl in Skikun and Mnawyan , and changed to I -wi in most other 
dial ects : 
1 7 . "'s i yag > Mx ,  Mt , In Is i yag/ , Sk , Mn Isy ax/ , Tn I s i yoi , Sq /syaw/ , 
Ms , Td , Tr , Tk Is i yawl 'side, shore ' 
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After '� i ,  PA ," -g is retained as I-gl only in Matabalay , Truwan Taroko and 
Inago ; it has become I-yl in most  other dialects : 
18 . *bunaq i g  > Mt Ibuna? i g/ ,  Tk , In Ibnaq i g/ ,  Sq , Sk , Mn Ibnclq i y/ ,  
Mx Ib unaq i y/ ,  Td Ibnaq i ?I ,  Tn Ibnaq uy/ , Tr Ibna� i g / ,  Sx , PI Ibuna ? i yl 
'sand ' 
In the dialects in which word- final I -gl  may not occur , they a.l l  show the 
morphophonemic alternations 9 � w or 9 � x in some of  the verbs : 
19 . In Squliq : 
active 
hmaw 
muhuw 
20 . In Maspazi ? :  
rahaw 
mayuw 
passive imperative 
hag - i  
l h ug- i  
rahag - i  
yug- i 
2 1 . In Skikun and Mnawyan : 
ma l hax t l hag - i  
mnbux nbug- i 
22 . In Sakuxan : 
ramahaw rahag- i 
? amasuw ? a s ug - i  
2 3 .  I n  Pal l)awan : 
v v g umuraw gu rag- i 
l umpuw l apag - i  
24 . In Truwan : 
dmayaw dyag- i 
sma paw s pag - i  
2 5 .  I n  Taroko : 
dmayaw j yag- i 
gmaaw gaag- i 
'to scoop out r 
'to thread a needle ' 
'to trap ' 
'to exchange ' 
'to wake ' 
'to drink ' 
'to sharpen (a knife) , 
'to distribute ' 
'to choose ' 
'to count ' 
'to help ' 
'to spread (a mat) , 
'to help ' 
'to choos e '  
In these alternations , Igl occurs in the word-medial posi tion fol lowed by 
a suffi x ,  whereas Iwl or Ixl occurs word finally . They can be stated by the 
rule : 
In shor t ,  there is  sufficient internal evidence in these dialects for '''_ g  
to occur i n  the word-final posi tion a t  a n  earlier stage . 
A note in pass ing : both Truwan and Taroko retain I-gl a fter vO�lel s  I i  I and 
luI , so the alternation 9 � w is found only after vowel la/ . 
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5 .  PROTO-ATAYA L I C  *-g '  ( *-z OR *y ) 
However , not all /-g/ ' s in modern dialects go back to an early *_g . l O Some 
/-g/ ' s  have derived from a di fferent source , PA *g ' ( or reconstructible as *y or 
"'z )  : 
27 . *ma -ba r i g ' > Mt /mabaz i g/ ,  Tr , Tk /ma r i g/ ,  Sk , Mn /mbes/ , Sq /maz i y/ ,  
Ms /mabaz i y/ ,  Mx /mabaay/ , Tn /maruy/ , Td /ma r i ?/ 'to buy ' 
28 . *kag i g ' or "' kar i g ' > Mt /kag i g / ,  Tr , Tk /ka r i g / ,  Sk , Mn /kg i s/ ,  
Sq , Mx /kg i y/ ,  Ms ,  Pl /kag i y/ ,  Tn / keguy/ , Td /kar i ?/ 'hemp ' 
The two examples above show a di fferent set o f  correspondence from that o f  '�- g  
di scussed before . The di fference in the word-final position l ies mainly in 
Skikun and Mnawyan /-5/  vs . I -xl : /-5/ < *-g ' , I -xl < *- g .  The distinction is  
lost in  all  the other dialects except Mayrinax , which shows a contrast between 
/-y/ < '�- g ' and /-g/ < "'-g after certain vowels . The above two cognates and 
their derivatives appear in the whole group . More cognates can be identi fied 
in the Atayal dialects : 
'to air ' 'to escape ' 'leggings ' 'to lie on one 's side ' 
Sq / -y/ mah i y  magyay s rag i y  mtkk i y  
Ms /-y/ ramah i y  mag i yay s rag i y  (ma t ka k i  i J )  
Sk /-5/  rmah i s  mgyas crag i s  mtkk i s  
Mx / -y/ rumah i y  mag i yay (mas i kak i J )  
Mt /-g/ rumah i g  (mag i yay ) (ma takak i J )  
Pl /-y/ r umah i y  mag i y  mas kak i y  
No exampl e has been found in the word-initial position . 
In the word-medial position quite a few cognates appear in the whole group , 
and with two di fferent sound correspondences from that in the word-final : one 
between i a l l  and another elsewhere : 
Ata 
Sed 
PA 
Sq /- r-/ 
Ms /-5-/  
S k  /-5-/  
Mx /-5-/  
Mt /-5-/  
Pl /- r-/ 
Tn /-g- , -y-/  
Td / -w- , -y-/  
Tr /-g- , -y-/  
In /-g- , -y-/  
"'-g ' -
'how 
many ' 
p i ra? 
p i sa ?  
p s a ?  
( p  ya? ) 
p s a ?  
p ra ?  
p ya ?  
p ya ?  
p ya ?  
p ya ?  
'a little 
later ' 
k i ra?  
k i sa ?  
k i sa ?  
k i sa ?  
k i sa ?  
k i ra ?  
k i ya ?  
k i ya?  
k i ya ?  
k i ya ?  
*p i g 'a ?  *k i g 'a ?  
'reed of 'yester-
loom ' day , 1 2 
bz i ra?  
bag i sa ?  
bg i sa?  
bag i sa?  
bag i sa ?  
bag i ra ?  
bg i ya ?  
bw i ya?  
bg i ya ?  
bg i ya ?  
h i ra ?  
s u- h i sa ?  
c-h i sa?  
cu-h i sa ?  
s u- h i s a ?  
h i ra ?  
c i ga ?  
ch i wa ?  
s - h i ga?  
s i ga ?  
'Buy ! ' 
b i r- i 
ba i s -an i 
bes - i 
bay nay 
b i na s - i 
b i nar - i  
b r i g- i  
b r i w- i 
b r i g - i  
'Peel hemp ! ' 
kg i r - i 
kamg i 5 - i 
kg i s - i  
kumkag i s - i  
kamkag i s - i  
kakag i r- i 
*bag i g 'a ?  *cu- h i g 'a ?  *ba r i g ' - i  *kumakag i g '- i  
Note that PA *-g ' - is  less well preserved in the envi ronment between i a (only 
well preserved in the item 'yesterday ') than in the other environments-in the 
Sediq dialects . 
The three sets of correspondences discussed in this section are all derived 
from the same source historically . The verb inflections in the various dialects 
also indicate that they are etymo logically equivalent : 
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29 . The alternation r '\, y 
stem active 
baz i y  maz i y  
kg i y  mkg i y  
bah i y  mah i y  
pgyay mgyay 
30 . The alternation 
v r '\, y 
b i n i y  m i n i y  
pag i y  mag i y  
rah i y  rumah i y  
3l . The alternation 5 '\, Y 
baz i y  mabaz i y  
kag i y  kmkag i y  
rah i y  ramah i y  
3 2 .  The alternation 5 '\, Y 
baay mabaay 
kg i y  kumakg i y  
rah i y  rumah i y  
3 3 .  The alternation 5 '\, 9 
baz i g  mabaz i g  
kag i g  kumakag i g  
rumah i g  
34 . The alternation w '\, ? 
ba r i ?  ma r i ?  
in Squl iq : 
passives 
b- n - i r -an  
kg i r- un , k- i n -g i r-an 
h-n- i r -an 
pgy a r-an  
in Pal f)awan : 
b i na r- i  v 
eager- i 
rah i r-an  
in Maspazi? : 
ba i s -an i 
k i n g i s -an  
k i mmag i s -an 
in Mayrinax : 
b i nas-un  
kumkag i s - i  
rah i s -an 
in Matabalay : 
mab i na s-an 
kamkag i 5 - i 
rah i s -an i 
in Toda : 
b r i w- i  , b r i w-an 
' to  buy ' 
'to peel hemp , 
'to air ' 
'to escape ' 
'to buy ' 
'to escape ' 
'to air ' 
'to buy ' 
'to peel hemp ' 
'to air ' 
'to buy ' 
'to peel hemp ' 
'to air ' 
'to buy ' 
'to peel hemp ' 
'to 2ir ' 
'to buy ' 
In the alternations of  these dial ects , I r ,  r ,  5 ,  wI occur in the wo�d-medial 
pos ition , whereas Iy , g ,  ?I occur in the word- final position . The :hanges in 
the dial ects can be stated by the rules : 
35 . r + y 
36 . v r + y 
37 . 5 + y # 
38 . 5 + 9 
39 . w + ? 
To reconstruct Proto-Atayalic "'g ' , it is  worth noting the fact that lsI  is  
phonetically an  alveopalatal fricative [ 5 ]  in all  the modern Atayal dialects . 
In addition to lsI , the semivowel Iyl also reflects the proto-phoneme as a 
palatal . Proto-Atayal ic  "'g ' has merged with ," g in most Sediq dialects and in 
one Atayal dialect , Matabalay . An unusual change is  the devoicing of "'g ' to 
1 - 5 -1  word medially , yet the voi cing is still preserved word finally in 
Matabalay . 
Both Dempwol ff and Dahl reconstructed Proto-Austronesian ( PAN )  *g ' for the 
phoneme under discussion . The derivations PAN "'g ' > PA '�g ' > 9 in �:ome modern 
Atayalic dialects seem quite straightforward . 
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6 .  PROTO-ATAYAL I C  *-d 
Although / -d/ is  not retained in any modern dialect , a few Sediq verbs 
exhibit d � c or j (palatal ised before I i i ) � c alternation ; actually only the 
fol lowing verbs have been found to exhibit the alternation : 
active passive 
active impera tive imperative 
TOl)an : hmal)uc ha l)uc h l)ed- i 
Toda : hmal)uc hal)uc h l)ad- i 
Taroko : hmal)uc hal)ac h l)aj - i 
Truwan : hmal)ac ha l)ac h . . 1 3 anJ - 1  
Inago : hma l)ac hal)ac hl)aj - i  
41 . TOl)an : rmut uc r u t uc r tud- i 
Toda : rmut uc r u t uc r t ud- i 
Taroko : mrutuc  r u t uc p t uj - i  
Truwan : rmut uc r u tuc  r t uj - i 
Inago : rmu t uc r u tuc  r t uj - i 
4 2 . Truwan : dma ruc dar uc d raj - i  
Inago : dndoruc doruc d raj - i 
These alternations can be stated by the rules : 
R ( a) . d -+ j / 
(b) . d -+ c / # 
hand-un  han d-an  
r tud- un 
r t ud-un  
r t ud-un 
d rad- un  
d rad- un 
r t ud-an  
d rad-an  
'to join3 
link ' 
'to ruh3 
whet ' 
Paral lel to the other two voiced stops /b , g/ , the dialects that no longer 
have these stops in the word- final position do show b � p (or k) and g � w (or y) 
al ternations , so it can be inferred that /d/ also must have occurred in the word­
final position at an earl ier stage , at l east in Proto-Sediq since Sediq dialects 
show d ( or j )  � c alternation . 
Atayal has no /d/ .  Sediq /d/ corresponds to Atayal / r/ preconsonantally 
and prevocalically except before I i i .  Before / i /  (or /y/ ) , *d has become / j /  
i n  Inago , Truwan and Taroko dialects of  Sediq . 
'pygmy deer ' 'horse ' 'beard ' 'hornet ' 'earwax ' 
Ata Sq / r/ para?  rme ?  I) u r us t ryul)  q pu r P  
Ms / r/ pa ra?  r ama i ?  I)u rus t a r i y U I) ? apu r i ?  
Sk / r/ para?  m- rme ?  I)U  rus t ry u I) q pu r  j ?  
Mx / r/ pa ra?  rama i ?  I)a-I)u rus qapu r P  
Sed Tn /d/ pada? dma i ?  I) ud us  td i y UI) qpud P 
Td /d/ pada? dma i ?  I)udus t d i y ul) q p ud P  
Tr /d , j /  pada ? dma i ?  I)udus tj i y ul)  � p uj i ? 
Tk /d , j /  pada?  I)udus  tj  : y u l) qpuj i ?  
In /d , j /  pada? dma i ?  I)udus t j  i y ul) q puj i ? 
PA '� d *pada? '�dama i ?  * I) udus "' tad i y ul) "'qapud i ?  
However , Atayal / r/ corresponding to Sediq /d/ does not occur word finally . 
In that position , neither /d/ in any Sediq dialect nor / r/ in many Atayal 
dialects may occur . 
Based on internal reconstruction , we have noted that Sediq /d/ (or /j / 
be fore / i /  in some dialects ) regularly changes to /-c/ w�rd finally ; see also 
Yang ( 19 76 : 649-650) . However , Sediq / -c/ has three possible origins , ,�- t .  '�-d  
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or '�-c . Let us first examine the correspondence for ,', - t  in the word- final 
position : 
Ata Sq /-t/  
S k  /-c/ 
Ms /- t/  
Mx /-t/  
Sed Tn /-c/ 
Td /-c/ 
Tr /-c/ 
Tk /-c/ 
In /-c/ 
PA ,', - t  
'fang ' 
waq i t  
waq i c  
wa? i t  
waq i t  
waq i c  
waq i c  
wa� i c  
waq i c  
waq i c  
"'waq i t 
'side dish ' 
ramat 
ramac 
rama t 
ra- rama t 
damac 
damac 
damac 
damac 
damac 
'� damat 
'flying 
squirrel '  
yap i t  
yap i c  
yap i t  
ap i t  
rap i c  
rap i c  
rap i c  
rap i c  
rap i c  
'� ra p i t 
'e,i,ght ' 
spat  
s pac 
ma -s apat  
ma -ma - s pa t  
ma'- sepac 
ma - sapac 
ma - sapac 
ma -sapac 
ma '- sapac 
"'ma '· s apat  
In these examples ,�- t has become / -c/ in most  dialects but is  :cetained as 
/ - t /  in a few Atayal dialects , among which Mayrinax is the dialect that usually 
preserves the older features . Those dialects that end with /-c/ al l show t � c 
al ternation and share the same rule below : 
4 3 .  t + c / # 
For example 
44 . In Skikun : 
m i l)ac 
kmac 
4 5 . In TOl)an : 
qm i y uc 
rmel)ac 
I) a t -an 
kat-an  
qyut- i 
rl)a t - i 
4 6 . In Toda and Inago : 
'to rob ' 
'to bite ' 
'to bite ' 
'to growl ' 
'to bite ' qm i y uc 
smaq i c 
qyut-an  
saq i t -an  'to cut with scissors ' 
Now let us examine another set of correspondence with /-c/ 
dial ec ts , but with /- t/  or /_ ?/ 1 4 in Atayal dialects : 
'wing ' 'mouse ' 'l eopard ' 'ashes ' 
Ata Sq /- ?/  pa l i ?  qo l i ?  k I j ?  q b u l  i ?  
Sk , Mn /- ?/  pa  I i ? qo l i ?  k l  i ?  q b u l  i ?  
Ms /-t/  qaw l  i t  yaka l i t  ? ab u l i t  
Mx /-?/  pa I i ? qaw l  i t  ? a k l  i ?  qab u l i ?  
Mt , Sx /-t/  pa l i - h uy ?aw l  i t  yaka l i t ? a b u l i t  
Sed Tn /-c/ pa l i c qo l i c  rke I i  c q b u l  i c 
Td /-c/ pa l i c qo l i c  rka l i c q b u l  i c 
Tr /-c/ pa l i c �o l i c rka l i c  � b u l  i c 
Tk /-c/ qo l i c  rka l  i c q b u l  i c 
In /-c/ pa l i c qaw l  i c  rak I i  c q b u l  i c 
PA *-d ( ? )  
in all Sediq 
'mulberry ' 
t I i u?  
t I u j ?  
tel l u ?  (Sx)  
( 1:d yuc )  
( 1 :  I y uq )  
( k l  y uc )  
( k  I y uc )  
( k l  yuc )  
I n  the above correspondence , only three Atayal dialects regularly end with / - t / ,  
most other Atayal dialects end with / - ? / , and al l the Sediq dialects end with 
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I-c/ o Are the final consonants / - t/ , / - 7/ and /-c/ in modern dialects reflexes 
of an earlier ," - d  or "'-c? The former is more l ikely because it seems more natural 
for a voi ced stop to become a voiceless s top ( '�-d  > - t ) in the word-final pos­
ition , than for an affri cate to change to a stop (*-c > - t ) . Also the change of 
the dental stop '�- d  > - t ,  -7 or - c  parallels that of  the labial stop ," - b  > -p  
o r  - k  in devoicing . 
Some supporting evidence for the analysis adopted in this paper can be drawn 
from the following derivations : 
4 7 . PAN '�pa+ i d  > PA "' pa J i d  > Sediq /pa J i c/ ,  Atayal /pa J i 7/ ,  Yami /pan i d/ ,  
RukBd /pa � ld i / ,  Itb ,  Ivatan , Masaka /pan i d/ 'wing ' 
. 
4 8 .  Proto-Hesperonesian *[ tT ]aN i u[ DZ ] 1 5 > PA * ta J i ud > Atayal / t J  i u 7/  
'mu lberry ' cf . RukBd /ta J i o90/ 
Since we have PA *-b  and *-g  as discussed in the precediilg sections , the 
symmetric pattern of distribution will also allow us to reconstruct PA ," - d  for 
the correspondence 7 - t- c  as illustrated above . There is no reason to create a 
new phoneme for this particular correspondence . The residual problem is that 
we are still missing a correspondence for *-c in the PA system . However , there 
is no reason to expect all consonants to occur word finally . 
7 .  SUMMARY AND ATAYAL I MPL I CAT IONS FOR PAN 
The four final voiced stops *-b , ," - d , '�-g ' and '�- g  reconstructible for 
Proto-Atayalic are reflexes of nearly the same Proto-Austrones ian phonemes : 
PAN PA Modern Atayalic 
1 - *-b  > ," - b > - b , -p , - k  
2 .  '�- d  > '�- d  > - t , -7  - c  
. , '� -g , - 7  3 .  "'-g > > -g , -y , - s ,  
4 .  '�-y  > "'- g  > -g , -w , -y , -x , - 7  
The phonetic features of  these four voiced stops are much better preserved i n  
the word-initial and -medial position than i n  the word- final posi tion i n  modern 
Atayalic dialects . In addition to the regular sound correspondences and 
symmetri c pattern of distribution , the morphophonemic alternations : 1 .  b � P 
and b � k ,  2 .  d � c ,  3 .  r � y ,  r � y ,  s � y ,  s � 9 and w � 7 ,  4 .  9 � w and 9 � x 
of  the verbs also provide important evidence for the occurrence of  these voiced 
stops in the word-final position in Proto-Atayalic . 
Proto-Atayalic *-b is  rare , j ust  as PAN *-b  is rare . Dempwolff recon­
structed only 15 PAN forms ending with *- b ,  and seven of them were reduplicated 
forms . 1 6 Compare Archaic Chinese that has only a few forms with *-b  and Proto­
Indo-European that has few forms with *b in any position . Simi larly , Proto­
Atayal ic  '�- g  and '�g ' are also rare . 
Atayal has some interesting implications for PAN reconstruction . What has 
hitherto been reconstructed as PAN *-aw by Dyen ( "'-av by Dempwolff)  shows up as 
/-ag/ in Inago , a Sediq dialect in the Atayalic group , e . g .  PAN * J a �aw > ra�ag 
'fly ' .  The reconstruction of  '� -aw for PAN may have to be revised as ending 
with some type of consonant phonetically similar to /-g/ . Of course , there is  
always the possibil i ty that the Inago /-g/  was an analoyical innovation in the 
dialect by changing all forms ending with I -wi to /-g/ . 7 However , only the 
older speakers preserve /-g/  in their speech , whereas the younger speakers tend 
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to change it all to I -wi . The ongoing change in Inago is j ust l ike the other 
Atayalic dialects in which a simi lar change has taken place involving I-gl 
derived from Proto-Atayalic  "'- g ,  which in turn derived from what hitherto has 
been reconstructed as PAN *-y . 
NOTES 
1 .  This  paper was written with the support of  the National Scienc e Council 
Grant NSC-68H-03-01 ( 06 )  , Taiwan . I have greatly profited from discussion 
wi th Shigeru Tsuchida , who informed me of  the existence of the important 
dialects included in this study . I am also indebted to Robert Blust , David 
Zorc , Pang-hsin Ting and Hwang-cherng Gong for their valuable =omments and 
suggestions for improvement on an earlier draft of this  paper . 
2 .  Labial consonants may not occur word finally in any Sediq dial ects and in 
two Atayal dialects , Pal f)awan and Mstbaun , as well as in the speech of 
younger speakers of  Skikun and Mnawyan . In these dialects , al l lab ials 
become velars word finally ; see Li ( 19 80a) and Yang ( 1976 ) . 
3 .  The following is  a list  of abbreviations of  languages and dial,ects used in 
this article : 
Ata Atayal Mx Mayrinax Sx Sakuxan 
In Inago PI Pal f)awan Td Toda 
Itb I tbayatan RukBd Rukai (Budai ) Tk Taroko 
Mn Mnawyan Sed sediq Tn TOf)an 
Ms Maspazi? Sk Skikun Tr Truwan 
Mt Matabalay Sq Squliq 
The morpheme boundary is indicated by the hyphen in the cited forms . 
4 .  Squliq has the vowel alternation a 'V 0 in the verb Ih-m-op , ha il - un , hab- i , 
hab-awl 'to stab ' ;  see Li 19 80a : 399 . 
5 .  The verb stem and suffix are separated by a hyphen . Note the metathesis  of 
Ibl and Igl in the Squliq forms Ihmgup , hgup , hbg-an , h bg -un , hbg - i l  'to do 
magic ' .  
6 .  The stem- final * b  may have become /p/ i n  I ?atap- i l  in Pal f)awan by analogy . 
7 .  The initial Iq-/ in Taroko is  irregular . 
8 .  The Atayal dialects such as Squl iq share the same cognate , though not the 
al ternation : Sq Iq-m- I u? , q I ? - u n , q I ? - i I 'to close ' .  However " the Atayal 
dialects seem to have gone one step further than Sediq in the �;ound change : 
'�- b  > '�-d  > - ? ;  see section 6 for the Atayal reflexes of PA '� - d . PHN stands 
for Proto-Hesperones ian in Tsuchida ' s  sys tem . 
l 
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9 .  The To �an form /m- s uwak/ , which i s  in discrepancy with the forms in other 
Atayal dialects , can be regularly derived from PAN *ma- s uwab . Perhaps PA 
'� r in ," ma- s urab is the resul t of change by the male speaker . See Li ( 1980b )  
for a detailed account o f  the differences between male and female  speech i n  
the Mayrinax dialect . 
1 0 . I am indebted to Shigeru Tsuchida for pointing out to me the two di fferent 
sets of correspondence and hence two different o rigins . Some of the cog­
nates , especially 'a little later ' � 'women 's basket ' � 'part of loom ' � and 
'to lie on one 's side '� were identi fied by him first . 
1 1 . Perhaps the relevant phonetic environment is  s imply / a ;  c f .  PAN "'pag ' ay > 
I n ,  Td , Tk ,  Tr ( al l  Sediq) /payay/ 'rice plant ' .  However,  Sq , Ms , Sk ( all  
Atayal ) /pagay/ does not correspond regul arly to  Sediq . 
1 2 . Note that /h/ is  lost in the Sediq dialects of To�an and Inago , all in 
Nant ' ou prefecture . However ,  it is  still preserved in the Sediq dialects 
of Pribaw /c-h i ga/ , Skada� , Raus and Swasal / s -h i ga/ , all in Hualien prefec­
ture , as based on Tsuchida ' s  ( 1980)  data . 
1 3 .  Note that the velar �asal /�/ has been partial ly assimilated to the follow-
ing dental as /n/ . 
14 . Note that /-t/  in Mx /qaw l i t/ and / - ?/  in Sx / t a l  i u?/  are irregular . 
1 5 . The reconstructed form is based on Tsuchida ( 19 76 ) . 
1 6 .  Dempwol ff reconstructed the following PAN forms ending with ," - b : *d i bd  i b 
'to suck on the breast '� H anab 'to clarify " '�kabkab or *kubkub 'to cover '� 
," k u l ub 'to heat '� '� l ab l ab 'overflow '�  1' l u ( � ) kub 'protection '� ," tabtab  'to 
knock ', '� ta ( � ) kub 'suited ', "' tayab 'numerous '� ," t ' i b t ' i b  or * t ' ubt ' ub 'slide 
off ' �  H u�kab 'to open '� ,·, L u l ub 'to burn ', * L uvab 'steam ' .  
1 7 .  As Robert B lust (personal communication) pointed out , the change * ( - )w- > 9 
occurs in other Austronesian languages , so why not ,�-w > 9 here? I f  we 
eliminate PAN 1'- aw we will be left with an asymmetric diphthong system : 
uy 
(ey ? )  
ay 
i w  
( ew? )  
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P ROTH E SI S  IN T H E  LANG UAG E S  O F  C E NTRAL MALU KU : 
AN A R G UME NT F R O M  P R OTO - A U S T R O N E SIAN G R AMMAR 
Jame s T .  Col l in s  
O .  I NTRODUCT ION 
Although Brandstetter and earlier s cholars ( including Van der Tuuk ) con­
sidered in some detail the reconstruction of PAN grammar , Dempwol ff did not take 
up the topic .  For several decades it was laid as ide whi l e  our conception of the 
PAN sound system was expanded and refined . Happily in recent years there has 
been a revival of interest in PAN syntax . 1 Furthermore the importance of 
"moribund morphology " ( Hamp 1 9 7 3 )  in surviving AN l anguages has become more 
apparent . 2 Given the expanding corpus o f  PAN grammatical markers and our 
evo lving unders tanding of PAN syntax , it is time to further exploi t  that knowl­
edge of ancient morphosyntactic systems in assessing sound changes . The paper 
presented here proposes a reanalys is of unexplained initial sounds in certain 
languages o f  Central Maluku ( Indones ia) . A careful analys is of avai lable  
evidence suggests that these prothetic elements are retentions of  the PAN noun 
markers , *5 i and *u . 
1 .  THE PROBLEM 
Stresemann ' s  book , Die Lau terschein ungen in den ambonischen Sprachen , 
contains a section dealing with phonetic phenomena in word-initial posi tions 
( 1 9 2 7 : 114-118) . Here he considers unexpected initial segments in non-verbal 
l exical items . He claims that these sounds occur , espcial ly before initial a ,  
as a development of  the "Spiritus lenis " .  He also not3s that Central Maluku 
languages are not unique in displaying this phenomenon . He cites similar 
developments in Gorontalo ,  Aiduma , Kei , Kor and Teor . 
Chlenov and Sirk ( 19 7 3 : 7 5-76)  briefly discuss those cas es where an 
unexpected initial h appears in certain Central Maluku languages . They say this 
h "most probably . . .  is not a reflex of some primary initial consonant but a 
prothetic sound which precedes the initial vowel " .  Further reference is made 
to Stresemann ' s  "Spiritus l eni s "  argument . There the issue is closed . 
It is  unsatisfactory to appeal to hypothetical onsets in order to resolve 
res idual probl ems as Stresemann did . I t  is no more acceptabl e to apply a label 
to a phenomenon and then dismiss the problem as if resolved . I f  pos s ible , 
Amran Halim, Lois Carrington and S . A .  Wurm, eds Papers from the 
Third In ternational Conference on A us tronesian Linguis tics , vol . 2 :  
Tracking the travell ers , 187-200 . Pacific Linguistics ,  C-75 , 19 82 . 
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attempts should be made to uncover the basis for a certain phenomenon ; naming 
probl ems should not replace solving them . Chl enov and Sirk ' s  solut:ion by 
nomenclature and a reference to Stresemann should be reconsidered in l ight o f  
the greater amount o f  rel evant data now availabl e .  
Elsewhere (Coll ins 1980 and 1981 ) it has been demonstrated that i n  some 
cases the retention o f  a reflex of PAN "'q in ini tial positions accounts for the 
occurrence of h - in Kamarian, Rumakai ,  Haruku , Saparua and Asilulu . A second 
major source of ' unexpected ' initial segments is considered here , namely the 
retention o f  ancient noun markers . Two sets of correspondences arE' considered : 
( 1 )  h - , y - and 0 and ( 2 )  w- and 0 .  In each set the evidence pointE to grammatical 
markers retained under certain phonetic or sociosemantic conditionE . 
2 .  THE CORRESPONDENCE h- , y- AND 0 : PAN * s i  
From Saparua and Nusalaut , Chlenov and Sirk ( 19 7 3 : 76 )  cite hah unno 'turt le­
dove ' which they assume displays prothetic h .  This assumption is based on the 
vowel-initial entries in Asi lulu and Hila , ahune . In fact , there are a few more 
words in Saparua similar to hah unno . These words compare with similar entries 
in Paulohi , Ruta and Sepa-Teluti . Here we cite data from the Latu dialect of  
Saparua and for the sake of  comparison the relevant entries in another related 
language , Asilul u . Entries from Proto-Central Maluku (PCM) and PAN are also 
given . 
PAN Latu Paulohi Ruta Sepa Tehoru As ilulu  
'�kab i 1 'hook ' hah i 1 1 0 a h i re ah i ro 1 0  yah i 1 0  yah i 1 0  a h i 1 
*kaba ( C t )  'thread ' haho haha aha i 1 0  yaha yaha aha  
'�ke bkeb  'cover , 3 hohano hohane uhano yohano yohano ohan 
PCM 
1"�kaba 'oar , 4 ahe hahate aha  payano hayano ahat  
"" " abun 'dove ' hahune hahune ( mahano ) a h un 
1"�aba t u 'a bamboo ' haha tu  aha? u ro yaha t u  yaha t j 
In general , the initial h in Latu and Paulohi corresponds to y '- in Sepa 
and Tehoru ; in Ruta and As ilulu  we find zero . s ( The appearance o f  rn- in the 
entry for 'dove ' as well as the irregular vowel suggest that Ruta word is  not 
a reflex of PCM ""�abun . )  Latu and Paulohi display a singl e exception each : 
Latu ahe 'row ' and Paulohi ah i re 'hook , . 6 In Sepa and Tehoru a distinctive 
word- speci fic metathes is took place in the entry for 'oar ' .  In add:_ tion Sepa 
displays a prenasalised re flex of "'b .  That is : 
PCM **kaba > a ba > yaba > baya > Sepa mbaya > pay a - no 
Tehoru baya > hay a-no 
The PCM and PAN words are all of the form ( k )  [ ����h ] b [ +voc ] ( [ -voc ] ) .  
At an earlier stage in the history of these languages '� k was los t ;  �iO all the 
words began with a non-high vowel . Simi larl¥ in all these l anguage�; ," b became h .  
Thus we find h ,  y or 0 before the sequence [ -���h ] h [ +voc ] . The overall 
simi larity in the phonetic arrangement of each word as well as the �;triking 
regularity in each language ' s  treatment of  this sequence strongly suggest that 
some sound was present at an earl ier stage . This sound yielded h in Latu and 
Paulohi , y in Sepa and Tehoru and zero in Asilulu and Ruta . 
The conditions for this correspondence are quite specifi c .  I n  other 
entries , however , Sepa and Tehoru y- does not correspond to h- in La.tu and 
Paulohi . 
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PAN Latu Paulohi Ruta Sepa Tehoru Asi lulu 
'�a f) i  n 
'�aku 
'�kaS i w  
'�kaS u  
*kam i 
PCM 
,b" kambat 
'�"'ambat  
**aq i 
,b" amet 
"" �aman 
'wind ' 
' lsg ' 
'wood ' 
' 2sg , 7 
' lpl excl ' 
'sea-eel ,8 
'wound ' 
'leg , 1 0 
'sago bark ' 
'vil lage , 1 1 
an i no an i ne 
a u  a u  
a i  a i  
a l e  a l e  
am i am i 
a pa to 
apa t i ro l apate 
a i  wa i 
arne to ame te  
amanno amane 
an i : no yan i no yanno an i n  
a u  yau yau  a ? u  
a i  ya i ya i a i  
a l e  ya l e  ya l e  a i  
am i  yam yam am i 
apa?o l o  yapa to yapa to apat  
i apa? i ro yapato 9 yapan apat  
a i  y a i  y a i  -m a i  
ame?eo l o  yameto yameto 
ama : no yamane yamano 
With few exceptions , we note that Latu , Paulohi , Ruta and As i lulu display zero 
where Sepa and Tehoru have y- . Again al l entries are nouns ; all of them have 
initial a ( a fter the loss of k- at an intermediate stage) . By comparing the 
above table with the one on the preceding page , we can infer that the conditions 
for the correspondence of Latu h- and Sepa-Teluti y- were more specific . In 
Sepa-T01uti y- appears before nouns with word-initial non-high vowels , usually 
a . 1 2  In Latu and Paulohi h- appears only when the initial sound o f  a noun is  a 
non-high vowel followed by h ( from '�b ) . Ruta and Asilulu di splay zero in all 
these cases . 
To explain these correspondence shall we reconstruct a PAN sound? The 
fact that in a number of cases we know that PAN *k was the original initial sound 
rul es out this approach . PAN , as i t  is reconstructed, did not allow word-initial 
consonant clusters . What other possible analysis can account for the observed 
regularity in sound correspondence? 
The critical observation here is that these words are nouns . The fact that 
the unknown sound whose reflexes are y- and h- and zero could not have b een 
present as a consonant cluster in PAN po ints to the affixation o f  some element 
to these nouns . The most likely addition to a noun is a determiner or article 
o f  some sort . In contemporary Central Mal uku languages there are at least two 
noun-markers : PCM ,b�-a ' singular noun-marker ' and PCM '�*-a ' plural noun-marker ' .  
These are suffixed to nouns . In some languages these markers are optional or 
their use is  rule governed . In other languages the noun-marker is  no longer 
productive . 1 3 Could there have been an earl ier noun-marker which was prefixed 
and then later became non-productive j ust as some contemporary Maluku languages 
display suffixed , non-productive noun-markers? 
Of all the Austronesian languages there is  one family which is  extraordi­
narily rich in preposed noun-markers . Every Philippine language has perhaps a 
hal f-dozen such markers . Indeed , Reid ( 1 9 78 )  proposed eleven Proto-Philippine 
determiners , distinguished for nominative , genitive and locative cases and 
common and personal nouns . Among the recurring determiners is s i . 
In Maranao , Cebuano , Inibaloi and Pangasinan , for example , s i  appears as 
the topic and nominative personal marker ( Reid 1978 : 51 ) . In Tagalog Schachter 
( 1 9 7 2 : 76 )  identi Lies s i  as the personal noun-marker used with proper names , 
kinship terms and titles . Of the thirty-two languages listed in Reid ( 1978 : 39 ) 
all but nine display s i  as the ' personal sub j ect determiner ' .  I t  is  no wonder 
that Reid reconstructs *s i as the Proto-Philippine nominative marker . 
This  Proto-Philippine *s i and all other such determiners have an important 
interrelationship with the complex voice systems of Philippine l anguages . These 
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complicated voice systems or focus systems are found in the l anguaS'es of  the 
Philippines and in languages in nearby island groups ( Guam , Formosa. , Borneo and 
Sulawesi ) as well as Madagascar . Elsewhere there is li ttl e evidenc e o f  a pro­
ductive focus system in contemporary AN languages . Nonetheless there is  some 
evidence which indicates the existence of focus systems at earlier periods in 
other AN languages . 
Our knowledge o f  PAN syntax is sti l l  at a very rudimentary sta,ge . B ut even 
if we set aside the question of the antiquity of the focus syst.em we are still 
confronted with these interesting noun-markers and determiners beca,use they 
appear in AN languages which no longer possess an active focus system . One 
noteworthy non-Philippine language which displays noun-markers whi c h  correspond 
to Philippine noun-markers is Malay . 
I n  Malay there are at least two noun-markers : sa� and s i . Wil kinson calls  
sa�  "a  titular prefix " and s i  "a demonstrative prefix " . In modern Malay s i  is  
often used contemptuously in derogatory reference . Wilkinson observes that 
"this contemptuous use of s i  is neither ancient nor univers al " .  He notes the 
retention of s i  in the neutral pronouns s i - anu  'what 's his name ' and s i -apa 
'who ' ;  he adds that 5 i "is sometimes used very deprecatingly of  onesel f . . .  or 
one ' s  young son " .  
In Sumatran dialects o f  Malay s i  never acquired the pejorative connotation 
it has in most peninsular Malay usages . Rather , "it  appears in names of the 
great spirit s i -ku l amba i , of the great dragon s i -ka t i muna , of the famous buffalo 
s i - benuang sakt i and of the unconquered cock s i - kunan i . It is  commonly used in 
personal names and titles " .  This  older usage is  confirmed by perusal o f  old 
spells , invocations and mantras found in Skeat ( 19 00 : 590-598) and elsewhere . 
Kamus Dewan adds other interesting uses of  s i  in peninsular Malay . In 
addition to the derogatory sense mentioned above , i t  is used in nicknames and 
nursery names . When used in reference to oneself it has the force of sel f­
denigration . I t  is also used to stress the agent or patient of the sentence . 
It occurs in verbal ised nominalisations . 1 4  This dictionary also cites a number 
of plant and animal names in which s i  is a non-productive prefix : s i d i � i n ,  
s i kad i d i , s i t awa r .  
I n  Indonesian the use of s i  i s  more widespread and carries no deprecatory 
force . Echols and Shadily say s i  is "a k . o .  definite article used before names 
( as form of re ference ) ; before non-proper nouns and before words which describe 
s . o .  or s . t .  ( especial ly used as pet names ) " .  I have further observed i ts use 
in col loquial Indonesian with singular pronouns , for example s i -d i a  ( article + 
3sg) 'that certain someone ' .  
Other languages i n  western Indonesia also display the use o f  s i  with nouns 
and pronouns . In Batak , Bali and Madura (where i t  is se )  the usage is  very 
simi lar to Malay . I S In Batak i t  also appears frequently in nominal isations 
( Van der Tuuk 1971 : 74 - 7 5 )  and personi fications such as in toponyms �nd zoological 
nomenclature (Warneck 1977 : 226 ) . In numerous languages of  south-ea st  Sulawesi 
*s i seems to be prefixed to pronouns . 1 6  In Kayan ( Borneo) it appears before 
personal names and kinship names . 1 7  
There is considerable evidence , then , which j ustifies the reco,nstruction of 
'� s i ' personal noun-marker ' in the proto- language of  the western lan9uages of 
Austronesia . It is  argued here that this  *s i was partially retair.ed in several 
languages of Central Maluk u .  In these languages *s i was not restri =ted to 
personal names or pronouns . I S  The condi tions of  its usage are not =lear at this 
point . Nevertheless the wide range o f  its occurrence in Malay and other 
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languages indi cates that it may never have been res tricted excl usively to personal 
nouns . In fact , there are some suggestions that it may have been a respectful or 
personalising noun-marker . At any rate , it is proposed here that *s i was retained 
in the proto-language of Central Maluku and some of its descendants . 
In the ancestral language of  Asilulu this *s i was lost . But in Sepa-Tel uti 
it was retained as y- . In Paulohi and Saparua it appears as h- but only in the 
specified environment discussed above . The limited appearance of y- in Sepa­
Teluti and h- in Saparua and Paulohi requi res some explanation . 
First of all we note that PAN ,',s is  regularly retained in all these l anguages . 
Here we claim that ,',s i - became h- or y - . The fact that ,�s i - was a morphological 
marker made it possible for ,�s i - to undergo innovations which did not affect ,',s 
in other cognates . Special treatment o f  morphological affixes is  well known in 
other language fami lies . But , in addition to that general consideration , here 
it appears that *s i - was sub j ect to a different phonetic environment in that it 
occurred in the pretonic position . 
Some support for this  analysis comes from a word in Sepa-Teluti . Latu 
displays sahuto ' fog , mist ' ;  Haya also displays sahuto . In Tehoru both sah uto 
and yahuto occur ; in Sepa only yahu occurs . Either we reconstruct a PCM form 
,b� sabut  'mist ' and assume that in Sepa-Teluti this *s was interpreted as an 
occurrence of ,', s i - or we presume that these are all reflexes of PAN '� kabut  'fog ' .  
I f  we accept the latter interpretation then Sepa displays the regular shi ft of 
,',s i to y- before a .  The occurrence of  ,�s i as s in Latu is  unexplained . Perhaps 
complex borrowing is involved here . No matter what the ultimate source o f  
**sab ut , the alternation o f  yahuto and s ahuto i ndicates that *s i could have 
become y- in Sepa-Teluti . 
The retention of  the PAN noun-marker *s i in Sepa-Teluti , Latu (and other 
Saparua dialects ) and Paulohi was conditioned by the phonetic environment . In 
words in which *s i - was preposed to words with initial *a or *a the resulting 
vowel sequence of  [ +high ] [ -high ] , led to its retention . Elsewhere i t  was lost . 
That is  ," s i - > h i -/#  [ -high ] 
> 0-/#- [ +high ] 
In Latu and Paulohi **h i - was retained only when the first consonant of  the 
following word was h ( from '�b ) ;  so , for exampl e ,  h�h i +ah  became hah . In Sepa­
Te luti *'�h i became , H  i - and later y- : '� '�h i - > * ,� i - > y- . 
3 .  THE CORRESPONDENCE w- AND 0 : PAN *u  
Having explored the likelihood that h - , y - and 0 are reflexes of  the PAN 
noun-marker ,',s i ,  there remain several other words which di splay unexpected 
initial segments . These suggest another PAN noun-marker , *u . 
PAN Latu paulohi 1 9  Ruta Sepa Tehoru As ilulu 
"'as u  'dog ' a s u ro a s u  a su : 1 0  was u  was u  a su  
'�aka 'elder sib ling ' wa : wa?a  wao : wa ? wa?an  2?a-
'�q a ( z Z) ay 'jaw ' wa l a  "a l a" wa l a  wa l an a l an 
PCM 
1,," as u  'cheek , 2 O  was u  " fa su"  a su  was u  ( fafan )  ( ka?  i ka ) 
,b�kat an 'tongs ' a t an no a tane a? ano wa tano wa tano atan  
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In Sepa-Teluti there are two prothetic segments : y- and w- . It has been 
argued that y- is a reflex of "' 5 i - .  I f  that is so , what is the reflex of  w- ? 
Setting aside the possibility o f  some additional PAN sound , there are two other 
possible analyses . One would argue that "'5 i became y- or w- depending on the 
phonetic environment . The other would suggest  that w- · is the reflex of another 
PAN noun-marker . Like the retention of *5 i ,  the retention of this  noun-marker 
was conditioned by the phonetic envi ronment . 
In considering the first analysis  it is important to note thai: at an early 
stage , PAN ,�Z became ""�� . Elsewhere ( Coll ins 19 80 ) I have argued that "",,� was 
retained in Sepa-Te luti until a late stage . Therefore in Sepa-Teluti '�qa ( zZ ) ay 
had become �dqa�a . With that in mind , i t  is clear that w- appears before words 
containing anterior stops or fricatives : wa5 u ,  \",a tano and """ wa�a ( l ater wa 1 an )  . 
The only known exception is  the reflex of  "'aka 'elder sibling ' .  This  irregu­
larity in the kinship system (o ften marked by irregularities in other language 
fami l ies ) is probably caused by contamination from other kinship terms . The 
parallelism with wa l i  'younger sibling (of the same sex) ' and wa to 'spouse of 
parent 's sibling of the opposite sex ' is striking . 
So in the first analys is *5 i became w- when it preceded a low vowel followed 
by a coronal occlusive ; *5 i became y- when it preceded a low vowel followed by 
segments other than coronal occlusives . Hence , the overriding fac1:or which 
triggered the retention of "'5 i and its subsequent sound changes waH diss imilation . 
Another analysi s  should be considered . This too involves dis!;imilation . 
Among Reid ' s  reconstructed noun determiners for Proto-Philippines \�e note '�? u ,  
the common nominative determiner ( Reid 1978 : 5 3 ) . Elsewhere he also notes the 
existence of the noun-markers ? u  in Ami , u?  in Seediq and 0 in TSOll , all Formosan 
languages ( Reid 1979 : 30- 31 ) . We might as sume that ,� u can be recons tructed 
in PAN or at l east in some language ancestral to Central Maluku,  Formosan and 
Phil ippine languages . 
We conclude that ,� u was retained in Sepa-Teluti as w- . Here 1:00 dissimi­
lation was involved . The high vowel ,� u was retained before non-hiqh vcwels ; 
likewise the back vowel ,', u was retained near anterior ( coronal)  consonants . 
That is  [ !h��h ] was retained before the sequence [ ::���h ] [ :;:�gi J ;  e:_sewhere i t  was 
lost . 
B earing in mind the numerous noun markers which have been reconstructed 
in Proto-Philippines ,  the occurrence of  two noun-markers in the proto-language 
of Central Maluku i s  not surprising . That their retention might be conditioned 
by diss imilation is also reasonable . Furthermore by arguing for the presence 
of the noun-marker *u in PCM we can approach other difficult problems . 
In addition to the body parts wa l a  'jaw ' and wa5 U  'aheek '3 La1:u also 
displays woruj j o  'ga ll ' . Chl enov and Sirk ( 19 73 : 74 )  have argued for " the 
derivation of the initial w in these words from a hypothetical pre fixal u or wa­
perhaps originating from PAN '�b uaq 'fruit ' as a kind of counter " .  2 :. Under closer 
scrutiny i t  appears that w- in the Latu reflex of '�qapaj u could be a reflex of 
,', u ' noun-marker ' .  It  was retained under the circumstances speci fied earlier : 
a non-high vowel fol lowed by a coronal occl us ive or fricative ; thus *,', u + aj u > 
waj u > wo ru-j jo . I f  that is  so , Latu has apparently retained ,', u  only in the 
semantic category of body parts . 2 2  As in other AN languages the noun-marker 
was retained only in certain restricted vocabulary i tems . 
Th is interpretation sheds some light on some problems in other closely 
related languages . Some words in these l anguages di splay unexpected initial 
w- . Note the following entries from three languages of westernmos1: Seram . 
PAN 
'-'q apaj u 
'-'par u 
'-'q i S u  
'-' (q S ) a  ( r R ) u 
'gaU ' 
'tortoise ' 
'shark ' 
'spirit , 2 3 
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Asi l ul u  Manipa Wakasihu 
we l u  wa i 1 u i l ona 
wen u  wen u  w i no 
weu weu w i wo 
wa l u  wa l ua 
The entries from As ilul u  require no comment . Every sound change is  regular 
except for the lowering of '� i between two high vowels in the entry for 'shark ' 
(that is *u+q i Su > uq i u  > u i u  > ueu > weu ) . In Manipa the entry for 'gal l '  is 
striking . Elsewhere ( Collins 1980)  I have argued for the late retention of  a 
reflex of  1:q in Manipa ( and other languages o f  Central Maluku) . In the reflex 
of  '-'qapaj u ,  then , the sequence of events must have been as fol lows : '� u+qapaj u > 
uqa paj u > uapaj u > wapaj u > wae l u > wa i l u . In other words the a o f  wa i l u  is a 
retention o f  the '�a of '�q a . The fol lowing e from '�a was rai sed to i through 
dissimi lation ( a fter a ) . The entry from Wakas ihu displays unexplained loss of 
w- . That it may have been present at an earlier stage is suggested by the shift 
of '-"�e to i ,  perhaps through dissimilation as in Manipa . However , the shift of 
'-"-'e to i in the fol lowing two entries points to ass imi lative raising due to the 
high vowel in the second syllable .  ( The late suffixation of ;':'�-a ' noun-marker '  
and l ater regular sound changes ( Coll ins 1980 ) account for the final 0 in w i no 
and w i wo . )  
Apparently the phonetic and semantic conditions for retaining ,-,u in these 
three languages differed from those in the Central Maluku languages further to 
the eas t .  I n  Sepa-Teluti the conditions are strictly phonetic . In Latu only 
the nouns of  the semantic category of body parts which ful fill certain phonetic 
requirements di splay retention of  *u . In view of the four entries from Manipa , 
Wakasihu and Asi lul u ,  i t  seems that di fferent phonetic and semantic categories 
are involved.  PAN ,-, u was retained when it occurred before words which contained 
a vowel fol lowed by a continuant and the round vowel *U . 2 4 At l east three o f  
the entries suggest that the retention occurred only before nouns o f  a certain 
category . Both the shark and the tortoise have sacral importance in local 
traditions . 2 5  It may be that *u was retained only as a respectful noun-marker . 2 6  
4 .  CONCLUS ION  
Tentatively we  conclude that the ancestral language of  Central Maluku 
retained ,�s i and ,� u ,  noun-markers . The conditions for their retention in each 
language have been suggested here . This  analysis is not without its probl ems . 
Nonetheless in these pages an attempt has been made to resolve the persistent 
problem of  accretion of unexpected segments in ini tial positions of  PAN words . 2 7  
This is a phenomenon which also appears i n  numerous Oceanic languages and even 
some western Austronesian languages . Further refinement of the argument regard­
ing Central Maluku languages is necessary but the solution offered here repre­
sents a signifi cant advance over other approaches . 
Dyen ' s  solution ( 19 6 2 )  to a similar problem in Nial a ,  an unidentified 
language in western seram, 2 8  is unacceptabl e .  He noted that Niala displayed 
1'asu  > was u  'dog ' and *anak > wana 'chi ld ' .  Based on these data and their 
partial correspondence to Chamorro data , Dyen ' s  concl us ion was that there existed 
a previously undiscerned PAN sound '�W . 
Dyen and Stresemann used similar tactics in approaching the problem of 
unexpected initial segments in Central Maluku languages . Each observed the 
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problem and attributed unexpected sounds to a dubious proto-sound , the one 
"tentati ve " ," W ,  the other "Spiri tus l enis " .  The solution proposed here is  a 
less radical one . Some o f  the unexpected initial segments noted by Stresemann 
appear to be retentions of PAN noun determiners ,�s i and "'u .  Both 1:hese grammati­
cal markers already have been reconstructed in the proto-language ancestral to 
the languages o f  western Austronesia , as well as Formosan languages . Thus , 
instead o f  insisting on the reconstruction o f  new sounds in epicyclical fashion , 
we have attempted to explore the pos sible role of these existing Pl\N noun-markers 
in the descendants of PCM . 
The l ess dramatic analysis attempted here yields results o f  varying strength 
which in turn require still more analysis and testing . Still the i.mplications 
for PAN are perhaps more far-reaching than the reconstruction of yet another 
poorly attested proto-sound . I f  it is true that the retention o f  PAN noun-markers 
was the source of otherwise unexpected sounds in these Central Mal\�u languages , 
then we have uncovered a new and pos s ibly productive starting point for consider­
ing similar phenomena in other Austronesian languages . 2 9  In which cas e ,  not 
only are troublesome sound changes likely to be resolved but we move a step 
closer to the reconstruction of PAN syntax , a syntax which includes a range o f  
noun determiners . 
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NOTES 
1 .  See in particular Blust 1974 , Fol ey 1976 , Pawley and Reid 1976 and Pawley 
1977 . 
2 .  Refer to Bradshaw 1 9 78 , Geraghty 1978 and Blust  1979 . 
3 .  In PCM , PAN *kabkab became '� '�kab+an 'thlvart seat ' .  Note the permanent 
affixation of the locative a ffix -an which should be compared to similar 
fossilised suffixes in other AN languages ; for example in Aru we find 
entries for 'roof cover ' '-'bul)bu l) > iI>uiI>ul)an (Uj ir)  and iI>uiI>unan ( Ngaibor) . 
The semantic shi ft from 'cover ' to 'thlvart seat ( i . e .  which covers the 
stern of a canoe)  , is not extreme . 
4 .  Tentatively this entry is reconstructed with an initial '�'� k based on the 
occurrence o f  kaha 'oar ' in Buru ; this is  probably a loanword . 
5 . In Ruta (Amahai ) this prothetic h- was perhaps lost at a late date . 
Stresemann ( 1 9 2 7 )  recorded Amahai hoha 'a kind of pandanus ' whi le I recorded 
in Tehoru yoha 'pandanus with a long leaf ' .  This suggests an earlier form 
,-,s i +oba . 
6 .  The noun in Latu [ a ? aheto J suggests that i n  this  language the morphological 
process which creates instrumental nominalisations by reduplicating the 
initial sound of the verbal root may take precedence over the prothetic 
h- . Note for example t uo 'sit ' and t u t uoto 'kitchen stoo l ' ;  na? i 'place 
under ' and nana ? i to 'wedge ' ;  sosa 'rub vigorous ly ' and sososa to 'brush ' .  
7 .  The forms cited here probably reflect the early affixation o f  the demon­
strative ** l e ;  so , *kaSu  > kau > ka > ?a > a+ l e  > a l e .  
8 .  This i s  reconstructed with initial **k based on the entries in another PCM 
descendan t ,  Soboyo ; we note several sea-eel species under compound nouns 
headed by kabac . Further confirming evidence is  found in Banda Eli ( Kei ) : 
kamba t 'sea-eel ' .  
9 .  In contemporary Asi lulu the meaning is  restricted ; it refers only to wounds 
suffered as a result of circumcision . 
10 . Proto-Eastern Oceanic has been reconstructed with *waqe 'foot� leg ' ( Pawley 
1972  : 4 2 )  . 
1 1 . I t  may be that this word is derived from PAN '-'ama 'father ' .  
1 2 .  I n  section three another initial segment (w)  i s  discussed . 
1 3 .  For example ,  Luhu ( South-westernmost Seram) retains noun-markers under 
certain circumstances . 
14 . For example ,  we note ber+s i +b i s u (middl e+article+ 'mute ' )  'to act as if mute ' .  
Perhaps this should be compared to the Toraj a use o f  s i . When it is 
preposed to a verb , it marks reciprocality : s i t i ro 'see each other '; 
s i bobo? 'fight each other ' when prefixed to numeral s it means 'each ' ;  for 
example ,  da ?dua 'two ' beside s i da ?dua 'two each ' .  
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1 5 . In Javanese and Old Javanese ( Kawi)  s i  appears as an "article used for 
persons " ( Zurbuchen 1976 : 1 24 ) . 
16 . In my fieldnotes of Popalia ( Tukangbesi Islands ) i - occurs unexpectedly in 
some pronouns . Zainuddin Untung ( 19 79 )  records similar "excrE,scent"  y- in 
Bonerate , a south-eas t Sulawesi language spoken in islands nea.r Salayar . 
Note : Popalia i a ku ' lsg ' ; i ko?o ' 2sg ' ; and Bonerate yaku ' lsg ' ;  y i ko?o 
' 2sg ' ; y i k i ta ' lpl incl ' ;  and y i kam i ' lpl excl ' .  
1 7 . Ding Ngo notes a paradigm (dekl inas i )  in which the genitive is marked by 
n - and the vocative by zero ; this  applies to personal names and kinship 
terms ( Lii ' Long 19 72 : 1 xxiv) . S .  Morgan (personal communication) suggests 
that h- is  the re ference marker .  Note the following examples : 
Personal names : Kinship terms : 
a f) i n  ha f) i n  naf) i n  i ne h i ne n i  ne  '"'other ' 
naan  hnaan nnaan  hare? na re? ' t itle ( female)  , 
ukaf) hukaf) nukaf) i baan  h i baan n i baan ' t itle (male ) , 
u l  u i  h u l u i  n u l u i  
I n  these cases h - seems to derive from ,', s ; we observe *sa l aq > ha l a a ?  
'incorrect ' and "' s ump i t > hmput  'blowpipe ' .  
1 8 .  I n  Sepa and Tehoru no noun appears with initial a - . Either y - or w­
occurs where other Central Maluku l anguages display zero . We conclude,  
then that a noun-marker occurred before al l nouns but was retained only 
before a- ( and possibly **-a) . It is difficul t  to determine whether only 
certain semantic classes were involved . A glance at the wordlists 
presented here suggests that pronouns , body parts , flora and fauna , 
important tools and natural substances may have been classified in a 
special respect-avoidance category . 
19 . Words in quotation marks are taken from Stresemann ( 1918 ) . The few 
surviving speakers of  Paulohi (who number less than twenty ) have replaced 
these words with Malay loanwords . Ninety per cent of  Paulohi speakers 
died in the earthquake and tidal wave of 189 8 .  
20 . Paulohi points to '� "'pa su  but Sepa-Teluti suggests """ as u .  The Paulohi 
form may be a compound from **upan 'face ' and "" �as u 'cheek ' .  However , 
Blust (personal communication) notes several forms in other AN languages 
whi ch suggest *pas u .  
2 1 . This recalls Codrington ' s  ( 1885 : 71-72 )  argument regarding simi lar 
phenomena in Nengone and Galla ( and perhaps Marshallese) . None theless 
even here we note in Gaua "a demonstrative article"  u ( 1885 : 36 8) . 
2 2 . The occurrence of  w- in Latu n i  wa r u - n  
a s  a body part in the broadest sense . 
requires comment in another paper . 
'his spirit ' probably b,�longs here 
The Latu entry for ' sha:r>k ' woku- ro 
2 3 .  This  reconstruction i s  based on the Central Maluk u  words and �1e Malay 
words a ru 'evi l spirit asswning hwnan shape ' and haru  'plaguing . . .  
especial ly of spirit ' .  In Central Maluku languages wa l u/wa rL! .lsually 
refers to the spirit of the recent dead , espec ial ly one ' s  rela·tives . 
24 . I t  is possible that the PCM reflex of  PAN '�q i Su was , in fac t ,  'b�qaSu  
(wi th unexplained and distinctive centralisation of  the first vowel ) .  I f  
that is so , then , j ust a s  in Sepa-Teluti and Latu the initial 'Towel must 
have been a non-high vowel ( a  or a )  . 
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25 . Some clans revere the shark as an ancestor . Members o f  these clans are 
forbidden to eat its flesh . The shark is , of course , an agent o f  
retribution ; i n  numerous stories the sea tortoise appears an a n  agent o f  
rescue at sea . In the recount o f  a recent shipwreck ( recorded in Serua , 
South-east Maluku) the sea tortoise seems to have represented a dead 
parent . In connection with the role of shark and tortoises it is important 
to recall that wa l u/wa ru  is usually the spirit of a recently deceased 
relative . 
26 . Whether the controll ing factor was semantic ( [ +respect ] vs . [ -respect ] ) or 
grammatical ( agentive vs . obj ective) is not yet cl ear . 
27 . As Blust  has pointed out ( 1979 : 214 - 2 1 5 )  earlier Austronesianists did not 
hesitate to propose "old articles " as the source o f  unexpected initial 
segments . That these proposals were unproven has been well argued by 
Blust . Rather than propose hypothetical particles otherwise not 
reconstructed , this  paper points to fami liar PAN noun-markers . 
28 . Through the generosity o f  W . A . L .  Stokhof ,  in 1978 I was able to see a par­
tial copy of the 1 9 3 7  Niala wordlist which apparently was Dyen ' s  source . 
At the time , I concluded that Niala was clearly not a language o f  western 
Seram . Since then , the volume containing the complete Niala vocabulary 
has been published ( Stokho f 1981 ) . The classi fication o f  this  language 
is still a problem . The informant ,  Matheus Soeplatoe , was a native 
speaker of Alune ; he was the head of a vill age near Riring , the mi litary 
garrison and prison of West Seram in the colonial period . But the 
language is not a language of Seram . Based on my notes o f  the Nila 
language , spoken on a small volcanic island of that name , south o f  the 
Banda islands , ' Niala ' is a slightly distorted version of Nila . How Bpk 
Matheus l earned Nila remains a puzzle . He may have served as a soldier or 
catechist  there or he may have learned the language through a prisoner in 
the forced labour camp in Riring . A quick perusal of my Nila data suggests 
that [ � ]  occurs before u and 0 ( ei ther frcm PAN *u or resulting from loss 
of '� p ) . If this is so , its occurrence before '�a in Nila may be related to 
the phenomena discussed in this paper . Of course ,  considerably more 
research in the languages of south-west Maluku is necessary to test that 
hypothesis . 
29 . It is  striking that Zorc ( 1981)  independently reacher similar conclusions 
regarding ,',W in Formosan languages . 
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TH E D E MIS E  O F  P R OTO- P HI LI P PI N E S  
Lawrence A .  Re id 
O. I NTRODUCT ION 
This paper constitutes a report of  research in progres s .  Its results are 
tentative , in that I am still looking for confirmatory evidence , but the general 
direction of the research seems j ustified given the evidence presently available .  
For a number of  years I have operated on the assumption that the Philippine lan­
guages ( and poss ibly others , external to the Philippine archipelago)  constitute 
a sub fami ly within the Malayo-Polynesian , or extra-Formosan l anguages . Certainly 
the languages are typologically similar , to the extent that the use of the term 
' Philippine-type ' is widely accepted as defining a certain kind o f  verbal syntax . 
It has been a use ful assumption too , in that i t  has enabled us to reconstruct 
some features of an early proto-language , to which the label Proto-Philippines 
has been applied . 
Clinging to the concept of the Phi lippines as a subfamily , with each o f  its 
languages more closely related to one another than to any language outside the 
Phi lippines , has , for me anyway , been a reaction to the completely untenable 
theory that the different ethnic groups in the Philippines are the result of  a 
series of migrations from the south and the west , a view that was popularised 
by the late H .  Otley Beyer (1948)  and which is  still taught as fact in Phi lippine 
schools today . I t  is a theory , however , which has never been substantiated by 
any evidence , linguistic or archaeological . ( For a critique of the wave 
migration theory of Philippine ethnic groups from the archaeologi sts ' and 
anthropologists ' point of view , see Evangelista ( 19 6 7 ) , Jocano ( 19 6 7 ) , and 
Yengoyan ( 1967 ) . )  
I f  the theory of mul tiple migrations were true , it would imply that th e 
closest linguistic relatives of  each group in the Phi l ippines would be with the 
group from which it separated at the time of its migration . We ought to be able 
to trace shared innovations which would establ ish the unity of each migrant 
group with the group at its point of origi n ,  in much the same way as the ancestors 
of  the Malagasy-speaking people in Madagascar have been shown to have migrated 
from Borneo more than fi fteen hundred years ago and to be most closely related 
to the Maanyan language ( Dahl 1951 ) . But such evidence for the Phi l ippine lan­
guages has not been forthcoming . 
The opposite point of  view is that all Phi l ippine languages developed in 
situ,  and are daughters of  a single parent language which could be called Proto­
Philippines . Some attempt has been made to reconstruct a Proto-Philippines , but 
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there are very few features of this proto-language which can be shown to be 
innovations restricted only to languages within the Phi lippine archipelago or 
its environs . With a situation such as this , can we continue to cling to the 
notion of a Phil ippine sub family , or should we revise our assumptions ? Reid 
( 1 9 78 ) , a fter noting the weak nature of the evidence for a Proto-Phi lippines , 
commented , "It  i s  pos sible that in the future we may have to reassess completely 
the evidence for a Proto-Philippines , even comprising the languages of the 
geographical Phil ippines . "  
This paper is the beginning o f  the reassessment . I t  will give evidence 
which suggests that the northern l anguages of the Philippines do not form a 
si ster subgroup with the rest o f  the Phi lippines , but with a much larger subgroup , 
compri sing most i f  not all of the rest of the Malayo-Polynesian fa::nily . I t  will 
claim that Dempwolff ' s  ' facultative ' nasal , which forms nasal c l us 'ters in many 
word bases in Central and Southern Philippine languages , Indonesia::l and Oceanic 
languages is an innovation which postdated the separation of the parent of the 
Northern Philippine languages from the parent of the rest of the e:<tra-Formosan 
languages . It will also claim that forms with medial nasal cluste:cs which appear 
in the northern Phil ippine languages , and which appear to be cogna·te with forms 
with a nasal in languages outside this  group are borrowed forms . 
1 .  I S  THERE ANY E V I D ENCE FOR A PROTO-PH I L I PP I NES? 
1 . 1 .  There has been little sys tematic attempt to reconstruct a Proto-Philippines 
( PPh) , apart from the work of Charles ( 1 9 74 ) , which deals with phonological 
reconstruction , two papers which discuss the reconstruction of grallUnatical 
markers ( Reid 1978 , 1979 ) , and an unpublished list of possible Prot:o-Philippine 
lexical i tems ( Zorc 1971 )  . 
Charles did not restrict himsel f to the comparison of languages o f  the 
geographical Philippines , but included,  as well , languages of the northern 
Celebes ( Sangirese ,  Tonternboan , Mongondow and Gorontalo) and northern Borneo 
( Dusun and Murut) , since from the time o f  Brandstetter ( 1906) , thes e l anguages 
have been recognised as bearing phonological , lexical and syntactic s imilarity 
to the languages in the Philippines . 
The phonological developments which Charles proposed for Proto-Philippines 
from Proto-Aus trones ian were as fol lows : 
a .  PAN "'C , '�T and ,� t do not contrast in PPh , they are reflected 
simply as PPh ,� t .  
b .  PAN ,',c and "'5 merged as '�5 in PPh . 
c .  PAN "'d , '� D , ,', z and ,',Z similarly have merged to PPh '�d . 
d .  PAN ," -ey and *-ay merged i n  PPh '�- ay . 
e .  None o f  Dyen ' s  subscripted PAN phonemes ( R 1 -R4 , S 1 -S S , etc . )  or 
the other PAN phonemes reconstructed by Dyen to account fo r variant 
Formosan reflexes are distinguished in the Philippines . 
Two problems arise . One , is  that some o f  Dyen ' s  and Dempwolff ' s  proposed 
phonemic contrasts for PAN do not stand close scrutiny , and are pro:�ably the 
resul t  of unrecognised borrowing or obscured phonological processes in the 
hi story of the languages involved . (Wo l f f ,  in his paper in this vo lume , 
chall enges the reconstruction of PAN *c , "'z ,  *g , and "'T . )  The other problem is  
that the suggested mergers are by  no  means unique to  the Philippines . Al l lan­
guages outside of Formosa have merged '� C and ," t .  All but a few wes':ern Indonesian 
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languages ( Javanese ,  Malay , Acehnese and Malagasy ) have also merged the reflexes 
of ,-, c  and ,�s . Only Javanese and Madurese distinguish retrofl exed apicals ( '�T 
and '-' 0) from non-retroflexed ( �' t  and *d) . The status of ,-,z as distinct from ,-,Z 
is questionable , and there are many languages outside the Phi lippine group that 
do not have a distinct reflex of ,�Z from *d and ,�O .  None of the mergers which 
were listed by Charles are innovations which exclusively appear in the 
Phil ippines , either in its restricted geographical sense , or in i'ts extended 
typological sense . 
Charles ( 19 74 : 4 87)  stated that the reason he included the l anguages of  north 
Borneo in the Philippine subgroup is that they merge ,� z ,  ,�Z ,  �'d ,  ,� O and * j ,  
implying that this  i s  a merger which characterises the Philippines . The 
Cordilleran languages of  the Phi lippines however ( as Charles also notes )  do not 
merge '-'j with '�d . Their reflex of *j is generally g .  Blust  ( 19 74 )  furthermore 
argues that the northern Borneo languages do not subgroup with languages to the 
north o f  it ( in the Phi lippines ) but to languages further south in Sarawak , on 
the basis of an exclusively shared innovation in those languages by which a 
vowel was deleted when it occurred between reflexes of a PAN voiced obstruent 
and a following ,�S ,  with subsequent change of ,�s to h .  
1 . 2 .  The articles which attempted to reconstruc t  grammatical forms for Proto­
Phi lippines ( Reid 19 78 , 1979) , can be examined under the same light as Charles ' 
paper on Proto-Philippine phonology . Al though the forms which were reconstructed 
provide a plausible proto-system , and account for much of the diversity found 
in grammatical markers in Philippine languages , nothing is proposed which could 
not be present in an earlier proto-language , one that would perhaps be the parent 
of all extra-Formosan languages . There are no exc lusively shared innovations 
separating the Philippine languages either in the restricted or the expanded 
sens e ,  from other non-Philippine languages . 
1 . 3 .  Zorc (1971 ) is a compilation of reconstructed forms from the works of  
Dempwolff , Dyen and Blust , which have reflexes in some Philippine languages . 
These are supplemented by reconstructions by Zorc and by Charles based on a 
comparison of Philippine lexicons . I f  there were a Proto-Phi lippines , the 
items in this list would probably have formed a fair part of  its vocabulary . 
However , they do not themselves give evidence for a Proto-Philippines , as 
evidenced by Zorc ' s  tongue-in-cheek title ( Proto- [ Proto- ( Proto ) ]-Philippine 
finder list)  . 
1 . 4 .  The Phi lippines has also been considered a single subgroup because o f  the 
' focus ' system of  syntax . However a similar system is also found in Formosa 
(especially in Amis )  as well as in languages to the south of  the Philippines , 
and in Malagasy . Chamorro also shows evidence that i t ,  too , once had such a 
system . All of  these systems evolved from a Proto-Austronesian syntax , 
described in detail in the paper by Starosta , Pawley and Reid in this volume . 
Whether the verbal focus systems in non-Phi l ippine languages developed 
independently from the systems that developed in the Phi l ippines , or whether a 
developed verbal focus system evolved only once in the history of Austronesian 
is still an unanswered question . We still cannot say with assurance that the 
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possession of a verbal focus system is a shared innovation which unites those 
languages that have one into a single subfami ly of Austronesian . 
There is no evidence which we can at present produce to support the hypo­
thesis that Philippine languages form a single subgroup within Austronesian 
and until there is , we probably should stop talking about a Proto-Philippines . 
1 . 5 .  A number of works have noted the aberrant nature o f  certain of the 
Phi lippine languages , and have suggested that these languages do not constitute 
a part of a Phi lippine subgroup . It has usually been the low lexi :os tatistical 
percentages that these languages have when compared to other Phil ippine lan­
guages that has j usti fied their �eing excluded from the Phi lippine subgroup . 
These languages inc lude Ivatan , I longot , Tiruray , Bagobo , and the Bilic subgroup 
(Blaan and Tboli ) . At the present time , I longot is the only one o f  these lan­
guages which can with any assurance be subgrouped within an accepted Phi lippine 
subgroup - Southern Cordilleran ( Reid 1979 ) , also called Pangasinic ( Zorc 1979 ) . 
But even this  assignment o f  I longot is challenged by Walton ( 19 79 )  and McFarland 
( 19 80 )  . 
The Bilic languages are a different story . They are not j ust  lexically 
divergent . They are phonologically , morphologically and syntactically divergent . 
Thej r position in relation to other Phil ippine languages is  particularly suspect . 
I will return to these languages again be low . 
The genetic affiliation o f  the Sama-Baj aw languages is  also questionable . 
Pallesen ( 1977 : 3 39 )  states , 
The geographical origin and immediate linguistic affiliates 
of PSB [ Proto-Sama-Bajaw ] have not yet been determined . A 
number o f  distinctive characteristics ( e . g .  the h reflex o f  
PAN * R ,  the semantic features of the phrase marking parti cles 
(or prepositions ) ,  the lack o f  verbal inflection to mark the 
action-begun vs . action-not-begun contrast ,  a 7-vowel system , 
a uniquely marked agentive phrase )  indicate an Indonesian 
origin rather than any close relationship to the Central 
Philippine languages with which many SB daughter languages 
are currently in geographical proximi ty . 
2 .  MEDIAL NASAL CLUST ERS , AND THE NORTHERN PH I L I PP I N E  LANGUAGES 
The position of the northern languages of the Philippines , in particular 
the Cordilleran group vis-a-vi s the languages in the central and southern areas 
of the Phi lippines has never to my knowledge been seriously questioned . It has 
been assumed by everyone doing Philippine comparative work that these represent 
the two major divi sions of Philippine languages , and cognates appearing in both 
groups would automatically quali fy for inclusion in a Proto-Phil ipp:_nes . 
2 . 1 . The case of Bon to k  
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I began to question the status o f  the genetic relationship between the 
Cordill eran languages and the rest of the Phi lippine group in 1978 , when a 
student ( Mary Nutthal , Department of  Anthropology , Auckland University ) in a 
paper in which she was identi fying the reflexes of  reconstructed lexical i tems 
in Bontok , a Central Cordilleran language , reported that although she had 
identi fied a large number of reflexes of supposedly PAN and PPh words , there 
were relatively few apparent reflexes of the many items in Dempwolff ( 19 38 ) , 
Blus t  ( 19 70 )  and Zorc ( 19 7 1 )  which had been reconstructed with either an 
obl igatory , or optional prenas alised medial consonant . 
The forms which were pos sibl e reflexes generally showed either phonological 
evidence of having been borrowed ( as in Table 1 ) , or did not have a medial 
nasal ( as in Table 2 ) . The following reconstructions are ci ted from Zorc ( 1971 ) . 
The Bontok forms are from Reid ( 1976 ) . 
Tabl e 1 :  Borrowed medi al  nasal  cl uster forms i n  Bon tok  
showi ng i rreg ul ar phonol og ica l  refl exes 
," baNkaw 
*baNtay 
*saN l aR 
* t+uNd uR 
'spear, lance ' 
'guard, watch ' 
'toast, fry , 
'follow ' 
> 
> 
> 
> 
bangkaw ( expected bangkew) 
ban tay ( expected ban tey )  
sang l ag ( expected sang l a l )  
t undug ( expected t undu l )  
Tabl e 2 :  Bontok refl exes wh i ch do not show a 
med i a l  nasal  cl uster 
," a N p i  1 'favour one person over another ' > qap i 1 
*a  (N ) pu  'grandparent, chi ld '  > qapu  
'�a ( N ) taq 'unripe ' > q : a t a  
'� i ( N ) p i t  'squeeze ' > q i : p i  t 
* u ( N } tek  'bruin ' > q u :  tek 
," b uNka r ' toss around ' > b u : ka l  
* DeNp i l a s  'cliff ' > dep l as 
*ke ( N ) pes 'shrink, shrivel ' > kepes 
'�ke ( N ) p i t  'press, clamp ' > k i p i t  
'�k i Nd a t  'open up eyes ' > k i  : da t  
'� l a ( N ) p i s  'layer, thin, s lab ' > l ap i s da k  
'� l eN p i  t 'fo ld '  > ka - I p i t  
," 1 i ( N ) kep 'shut a door ' > 1 i kep 
," 1 i ( N ) kung 'concave, bent ' > 1 i kung 
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Tabl e 2 (can t) 
," 1 u ( N )  t uq 'cook ' 
'�c i Nduk  ' ladle, scoop ' 
"'s u  ( N )wan 'tool ' 
"' ta ( N ) b un 'cover up ' 
"' ta ( N )  9 i 'ask payment ' 
"' ta ( N) pi [ J  'winnow ' 
," t i ( N )  pun 'assemble, unite ' 
,', t u ( N )  b uq , grow, increase ' 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
1 u :  t u  
5 i : d u k  
s u :wan 
ta : b un 
ta : g i  
t - i n - a p i  
t i : pun 
t u : bu 
Several questions arose as a resul t  o f  this discovery that Bontok did not 
appear to reflect the nasal in forms with reconstructed medial na�:al clusters . 
2 . 1 . 1 .  One question was , could Bontok have lost the nasal in sucr.. forms ? The 
evidence would seem to indicate that the answer to this question i s  negative . 
There is no synchronic or other evidence which would indicate a pr..onological 
restriction on medial nasal clusters . To the contrary , all possible nasal plus 
consonant cl usters occur in the language , both homorganic and hete rorganic ,  as 
the result of loss of  an unstressed pepet vowel following either - i n - or - um­
infixes , and the introduction of borrowed forms wi th such clusters . Nei ther is 
there any evidence to suggest that medial nasal clusters developed as non-nasal 
cl usters as has been proposed by Blust ( 1980 ) for the Chamic languages , where 
such clusters may have become sequences of glottal stop pl us consonant . 
2 . 1 . 2 .  Another question which needed to be answered was , to what extent i s  the 
situation in Bontok typical o f  the northern languages o f  the Philippine s ?  This 
question was not as easy to answer as it  was for Bontok , partly because of  the 
dearth o f  good dictionaries , and partly because sound changes in the Northern 
Cordilleran languages tend to obscure borrowed forms . In all o f  those languages 
( except Ilokano) , the regular reflex of *R is g ,  as i t  is in Tagalog and the 
other Central Philippine languages . Simi larly , '�a before '�y or ,',w does not 
become e ,  as it does in  the Central and Southern Cordil leran languages , but 
remains a as it does in Tagalog . I t  was apparent however that there were far 
fewer possible reflexes of forms with a medial nasal cluster than theye were of 
forms without the cluster . Furthermore , those that did occur were often the 
same forms as those which could be shown to be borrowings in  Bonto k .  
The northern Philippine language wi th the greatest number o f  possibly 
inherited forms wi th a medial nasal cluster is I lokano . However W 2  can show 
that a large proportion of these forms are probably borrowings . �) this we 
wi ll return below . 
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2 . 1 . 3 .  A third question arose as the resul t of the realisation that Bontok 
probably did not have reflexes of reconstruc ted medial nasal clusters . The 
origin of the medial nasal in the forms in question has been considered by 
Dahl ( 19 7 3 ) , Latta ( 1978)  and others to be the same as the final nasal in the 
maN- prefi x .  I f  th is be so , how could one explain the fact that Bontok has a 
reflex of ," maN- . but no medial ," - N - ?  The answer to this is that whether or not 
there was a stage in the history of those languages when the infixation of ," - N ­
into root words functioned in the same way a s  infixation o f  ," - N - into '�ma ­
derived forms , viz . as a transitivising affix , the phonological processes 
associated with each are di fferent . This has long been recognised and has been 
extensively di scussed in the li terature . Both the medial nasal and the maN­
final nasal assimi late t o  a following non-continuant . It  is only maN- , or N­
at the beginning of  a word which triggers nasal substitution (or  del etion) of  
the following consonant . Infixation of -N- into a root , produced assimilation , 
but no deletion . I f  the development of  these nasal infixes occurred at the 
same time in the history of the languages , it is difficult to account for the 
dif ference in phonological processes associated with each . 
One o ther set of facts is of  crucial importance here in determining the 
relative chronology of the development of these two nasal infixes . In Javanese , 
N- ( from ," maN- )  assimilates to n ' before 5 < ", t ' .  The assimilation to a palatal 
nasal reflects the fact that the following 5 was originally ", t ' ,  a palatal 
non-continuant . The medial nasal *-N- , however , does not assimilate to a 
fol lowing 5 < * t ' , but remains n g . Dempwol ff claimed that Javanese - n g s - was 
the result of dissimilation , but both Blust ( 19 70 )  and Dahl ( 19 7 3 )  have argued 
that the Javanese medial - n g s - sequence can be better accounted for by claiming 
that the assimi lation of ," - N- to a following non-continuant only began to 
operate after ", t ' > 5 ,  so that Javanese - n g s - never fit the s tructural descrip­
tion neces sary for assimi lation to take place . Latta ( 1978 )  sta<tes that 
Javanese n ' for initial s creates a relative chronology problem for this 
hypothesis , one for which he could see no obvious solution . I t  woul d seem 
that the only reasonable explanation for these  facts is that infixation of ," - N ­
into root words was subsequent to the change * t ' > s .  The assimilation was not 
triggered because 5 is not a non-continuant . 
Th ere is no problem then , in having a language such as Bontok in which 
reflexes of "'maN- occur but no refl exes of '�- N- . Infixation of '�- N- into root 
words must have postdated the separation of the parent of Bontok from the parent 
of the languages in which reflexes of ," - N- appear . 
2 . 2 . The case of  I 1 okano 
There are around 50 words in I lokano which contain a medial nasal clus ter 
which could possibly be a reflex of a reconstructed nasal cluster . I f  the 
thes is of this paper is correct ,  none o f  these forms is inherited , because 
the process by which medial nasals became infixed deve loped after the separation 
of the northern languages of the Philippines from the rest of the extra-Formosan 
languages . 
That I lokano has been heavily influenced by outside contacts , should come 
as no surpri se . Ilokanos , being a coastal peopl e ,  were as much involved in 
trade with whomever passed their shores as people further south were . In 
addition to coas tal trade,  I lokanos probably also developed overland trade 
routes through Pangasinan and Kapampangan territory to Manila . 
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Pallesen ( 19 77 )  has documented the routes of Sama-Baj aw traders from the 
Sulu area into the Bisayas close to a thousand years ago , and has also documented 
some of their probable settlements in that area . It would seem strange if having 
gone that far north and establ i shing trading bases , they did not also sail up 
the west coast of Luzon to tap that region for the wealth of  forest: products 
and possibly gold that was available in the Ilokos region . Such trips would 
almost certainly have required refitting and repair stops , or stopover periods 
during the bad weather months in the second hal f of the year when �:ailing would 
have been dangerous . 
Pallesen ( 19 7 7 : 36 2 )  discusses the linguistic evidence for the establ i shing 
of such a settlement point at the Agusan River mouth in north-east Mindanao . 
He raises , for example , an unanswered question regarding the sourCE of the 
Northern Sarna { q } ag- actor focus prefix . It may be coincidental th at I lokano 
seems to be the only other Phi lippine language that uses qag- with this 
function . I t  may also be coincidence that Sama-Bajaw and I lokano share the 
phonological process of  consonant gemination after a pepet vowel . But these 
facts may gain s igni ficance if further linguistic evidence of contact can be 
demonstrated . 
Pallesen suggests that the presence of the form daq i ng meaning 'jerked 
fish ' in I lokano , Tagalog and Malay is evidence of Sama-Bajaw contact , since 
daq i ng is the generic term for fish in this language , and its export from Sulu 
as 'jerked fish ' would account for i ts being borrowed with this mea ning 
into the languages of  the peoples with whom the Sama-Bajaw traded . 
Wol ff ( 1976 )  has also presented a convincing case for a sizab l e , and 
influential , Malay-speaking community in the Manila area prior to E uropean 
contact , and has documented scores of loans from Malay which carne into Tagalog 
as a resul t .  Many of  these forms ( both with and without medial nasal clusters )  
are also found in  I lokano and ne ighbouring languages , having been borrowed 
directly from Malay , or indirectly through Tagalog . 
The primary evidence that these are loanwords is phonological . Wol ff 
has charted a number of  Javanese-Malay-Tagalog correspondences (Wolff 1976 : 3 51 ) 
whi ch are indicative of  borrowed terms in Tagalog . Where there i s  an I lokano 
word which is identical to one in Tagalog which has been shown to be a borrowing , 
it  i s  assumed that Ilokano has borrowed the Malay word via Tagalog . Sometimes 
an I lokano word phonologically corresponds more closely to the Malay form than 
to the Tagalog,  and in such cases direct borrowing from Malay is assumed . An 
example is the now obsolescent I lokano word for coat or shirt , bad i n  ( Tagalog 
bado) , which was without doub t a direct borrowing of Malay bad ' u .  
Considering the likelihood that I lokano trade was probably carl:ied on 
with itinerant Sama-Baj aw seafarers , we cannot rule out the possibility that 
some Ilokano forms ( such as tamban 'sardine ' ,  which is identical in Tagalog , 
Malay and Sama-Baj aw) may have been borrowed directly from Sama-Bajc� rather 
than from Malay . 
There are a number of  I lokano forms with medial nas al clus ters for which 
no direct phonological evidence can be cited to prove borrowing . Ne,verthel ess 
their  meanings are suggestive of  borrowed forms . Words associated wi th trade 
are prime candidates for borrowing . Such items would have included not only 
terms for obj ects that were commonly traded , but also the ways in wh ich those 
obj ects were measured or counted , and the ways in which trading was commonly 
conducted . Other semantic clues for borrowing are found in words which re fer 
to cul tural adaptations , such as certain kinds of clothing (which I assume 
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were introduced after the first Austronesian settlement in Northern Luzon) I and 
words for church and street (both probably relatively recent borrowings ) .  The 
names for fruits and plants are also very susceptibl e to borrowing , and we find 
a number of these in the list of  suspected borrowings . 
The list of I lokano words in Tabl e 3 includes those forms having a medial 
nas al cluster which are suspect of being borrowed because of a phonological 
irregularity , or which have a non-Austronesian source . 
Tabl e 3 :  Borrowed med i a l  c l uster forms i n  I l o kano wh i ch 
s how pho no l og ica l  i rreg ul ari ty 
qamp i r 'sign, token ' 
b i b i ngka 'rice cake ' 
kamba I 'doub le yo lk ' 
I amp i n  'diaper ' 
J an sa  'nai l, peg ' 
l an gkuas  'Alpinia galanga ' 
I umba 'race ' 
l umba l umba 'marine fish ' 
nangka 'jackfruit '  
pa l angka 'movable seat ' 
panday 'blacksmithing ' 
p i nggan 'dish ' 
rangkap 'gift, tip, alms ' 
ranggas 'damage, spoil ' 
sampaga 'Arabic jasmine ' 
sampan 'boat ' 
< Ml amp i r 'near ' 
< Ml b i ngka , via Tg b i b i ngka 
< Ml kemba r ,  via Tg kamba l 
< Ml rompang- ramp i ng 'rag ', via Tg l amp i n  
< Ml ran I t  l ang , possibly via Tg . 
Note Ceb l a nsang 
< Ml l engkuas , via Tg l angkwas 
< Ml l umba , or Tg l umba 
< Ml l umba l umba 'do lphin ', also Tg 
< Ml nangka , or Tg nangkaq 
< Ml pa l angka , also Tg 'sedan chair ' 
< Ml panday 'skil lful ', via Tg pan day 
'blacksmith ' 
< Ml p i nggan 'bowl ', via Tg p i nggan 'dish ' 
< Ml rangkap 'pair ' ,  Tg l angkap  'that 
which is joined to something ' 
< Ml ragas , ranggas 'defoliated ' 
< Ml t ' ampaka , via Tg sampaga 
< Ml , Tg sampan < Chinese 
sampor 'reel of twine of two types ' < Ml t l ampor 'mixed ' 
san to I 'k . o .  tree ' 
s i mba an 'chu:t'ch ' 
s i mpan 'put in order ' 
t anda 'sign, token ' 
t angg i g i  'Spanish mackere l '  
t i mba 'pail ' 
t i mbeng 'scales ' 
t unda ' lead ' 
< Ml sento l , via Tg santo l  
< M l  sembah 'respect ', via Tg s i mbahan 
'chu:t'ch ' 
< Ml s i mpan 'be ready, have finished " 
or Tg s i mpan 'equipment ' 
< Ml tanda , or Tg tan daq 
< Tg t angg i ngg i q , t ang i g i q , or tan i g i q  
< Ml t i mba , or Tg t i mbaq 
< Ml , Tg t i mbang 
< Ml t unda 'be t�wed ', or Tg t u ndaq 
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The following table of  Ilokano words incl udes those which al though their 
status as borrowed words cannot be veri fied by phonological means , are neverthe­
less suspect of being borrowed because of their semantics . Their possible 
sources in Malay and Tagalog are cited . 
Tab l e  4 :  I l okano words w i t h  media l  nasal  c l usters suspect 
of bei ng borrowi ngs from Mal ay or Taga l og 
q i ngga 'end ' 
bangkudo 'red cot ton ' 
b un ton 'heap, pile ' 
dampag 'breadth ' 
9 i mba I 'drwn ' 
l ansangan 'street ' 
mangga 'mango ' 
pandek 'short ' 
pandong 'manti l la, vei l ' 
s a l ambaw 'k. o .  fishing net ' 
sambot 'redeem, repay, recover ' 
sangga 'parry, ward off ' 
s i ngked 'ratify, confirm ' 
s ump i t 'syringe, blowpipe ' 
t amban 'sardine ' 
tandok 'surgical cupping ins trument 
sometimes made of horn ' 
t angkay 'stem, stalk, umbre lla, 
handle, tool handle ' 
t umbok 'iron pestle, mel t and mould 
metal ' 
t ungg a l  'each, every ' 
Ml h i ngga 
Ml bengkud u ,  Tg bangku ro 'k . o .  tree used 
for red dye '  
Tg bunton 
source uncertain 
Tg g i mba l 
Tg l ansangan 
Tg mangga 
Tg pandak 
Tg pandong 
Tg sa l ambaw 
Tg sambot 'catch in the hand ' 
Tg sangga 
Tg s i ngkad 'ful l ,  exact, complete ' 
Tg s ump i t  'b lowgun, enema ' 
Tg tamban 
Tg tandok , cf . Ml tandok 'horn ' .  Wolff 
cons iders the semantic simL_ari ty between 
the Tg and Ml forms as fortuitous . 
Tg tangkay 
Tg t umbok 'strike with pointed object ' 
Tg t ungg a l  'buy and sell one by one ' 
The only remaining forms in Ilokano which contain a medial nasal cluster 
and which may be reflexes of a reconstructed form with such a cluster are given 
in Table 5 .  
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Tabl e 5 :  Addi t ional  I l o ka no wo rds 
wi th med i a l  nasal  cl usters 
qandap 'lwninescence ' 
ba l an t i k  'to flick ' 
bantay 'guard ' 
bang kay 'corpse ' 
( g ) ampang 'frivo lous ' 
l i n dong 'shade ' 
sangg i r  'lean, incline ' 
tambak 'dam ' 
Of these forms , bantay and bangkay occur identically in some o f  the Central 
and Southern Cordil leran languages in which , were they inherited , they woul d have 
final -ey for *-ay . It would be a reasonable inference that if they were 
borrowed in the Southern and Central Cordilleran languages , they were also 
borrowed in the Northern Cordilleran languages but withuut a phonological trace . 
These few remaining forms do not belong to the area of basic vocabulary , and 
consequently may well be borrowed . Certainly we would not wish to establish the 
occurrence of medial nasal clusters in the parent of Ilokano on the basis  of such 
forms . 
3 .  CONCLUSION  
I f ,  a s  the evidence suggests , the northern languages of the Philippines do 
not share in nasal infixation into root words , the implications for subgrouping 
are fairly clear . Those languages which do share it form a subgroup within 
Austronesian , and the northern languages of the Philippines are not part of  that 
subgroup . 
The Formosan languages are generally considered not to have reflexes of an 
assimilating nasal infix , either into root words or into ma- prefixed words . 
Benedict ' s  ( 19 76 )  attempt to identify such forms in Formosan l anguages is  qui te 
unconvincing . The forms which do show medial nasal clusters in Formosan lan­
guages can be accounted for by assigning the nasal to a reflex of PAN "' - um- or 
,� - i n- . 
A careful evaluation o f  the status of  medial nasals in other Phil ippine 
languages is also called for .  Blaan and Tboli ,  for example , do not appear to 
share in medial nasal infixation , nor is there any evidence that they ever had 
a maN- prefix . In this  respect they are unlike most other extra-Formosan lan­
guages . They are unique also in that these are the only Phi lippine languages 
which use a reflex of ,� - i n- solely to mark ' obj ect focus ' and not also as an 
aspect marker . Their antiquity is revealed also in their phonology . Tboli is 
the only Phi lippine language ( apart from Tagbanwa) which retains PAN '�q as a 
backed velar stop . Other Phi lippine l anguages have glottal stop ( and zero ) as 
their reflex of  '�q . 
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It is pos sibl e that Blaan and Tboli provide evidence of a very early 
migration south of Formosa by an Austronesian-speaking people .  Th e northern 
languages of the Philippines are assumed to have developed from a separate 
migration , one which originated from the Amis-speaking area in south-east 
Formosa and which possibly passed by way of Botel Tobago , leaving a Yami-speaking 
popul ation,  to Y ' Ami island and the Batanes archipelago , before moving south to 
populate the northern areas of Luzon . It is signi ficant tha t  the name Amis 
appears to be cognate with Tagalog qam i ha n , I lk qam i an 'north wind '� I lk qam i anan 
'north ' .  Such formal simi larities lend themselves to speculation as to the 
direction of the semantic development . I f  the Amis-speaking area 'Nas the di s­
pers al point for Austronesian speakers to the south it is possible that "'am i S -an  
'place of the Amis ' could have become associated with the meaning 'north ' .  On 
the other hand i f  migration had proceeded in the opposite direction , from south 
to north , it seems unlikely that this  particular semantic development could have 
taken place . 
A movement south from the northern Phi lippine area , resulted in the 
development of a subgroup within which medial nasal infixation developed . I t  is 
convenient to refer to this latter group as Malayo-Polynesian , and to include 
within it not only all the Austronesian languRges of Indonesia and Oceania , but 
at leas t the Central Phi lippine languages as well . 
The position of some of the other languages of  the PhilippineE: such as the 
Mangyan groups , the Manobo and Danao groups , Tiruray and Bagobo is uncertain . 
I f  it can be shown that forms with medial nasal clusters in these l anguages are 
the result of borrowing , and are not directly inherited , then t�ey will need to 
be removed from the Malayo-Polynesian subgroup . As one moves south in the 
Philippines however ,  the degree of influence of one or more of the central 
Phi lippine languages becomes more and more pervasive , so that it becomes more 
and more di fficult to separate the strata in the languages . 
We must remember also that we are talking about contact between possibly 
geographically adj acent languages , which must have been going on fo r seven 
thousand years or more . The dispersal of the Oceanic group is gauged by Pawley 
and Green ( 19 7 3 : 52 )  to have begun not later than 5000 years ago . They cite 
archaeological evidence that New Caledonia has been occupied since 3000 B . C .  
I f  Formosa was indeed the homeland o f  Proto-Austronesian the dispera.l o f  the 
Austrones ians could hardly have started later than 5000 B . C .  
An attempt has been made in this  paper to show that languages I.hich share 
medial nasal clusters as the resul t of an infixed ," -N- , form d gene":ic subgroup 
distinct from those which do not .  Since Philippine languages are spli t  between 
those which do and those which do not ,  and those which do share the nasal 
infixing innovation with Indonesian and Oceanic languages , we can no longer 
cons ider Phil ippine languages as constituting a single subgroup within the 
Hesperonesian languages . 
Other possible innovations may also be identi fied for this redefined 
Malayo-Polynesian ,  which may make it eas ier to definitively exclude some i f  not 
all southern Philippine languages and possibly some languages to the south of 
the Phi lippines from it . One such possible innovation which may be useful for 
this  purpose is the development of a velar nasal variant of  the PAN l i gature 
*a following vowels ,  with the ultimate development of nasal final determiners 
such as Tagalog ang , Javanese sang , etc . ,  ( Reid 19 78 ) , an innovation which may 
not be unrelated to the nasal infixation process which has been discussed in 
this  paper . Because of the likel ihood that evidence will be for thcoming to 
incl ude southern Phil ippine languages wi th those of the northern Philippines in 
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a subgroup di stinct from the central Phi lippine languages , I now use the term 
Outer Philippines to label all non-Malayo-polynesian Philippine languages . 
The subgrouping of  PAN at its highest l evel , which best accounts for the 
above facts is  a modi fication o f  that proposed by Blus t ,  and by Harvey : 
Atayalic  Tsouic 
Proto-Austrones ian 
Other 
Formosan 
Bilic Ami s-Extra-Formosan 
Amis Extra-Formosan 
Outer Malayo-Polynesian 
Philippines 
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T H E  HALMA H E RA CO N N E CTION : 
A CA S E  F O R  P R E H I STOR I C  T R A F F I C  T H R O U G H  TO R R E S  S T R A I T S 
C . L .  Voorhoeve 
1 .  I NTRODUCTION 
This  paper l is an offshoot from a search for Austronesian (AN)  loanwords in 
the non-Austronesian ( NAN ) l anguages of  the North Moluccas , motivated by the need 
to clarify the genetic relationship between those languages and the Papuan lan­
guages in the western and central parts of  the B ird ' s  Head , Irian Jaya . The 
rel ationship between these two distantly rel ated groups of languages has been 
obscured by the intake of large numbers of AN loanwords into each of them . In 
the course of the investigation i t  became clear that apart from loanwords of  
Indonesian, Moluccan Malay , Ambon-Seraro , and Philippine origi n ,  and a number of  
borrowings from unspeci fiable West Austronesian and Oceanic sources there is in 
the North Moluccan languages - or North Halmaheran ( NH )  languages as they have 
become known - a number of AN loans which , as a body , point to the Central Papuan 
( CP )  languages in south-east Papua New Guinea as their poss ible source . A closer 
investigation of the CP languages then revealed that they share with the NH l an­
guages also a number of probably non-Austronesian cognates . The closenes s o f  
the lexical correspondences and their relatively large number ( 1 9 )  rul e out the 
possibility that the CP languages received those words from a Papuan source other 
than the NH languages . Firstly , the NH languages and the Papuan languages in 
eastern Papua New Guinea belong to two di fferent phyla , the West Papuan Phylum 
and the Trans-New Guinea Phylum respectively . 2 Secondly , that another language 
group within the West Papuan Phylum would be the source is ruled out by the dis­
tant genetic rel ationship between the NH l anguages and the Wes t-Central Bird ' s  
Head languages .  3 
In an attempt to account for these facts the hypothesis is  here put forward 
that at a certain time in the far past  there has been contact between speakers 
of a language or languages ancestral to those now spoken in the North Moluccas 
and ancestors of the speakers of the present-day Central Papuan languages . It 
wi ll further be argued that this contact took place in south-east New Guinea and 
must  have involved the movement by sea of people from the area west of New Guinea 
to the east and back via a route roughly fol lowing New Guinea ' s  south coast . 
Amran Halim , Lois Carrington and S .A .  Wurm , eds Papers from the 
Third In terna tional Conference on A us tronesian Lingui s tics , 
Tracking the travell ers , 2 1 7 - 2 39 . Pacific Linguis tics , C- 7 S ,  1987. . 
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The organisation o f  the paper is  as fol lows : sections 2 and 3 contain short 
surveys of the North Halmaheran and Central Papuan languages , providing the 
necessary background information . Section 4 gives an overall discussion of the 
evidence and some notes on its presentation , which follows in section 5 .  Section 
6 deals wi th the question of  how this  contact came about and presents some evi­
dence for the assumption that that it involved traffic along the south coast of 
New Guinea . The remainder of the paper is taken up by notes on the sources 
consul ted ( 7 ) , notes ( 8 ) , an appendix containing phonological and comparative 
data on the NH and CP languages ( 9 ) , bibliographical references and a rnap . 
2 .  THE NORTH HALMAHERAN LANGUAGES 
There are ten non-Austronesian languages in the north Moluccan area : Pagu , 
Modol e ,  Tobelo , Galela , Loda , Tobaru , Sahu , Ternate , Tidore , and west Makian . 
Wi th the exception of West Makian they are closely related ; together they form 
a stock-level family4 within the West Papuan Phylum .  The other member languages 
of the phylum are all found in the western , north-western and central parts of  
the B ird ' s  Head of Irian Jaya . 5 Their true relationship to the NH l anguages has 
not yet been properly assessed but so much is cl ear that it is a distant one . 6 
According to Wurm ( 19 7 5 )  the languages of  the West Papuan Phyl lJffi represent a very 
old Papuan stratum which was already in the area before several of the Inain 
Papuan migrations wi thin New Guinea took place . 
The nearest Austronesian neighbours of  the NH languages are seven small 
languages spoken on the south coast of Halmahera and on Makian Island : Bul i ,  
Maba , Patani , Sawai , Weda , Giman ( Gane) I and E�st Makian . 7 They belong to the 
South Halmahera-West New Guinea group , one of the first-order subgroups of  
Blust ' s  Eastern Malayo-polynesian . 8 To the south of  Halmahera we find the lan­
guages of the Ambon-Seram group , to the north the Phi lippine languages of which 
the languages o f  the Sangir-Tal aud subgroup are geographically closest to 
Halmahera , and in the west the West Austronesian languages o f  Sulawes i .  
3 .  THE CENTRAL PAPUAN LANGUAGES 
The Austronesian languages of  the Central Papuan subgroup of  the Oceanic 
languages form a single family located in the Central Province of Papua New 
Guinea . They fall into at l east two subfamilies : Motuic and East-Central Papuan . 
The Motuic subfamily consists of  one language isolate , Motu , spoken along the 
coast in and immediately east and west of  Port Moresby , and the West-Central 
Papuan languages . There are six of these , located along the coast and further 
inland immediately west of the Motu-speaking area . They are Mekeo , Roro , Kuni , 
Lal a ,  Gabadi , and Doura . The East-Central Papuan sub family has only two members , 
Sinagoro and the Hula-Keapara-Aroma dialect chain . They are found along the 
coast about one hundred kilometres south-east of Port Moresby . A third group , 
whose  position within the Central Papuan Family has not yet been cl eared up , i s  
found another hundred kilometres further to the east . It consists of  four small 
languages ,  Magori , Yoba , Bina , and Ouma . Yoba , Bina , and Ouma have only recently 
been discovered by T . E .  Dutton ( Dutton 1976) . 9 They show strong lexical influence 
from the surrounding non-Austronesian languages ( see also Dutton 1 9 8 2 )  . 
The Central Papuan Family is one of  the thirteen language families in the 
' tail ' of Papua and the Mi lne Bay area descended from one proto-language which 
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has recently been labelled Proto-Papuan Tip ( Ross 1979b ) . Its nearest relative 
is the Suau Family ( Suau , Tubetube)  on the south side of the tip of Papua . It 
is generally accepted that the Austronesians who settl ed in Centra:. Papua came 
from the east and that the West-Central Papuan languages represent the western­
most expansion of this migration . 
4 .  THE EVI DENCE 
The qual itative evidence which forms the basis of  the contact hypothesis 
cons ists of 31 sets of  probable cognates . They fall into three groups . Those 
of the first group (section 5, nos 1-1 2 )  are of Austronesian origir., and occur 
as loanwords in the NH languages . They all display a feature or features which 
point to Proto-Central Papuan ( PCP ) or one of its daughter languagE's as a possible 
sourc e .  Those of  the second group ( nos 1 3-26 )  probably are non-Aus trones ian 
words which have entered the CP languages as loanwords . The third group ( nos 
2 7- 3 1 ) is a residual group : it contains two sets ( 2 7 , 28 )  of  which the CP members 
could' be lexical innovations of  PCP , borrowed by the NH languages , and three 
sets ( 2 9-31 ) which give no clues as to the direction of borrowing . 
The main features which link the NH and the CP languages in the sets of  
group I are : 
1 .  The presence of what seem to be shared innovations : initial g - in set no . l ,  
1 0 - i n  set no . 3 ,  and loss of POC 1 0  * r  in set no . 4 ;  
2 .  The presenc e ,  in the NH forms , o f  unexpected reflexes o f  pac co nsonants which 
lose their irregularity if one assumes that the source lanquage had undergone 
sound changes identical or similar to those which occurred in t:ne CP lan­
guages . The most obvious of these is NH "'h 1 1 < pac "' P  where on e would expect 
the reflex to be p 1 2 , which gives grounds to assume that the SO'Jrce language 
had shi fted pac "' P to some kind of labial fricative , as had happened in PCP 
( ,', p )  ( sets nos 3 , 4 , 6 , 7 , 11 ) . Others are : 
NH "' r instead o f  ," t from POC ," t ( PCP * r ) . Set no . 2 .  
NH '� r instead o f  ,�s from pac ,',s ( PCP '�d ) . Set no . S .  
NH '� o instead of  ,', s from pac *s (PCP *0 ) . Set no . 7 .  
NH ," t instead o f  ,�s from pac "'ns ( PCP '� O? , '�d? ) . Set no . 9 .  
NH '�d instead o f  ,',s from POC "' ns (PCP ," O? , ," d ? ) . Set no . lO .  
Other considerations which lead to the positing of the CP lang�ages as a possible 
source will be mentioned in the discussion of the individual cases : .n the next 
section . 
While the sets of  this group point to the CP languages only as a possible 
source , those of  the second group restrict the choice to the CP group since the 
latter could have borrowed the CP members of the sets f:com a NH lan�ruage only , 
as was already argued in the introduction . The alternative , that the CP forms 
in these sets are lexical innovations of  the CP group which were bOI'rowed by the 
NH language ( s )  with which they were in contact is rej ected on the fol lowing 
grounds : 
1 .  The reconstructed NH forms in sets 1 3-18 all seem to have a fina,l consonant 1 3 
which does not appear in the ( reconstructed) CP forms . The simf,l est expla­
nation is that the CP languages dropped those final consonants t ecause they 
do not al low consonants in word-final position - the alternative being that 
the NH languages somehow acquired a number of consonantal accretions . The 
assumption is supported by the evidence in set 1 3 ,  which will be discussed in 
full in the next section ; 
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2 .  In two sets ( nos 1 9 , 2 0 )  the CP forms display sound correspondences which do 
not fit into the pattern of reflexes of  POC consonants and which mark them 
as of probable NAN origin ; 
3 .  Sets 21-26 are much more ful ly represented in the NH than in the CP group . 1 4 
The same argument , but then the other way around , applies to sets 27  and 28 : 
in these the CP languages are more ful ly represented than the NH languages , 
which could be interpreted as a sign of  borrowing by a NH language from a 
CP language . 
The presentation of  the evidence ,  given in the next section , is as follows : 
for each item the NH forms are given on the left,  the CP forms on the right . 
Where the NH data allow the reconstruction of an earlier form this form is given 
preceded by an asterisk . I S  The NH and CP data are followed where possible by the 
reconstructed forms of the CP words - in case of AN words , from PAN through POC 
down to the lowest l evel so far known to me . The data are general ly followed by 
a short discussion . For the names of languages and language groups the following 
abbreviations have been used : 
NH North Halmahera ( n )  
PA Pagu 
MO Modole 
TO Tobelo 
LO Loda 
TB Tobaru 
SA Sahu 
IB Ibu ( dialect of SA) 
TE Ternate 
TI Tidore 
WM West Makian 
Proto-languages : 
PAN Proto-Austronesian 
PPH Proto-Phil ippine 
PAM Pro to-Ambones e 
POC Proto-Oceanic 
PEO Proto-Eastern Oceanic 
PPN Proto-Polynesian 
5 .  SETS OF  PROBABLE COGNATES 
5 . 1 . Sets of Austrones i an ori g i n  
NH : 
PA , 
LO ,  
GA , 
WM 
l .  ' aT'11l, hand ' 
," g i arn ( a )  1 6  
MO g i arn 
TB , SA g i arna 
TE , TI g i a  
i a  
CP Central Papua ( n )  
MTU Motu 
MEK Mekeo 
ROR Roro 
LAL Lala 
KUN Kuni 
GAB Gabadi 
OOU Doura 
SIN Sinagoro 
HUL Hula 
KEA Keapara 
ARM Aroma 
PML Proto-Malaitan 
PSU Proto-Suau 
PCP Proto-Central Papuan 
PWC Proto-West-Central Papuan 
PEC Proto-East-Central Papuan 
PMT Proto-Motuic .  
CP : 
MKE ,  ROR , KUN , GAB , DOU , MTU 
SIN 
i rna 
g i rna 
� i rna 
i rna 
h i rna 
HUL 
KEA 
ARM 
PAN ,', 1 i rna I ,  POC '� 1 i rna , PCP '�q i rna , PEC '�!t i rna , PMT '� i rna 
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The initial q in the PCP form i s  a true accretion (Lynch 1978) . A tentative 
explanation of the medial a in the NH forms is that g i ma > g i am and that this 
form subsequently lost final m or received a supporting vowel in those NH lan­
guages which developed a preference for vocalic word endings . The g i ma > g i am 
type of  metathesis is found in quite a few Oceanic languages 1 7  and is also common 
in some of the AN languages spoken on the Aru islands . In the NH languages it  is  
the only case I have come across .  
2 .  'branch� finger ' 
NH : '-' r a ( ga ) - raga CP : 
LO ,  GA ra raga 'fingers, branch ' 
PA ra raga r  'fingers ' 
MTU ra�a 'branch of a pa lm bearing the 
fruit ' 
TE , TI raga- raga 'fingers ' 
rage- r age 'twigs ' 
rege 'limb, tributary -­
r i g i r i g i  'small branch ' 
SA r a raga , raga - raga 'fingers , 
toes ' 
HUL ra 
KEA raa 
ARM ra�a 
S IN l ega 
PAN '-' ( dD ) ahan , pac '-' taqa ( n ) , PEa '-'da ' a  'branch ', PPN '� I aqa 'small  branch ',  
PAM '-' I agat  'finger ', pcp raqa , reqa 'branch ' .  
The source language must have had a form with initial r .  
remained unchanged , yielding l aga . Note that pcp 
New Guinea area one often finds words meaning both 
and ' finger ' .  In many Papuan languages the extrem. 
equated with the extremities o f  trees . 
3 .  'good ' 
NH : '-' I oha  CP : 
PA , La l oa MTU l oh i a  
TO , TB oa KUN l ob i a  
TE , TI l aha  
SA l aa 
GA l oha 
PMT '-' I ov i a  (? ) 
The MTU and KUN forms allow us to reconstruct PMT '-' I ( 
PAN/paC root '-' p i a  'good ' .  NH '-'h : PMT ( PWC , PEC , PC! 
' pointer ' to the CP group as a possible source ( see s 
i s  found in one more case : 'warm ', no . l l . 
4 .  'lime ' 
NH : '�gahu  CP : 
GA gahu MTU , DOU ahu  
MO , La gau  KUN , ROR abu  
WM a fo LAL avu 
MEK apu  
SIN �a�u 
ARM �avu 
Initi i'l l  1 
PAN '-" a puRe , PPH '-'qap u r , PAM '�apu r ,  pac '-'qapu R ,  PCP '�qavu , PEC '-'�avLJ , PMT "'avu , 
PML '�gau . 
NH '-'h : CP ,-'v and loss of pac ,-, r both point to CP as a possibl e source . I f  the 
NH form originally had medial p and final r we would have found GA �la pu , MO , TO 
gawu r u , WM apo .  
5 .  'mouth, UpS ' 
NH :  "' u ru  
PA , MO u l u 
GA , LO , TO , TB u r u  
SA u ' d u  
CP : 
LAL 
DOU 
MTU 
SIN , HUL , 
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nu tu  
u tu  
udu 
KEA , ARM muru  
PAN '� I)u ( ts ) u ,  POC *I)us u ,  PPN '�I)ut u ,  PCP *I)udu , PWC *NuDu , PMT *uDu , PEC "'mur u , 
PAM '� I) i d u 
Identi fying feature : loss of  initial nasal . This  would point to a subgroup o f  
PCP a s  a possible source ( i . e .  PMT) . The source cannot have contained medial t 
or 5 which would have resulted in different series of  correspondences in the NH 
languages . The PAM subgroup is ruled out because of  the initial nasal and the 
high vowel in the proto- form .  
6 .  'to hide ' 
NH : ", i h un ( i )  
GA i h u 
TO ,  MO, TB i u nu 
CP : 
MTU h un i 
PAN "'bun i ( qh  I ) , POC *pun i ,  PAM *vun i ,  PML * tha i fun i 
Data in other CP languages than Motu are lacking and no PCP form has yet been 
reconstructed . MTU h un i however would be regularly derivable from POC *pun i via 
a PCP form " 'vun i .  In this case , PAM or one of  its daughter languages could also 
have been the source of  the NH form but in the light of the other evidence I 
think CP is a more probabl e source . The initial i in the NH forms could be due 
to metathesis ( a  case similar to NH *ur i t ,  PCP * tur i , no . 1 2 )  or the source lan­
guage had a form with preposed i ( c f . PML *tha- i fun i )  but no evidence for such a 
prefix is  available in my CP data . 
7 .  'to rouh, IJipe ' 
NH :  '� Dah us u  
GA dahu 
TO eauhu 
MO dauhu 
TB dausu 
PAN 1's a pu ,  POC ? ,  PCP '� Davu 
CP : 
DOU tah u  
MTU dahu 
SIN dau 
I have not come across a POC reconstruction , bu t the expected form would be 
*sapu . The SIN form is irregular ; one would expect ravu . The extra syl labl e in 
the NH form stil l calls for an explanation . A possibili ty ,  it seems to me , is 
that the NH languages have combined two semantically rel ated AN roots into one 
compound stem , the second root being us u ,  from PAN *gus uk ,  POC *gus u ( t ) . The 
case would be paral lel to that of  'to tie ', no . 20 .  
8 .  'sme l l ' 
NH :  *bouna 
TO bouna 
TB, SA 
TE 
bounu 
bou 
PAN ," bah u ,  POC '� I)pona ( ? ) , PCP *bona 
CP : 
MTU , S IN ,  ARM bona 
The TO form suggests that the form borrowed was bouna , and that in TB and SA the 
final vowel assimilated to the preceding u .  The POC form *I)pona was reconstructed 
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on the basis of PCP bona and Proto-North New Hebridean kwona ( Ross 1979) . But in 
the Loyalty islands the form bun is found 1 9  and I would not exclude the possi­
bili ty that the POC and PCP forms contained an u :  "'f)pouna , '�bouna . 
9 .  'companion, spouse ' 
NH : "' - a ta  ( '�ga tawa? )  CP : 
PA wek-at  'wife ' ( f)oweka 'woman ' )  MEK akawa 
1 0k-at  'husband ' ROR a tawa 
TO hek-ata 'wife ' ( oheka 'woman ' )  KUN , LAL ada 
LO rok-ata  'husband ' GAB agava 
MO o l -a ta  'husband ' MTU adava 
WM a t  HUL a rawa 
KEA ha rawa 
ARM �a rawa 
PAN *qasawa I ,  PPH '�qasawa , PAM '�sawa , POC ," qansawa , PCP *qaDawa ? ,  PWC ," a dawa , 
PMT ," adawa , PEC '��arawa . 
Identifying feature : the source language should have had a form with medial d or 
t .  
In NH the AN root has been compounded with apparently NAN roots meaning ' woman/ 
female ' and ' man/male ' .  Intervocalic  w is not wel l attested in the NH languages ; 
PNH "'w seems to have been dropped generally and ata  could wel l reflect an earlier 
," a t awa . The form borrowed by the NH languages could also have had an initial 9 
which was lost after the velar stop of  the preceding morpheme (NH l anguages did 
not al low word-medial consonant clusters ) , and regularly dropped in WM . The CP 
languages present a probl em in that the West-Central forms point to a PCP form 
," qadawa and a POC form "'qantawa , whereas the East-Central forms allow one to 
reconstruct PCP *qaDawa , a regular descendant of POC *qansawa . The PMT form 
could be a descendant o f  either PCP '�qadawa or '�qaDawa . Perhaps this is a case 
of doublets on the POC or PCP level . 
10 . ' above, upwards ' 
NH : '�dake , '�daku  
GA , TO dake , daku 'above ' ( near/far ) 
SA da I u 'above ' 
TE daku 'above ' 
CP : 
MTU 
MEK 
ROR 
LAL 
SIN 
ARM 
dae 
kae 
tae 
da l e  
ra�e 
ve/ ra�e 
PAN "'sakay , PAM '�saka (y ) , POC '� nsake , PPN '�hake , PCP �'daqe ,  "'Daq e? , PWC , PMT 
*dae , PEC * ra�e . 
The NH forms could only have come from a source with initial d or a phonetically 
similar stop . Note that the CP forms present the same problem as in the previous 
case : the PWC form reflects PCP '�daqe ,  the PEC form reflects PCP '� Daqe and the 
PMT form could reflect either of the two . 
l l . 'warm, hot '  
NH :  *sahuk ( u) 
PA sasauk 
GA , TE sahu  
LO sau  
TO hauku 
MO , SA sau 1 u  
WM sasafo 
PCP , PMT , PWC ,� t i avu 
CP : 
MEK 
KUN 
LAL 
GAB 
OOU 
MTU 
HUL, KEA , 
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i ap u  
s i ab u  
s i avu l i 
s i a u 
s i au r i  
s i ah u  
ARM i a b u  
Ray ( 1907 )  l inks the CP forms with Banks Is lands saw ,  sawsaw , sewsew . "' t i avu  
therefore does not seem to  be  an  PCP innovation , but so  far no  POC form has been 
reconstructed . PCP *t  changed to s in the western and central CP languages when 
the following vowel was i ;  the NH forms suggest  that this change had already 
taken place when the form was borrowed . CP i a  : NH a in one more case ( 'good ' ,  
no . 3 ) . The final k i n  the NH form remains unexplained . 
1 2 .  'to sew, to stitch ' 
NH :  * u r i t ( i )  
PA u l  i t  
GA u r i  
MO u l  i t i  
TO u r i t i  
PCP * t ur i , PEC * t u l i ;  PPN * t u i  
CP : 
MTU t u r i  
S IN t u l  i 
HUL ,  ARM u l  i 
The NH forms would show metathesis o f  the originally final t to word-initial 
position . A similar case would be that of  *h u n i  > i h un , no . 6 .  
5 . 2 .  Sets , probably  of non-Austrones i an ori g i n  
1 3 .  'water, river ' 
NH : "'ake l ( e) CP : 
PA ake l  MEK 
GA ,  TE , TI ake ROR, LAL 
TO , LO , TB akere GAB 
MO a 1 e l e 
PWC '''ade ? 
a ke 
a t e  
aqe 
Ray ( 1 907 )  links the CP forms with Wano ( San Cristobal ) ahe 'creek ' ; in the 
Shortland Islands the form a te l e is found . 2 o It shows that the CP forms lost 
the last syl lable ,  which was retained in several of  the NH languages . Cognates 
are found as far west as north Sulawes i and the Sangir-Talaud is lands ( Bentena 
ake , Tonsawang axe , Sangir ake)  but in those areas they probably reflect the 
political influence of  the sultanate o f  Ternate .  Probable cognates are found 
in many Papuan languages on the New Guinea mainland and they could very wel l be 
o f  non-Austronesian origin . The forms ake ,  a te  in the western CP languages 
point to borrowing from the NH languages rather than from any Papuan source on 
New Guinea . The fact that related forms are also found in the southern Solomons 
wi ll not concern us here . It is one of a few indications that the l ine of  
traffic could have extended east beyond the tip of Papua , a possibil ity which 
stil l awaits further research . 
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14 . 'belly ' 
NH : '� poko I (0 )  CP : 
PA poko l KUN foa 
GA poko LAL bo ' a  
LO ,  TB poko ro DOU boa 
MO pO ' O MTU , SIN boga 
SA po ' o l o  HUL poka 
PCP "'bog a , PSU '� boga  
PAM has *vuka ; i ts relationship to the forms above is  unclear . Note the parall el 
with the previous item : again the NH forms contain a final consonant which is  
missing in the CP  forms . The same is found in items 1 5- 18 . 
1 5 .  'canoe ' 
NH : 1, ( I) ) 0 t i l  
PA , SA , TE , TI 
TO , TB 
MO 
WM 
ot  i 
not i r i 
I)o t i I i  
e t  i 
PCP ," qat  i ,  PEC '��at i ,  PMT "'a t  i 
CP : 
ROR 
LAL , DOU , MTU 
GAB 
S IN 
HUL 
ah i 
a s i 
a s i ( [ a t s i ] ) 
�as i ,  �at i 
a i  
Ross ( 19 7 9 )  l inks PCP 1'qa t  i with PAN *ka t  i R 'outrigger boom ' and reconstructs 
poc '�ka t  i R on the basis of the PCP reconstruction . If the NH form 'i<l)o t i I i  is an 
AN loan , the source language cannot have had initial k in this  word ; nor could 
it have been PCP "'qa t i which would yield ga t i in NH .  However , the validity of  
the PCP reconstruction is not beyond doub t ;  the Motu form should then have been 
!Jas i ,  not as  i .  Equally possible is  that the PCP reconstruction shoul d be "'I)at  i 
which would make the MTU form regular , but the HUL form irregular ( a i  instead of  
!Ja i ) .  I f  the form I)o t i l i  was borrowed from a NH language at  the PCP stage , - 1 -
(between two high vowels)  would have been dropped ,  and the development would be 
I)ot i l i  > I)o t i i  > I)ot i  > I)a t i , etc . 
Another possibility is that the initial nasal in the NH forms is an accretion . 
There are more cases of  such a nasal accretion in NH words , a phenoDlenon for 
which no explanation has yet been found . 2 1  
It  is interesting that the Elernan languages further to the west have pos s ibly 
rel ated forms o rot i ,  l o t i : see section 7 .  
16 . 'cloud� fog� mist ' 
NH :  *karno l (0)  
PA 
TO , MO 
SA 
TE , TI 
kamo -karno l 
kamo-karno ro 
kamokarno 
karno 
PEC �'!Jamau 
CP : 
SIN,  HUL !Jamau 'mist ' 
ARM amau 
Probable cognates of  NH "'kamo I have so far only been noted in the East-Central 
subgroup of the CP languages . The s ituation is not clear : borrowing from PEC 
should have resulted in NH forms with initial g ;  borrowing from a NH l anguage 
in CP forms with initial k .  
1 7 .  'head ' 
NH : ," dopo 1 0 ,  ," depo 1 0  
TE dopo l 0  
TI dofo l 0  
PEC 1' deba 
? CP : 
S IN 
HUL 
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deba , t epa 
reba , l eba 
There are several instances known of  TE and TI changing "'e to 0 :  NH ," besaka 
'rain ' > boha , '�pe reto 'narrow ' > pore to , "' I)ekono 'path ' > I)oko , amongst others . 
At an earlier stage the NH form could have been ," depo 1 0 ,  but support from the 
other NH languages is lacking , as they have unrelated forms . Note the parallel s  
i n  the sound correspondences between '�depo l 0  and "'deba , *poko l 0  and ," boga ( 'belly ' ,  
no . 14 )  . 
1 8 . 'sky� dark cl.oud� black ' 
NH : *d i paN ( a ) , * t upam 
PA 1 i wa l) , d i wan  
GA d i pa 
LO d i wama 
TO d i ha l) a  
MO , TB , S A  ' d i wa l) a  
TE , T I  t ufa  
WM t upam 
CP : 
MTU d uba 'very dark cloud� 
very dark co lour ' 
EC languages dub a ra 'black ' 
rupa rupa 
r uba ruba  
t upa t upa 
The whole NH set is irregular in that one would expect TE , TI , WM to have d i fa 
and d i pam , or the other languages to have forms with initial t fol lowed by u .  
Perhaps it points to a doublet '� d i pam , '� tupam in PNH . The latter could be the 
source of the CP forms . The semantic shift between the bwo , extremes ' sky ' and 
' black ' ( sky > blue sky > dark cloud > dark colour , black) is not uncommon in 
the NAN languages I am acquainted with and in the CP languages we find descend­
ants o f  PCP "'g uba meaning both 'sky ' and 'dark cloud ' .  
19 . 'to bite ' 
NH : ," go l i CP : 
GA , TO , TB go l  i ROR ' u r i  
SA go ' d i  MTU ko r i  
TE 1 0g i  SIN ko ! i 
KEA,  ARM 0 1  i 
PCP ," ko r i , PEC '�ko l i , PMT *ko r i  
Consonant metathesis  i s  common i n  Ternate . The * ko r i  series seems to be restric­
ted to the CP languages and is found beside regular descendants of PAN *ka Ra t 'to 
bi te ' :  pCP '�qa ra , PMT ," a ra ,  PEC 1'ga l a .  The initial k in ," kor i  marks the form as 
one of  probably non-Austronesian origin , and a NH language seems a plausible 
source . 
2 0 .  'to tie ' 
NH : *p i l i - ku tu ? 
PA , GA p i  1 i k u  
LO p i l i ku t u  
TO d i ku tu  
MO 1 i k i t u  
SA p i r f?u 
TE pod i ku 
PCP ? ,  PML *gwa th u  
CP : 
MTU kwat u  'to tie a knot ' 
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The NH forms seem to contain a common AN root p i  I i ( PAN '�p i  ( d D r )  i ( C t )  ' to plait ' 
POC '-'p i ( d r ) i , PEa '-'p i r i , PML '� f i r i ; MTU h i r i  'to fasten by tlJisting round and 
round ' ) . This root has been compounded with a semantically rela ted root ku t u  
wh ich has probable cognates i n  Motu and i n  PML . Words with ini tial kw- i n  Motu 
are also suspect of  being of non-Austronesian origin . The source again could be 
a NH language ; in NH the original non-Austronesian root would then at some 
stage have been combined with a newly introduced , semantically related AN loan . 
21 . 'middle� centre ' 
NH : '-'go I ona 
TO gorona 
SA go l ona  
TB wa �e i korona 'midday ' 
CP : 
MTU d i na g e l ona 'midday ' 
TB wa �e , MTU d i na = 'sun ' .  TB ko rona is  the verb ( ' to be in the miidl9 ' )  
corresponding to the noun go rona . Data i n  other CP languages are l acking . 
22 . 'to climb ' 
NH : '�do l a  
PA , GA , La do l a  
TO , MO , TB doa 
CP : 
MTU dara  
Motu has also another verb 'ascend� climb ' : daekau which contains a morpheme 
dae 'upwards '� another possible l ink with NH . See no . 10 .  
2 3 . 'cold (ness ) '  
NH : '-'a I 0 
GA , La , SA , TE , TI a l o ,  a l o-a l o  
'coldness ' 
CP : 
KUN a u l o l o  'co ld ' 
The Kuni form can be found in Ray 1907 given as a dialectal form collected by 
Kowald ( 1 894 ) . Another Kuni form is e l u ,  from PCP 1' keRuma , not a cognate of 
NH a l o .  
24 . 'to hear� to know ' 
NH : '� i sen (e )  CP : 
PA i s en GAB i sana 'to know ' 
GA , TE i se  MTU i seuna  tauna 'expert person ' 
TO , MO i hene 
TB , SA i s ene 
In preliterate societies in which people learn by listening , not by reading , 
the concepts o f  hearing and knowing are intimately connected and o ::ten form 
semantic aspects o f  one and the same word . Or , i f  ' to hear ' and ' to know ' are 
different verbs they contain the same root . Ray ( 1 907 ) for example gives MEK 
kono 'to hear� know ' ;  LAL i ka 'to hear '� i ka -bas i 'to know ' .  
2 5 .  'to stand up ' 
NH : '�mom i k ( i )  CP : 
PA mom i k  ROR m i k i r i  
TE , GA mom i 
LO ,  TO , TB mom i k i  
MO , SA mom i ' i  
All NH forms contain the root m i k ( i )  which has been reduplicated by a normal 
process in which the duplicate syllable receives the vowel o .  ROR ·· r i  remains 
unexplained . 
26 . 'voice ' 
NH : '�e 1 e l) ( i ) or '�e 1  i 1) (  i ) 
GA i 1  i 
TE 
TI 
SA 
LO ,  TB 
TO 
0 1  i 
i d  i 
i I d i I) i ,  e l i I) i 'remember ' 
i I i  I) i 
e 1 el) i  
5 . 3 .  Res i dual sets 
NH :  
27 . 'to put down, plant ' 
GA hado 
TO fato 
PCP , PWC , PMT '�vado , PEC *va ro 
CP : 
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MTU e re 'voice, speech, word ' 
CP : 
ROR b a to 
KUN bade 
LAL vado 
MTU hado 
S IN ,  ARM va ro 
HUL va r i  
The TO form is in the Boeng dialect which has f where Tobelo proper has h but 
the corresponding sound in GA should be p ,  not h .  
2 8 .  'to say, speak ' 
NH :  CP : 
TO a to 'to say ' MEK a i so 'speech, voice, throat � 
ROR a ko 
KUN aj o 
LAL, DOU ate 
GAB ago 
MTU g ado 
SIN , HUL g a ro 
PCP '�ga Do ,  PWC '�qa Do ,  PMT *gaDo ,  PEC '':ga ro 
Thus far I have found a NH cognate only in Tobelo ; note the paral lel with TO 
o l e  'tai l bone ' ( see no . 29 )  in which word TO also seems to have lost  an initial 
g .  Also noteworthy is  that TO , TB have toma ra 'throat ', and MTU toma 'to say, 
think ', a set o f  probable cognates in which the semantic relation is the reverse 
of the one in the a to - gaDo set . 
29 . 'buttocks ' 
NH : '-'go l a ( l a ) 
LO go l a  
MO goa -gono 
IB gol a 1 a  
TO o l e  'tail bone ' 
PEC '-'gore? , '':go I e? 
CP : 
HUL , KEA 
MTU 
ko re , gore , ko 1 e ,  ga re 
go 1 e 'tail of bird ' 
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30 . 'face ' 
NH : ," b i ra 
GA b i ra 
ARM would refl ect PEC '�b i ra .  
b i ra seems to be an isolated 
31 . 'to play ' 
NH : "' u l e  
GA , La , TO u l e  
Most 
form . 
6 .  NH - C P  CONTACT : HOW AND WHERE 
CP : 
ARM b i ra 
other Nfl languages have b i ono , and also ARM 
CP : 
HUL , KEA , ARM u l a -u l a  
I f  the 31 sets of probable cognates indeed , as I interpret them,  reflect 
contact between speakers of languages ancestral to those spoken in the North 
Moluccas and Central Papua , the question arises where this  contact took place 
and how it came about . As for the first part of the question the historical 
evidence favours the Central Papua area as the place of contact . The Motuans 
who covered the westernmost part of the network of trade relations along the 
coast of south-east New Guinea do not seem to have ventured further west than 
the delta of the Purari river in the Gul f  of papua . 2 2  The natives of the North 
Moluccas or ' Alfuren ' as they were called enter our historical records as highly 
skilled seafarers whose expeditions took them as far south as the Lesser Sunda 
Islands and as far east as Etna Bay on the south coast of Irian Jaya . These  
skills which they probably acquired during early contacts with Austronesians 
moving through the Moluccan/West New Guinean area2 3  were quite sufficient to 
take them to the eas tern tip of Papua i f  they wished . Although there are no 
historical records of such voyages - and here we come to the second part of the 
question - there is some evidence from in-between points which suggests that 
they indeed took place and that they roughly fol lowed the south coa st of New 
Guinea . The evidence unearthed so far comes from three points : the Eleman l an­
guages , the Kiwai languages , and the eastern part of the Aru Island,s .  
The Eleman languages are found along the coast of  the Papuan G.ll f immediately 
west of the CP languages . The two most important of them are Toaripi (TOA) and 
Orokolo (ORO) . These have borrowed quite a few words from their eastern ( CP )  
neighbours a s  can b e  expected , but they also contain a few AN words which probably 
came from the west and , more important , some NAN words which have p:cobable cog­
nates in the Nfl languages : 
AN items : 
'to break ' 
'cky ' 
TOA topuka - 2 4 
TOA 
ORO 
a ra r a  
kaka rara  
Nfl 1, tob i k ( i )  PAN '� teb i k  
(NH ," kokasa )  PAN "'ka raN 
Probabl e cognates of  the El eman forms are found along the south coa!;t of  the 
Bird ' s  Head and in the Bomberai Peninsul a :  Puragi kake r , Negeri Besar kara , 
Arandai ga raga re , Karas ka r a ra , Iria t a ta ra .  All these languages are non­
Austronesian and the presence o f  such similar AN loans in them I in1:erpret as 
a sign that there was AN traffic from west to east all along the south coast  
and that the Al furese ancestors only fol lowed an already existing ( 1:rade? )  
route . The Nfl form comes from an Oceanic source , cf . POC ," kasan  ( for the 
reduplication see section 5 .  no . 2 5 ) . 
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'frog ' TOA pakeke NH * ( po) padeke PPH '-'paNkaq 
NAN items : 
'to carry ' TOA t a  i o - 2 5 NH *Tah i 
'muddy ' TOA pekauke NH * ( pe) peke 
'star ' TOA koru  NH *koruk  
'to steal ' TOA torea l o i  NH '-' to r i  k 
'thunder ' TOA t u t u ruru  NH '�du turu  
'canoe ' TOA orot i NH 1' ( I) ) ot i l ( i )  
Thi s  case has already been mentioned in section 5 .  no . 1 5 . 
The Kiwai language , spoken on Kiwai island in the del ta of the Fly River , 
offers much the same picture : 
AN items : 
'father ' 
'rope� ratten ' 
'this ' 
'that ' 
NAN items : 
'to eat, to 
drink ' 
'sibling ' 
'elder sister ' 
'to sleep, lie 
down ' 
'fin of fish ' 
'tree ' 
The proto-Kiwai 
KIW 
KIW 
KIW 
KIW 
KIW 
KIW 
KIW 
n i ra 
TE 
KIW 
KIW 
KIW 
KIW 
form 
abe ra , baba NH *aba , '�baba PAN 
i w i  NH * i w i  PAN 
n i NH '�ne-ena 
g i  NH '�ge-ena 
od i o  ( 'drink ' )  NH '�oDom (o)  ( 'eat ' )  
n i ra dubu  NH "ny i ra 
d ubu  = 'man '; 
d ubu  = , 2nd brother '; 
ny i ra ' elder brother ' 
ab i da NH '�b i ral) ( a )  
u t u  ( 's leep ' )  NH 1' i d u  ( ' lie down ' )  
a i b i  �H '�aebe 
ota  NH *gota  
i s  '�kot a  . 
'-'bapah 
1, I uvay , poe '-'q uwe 
The Kiwai and Eleman languages are members o f  the Trans-New Guinea Phylum, 
the NH languages of the West Papuan Phylum . The chance that a�y of the NAN 
cognates shared by these l anguages and the NH languages reflect� true genetic 
relationship is  therefore very small ,  although the possibility cannot be 
excluded . 
My data in  the l anguages AN of the Aru Islands are very restricted ; those 
quoted below are from Banj aring vil lage on the east coast . Of the three forms 
two seem to have exclusively shared cognates in Motu , and one has cognates only 
in the NH l anguages :  
'to cook ' 
'dry ' 
'back of body ' 
ARU n a i  
ARU marma re i  
ARU t ud i n  
MTU nana i 'warm the hands over fire ' 
MTU ma ra i 
NH '�dudun ( u ) 
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The first two sets could be an indication that in prehistoric times the Motu 
travelled much farther west than they did when they were first contacted by 
Europeans . 
7 .  SOME NOTES ON THE SOURCES CONSULTED 
Almost all serious descriptive and comparative work in the Halmaheran lan­
guages has been carried out by Dutch missionaries of the Utrechtse Zendings­
vereeniging who worked in the area between 1 866 and 19 2 5 :  M . J .  van Baarda , 
H .  van Di jken,  G . J .  Ellen , J .  Fortgens , A .  Hueting , and G .  Maan . 2 G  To them can 
be added the missionaries Adriani and Kruyt who worked among the ��oraja  of  
central Sulawesi . In the first edition of  their great three-volwne work on  the 
Bare ' e-speaking Toraja  they included a comparative study of the AN languages of  
south Halmahera . The most important recent work is  the soc iolinguistic study by 
E . K . M .  Masinambow . Lingui stic data have further been collected in recent years 
by a few anthropologists working in Halmahera . I am indebted to 1:wo of  them , 
Michael Young (Austral ian National University) and Paul Taylor ( Slnithsonian 
Institution) for providing me with wordl ists collected by theln . 2 7  
The Central Papuan languages have attracted a lot of attention in recent 
years . As a result several descriptive and comparative studies have become 
avai lable al though not all of them have been published . For this paper I relied 
mainly on the work of A . K .  Pawley , J . D .  Lynch , M .  Ross , and T . E .  :)utton . The 
l atter kindly gave me access to his own unpublished lexical data .in the East­
Central languages .  Of the older works I used R. Lister-Turner and J . B .  Clark ' s  
Motu dictionary , and the comparative l ists o f  the Mel anes ian lang'�ages i n  Papua 
compiled by S . H .  Ray . 
For the Eleman languages I consulted H . A .  Brown ' s  Toaripi dictionary and 
Ray ' s  old wordlists . The only source for Kiwai is still Ray ' s  Ki'r.1ai grammar 
which contains a vocabulary compiled by E .  Baxter Ri ley . The Aru wordlist from 
Banj aring village was kindly made available to me by Professor J . ,J . Fox of the 
Aus tralian National Univers ity . 
The data in the languages of the Bird ' s  Head are from my own collection of  
wordl ists . For the languages of Ambon and Seram I consul ted Stre 3emann ' s  
La u terscheinungen in den ambonischen Sprachen . Finally , the whol e exercise would 
not have been possibl e without the Proto-Austrones ian finderlist of S . A .  Wurm and 
B .  Wi lson . 
8 .  NOTES 
1 .  This  is a completely revised version of the paper original ly presented to 
TICAL . 
2 .  For more detailed information on these two phyla the reader i s  referred to 
the surveys in Wurm, ed . 19 7 5 ,  section 2 . 5 .  - 2 . 10 . 
3 .  The most recent assessment of their genetic relationship is  given in 
Voorhoeve forthcoming . 
4 .  A stock-l evel family is a language family which is  the only member of a 
language stock . In lexicostatistical terms it means that its languages 
share from 28% - 8 1 %  cognates between them but less than 1 2 %  with the most 
closely related languages outside the family . The NH languages have been 
surveyed in more detail in Voorhoeve forthcoming and 1982 . For their 
location see the map , p . 2l8 . 
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5 .  They are : Tehit ,  Kalabra , Seget , Moi ,  and Moraid (West Bird ' s  Head stock­
level Family) ; Madik and Karon Pantai ( North Bird ' s  Head Family)  and 
Amberbaken , a stock-level isolate . Mere details are given in Wurm, ed . 
1 9 7 5 ,  2 . 10 . ;  for their location see the map , p . 21 8 .  
6 .  See note 3 .  
7 .  Maan 1951 gives the numbers of  speakers for six of  them : Buli 1000 , Maba 
1 800 , Patani 2 700 , Sawai 800 , Weda 900 , Giman ( Gane) 1 500 . This compares 
with Ternate 4 2 , 000 , Tidore 26 , 000 ( Masinambow 1 9 7 2 ) , West Makiar. 1 2 , 000 
(Voorhoeve 1982) , Sahu 1 2 , 000 , Tobaru 10 , 000 ,  Loda 1 3 , 000 , Galela 1 5 , 000 , 
Tobe10 1 5 , 00 0 ,  Modole 1 800 , Pagu 2000 (Voorhoeve forthcoming) . 
8 .  Blust 19 78 . 
9 .  Dutton ( 19 76 : 620 )  suggested that they have their closest l inks with 
Sinagoro , especially its western dial ects . Lynch ( 1978)  however suggested 
that the Magori subgroup belongs with the West-Central languages . And 
Ross ( 19 79a) after a reassessment of the data leaves th e matter undecided . 
10 . POC = Proto-Oceanic .  
1 1 . As a systematic reconstruction of the Proto-North Halmaheran ( PNH) sounds 
and lexicon is still in its initial stage , the asterisk is here used to 
mark the earliest form of a sound or word reconstructable of the basis of  
the availabl e data . For loanwords this means the form in which it was 
supposedly borrowed . 
1 2 .  The expectation i s  based on the PAN , POC etc . reflexes most frequently found 
in AN loans in the NH languages . It would exceed the limits set for this 
paper to present this  material here and I have to ask the reader to take my 
word for it . 
1 3 . I say "seem to " because ,  although there are arguments for PNH al lowing 
word- final consonants , the matter is still undecided . For this  reason 
lexical reconstructions which probably ended in a consonant have a bracketed 
final vowel added to it ( section 5 ,  passim) . 
14 . Admittedly a weak argument , as the uneven representation may refl ect gaps 
in the data . 
1 5 .  See note 1 1 .  
16 . See note 1 3 . 
1 7 . D . T .  Tryon , personal communication . 
1 8 . See the table o f  CP sound correspondences , Appendix part 3 .  
19 . D . T .  Tryon , personal communication . 
20 . D . T .  Tryon , personal communication . 
21 . See the short discussion of this phenomenon in Voorhoeve 1982, 
chapter 4 .  
22 . The most recent publication deal ing with various aspects of  the so-called 
Hiri trade expeditions is Dutton , ed . 198 2 .  
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23 . Mi lke ( 1 961 : 180)  proposed the hypothesis that the speakers of POC l ived for 
some time in the proximity o f  the languages ancestral to those now spoken 
in the Phi lippines , Sulawesi , and East Indonesia . I f  he is right it means 
that these early contacts go back for at least two thousand years . 
24 . The dictionary form is topukava i .  
2 5 . The dictionary forms is ta i ova i . 
26 . Several of  their publications appeared after 1 9 2 5 ;  the last one dating from 
1951 . 
27 . The data have since been supplemented by materials I collected in the north 
Mol uccas shortly after the compl etion of the first version of this paper . 
9 .  APPENDI X 
9 . 1 . Phoneme i nventory of  the Nort h  Hal maheran l ang uages 
The following is only a tentative inventory because only the \�est Makian 
and Sahu sound systems have so far been analysed in phonological terms ; for the 
remaining languages we still have to rely on the old Dutch sources and my own 
impressions based on my fieldnotes . Phonemes which do not occur in all languages 
have been underl ined and their distribution is given below . The symbols have 
their usual phonetic value except for f which is a bilabial fricative , ' b ,  ' d ,  
I j  which are implosive voiced stops and e which is a voiced interdental fricative . 
Consonants : 
Vowel s :  
P 
b 
' b  
m 
f 
w 
e 
I is  found only in 
The implosive stops 
f not in Modol e .  
h not in Pagu . 
t 
d 
' d  
n 
5 
r 
y 
.. u 
e 
a 
Modole 
occur 
c k 
j 9 
� � 
ny n9 
e h 
u 
0 
and Sahu . 
in Sahu only . 
4 only in Tobelo ; phonemic status uncertain . 
u reported for Galela , Tobelo , and Modole only . Phonemic status uncertain . 
e [ a J  as a phoneme only in Sahu . 
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9 . 2 .  Consonan t  corres pondences between the North Hal maheran l anguages 
The correspondences tabulated below 
bas is of the availabl e  data . 
NH '�p ,', p ," b *m 
PA P w b m 
MO P w b m 
TO P h , f 2 b m 
GA P P b m 
LO P w b m 
TB 
3 b p p ,w m 
SA p w b ,  ' b" m 
TE p , f 1 f b m 
TI ? f b m 
WM ? P b m 
NH ol:.c '�j "'ny '�k 
PA t d n k 
MO t d n 
TO t d n k 
GA t d n k 
LO t d n k 
TB t d n k 
SA c j ny 
TE c j ny k 
TI c j ? k 
WM j ? ? ¢ , k 3 
-kw ,� t 
w t 
W , ¢ 3 t 
w t 
w t 
w t 
¢ t 
W , ¢ 3 t 
w 
? 
? 
t 
t 
t 
'�g 
9 
9 
9 
9 
9 
9 1 g , k , ¢ 
g , k , ¢ 1 
9 
¢ , g 3 
I NO conditioning factor evident . 
2 0ial ectal di fference . 
have been tentatively worked 
'�d '�n '�s '� r 
d n s 1 
d n s , h 2 1 , ¢" 
d n h r 
d n s r , ¢ s 
d n s r 
d n s r 
d n s r ,  ' d , ¢ s 
d n s r , d ,  ¢ s 
d , 1 1 n s r , ¢ s 
d n s ? 
'�ng '�h '� D 
ng ¢ y 
ng ¢ d , ¢6 
ng h , ¢" e 
ng h d 
h , ¢" j ng  
ng ¢ d , ¢6 
ng  ¢ r 
¢ h h 
¢ h y 
¢ , ng 3 f ¢ 
out on the 
,� 1 
1 
1 , ¢" 
1 , ¢" 
1 
1 
1 , ¢" 
1 ,  ' d ,  , 5  
1 , d s 
1 
1 
,',s 
1 
h 
h 
s . 1 
J , r 
s 
r 
r 
? 
? 
3The first reflex occurs in initial position , the second in medial position . 
" Phonologically conditioned . 
sConditioned by the position in the word and by phonological factors . 6 d in non-verbs , ¢ in verbs . 
9 . 3 .  S UT1lTla ry of  t he maj or  consonan t  corres pondences between POC , PCP ,  a n d  the 
Central Papuan l anguages accordi ng to Ross 1 9 79 
poc p mp m w t n t , nj n s , s  
pCP p v b m w t d D 
PMT P v b m w t d D 
MTU P h b m v t ( s )  5 d d 
PWC P v b m w T d D 
LAL p , ¢ v b m v k ( S ) 6 d ( t )  9 t 
KUN f b f m v k ( S ) 6 d k ( s )  7 
GAB v (¢ ) 1 b m v k ( s )  6 d ( g ) S 9 
OOU h b m v k ( S ) 6 t t 
ROR b ( h ) 2 p m b ,w "  h t k 
MEK P P ( ¢ ) 3 f m f k 
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PEC P v b 
ARM p v b 
HUL p v b 
S I N  p V (�) 8 b 
POC d , n d ,  r l , y n , n  
PCP r R n 
PMT r R n 
MTU r 1 n 
PWC r R n 
LAL 1 n 
KUN j n 
GAB r ¢ n 
OOU r 1 n 
ROR r ¢ ( e ) 9 n 
MEK 1) ¢ , 1 9 n 
PEC 1 R n 
ARM 1 d n 
HUL 1 ¢ n 
SIN 1 ¢ n 
I pCp ":·v > ¢ / u 
2 pCp ,� v 
-
> h / s ometimes u 
3 pCp -;" v  sometimes > ¢ / u 
" PCP 'kw > W / a 
spCP ," t / 
-
i , e  > s 
6 pCp ,� t / 
-
i i n  GAB a l so > s and 
7pCp '� D > s / 
-
i 
BpCp ,�v > � before rounded vowels 
9 No d i s tributional rul e evident 
m 
m 
m 
m 
1) 
1) 
N 
¢ 
N 
n , ¢9 
n , ¢9 
n , ¢9 
n , ¢9 
n , ¢9 
n , ¢ 9 
1) 
� 
� 
� 
/ 
w 
w 
w 
w 
t 
¢ 
¢ 
t 
1)k 
k 9 
k 9 
k 9 � 
q 
¢ 
¢ 
¢ 
¢ 
¢ 
¢ 
r kk 9 
¢¢ k 
kk k 
kk g ,�9 
d 
r 
r 
d 
k , q  
q 
� 
� 
¢ 
¢ 
¢ 
¢ 
¢ 
¢ 
¢ 
� 
� , ¢ 9 
� , ¢9 
� 
r 
r 
r 
( r ) 9 r 
kw 
kv.' gw 
kw gw '-----...----=---' 
qw 
¢ 
¢ 
¢ 
¢ I , ¢ 
¢ 
kw ? 
w 
kw 
kw 
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S O U ND C HA N G E S  IN T H E  G O R O NTALO LAN G UA G E  
J .  Noorduyn 
1 .  I NTRODUCT ION  
The Gorontalo language ( G) is  spoken in the town o f  Gorontalo and its 
envi rons on the northernmost peninsula of the island of  Sulawesi or Celebes 
( Indonesia) , where the coas ts of  this long and narrow peninsula run i n  a generally 
wes t-east direction . The town of Gorontalo is  located on the south coast . 
G is the principal and bes t known dialect in a larger language area , which 
also includes other closely related languages or dialects , such as the Bunda 
dialect (Bd) , which is spoken in the Suwawa district to the east of the town of  
Gorontalo . 
The languages adj acent to the Gorontalo language area are those o f  Bolaang­
Mongondow (BM) to the eas t ,  and Buol , i . e .  Bwuolo ( Bw) , to the west . 
Throughout i ts vocabulary as well as in many of  its affixes G shows the 
effect of a comparatively large number of sound changes which must have taken 
place in the relatively recent history of the language . As a result the phonetic 
shape of many words has often radically changed and several morphophonemic 
alterations have come into being in its morphology . 
Since no data from older stages o f  G have been preserved,  these sound 
changes and the previous situation have to be reconstructed by comparing the 
pres ent-day G data with closely related languages or dialects in which these 
sound changes have not or have only partially taken place . 
The l anguage which has been used for this comparative purpose is  BM, 
because i t  has turned out that many BM words and affixes have the shape which 
thei r  G cognates must have had prior to the G sound changes . The synchronic 
evidence emerging from the comparison consists of  rules of  systematic corre­
spondence between the G - BM cognates . The diachronic hypothesis arising from 
these rul es of  correspondence is that sound changes corresponding to these rules 
have operated in G, starting from original forms which had the same shape as the 
BM cognates concerned . 
From the particulars of  these sound changes a further diachronic specifi­
cation emerges in that these sound changes appear to have operated in a definite 
relative order , which to a large extent can be reconstructed . 
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I t  follows from the above that this G - BM comparison is  a 10\l-level one , 
contributing to recognising G and BM as be longing to a first-level grouping and 
to es tablishing a G-BM proto-language , in which no higher-level grouping or 
proto-language needs to play a role . But , even though some remarkB as to the 
place of G-BM in a higher level grouping can be made , the next ste:? should be 
to put the G and BM data in the wider view of their PAN ancestry . Another step 
should be to investigate whether there are other languages which bt�long to the 
same grouping as G and BM , one of the l ikely candidates being Bw . This  is 
pos sibl e only when sufficient data from such other languages becom.� available .  
It has been possible to use BM for this comparative purpose b,=cause a large 
quantity of BM data is available in the grammar and dictionary published by 
Dunnebier ( 1 9 29-30  and 1951 ) . 
The G data used are mainly those published in Badudu ' s  morpho.logy of the 
verb ( 1982 )  and Pateda ' s  small dictionary ( 1 9 7 7 ) . 
In principle the Bd dialect can also be profitably used in this context for 
comparison with G and BM cognates , but at present this is only possible to a 
certain extent because of  the insufficiency of  the availabl e data . The main data 
and tentative conclus ions concerning this dialect are therefore pu't together in 
a separate section . For Bd there are only available the G - Bd - :�alay - Dutch 
wordlist  publ ished by Schroder in 1908 ,  which contains qui te a few printing 
errors and errors of notation , and a report on the structure o f  the Suwawa lan­
guage by M . M .  Kas im and others ( 19 79 ) , which does not incl ude a list of l exical 
data . 
A few lexical data o f  the Bw language are to be found in Van Andel ' s  list 
of  terms o f  customary law published in 1929 . Some observations based on these 
data are given in a separate section . 
2 .  THE PHONEMES OF G ( I NCLUD I NG Bd ) AND BM 
Both languages have the following phonemes , except for those in brackets , 
which occur in BM only . 
Vowels : a ,  e ,  i ,  0 ,  u 
Diphthong : (a  i )  , ( a u ) , ( ao ) , ( ea ) , (0 i )  , ( u i )  
Consonants : p ,  b ,  m ,  mb , (mp) 
t ,  d ,  n ,  nd , ( n t )  
c ,  j , n 
k ,  g ,  f) , f)g ,  ( f)k ) , ( f) f) ) 1 , r , y ,  W ,  5 ,  ( ns )  
? h , 
1 .  G vowels  occur either short or long , e . g .  a or a : . 
2 .  BM t preceding i is  replaced by s .  
3 .  G and B M  palatals occur only in loanwords , BM n also in the 3rd person 
possessive suffix . 
4 .  G has no final consonants ;  in BM all consonants except the pre nasalised 
ones , the palatals ,  y and h may occur word finally . 
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3 .  A NOTE ON SPEL L I NG 
The spell ing systems used for G by Badudu and by Pateda di f fer in one major 
respect . The former writes all glottal stops except word initially , using q ,  
and l eaves out w and y after u and i respectively . The latter writes all w and 
y wherever they occur but no glottal stop . For instance , the sequence ua means 
uwa in the former ' s  spelling and u?a in the latter ' s .  Both alternatives give a 
consistent spel ling . For the sake o f  clarity we use a combination o f  these 
spel ling systems , writing all glottal stops , even word initial ly ,  as wel l as all 
w and y .  
Badudu de fines n t  as a voiced consonant ( konsonan bers ua ra , 198 2 : 16 ) . 
Therefore we write nd in words in which Badudu and Pateda use n t .  Probably the 
d in nd is slightly different phonetically from the intervocalic or initial d .  
For BM we use Dunnebier ' s  spelling, apart from such usual replacements as 
u instead o f  oe . 
4 .  THE  G SOUND  CHANGES 
The Gorontalo sound changes which have been found in the comparative manner 
outlined above are listed below , each one i llustrated by an example of BM-G 
cognates , and in a sequence which is a highly random one as it is determined to 
a large degree by the particulars o f  the available examples . Since many examples 
show simultaneously the effect of more than one sound change , the examples in 
the list have for the sake o f  convenience been selected in such a way that none 
o f  them shows the effect o f  a sound change mentioned lower in the list . The 
sequence of the sound changes listed has been adapted to this principle wherever 
necessary . In this way several sound changes are illustrated more than once but ,  
besides a t  their proper place , only i n  examples occurring lower in the list . 
Some further particulars applying to this list are the following . 
1 .  The term ' sound change ' is for the sake o f  convenience defined as applying 
to loss or addition of a phoneme as well as to change of one phoneme into another . 
2 .  The figures in brackets ( 1 ) , ( 2 ) , etc . ,  which are used to indicate the 
successive sound changes in the list ,  serve as references to the sound changes 
as they occur in the list wherever they are mentioned again in this article . 
3 .  S ingle consonants mentioned in formul ating the sound changes are 
meant as those occurring either word initially or intervocal ically . 
prenasalised consonants are meant , these are mentioned separately as 
always 
Where 
such . 
4 .  The words ' be fore ' ,  ' after ' ,  and ' following ' as used in formulating the 
sound changes are always meant to denote the position immedia tel y before or 
after a particular phoneme . 
5 .  The BM-G cognates selected as examples in the list are always basically 
each other ' s  exact semantic equivalents in both languages , except in two cases . 
In BM another word than anak  ( sub ( 6 ) ) is in use for 'chiZd ' ,  but there exist 
the derivations mo�anak meaning 'young, smaZZ (of chi Zdren) , and i n anakan 
' Zarge famiZy, c Zan ' .  The second example mentioned sub ( 1 3) is  the only example 
found of the change of -mbo- to -mu- . 
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6 .  List of sound changes : 
( in arbitrary order) 
( 1 )  
( 2 )  
( 3 ) 
( 4 )  
( 5 ) 
( 6 ) 
( 7 )  
( 8) 
( 9 )  
( 10 )  
( 1 1 )  
( 1 2 )  
( 1 3 )  
( 14 )  
( 1 5 )  
( 1 6 )  
( 1 7 )  
( 1 8 )  
final ? was lost 
final a became 0 
k became ? 
initial ? before i became y 
and before other vowels w 
o was added after final consonant 
n became I 
9 became h 
b before u became h 
r became 
5 became t 
mb became m 
nd  became n 
o following b ,  mb , d ,  n d ,  g ,  became u 
a following b became 0 
a following mb , d ,  n d ,  g ,  �g became e 
mp became mb 
n t  became nd 
�k  became �g 
5 .  THE POS I T I ON OF THE BUNDA D IAL ECT 
BM 
p u l u? 
mata 
k i ta 
i ko 
a ta 
u t a t  
-anak 
dug i 
bu l an 
r u i t 
s i ku 
see ( 1 3 )  
t and i p  
bo l i 
kombot 
do l op 
bondo t 
agom 
batu  
bobag 
bomba� 
da l om 
tanda? 
bogan i 
na�ga 
ompu 
u n t u  
pa�ku l  
Examples : 
G 
p u l u 
mate 
? i to 
y j ?o 
wa to 
wutato 
wa l a?o 
d uh i 
h u l a l o  
I uw i to 
t j ? u 
and ( 1 5 )  
tan i po 
bu I i  
?omu to 
d u l opo 
bunuto  
wah umo 
bot u 
buboh u  
b ume�o 
de l omo 
tane 
b uhe l  i 
l a�ge 
wombu 
wundu 
pa�g u l o 
' ten ' 
'eye ' 
'u'e ' 
'you ' 
's lave ' 
'c rother ' 
'(;'hi ld ' 
'thorn ' 
'moon ' 
'pointed ' 
'elbow ' 
'i nsert ' 
'price ' 
'7c o .  jambu / 
I'ose hip ' 
'dive ' 
'l'otten ' 
'Bubmerge ' 
'Btone ' 
'Btrike ' 
'disperse '  
'deep ' 
'birthmark ' 
'brave ' 
'nangka fruit 
or tree ' 
, arandchild ' 
, earry on the 
head ' 
'hit ' 
The Bd dialect is in an in termediate position between G and BH as regards 
the G sound changes listed above . Several of them have operated in Bd too , but 
some have not .  There is , moreover , one sound change which is pecul iar to Bd . 
Because o f  the insufficiency of the quantity and reliability o f  the data 
avai lable for Bd this dial ect is discussed here briefly and in a very preliminary 
way . Several uncertainties have remained , some of which may be clari fied when 
better data become available .  But some may also be due to the influence of the 
G language , as G has a dominating position as regards Bd because of its much 
larger number of speakers and its cultural prestige . I t  is clear , however , that 
Bd in several respects is much closer to BM than G .  Its intermediate position 
serves to give addi tional support to the reconstruction of the G sound changes 
from a different angle . 
1 .  Final a has not changed , e . g .  mat a  'eye ', but k became ? ( 3 ) and initial ? 
became w or y ( 4 ) , e . g .  ? i t a 'we ', y i ?o 'you ', wata  'slave ' .  
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2 .  There are no final consonants because final ? was lost ( 1 )  and 0 was added 
after other consonants ( 5 ) , e . g .  pu l u  'ten '� wuta to 'brother ' .  
3 .  The consonants n ( 6 ) , 9 ( 7 ) , and b ( 8 )  have not changed , e . g .  wana?o 'child '� 
dug i 'thorn '� b u l a 'moon ' ( see 7 . 1 . 1 .b .  below) . 
4 .  But 5 changed into t ( 10 )  and mp into mb ( 16 ) , n t  into nd  ( 1 7 )  and �k into �g 
( 1 8 ) , e . g .  t i ? u 'elbow '� womb u 'grandchild '� b undu  - G h undu  - BM b un t u  'dike '� 
t u�gudo - G t u�gudu - BM t u�kud 'stick ' .  
5 .  Probably m b  and nd  did not change ( 1 1 )  and ( 1 2 ) , e . g .  t umbo l o  - G t umu l o  
'l ive '� t und u - G t unu - B M  t undu?  'show ' .  
6 .  Probably 0 became u fol lowing b ,  d ,  and 9 ( 1 3 ) unless these were originally 
final consonants , e . g .  b u l  i 'price '� du�ogo - G du�oh u - BM do�og 'hear '� gub i : 
- G h uy i  - BM gob i i 'night ' .  
7 .  Probably a did not change following voiced occlusive ( 1 4 )  and ( 1 5 ) , e . g .  
batu  'stone ' ,  d a l omo 'deep ' ,  bugan i 'brave ' .  
8 .  r did not change into 1 ( 9 )  but into h ,  e . g .  h i bu - G 1 i h u - BM r i b u 
'thousand '� habuto - G l ah uto - BM rabu t , yabut  'pul l out '� guhu  'teacher ' 
( Mal gu ru ) , t i n daho - G t i ne l o - BM s i nda r 'shine� light ' .  
9 .  Out o f  the l S  G sound changes S operated also i n  Bd ( viz . 1 ,  3 ,  4 ,  5 ,  10 , 
16 , 1 7 ,  lS )  and S did not ( vi z . 2 ,  6 ,  7 ,  S ,  1 1 , 1 2 ,  14 , 1 5 ) , one only partially 
( 1 3 ) and one was different ( 9 ) . 
6 .  THE POS I T ION O F  THE  BWUOLO LANGUAGE 
Because of the paucity of the data available for Bw only a few tentative 
conclusions can be made concerning the position of this language in comparison 
with G and B M .  They seem t o  b e  sufficient , however , to establish that some o f  
the same sound changes have operated in i t  a s  in G .  For some o f  these changes 
only one example was available , however , and for some others none , so that 
several uncertainties remain to be clari fied . 
1 .  Final ? was lost ( 1 ) , e . g .  pu l u  ' ten ' .  
2 .  Final a became 0 ( 2 ) , and 0 was added to other final consonants ( 5 ) , e . g .  
mato 'eye ' ,  ato  'slave ' ,  anako 'chi ld ' .  
3 .  a fol lowing b ,  d ,  or 9 became 0 ,  similar to ( 14 )  as far as ba i s  concerned 
but di ffering from ( 1 5 )  as to da and ga , e . g .  bogu - BM bagu  'new ' ,  do l omo 
'deep ' ,  bugon i 'brave ' .  
4 .  0 following b ,  d ,  or 9 became u ( 1 3 ) , e . g .  b ugon i 'brave '� du�ogu  - B M  do�og 
'hear ' .  
5 .  mb became m ( 1 1 )  and nd  became n ( 1 2 ) , e . g .  t i mo�o - BM s i mba� 'weigh '� 
tonono - BM tondan 'wages ' ( c f .  G ton e l o  'bride price ' ) . 
6 .  mp became mb ( 16 )  and n t  became nd ( 1 7 ) , e . g .  ombu  'grandahi ld '� gonda�o 
- BM gan ta� 'k . o .  measuring uni t ' .  
7 .  As can be seen from several examples mentioned above , k ,  n ,  g ,  and ini tial 
glottal stop did not change . 
S .  There is  one change which is peculiar to Bw , viz .  that b preceding u became 
bw ( as in the name Bwuolo itsel f ,  which i s  usually known as Buol ) , e . g .  bwuta  
B M  bu  ta? 'earth ' .  A s  a result the difference between "'bo and '�b Ll is  retained as 
bu  and bwu . 
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7 .  SOME IMPL I CAT IONS AN D FURTHE R  DETA ILS  O F  THE G SOUND CHANGES 
In the following paragraphs some further particulars are discussed showing 
what effects the sound changes have had on Gorontalo . 
One of  the most important questions is that of their regul arity . If these 
sound changes deserve this name they should be regular or exception less , accord­
ing to the classical definition of the term sound change or sound l �w i n  
comparative linguistics . It should b e  determined how regular they �re and , i f  
there are o r  seem to b e  exceptions , in how far these can be explained . A partial 
answer to this  question can be found in the way they have been formulated . 
Whereas several of  them have been defined as operating unconditional ly , others 
are stated to apply under specific conditions only , viz . initially , final ly , and 
preceding or following particular sounds . The latter may be considered to be 
exceptions to uncondi tional sound changes , regul arly explained within  the 
context of the sound changes themselves . Some more compl icated cas es follow 
below . 
In the present section exceptions occurring in loanwords are l eft aside 
provi sionally,  as they show speci fic di fferences , some of which class them 
together as a distinct group . They are discussed in a separate sec tion ( see 8 ,  
below )  . 
7 . 1 . The word end 
7 . 1 . 1 . I f  the sound change under ( 2 ) operated regularly the result would be that 
a never occurs word final ly . There are nonetheless several words which have a 
final a .  From those cases in which cognates exist in BM three reas �ns can be 
given for the occurrence of  final a .  
a .  Some of these words have original ly had a final ? ,  which was lo st according 
to ( 1 ) , so that only after th is loss of final ? the originally prefinal a became 
final , e . g .  
d i l a  - BM d i l a ? 'tongue ' ( 1 )  
d upa - B M  dupa?  'to forge ' ( 1 )  
h u ta - B M  buta?  'earth ' ( 8 ) , ( 1 )  
?o/y i n d a  - B M  i n t a ?  'one ' ( 4 ) , ( 1 7 ) , ( 1 )  
mama - B M  mama ? 'chew betel ' ( 1 )  
b .  I n  other cases , many o f  which are tri- o r  quadrisyllabic,  a fin�l n was lost 
after prefinal a .  Although there are several examples , this  loss of  final n 
can not be cal led a sound change in the same right as the others be cause there 
are other words which end in - a l o  as a refl ex of -an , such as t u l a l o  - BM t u l an 
'bone ' .  Pos sibly this loss o f  final n was in fact the ( sporadic)  l �ss of  final 
1 0  after a ,  e . g .  
d ut u l a - BM d u t unan 'river ' - 'river for bathing ' ( 6 )  
h u l awa - BM b u l awan 'gold ' ( 8 )  
hu t i ya - B M  gos i ?an 'rotan ' ( 7 ) , ( 1 3 ) , ( 10 )  
?o l owa l a  - B M  ko l oanan 'right hand ' ( 3 ) , ( 6 )  
?o l oQ i ya - B M  koroQ i an 'nob leman ' ( 3 ) , ( 9 )  
tamba l a  - B M  tampa l an 'spotted ' ( 1 7 )  
wu l  i pa - B M  u l  i pan 'centipede ' ( 4 )  
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In at least one case there i s  a semantic differentiation between the words 
with and without the final n or 1 0 ,  viz . hu l a l o  'moon, month ' and h u l a  'month 
(as a measuring unit) ', e . g .  wo l omo h u l a  'six months ' - BM onom no b u l an . 
In Bd this loss of  final n after a seems to be more regular or perhaps even 
exceptionless , e . g .  t u l a  'bone ' ,  bu l a 'moon ' ,  da l a  'road ' .  
A similar loss of  final 1 0  from n i s  met with i n  the verbal suffix -a  ( from 
-a l o ,  from -an ) , see sub 1 0 . 7 . 3 .  below , and may be regarded as the origin o f  the 
loss treated in the present subsection . 
c .  Occasionally we find other a final words which have lo st a final consonant 
other than 1 from n ,  e . g .  h u l a  - BM bu l ag 'albino ' .  
7 . 1 . 2 .  Originally final a ?  did not result in final a when this was preceded by 
mb , d ,  n d ,  or 9 because a changed into e in this position according to ( 1 5 ) . 
There are only examples of  words with original ly final nda ? , ga? , and probably 
mba ? , viz . 
tane  - BM tanda? 'birthmark ' ( 1 2 ) , ( 1 5 ) , ( 1 )  
bohe - B M  bag a ?  'abscess ' ( 1 4 ) , ( 7 ) , ( 1 5 ) , ( 1 )  
tohe - B M  toga ? 'larrp ' ( 7 ) , ( 1 5 ) , ( 1 )  
t i me - ( e . g .  Sangirese) t i mba? 'scoop out ' ( 1 1 ) , ( 1 5 ) , ( 1 )  
7 . 1 . 3 . The 0 which according to ( 5 ) was added after final consonant became u 
according to ( 1 3 ) when this consonant was b ,  d ,  or g .  This also happened when 
final a had changed into 0 according to ( 2 ) , while the preceding consonant was 
b ,  mb , { n) d ,  or g .  As a resul t  there are no words ending in *bo , *do , *ho ( from 
go) , "'mo ( from mbo) , or "' no ( from ndo) . Instead these words end in b u ,  d u ,  h u ,  
mu , o r  n u ,  e . g .  
wal)g ubu - B M  al)kub 'cover ' ( 4 ) , ( 18 ) , ( 5 ) , ( 1 3 ) 
wu 1 od u - BM u l od 'caterpi l lar ' ( 4 ) , ( 5 ) , ( 1 3 ) 
y i l i h u  - BM i l i g 'stream ' ( 4 ) , ( 7 ) , ( 5 ) , ( 1 3 )  
pobu - BM poba 'burn ' - 'burn lime ' ( 2 ) , ( 1 3 ) 
bohu - BM baga 'coal ' ( 1 4 ) , ( 7 ) , ( 2 ) , ( 1 3 ) 
t% nu  - BM onda 'where ' ( 1 2 ) , ( 2 ) , ( 1 3 ) ( to 'in, at ' )  
won u - BM onda 'if ' - 'where ' 
No examples have been found of  - d u  from -da , and of -mu from -mba . 
7 . 2 . I n i t i a l  gl ottal stop  and  i n i t i a l  semi vowel s 
Information from native speakers leaves no doubt that glottal stop occurs 
in initial position in a number of G words . According to sound change ( 3 ) it 
replaces k in that position as it does in intervocalic position . As a result of 
( 3 ) and ( 4 )  vowels do not occur word initially in G .  
I t  is less cl ear whether initial glottal stop also occurs in B M .  According 
to Dunnebier ( 19 29 : 31 7 )  an initial vowel is preceded by a ' soft b low ' (l ichte 
aanbl azing) to be distingui shed from glottal stop as a ' real consonant ' .  But 
M .  Charles ( 19 74 : 486 )  transcribes such BM words with initial q for glottal s top 
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presumably on the basis of  information from BM speakers . I f  nevertheless the 
former alternative is the correct one , the G sound change (4 ) might preferably be 
formulated as : y was added before ini tial i and w before other initial vowel s .  
It seems clear , however , that this sound change took place in word- initial 
position only , as can be seen from examples as BM onda 'where ' - G won u 'if ' and 
G to : n u 'where '�  in which the final 0 of the preposition to and the initial 0 
of  '�on u  have become 0 : ; and BM ompu 'grandohi ld� grandfather ' - G wombu 'grand­
child ' and t i yombu 'grandfather ' ,  in which the semivowel is not w but y ,  fol low­
ing the final i of the ' personal articl e '  t i  ( from s i ,  as in Malay , but not in 
BM) . The same is the case in G t i : 10 'mother ' and t i yamo 'father ' from ,', i na 
and *ama ( BM i na ?  and ama? , contra 7 . 1 . 1 . a . ) . Simi larly the term wa l i -wa l i 
'k . o .  social class ' may be pronounced with two w ' s  but also as wa l i ya l  i .  
7 . 3 . Convergence and homonymy 
In several cases two or more sound changes have directly or indirectly led 
to the same result , though starting from different origins . I n  consequence there 
is a marked tendency towards convergence o f  sounds in G ,  which in some cases 
resulted in the emergence of  new homonyms . Some examples are given below . 
Since both 9 and b (before u) changed into h ,  ini tial h u  in present-day G 
may be the re flex of either gu  or b u ,  e . g .  
huwoto - BM g u?ot 'gums ' ( 7 ) , ( 4 ) , ( 5 ) 
huwo?o - BM buok 'hair ' ( 8 ) , ( 3 ) , ( 5 ) 
Final h u  may be the reflex o f  ga , g u , go , or b u ,  e . g .  ( with two pai rs of  new 
homonyms ) : 
boh u - BM baga 'coal ' ( 14 ) , ( 7 ) , ( 2 ) , ( 1 3) 
boh u  - BM bagu 'new ' ( 14 ) , ( 7 ) 
wah u  - BM agow 'to rob ' ( 4 ) , ( 7 ) , ( 1 3 ) (BM -ow from -0) 
wahu - BM a b u  'ashes ' (4 ) , ( 8 )  
Similarly both n and r changed into 1 ,  s o  that 
n ,  r ,  or 1 ,  e . g .  (with two sets of new homonyms ) :  
hu l  i - BM b u l  i ' loose ' ( 8 ) 
h u l  i - BM bun i 'conceal ' ( 8 ) , ( 6 )  
hu l  i - B M  b u l  i ?  'underside ' - 'buttocks ' ( 8 ) , ( 1 )  
h u l  i - Bd g u l  i 'to install ' ( 7 )  
mu l o  - BM muna 'first '  ( 6 ) , ( 2 )  
mu l o  - B M  mu l a  ' to plant ' ( 2 )  
t u l  udu - BM t u l  u d  'push off ' ( 5 ) , ( 1 3 ) 
t u l ub u  - BM tu rub 'burn ' ( 9 ) , ( 5 ) , ( 1 3 )  
i n  G may be the refl ex o f  
Other sound changes may also bring about new homonyms , e . g .  
t i yo - BM s i a  'he ' ( 1 0 ) , ( 2 ) 
t i yo - BM 5 i ow 'nine ' ( 1 0 )  
7 . 4 .  Some pl ace names 
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7 . 4 . 1 . The G pronunciation of names of  places outside the G territory naturally 
shows the effect of the G sound changes and presents good evidence if the original 
names are known . Some examples are the following : 
Mo�onu  - BM Mo�ondow ( 1 2 ) , ( 1 3 )  
Mo l ad u  - B M  Monado ( Manado o r  Menado , the capital o f  Minahasa) ( 6 ) , ( 1 3 ) 
H uwa - Gowa ( Makassarese kingdom in South Celebes )  ( 7 ) , ( 1 3 )  
Huwo l o  - Bw Bwuo l o  - B M  Buo l  ( 8 ) , ( 5 ) 
? Uwane�o - Kuwanda� ( place on the north coas t)  ( 3 ) , ( 1 2 ) , ( 1 5 ) , ( 5 ) 
Bodu - BM Bado? ( the Bajo sea-nomads ) ( 14 ) , ( 1 3 ) , ( 1 )  
B une - Bd B unda  ( 1 2 ) , ( 1 5 ) 
The last comparison shows that the original name must have been "'Bon da ? ,  
in which the changes ( 1 3 )  and ( 1 )  have operated both in G and in Bd . I f  B unda 
was the original form ,  the G one should have been '�h unu . 
7 . 4 . 2 .  The G name for Gorontalo is  H u l onda l o ,  which can be explained as the 
regular resul t  of the sound changes ( 7 ) , ( 1 3 ) , ( 9 )  and ( 1 7 ) . This is partly but 
not completely confirmed by the Bd and BM forms of this  name . The origin of 
the first 1 is uncertain .  I t  can be the G reflex o f  1 ,  r ,  or n ,  which in Bd 
are reflected as 1 ,  h ,  and n .  The Bd form of  the name is . Go l onda l o ,  however , 
and the BM form is Gonon ta l on . This  conflicting evidence can be explained by 
as suming that the BM form is the original one and the Bd one is a borrowing 
from G dating from a time when n had become 1 and n t  had become n d  in G but the 
other G sound changes concerned had not yet taken place . The final n of the BM 
form , which may have dropped in both G and B d ,  seems to confirm that the BM form 
was the original one . The possibility that at one time the name was pronounced 
Go l on ta l o  is confirmed by i ts form in Makassarese , which is Go l on ta l o .  
7 . 5 .  Sema n t i c  change 
Al though the G - BM cognates given as examples have been iimited to those 
which show no or only a small semantic difference , there are several others in 
which semantic change has clearly taken place , e . g .  
b i l oh u  'to see ' - B M  b i l og 'b lind ' ( 7 ) , ( 1 3 )  
y i l a l uhu  ' town ' - BM i na l ug 'village road ' ( 4 ) , ( 6 ) , ( 7 ) , ( 5 ) , ( 1 3 )  
? u l u ? u  'hand ' - B M  kon uku  'nai l o f  the finger ' ( 3 ) , ( 6 )  (with assimilation o f  
o into u )  
wa l i to 'animal skin ' - B M  a l  i t  'rope made of animal skin ' ( 4 ) , ( 5 ) 
8 .  BORROWI NGS 
There are quite a few Gorontalo words which were borrowed from other lan­
guages such as Arabic ,  Malay/Indones ian or Dutch . Very few , if any , of  these 
borrowings show the effects of  the G sound changes whenever these are appl icabl e .  
Most o f  them do so only partially or not at all . In many cases one particular 
sound change is applied but another one not . Some sound changes hardly ever 
occur in loanwords , others occur in some words but not in others . Sometimes there 
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are two variants of  a loanword , one with and one without the sound change con­
cerned . There is also a di fference depending on the educational level of  the 
speaker , in such a way that the knowledge of  Malay/Indonesian tends to increase 
the number of  cases in which the sound changes are not applied in borrowings 
from this language . 
8 . 1 . Loanwords which have been affected by every applicable sound change are 
scarce . Even the following two examples pose some probl ems . 
t i h i 'mosque ' - BM s i g i  ( 1 0 ) , ( 7 ) , from Malay mas i g i t  'mosque ' which is 
ul timately from Arabic masj i d  'place of prostration ' .  There is a semantic 
difference in that in BM s i 9 i is a ( non-Mus lim)  'smaU viUage temple ' and 
mas i g i  is 'mosque ' .  Nevertheless it seems most plausibl e  that both t i h i  and 
s i g i  are loanwords . wada l a  'horse ' ( not in BM ; c f .  BM kaba l o  'horse ' from 
Spanish)  is ultimately derived from Jav . '�aj a ran  'trained animal ' ( 4 ) , ( 9 ) , 
d from j ,  and final n dropped according to 7 . 1 . 1 .b .  above . l The a instead o f  
e after d is a n  exception to sound change ( 16 ) , possibly caused by the palatal 
origin of this d .  
8 . 2 .  The way in which various G sound changes have affected borrowings is 
further exempl i fied below . 
8 . 2 . 1 . Final a hardly ever changed into 0 according to ( 2 ) . An example is  
perhaps to l i mo 'receive ' ,  i f  this is a loan from Malay t a r i ma ( c f . BM t a r i ma 
explained as borrowed from Malay) and not inherited . 
8 . 2 . 2 .  I nitial ? is  hardly ever replaced by semivowel according to ( 4 ) ; 
wada l a  'horse ' is the only example I have found . As a result there are several 
loanwords with initial vowel ( preceded by ? )  which is not the result of the loss 
of initial k ,  e . g .  ?a l aba?a  'Wednesday ' ( Mal/Ar a rba ?a )  ( Pateda : a raba ? a ) . On 
the other hand there are some exampl es of  the loss of initial k according to ( 3 ) , 
e . g .  ?ap i ta l a u 'admiral ' ( Mal kap i tan l au t ) , ? a tete l a 'ketela ' ,  ? up i ya 'kopiah� 
fez ' .  In many words the k has been preserved , e . g .  kapu ter:l i 'captain ' ( Du 
kap i t e i n ) , n i ka 'marry ' ( Mal/Ar n i kah ) . 
8 . 2 . 3 . Hardly any borrowing has 0 added after final consonant according to ( 5 ) . 
An example is perhaps kay i to 'hook ' ( Mal ka i t ) , which exists bes ide ?ay i to 
'hook ' ( c f .  BM ka i t 'to knit ') . 
In most other cases the vowel added after final consonant of  loanwords is  
ei ther i ( unless the final consonant is  a labial ) or  u ,  while at  the same time 
the penultimate vowel is usually lengthened . Exampl es with final i are : bas i 
'craftsman ' ( Du baas ) , d i : k i I i  ( Mal/Ar d i k i r ) , ka : pa 1 i 'ship ' ( Mal kapa 1 )  , 
ka : y i n i  'cloth ' ( Mal ka i n ) , ku : r af) i 'less ' ( Mal ku rar:l ) , ka : n tor i 'office ' ( Mal/ 
Du kan to r ) ,  me : ma r:l i  'certainly ' ( Mal memar:l) , pa : ta l i 'market ' ( Mal pasar ) , 
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ra : cun i 'poison ' ( Mal racun) , s aba r i  'patient ' ( Mal s a ba r ) . The vowel is u i f  
the final consonant is a labial , e . g .  ? i ma : mu 'imam ', capu  'seal ' ( Mal cap ) , 
sababu 'because ' ( Mal/Ar sabab ) , l emu 'glue ' ( Mal/Ou l em) , bomu 'harbour ' ( ou 
boom) , ko l opu 'al l  right ' ( ou k l op t ) , but also in some other cases , e . g .  boku 
'bay ' ( ou bocht ) , roku 'frock ' ( ou rok) , bo : roku  'bail ' ( ou bo rg ) , ba : I)g u r u t u  
'bankrupt ' ( ou bankroet ) ,  b u :  t u l  u 'bottle ' ( Mal bote I )  • 
8 . 2 . 4 .  There are few examples of n which changed into I according to ( 6 ) , e . g .  
t a  I a I a 'trousers ' ( Mal ce I ana )  . 
8 . 2 . 5 . Often but not always 9 changed into h according to ( 7 ) , e . g . da : hal) i 
'commerce ' ( Mal d agal) ) , but da : g i l) i  'meat ' ( Mal dag i l) ) , h a l a t i  'glass ' ( Mal/Ou 
ge l a s ) , h u l a  'sugar ' ( Mal/Skt g u l a ) , h una 'utility ' ( Mal g una ) , naha or naga 
'dragon ' ( Mal/Skt naga ) , l ah u  'song ' ( Mal l ag u) , but ga : r i s i  'line ' ( Mal ga r i s ) , 
etc . 
8 . 2 . 6 .  Mostly r changed into I according to ( 9 ) , e . g .  g u l u  'schoolmaster ' 
(Mal/Skt g u ru ) , h a l ahad i 'saw ' ( Mal ge rgaj i ) , l uh i  ' loss ' ( Mal rug i ) , s u : ka l i 
'difficult ' ( Mal s uka r ) , but also g u ru , rug i occur . 
8 . 2 . 7 .  There are some exampl es of  the change of  b u  into h u  according to ( 8 ) , 
e . g .  s a h u t u  'Saturday ' from '�s abut u ( Mal/Ar sab t u) and tah uda 'word ' from "'s a buda 
( Mal/Skt sabda )  . 
8 . 2 . 8 . Usual ly 5 changed into t according to ( 1 0 ) , e . g .  ka : t u l u 'mat tress ' 
( Mal kas u r) , tababu 'because ' ( Mal/Ar sabab ) , t u : ka l i 'difficult ' ( Mal s uka r ) , 
though in many cases 5 remained . 
8 . 2 . 9 .  There are few examples o f  the change of 0 into u following b ,  d ,  or 9 
according to ( 1 3 ) , e . g .  b u : t u l u 'bottle ' ( Mal boto l ) ,  d u : b u l u 'double ' ( Mal/Ou 
dobo l ) ,  d usa 'sin ' ( Mal/Skt dosa ) , h uhuhu  'grand vizier ' (BM gogugu  from Ternatan 
(j ou)  gugu ) . 
8 . 2 . 1 0 . In most cases mp changed into mb , and I)k into I)g according to ( 16 )  and 
( 1 8) , e . g .  pomba 'pump ' ( Mal/Ou pompa ) , ?o : l)gos i 'expenses ' ( Mal/Ou ol)kos ) , 
pa : l)ga t i  'rank ' ( Mal pal)ka t ) . 
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8 . 3 .  The loanwords in G as briefly described above consti tute a heterogeneous 
group of words , as is usually the case in any language . As they were adopted 
from structurally quite different languages and presumably at different times in 
the pas t ,  they have been adapted to the existing G sound structure in various 
ways and degrees . This in itsel f is a general characteristic which classes 
them together as a separate group . A second more speci fic one is the fact that , 
as mentioned sub 8 . 2 . 3 .  above , the vowel added after final consonant is not 0 
according to the earlier sound change ( 5 )  but i or u according to more or less 
strictly applied rul es . 
At the same time many examples of  loanwords in which G sound changes did 
take plac e ,  show most clearly that the particulars of these sound changes were 
the same as those found in the inherited part of the vocabulary . 
9 .  UNE XPLA I N ED EXCEPT IONS 
There are a number of  G words which , while not obviously recogni sable as 
borrowings , do not show the effect of  the appl icable sound change as it should 
have been expected from comparable cases . Most conspicuous are those which 
clearly have cognates in BM . They do not invalidate the evidence for the sound 
changes as it has been given earlier , but should be regarded as unexplained 
exceptions as long as no acceptable explanation has been found . 
We give some examples of  the most  obvious cases . 
9 . 1 . Some words have initial ha- ,  which should have become he i f  i t  reflected 
ga according to ( 1 5) as in e . g .  het uto - BM gatu t  'hundred '� viz . 
hama - BM gama? 'take ' 
hawu - BM gau  'cigare tte ' 
9 . 2 .  A number of G words have initial da , which should have become de according 
to ( 1 5 ) as e . g .  in deheto - BM dagat  'sea ', viz . 
da l a l o - BM da l an 'road ' 
damahu  - BM damag 'resin ' 
da l ah u  - BM da rag 'yellow leaf ' - 'yel low ' (but G l a l ahu  Bd dahago 'yel low ' )  cf . 
also datahu  'fla t� level '� not in BM but clearly from '·'da tag . 
9 . 3 .  A number of  G words have initial ba , which should have become bo according 
to ( 14 )  as e . g .  in bot u l o  - BM ba tun 'ascend ' .  Some of them have cognates in 
BM , viz . 
ba ta�a - BM ba ta�an  'body ' - 'personal appearance '  
ba ta�o - BM bata�  'stem ' 
ba t a ?o - BM batak 'bad-mannered ' 
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9 . 4 .  A number of  G words have one or more k ' s  for which 1 should have been 
expected according to ( 3 ) . Some of them have BM cognates , vi z .  
k i k i l 010 - BM k i l ok 'tickte ' 
kokobu - BM kokob 'bite ' - 'chew something hard ', c f .  e . g .  10?od u - BM kokod 
'embrace ' . 
1 0 .  AFF IXES  AND MORPHOPHONEMIC  ALTERNAT IONS 
1 0 . 1 . Quite a few of  the G verbal and nominal affixes show the effect of  one or 
more of the sound changes , leading in some cases to morphophonemic al ternations . 
We give the following exampl es . 
1 0 . 1 . 1 .  The verbal prefix mo has several al lomorphs , among which in the first 
place moN- may be mentioned . The nasal replaces the initial consonant of  the 
base to which the prefix is added and is either m or Q .  The m occurs i f  the 
initial consonant of the base is p ,  b ,  or h ;  the Q only if the initial consonant 
is k ,  ? ,  W or y ,  e . g .  
put uto 
b i ya h u  
huwa to 
kokob u  
?u 1 ud u 
wu l i 
y i 1 u : 
momut uto 'to wrap up ' (BM pu t u t )  
mom i yahu  'to care for '  ( B M  b i ag : mom i ag )  
momuwa to 'to tift ' ( BM buat  : momuat 'to tift ', 
moQokobu  'to bite ' ( BM kokob : moQokob 'to chew 
mOQu? udu  'to remove scates ' ( BM kukud : mOQukud 
moQu l  i 'to revert to previous condition ' (BM u l  i ?  
mOQ i l u  'to drink ' ( BM i n um : mOQ i n um) . 
, to go upwards ' )  
something hard ' )  
'to scrape ' )  
: mODu l i 'to recover ' )  
The cases i n  which initial h is  replaced by m are restricted to those in 
which h is  followed by u and are therefore explicable , as in the example given , 
by the sound change ( 8 )  ( b u  became hu ) . In the same way the replacement of 
initial ? ,  w and y by D can be explained by the sound changes ( 3 )  (k became 1 ) 
and ( 4 )  ( 1 became w or y ) , respective ly . 
1 0 . 1 . 2 .  Most bases with initial w and y ,  however , have an al lomorph of  the 
prefix , in which the initial consonant is replaced by h ,  while a fol lowing 
initial w is replaced by e ,  and 0 fol lowing initial w by u .  These replacements 
are expl icable by the sound changes ( 7 )  ( g  became h ) , ( 1 5 )  ( ga  became ge) , and 
( 1 3 )  ( go became gu ) , as is confirmed by BM cognates , e . g .  
y i mo?o moh i mo?o ' to co Uect ' (BM i mok : mog i mok)  
wu l i 1 0  mohu l  i 1 0  'to steer ' ( BM u l  i n  : mogu l  i n ) 
wa l u to mohe l u to 'to invite ' (BM anut  : moganut )  
wot uto mohut uto 'to pass gas ' ( BM otu t  : mogot ut )  
This implies that diachronically the h did not replace initial w or y ,  
since the latter never occurred in this position , which in the prefixed verb 
was not the initial one . In fact the allomorph moh- is  a reflex of  the prefix 
mog - ,  which occurs in BM, where it is prefixed to vowel-initial bases only . 
Clearly the same limitation o f  occurrence once applied to moh- in G and therefore 
may be ascribed to Proto-G-BM .  
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Both G moh - and BM mog - alternate with mo�- in such a way that every given 
base concerned has unpredictably either the former or the latter prefix ( i n  BM 
sometimes both occur with the same base with semantic di fference) . Sometimes a 
difference can be observed in this respect between G and BM,  e . g .  wunemo : 
moh unemo 'to cure ' - BM undam : mo�undam . 
1 0 . 1 . 3 .  Bases with initial t have an allomorph of  the prefix in which t is 
replaced by 1 .  This can be explained by the as sumption that originally this t 
was replaced by its homorganic nasal n ,  which afterwards changed into 1 according 
to ( 6 ) , e . g .  tone?o : mo 1 0ne?0 'to take soundings ' - BM tondak : monondak . 
1 0 . 2 .  Simi larly the preterital prefix 1 0- reflects no- ( BM idem) as a resul t o f  
sound change ( 6 ) . 
1 0 . 3 . The prefix ?o- denoting possession , which is not dealt with in Badudu 1982 
and treated as an independent particle in Pateda 1977 , is the reflex of  ko­
according to ( 3 ) , e . g .  pa 1 i 'wound ' : ?opa 1 i 'wounded ' - BM pa 1 i ?  : kopa 1 i ?  . 
Formally the same prefix occurs with numerals , e . g .  wopato 'four ' : ?o : pato 
'fourth ' - BM opat : koopa t .  
1 0 . 4 . The prefix mo?o- , meaning 'to be abZe to ' ,  is the reflex o f  moko- (BM 
idem) according to the sound change ( 3 ) , e . g .  mo?od u�ohu 'to be abZ e  to hear ' -
BM mokodo�og . 
1 0 . 5 . The prefix moh i - ,  meaning 'to wear (a piece of cZothing) ', is the reflex 
of mog i - (BM idem) according to sound change ( 7 ) , e . g .  moh i sapa tu  'to have shoes 
on ' - BM mog i s apa t u .  
1 0 . 6 .  There are two infixes , the passive/preterital - i 1 - and the futural - um- . 
The former is the reflex of - i n- according to ( 6 ) . It may be infixed within 
prefixes , e . g .  ?o- : ? i 1 o - (BM ko- : k i no- ) . When it is infixed in a base which 
has initial w ,  this consonant is replaced by y according to sound change ( 4 ) , 
e . g .  woh i : y i 1 0h i  'give ' ( BM ogo i : i nogo i ) . 
In those cases in which the change of an initial consonant is conditioned by 
the occurrence of a particular vowel immediately following it , or the change of  
vowel by  the occurrence of a speci fic consonant immediately preceding it , such as 
according to ( 8 )  ( bu became hu ) , or ( 1 3 )  ( do became du ) , it might have been 
expected that these changes did not occur if an infix was placed between this 
consonant and the immediately following vowel . Some examples of  this expected 
phenomenon occur . 
When we compare G d umod upo 'morning ' and d u : d upa 'earZy in the morning ' 
with BM mododop 'earZy ', it is clear that do changed to d u  twi ce according to 
( 1 3 ) , but not where d and 0 were separated by the infix - um- . S imilarly , when 
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comparing G bubohu  'hit ' and b i l oboh u 'hit (pass . ) ' with B M  bobag 'hit '� w e  see 
that bo changed to bu according to ( 1 3 ) , but not where b and 0 were separated 
by the infix - i l - .  Other examples are : b u l i 'price ' but b i l o l i 'debt ' - BM bo l i 
'debt� price '� and h u t u  'penis ' but b i l u t uwa 'castrated ' - BM b u t u? 'penis ' .  
G h u l o?o ' to sit ' has no cognate i n  B M  nor i n  B d ,  and the initial h could there­
fore have originated from b or from g .  That the former was actual ly the case 
appears from the noun b i l u l o? a  'seat ' ( not in Pateda , but found in a G poem) . 
Probably 
day l anguage . 
separates the 
'wi ll snatch ' 
these are exceptional occurrences , 
Usually this kind o f  sound change 
consonant and the vowel concerned , 
- BM dag i t  : d umag i t .  
however,  at least in the present­
also appl ies when an infix 
e . g .  deh i to 'snatch ' : d umeh i to 
1 0 . 7 .  The suffix -a occurs in various morphological functions , among which the 
imperative may be specially mentioned here . As to its morphophonemic aspects , 
however,  i t  can be treated as one and the same suffix in all its functions . 
1 0 . 7 . 1 . I t  shows the effect of sound changes in cases of  bases to which 0 was 
added after final consonant according to ( 5 ) . When the suffix was present , the 
final consonant of  the bas e was no longer final and therefore 0 was not added 
here , or , in other words , the suffix was added immediately after the final 
consonant of the base . The synchronic resul t  is that the final 0 of such bases 
is replaced by the suffix,  e . g .  pu t u to 'wrap up ' ( BM p u t u t )  : p u t u t a  'wrap up ! ' .  
This also happened when the final consonant o f  the base was b ,  d ,  or g .  
The suffix -a was added immediately after these,  but then changed into e accord­
ing to ( 1 5 ) , j ust  as the 0 added after the final consonant of such bases changed 
into u according to ( 1 3) . The synchronic result is  that the suffix - a  appears 
as -e replacing final u ,  e . g .  
t u l ub u 'burn ' ( BM t u rub )  : t u l ube 'burn! ' 
t u l udu 'push ' (BM t u l ud )  : t u l ude 'push ! '  
t unuh u  'fo l low ' ( BM tundug )  : t un uhe 'fo l low ! ' 
1 0 . 7 . 2 .  In some cases the suffix is  synchronically not - a  but -ma , - l a ,  or 
even -a l a .  These exceptional cases can be explained as the result of the loss 
of  the final consonant of  the base ( together with that of  the 0 added after i t  
and , i n  the last mentioned case , of the a preceding i t )  in other derivations . 
There are at leas t three examples which have cognates in BM showing that this 
was what happened , vi z .  
y i l u  'drink ' : y i l uma 'drink ! ' - BM i n um 
wawo 'weave ' : wawo l a  'weave ! '  - BM abo l (with ass imilation of b to w ? )  
pota 'carry on the shouZder ' : po ta : l a 'carry on the shouZder ! ' - BM po taan . 
1 0 . 7 . 3 .  The fact that this  -a  suffix did not change into -0 according to ( 2 ) , 
although it is a final vowel ,  must mean that it was not yet final when this 
sound change took place and that a final consonant following it was lost 
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afterwards . This final consonant must have been n and the suffix in fact was the 
wel l-known suffix -an , as is proved by BM, where -an occurs in many cases with 
the same morphological functions as -a and its allomorphs in G ,  among others that 
of the imperative . Some examples out of many are the following : 
y i 1 uma 'drink! ' - BM i n uman 'drink of it! ' 
1 i tode 'twine ! '  - BM 1 i todan 'roZZ  up ! '  
p i  tot a 'tighten." - BM p i  tot an 's trangle (with a rope) ." 
This loss of the final n is analogous to that in trisyllabic nouns such as 
hu l awa 'go ld ' ( BM b u l awan )  mentioned earlier ( see sub 7 . 1 . 1 . b .  above ) . 
As regards the -a suffix as imperative it may be conc luded that this , 
contrary to Adriani ' s  statement ( 1 90 8 : 1 6 3 )  on this point in his remarks about 
the Gorontalo language , is not the ' conj unctive ' or ' irrealis ' suffix -a , which 
is found in several languages such as Javanese , Makassarese and some Bisayan 
dialects with imperative meaning among others . I f  it existed in G ,  it should 
have become -0 according to the sound change ( 2 ) . 
The reason why the suffix -an lost its final n in G may have been that it 
regul arly should have become - and possibly first did become -a l o ,  whereas 
- 1 0  also exists as a suffix as well as a separate particle . I t  may occur in 
combination with the imperative -a with emphatic meaning , e . g .  t a l  i 'buy ' : 
t a l  i a  'buy ." : t a l  i a l o  'do buy ! ' .  
1 0 . 8 . The 3rd person possessive suffix has two allomorphs , viz . - i yo and - l i yo ,  
which refl ect - "' i a  and - '�n i a  according to the sound changes ( 2 ) and ( 6 ) . In BM 
they are -ea and -na , the former occurring after final consonant ( except ? ) , the 
latter after final vowel ( and ? ) . The same distribution ( ?  l eft aside) must 
have existed in G prior to the addition of 0 after final consonant according to 
( 5 ) . As a resul t  the al lomorph - i yo is suffixed to words ending in this 0 but 
then replacing this final vowel , e . g .  wa l a ?o 'chi ld ' : wa l a ? i yo 'his child ', 
but e . g .  wa to 's lave ' : wa to l i yo 'his s lave ' .  Historically the 0 of sound 
change ( 5 ) was never added to words like wa l a ? i yo s ince there was no final 
consonant because of the presence of the suffix . 
This phenomenon can be used as a means to find out whether or not a final 0 
or u is diachronically an added one according to ( 5 ) . For example , the assumption 
that b i : h u ' lip ' is the cognate of BM b i b i g  according to ( 5 ) , ( 7 ) and with loss 
of  the second b ,  is confirmed by b i  : h i yo 'his lip ' .  
1 1 . RELAT I V E  ORDER 
I f  the several sound changes are compared among each other , it can be 
remarked that some of them are interrelated with certain others in that they 
concern the same phoneme in di fferent ways . I f  these interrelated sound changes 
are analysed under the as sumption that sound changes operate exceptionless within 
their respective conditional limi ts and within a certain l imited time , it appears 
to be possible to establish the relative order in which such interrelated sound 
changes took place . 
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1 1 . 1 .  In some cases a certain phoneme was lost in all its occurrences as the 
result of one sound change , but the same phoneme re-emerged elsewhere as the 
resul t  of another sound change , e . g .  all n ' s were lost after they had become 1 
according to ( 6 ) , but n re-emerged when d in nd had become lost according to 
( 1 2 ) ; similarly initial ? was lost after it had become w or y according to (4 ) 
but re-emerged in other words as the resul t o f  the change of k into ? according 
to ( 3 ) . This  implies that these changes occurred in both cases in the order in 
which they have been mentioned j ust  now , i . e .  the change of n into 1 took place 
and ceased operating before that of nd into n began operating , sinc e otherwise 
n from nd would also have become 1 .  Similarly the change of ? into w/y pre­
dated that of k into ? 
1 1 . 2 .  In some cases it can be observed that more than one sound change must 
have taken place in one and the same position in a given word , which implies that 
one of these changes operated later in time than the other . Their relative order 
follows from the de·tails of the changes concerned . For exampl e ,  i f  bohu is  the 
reflex o f  '�baga , the final a can only have become u ,  i f  it changed into 0 accord­
ing to ( 2 )  first , since otherwise a following 9 would become e according to ( 1 5 ) . 
This  means that the change of final a into 0 ( 2 )  predated that of go into g u  ( 1 3 ) 
and that o f  ga into ge ( 1 5 ) . 
Another example i s  on u in to : n u  'where '� BM onda . The final a became 0 
according to ( 2 )  first , then changed into u following nd according to ( 1 3 ) , 
after which n d  became n according to ( 1 2 ) , the relative order thus being onda > 
ondo > ondu > on u .  
A comparable case is the fol lowing . I f  tohe 'Zamp ' i s  the reflex o f  toga?  
(BM idem) , the loss of final ? according to  ( 1 )  must have postdated the change 
of final a into 0 according to ( 2 ) , s ince otherwise the a in ga?  would have 
become final and would then have changed into 0 ,  and this into u fol lowing 9 
according to ( 1 3 ) . This  means that the change of  final a into 0 ( 2 )  predated 
the loss of final ? as well as the change of go into g u  ( 1 3) . 
1 1 . 3 .  There are also sound changes which must have taken place at the same time , 
such as ( 1 3 ) , 0 following (m) b ,  ( n ) d ,  or 9 became u ,  since this can be formulated 
as : 0 following voiced stop became u .  This  implies that the change of 9 into h 
( 7 ) mus t have postdated ( 1 3 ) , since otherwise the final syllable of  '�bago ( from 
"'baga ) would have become "'ho instead of  h u .  For the same reason the change of  
ba into bo  ( 14 )  must have postdated ( 1 3) , since otherwise the first syllabl e o f  
boh u  ( from "'baga)  would not have remained b o  but would have become b u .  
Similarly the change o f  b u  into h u  ( 8 )  must have predated ( 1 3 ) , since 
otherwise bu from bo ( 1 3 ) would also have changed into h u .  
Similarly the change o f  a following mb , ( n ) d ,  or 9 into e ( 1 5) must have 
predated that of 9 into h ( 7 ) , since otherwise "' tog a would have become "' toha 
instead of tohe . 
But the change of  ba into bo ( 14 )  must have predated ( 1 5 ) , since otherwise 
ba would also have become be according to ( 1 5 ) , and it must have postdated ( 1 3 ) , 
since otherwise bo from ba would have become b u  according to ( 1 3 ) . 
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1 1  . 4 . The changes of mb to m and nd  to n ( 1 1 )  and ( 1 2 )  are in"terrelated as in 
both cases voiced stops preceded by homorganic nasal were lost , but apparently 
there was no analogous change of I)g into I) ( cf .  1 al)ge from '� na f)ga according to 
( 1 5 ) . Examples such as kombot - ?omuto 'k . o .  jambu / rose hip 'J tondok - ton u?o 
'fence ' ,  as well as bombaf) - bume f)o 'disperse ' and s i nda r - t i ne l o  ' light ' show 
that these changes postdated both ( 1 3 )  and ( 1 5 ) . 
The changes of mp into mb , n t  into nd , and I)k into I)g ( 1 6 ) , ( 1 7 )  and ( 18 )  
clearly postdated those of mb into m and nd into n ( 1 1 ) and ( 1 2 ) , since other­
wise the voiced stops res ulting from the former would have become lost as a 
result o f  the latter . 
1 1 . 5 . I t  fol lows from the foregoing subsections that there are three pairs of  
interrelated sound changes as  well as a group o f  seven , all  of  the latter involv­
ing voiced stops , for which the relative order within the pair or group is  
certain , namely : 
A .  l .  final a > 0 ( 2 )  
2 .  loss of final ? ( 1 )  
B .  l .  ini tial ? > w/y 
2 .  k > ? ( 3 ) 
C .  l .  n > ( 6 )  
2 .  n d  > n ( 1 2 )  
o .  l .  bu  > h u  ( 8) 
2 .  { m) bo > (m) b u ,  { n ) do > ( n ) d u , go > g u  ( 1 3 ) 
3 .  ba > bo ( 1 4 )  
4 .  mba > mbe , { n ) da > { n ) de , g a  > ge  ( 1 5 ) 
5 .  9 > h ( 7 )  
6 .  mb > m ,  nd  > n ( 11 )  , ( 1 2 )  
7 .  mp > mb , n t  > nd , f)k > I)g ( 16 )  , ( 1 7 ) , ( 18 )  
The relative order o f  A ,  B ,  C ,  and 0 cannot be ascertained more precisely than 
that Al predated 02 , but 04 ( and thus 01- 3 )  predated A2 ( see 7 . 1 . 2 . ) , whereas 
Cl predated 06 . 
1 2 .  SUBGROUP I NG 
Adriani ( 19 14 : 183-217 )  and , following him ,  Esser ( 19 38 )  have placed Bolaang 
Mongondow in a subgroup of Philippine languages together with Sangirese-Talaud 
and the Minahasa languages , and have grouped Gorontalo together with Buol , 
Kaidipan and Bulango in a Gorontalo subgroup not belonging to the Philippine 
languages . 
In view of the materials contained in the present article it seems warranted 
to revi se this classification and to group G and BM much more closely together . 
I f  BM should be recognised as belonging to the Phil ippine fami ly of  languages , 
G should at least be included into it too . 
This conclusion has also been reached by M .  Charles who included 
Gorontalo in his treatment of Philippine languages "because comparison 
revealed striking simi larity in the vocabularies and ( to a point) in the 
phonologi cal histories of Mongondow and Gorontalo " ( 19 74 : 4 8 7 ) . And we may 
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add simi larity in their morphologies as a third indication o f  their c lose 
relationship . 
Whether G and BM together with the other languages mentioned by Adriani and 
Esser belong to a common subgroup , must be determined by further comparison o f  
these languages among one another and with what is known o f  Proto-Phil ippine and 
Proto-Austronesian . 
We mention some points concerning G and BM as examples . 
1 2 . 1 . There are other G-BM correspondences not mentioned before . For instance , 
in several examples G final -e corresponds to BM final -o i ,  e . g .  
be l e  - B M  ba l o i  'house ' (with assimilation o f  the first vowel to the second , c f . 
Bw bo I e 'house ' )  
pate  - B M  pa to i  'ki l l '  
t ul)e - BM t U I)O i 'horn ' 
wa l e  - BM ano i  'ant ' ( 4 ) , ( 6 )  
wu : wa t e  - B M  uato i  'iron ' 
pa I e - BM payo i 'rice plant ' 
In some cases , however , the correspondence is G - i  
pan i  - BM pando i 
woh i - BM ( b } ogo i 
'ski l led ' ( 1 2 )  
'give ' ( 4 ) , ( 7 )  
BM  -o i ,  e . g .  
1 2 . 2 .  Though in many cases BM did not change from putative Proto-G-BM, there is  
also evidence for sound changes which have taken place in B M .  For instance , 
Proto-G-BM apparently retained PAN ," 5 - as h - , with subsequent loss o f  h- in BM , 
but not in G, e . g .  
G hata l)o - BM asa l) 'gi lls ' 
G h uwabu  - BM uab 'yawn ' 
In several cases of the correspondence o f  G I : BM r there is a BM doublet 
with y ,  which may point to a development in BM of r to y ,  e . g .  
G l ah u to - BM rabut  / yabut  'pul l out ' PAN ( r } ebut/Rabut 
G l e : to - BM raat  / yaat  'bad ' PAN zaqet 
G h u l u?o - BM b u ruk  / buy uk 'rotten ' ( c f . Bd b uhu?o)  PAN buRuk 
G l o l om/bu l a  - BM b u ra?  / b uya?  'foam ' PAN b uj aq 
In several other cases , among whi ch the reflexes o f  PAN j ,  the correspon­
dence is G I : BM y Bd h ,  e . g .  
G t i l  i - BM 5 i ( y )  i ?  - Bd t i h i ' side ' PPH 5 i D i q 
G to l omo - BM toyom - Bd toho 'ant ' 
1 2 . 3 . As an alternative of the G sound change ( 1 3 ) , i . e .  0 fol lowing (m} b ,  ( n } d ,  
9 became u ,  i t  may be assumed that this u is a direct reflex o f  an inherited or 
secondary schwa , which in other environments is reflected as 0 ,  whereas it is 
reflected as 0 in all environments in B M .  This  assumption is made by Charl es 
( 19 74 : 469-4 70)  in his explanation of the G word in the example "PPh "'dapdap 
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' Erythrina spp . ' . . .  BM dodap . . .  ; G dudepo . . .  with lui < secondary *e fol lowing 
*d " .  These al ternatives il lustrate the di fference between considering G and BM 
as reflecting the higher level proto-languages PPh or PAN directly or via Proto­
G-BM, as has been done in the present paper . It seems , however , that examples 
such as BM poba - G pobu show that the G sound change ( 1 3 ) has indeed taken place , 
since the final 0 of the putative intermediate form * pobo does not reflect a 
schwa . Examples of  the change of 0 into u following 9 are also to be found in 
such loanwords as the toponym Huwa from Makassarese Gowa and h uhuhu  'grand vizier ' 
from gogugu (BM idem) , from Ternatan ( j ou ) gugu . 
NOTE 
1 .  In Jav . itsel f *aj a ran 'horse ' from aj a r  'teach, train ' has changed into 
j a ran with loss of initial a analogically to Jav . loss of  the verbal prefix 
a - .  The same change may have taken place in Makassarese , in which 'horse ' 
i s  j a ra �  and where the verbal prefix a- was usually also dropped . In 
Buginese , where this prefix has not dropped , the word for 'horse ' has kept 
i ts initial a ,  whereas the palatal consonant was nasalised and geminated : 
anna ra� . 
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TH E I N AD EQUACY O F  T H E  I N E R T I AL D E V E LO P M E NT P R I N C I P L E  I N  
ACCO U N T I N G F O R  S OU ND CHAN G E S I N  S E V ERAL A U S T R O N E S I AN LA N G UAG E S  
FARID M .  ONN and Mangantar S IMANJUNTAK 
1 . 0 .  James Foley ' s  inertial development principle (hence forth , lOP ) in phonology 
(Foley 1970a , b ,  19 7 3 ,  1 9 7 7 )  has been applied to account for sound changes in 
certain European languages (mostly Germanic )  by Foley himself ,  in Scots by 
Taylor ( 1 9 73 ) , and in several Austronesian languages ( Malay , Indonesian , Javanese , 
Toba Batak , Tagalog , and Samoan) by Mashudi Kader ( 1 9 79 ) . While in certain 
Germanic languages the lOP seems to be , at first glance , reasonably adequate in 
explaining some aspects of  sound change , in Austrones ian languages , however , this  
principle is  totally inadequate . Thus , the universal val idity of the lOP that 
has been claimed by Foley and subscribed , among others , by Mashudi should be 
seriously questioned , especially with regard to sound changes in the above 
Austronesian l anguages . 
In this paper we seek to show that the lOP is in many cases not only 
inadequate but somewhat strange in handling sound changes in the data o ffered by 
Fo ley and Mashudi , and even Taylor ( 19 7 3 ) . We would also l ike to argue that 
sociol inguistic as well as psychol inguistic aspects should not be excluded from 
any attempt at solving the problems of sound changes in any language ( c f .  
Weinreich , Labov , and Herzog 1968 ; Slobin 19 7 7 ;  Baron 19 77 ; Andersen 19 7 3 ; 
Goyvaerts 1975 ; Simanj untak and Ramli Salleh 1980 ) , including the Austronesian 
languages . Further we will argue that the principles used to account for sound 
changes in one particular language may not be valid for other languages due to , 
among other things , different sociolinguistic aspects . However , before we 
proceed to di scuss the application of the lOP to the Austronesian languages to 
see its adequacy/inadequacy , let us briefly sketch out what the lOP is al l 
about . 
2 . 0 .  Rough ly the lOP ( Foley 1977 : 10 7 )  states that : 
( 1 )  strong elements strengthen first and most extensively and 
preferentially in strong environments , and 
( 2 )  weak elements weaken first and most extensively and preferentially 
in weak environments . 
The a and B scales of  relative phonological strength of segments of the lOP 
Amran Halim , Lois Carrington and S . A .  Wurm , eds Papers from the 
Third International Conference on A ustronesian Linguistics ,  vol . 2 :  
Tracking the travel l ers , 26 3- 284 . Pacific Linguis tics ,  C-75 , 1982  
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is as fol lows (Foley 1977 : 34)  
( 1 ) 4 kk t t  pp 
(3 3 k t P 
2 9 d b 
1 '{ 0 j3 
1 2 3 
a 
The (3 strength scale arranges consonants according to manner of  articulation and 
voicelessness/voicedness , whereas the a strength scale arranges consonants 
according to their place of articulation . Thus , fol lowing the above matrix of 
strength values we can immediately tell that p ,  for exampl e ,  is stronger than b 
according to the (3 scal e by one point , but they are of the same strength accord­
ing to the a scal e ( p=a 3 (3 3 ; b=a 3 (3 2 ) . 
The notion of strength in the above IDP has been based on several observa­
tions made by Foley which indicate that in North German , Danish , and Spanish 9 
spi rantises more readily than d or b ,  and 9 and d spirantise more readily than b .  
Fo ley therefore establ ishes the above relation (�) "which refers to the 
1 2 3  
propens ity to spirantization , with the weakest element being most  incl ined to 
spirantization . . .  The relation a is the relative phonological strength o f  
elements appearing phonetically a s  velars , dentals and labials " ( 19 77 : 28 ) . 
The relation a has been determined by whether or not certain elements weaken . 
Other observations reveal that 9 weakens to '{ but that d does �ot weaken to o .  
This kind of  weakening reveals that 9 is phonologically weaker than d and that '{ 
is weaker than g .  These relations ( �t � � �) are called j3 phonological strength , 
"which reflects the fact that the weakened reflexes of  voiced stops are voiced 
continuants "  ( 19 77 : 3 3 ) . 
Bas ed on the same observations on Norwegian , Lithuanian , Engl ish and Latin ,  
Foley has also created the relative phonological strength p as fol lows : 
t s n 1 w e 
) ( 2 )  
1 2 3 4 5 6 
where t stands for oral stops , s for continuants ,  n for nasals , 1 for liquids , 
w for glides , and e for vowel s ,  and where higher number represents greater 
rel ative strength . 
3 . 0 .  Unfortunately the above inertial development principles do not work the 
way they are supposed to , even in Germanic languages . According to the I DP ,  
strengthening appl ies first to the strongest elements . Thus , in the second 
Germanic consonant shift the voiceless stops ( (3 3 ) , being the strongest elements , 
strengthened before the voiced stops ( (32 )  Now let us consider the fol lowing 
examples that Foley gives ( 1977 : 107 ) : 
( 3 ) German 
Tur 
Bart 
Grab 
English 
'door ' 
'beard ' 
'grave ' 
d (a2 )  
b (a3 )  
9 ( al )  
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Foley states that when the voiced stops do shi ft to the stronger voiceless stops , 
only the strongest voiced stop undergoes the shift , while the weaker voiced stops 
do not undergo the shift . So , in ( 3 )  b ( a 3 )  is the strongest element according 
to ( 1 )  but it does not shi ft , while the less stronger d (a2)  does . 
Another point which shows the cryptotaxonomic 1 nature of  this Foleyan frame­
work is its application to handle acous tically caused changes ( Ohala 1 974 ) . 
According to Foley ( 1973 : 51 ) , his concept of  relative phonological strength ( lOP) 
must be included within a theoretical system of  phonology to account for what 
Foley considers as the phonological type of assimilation , that is , the kind of 
assimilation which cannot be explained phonetically . To clarify his point , Foley 
gives the following examples in Norwegian : 
(4 ) ( a )  s l em [ s l em J  'bad ' 
s U I  [ 5 1 0  J 'beat ' 
Os l o  [ os 1 0  J 'Os lo ' 
(b )  snakke 'ta lk ' 
s n¢ 'snow ' 
s na r  'quiok ' 
Foley states that "the conversion of 5 to 5 cannot be attributed to phonetic 
influences since 1 and n are both dentals ,  and in any case conversion of dental 
5 to palatal s looks more l ike dissimilation than assimi lation " .  ( 1 9 73 : 51 ) . 
He argues strongly that "there is no phonetic explanation for the palatalization 
of 5 before 1 but not before n "  ( p .  51 ) .  So Foley offers a solution which he 
cal ls "a phonological explanation " (p . 51 )  by applying the relative phonological 
strength p « 2 ) above ) : " 1  is  phonologically stronger than n ,  and s is strength­
ened by proximity to 1 but not by proximity to the rel atively weaker n ;  the 
strengthened 5 then manifests itself as 5 "  ( 19 7 3 : 51 ) . 
One thing that Foley forgets is that although 1 and n are both dentals they 
are two quite different segments especially acoustically , the 1 being ( +lateral ) 
and ( -nasal ) and the n being ( -lateral ) and ( +nasal ) . Ohala ( 1 9 74 )  has noticed 
the tendency among many phonologists to think of  phonetically plausible processes 
as being primarily those involving articulatory assimilation by neglecting 
acoustically-caused changes . In the above examples (4 ) , Foley has failed to 
explain the changes from the acoustic point of view which is phonetic in nature 
by immediately j umping to the conclusion that there is no phonetic explanation 
for the changes . Actually , if in ( 4 )  5 palatalises to 5 before 1 but not before 
n we should not be surprised , it is  quite common in assimilation , because 5 occurs 
in two quite di fferent environments , namely ( 5 ) ( a )  and (b) below : 
( 5 )  ( a )  5 __ > sl  
( b )  5 _____ > idem/ n 
Hence ,  the two di fferent environments are responsible for the acoustically , thus 
phonetical ly , plausible change . Einar Haugen ( 194 2 )  has worked on this  kind o f  
change i n  Norwegian ( c f . also Ohala 1974 ) . In the cluster 5 1 , the 1 is partially 
devoiced because of its proximity to 5 thus yielding [ s ! 1  J .  The partially 
devoiced [ ! J  is acoustical ly a fricative , and according to Haugen ( 194 2 )  it is  in 
fact very much l ike [ 5 J .  This  acous tically caused assimilation in the word s l em 
in ( 4 )  can be shown as fo llows : 
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( 6 ) / s l em/ 
/s 1 1 em/ 
/s s l em/ 
I S l em/ 
[ 5 1  em ] 
Underlying Form 
Partial Oevoicing 
Acoustic Assimilation 
Cluster S implification 
Phonetic Form 
In the word s nakke o f  ( 4 ) , however , the cluster s n  does not cause acoustic 
assimilation because the devoiced [ g ]  does not yield a fricative sounding [ 5 J .  
We can see clearly that there is  no need to create a new theory ( the lOP) j ust 
to explain a simple acoustic as similation . 
4 . 0 . Let us now turn to the appl ication o f  the lOP to Malay and Javanese , the 
first two Austronesian languages chosen by Mashudi ( 19 79 )  to veri fy these 
principl es : 
( 7 )  Malay (Bahasa Malaysia) 
Prefix-stem Final form Glosses 
l a o  mar) + kawa l mar)awa l 'to guard ' 
b .  mar) + g u l ur) mar)g u l ur) 'to ro II something ' 
2a . mar) + t u l  i s  man u l es 'to write ' 
b .  mar) + dapa t mandapa t 'to get, to obtain ' 
3a . mar) + puku l mamuku l  'to hit ' 
b .  ma r) + basuh  mambas uh 'to wash ' 
Javanese 
4a . r) + k i do l  r) i do l  'to the south ' 
b .  r) + go l e? r)go l e ?  'to look for ' 
5a . r) + tapo ?  napo? 'to slap the mouth ' 
b .  r) + de l o? nda ] ;)  ? 'to see ' 
6a . r) + paku maku 'to nai l ' 
b .  r) + be l ah mba l ah 'to spli t ' 
In both Malay and Javanese , as in ( 7 )  above , Mashudi observes that " t  disappears 
in a strong position (postnasal ) ,  while d remains . The disappearance of t in 
postnasal position is due to postnasal strengthening of t and not to assimi lation 
or elision " ( 1979 : 3 5- 36) . ( The dental t is used by Mashudi as a cover symbol for 
p and k as wel l ) . Thus , applying postnasal strengthening to t first , according 
to Mashudi , it will yield the correct resul ts for both man u l es and mandapa t ,  as 
fol lows : 
( 8 )  mar) + dapat 
man + dapa t  
man + dapat 
mandapat 
mar) + t u l es 
man + t u l es 
man t+u l es 
manu l es 
Underlying Form 
ASS . I . ( r)�n/ ____ +d) ___ + t )  
Pos itional potentiation
( t
( ;��:/
)
N+ 
Modular oepotentiation � � 
In this paper we would like to argue that the disappearance o f  t in data ( 7 )  
above i s  not due to postnasal strengthening , but i s  simply due to a phonological 
process cal led coal escence of consonants which is phonetically motivated . Or it 
can also be solved by the simple assimilation process in the traditional way o f  
Generative Phonology . I f  it is due to postnasal strengthening t ( B 3  according 
to ( 1 ) ) should not disappear , ins tead it should be strengthened to t t  ( B4 ) , and 
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then w e  would get the wrong results : 
( 9 )  la . maD + kawa 1 -+ maD + kkawa 1 -+ "'makkawa 1 
2a . maD + t u l  i s  -+ maD + t t u l es -+ *mat t u l es 
3a . maD + puku l -+ maD + ppuku l -+ *mappuku l 
The appl ication of  the Foleyian ' gadget ' of  the so-called ' modular depoten­
tiation ' by Mashudi to tackle the effacemant of t is quite untimely and thus 
cannot be j usti fied , because after t is strengthened to its strongest  form t t  i t  
is not strengthened any more and there is  no point in effacing it , but instead 
it should stay in its strongest form . This  is also one o f  the drawbacks of  the 
Foleyian framework o f  the IDP . When the IDP faces a problem it cannot handle ,  
such as the supposed strengthening of  a strong element which results i n  its 
lenition,  Foley immediately creates a ' gadget ' to tackle the problem, that is 
the ' modular depotentiation ' ,  "the special instance o f  the strongest el ement on 
a parameter when strengthened appearing phonetically as the weakest element"  
( 1977 : 108) . While Foley only says "appearing phonetically as the weakest 
element " ,  Mashudi seems to feel like going a little bit further by effacing 
the element . This , we think , is a bit strange , because in the first instanc e ,  
when an element i s  strengthened it becomes stronger ,  not weaker , let alone 
el ided . 
As has been mentioned above the disappearance o f  t in ( 7 ) can be explained 
in two ways : ( a )  by the traditional nasal assimi lation process of  the Generative 
Phonology ( GP ) , or ( b )  by the phonological process of the coalescence of conson­
ants also of the GP . The traditional nasal assimilation ( a )  is as fol lows ( c f . 
Farid M .  Onn 1976 , 1980) : 
( 1 0 )  ( a ) l maD + dapat 
man + dapat 
mandapat 
( a ) 2 maD + t u l  i s  
man + t u l es 
man u l es 
man u l es 
Underlying Form 
Nasal Assimilation 
Cluster Simpli fication 
Phonetic Form 
In ( 1 0 )  ( a ) l there is no need to apply the cluster simpli fication rul e ,  because 
both n and d have the feature ( +voice) which binds/renders them as an easy-to­
produce cluster ( unmarked) , 2 whi le in ( 1 0 )  ( a ) 2 it has to be applied since n and 
t do not usually go together in Malay ( the cluster n t  is marked) . 
The phonological process of the coalescence o f  consonants ( b )  is only 
applied to problem ( a ) 2 of ( 10 )  above as in ( 1 1 )  ( a ) 2 below ( c f .  Simanj untak 
1979)  
( 1 1 )  ( a ) l maD + d apa t Underlying Fbrm 
man + depat Nasal Assimilation 
mandapat Phonetic Form 
( a )  2 maD + t u l i s  Underlying Form 
\,� Coal escence ma-n -u l es 
man u l es Phonetic Form 
In ( 1 1 )  ( a ) 2 the marked cl uster Dt undergoes the coalescence process while in 
( 1 1 )  ( a ) l the unmarked cluster nd  does not .  
Schane ( 1 9 7 3 : 56)  explains the coalescence process as involving "both 
assimilation and reduction , [ it ] could be described as the joint action of these 
two processes " .  In the above coalescence process both elements D and t must 
undergo ass imilation and reduction in that order : first D mus t assimilate to t 
and t to D simul taneous ly , and then both must be reduced to ¢ , or one of  them 
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which contains the major features is modi fied and the other is del eted , to give 
place to the resultant assimilated form, the intermediary element , that is an 
element which in between � and t ,  the choice of which depends on which of the . . 3 
two has the ma jor ( s tronger ) features . In the above case the cho1ce 1S n .  
I n  order to decide the intermediary element let us first l ist the features 
of both elements , thus : 
( 1 2 )  
voc 
ant 
cons 
cor 
hi 
vc 
bk 
cont 
lw 
nas 
str 
Members of the 
coalescence process 
� t 
+ 
+ + 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
( Based on Chomsky and Hal le 
Intermediary 
element 
n 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
1968)  
From ( 1 2 )  above we can immediately see that � has two major features which t 
lacks , they are [ +voice ] and [ +nasal ] . On the other hand t has (hierarchical ly) 
high features which � lacks , they are [ +anterior ] and [ +coronal ] . In other 
words � is stronger than t in its voiceness and nasality , but t is stronger than 
� in its anteriority and coronality . Thus , the intermediary element must be one 
in between � and t that contains the four types of strength , namely voiceness ,  
nasality , anteriority , and coronality and i t  must also be [ +consonantal ] , because 
this feature is contained by both members of the coalescence process . The only 
element that meets these conditions is n ( see ( 1 2 )  above ) . The above coalescence 
process which involves as similation and reduction can be stated by the following 
rules : 
( 1 3 )  ( a) < V� _>n/ V _ t > or tV __ >n/ � V 
(b )  < V� _>n/ V _ t > tV _>¢/ � __ V 
Either rule ( 1 3 )  ( a )  or rul e ( 1 3 ) (b )  can be chosen according to one ' s  preference : 
in rule ( 1 3 ) ( a )  both members o f  the coalescence process ( �  and t )  are changed 
( reduced) to n ,  whi le in rul e ( 1 3 ) ( b )  one member ( � ) is modified to n and the 
other ( t )  is deleted ( cf .  Schane 1 9 7 3 : 68 )  . 
In the data from Javanese above ( 7 ) , two processes are responsible for the 
sound changes : total assimilation and coalescence . 
( 1 4 )  ( a) l � + k i do l  
( a ) 2 � + tapo? 
� i do l  'to the south ' 
napo? 'to s lap the mouth ' 
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In ( 1 4 )  ( a ) l total assimilation process takes place , that is  k is totally ass imi­
lated to Q ,  while in ( 14 )  ( a) 2 coalescence process yields the phonetic form 
[ napa? ] :  
Q + t 
\J ./  n 
5 . 0 .  Let us now turn to Indones ian data . The same processes above can be applied 
to explain sound changes in the data from Indonesian taken by Mashudi ( 19 79 : 38)  
be low : 
( 1 5 )  Indonesian 
Prefix-stem 
( a) l maD + kawa l 
( a) 2 maQ + puku l  
Final form 
maQawa l 
mamuku l  
Glosses 
'to guard ' 
'to hit ' 
In ( 1 5 )  ( a ) l total assimilation process i s  responsible for the el ision o f  k in 
[ maQawa l ] ,  whi le in ( 1 5 )  ( a ) 2 coalescence process may b e  used to yield the 
phonetic form [ mamuku l ] :  
Q + p 
� I.  m 
In this case the strength of  the element p l ies in its anteriority only , so the 
intermediary e lement should contain the feature [ +anterior ] in addition to the 
other two maj or features belonging to Q ,  which are [ +voice ] and [ +nasal ] and the 
shared feature [ +consonantal ] , so the intermediary element is m ( see ( 1 6 )  below) : 
( 1 6 )  
voc 
ant 
cons 
cor 
hi 
vc 
bk 
cont 
lw 
nas 
str 
Members of the 
coal escence process 
Q 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
p 
+ 
+ 
Intermediary 
element 
m 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
( Based on Chomsky and Halle 1968)  
6 . 0 .  Let us now observe the following data from Toba Batak" taken by Mashudi 
( 19 79 : 39 )  and compare them to the Proto-Austronesian ( PAN) forms : 
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( 1 7 )  PAN 
(a )  ''' tunked 
(b)  ," zemput 
(c )  "'demba r  
(d )  ," s umpe 1 
( e )  ," pentas  
Toba Batak 
t ukkot 
JoPput  
homba r 
s uppo l 
pot tas 
Glosses 
'a waZ king stick ' 
'to pick up with the hand ' 
'twin ' 
'a cork ' 
'a pZatform ' 
In the above data ( 1 7 )  Mashudi refers to the development of "'r)k  > kk  in ( 1 7 )  ( a) , 
"'mp > pp in ( 1 7 )  (b )  and ''' nt > t t  in ( 1 7 )  ( e ) , but ;"mb > idem in ( 1 7 ) ( c ) . 
Mashudi admi ts that he does not have examples for '''nd > idem and "' ng > idem . 
However ,  he takes these forms ( in orthography) : manggo l om ,  mandege , and mambuwa t ,  
as additional data to support his argument , that i n  postnasal I�sition i n  Toba 
Batak g ,  d ,  b ,  do not undergo strengthening and this in turn lends support to 
his claim that the lOP is universally val id . Unfortunately , in actual pronunci­
ation , ( 1 7 ) (c)  and the additional data are not as truthful as they look orthogra­
phically , because they are actually represented phonetically as follows ( thus , 
g ,  d ,  b also undergo strengthening if the so-call ed strengthening really takes 
place) : 
( 18 )  homba r 
manggo l om 
mandege 
mamb uwa t 
[ hobba r ]  
[ maggo l om ] 5  
[ maddege J 
[ mabbuwa t ] 
'twin ' or 'next to ' 
'to hold in the hand ' 
'to set foot on ' 
'to take ' 
Of course Mashudi must not be blamed for this since Toba Batak data are usually 
taken from Van der Tuuk ' s  books especially since one of  them has been translated 
into English . Dempwolff ( 19 34 - 38 ) and Oyen ( 1968 ) and others also take Toba 
Batak data from Van der Tuuk ' s  books . Toba Batak is a notoriously di fficul t 
l anguage to trans literate , and all the materials , especially the Batak ' pustaha ' 
(manus cripts ) studied and consul ted by Van der Tuuk were written in Toba Batak 
script . In Toba Batak script the data in ( 18 )  are represented as follows ( c f .  
Van der Tuuk 186 2 , 19 71 ; Sibarani 19 70)  : 
( 19 )  Original form 
7) oe x '  -(P � " 
0<:. ",- " -:> X � OC X , 
oC ()''' /< -r--:? 
oC 0<:. '- (i.\ <-:> :5<: "  
Transli terated form 
homba r 
manggo l om 
mandege 
mambuwa t 
The trans literated form is not the actual phonetic form of  a 'llord but it is  the 
underlying form . So the actual phonetic representations of ( 1 9 )  are as in ( 1 8 ) . 
The translator of  Van der Tuuk ' s  Tobasche spraak (k) unst (A grammar of Toba 
Batak 1 9 7 1 )  has also erred linguistically (or rather phonetically)  speaking for 
putting all the Toba Batak transliterated forms in square brackets as if they 
were the actual forms in pronunciation . 
From the contradictory data in ( 18 )  and ( 1 9 )  an immediate concl usion can be 
drawn that the lOP is inadequate as has been implicitly mentioned by Mashudi when 
he says : "I do not have examples for *nd > idem and * r)g > idem" ( 1 9 79 : 39 ) . 
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The exampl es do not exist , however see note 4 in the case o f  *�g > idem, when the 
word is pronounced very slowly . 
To clarify our point let us consider the following data from Toba Batak (Van 
der Tuuk 1971 ) : 
( 20 )  Transliterated form 
( Underlying form) 
( a )  / t i n t i nhu/ 
(b )  /napuranhu/ 
(c )  /onomha l ak/ 
(d )  /onomho rbo/ 
Phonetic form 
[ t i t t i t t u ]  
or 
[ t i t t i kku ] 
[ napu ra t t u ]  
or 
[ na pu rakku ] 
[ onoppa 1 a k ]  
or 
[ onokka l ak ]  
[ onoppo rbo ] 
or 
[ onokkorbo ] 
Glosses 
'my ring ' 
'my betel. ' 
'six peopl. e '  
'six buffal.oes ' 
We think that the lOP is quite inadequate to explain the sound changes in data 
( 2 0 )  above . However , l et us try to apply the lOP to account for the development 
of n t  > t t  and nh > t t  or kk in ( 20 )  ( a )  following exactly the steps Mashudi 
takes to explain the sound changes in data ( 1 7 ) : 
( 21 )  t i n t i nhu  
t i n t+ i nh+u 
t i n t t i nhhu 
'� t i t t i hhu  
underlying Form 
Positional Potentiation 
Oepotentiation ( t+ ___ >t t )  ( h+ ___ >hh )  
Nasal Effacement ( N  ___ >¢/ ___ CC) 
Here we get the final form +t i t t i hhu  which is  not the correct form . I f  h ( p2 
according to scale ( 2 »  is  strengthened because o f  its proximity to the stronger 
n ( p 3  according to scale ( 2 » , does it become h+ or k or what? Suppose i t  
becomes k and not h+ like in ( 21 ) , then the process will proceed like ( 2 2 )  below : 
( 2 2 )  t i n t i nhu  
t i n t+ i nku 
t i n t t i n ? u  
Underlying Form 
Positional Potentiation 
oepotentiation ( t+ ___ >t t )  ( k  ___ >? according 
to the a6 scale) 
Nasal Effacement (N  ___ >¢/ ___ >CC) (N ___ >¢/�C) 
Actually when we come to the third step we get stuck because we do not have any 
cogent reason to depotentiate t+ in the cluster n t+ and k in the cluster n k .  
If , however , k should be depotentiated for no reason at all then we would get ? 
according to the combination o f  the a and the 6 scales . Then after the nasal 
effacement we get the wrong form :  '�[ t i t t j ? u J .  
Another thing which is quite puzzling is the use o f  t+ and t t  in the lOP . 
First Foley ( 19 70 )  uses t+ ( 64 )  to indicate the strengthened t ( 63 )  and this' 1970 
version is  used by Mashudi ( 19 79 ) . But then later Foley ( 19 77 )  uses t t  ( also 64 ) 
to indicate the strengthened t ( 63 ) . From the use o f  the two versions we may 
conclude that t+ is the same as t t .  But then Mashudi uses t t  to i ndicate that 
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t+ has been depotentiated , although the reason for this depotentiation is unclear . 
Foley uses or creates the so-cal led ' modular depotentation ' rule only when "the 
element is already the strongest element and cannot appear phonetically as a 
stronger element . In this case , . . .  the strengthened strongest element undergoes 
modular depotentiation , appearing phonetically as the weakest element " ( 1977 : 1 2 3 )  
I n  the above example ( 2 2 )  there is no reason to strengthen t twice . The first 
strengthening is reasonable because of its proximity to the stronger element n ,  
but the second strengthening is baseless . I f  for no reason whatsoever the ele­
ment t+ must be strengthened then it should under the modular depotentiation 
rule because t+ is already in its strongest  form ( 64 ) . I f  t+ undergoes modular 
depotentiation then it will become the weakest  element a according to the 6 
scale or k according to the a scale . In Toba Batak the element a does not occur , 
so t+ must undergo total weakening , that is , it must be effaced according to 
Foley ( 1 9 7 7 : 12 3 ) . So t+ after strengthening should become either ¢ or k :  which­
ever it is the final form is wrong . We can see how inadequate the IDP is i n  
handl ing compl icated sound changes of this nature . 
According to our observations two phonological processes , assimi lation 
( total or partial)  and coales cence , are quite predominant in Austronesian lan­
guages . From our point of view ( 20 )  and ( 2 1 )  can be solved as fol lows : 
( 2 3 )  t i n t i nh u  
n t  -+ t t  
n h  -+ t t  o r  -+ k k  
t i t t i t t u o r  t i t t i kku 
Underlying Form 
Total Regressive 
as simi lated to 
Coales cence ( <: n  
h 
Final Form 
Assimi lation ( n  is totally 
t and itself becomes t) 
-+ t > n -+ k -+ t or 6 )  <: n -+ k> ) 
The coalescence process in ( 2 3 )  deserves further explanation . Both members of 
the process change to the same intermediary element : to either t or k depending 
on which member is preferred . If member n is preferred then the intermediary 
element must be a consonant which is homorganic with n ,  that is t ;  however i f  
the preferred member is  h ,  then the intermediary element must b e  a consonant 
which is homorganic with h ,  that is k .  
Problem ( 20 )  (b )  can be solved in the same way as problem ( 20 )  ( a ) , that 
is by solution ( 2 3 ) . Probl ems ( 20 )  ( c ) , (d ) , ( e )  can be solved as follows : 
( 2 4 )  mh -+ pp or -+ kk Coalescence « m -+ p> <,m -+ k > h -+ p or h -+ k ) 
The above can be stated as below : 
We can see that in ( 24 )  the intermediary el ement is either p or k ;  the first 
preference is p which is  homorganic with m and the second preference is  k which 
is homorganic with h .  
7 . 0 .  Let us now turn to Samoan data below given by Mashudi to support the 
universality of the IDP : 
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( 2 5 )  PAN 
( a )  '�p u  l og 
(b )  ;" panaq 
( c ) ;" xepat 
( d ) ," a puy 
( e ) '� taqun  
( f ) '� tan i 5 
( * ca l) is 
according to 
Dyen 1 9 7 1 )  
( g) '�mata  
(h )  ," kaw 
( i )  ," kutuh 
( j )  ''' i kan 
( k )  ," aku 
Samoan 
f u l u 
fana 
fa 
a f i  
t a u  
tan i 
( tal)  i , 
Dyen 1 9 7 1 )  
mata 
?au 
? u t u  
j ?a 
a ? u  
Glosses 
'ten ' 
'shoot ' 
'four ' 
'fire ' 
'year ' 
'cry ' 
'eye ' 
'you ' 
''touse ' 
'fish ' 
'I ' 
In data ( 25 )  above Mashudi is concerned with the shift from ''' p > f ,  while ," t > 
idem and *k > ?  To these probl ems he combines the a8 parameters at 8 : 3 ,  and 
he comes up with the fol lowing s cal e :  
( 26 )  ? k t P f 
------> 
4 5 6 7 8 
According to scal e ( 26 ) , p with a s trength value of 7 is  stronger than either 
t or k .  He concludes that in Samoan PAN *p undergoes strengthening to f to 
yield ( 2 5 )  ( a )  ( d) in initial and syl lable onset positions . However , in 
( e )  ( g) t being weaker than p,  although stronger than k ,  does not strengthen ,  
whi lel< with a8 : 5  weakens to ? a s  i n  ( 25 )  ( h )  ( k )  . 
We are not quite sure how Mashudi figures out the s cale above , that is  ( 26 ) , 
because according to the a8 s cale ( 1 ) , i f  we combine the a8 parameters at 8 : 3  
we wi l l  have scale ( 2 7 )  below : 
( 2 7 )  ? k t p f 
------> 
3 4 5 6 7 
Thus P is a3 83 : 6  and not a4 B3 : 7 ,  t is  a2 83 : 5  not a3 B 3 ,  and k i s  al 83 : 4  not 
a2 83 : 5 ,  and i f  we include 9 and b we will  have scale ( 28 )  below : 
( 28)  9 b 
? k t p f 
> 
3 4 5 6 7 
where 9 (al B2 : 3 ) and ? have the lowest strength value , wh ile b (a3  B2 : 5 ) and t 
(a2 83 : 5 ) have the same strength value . Bearing in mind scale ( 28 ) , let us ' 
consider the fol lowing data : 
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( 29 )  PAN Samoan 
( a )  '�g i 1 a n  k i - k  i 1 a 
(b )  "'be l aj  fo l a  
( c ) "' ub i u f i 
Glosses 
'gl.it ter� sparkle ' 
'spread out ' 
'yam ' 
In data ( 29 )  ( a ) ," g which is  the lowest in terms of  strength value according to 
scale ( 28 )  is strengthened to k which is against the IOP which says that weak 
e l ements weaken first and most extensively and preferential ly and strong elements 
strengthen first and most extensively and preferentially in strong environments . 
As we have seen in data ( 2 5 )  above , k ( strength value 4 )  and t ( strength value 5 )  
do not undergo strengthening , but in data ( 29 )  9 ( strength value 3 )  a s  the weakest 
of  them all does . Even though k is  stronger than g ,  it nevertheless undergoes 
weakening to ? Another case is b ( strength value 5) in ( 29 )  ( b )  and ( c )  which 
undergoes double strengthening to f ( strength value 7) whi le the strongest 
element p ( strength value 6) underqoes sinqle strenqtheninq onlv , and t which has 
the same strenqth as b does not underqo strenqtheninq at all . 
Considerinq the contradictory data above we stronqly feel that the I OP is 
quite inadequate to account for sound chanqes in Samoan and in other Aus tronesian 
languages . 
8 . 0 .  Let us now turn to Tagalog data in which , according to Mashudi , b 
strengthens while d and 9 do not :  
( 30 )  ( a ) ma� + g u 1 6  > ma�gu 1 6  'to make trouble ' 
(b)  i pa �  + dam6 > i pandam6 'to weed ' 
( c )  ma� + b i l f  > mam i l f  'to buy ' 
In data ( 30 )  Mashudi argues that "while b strengthens in a strong position and 
then returns to the lowest scale , 9 and d remain neutral in that position "  
( 1 9 79 : 4 1 ) . Then Mashudi provides more data t o  support h i s  argument .  H e  says : 
"Since b strengthens in postnasal position , according to the IOP , k ,  t ,  p ,  shoul d  
also strengthen . That they behave as expected may be illustrated b y  the fol lowing 
examples " ( 19 79 : 4 ) : 
( 31 ) ( a ) ma� + tah f > manah f 
(b)  ma� + kuha > ma�uha 
( c )  ma� + p f l  i ?  > mam f l  j ?  
'to sew ' 
'to get ' 
'to choose ' 
Based on data ( 30 )  and ( 31 )  Mashudi draws the following conc l usion : "Therefore , 
in agreement with the IOP ,  the Tagalog data have illustrated that strengthening 
appl ies to strong elements , namely k ,  t ,  p ,  b in a postnasal pos ition ; but d and 
9 do not strengthen in that position" ( 19 79 : 4 2 ) . 
I f  we study data ( 30 )  and ( 31 )  closely and nothing else we will be tempted 
immediately to believe that the IOP is indeed quite adequate to account for the 
above sound changes . But i f  we look at some other data from Tagalog we will be 
persuaded to question the adequacy of the IOP . Let us look at the following 
data ( c f . Panganiban 19 7 2 ;  Aspi llera 1974 )  and compare them wi th data ( 30 )  and 
( 31 )  : 
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( 32 )  c f .  data ( 30 )  ( a ) : 
( a ) ma 8 + g u l o + mangu l o 
+ mag u l o 
(b )  ma8 + g u l ay + magu l ay 
+ maggu l ay 
( c )  
( d) 
( e ) 
ma8 + guso t , + mag usot 
ma8 + g u tom + magutom 
ma8 + ga l i t  + maga l  i t  
( 3 3 )  c f .  data ( 30 )  ( b ) : 
( a) ma8 + da l a8 i n  + mana l a8 i n  
( b )  ma8  + da l asa  + mana l asa  
( c ) ma 8 + d a l apa8  + mana l apa8 
( d) ma8 + d i k f t  + man i k f t  
( 34 )  cf . data ( 30 )  ( c ) : 
( a) 
(b)  
ma8 + b i l f + man i l f 
+ mab i l  f 
+ magb i l  f 
( b um i  I f : 'to 
( infix : - um-)  
ma8 + b i hasa  + man i hasa  
+ mab i hasa  
( 35 )  cf . ( 31 )  ( a ) : 
( a ) ma8 + t ahan + mag tahan 
(b)  ma8 + t ah i p  + mag t ah i p  
( c )  ma8 + t a l o  + mata l o  
+ mana l o  
+ mag ta l o  
( d )  ma8 + tanan  + mag tanan 
( e )  ma8 + tan68 + mag tano8 
+ ma tan68 
( 36 )  c f . ( 31 )  ( b ) : 
( a) ma8 + kuha + ma8uha 
+ makuha 
+ makuha 
( b )  ma8  + ku l am + maku l am 
+ maku l am 
( c) ma8 + k u l a 8  + magku l a8 
(d )  ma8 + k u l ambo + magk u l ambo 
( e )  ma8 + ku r t i na + mag kur t i na 
( f ) ma8 + kusa + magkusa 
( g) ma 8 + kuskos + magkuskos 
'to cause trouble ' 
'troublesome ' 
'having plenty of vegetab les ' 
'to cook and eat vegetables ' 
'to become crumpled ' 
'to be hungry ' 
'to be angry ' 
'to pray ' 
'to assault ' 
'to ride in a large rowboat ' 
'to adhere ' 
'to make purchases ' 
'to be ab le to buy ' 
'to sell ' 
buy ' )  
'to get used to a certain practice '  
'to get used to ' 
'to stop ' 
'to winnow grains ' 
'to Zose ' 
'to win ' 
'to argue with each other ' 
'to escape ' 
'to ask about something ' 
'to happen to be asked a question ' 
'to gather� to col lect ' 
'to be able  to get ' 
'to happen to get ' 
'to be able to bewitch something ' 
'to become bewitched ' 
'to fai l  to please due to 
shortcomings ' 
'to use a mosquito net ' 
'to use curtains ' 
'to do a thing voZuntarily ' 
'to scrub ' 
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( 37 )  cf . ( 31 )  ( c )  : 
( a )  maf)  + p f 1 i -+- mam f l  i 'to choose ' 
-+- map f 1 i 'choosy ' 
(b )  maf) + p i  l ay -+- map i l ay 'to become tame ' 
( c )  ma l) + p i  1 i I) -+- magp i l i f) 'to be close together ' 
(d )  ma l) + p i  1 i p i t  -+- mam i  1 i p i  t 'to become twisted ' 
-+- map i l i p i t  'to be ab le to twist something ' 
( e )  mal) + p i  1 i t  -+- mam i l i t  'to force ' 
-+- magp i 1 i t  'to try hard ' 
( f ) mal) + p i n sa l a  -+- mam i nsa l a  'to injure ' 
-+- map i nsa l a  'to be injured ' 
( g )  mal) + p i raso -+- ma p i  raso 'to be broken into pieces ' 
(h ) mal) + p i r i l) -+- magp i r i l) 'to cover one 's eyes with a blind-
fo ld ' 
Data ( 32 ) - ( 37 )  above are enough to tempt us to hypothesise that in Tagalog the 
underlying form /mal)/ is phonetically realised in di fferent forms ( [ ma l) ] ,  [ man ] ,  
[ ma ] ,  [ mag ]) depending on the meaning o f  the word i n  which it is used . In other 
words the phonetic representations of the underlying form /mal)/ seem to be mostly 
semantically motivated although in some cases phonological motivations al so try 
to mani fest themselves . However ,  we can also hypothesise that in Tagalog there 
are four underlying forms ( /ma f)/ ,  /man/ , /ma/ , /mag/ ) which manifest themselves 
in the same forms phoneti cally to form different types of verbs , thus as [ ma f) ] ,  
[ man ] ,  [ ma ] , [ mag ] .  In data ( 32 ) - ( 37 )  above the first hypothesis has been 
applied . 
By applying the first hypothesis , we think that the lOP is inadequate to 
explain the sound changes that Tagalog manipulates to convey di fferent meanings . 
In data ( 3 2 ) , for exampl e ,  I) ( p 3 )  should not disappear from the cluster f)g 
according to the l OP because it is stronger than 9 ( pl )  according to the p scale 
( 2 ) . In data ( 3 3 ) , d should not disappear according to the IDP ( c f . data ( 30 )  
( b » , because it must not strengthen in postnasal position due to i ts weaker 
strength value (a2 S 2 ) . In data ( 34 )  [ mam i l f ]  and [ mam i hasa ] are the correct 
forms according to the IDP ,  but we also have [ ma b i  I f ] ,  [ ma g b i  I f ] , and [ ma b i hasa ] .  
And so on and so forth . 
From the above data we can conclude that Tagalog is a language that manipu­
lates assimilation and coalescence processes not only for the sake of ease of  
production but most importantly for distinguishing different meanings . These 
kinds of phonological processes are said to be semantically motivated in the 
sense that phonological processes are used or are made good use of  for semantic 
purposes . As an illustration let us take j ust one exampl e :  data ( 34 )  ( a ) : 
( 38 ) ( a )  b i 1 f 
/maf) + b i l i / 
� i<"" m 
mam i  1 i 
[ mam i 1 f ]  
Root 'the amount paid for a thing ' 
Underlying Form 
Coal escence < b
l) -+- m> -+- m 
Phonetic Form 'to make purchases ' 
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( b )  fma� + b i l  i f  
mab b i  1 i 
mab i  1 i 
Underlying Fbrm 
Total Assimilation n ___ > b/ b 
Cl uster Simpl i fication 
[ mab i l l ] Phonetic Form 'to be ab le to buy ' 
Underlying Form ( c ) fma� + b i l i f 
mag b i  1 i 
[ magb i  1 :  ] 
Partial Assimi lation N ___ >Stop/ ___ Stop 
Phonetic Form 'to se ll ' 
(Note : In order to have a word with the meaning 'to buy ' , the 
language uses the infix um ( - um- ) , thus we have the 
word b um i l :  with that meaning . )  
9 . 0 .  So far , Samoan i s  the only language for which we have not given alternative 
solutions to its problems of sound changes . This  is because of the fact that we 
cons ider sound changes in Samoan to be unnatural to the extent that we cannot find 
articulatory or auditory ( acoustic) facts or even semantic motivations to account 
for these sound changes . To show the unnaturalness of the Samoan sound changes , 
let us consider the consonant segments o f  this language . Samoan has the following 
consonant segments : p t ? m n � f 5 V 1 ( Biggs 1971 : cf . Churchward 1951 ) . Two 
segments h and r are only used in words of foreign origin , and k is used only in 
foreign words ( e . g .  saka 'to boil ' and puka 'an interjection ' are words from some 
neighbouring islands ) . Another unusual thing about the phonology of  this  language 
is that in colloquial Samoan the segment n has changed to � ,  a fact which contra­
dicts the statement made by Ferguson in Greenberg ( 1966 : 57 )  that if there are 
only two nasals they will be m and n .  The segment p also is  very rare and it 
usually occurs in loanwords . Because of the unusualness of the Samoan segments , 
we do not think that the IDP is adequate to explain this  fact . So we have to 
refer to other facts , non-physical facts ( cf .  J .  Ohala 19 74b : the diagram below) , 
and here we would suggest  that we refer to ( consider ) sociol inguistic as well as 
psycholingui stic aspects . 
Discover Sound Change 
it I 
I ts 
. .  ) Explain 
Orlgln 
� . 
I ts Propagatl0n 
/ 
I f  natural , prove 
physical explanation 
Refer to 
articulatory 
facts 
Refer to 
auditory 
facts 
I f  unnatural ,  provide 
non-physical explanation 
Refer to soc ial , 
cultural , gram­
matical facts 
J .  Oha l a ' s  fl ow chart ( 1 974 b : 355 )  
� 
From word 
to word 
From speaker 
to speaker 
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We would like to argue here that these non-phys ical facts are j ust  as 
important and relevant as the physical ( neurol inguistic )  facts in accounting for 
sound changes in natural languages ( c f . J .  Ohala 1974b ;  S lobin 1977 ; Baron 19 7 7 ;  
Goyvaerts 1975 ; Andersen 19 7 3 ;  Simanj untak and Ramli Sal leh 1980) . These non­
physical factors are unique to a particular language , so they must be language­
spec ific and cul ture-speci fic ( J .  Ohala 19 74b ) . Some of the non-physical factors 
that Malkiel mentions ( 19 7 3 :  see also J .  Ohala 19 74b ) are : hypercorrection , 
fashionable pronunciations (c f .  Postal 1968 who suggests that sounds change due 
to the same whims of fashion that cause clothing and car styl ing to change ) , 
spelling pronunciation , analogical extens ion of grammatical paradigm . Here we 
would like to report a unique observation made by Simanj untak ( 19 71 )  which 
ill ustrates how a sociol inguistic as well as psycholinguistic incident causes 
sound changes in the l anguage of chi ldren under seven years of age . 
One day , in a remote village in Tapanuli ( North Sumatra) ,  Simanj untak over­
heard small children ( under seven years of age ) being taught by older chi ldren 
how to pronounce correctly the numbers from one to ten in Toba Batak , the mother 
tongue of the ch ildren . The small chi ldren ' s  pronunciation was strange which 
made the o lder chi ldren laugh and so they tried to teach them the correct 
pronunciation . This is how the small children counted from one to ten : 
Children ' s  (Correct) Adul t ' s  
Pronunciation Pronunciation 
[ sada ] [ sada ] 'one ' 
[ d ua ]  [ dua ] 'two ' 
[ to 1 u ]  [ to l u ]  'three ' 
[ oka t ] [ opa t ] 'four ' 
[ 1 i !)a ] [ 1  i rna ] 'five ' 
[ ono!) ] [onorn ] 'six ' 
[ k i t u ]  [ p i t u ]  'seven ' 
[ ua 1 u ]  [ ua 1 u ]  'eight ' 
[ 5  i a ]  [ 5  i a ]  'nine ' 
[ sakku l u ]  [ sapp u l u ]  ' ten ' 
What is  apparent is that all bi labial segments changed to velars . Further 
investigation revealed that all bilabial segments had indeed disappeared from the 
language of the small children , while older chi ldren seemed to have managed to 
regain the lost bi labials . This  unusual phenomenon had urged the investigator to 
do further study as to what had caused the disappearance o f  the bilabials from 
the language of the small children : the observed si tuation appears to be as 
fol lows . 
In that particular vil lage small children are taken care o f  by older people , 
usual ly grandmothers . These older peopl e have the habit o f  chewing betel leaves 
and tobacco and at the same time teaching their grandchildren to talk and to count 
by telling stories and al l the whi le doing small household tasks . While the betel 
leaves are being chewed , the tobacco ' clump ' or 'bal l ' is inserted between the 
upper lip and the upper teeth or gum creating a situation in which the upper l ip 
can never meet the lower lip when talking . The si tuation is aggravated by the 
betel  leaves which are placed between the upper and lower molars preventing the 
upper teeth from reaching the lower lip .  We can imagine how impossible i t  is for 
these eager grandmothers to produce bi labial sounds when teaching their grand­
chi ldre n ,  thus the eas iest way for them , which is quite natural , is to replace 
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all bi labials with velars . To make the situation worse , the younger adults have 
the habit of imitating the nonbilabial-sound language of the grandmothers to 
create humorous si tuations in the presence  o f  the smal l children . Thus , 
practically speaking , the smal l children are acquiring this  nonbi labial-sound 
language from the start . However , when the children start schooling their defec­
tive language is corrected by the teachers because Toba Batak is  the medium of 
instruction in the elementary school up to standard three (beginning standard 
four , Bahasa Indonesia , the national language , takes over as the medium) . 
The above incident is  a good example of the many possible similar incidents 
that might (or must)  have taken place during the many thousands of years whi ch 
separate Samoan from its Proto-Austronesian ancestor and which have resul ted in 
the present disappearance of b ,  h ,  r ,  k from its phonemic inventory . These 
incidents must have caused the language to restructure i ts phonological grammar 
many times which must have resulted in the repeated additions , losses , and 
reorderings of its phonological rul es ( c f . King 1969 ; Kiparsky 196 5 ,  1968 ; 
Farid Onn 1980)  or probably inversions o f  these rul es ( c f . Vennemann 1 9 7 2 )  . 
Non-physical causes o f  sound changes are indeed very di fficul t to describe 
precisely as to how they have caused a particular language to change its sounds . 
We can only guess . But roughly the sociol inguistic and psychol inguistic processes 
o f  sound changes can be i l lustrated by the following diagram ( Goyvaerts 19 7 5 : 1 28 ) : 
Generation 1 .  
Generation 2 .  
Generation 3 .  
LGrammar • speech output 
�h ' l  Language acqulsltlon by C 1 d 
optimal grammar _____ > speech output (A )  
1 
innovations ( additions ) 
1 
Adult grammar ______ > speech output (B ) 
r-Langu�e acquisition by Child 
( Linguistic change is  change in competence not in per formance . )  
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NOTES 
1 .  It appears that the IDP is also inadequate in handl ing the European languages , 
hence J .  Ohala ( 19 74 )  may be j ustified in saying that Foley has crypotaxonomic 
goals with this theory of phonology , which Foley claims to be "perhaps the 
only genuine theory o f  phonology in exi stence " ( 1 9 7 1 : 1 ) . 
2 .  In Ulu Muar and Kedah ( Langkawi)  dialects (both are Malay dialects ) , however , 
this  cluster simplification rule takes place , so that the cluster nd is 
s impli fied to n ,  although both elements have the feature [ +voice ] , thus 
/men + dak i /  + [ manak i ] ,  /men + dapa t/  + [ manapa t ]  ( see Hendon 1966 for 
Ulu Muar and Collins 1976 for Kedah ; cf . Farid M. Onn 1976 , 1980a) . 
3 .  In traditional descriptive linguistics this  coalescence process is known as 
internal sandhi , a term borrowed from Sanskrit meaning a ' putting together ' 
( in this case )  o f  two consonants . However , how this  ' putting together ' is  
actually motivated to produce a third consonant is not explained . 
4 .  Toba Batak is  one o f  the six Batak dialects ( the others are Mandailing , Karo , 
Angkola , Simalungun , Dairi or Pak-Pak ) spoken in North Sumatra , Indonesia . 
The Batak language belongs to the Austronesian family (S imanjuntak 1976)  . 
5 .  But according to Siahaan ( 19 7 5 )  the consonant n does not change i f  the 
following consonant is g ,  for example in the word tangg u r ung [ taQg u r uQ ] .  
This may be true in slow speech especially when the word is pronounced in 
isolation . However , in rapid speech and when the word is  used in a sentence , 
such as T i ngk i mangga r u t  tanggu rungh u ,  the Q changes to 9 : [ t i kk i  magga r u t  
taggu r ukku ] .  This has been tested b y  Simanj untak with four native speakers 
of Toba Batak . 
6 .  These can be stated as follows : 
{ � }  + {� } Iv _ V 
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P H O N O LOG I CA L  P RO B L EM S  O F  LOAN W O R D S  I N  BAHASA I N DO N E S I A  
Hans L apol iwa 
1 .  I NTRODUCT ION 
Borrowing is  quite common in l iving languages throughout the world . No 
matter how ' modern ' a language is , it must have borrowed certain words or other 
linguistic elements from other languages in the course of its history , and will 
continue to do so , for no language can ever be so perfect as to have all the 
necessary words required to talk about any possible topi c in the pas t ,  at 
present , or in the future . The di fference between a modern language and a less 
modern one in this  respect lies , probably , only in the degree of  borrowing they 
may exhibit at the same period of history . The latter tends to borrow more items 
than the former does . Furthermore , a modern language - especial ly one recognised 
as an international language - tends to serve as a source language for a less 
modern one in i ts efforts to achieve a modern stage through borrowing . 
When a foreign word is introduced into a language , i t  tends to undergo some 
modi fication . The degree of such modi fication depends largely upon the well­
formedness conditions o f  words in the language concerned . The more the foreign 
item deviates from the well- formedness conditions , the greater the degree of 
possible modi fication i t  tends to undergo . Fai lure to conform to the well­
formedness conditions will cause certain problems to the users o f  the language 
concerned , and , to a lesser degree , to the l inguist who searches for linguisti­
cal ly significant generalisations ( c f . Chomsky and Hall e  1968 : 29 6 )  . 
This  paper tries to account for a number of phonological problems which 
resul ted from the introduction of a number of non-Malay words into Bahasa 
Indonesia , either from foreign languages or from regional l anguages . l Specifi­
cally , this paper tries to account for loanwords which are phonologically or 
morphologically unusual compared with the maj ority of Bahasa Indonesia words 
(or Malay words)  which cause diversi ties in pronunciation and/or spel l ing among 
the users of Bahasa Indonesia . Qui te a number of the diversities seem to be 
explainable from the linguistic point of view . In this connection , discuss ion 
in the subsequent paragraphs will concentrate on the problem of diversities 
vis-a-vis wel l - formedness in Bahasa Indonesia of Malay origin . The examples 
related to pronunciation presented in this  paper are based on the speech of  a 
number of people of different background that I managed to observe 2 , while the 
examples related to spell ing are based upon a number of materials written after 
19 72 , the year of the introduction of the present spelling system of Bahasa 
Indonesia . The main source however , i s  Poerwadarminta ' s  dictionary . 
Amran Halim,  Lois Carrington and S . A .  Wurm , eds Papers from the 
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It must be noted from the outset that the study reported here is descriptive 
in nature . Therefore , no attempt is made to present a compl ete picture o f  all 
existing loanwords , let alone an account of their etymology . The problems 
related to suprasegrnental features are not less interesting but have been i nten­
tional ly avoided . In brief ,  loanwords of European origin seem to be marked by 
stress placed in the last syllable . 
I t  will be clear later from the examples given that loan i tems creating 
phonological problems in Bahasa Indonesia are , mainly , from Arabic (A) , Dutch ( D) , 
English ( E) , Sanskrit ( S ) , and Javanese (J ) .
3 I tems from other foreign ( Fo )  or 
regional ( Ro )  l anguages are very few . 
The phonetic symbols  used here are basi cally those o f  IPA . The exceptions 
are [ j , 5 ,  y J  which correspond in value with IPA [ d� ,  ¥ '  j J  respectively . 
2 .  D I V ERSITIES  DUE  TO LOAN SOUNDS 
The introduction of  foreign words into Bahasa Indonesia ( Malay) has brought 
with it some foreign sounds into the sound system o f  the language . These sounds , 
being uncommon , cause diversities in pronunc iation , spelling,  and to some degree , 
in the phonological des cription of Bahasa Indonesi a .  As I argued before 
( Lapoliwa 1981 : 25-28)  four of these loan sounds ( [ f ,  z ,  5 ,  x J ) have to be posited 
as systematic phonemes in the underlying representation of  loanwords in Bahasa 
Indonesia simply because the loan sounds are not always replaceable with their 
nearest corresponding native sounds . Examples ( 1 )  below show that these sounds 
can be naturalised in some loanwords . 
Spelling Source Pronunciation Gloss 
( 1 )  a .  i .  p i k i r ,  f i k i r ( A) [ p  i krr , f i kI r J 'to think ' 
napas , nafas  ( A) [ napas , nafas ] 'breath ' 
hapa l , hafa l (A)  [ hapa l , hafa l ] 'to mem?n8e ' 
i i . ta r i  f ,  ta r i  p ( D ,  E) [ tarIf , t a rIp ] 'tariff ' 
l afa l , l apa l (A) [ I  a fa l  , l apa l ] 'pronunciation ' 
ve rba l , pe rba l ( D ,  E) [ fa rba l , p a rba l ] 'verbat ' 
iii . pabr i k  (A)  [ pab rIk , fab rIk ] 'manufacture ' 
akt i f  ( D ,  E )  [ aktIf ,  aktIp ]  'active ' 
foto ( D ,  E) [ foto , poto ] 'photo ' 
b .  i .  asas , azas ( A) C asas , azas , aj as ] 'principte ' 
j a sad , j azad ( A) [ j a sat , j azat ] 'body ' 
tams i I ,  tamz l l ( A) [ tams I I , tamzI I J 'me88age ' 
i i . zaman , j aman (A)  [ zaman , j aman , s aman ] , era, period ' 
j a z l rah , j a s i rah  (A )  [ j az i ra h ,  j a s l rah ] 'penin8uta ' 
azab , aj a b  ( A) [ azap , aj ab , as a p ]  ' torture ' 
iii . zat  (A)  [ za t , j a t , sat ] '8ub8tance ' 
zen I t  (E )  [ zen  I t ,  j en I t ,  s en i t ]  'zenith ' 
zona (E )  [ zona , j ona , son a ] 'zone ' 
c .  i .  sah , syah ( A) [ sa h , sah J ' tegat ' 
l a s ka r ,  l a syka r  ( S )  [ l as ka r ,  l as ka r ]  '8o tdier ' 
s a raf , syaraf  ( A) [ s a ra f ,  s a ra f ,  sa ra p ]  'nerve ' 
( 1 )  c .  ii . 
iii . 
d .  i .  
ii . 
iii . 
Spel l ing 
masyarakat , 
ma sa rakat  
asy i k ,  a s i k  
a ras  
syak 
syekh 
kaba r , khaba r 
ku rma , khu rma 
kewan , khewan 
akh i r ,  ak i r 
khus us , kus us 
khaya 1 ,  haya l 
khas 
agen 
b i o l og i  
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Source Pronunciation Gloss 
( S )  [ masa  rakat , masa raka t ] 'society ' 
( A) [ asI k ,  a Sl k ,  a sI ? ] 'absorbed ' 
(A )  [ a  ras , a ras ] 'God 's throne ' 
(A )  [ sak , sak , s a ? ] 'worried ' 
( A) [ s Ex ,  s E k , s E k ]  'sheik ' 
( A) [ kaba r ,  xaba r ,  haba r ]  'news ' 
(A )  [ ku rma ] 'grape ' 
(A )  [ hewan , xewan , kewan ] 'animal ' 
(A )  [ axI r , akl r ,  ahl r ]  'end ' 
(A )  [ xusUs , kusUs , h Us Us ] 'special ' 
(A )  [ zaya l , haya 1 ] 'dream ' 
(A )  [ xas , kas ] 'typical ' 
( 0 , E )  e ag En , ahEn , axEn ] 'agent3 agency ' 
( D ,  E )  [ b  i 0 1 o g  i , b i o l oh i , 'biology ' 
b i o l ox i ] 
I t  can be seen from the above examples that I f  I can be replaced by Ip/ , Izl by 
Ij l or Is/ , l si  by ls i ,  and Ixl by Ikl or Igl or Ih/ . 4  The use o f  a certain 
native sound as a substitute for a certain foreign sound may not necessarily be 
the same from loan item to loan item and from speaker to speaker . Thus one 
speaker may use native sound substitutes with loan items like p i k i r [ p i kl r ] ,  
asas  C a sas ] ,  sah [ sah ] ,  kaba r [ kaba r ]  etc . , but use loan ( foreign) sounds with 
items l ike ta r i f  [ ta rlf ] ,  zaman [ zaman ] ,  masya raka t [ ma sa raka t ] ,  a kh i r [ axlr ] 
etc . Another speaker , however ,  may tend to use loan sounds with the first series 
( i . e .  f i k i r [ f i kl r ] ,  azas [ azas ] ,  syah [ sa h ] ,  khaba r [ xaba r ] ) but use native 
sound substitutes with the second series ( i . e .  t a r i p  [ ta rlp ] ,  j aman [ j aman ] ,  
masa rakat [ masaraka t ] ,  a k i r [ aklr ]) . 
The third groups in the above examples ( l . a . i i i-d . ii i )  clearly show that a 
certain letter may have two or more sound values in loanwords . Thus p and f can 
each be interpreted phonetical ly as [ p ,  f ] ,  z as [ z ,  j ,  s ] , sy and s as [ s ,  s ]  
each , kh as [ x ,  k ,  h ] ,  and 9 as [ g ,  h ,  x ] .  Such assignment of phonetic values of 
the l etters j ust  mentioned is not limited to the third groups in the above 
exampl es . A language user may use the form p i k i r in writing but occas ionally 
use [ f i klr ] in speaking . 
When the spelling forms 9f the above loanwords ( see Poerwadarminta 1976)  are 
disregarded , the linguist may be inclined to pos it the native sound substitutes 
as underlying elements for the respective loanwords . The ' foreign ' variants can 
then be derived by means of phonological rules . However , when he encounters the 
fol lowing pairs , he cannot do away with the loan ( foreign)  sounds . 
Spelling Source Pronunciation Gloss 
( 2 )  a .  i .  vak ( D) [ fak ] 'school subject ' 
pak ( D ,  E)  [ pak ] 'package ' 
ii . fakta (E )  [ fakta , pakta ] 'fact ' 
pakta  (E )  [ pakta ] 'pact ' 
b .  i .  zen i  ( Fo )  [ zen i , s en i ] , (army) engineers ' 
s en i  [ s en i ] 'art ' 
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Spell ing Source Pronunc iation Gloss 
( 2 ) b .  ii . azab ( A) [ azap , asap ] 'torture ' 
asap  [ asap ] 'smoke ' 
c .  i .  syak (A) [ sak , sa k ]  'worried ' 
sak ( 0 , E)  [ sa k ]  'sack ' 
i i . sya rat  ( A) [ sa ra t , sa rat ] 'requirement ' 
s a  rat  [ sa rat ] 'overloaded ' 
d .  i .  khas (A) [ xas , kas ] 'typical ' 
kas ( D) [ kas ] 'cashbox ' 
i i . t a r i kh ( A) [ ta r lk ,  t a rlx ]  'year ' 
t a r i k  [ ta r lk , t a rI? ] 'to puU ' 
Each pair of the above items forms some sort of minimal pair . The existence of 
those minimal pairs ( although they sometimes appear identical on the phonetic 
level)  has been made the main basis  for recognising those loan sounds as con­
stituting different phonemes ( c f . Halim 19 74 : 1 75-177  ( 1981 : 1 35- 1 37 ) ; Lapoliwa 
1981 : 26 - 2 7 ) . Furthermore , the labial fricative / f/ in the following items is 
hardly ever replaced with /p/ . 
( 3 ) fas i l i tas (E ,  D) 
fede ras i ( E ,  D) 
faku l tas  (E , D) 
faktor  (E ,  D )  
fantas  i ( E )  
f i  1 i a l  ( E )  
veto ( E )  
v i  sa (E )  
vi  t a l  ( E )  
va r i a s i  ( E )  
un i ve r s i tas (E , D )  
[ f a s  i 1 i tas  ] 
[ federas i ] 
[ fakU l tas ] 
[ faktO r ]  
[ fan tas i ]  
[ f  i 1 i a 1 ] 
[ feto , f E tO ]  
[ f i s a  ] 
[ f i t a l ] 
[ fa r i as i ] 
[ un i fers  i t as ] 
'faci lities ' 
'federation ' 
'facul ty ' 
'factor ' 
'fantasy ' 
'fi lial ' 
'veto ' 
'visa ' 
'vital ' 
'varia tion ' 
'uni versi ty , 
The next question to solve after the assignment o f  phoneme status to the 
above foreign ( loan) sounds is  the one related to the phonemic ( underlying) 
representation of individual loanwords . With items which are clearly ' immune ' 
to the naturalisation process like those given in examples ( 3 ) , or whose 
naturalised forms may be in conflict with items that al ready exist like those 
given in example ( 2 ) , the use o f  the loan sounds for the respective loan items 
on the phonological level of representation is qui te appropriate . But with 
items like those in example ( 1 ) , the choice between native sound substitutes and 
the corresponding loan sounds for the respective loan items on the phonological 
level of representation is not so simple when the question of standard and sub­
standard or common and less common forms is taken into consideratio� . Forms 
(orthographic and phonetic) that come first in example ( 1 )  above are regarded 
as standard forms whi le those that come second or third are reqarded as sub­
standard forms . S It can be  seen from examples ( 1 )  above that �ome naturali sed 
forms are considered as standard forms ( e . g . i-items ) but some are not (e . g .  
ii-items ) . In fac t ,  many of the i-i tems in examples ( 1 )  above have been fully 
natural ised to the extent that the average speakers of Bahasa Indonesia do not 
realise that they are foreign words in origin - they pattern and behave like 
indi genous words . I f  a descriptive grammar should reflect the competence o f  the 
maj ority of the speakers o f  Bahasa Indonesi a ,  the lingui st can not treat the 
i- items in ( 1 )  and the like in the same way as he does the rest of the loan 
items existing in Bahas a Indonesia . 
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In brief , the phonological problems which arise from the introduction o f  
loan sounds into Bahasa Indonesia through word borrowing l i e  in the choice of  
appropriate variants . A user of  Bahas a Indonesia is required to recognise those 
variants and uses them appropriately both in writing and speaking , whi le a field 
linguist is required to recognise them and their appropriate us e so that his 
grammar may rightly describe true usage among Bahasa Indonesia speakers ( c f . 
Chomsky 1965 : 4 ; Chomsky and Halle 196 8 : 3 ) . 
3 .  D IVERS I T I ES DUE TO THE V IOLAT ION O F  MORPHEME WELL-FORMEDNESS CON D I T I ONS 
Besides the diversi ties stemming from loan sounds discussed above , the 
introduc tion of certain loanwords into Bahasa Indonesia has also caused diver­
sities in pronunciation and , to some degree , in spelling . Such diversities are 
mainly due to the fact that many of the loanwords violate certain conditions 
which systematically constrain the forms of the majority of Bahasa Indonesia 
words . The conditions which may cause diversities among speakers of Bahasa 
Indonesia can be grouped , for the purpose of  discussion , under what Richard 
Stanley ( 1967)  called positive conditions and morpheme structure condi tions . 
3 . 1 . Di vers i t i es attri b uted to pos i t i ve cond i t ions 
Pos itive conditions , fol lowing Stanley , express the canonical shapes , i . e .  
the general constraints on the sequence o f  elements ( consonant and vowel ) ,  of 
underlying forms o f  the majority of morphemes in Bahasa Indonesia . I f  we dis­
regard bound morphemes and interj ection words , we may be able to capture the 
general patterns of the rest of the indigenous words in Bahasa Indonesia by the 
following formula ( cf .  Lapoliwa , 1981 : 4 1 ) : 
where 
++ (C 0 V ( C ( C) ) V (C R ( ( C) V ( C) R) ++ 
C = Consonants ( including glides )  
V = Vowels 
++ = 
R =  
word boundary 
( . • .  0 • • •  ) = 
reapply the elements between the parentheses when necessary 
at least one item should be appl ied 
The formul a states among other things that : 
a) a word consists minimal ly of CV ( e . g .  d i  'in3 on3 at '3 ke 'to ' )  or VV 
( e . g . i a  'he, she ')  
b )  the maximum sequence of  C i s  CC , and this  CC sequence may occur only i n  
medial position ( e . g .  amb i l 'take '3 h a s t a  'lower arm ' )  
c )  the maximum sequence of  V is  VV ( e . g .  dua 'he3 she '3 ba i k  'good ' )  
d) a word may end either in C or V 
Of the four positive conditions , only condition b )  needs further consideration in 
connection with loanwords . Many loan items cause diversi ties among speakers 
of Bahasa Indonesia because they violate that very condition . Example ( 4 )  below 
il lustrates some diversities in the pronunciation of certain laonwords . The 
variants that come first in the series are considered as s tandard forms in that 
they sati sfy the rules of the current spell ing system and the guidelines for the 
coining of terminology . 6 
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Spelling Source Pronunciation Glos s  
( 4 )  a .  k l i n i k ( 0 ,  E)  [ k  I i  nIk , ka l i nIk J 'clinic ' 
t rad i s i  ( 0 , E )  [ t rad i s i , tarad i s i J ' tradi tion ' 
p r i ha t i n  ( J )  [ p r i ha tIn , pa r i ha tIn J 'to be concerned ' 
s t rukt u r  ( 0 ,  E)  [ s t rUkt u r ,  sat rUk tUr , 'structure ' 
s t a rUkt U r , s U t rUkt U r J  
b .  i n dust r i  ( O? E) [ i ndUs t r i , IndUs t a r i  J 'industry ' 
i n s t a l a s i  ( 0 , E)  [ In s ta l as i , In ta l as i  J 'insta llation ' 
i n s t ruks i ( 0 ,  E) [ Ins t rUks i , Ins tarUks i , 'ins truction ' 
In t rUks i , In ta rUks i , 
Ins t u rUks i ,  In t u rUks i J 
kons t ruks i ( 0 ,  E)  [ kons t rUks i , kon s ta rUks i ,  ' construction ' 
kOn t rUks i , konsta rUks i , 
kOn s t u rUks i ,  kOn t u rUks i J 
c .  t eks ( 0 ,  E)  [ t Eks , t E k J  'text ' 
ons ( 0 ,  E)  [ Ons , On J 'ounce ' 
korps ( 0 , E )  [ kOrps , kOrp , ko rap ( s )  , 'corps ' 
ko rOp ( s )  J 
he l m ( 0 ,  E)  [ h E l m ,  h e l Em , h e l am J  'helm ' 
go l f ( E)  [ gO l f ,  go l af ,  go l Of , 'go lf '  
go l ap ,  go l Op J  
bank ( 0 ,  E) [ ba l)k , bal) J 'bank ' 
tank  ( 0 ,  E)  [ ta l)k , t al) J 'tank ' 
s po rt ( 0 , E)  [ s po r t ,  s po r J 'sport ' 
t a r t  ( 0 , E )  [ ta r t , t a r J 'tart ' 
The above examples show that unpermi tted sequences of consonants tend to be 
broken up by vowel insertion and/or consonant deletion processes . In mos t  cases , 
a s chwa is used to break up unpermitted sequences of  consonants that are found in 
loanwords . This  may be due , partly , to the fact that the schwa in indigenous 
words is often deleted in rapid speech , in some o f  the above examples , however ,  
we see that an unpermitted sequence o f  consonants can b e  broken up by a certain 
vowel which is  very much simi lar to the one immediately fol lowing it  ( e . g .  [ U J  
in i n s t ru ks i , kons t r uks i )  or preceding it  ( e . g .  [ O J  in ko rps , go l f ,  and [ E J  in 
he l m) . The insertion of  [ U J  in the phonetic realisations of the words i ns t r u ks i , 
kons t ruks i ,  s t ru kt u r ,  [ O J  in the words go l f ,  korps , and [ E J  in the word he l m  is  
clearly a case of  assimilation , or,  more specifically , vowel harmony . The fact 
that the s chwa ( [ a J ) al so occurs in those items makes the task of the l ingui st 
harder . The ques tion he needs to answer is concerned with the order of rules 
appl ied to derive the phonetic forms [ I n tUrUks i J ,  [ kOn tU rUks i J ,  [ sU t rUktUr J ,  
[ ko rOp (s ) J ,  [ go I O f , go l Op J ,  [ he l E m J  etc . Unless one has convincing evidence 
that these forms are used by a certain group of speakers only , he cannot discount 
the order of rules deriving the phonetic forms . Since [ u , o J  in Malay words are 
never realised as r a J  on the phoneti c level , it is more logical then to assume 
that in the break ing up of  unpermitted consonant sequences schwa insertion 
applies first , then the inserted schwa is harmonised with the adj acent vowel .  
The rul es for the vowel insertion can be formulated as fol lows . 
Rl - schwa insertion 
where C 
V 
X 
o - - - - > r a J  / ++ xc - - - C ( CV ( C) ) ++ 
any consonant 
any vowel 
any segment sequence or zero 
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R2 - vowel harmony � b:Ck l 
where C 
V 
X 
v 
/a/ � � back� round 
high 
any consonant 
any vowel 
any sequence of segments 
- ---- ( C ( C) B round X 
y high 
back 
v 
l round high C ( C) -------- x +Rl 
The prevention of unpermi tted patterns ( consonant sequences )  by means of 
del etion does not seem to be very general . The conclusions that can be drawn 
from the above examples are ( 1 )  consonant sequences in word-initial posi tion do 
not undergo deletion , ( 2 ) the consonant [ 5 ]  in the sequence NASAL + /5/ + STOP in 
medial position tends to be deleted when both the nasal and the stop are 
homorganic with /sl ( +ANTERIOR, +CORONAL) ( this condi tion is necessary because 
15/ in i n s p i ras i "inspiration '� i n s peks i etc . is never del eted) , ( 3 ) the 
fricative /5/ and stops preceded by sonorants in final position tend to be 
dropped . 7 The rule for the /51 deletion c an be formul ated as fol lows . 
R3 -
where Cl 
X 
s-del etion 
t:a� 
C 
-Nas 
/ 5 /  - - - -> 0 X +Ant +Cont 
+Cor +Ant 
+Cor 
-vo 
Cl -------- ++ 
any consonant other than liquid 
any segment sequence or zero 
1 
X 
The rul e for the de letion of stops in final position can be formulated as 
fol lows . 
R4 - s top del etion 
where C 
X 
{ /p/ } 
It/  
/k/ 
- - - -> o / x ----- ++ 
sonorant consonant other than l ateral 
any sequence of segments 
So far spell ing forms shown in exampl e ( 4 )  above look very simple .  Users of  
Bahas a Indones ia are in  fact as  divergent in  spel ling as  they are in pronunciation . 
The orthographic forms given above happen to be the ones that appear in the l ates t 
edi tion of Kamus Bahasa Indonesia ( Poerwadarminta 1976 ) , the most reliable 
dictionary available at present . Forms like ke l  i n i k  or c l  i n i c  besides k l  i n i k ,  
t ek or text bes ides teks , pe r i ha t i n  besides p r i ha t i n ,  i n ta l as i  bes ides i n s ta l as i , 
etc . are not rare in the general use of  the loan items . Those foreign forms are , 
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of course , used only by those who happen to be fami liar with the source lan­
guage ( s ) , whi le those reduced forms are usually used by less educated people . 
The forms with the inserted e do not tell the background of  their users . The 
reasons for their use might be due to the fact that the user , either consciously 
or unconscious ly , treats them as native words , or that he had been acquainted 
with those forms or similar forms before the promulgation of the present spell ing 
system of Bahasa Indones ia . Indeed , there had been attempts made to naturalise 
' i ll - formed ' loanwords . The exis tence of a number of  doublets which are still  
found in the latest edition of Kamus umum Bahasa Indonesia shows that such 
naturali sation efforts had been made before . The doublets presented in example 
( 5 ) below are all taken from Poerwadarminta ( 1976 )  
( 5 )  
Spel ling 
k 1 i se , ke 1  i se  
f i l m ,  p i  1 em 
p raktek , pe raktek 
p rangko , pe rangko 
s t a t us , se ta tus 
s tas i un ,  se tas i un 
amp l op ,  empe 1 0p 
s taf , setap 
p raj u r i t ,  pe raj u r i t  
s t a t i s ,  setat i s  
Source 
(D) 
( D ,  E )  
( D ,  E )  
(D) 
( D ,  E )  
( D , E )  
( D ,  E )  
( D ,  E )  
( S )  
( S )  
Pronuncation Gloss 
[ k  1 i s e ,  ka 1  i se ]  'fi lm negative ' 
[ fI l m ,  p i  l am ,  p i 1 Em ]  'fi lm ' 
[ p rak t Ek , pa rak t Ek ] 'practice ' 
[ p ranko , pa ranko ] 'stamp ' 
[ s t a t Us , s e ta tUs ] 'status ' 
[ s tas i Un ,  s et as i U n ] 'station ' 
[ amp 1 0p ,  ampe 1 0 p ]  'envelope ' 
[ s ta f ,  s atap ] 'staff ' 
[ p raj u rIt , paraj u rIt ] 'private ' 
[ s ta tIs , s ata tIs ] 's tatic ' 
The spelling ( and pronunciation) forms that come first in the above eXru�ples are 
regarded as standard forms because they are in accord with the rules of the 
current spell ing sys tem and the guidelines for the coining of terminology 
mentioned above . The other variants - the naturalised ones which were regarded 
as standard forms at one time - are considered substandard . This  phenomenon in 
wh ich naturali sed forms of loanwords serve no longer as standard may be referred 
to as a dena turalisa tion process . The denaturalisation of loanwords in Bahas a 
Indonesia is  not without good reasons , but the problems it entails are not less 
serious . In addition to learning these new foreign forms , the users have to get 
ri d of the unwanted , but nonetheless more natural , habits of speaking and writing . 
3 . 2 .  D i vers i t i es attri buted to morpheme structure cond i t i ons  
Morpheme structure conditions to be dis cussed in  this section will be  limited 
to sequential condi tions that are much violated by the introduction of foreign 
words into Bahasa Indonesia and as the resul t of such violation of conditions 
speakers of Bahasa Indonesia diverge in using the loan items . Sequential con­
ditions are systematic constraints that a language imposes on the distribution 
of sounds . 
Diversities among speakers of Bahasa Indonesia because of the violation of  
conditions on  the di stribution of consonants have been discussed in section 2 
and subsection 3 . 1 . above . The remaining discussion in this  subsection will be 
concerned with diversities among Bahasa Indones ia speakers attributable to the 
violation of constraints on the sequential distribution of vowels in Bahasa 
Indones ia resulted from borrowing . 
Vowels that may occur in word- final syl lables in Malay (Bahasa Indones ia) 
are limited to I i , e ,  a ,  0 ,  u/ , but their distribution is  very much conditioned 
by the vowel in the second-last syllabl e .  Th e interdependence o f  vowels in the 
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last two syl lables of the majority of Bahasa Indonesia words can be seen in the 
following table . 
Penul t Ultima Examples 
I i i  I i , u ,  al i n  i l i n i l  'this ' 
i b u l i b ul 'mother ' 
t i dak  It i dakl 'no, not ' 
l ui I i , u ,  al t u l  i I t u l  i I 'deaf ' 
puku l  Ipuku l l  'to beat ' 
d ua Id ual 'two ' 
lal I i , u ,  al be r i  Iba r i  I ' to give ' 
bet u l  Ibat u l l 'right ' 
bes a r  Ibasa rl 'big ' 
lal I i , u ,  al ma t i Ima t i I 'dead, die ' 
ba ru  Iba  rul 'new ' 
makan Imakanl ' to eat ' 
lei Ie , 0 ,  al  pendek Ipendekl 'short ' 
besok Ibesokl ' tomorrow ' 
me rah Ime rahl 'red ' 
101 Ie , 0 ,  al  bo l eh Ibo l ehl 'may ' 
bodoh Ibodohl 'stupid ' 
ombak lombakl 'wave ' 
We see from the above table that [ e ]  never occurs in the word- final syl lable . 
For th is reason qui te a number of loan sounds containing [ a ]  in the last syl labl e 
were phonetically realised as [ e ] or [ a ]  as illustrated by examples ( 6 )  and ( 7 )  
below respectively . 
spelling Source 
( 6 )  s i s tem ( E )  
tab l e t ( 0 ,  E )  
f i  I te r ( E )  
gan teng (J )  
bande l  (J )  
pi  I ek ( J )  
Pronunciation 
[ s1s tam , 51st  Em ] 
[ tab l et , t ab l Et ] 
[ fI l tar ,  fI l  t E r ] 
[ gan taf) , gan t Ef) ] 
[ banda l , ban d E I ]  
[ p i l ak ,  p i l E k ]  
Gloss 
'sys tem ' 
'tablet ' 
'fi l ter ' 
'handsome ' 
, disobedient ' 
'flu ' 
The vowel lal in the last syllable of the above items is never to my knowledge 
real ised as [ a ] .  Items in the following examples show that lal may be realised 
as [ e ]  or [ a ]  besides [ a ] .  
Spell ing Source 
( 7 )  akte  ( 0) 
t a n te ( 0) 
zone , zona ( E )  
r i tme , r i tma ( O? E )  
ruwet ( J) 
se rem , se ram ( J )  
The rul es accounting for 
as fol lows . 
Pronunci ation 
[ akta , akte , akta ] 
[ tan ta , tante , t anta ] 
[ zona ,  zone ,  zona ] 
[ r1 tma , r1 tme , r1 tma ] 
[ r uwat , r uwE t ,  r uwa t ] 
[ sa ram , serEm ,  s aram ] 
Gloss 
'document, certificate ' 
'aunt ' 
'zone ' 
'rhythm ' 
'complicated ' 
'frightening ' 
the naturalisation of final lal can be formulated 
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R5 - na turalisa tion of final lei 
/e/ -----> { [ e J } [ a J  / X ----
where C any consonant 
X any sequence of segments 
( C) ++ 
The problem concerning those variants is in sel ecting or recognising stan­
dard forms . The tendency to select the more ' authentic ' forms may not always be 
true because some forms like se ram [ s eram J ,  zona [ zona J ,  though l ess authentic , 
are now regarded as standard either by virtue of  linguistic rul es or because o f  
other factors . 
It can also be seen in the table above that when /el occurs in the penul t ,  
the vowel of  the ul tima must be either a high vowel o r  a low vowel . This con­
dition has made , to some degree ,  speakers of Bahasa Indonesia divergent in the 
pronunc iation of a couple of loanwords . The pronunciation diversities may be 
due , partly , to the fact that the l etter e represents the vowels [ e J and [ e J .  
Spel ling Source Pronunciation Gloss 
( 8 )  a .  beton ( Fo) [ betOn , betOn J 'concrete ' 
germo ( J) [ 9 e rmo , 9 E rmo J 'hunter ' 
j ebo I ( J) [ j ebO I , j ebO I J 'destruct ' 
pe rgok ( J) [ pe rgOk , p E rgOk , p E rgO? J 'to meet (somebody )  
incidenta l ly ' 
sedot  ( J )  [ sedO t ,  sedO t J 'to suck ' 
b .  semen ( 0 , E) [ semEn , semEn J 'cement ' 
pa r l emen ( 0 ,  E) [ pa r l emEn , pa r I  emEn J 'parliament ' 
pe rsen ( 0 ,  E)  [ pe rs En ,  p E rs E n J 'percent ' 
pe rmen ( 0 ,  E )  [ pe rmEn , pE rmEn J 'peppermint ' 
e l emen ( 0 , E) [ e l emEn ,  e l emEn J 'eZement ' 
From the above examples we see that the penultimate e ( /e/ ) i s  often 
realised phonetically as [ e J  when the last syllable contains a non-central mid 
vowel . This phonetic realisation can be expressed by the following rul e . 
R6 - fronting of le/ 
/e/ ----> [ e J  / X --- C ( C) 
where C = any consonant 
X = any segment sequence 
l V J -high -low aback around 
( C) ++ 
There is  still one condition related to the distribution of  lei , or rather 
the interpretation of the letter e ,  which may be interesting to note . As shown 
in the above tab l e ,  lei in a penultimate syl lable in Bahasa Indonesia ( Malay) is 
usual ly followed either by a non-central mid vowel or by la/ . This  is interesting 
because the modi fication made to the word may not be limi ted only to the penul ti­
mate vowel but also to the last vowel .  The number of loan items behaving this 
way , however , is very limited . The following are some that I manage to record . 
Spell ing Source 
( 9 )  sem i  (E )  
pen i ng ,  peneng ( D) 
pens i l  ( E) 
se r i  ( 0 ,  E )  
But : bend i ( Ro )  
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Pronunciation Gloss 
[ sem i , sem i ] 'semi ' 
[ penI!) ,  pan i !) ,  pen E!)  ] 'a meta l badge (for 
dog) , 
[ p E n sI l  , pan sI l , 'penci l ' 
pEnsE l ]  
[ se r  i , sa r i ] 'series ' 
[ b End i ] , (horse ) cart ' 
The above examples show that there i s  no observed regularity concerning the 
modification made to loanwords containing lei in the penul t and a high vowel in 
the ul tima , except that such sequential order tends to be avoided on the phonetic 
level . 
4 .  CONCLUS I ON 
It may have been noticed from the examples given above that most  of  loan­
words that cause diversities among speakers of Bahasa Indonesia when they use 
those items have corne from English or Dutch , Arabic , and Javanese . The probl em 
of diversities introduced by English/Dutch is not very much related to th e four 
loan sounds - If , z ,  s ,  xl - but rather to the structure of the loan i tems . The 
problem introduced by Arabic items is very much concerned with the loan sounds , 
whi le items of  Javanese origin , like thos e from English or Dutch , present probl ems 
related to word structures . As the result of the exis tence of  a number of  com­
peting variants due either to uncommon sounds or to ' ill-formed ' words , langudge 
learners and language users are l ikely to find difficulty with which of the 
competing variants to learn or use . 
The signi ficance of  this  study lies probably in the message it tries to put 
across to those involved in ·language planning and in comparative studies - well­
formedness conditions of  morphemes should not be overlooked . Individual sounds 
are easy to detect and , therefore , problems entailed can easi ly be overcome . 
The structures of patterns or their combinations are no t so easy to detect ,  and 
therefore , the problems entail ed by the violation of their constraints may not be 
very easy to overcome . 
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NOTES 
1 .  I became interested in this topic when in the course of the writing of my 
M . Phil . thesis  submitted to the University o f  London in 1977  ( see Lapol iwa 
1981)  I came across quite a number of i tems , which turned out to be loanwords , 
that behaved differently from the major part of the corpus . 
2 .  In col lecting the data , I had to rely very much on my impressions of what I 
heard , and had not followed any sort of  scientific procedures like inter­
viewing , making recordings , or attesting the value of the utterances . In 
studying the data , I am ful ly aware of  the fact that the existence of some 
o f  the variants may be attributed to regional or foreign language inter­
ference . The fact of the existence of diversities concerning loans among 
speakers of Bahasa Indonesia , however , remains true . 
3 .  This  also reflects that borrowings are mostly from those languages ( c f . 
Lapoliwa 1981)  . 
4 .  The naturalisation of Ixl as [ 9 J is  limi ted to words borrowed from Dutch . 
5 .  The assignment of  the status of those forms is linguistically vague . Accord­
ing to the guidelines for the Spelling System of Bahasa Indonesi a ,  "Items 
that have been adopted into Bahasa Indones ia and commonly spelt like other 
Indonesian words need no alteration " ( the translation is mine ) . 
6 .  The rules set up , in those two booklets , concerning the adoption o f  foreign 
items are mainly about spelling . 
7 .  I t  seems that lsI  in final position is not deleted when preceded by sonorants 
other than Inl  because lsI  in ma rs 'march '� wa l s  'false (pitch) ' is never 
deleted . The condition for the deletion of stops does not seem to apply to 
stops preceded by I I I  as observed in t a l k  ' (powder) ' .  
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T H E  P HO N O L O G Y  O F  J AVAN E S E  VOW EL S  
Col in Yal lop 
1 .  OUTL I N E  
There has been some disagreement about the description o f  standard Central 
Javanese vowel s .  This paper reviews the major complexities in the vowel system,  
namely 
the relationship between i and I and between u and U ( 2 . 1 . ) 
the relationship between e and e and between 6 and 0 ( 2 . 2 . )  
the lowering of  i and e ( to e) and of  u and 6 ( to 0)  in certain contexts ( 2 . 3 . )  
the relationship between unrounded a and rounded a ( 2 . 4 . )  
While it is  possible to generalise - for example , i ,  e ,  u ,  6 are restricted 
to open syllables - the detailed facts are such that general isations may be 
superficial and misleading . In fact observation of  regional or non-standard 
dialects , which often turn out to be simpli fications of the standard dialect , 
suggests that there is genuine tension or complexity in the vowel system of  the 
standard language . It is  therefore unwise to approach Javanese in a \>lay that 
seeks to simplify or generalise too readily (as some model s of phonology are 
incl ined to ) . Instead it seems necessary to distingui sh fairly clearly between 
phonological structure , morphological structure and the contrastive phonemic 
system . 
Any language must in a sense integrate these di fferent aspects (by , for 
example , allowing phonemes to be realised differently in different structural or 
morphological contexts ) .  It may be argued that Javanese is rather unusual in its 
path of integration , particularly in the extent to which morphological consider­
ations are allowed to constrain phonological structure and the realisation of 
phonemic contrasts : but this  makes it all the more important tc do descriptive 
justice to the ingredients of the solution . 
( See Appendices 1 and 2 for sources and symbols . )  
2 .  D I STRI BUTI ON AND ALTERNAT IONS 
2 . 1 . The vowel s i ,  I ,  u a nd U 
2 . 1 . 1 . General di stri but i o n  
I t  i s  more o r  less true that i and u occur only i n  open syllables while I 
and U occur only in closed syllables , e . g .  
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p i  . p i  
p i . pIh 
t u . ku 
pU r .  na  
'cheek ' 
'rag ' 
'buy ' 
'restored� compl ete ' 
Where affixation alters syllabic structure , alternations occur , e . g .  
g a . rIng 
ka . sU r  
'd:r>y , 
'mattress ' 
2 . 1 . 2 .  Syl l ab i fi cati on  
, • A ga . r l . nga 
ka . s u . re 
, even if dry , 
'the mattress ' 
The definition of open and closed syl lables in Javanese is  not entirely 
straightforward , however . Only a few word-medial consonant clusters , notably r 
pl us consonant,  divide so as to close the preceding syl lable ,  e . g .  
s I  r .  na 
p rIk . sa 
pIr . sa 
gUs . t i  
kUr . s i  
'vanished ' 
'examine ' 
'see� perceive '  
'lord� master ' 
'chair ' 
Thus a cons iderable number of consonant sequences seem to count as syl lable 
initial , including not only homorganic stop plus nasal but also consonant plus 
r or 1 and even the cluster ngs , e . g .  
t i . mbU l  
dh i . ng k l Iq 
p i  . n t h  
l u . mrah 
pu . t ra 
mu . ngsUh 
'emerge ' 
'stool ' 
'clever ' 
'usual ' 
'chi ld ' 
'enemy ' 
Some authors ( e . g .  Robson 1976) agree with the syl lable divisions given here . 
But Uhl enbeck ( 194 9 : 38 )  rej ects the idea that vowel variants can be explained 
purely in terms of syl labi fication . He suggests , for instance , that the syllable 
boundary does fal l between a nasal and fol lowing stop , i . e .  that p i n ter  is 
p i n . te r . In this  case it is obviously necessary to state that the ' open-syllable ' 
variants i and u occur in open syllables and before certain consonant sequences . 
But in fact Uhlenbeck indicates that it is possible to descr ibe Javanese phonology 
without necessarily referring to syllables at all . 
A further compl ication is  that clusters of  consonant pl us y have an ambigu­
ous status : compare wIrya 'brave ' and d i bya 'powerful� invulnerable ' .  I f  syllabic 
structure is  what conditions the distribution o f  i ,  I ,  u and U ,  then these two 
words must be wIr .ya  and d i  . bya . ( But Uhlenbeck , 1949 : 3 5 ,  comments that words 
containing consonant plus y are mostly archaic or l iterary . )  
2 . 1 . 3 .  Effects o f  - � ke 
The ' causative ' suffix -ake ( see Appendix 3 for suffixes)  does not affect 
preceding I or U ,  despite the fact that it would appear to create an open 
syllable . Compare forms in -ake with forms in -e , - i , -ana : 
Root 
sa l In 
cawIs 
ge t Un 
t u l Ung 
-ake 
sa l Inake 
cawIsake 
getUnake 
t u l Ungake 
, 
-e  
sa l i ne , . , caw I se 
get une  
t u l unge 
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- i  
sa  l i n  i , . . caw l s I 
getun i 
t u l ung i 
A A -ana 
s a l  i nana  , . " " caw l sana 
ge t unana 
t u l ungana 
Root meaning 
'change ' 
'prepare, provide ' 
'regret, sorrow ' 
'heZp ' 
This apparent anomaly may be due to paradigmatic uni formi ty .  The Javanese 
verbal system reveals three ' causative ' suffixes and three ' locative ' suffixes 
( Appendix 3 ) . In general the allomorphs of  these suffixes are such that a root­
final closed syllable remains closed before a causative suffix but becomes open 
before a locative suffix . -ake ought to break this  pattern ( as a causative 
suffix creating an open syllable)  but it actually conforms to the causative 
paradigm : 
Root Causative Forms 
sa l In s a l lnake s a l Inna sa I In ne I throughout 
getUn  get Unake get Unna get Unne U throughout 
Locative Forms 
sa l In sa  l i n i sa l i n ana  sa l  i nane  I in locative 
get Un get un i getunana  get unane U u in locative 
Dudas ( 1976 : 1 7 5 )  adopts a similar ' paradigmatic ' explanation but it should be 
noted that this is expressed as a ' statement ' and not incorporated within the 
rule system itsel f .  
The only other suffixes which begin with a vowel but nevertheless do not 
trigger adj ustment of I and U are the Krama equivalent of -ake , namely -aken , 
and the Krama equivalent of -e ,  namely - i pUn ( c f .  Soepomo , 1969 : 168) . I f  
paradigmatic pressure is a t  work , it is  not surpris ing that -aken parall els  -ake;  
why - i pUn is  also irregular is  not clear , unless its Krama st?tus is a factor 
( Uhlenbeck 1949 : 209 , mentions that I and U may change before - i pUn but that the 
unchanged form is regarded as more elegant) . In any event , it does not seem 
possible to offer any explanation in terms of the phonological shape of the 
exceptional suffixes ; it seems mis leading , for example ,  to suggest that I and U 
become i and u only before monosyllabic suffixes , since they do change before 
-ana and -ane , as illustrated above . 
2 . 1 . 4 .  Other a pparent excepti ons 
There are some special instances in which i and u can appear in closed 
syllables , in particular in loan words ( e . g .  p i t  'bicycZe ' from Dutch f i e t s )  
and in certain stressed o r  intens i fied words ( e . g .  c i l i q  'tiny ', but c i l Iq 
'small ', cf . Uhlenbeck 1949 : 31 f f ,  66ff . ,  Horne 1 9 74 : xxvii ) . Such occurrences 
may be regarded as further evidence that the distribution of i ,  I ,  u and U is 
not determined solely by phonetic or phonological factors ( such as whether a 
syl lable is open or closed) ; rather , morphological and even lexical factors 
interact with what may seem at first sight to be a matter of simpl e phoneti cs . 
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2 . 2 .  The vowel s e ,  e ,  6 and 0 
2 . 2 . 1 . Genera l di stri bution  
Again , the distribution o f  these vowels  is partly but not entirely accounted 
for by distinguishing between open and closed syl labl es . To some extent e and 6 
occur in open syllables and e and 0 in closed syllables , e . g .  
ke . ne 
g6 . 1 eq 
1 6 .  r6 
we . doq , , sO . re 
'here ' 
'get ' 
'two ' 
'fema le ' 
'evening ' 
But e and 0 do occur in open syllabl es if  the vowel of  the following syllable 
is e or (word- final ) i or u ;  e also occurs before e ,  and 0 before O .  These 
conditions are not the same as for I and U ,  as exempli fied by the followi ng , 
where incorrect pronunci ations are as terisked : 
mesem mbot�n '�plrt'!ng "'s Uk�t 
before 
v 'smile ' 'not ' 'hear ' 'grass ' e 
"'mesem "'mb(5t en y p i reng s uket 
dew i ko r i '�s Ij i ," bUmi  
before i 'goddess ' 'door ' 'one ' 'earth ' 
"'dew i  '�kor i s i j i b um i  
, '�wo l u '�plt u  ,'' 1 Ucu sewu 
before u 'thousand ' 'eight ' 'seven ' 'funny ' 
"' sewu "'wo l u p i t u  l ucu  
de reng , , ," pltlq ,', j UpUq 
i dentical 
so rot  
vowels  
'not yet ' 'beam� ray , 'chicken ' 'pick up ' 
"'dereng '�so ro t p i  t Iq j upUq 
2 . 2 . 2 .  Effects of affi xa t ion  
The complementarity of e and e and of 6 and 0 holds only wi thin a morpheme . 
Alternations do not arise even where affixation seems to invite them , e . g .  
sate-nen 
s6t6-nen , , wong-e 
l emeq -e 
so rot-e  
satenen 
s6t6nen , , wonge 
1 emeqe , , , sorote  
'make sate� l e t  sate b e  made ' ( c f .  mesem above ) 
'make soto� let soto be made ' ( c f . mboten above)  
'the m:zn ' ( c f . s6re above) 
'the lining ' 
'the beam ' 
(But note also 2 . 3 . 3 .  below . )  
2 . 2 . 3 .  Overl a p  wi th  I and  U 
Since e and 6 are confined to open syl lables , and I and U to closed 
syllables ( sub j ect to exceptions mentioned in 2 . 1 . 3 . ) , it is  possibl e to 
identify I and U as allophones of  e and 6 .  Thi s  is in ef fect the analysis 
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followed by Horne ( 1963 ) , Soepomo ( 1969)  and Sumukti ( 19 71 ) , and represented by 
Column 0 in Appendix 2 .  The phonetic j ustification is clear enough , s ince I and 
U are often closer in auditory qual ity to e and 0 than to i and u .  In an analy­
sis  which claims to be psychologically realistic , the question is how far native 
speakers ' sensi tivity to this  auditory similarity is outweighed by their aware­
nes s of alternations ( e . g .  I can become i but not e ;  i . e .  sa l ln- i is pronounced 
sa l i n i not "' sa I en i or "'5 a I en i ) . Authors who adopt what is here called Analysis 
o ( Appendix 2 )  are o f  course obliged to introduce a process of  raising , whereby , 
for example , sa l en + i + sa l i n i . 
2 . 2 . 4 .  Contrast  between � and e ,  and b etween 6 and  0 
Even i f  we do not take I and U to be allophones o f  e and 0 ,  there is still 
a difficulty in grouping e and e together . We may in fact consider e and e as 
contrasting vowels  - provided that we ignore morphological structure . Because 
of the facts mentioned in 2 . 2 . 2 . ,  it  is possible to find both . .  ceCe and . .  CeCe 
in Javanese . But the second of these can occur only where the final e is the 
definite suffix ( as in l emeqe 'the lining ' ) . 
A similar point can be made about 0 and 0 ,  where , for instance , . .  CoCe 
occurs where there is no morpheme boundary before the e ( e . g .  sore 'evening ' )  
but . .  CoCe where -e is  a suffix ( e . g .  sorote  'the beam ' ) . 
Minimal pairs are not very common . Potential ly at leas t ,  there is a con­
trast between such pairs as bagene ( bage-ne)  and bagene ( bagen-e) , both based on 
bage 'share, distribute ' .  A minimal pair for 0 and 0 i s  kebo-ne 'the buffalo ' 
and kebon-e ' the garden ' .  ( But since a co incides with 0 i n  the standard lan­
guage , there are further examples of contrast ,  as in 2 . 4 . 2 .  below . )  
2 . 3 . Vowel l oweri ng 
2 . 3 . 1 . Genera l statement 
Before the suffix -n and causative and locative suffixes ( see Appendix 3 ) , 
root- final vowels  are lowered as follows 
and e become e 
u and 0 become 0 
Examples : 
Root 
i s  i 
bage 
temu , , pa rD 
- n  
. , I sen 
bagen 
temon , , pa ron 
Causative -qake 
i seqake 
bageqake 
temoqake 
pa roqake 
Locative -n i 
. , . I s en l 
bagen i 
t emon i , , . pa ron l 
Root Meaning 
'contain ' 
'distribute ' 
'find, meet ' 
'half ' 
The other causative and locative suffixes cause identical lowering , e . g .  
i s en i , i senana , i senane , etc . 
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2 . 3 . 2 .  Morphol og i cal  condi ti on i ng 
Although partly constrained by pronounceabi lity , lowering is not j ust  a 
response to phonetic requirements . For example ,  the root- final vowel of i s i -n 
must undergo some modification , since i ought not to appear in a closed syllable;  
but i sIn  is as readily pronounceable as i s en ( and i s In does in fact exist as the 
word 'shy� embarrassed ' ) . Moreover , there are suffixes of comparable shape , such 
as - nen , -ne and -mu , which do not trigger lowering , e . g .  
Root 
i s  i 
b�g� 
-n  
With Lowering 
-n i , , -nane 
. , , , I senane 
bagenane 
Wi thout I.owering v , -nen - ne 
i s i nen 
bagenen 
. . , I S l ne 
bagene 
-mu 
i s i mu 
bag emu 
Note in particular that some of the suffixes that do not requi re lowering actually 
create sequences that ought in a sense to be unpronounceable ,  such as e before e ,  
o r  e before final u ( cf .  2 . 2 .  above) . Thus 
( i )  lowering applies before a set o f  suffixes which cannot b e  defined in 
purely phonetic or phonological terms ; 
( ii )  lowering does more than make the minimal phonetic adj ustment necessary 
to achieve an acceptable Javanese pronunciation ; 
( ii i )  lowering does not apply i n  some contexts , where the resulting form 
appears to violate normal rules of pronunciation . 
2 . 3 . 3 . I nteraction  wi th constra i nts on  e ,  e ,  6 and  0 
Where a root- final e or 0 is preceded by itsel f ,  both vowels must be lowered 
before the relevant suffixes , e . g .  
l endhe-n i 
ngene-qake 
bodho-n 
ngono-qake 
l endhen i 
ngeneqake 
bodhon 
ngonoqake 
'lean on ' 
'do/make in this way ' 
'ignorant ly ' 
, do/make in that way , 
This is obviously a straightforward consequence of  the constraint against having 
e-e or 0-0 within a morpheme ( 2 . 2 . 1 . ) . I f  lowering applies to the second of 
two e ' s or o ' s  then the preceding vowe l (which is within the same morpheme ) must 
also be lowered . 
2 . 4 .  The vowel s � ,  a and � 
2 . 4 . 1 . Genera l d i s tri bution  
a and a are complementary , in open and closed syl lables , e . g .  
ga . rIng 
o . mah , , ma . ngan , e '  , 
me . J  a .  ne 
'dry ' 
'house ' 
'eat ' 
'the table ' 
As wi th e ,  e ,  0 and 0 ( 2 . 2 . 2 . ) , the distribution of a and a is immune to 
affixation , e . g .  
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But , in the standard language , a has undergone backing and rounding to a i f  it is 
word final or if it stands in an open syllable preceding a ,  creating alternations 
such as 
me . j a ' tab l e ' 
wa . ca 'read ' 
, • I , me . J a  . ne , , v wa . ca . nen 
'the table ' 
n e . ga . ra 'country ' ne . ga . ra . ku 
'read it, let it be read ' 
'my country ' 
2 . 4 . 2 .  Contrasti ve status of a 
Since the vowel a ( in open syllables ) coincides in quality with the 0 vowel 
(mainly in closed syl lables , 2 . 2 . ) , a strictly phonemic analysis must take the 
historically enlarged phoneme 0 to be in contrast with 6 ,  e . g .  
l a ra 'two ' l a ra (= l o ro )  'sick ' 
p u l a  'is land ' ku l a ( =  ku l a) 'I ' 
ngono 'thus ' n gana (=  ngana) 'thus ' 
( these two forms di ffer deictically)  
p6 l 6  'head, brain ' 
p6 l a  (= po l o ) 'pattern ' 
pa l a  (= po l o )  'nutmeg ' 
2 . 4 . 3 .  Syl l ab i fi cat ion  
I f  one ins ists that non-final a occurs only i n  a n  open syllable , any rule 
or predictive statement must take account of the way in which consonant clusters 
are allocated to syl lables ( as wi th i ,  I , u and U, 2 . 1 . 2 . ) , e . g .  
t.3 . mpa 
ka . nca 
s a .  s ra 
ba . ngsa  
BUT t im . pa 
, A wa r . na 
, A sas . t ra 
j a l . ma 
'receive '  
'friend ' 
'thousand ' 
'nation ' 
'without ' 
'co lour ' 
'literature ' 
'human being ' 
Uhlenbeck ' s  remarks apropos i and u are relevant , however ( 2 . 1 . 2 . ) . Soepomo 
( 1 969 : 16 7 )  also does not explain penultimate a entirely in ter�s of open syl­
lables : he says that penultimate a occurs in an open syllable or in a syl lable 
ending in a nasal . On his  interpretation 'friend ' i s  therefore kan . ca, 'nation ' 
is bang . sa .  On the other hand , Sumukti ( 1971 )  has syl lable divi s i ons such as 
tam . pa but ta . mba . 
2 . 4 . 4 .  Words of  more than two syl l ab l es 
Viewed as a rul e ,  rounding o f  the vowel a is not iterative , i . e .  it does not 
proceed indefinitely l eftwards . Hence ca . ra . ka 'messenger ', not '·'ca . ra . ka ; 
ta . r i . ma 'accept ', not '·' ta . r i . ma ,  etc . ;  al though Uhl enbeck ( 1949 : 39 )  does give 
n ayaka as an al ternative to the more usual nayaka 'council lor, State official ' .  
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But rounding does apply to both elements of a compound , e . g .  
ka . l a . ma . ngga ( i . e .  ka l a #mangga)  
k u . l a . wa r . ga ( i . e .  ku l a#wa rga)  
'spider (variety of) , 
'family ' 
It is doubtful whether all words of  thi s type are felt to be compounds by 
native speakers ;  but root morphemes of three or more syl lables are in any case 
rather rare in Javanese . There would be no principial obj ection , for ex��ple , 
to saying that any Javanese root of four syl lables is treated as two bisyl labic 
consti tuents , whether or not native speakers are aware of  its compound origin 
(c f .  Ki liaan , 1919 : 41 , Uhlenbeck , 1949 : 20 3 ) . It is s ignificant that i f  a root 
is reduplicated and carries a suffix , there is variation in pronunciation , as 
ill ustrated by Soepomo ( 1969 : 167 )  with the two possibi lities b u . ta . b u . t a . ne and 
bu . ta . b u . ta . ne . The first alternative may be said to reflect the tendency to 
treat each hal f o f  the word independently , whi le the second overrides this 
tendency in recogni tion of the reduplicated character of the word . 
2 . 4 . 5 . Suffi xes 
Suffixes of appropriate form may contain a ,  i . e .  -a is - a , -ana is - ana . 
But -a , which can follow a root-final vowel , does not block rounding of  preceding 
a ' s ,  e . g .  
b i sa 
p i ra 
1 a ra 
'oan, be able ' 
'how many ' 
'siok ' 
b i saa  
p i raa 
l a raa  
'even i f  possible ' 
'however many ' 
'even if siok ' 
( Compare 2 . 4 . 1 .  for the blocking effect of other suffixes such as -ne , - nen , 
etc . ) 
-a  is the only Javanese suffix which allows a vowel to follow a root-final 
vowel ; other affixes have allomorphs with an intervening consonant ( Appendix 3 ) . 
Berg ( 19 3 7 : 11 1 )  notes a further oddity , namely that a is raised to 6 before the 
suffix -a , i . e .  l a raa is pronounced 1 6 r6a ; Uhlenbeck ( 1949 : 208)  mentions the 
same phenomenon with the example p i r6wa for p i raa . Subsequent descriptions of  
Javanese do not take this up , and the present generation seem to regard the 
pronunciation with 6 as archaic . 
2 . 4 . 6 .  Summary 
The occurrence of a is the resul t of a historical change whose phonetic 
motivation is , to say the leas t ,  obscure in the modern l anguage . Note that 
where penul timate a precedes a ,  the rounding agreement is not a simple matter of  
phonetic vowel harmony , for there are actually two conditions under which an 
unrounded a can precede a low back rounded vowel : 
( i )  where the second vowel is  a rather than final a ,  e . g .  ta .won 'bee ', 
pa . ron 'half and half ' and 
( i i )  where a i s  suffixed to a root ending i n  . . aC ( in which case - a  
apparently fails to create an open syl lable) e . g .  
'when ' 
'naughty ' 
kapana 
nak;:l1 a 
'no matter when ' 
'even if naughty ' 
Moreover , i f  one pursues the idea of expressing rounding as a rule , the 
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structural condi tions are qui te difficul t to state : within a single morpheme a 
sequence 0 f three a ' s  is not possible ( note ," ca r aka in 2 . 4 . 4 . )  but both 
' compounds ' and affixation of -a do allow such a sequence ( ka l ama ngga , l a raa ) . 
Thus rounding might be expressed as a process which appl ies only to a sequence 
. . .  ( a . C) a# within a morpheme , sub j ect to the condi tions that ' compounds ' may 
contain two such sequences , both el igible to undergo the rul e ,  and that the suf­
fix -a , which i tsel f undergoes the rul e ,  does not prevent a preceding sequence 
from undergoing the rule . In fact Dudas resorts to two rules , one to account 
for rounding of final - a , the other to ' harmonise ' a preceding a .  Nei ther rule 
really deals with rounding before the suffix - a . 
In this connection , i t  should be noted that there i s  no obvious formal 
device for marking the pecul iarity of the suffix - a . It  i s  no t plausible , for 
instance , to sugges t  that -a is necessarily preceded by a # boundary ( i . e .  that 
-a is by nature less closely bound to a root than other suffixes ) . Whi le this 
ploy might ' explain ' why the suffix does not b lock rounding of  preceding a ' s ,  
it  overlooks the fact that -a i s  like other suffixes in creating open syllables 
in respect of allophones of i and u, e . g .  ga rIng , g a r i nga ( 2 . 1 . 1 . ) . 
3 .  REGIONAL AND NON-STANDARD VAR IAT I O N  
There are versions o f  Javanese pronunciation , some already touched o n  above , 
which eliminate various compl exities . These pronunciations can in  general b e  
characterised either a s  regional o r  as non-standard . 
In  East Java there are speakers who use I and U in  all word-medial pos itions 
and restrict i and u to word- final position ,  e . g .  
tImbU l  'emerge ' 
pIndo 'twice ' 
kUpIng 'ear ' 
( c f .  2 . 1 . 1 . ,  2 . 1 . 2 . ) 
This pronunciation represents a s impli fi cation in a number of  respects : 
the ambival ent s tatus of I and U is resolved , for in this dialec t  they are 
clearly in contrast with e and 6 and must therefore be variants of i and u ;  
secondly , the dis tribution of  I and U is no longer constrained by syl labic 
organi sation or internal word s tructure ( c f . 2 . 1 . 2 . ) ; and forms in -ake such as 
sa l Inake are no longer exceptional ( c f .  2 . 1 . 3 . ) . 
Even speakers who do not follow this East Javanese pronunciation show some 
inclination to simpl i fy the rules of syll abi fication . The cluster ngs , for 
example , whi ch seems an unl ikely sequence to begin a syl lable ( 2 . 1 . 2 . ,  2 . 4 . 3 . ) , 
is in fact often el iminated : for the words mu . ngsUh , ma . ngsa , ma . n u . ngsa  and 
so . ngsong , for instance , there are variants mu . s Uh ,  ma . s a , ma . n u . sa ,  and so . song . 
A second important area of  variation concerns a .  In some wes tern areas the 
historical change of a to a has not appl ied,  whi l e  in eas tern areas it has 
gene rally been carried through even where a suffix fol lows , e . g .  
Western 
mej a 
mej ane v , , neg a r a 
nega raku 
Central 
, • A meJ a , . ,  I 
meJ an e 
neg a ra 
nega raku  
Eastern 
, • A meJ a , • A , meJ ane 
nega ra 
nega raku 
Meaning 
'table ' 
'the table '  
'country ' 
'my country ' 
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Even Central Javanese speakers tolerate increas ing exceptions to the dis tribution 
of a and a .  A long-standing exception is o ra 'not ',  which is listed as an 
irregularity in most  grammars and dictionaries . Uhlenbeck also mentions boya 
(noting that negatives are often irregular) and some other exceptions , albeit 
archaic words ( 1949 : 31 ff . ) . Furthermore , words in -a  taken over into modern 
Javanese do not undergo rounding . Words with an Indonesian ( i . e .  national or 
o fficial)  flavour , such as the name of the country itsel f or the word sepedha 
'bicyc le ' ( versus colloquial p i t ) are pronounced with - a .  The evident willing-
ness of Javanese speakers to write a as 0 rather than a also suggests that the 
historical connection with a is receding and that the a/o alternation is felt to 
be a more or less arbitrary morphological feature rather than as an automatic  or 
productive phonological process . 
There is a real sense in which the standard dialect is intermediate between 
two simpler dialects - and it seems fair to say that this provi des a motive for 
maintaining the alternation as a signal of the distinctivenes s of Central 
Javanese . Javanese speakers who move to Central Java from elsewhere seem to feel 
some social pressure to acquire the alternation . Distinctive compromises of 
this  sort seem to occur elsewhere , sometimes as a virtual ly arti ficial standard , 
as in the case of the German suffix - i g ,  where the standard pronunciation (with 
e . g .  Kon i g  pronounced as Kon i ch ,  but Kon i g re i ch and kon i g l  i ch as Kon i k re i ch and 
kon i k l i ch )  presupposes the existence of some dialects with consistent - i ch and 
others with consistent - i k .  But a similar phenomenon seems to be possible even 
when there is no pedagogical interference .  I n  a group o f  Australian Aboriginal 
dialects known as Pitjantj atj ara or Western Desert , there is a dialect in which 
dental sounds such as 1 and palatal sounds such as t Y  are in a rather complicated 
complementary distribution : roughly , the dental stands before a and u unless 
prec eded by a non-dental consonant , while the palatal stands before i ,  and also 
before a or u i f  preceded by a non-dental consonant ( Glass and Hackett 1 9 70 : 
109 f . ) . This  somewhat puzzling distribution of  al lophones becomes less mysterious 
when one realises , firstly , that there is some evidence that dental and palatal 
consonants in Australian languages may have deve loped out of a s ingle laminally 
articulated series , with lamino-palatal allophones appearing before i and lamino­
dental allophones before other vowels ( Dixon 1970) , and , secondly , that in the 
parti cular case of Western Desert there are other dialects in which all laminals 
have become dentals and yet others in which all laminals have become palatal s .  
Thus the dialect in which a dental and a palatal consonant are al lophones of 
one phoneme is  actual ly intermediate between two simpler or ' levelled ' versions 
of the language . 
I t  is  of  course proper that l ingui sts should seek to explain linguistic 
phenomena and to look for regularity behind apparent complexity . Often a lan­
guage does prove to have an underlying symmetry or regularity that is not 
apparent on a cursory examination . But the evidence of variation in Javanese is 
signi ficant , since it suggests that native speakers themselves find the standard 
dialect complex , both in the sense that regional and non-standard dialects 
represent simplifications and in the sense that speakers of  a dis tinctive or 
prestige dialect have reason to resist simpl ification . 
4 .  ASPECTS OF PHONOLOGY 
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I am not of course cl aiming that s tandard or prestige dialects are necess­
arily compl ex , and non-standard dialects necessarily simple . In fact it  seems 
more realistic to suppose that all phonological systems are in a state of  tension 
or represent a particular resol ution of a state of tens ion ( c f . recent attempts 
by natural phonologists to explain phonologi cal systems as the resul t  of compe­
tition between di stinctiveness and ease of arti culation , e . g .  S tampe 1 9 79 : 69f )  
This makes it important to  do j us tice to the ingredients of such tension . 
Pos sibly all that can be said about pres tige dialects , especially those that 
are taught formally , is that they are more prone to delicate or even awkward 
compromises . 
Even apart from this ,  the details reviewed in section 2 above should make us 
cautious about offering too simple a picture of Javanese . There is , for example , 
li ttle descriptive or pedagogical advantage in pairing off as many vowel s as 
pos sibl e as tense and lax counterparts ( say as i ,  I ;  u ,  U ;  e ,  e ;  etc . ) . The terms 
' tense ' and ' lax ' are phonetically vague to begin with , but the rel ationship of  
these pairs is  in  any case not uni form . To say that tense vowels occur only in 
open syllab les and lax only in closed syl labl es , for exampl e ,  is an oversimpli fied 
generalisation , a rough approximation which sweeps considerable detai l under the 
carpet ( especially the detai ls mentioned in 2 . 1 . 3 . ,  2 . 1 . 4 . ,  2 . 2 . 1 .  and 2 . 2 . 2 .  
above) . Of course , oversimpli fications have their place , for example in an 
elementary language course , but they do not qualify as descriptive truth . 
Rather than engaging in a reductionist exercise , let us distinguish in Javanese 
among ( 1 )  phonologi cal structure ( i ncluding word patterns and syllabification) , 
( i i )  morphological structure ( i . e .  morphemic composition) and ( i i i )  the contrastive 
or phonemic system ( i . e .  the ' auditory network ' as recognised and maintained by 
native speakers ) .  Javanese reveals various resolutions of potential conflict 
among these aspects . For example , the normal pattern of word and syllable 
structure requires that CVCV and CVCVCV words such as  kene 'here ' and kepa l a  
'head ' be understood as sequences of CV syl lables . Morphological structure 
sometimes accommodates to this phonological structure , so that e . g .  sa l I n plus 
the suffix - i  is analysed as s a . l i  . n i , with a consequent adj ustment of  I to i .  
But in other ins tances morphological structure resists ' normal ' phonological 
patterning , as with e . g .  s a l I n a ke ( 2 . 1 . 3 . )  or na ka l a  ( 2 . 4 . 6 . ) . It  seems 
legitimate to say that morphological s tructure triumphs over phonological 
structure to quite a degree in Javanese . Native speakers seem , for instance , 
to regard wonge  ' the man ' as wong . e ,  despite the fact that a CVCV word consisting 
of one morpheme would be felt as CV . CV .  Thus the morpheme boundary i n  won g - e  
demands a syllable boundary a t  the same point ( cf .  Uhlenbeck , 1949 : 225ff . ) . In 
the standard dialect the tendency is for morphological structure to yield only 
where I and U alternate with i and u (with some exceptions such as s a l I n a ke ) ; 
regional and non- standard dialects tend to make the morphological structure even 
more dominant (wi th e . g .  pronunciations such as p i tIq , p i tIqe ' ( the) chicken ' 
instead of standard p i t Iq , p i t i q e) . 
Tension between phonological structure and the contrastive system arises 
where phonemes are realised in different ways (or even neutral ised) in different 
structural posi tions . Indecision about whether to write a as a or a may be 
taken to refl ect a conflict between a native speaker ' s  awareness of structural 
patterns (words can end in i ,  e ,  u ,  6 or a ,  but not in a) and his auditory 
perception ( a  sounds the same as 0) . As the structural pattern is broken,  by 
more and more exceptions ending in - a , so the auditory system is likely to 
determine the spel ling . 
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There are dangers here in promoting too singl emindedly some of  the 
recognised models of phonological description . I f ,  for instance , one insists 
that a structural ist description of phonemes and allophones provi des the key 
to understanding the phonological sys tem , then one runs the risk that phono­
logi cal and morphological structure become secondary . The fact that not all 
types of morpheme or morphological structure show the same distribution of allo­
phones ( 2 . 1 . 4 . ,  2 . 2 . 2 . ) may too eas i ly be seen as an odd intrusion upon the 
bas ic system . On the other hand , to insist upon a set of rules as the proper 
descriptive method is open to others dangers .  It is of course possible to 
rewrite a statement of phonemes and allophones as a set of rul es real i sing 
phonemes as allophones , and equally poss ible to include in the set rules that 
cater for morphophonemic adj ustments . Indeed , wherever there is a resolution 
of conflict between two aspects of the language - say where morphemes have 
di fferent allomorphs to accommodate to a regular phonological structure - it 
must i n  principle be possible to state this in terms of  rules . ( Uhlenbeck , 
writing well before generative phonology , does not obj ect  to the use o f  the 
term ' rule ' ,  even though his approach is very much one of  presenting structural 
patterns , 1949 : 31 . ) The obj ection is not to the notion of rul es but to the 
fashion of  talking of ' a  set of  rules ' in a way that obscures the di fferent 
purposes which these rules serve . But since even generative phonologists seem 
increasingly will ing to distinguish among ' phonetic rules ' ,  ' syllabification 
rul es ' ,  ' morphophonemic rules ' ,  etc . , the point perhaps needs no further 
elaboration ( c f . Sowmers tein 19 77 : 205 ff . ) . 
This  is not to say that one needs no model of description at all , nor that 
one should adopt a vague amalgam of models in the name of eclecticism . Ra�ler 
it is important to rej ect the reductionist impli fications of some models and �o 
base one ' s  description on a clear recognition of the different aspects or 
dimensions of an integrated system . One may then allow for the fact that 
integration may proceed differently in di fferent languages . In some languages , 
for example , each phoneme may be pronounced in much the same way in every 
structural environment , i . e .  the auditory contras t system is relatively uniform 
with respect to phonological structure . In a language that has complex strings 
of mo rphemes which are modified to accord with a regular phonological structure , 
one may speak of  a relatively h igh number of  allomorphs or a relatively rich 
morphophonemics . In Javanese , on the other hand , with as Uhlenbeck puts i t ,  
rather few voegverschijnsel en , morphological patterns te�d to res ist both 
phonological structuring and the uniformity of the contrast system . The Javanese 
solution is perhaps unusual : one can point to contrasts which are contrasts only 
if morphology is ignored ( e  versus e ,  2 . 2 . 4 . ) ; to rules which are blocked by 
the presence of a morpheme boundary ( 2 . 2 . 2 . , c f .  Sommerstein ' s  remarks ( 1 9 7 7 : 14 5 )  
o n  the rarity of  thi s  and on the di fficulty of  coping with it in a formal gen­
erative des cription) ; and to syllable patterns which deny the common tendency 
( e . g .  wonge , structured as CVC . V  rather than CV . CV ,  cf . Bell and Hooper 1978 , 
especially p . 9  apropos the favourite status of the CV syl labl e )  . 
This makes it all the more regrettable that the sort of description and 
pedagogy of Javanese outlined by Uhlenbeck ( 1949 : 1 3 ff . , 2 2 5 ff . )  and to some 
extent taken up by Sumukti ( 19 71 )  has not been more honoured . Appendix 4 
illustrates the type of tables or charts that were foreshadowed by Uhlenbeck and 
that might profi tably be used to shed light on the Javanese phonological system . 
For pedagogical purposes , one might have reservations about the use o f  such 
charts , on the grounds that they are too complicated . Nevertheless , one possi­
bility is to choose one ' s  initial examples of vowel contrasts fairly carefully 
and to ensure that new vocabulary is always introduced in sets of  structurally 
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paral lel items . Even i f  this were impracticable it might be worth devoting some 
time during a language course to a systemati c  survey o f  the phonology ; this at 
least  would be preferable to al lowing students to stumble on in ignorance of  
structures and patterns which , though complex,  can be revealed to  them . 
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APPEN D I X  1 :  USE OF  JAVANESE MAT ERIAL AND AC KNOWL EDGEMENTS 
In addition to the wri tten sources listed among the references , the follow­
ing individuals have been of great personal assistance in preparing this  paper : 
Bintoro ( Universitas Kristen Satya Wacana ) , Soekemi ( IKIP Surabaya) , Sumaryono 
( University of Sydney) and Urip Sutiyono ( Universitas Kristen Satya Wacana) . I 
have tried to ensure that words and features of Javanese which I mention are 
substantiated by written sources and acceptable to native speakers , but I must 
make it clear that the four Javanese-speaking linguists named above are not to 
be blamed for any inaccuracies on my part . 
Except at one or two points where there are cl ear morphological differences , 
I have ignored the sociolingui stic distinction between Ngoko and Krama ( etc . )  
and have used words of any type for illustration . In general the vowel phonology 
( as opposed to , say , speech tempo or the lexical system) is identical for all 
speech levels . 
A further simpl ification , which l ikewise ought not to affect discus sion o f  
the vowels ,  is  that I have quoted verb forms without prefixes . Thus where the 
root t emu takes the ' locative ' suffix - ( n ) i I have listed the resul ting form as 
t emOn i rather than as one of the forms more l ikely to occur , such as n emon i or 
d i t emon i . This is merely to avoid the additional , and for pres ent purposes 
irrelevant , complexity of deal ing with prefixes and ' nasalisation ' of root­
initial consonants . I t  should also be noted that not all members of verb para­
digms quoted in the paper are equally common . The reader is asked to accept 
that some forms are quoted to show how they would be pronounced in comparison 
with other forms , not necessarily because they are in common use . 
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APPEN D I X  2 :  SYMBOLS  
In this  paper I write the Javanese consonants as  in modern orthography , i . e .  
as p b t d t h  d h  c j k 9 5 h m n ny ng 1 r w y ,  where t h  and d h  are postalveolar 
or retroflex plosives , c and j palatal plosives , ny a palatal nasal and n g  a 
velar nasal ; but I write k as q wherever it represents a glottal stop ( i n  
morpheme- final position) . Where it is necessary to clarify structure , I use a 
ful l stop to indicate a syllable boundary , a hyphen for a morpheme boundary and 
# for a word boundary . 
For the vowels I use twelve symbols to represent eleven phonetically dis­
tinct vowel qualities . The eleven vowels  are usual ly grouped as six to eight 
contrasting or underlying phonemes : 
A B C D Phonetic Description and I . P . A .  Symbol 
i i close front unrounded vowel [ i J 
- i i 
I lowered i i [ L J approaching [ e  J , 
e , , 
half-close front unrounded vowel [ e J e e 
- e , , , 
(hal f- ) open front unrounded vowel ; [ E:] approaching [ CIl J  e e e 
U U close back rounded vowel [ u J  
- u u 
U lowered U ;  [ o J  approaching [ o J  , 0 , , 
half-close back rounded vowel [ o J  0 0 
- 0 , 
(half-) open back rounded vowel ;  [ ::> J  approaching [D J 0 , , 0 0 
a used for the same vowel as (, where conservative spelling has 
t--- a , 
central unrounded vowel [ a J  a open 
t--- a a , 
half-open central unrounded vowel [ -e  J or [ 1\  J a 
v v v v half-close central unrounded vowel [ a J  or [ + J  e e e e 
a 
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Column A gives the symbols used in this paper . Col umn B represents a six­
vowel analys i s , more or less as put forward by Uhlenbeck ( 1949 ) and Rob son ( 1 9 76 
especially p . 4 ) . Dudas ( 1976 ) is a generative treatment in which the six vowels 
of column B are regarded as the underlying vowels . An eight-vowel analysis is 
rather more common , either in the manner of column C ( as suggested by the tran­
scription used in Uhlenbeck 19 75 )  or in the manner of column D ( as in Horne 
1963 : xvi -xviii or Soepomo 1969 : 167-168 or Sumukti 1971 ) . Other analyses are 
pos sible , for example a seven-vowel analysis with e distinct from e ,  but 6 and 0 
treated as allophones of  0 and a treated as an allophone of  a ( impl ied by Horne 
1 9 74 : xi-xii ) . Of the works mentioned here , however , only Uhler.beck ( 1949 )  is  
at  al l comprehensive : the others concentrate on matters other than phonology . 
Al lomorphs 
after C after V 
, -an  
-na  
, - ne  
- i 
" " -ana  
, , -ane 
v 
-en 
, -e 
Notes 
-ku  
-mu 
-a 
-n  
-qna 
, -qne  
-n i 
" " - nana  
, , -nan e 
v -nen 
, - ne  
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APPEND I X  3 :  PR I N C I PAL SUFF IXES 
see note 1 see note 2 see note 3 meanings ( see note 4 )  
yes yes yes various 
no yes yes causative 
( no )  yes yes causative sub j unctive , 
( no) yes yes causative optative 
yes yes yes locative 
yes yes yes locative sub j unctive 
yes yes yes locative optative 
yes no yes passive imperative 
see note 5 yes no yes defini te 
( no )  no yes 'my , 
( no )  no yes 'your ' 
yes no no sub j unctive 
1 .  00 root- final -I C and - UC become - i C  and - uC before the suffix? 
2 .  Are root-final i and e lowered to e ( and u and 6 to 0) before the suffix? 
3 .  Ooes the suffix b lock rounding of  root-final a to a ? 
4 .  The labels given to meanings are , with slight simpli fication , taken from Horne 
1974 . Many of the labels are scarcely informative on their own and should be  
interpreted in the light of  a ful ler description of  the suffixes ( e . g .  Berg 
19 3 7 ;  Uhlenbeck 1956 ; Horne 1974 ) . 
5 .  In Krama usage , - (q ) ake i s  replaced by - (q ) ake n ,  and - ( n ) e  by - ( n ) i pUn . 
Other suf fixes either follow the substitution of - i pU n  for - e  ( e . g .  locative 
optative Ngoko -ane , Krama -an i pUn )  or , in principle , are availabl e in both 
Ngoko and Krama . ( In practice some suffixes , such as - nen and - m u , would be 
avoided in Krama usage . )  
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APPEND I X  4 :  SAMPL E TABL ES AND CHARTS FOR T EACH ING JAVANESE  
A .  Word patterns 
A . l . C V . CV words 
First vowel : i ,  e/e , u ,  6/0 , a/a , e ( 6 )  
Second vowel : i ,  e ,  u ,  b ,  a ( 5 ) 
e and e in  complementary distribution 
b and ° in complementary distribution 
a and a in complementary distribution 
Combi nations : 
i i i , i i , i -- - e - u - 0 
, , , , , e - e e - 0 e -, - i , -e e u 
- i - , - - , -u u e u u u 0 u 
, , , , , 0 - e 0 - 0 0 -, - i , -0 0 u , a -, - i , - , , - , - , a a e a u a 0 
v - i e - , v - v - , v -e e e u e 0 e 
Examples : 
5 i j i 'one ' , p i re 'avoid ' p i t u 'seven ' 
kene 'here ' 
dew i  'goddess ' , 'thousand ' sewu 
bum i  'earth ' , 'forget '  'milk ' s upe susu  
kbwe 'you ' 
ko r i 'door ' wo l u  'eight ' 
ma t i 'die ' , , 'sleep ' ra t u  'king ' s a re 
wed i 'afraid ' gedhe 'big ' l ebu  'enter ' 
A . 2 .  CV . CVC words 
First vowel : i ,  e/e , u ,  b/O , a ,  e ( 6 )  
Second vowel : I , e ,  U ,  0 ,  a ,  e ( 6 )  
e and e in complementary dis tribution 
b and ° in complementary distribution 
, a 
, a 
, a 
A a 
a 
, a 
b i rb 'bureau ' g i  l a  , , 'untidy ' seda rewo 
PU l b  'is land ' ku l a  
l b rb 'two ' tbya 
l a ra 
karb 'wi th ' . v  , 'deep ' teka J e ro 
'loathe ' 
'dead ' 
'I ' 
'water ' 
'sick ' 
'come ' 
Combinations : 
i - I 
, I e -
u - I 
, - I 0 
, - I a 
v - I e 
Examples : 
p i  rIng 'p late ' 
denlng 'by ' 
kuplng 'ear ' 
etc . 
i 
, 
e 
u 
, 0 
, 
a 
v 
e 
, i U - e -
, U e -
, - e 
- , - U e u 
, , U - e 0 -
, , U - e a -
, v U - e e -
k i 1 en 'wes t ' 
i 
, 
e 
u 
, 0 
, 
a 
v 
e 
, - 0 
, - 0 
, - 0 
, - 0 
, - 0 
, - 0 
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i , i v - a - e 
, , 
e - a 
, v 
e - e 
, - e u - a u 
, , 0 - a 
, v 0 - e 
, , , v 
a - a a - e 
v , v v e - a e - e 
p i  reng 'hear ' p i  rang 'how much ' . .  etc . 
B .  Morphol ogica l l y  compl ex words ( see also Appendix 3)  
B . l . CV . CV ( c f . A . I . )  
i - i 
. , 
I -e 
i - u  
· , 
I -en 
· , 
I - en 
· , 
I -on 
i -eqake 
i - eqake 
i -oqake 
B . 2 .  CV . CVC ( c f .  A . 2 . )  
i -IC i - i C�1n 
C .  Contrast system 
C . l . F i rst vowel i n  CVCV 
ki r i 
etc . 
u 0/0 
ke r i  
ken� 
i - eqna  
i -eqna 
i -oqna 
ko r i  
kb re 
, , 
s o re 
v 
e 
. , , . , . 
I - eqne I - en I . , , 
I -eq n e  . , , 
I -oq n e  etc . 
i -I C na etc . 
ka r i  
ka re  , , 
s a re 
ke r i  
kere v , 
s e re 
• , 1\ A 
I -e nana 
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C . 2 .  Second vowel i n  CVCV 
, , A 
e u 0 a 
p u l  i p u l �  p u l u pu 1 6  
g i l i g i  1 6  g i l  a 
etc . 
C . 3 .  Root- fi na l vowel before s uffi x -n  ( CVC�n ) 
, , 
e o 
l egen 
l aken 
etc . 
, a 
l a kon 
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S Y N C H RO N I CA L  D E S C R I PT I O N AT T H E  P HO N ET I C  A N D  S Y LLAB I C  L EV E L  
O F  MODANG ( KA L I MANTAN T I M U R )  I N  CO N T RA S T  TO K E N YA H J  
A N D  PALAWAN ( P H I L I P P I N E S )  
Nicole Reve l -Macdonald 
I n  1974  a meeting on ' The Study of Malay Culture ' was held in Bali and in 
accordance with a recommendation of  the Advi sory Commi ttee of  UNESCO , the 
Directorate General of Culture of the Republic of Indonesia in co-operation with 
the I ndonesian National Commission for UNESCO convened a workshop in ethno­
musicology , oral traditions and the per forming arts 1 which took place in 
Kalimantan Timur from March 29 to April  2 3 ,  1977 . The workshop was an itinerant 
one on the Mahakam Bas in and two of its eastern tributaries , the Kelinyau and 
the Tel en . 
We l ived on two taxi-boats for three weeks and the fieldwork covered a 
distance o f  1 , 000 kms to and from Samarinda . Along the way , we visited six Dayak 
vi l lages ( c f .  map 1 )  but for a very brief period of time ranging from two to 
three days , sometimes less . 
Each vil lage welcomed us in the most courteous and ceremonial manner and 
presented to us the main items of its repertoire of music and dances , along with 
which we were taping and l earning from observations and dialogues - thanks to 
the co-operation of the villagers . In such intense days and nights of work very 
l i ttl e time was left for systematic l inguistic inquiries but , in the respective 
vil lages visited , I tried to fill out a list o f  vocabul ary . I only failed once 
in Long Segar - among the Kenyah Uma? Jalam - because of  an anticipated departure . 
In oriental As ia comparative l inguistics has to rely on vocabularies rather 
than on syntax and morphology to identify the genuine features of the given 
languages in order to clas s i fy them . 
A list o f  word bases cons idered unequivocal and belonging to the old stock 
of the Austronesian world was proposed at the beginning o f  the workshop in Jakarta ; 
some addenda and substitutions were made in order to adapt i t  to the environment 
and technology of the people of Kalimantan . I t  was based on the CEDRASE�lI ethno­
l inguistic atlas of � 800 words among which 109 were to be accorded priority . 
The l i s t  of  109 wordbases is semantically organi sed ( natural phenomena ( 7 ) , 
metal ( 6 ) , plants ( 18 ) , animals ( 1 0 ) , alimentation ( 4 ) , parts of  the body ( 1 3 ) , 
tools ( 1 1 ) , colours ( 3 ) and numbers ( 1 3 ) ) and by observing the vicini ty and 
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Third Interna tional Conference on A us tronesian Linguis tics , vol . 2 :  
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proportion of cognates and non-cognates we can see three main groups : 
- The first groups we visited along the river were speakers of  Melayu Kutai 
and Melayu Banjar , which share a very high range of  cognates with Bahasa Indonesia 
(our starting point in the inquiry) . We have one subgroup . 
- The second subgroup consists o f  B ugis with 72 vocabulary items , among which 
26 are non-cognates . 
Melayu Kutai , Melayu Banjar and Bugis are the languages spoken by the Islamic 
people livi ng as merchants and traders in the east coas t of Kalimantan,  in the 
main towns o f  Balikpapan , Samarinda and Tenggarong , and farther upstream in Muara 
Kaman , Muara Ancalong ( c f .  map 1 ) and the big villages at the j unction of the 
rivers and their tributaries . 
- The third group cons ists of three Oayak languages and their respective 
local dialects , namely : 
Modang with the dialect of  Long Bent� ? ( Ma ) ; the dial ect of  Nehes Liah Bing ( Mb ) ; 
Kenyah with the dialect of  Long Le? es ( Ka) , subgroup Uma? B ern ;  
the dialect o f  Tanj ung Manis ( Kb ) , subgroup Uma? Taw ; 
the dialect o f  Long Noran ( Kc ) , subgroup Lep�? Kul i t ;  
Kayan in Miau Baru on the Wahau River ( Ky ) . 
In this paper we shall observe how one of  the Oayak languages - namely 
Modang - reacts to divers e factors of evolution , for it seems possible to dis­
cover a synchronic dynami sm by comparing Modang to the neighbouring Kenyah and 
Kayan languages as well as to the two Malay dialects , Banjar and Kutai , and 
extending the comparison to a language of the southern Philippines ( neighbouring 
Borneo) which we are familiar with , Palawan . 
Ins tead of focussing our interest on the causes o f  the noti ceable evolution 
of Modang - causes which are not only physical or physiological but also and 
necessarily extralinguistical because of migrations , bilingualism ,  borrowings , 
contemporary modernisation , propagation o f  various faiths , and education - we 
shall proceed to the phonetic description of Modang and i ts syllabic structure 
in an attempt to describe , by reference to our modest documentation , the tend­
encies of this language . As a matter of fact it is  characterised by a marked 
tendency to move from di - or tri-syllabism to monosyllabism . 
SYNCHRON I C  STUDY O F  THE SYLLAB I C  STRUCTURE OF  MODANG ( Mb )  
A comparison between the Modang , Kenyah and Kayan languages as well as the 
different Malay dialects and Bugis shows a clear tendency to reduce the disyl­
lables to monosyl lables and trisyllables to disyl labl es or even monosyl lables . 
This  reduction is operated in the initial syllable ( s )  : 
l .  (V) CVC umah ( Kb )  -+ me? 'dry rice fie ld ' 
anam (BAH) -+ nam 'six ' 
emas ( BAH) -+ maes 'go ld '  
2 .  ( VC) CVC udj an (BAH) -+ s i : n 'rain ' 
3 .  C ( V) CVC ma l a t ( Kb )  -+ m 1 al t  'iron ' 
4 .  ( CV) CVC l esong (BAH ) -+ s � n g  'mortar ' 
5 .  ( CV) ( CV) CVC ke l epu t ( Kb )  -+ p� t 'blowpipe ' 
6 .  CV ( C )  asaw (Ka)  -+ sa : 0 'dog ' 
/ 
\ 
\ 
_ /  
/ 
/ 7  
/ 
/ 
/ 
/13  
/ 
Map 1 :  
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ORANG HAWK 
1 .  Malayu Kutai 
2 .  M �l ayu Ban j ar 
3 .  Bugis 
ORANG DAYAK 
4 .  Kenyah 
4 a .  Kenyah Vma? Bam 
4 b .  Kenyah Vma? Taw 
4 c .  Kenyah Lap�? Ku l i t  
4 d .  Kenyah Vma? Jalam 
4e . Kenyah S aban 
4 f .  Kenyah Vma? Tikung 
4 g .  Kenyah Vma? 
4h . Kenyah Vma? Lung 
4 i .  Kenyah Lap�? Maut 
5 .  Kayan 
S a .  Kayan Vma? Lakan 
6 .  Modang 
6 a .  Modang Long Bantu? 
6b . Modang Nahcs Liah Bing 
6c . Modang Long Galat 
7 .  Pun an 
7 a .  Punan Tabwang 
7b . Punan Boh 
7c . Pun an Vkit 
7d. Punan S a j an 
S .  panihing 
9 .  Bahau 
10 . Tund j ung 
1 1 .  Banwa 
12 . Karayan 
1 3 .  Biiktan 
14 . Gagac 
1 5 .  Basap 
l S a .  Basap labu 
1 6 . Kapuas 
1 7 . Tidung 
IS . Bajaw 
19 . Sulu 
L i s t i n g  a nd l oca ti o n  of l ang uages i n  Eas t  Kal i mantan 
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Consequently the weight passes from the beginning to the ending of the word 
and mani festation o f  it has several aspects : 
a )  Lengthening of the vowel in 
an open syllable of a mono­
syllabic or di ssyl labic word 
b )  Consonant fol lowed by a diph­
thong in an open syllable of  
a monosyl labic or disyl labic 
word 
c )  Absence o f  lengthening of  the 
vowels  in a closed mono­
syllable or disyllable 
. d )  Consonant followed by a diph­
thong in a closed syllable 
e )  Succession o f  two vowels in 
open monosyllabic word 
f)  Succession o f  two vowels in a 
closed monosyllabic word 
fol lowing a metathesis 
Cdiphthong 
CVC 
CdiphthongC 
CCV 
CCVVC 
I v :  
l adza : 
s;)ng 
t�ngbaC:s 
ma l h eang 
p 1. 3c: , p tac: , sac: 
t l uang 
'betel l eaf ' 
'wood ' 
'paddl e '  
'man ' 
'mortar ' 
'jew '$ harp ' 
'red ' 
'rice ' 
'banana ' 
'adze ' 
'bone ' 
In other words the contraction or , i f  you wi sh , the erasing of  the first 
syllabl e in Modang ( Ma )  and (Mb) is followed by a continuity in the final syl­
lable which might be : 
- lengthening of the vowel 
- diphthongs 
- succession of two vowels . 
Obviously this is  a language which phonetical ly mani fests a high range of  
possibilities in the final syllable . 
The evolution o f  Modang seems to be l inked with the weight  o f  the final 
articul ation . It is  demonstrated at the phonic level by two characteristics , 
namely stress and length . 
Stress being fixed is not relevant and the strong accentuation on the last 
syllable weakens the first syllable , and by so doing has probably tended to 
erase i t  completely . 
There is  no relevant opposition between long and short vowels although , at 
the phoneti c  level , we can perceive many long vowels articulated mainly in Ma . 
Stress and length are linked at the phonetic level , but l ength is rel evant at 
the phonemic level and the canonic form of the vowel is not long in Mb '  while it 
seems to be long in Ma ( c f .  chart 2 )  • 
The complexity in the last syllable of  disyllables , or in monosyllables , 
manifes ted by lenghthening , diphthong2 , and the success ion of two vowels is to 
be carefully noted , being the consequence of the fall of the first syl lable . 
Therefore we proceeded to a brief study of the l ast rhymes of  monosyllabic 
wordbases in the two Modang dialects we were abl e  to tape as compared to Kenyah 
and Kayan , the neighbouring Dayak languages in this area . 
This table of  correspondences between cognates manifests the progressive 
variations on the three Dayak languages we are focussing upon , and their respect­
ive dialects . 
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The starting point is  a simple known etymon consisting of a simple vowel 
and one can see the process of diphthongisation characteristic of Modang ( Ma) . 
The tables focus on Modang and should be read from Modang to Kenyah and Kayan . 
The tendency towards a reduc tion of disyllables into monosyl lables 
produced : 
1 ) Ini tial consonan tic gro up consecutive to the loss of a vowel 
pl pa raj (Kc)  -+ p 1 ae 'rice ' 
bl b u 1 0ng (Ky )  -+ b 1 ung 'sago ' 
tl t u 1 ang ( KC )  -+ t 1 uang 'bone ' 
pt pat toj ( Kc)  -+ pta£ 'banana ' 
ps pasaj (Kc )  -+ psa : e  'fishhook ' 
ts t us u  ( Kc )  -+ tsu?  'seven ' 
ml ma 1 a t ( Kb )  -+ m1 aet 'iron ' 
mt my tan  ( Mb )  -+ mtan 'ey e ' 
ms maso ( Ma)  -+ ms ao  'house ' 
mn man::>k ( Ky )  -+ mn::>k 'bird ' 
We observe that in each initial consonantic group the second consonant is 
always an apico or alveolar I c  + t ,  5 ,  1 ,  n l  the nasal 1 m  + c l  seem to be an 
initial consonantic group as the occlusives I p  + c l  ' I t  + c l  or I b  + c l  and the 
group 1 m  + apicoalveolar l enters in correlation with the former ones . 
This  rule o f  formation of initial consonantic groups is ver i fied by the 
fact that with velar and palatals as a second consonant ,  the fall of  the vowel 
whi ch is very often a pepet is  not operated : 
Ma kadj 6 'tree ' 
1 ak� : e 'man ' 
2 )  Implosi ve consonan ts 
In absolute final pos ition a fter a vowel I perceive implosive consonants 
t � � as in Maanyan . 
This tendency towards an implosive arti culation after a final vowel is  
effective in the three orders . 
3) Most probably the evolution of  weakening of  the initial bilabial consonant 
into a bi labial lightly velar continuant b > w l ike b u l an > wa 1 wen 'moon '� is 
also to be l inked to the weight ( stress and diphthong) of the syllabl e .  
vJO RDBASE STRUCTURE 
Everything works as if a transposition of disyllabism was operated on the 
remaining syllable . Consequently and necessarily the bas ic form of the syllabic 
nuc leus is  complex ( long vowels in Ma; diphthongs in Mb or a success ion of  two 
vowels ) . 
The wordbase structure is  either disyl labic or monosyl labic . In the last 
cas e we observed several phenomena at the vowel l evel but also at the consonant 
level : 
1 )  After a simple consonant the weight is  at the vowel l evel mani fested by the 
lengthening or the burst into diphthongs . 
2 )  After the loss of  the vowel o f  the first syllable an initial consonant cluster 
appears providing the second consonant is  apico-alveolar . 
This  is apparently a constraint of  the word structure . 
'gold ' 'husked rice ' 'four ' 'fire ' 'rice in 'paddle ' 'rat ' 'eyes ' 
the field ' 
Ma mE : ah h€ : a pe : a � , pa 1 1  € :  , a�ea ma t€an p:n: pas t: : 
Mb malS hals Palt ap;)t: p l at: pSalt: a�Ea mtan 
Ka mas ba : h  ' . apoJ padaj basuj ba l abaw , ma ta 
Kb ma� ba?a pat l u tan padaj bas aj ba l abaw , mata  
Kc baha pat  ' . , . basaj ba l a baw ma t E  mas apoJ pa raJ 
ma k baha pat  ' . , . basaj l a�aw , apoJ pa raJ ma tan  
PPH amas PPH beRas PPH epat PAND ' apuj PAND pag ' aj PPH beR ( a ) say PPH l a ( bw ) aw PAND ma ta  
PAN hemas 
This chart tends to show the monosyllabic tendency of Modang and diphthong occurrence . 
NB :  Al though PPH reconstructions are cited ( see Wurrn and Wilson 1975 ) , that does not imply that the 
languages discussed here are ln a Philippine subgroup _ Most of these reconstructions are of a 
quarter time depth . 
C hart 1 
'iron ' 
ma l €ak 
m l ffit 
ut:Sn 
ma l a t 
ut6n 
t i t.3j 
W N (j'\ 
Ma 
Mb 
Ka 
Kb 
Kc 
Ky 
'nose ' 'mortar ' 'dog ' 'hair ' 'head ' 'wood ' 'hair ' 'to eat ' 'seven ' 'blow pipe ' 'banana ' 
(head) (body )  
1 0 : f) sa : O  w:) : k  do : �  kedj o :  be l l o : n  , , pet6 : a  S:) : f)  mu : n sou po : t A 
I U f) s:) f) t l of) w:)k do? kedzy : b l un ho? t s  u? p:) t ptae 
n dof)  l es6f) , p:S : k u l 6  kaj 6 b u l u , ke l l ep u t  pet t i h  aso uman 
I) dof) l 'Dsof) , p:Sk u l u  kaj u b u l u  , t udzo? ke l eput  pet t f  a su  uman 
I) tof) I i s6f) buk u l aw kaj aw b u l aw , t us u ?  k l eput  pet t'D j asow uman A 
, as:) : ?  bwok kahof) kaj :S?  b u l :S ? kan i t usu ?  hap'D� p u t e ?  u rof)  so : f)  
buk  
PAND PANS PANS PANDF PANe PAND PANDF PANDLRD PAND PANS 
? ug? ung l esun  asu  buhek  u l u  kaj u b u l u tud?uh  t u l up punt i 
This chart tends to show the monosyllabic tendency of Modang on rhymes with [ o J  and [ u J .  
At first approximation [ o J  and [ u J  are one sicgle phoneme . 
Chart 2 
'stone ' 
, weta o  
, weta:) 
b a t u  
ba t u  
bataw 
bad? 
PAND 
ba t u? 
'rain ' 
Ma 5 i : n  
Mb sj  an 
Ka udj an 
Kb udj an 
Kc 
, usan 
, 
Ky usa : n  
PAMS 
udan 
' tooth ' 'hen ' 'pig ' 'five ' 'swidden ' 
k i  : v  d z i p  dj i : m  rl1'D :  � rl1'D : 9 , , 
kwo : dj ap dj am rna? rna? 
dY i pan i j ap baboj , uma 
dz i pan j ap bu? i n  lUmma umah 
dz i pan i j a p  baboj l amme umeh 
, i pan h i j ap  ba�uj l i ma ?  1 umu? 
PANO PANBLAA PANO PANO PTSL 
i p an p i a k babuj l i ma uma 
This chart tends to show the monosyllabic tendency 
of Modang on rhymes with I i i ,  la/ , and I��/ , lal 
Chart 3 
From charts 1 ,  2 and 3 ,  the fol lowing diphthongs are present in Modang : 
'man ' 'fishhook ' 
l aka : €  
, 
pasa : €  
l ab€ gI t 
l ak i  
, 
pa : s l  
l a ke kaw i t 
1 a kaj , . pas aJ 
l uk€ ? kaw i t , 
PANO PANOLO 
l ak i  kaw i  t 
cf . 'dog '3 'stone ' 
c f .  'seven ' 
c f . 'banana ' 
c f .  'man '3 'five ' 
c f . 'gold '3 'eyes '3 'husked rice ' 
cf . 'rat '3 'foUI" 
(.oJ N (Xl 
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THE PROBLEM OF  ? AND h 
Referring to the work of I .  Dyen ( 1 9 5 3 ,  19 71 ) and of A . G .  Haudricourt ( 1 966 ) 
we see that the treatment of the uvular protophoneme '>'q which is still articul ated 
in the Paiwan and Atayal languages of Taiwan is : 
'>'q > ?  in intervocal ic and final pasi  tion of Kenyah and Kayan , 
ex . ( 5 3 )  
ex . ( 28 )  
dara?  'bZood ' 
pu?un  'tree ' 
This  treatment is  similar in languages of  the Phi lippines , whi l e  in the 
Indonesian languages of Java and Sumatra , in Malay , as well as in Cham and Rhade 
in Continental South-Eas t Asia the treatment is : 
q > h 
ex . ( 5 3 ) 
ex . ( 2 8 )  
darah  ( B j r ) ; da rah (Bah) 
puhun ( B j r ) ; pohon ( Mal Ku) (Bah) . 
The treatment of  Melayu Banjar and Malayu Kutai is  distinct from Kenyah and 
Kayan as I observed them in that area . With Modang h being a laryngeal , we have : 
ex . ( 5 3 )  : l aehae? < dara?  where the first syllable vowel as similates to 
that o f  the second . 
PROBL EM OF  THE OCCURRENCE O F  GEM I NATES I N  KENYAH ( Ka ) , ( Kb ) , ( Kc )  
The occurrence is automatic after the schwa which can arise from an original 
short vowel ( Zorc 1978 , and personal communication ) 
ex . ( 1 4 )  
ex . ( 3 ) 
e x .  ( 5 )  
ex . ( 2 3 )  
ex .  ( 4 3 )  
'banana ' 
'three ' 
'five ' 
pat t i h  } 
pat t i  
pattuj 
t a l  l aw ( Kc )  
I umma ( Ka )  
I ammE ( Kb )  
'rice-seedZing ' bann i ?  ( Ka )  
'woman ' I at toh ( Ka )  
The geminates are very frequent in Bugis 
Modang (Ma) . 
ex . ( 50)  'tongue ' t e  I I  a ?  
e x .  ( 51 )  'hair of body ' ba l l o : n  
e x .  ( 5 2 )  'bone ' ta l l uwan 
ex . ( 30 )  'sago ' be I 1 0 :  C) 
ex . ( 4 3 )  'woman ' l add::lh -+- a I d:5h 
'>' punt  i 
'� I Yma 
"'banh i q 
? 
and Madurese . They appear also in 
'�d i I aq 
'' b u l  uh 
* tuq (e ) I an 
? 
? 
In general , internal phoneti c evolution is  slow in large insul ar areas like 
Formosa and Borneo . 
I f  one compares the evolution between certain languages of Borneo and those 
of Java , one can see that the evolution in Kalimantan Timur is more internally 
motivated ( i . e .  unaffected by the extraneous influences of other languages )  than 
in Java where Hindic influence affected the shape of words . 
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Some Dayak groups of Borneo have a typology very s imilar to the one observed 
in the Southern Phi lippines : the Murut ( cf .  Prentice 1969 ) and Dusun languages of 
Sabah are very close to the Palawan ( c f .  Revel-Macdonald 1978 , 28 2 )  l anguage at the 
phonemic level and in syl labic structure . I would cons ider Kenyah and Kayan as 
having a paral lel evolution with this branch of the Austronesian fami ly ( typo­
logically not genetically) . 
In  the areas of t.he Kel inyau , Telen and Wah au Rivers which we vis ited , we 
could observe that , in the middle of rather classic and normalised languages like 
Kenyah and Kayan , the Modang language was evolved more drastical ly . While  the 
two are mutually intelligible ,  Modang is experienced as a strong linguistic 
boundary between groups . 
It would be interesting to see what effectively happened to the vocalic 
system of  Modang . The original system is a simple one consisting of  four vowels : 
a 
a 
u 
The oppositions underlining the diphthongs are still to be brought out . 
The ' burst ' of  the vowel �n  the last remaining syllable should be analysed 
in relationship to all the other phonemes and of course to the morphological 
patterns of this language . 
One can raise the question as to how long it  would take to develop the 
features described for Modang in these pages . 
1 .  See the UNESCO publication ( 19 79 ) . 
NOTES 
2 .  In order to distinguish a diphthong from a succes s ion o f  two vowels one 
hears two morae ins tead of three in the whole word . 
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Papers  by A . V .  Dille r ;  Dav id Bradley ; Phi l ip John Rose ; Vu Thanh PhJdhg ; 
U The in Tun ; Jack and Mary Jane Gandour . 
IN PREPARATION 
Pape r s  in New Gu inea l ingu istics No . 22 .  
Paper s  by Thomas R .  Phinnemore ; J .  Miedema and F . I .  wel l ington; Malcolm Ross ;  
W . A . L .  Stokhof and Don A . L .  Flassy ; J .  Davies and B .  Comr i e ;  H i roko Ogu r i ;  
Karen Adams and L inda Lauck ; Dav id Scor za;  S .  Abbott . 
Pape r s  in l ingu istics of Melanesia No . 4 .  
Pape r s  by John Lynch and othe r s .  
Pape r s  i n  pidg in and creole l ingu istics No . 3 . 
Pape r s  by Allan Rumsey ; L inda S imons ;  Jeff S iegel , Lois  Carr ing ton 
and Peter Muhlhausler . 
Paper s  in Austral ian l ingu i stics No. 1 5 .  
Papers  in Phil ippine l i ngu istics No . ll .  
PACI FIC LINGUISTICS 6 
SERIES B - MONOGRAPHS 
No . 1 .  WURM , S . A .  and J . B .  HARRIS  Pol ice Motu : an introduct ion to the trade 
language of Papua (New Gu inea) for anthropolog ists and other f ie ldworke r s .  
196 3 ;  v i+8lpp . Repr inted 1964 , 196 5 ,  1966 , 196 7 ,  196 9 ,  197 0 ,  197 1 ,  1 9 7 3 .  
I SBN 0 8 5 8 8 3  0 3 4  5 
No . 2 .  WURM S . A .  Phonolog ical d iversif icat ion in Austral ian New Gu inea highlands 
ianguages . 1964 ; i i i+87pp . + 1 map . Repr inted 1 97 1 .  ISBN 0 85883  0 3 5  3 
No . 3 .  HEALEY , Alan Telefol phonology . 196 4 ;  i i+ 5 3pp . + 2 figures , S table s .  
Repr inted 197 2 ,  198 1 .  ISBN 0 85883  0 36 1 
No . 4 .  HEALEY , Phyllis  M .  Telefol noun phrase s .  196 5 ;  i i i+ 5 lpp . Reprinted 197 2 .  
No . 5 .  
No . 6 .  
I SBN 0 85883  0 3 7  X 
HEALEY , Phyll i s  M .  
iv+6 4pp .  Reprinted 
TRYON , Darrell T .  
I SBN 0 85883  0 39 6 
Leve ls and cha ining in Telefol sentences . 1966 ; 
197 1 .  ISBN 0 85883  038  8 
Nengone gr ammar . 1967 ; x+9lpp . Reprinted 1 9 7 1 .  
No . 7 .  TRYON , D . T .  Dehu grammar . 196 8 ;  xi+lllpp . Repr inted 1971 . 
I SBN 0 85883  0 4 0  X 
No . 8 .  TRYON , Darrell T .  I a i  gr ammar . 1968 ; x i i+ 1 2 5pp . Repr inted 1 9 7 1 .  
I SBN 0 8 5 8 8 3  0 4 1  8 
No . 9 .  DUTTON , T . E .  The peopl ing of Central Papua : some preliminary 
observat ions . 1969 ; v i i i+182pp . Reprinted 1970 , 197 1 .  ISBN 0 85883  0 4 2  6 
No . lO .  FRANKLIN , K . J .  The d ialects of Kewa . 1968 ; iv+ 7 2pp . ( incl . 20 maps ) . 
Reprinted 1971 . ISBN 0 85883  0 4 3  4 
No . ll .  SOMMER ,  B . A .  Kunj en phonology : synchronic and d iachronic . 1969 ; 
iv+ 7 2pp . ( incl .  3 maps ) . I SBN 0 85883  0 4 4  2 
No . 12 .  KLOKEID , Ter ry J .  Tharga r i  phonology and morphology . 1969 ; v i i i+56pp . 
Repr inted 198 1 .  ( incl .  1 map) . ISBN 0 85883  0 4 5  0 
No . 13 .  TREFRY , D .  A comparative study of Kuman and Pawa ian . 196 9 ;  v+94pp .  
( incl . 1 map) . Repr inted 198 0 .  ISBN 0 85883  0 4 6  9 
No . 14 .  McELHANON , K . A .  Selepet phonology . 197 0 ;  v+ 4 7pp . ( incl .  1 map) . 
ISBN 0 85883  0 0 3  5 
No . 1 5 .  TRYON , D . T .  An introduction to Mar anungku (Northern Austral ia ) . 
1970 ; x+lllpp .  ( incl .  1 map) . ISBN 0 85883  0 4 7  7 
No . 16 .  McELHANON , K . A .  and C . L .  VOORHOEVE The Trans-New Guinea Phylum: 
explorat ions in deep-level genetic relat ionsh ips . 1970 ; v+ l 0 7pp . 
( incl .  4 maps ) . Repr inted 1978 . I SBN 0 85883  0 4 8  5 
No . 17 .  KUKI , H i roshi Tuamotuan phonology . 1970 ; ix+119pp . + 2 maps . 
ISBN 0 85883  0 4 9  3 
No . 18 .  YOUNG , R . A .  The verb in Bena-bena : its form and funct ion . 1971 ; 
v+68pp .  ISBN 0 85883  0 50 7 
No . 19 .  PATON , W . F .  Ambrym ( Lonwolwol )  grammar . 1 9 7 1 ;  xi+128pp .  ( incl .  
1 map) . ISBN � 85883  0 5 1  5 
No . 20 .  CAPELL , A .  Arosi grammar . 1 97 1 ;  iv+ 90pp . ( incl .  1 map) . 
I SBN 0 85883  0 5 2  3 
No . 2l .  McELHANON , K . A .  Selepet grammar . Part I :  From root to phrase . 
197 2 ;  v i+116pp . ISBN 0 85883  0 8 5  X and 0 85883  086  8 
No . 2 2 .  McELHANON , K . A .  Towards a typology of the Finister re-Huon languages , 
New Guinea . 197 3 .  v i i+ 7 3pp . ( incl .  1 map) . ISBN 0 85883  094  9 
No . 23 .  SCOTT , Gr aham H igher levels of For e gr ammar . Ed ited by Robert E .  
Longacr e .  197 3 ;  x+8 8pp . ISBN 0 8 5 8 8 3  088  4 
PACIFIC LINGUISTICS 7 
Ser ies B - Monographs ( cont inued ) 
No . 24 .  DUTTON , T . E .  A check l ist of languages and present-day v i l lages of 
central and south-east ma inland Papua . 197 3 ;  iv+80pp .  ( incl .  1 map) . 
ISBN 0 85883  0 9 0  6 
No . 25 .  LAYCOCK , D . C .  Sepik  languages - checkl i s t  and prel iminary classificat ion . 
197 3 ;  iv+130pp . ( incl .  1 map) . I SBN 0 85883  084  1 
No . 26 .  MUHLHAUSLER , P .  Pidg inizat ion and s impl if icat ion of language . 197 4 ;  
v+161pp . Reprinted 197 8 ,  1981 . I SBN 0 85883  1 1 3  9 
No . 27 .  RAMOS , Teresita V .  The case system of Tagalog verbs . 1974 ; v i i i+168pp . 
ISBN 0 85883  115  5 
No . 28 .  WEST , Dorothy woj okeso sentence , parag raph , and d i scou rse analysis . 
Edi ted by Robe r t  E .  Longacr e .  1 9 7 3 ;  x+18 1pp . ISBN 0 85883  089  2 
No . 29 .  ELBERT , Samuel H .  Pu1uwat grammar . 197 4 ;  v+137pp . I SBN 0 85883 1 0 3 1 
No . 30 .  METCALFE , C . D .  Bar d i  verb morphology ( nor thwestern Austral ia ) . 197 5 ;  
x+ 215pp .  ( incl .  1 map) . ISBN 0 85883  1 2 1  X 
No . 31 .  VOORHOEVE , C . L .  Languages of I r ian Jaya : chec k l ist . Prel iminary 
classif icat ion , language maps , word1 ists . 1975 ; iv+ 129pp . ( incl .  17  maps ) . 
Repr inted 1980 . ISBN 0 85883  128 7 
No . 32 .  WALTON , Janice Binongan I tneg sentences .  1 9 7 5 ;  v i+ 70pp .  
I SBN 0 85883  117  1 
No . 33 .  GUY , J . B . M .  A grammar of the nor thern d ialect of Sakao .  1974 ; 
ix+99pp .  ( incl .  2 maps ) . I SBN 0 85883  104  X 
No . 34 .  HOPE , Edward Reg ina ld The deep syntax of Lisu sentences :  
a transformat ional case grammar . 1974 ; v i i i+184pp . ( incl .  1 map) . 
I SBN 0 85883  110 4 
No . 35 .  IRWIN ,  Barry Sa1t-Yu i grammar . 197 4 ;  iv+151pp . ISBN 0 85883  1 1 1  2 
No . 36 .  PHI LLIPS , Donald J .  Wahg i phonology and morphology . 1 9 7 6 ;  x+165pp . 
No . 37 .  
ISBN 0 85883  141  4 
1<1 � A 
NGUYEN � ANG LIEM Cases , clauses and sentences i n  Vietnamese . 
v+8 9pp . I SBN 0 85883  1 3 3  3 
1 9 7 5 ;  
No . 38 .  SNEDDON , J . N .  Tondano phonology and gr ammar . 197 5 ;  v i i i+264pp . 
I SBN 0 &5883  1 2 5  2 
No . 39 .  LANG , Adr ianne The semantics of classif icatory verbs in Enga ( and other 
Papua New Guinea languages) . 1 9 7 5 ;  x i i + 2 34pp . ( incl .  2 maps ) . 
ISBN 0 85883  1 2 3  6 
No . 40 .  RENCK , G . L .  A grammar of Yaga r i a .  197 5 ;  x i i i+ 235pp . ( incl . 1 map) . 
I SBN 0 85883  130  9 
No . 41 .  Z ' GRAGGEN , John A .  The languages of the Madang Distr ict , Papua New 
Guinea . 1975 ; v i+154pp . ( incl .  1 map) . Repr inted 1979 . ISBN 0 85883  1 3 4  1 
No . 4 2 .  FURBY , E . S .  and C . E .  FURBY 
c lauses . 1 9 7 7 ;  v i i i+ 1 0 1pp . 
Prel iminary analysis  of Garawa phrases and 
ISBN 0 85883  151  1 
No . 4 3 .  STOKHOF , W . A . L .  Prel iminary notes on the A10r and Pantar languages 
(East I ndones ia) . 19 7 5 ;  v i+ 7 3pp . ( incl .  2 maps ) . Repr inted 197 9 .  
ISBN 0 85883  1 2 4  4 
No . 4 4 .  SAYERS , Barbara J .  The sentence in Wik-Munkan : 
pr�pos i t iona1 relat ionsh ips . 197 6 ;  xv i i+ 18 5pp . 
a descr ipt ion of 
ISBN 0 85883  138  4 
No . 4 5 .  BIRK ,  D . B . W .  The Ma1akMa1ak language , Daly River (Western Ar nhem 
Land) . 197 6 ;  x i i+179pp . ( incl .  1 map) . ISBN 0 8 5 8 8 3  1 5 0  3 
No . 4 6 .  GLISSMEYER ,  Glor ia 
1976 ; v i i i+ 14 9pp . 
A tagmemic analysis  of Hawa i i  Eng l i sh clauses . 
ISBN 0 85883  1 4 2  2 
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Series B - Monog raphs ( continued) 
No . 4 7 .  SCOTT , Gr aham The Fore language of Papua New Guine a .  1 9 7 8 ;  xv+ 2 1 0pp . 
( incl .  2 maps ) . I SBN 0 8 5 8 8 3  1 7 3  2 
No . 4 8 .  CLARK , Ma rybe th Coverbs and case in Vietnamese . 1 9 7 8 ;  xi+215pp . 
I SBN 0 85883  162  7 
No . 4 9 .  FILBECK , Dav id T ' i n :  a histor ical study . 1 9 7 8 ;  v i+lllpp . ( incl .  2maps ) . 
I SBN 0 85883  1 7 2  4 
No . 50 .  SMITH , Kenne th D .  Sedang gramma r ;  phonolog ical and syntactic structure . 
197 9 ;  x ix+191pp . ( incl .  3 maps ) . I SBN 0 85883  180 5 
No . 51 .  WELLS , Margaret A .  S i roi grammar . 1 9 7 9 ;  v i i+218pp . ISBN 0 85883  1 8 1  3 
No . 5 2 .  KI LHAM , Chr istine A .  Thematic organ izat ion of Wi k-Munkan d i scour se . 
1977 ; x ix+ 280pp .  ( incl .  1 map) . ISBN 0 8 5 8 8 3  1 6 8  6 
No . 5 3 .  VESALAINEN , Olav i and Mar j a  VESALAINEN Clause patterns in Lhomi . 
1980 ; v i i+100pp .  I SBN 0 85883  210  0 
No . 54 .  SNEDDON , J . N .  Proto-Minahasan : phonology , morphology and wordl ist . 
197 8 ;  x+ 204pp .  ( incl . 1 map) . ISBN 0 85883  169  4 
No . 55 .  LYNCH , John A grammar of Lenakel . 197 8 ;  v i i+135pp . ( inc l .  1 map) . 
ISBN 0 85883  166 X 
No . 56 .  ROSS , Malcolm with John Natu PAOL A Was k ia grammar sketch and 
vocabulary . 1 9 7 8 ;  v+119pp . ISBN 0 85883  174  0 
No . 57 .  BLAKE , Barry J .  A Kalkatungu grammar . 197 9 ;  x i i+198pp . ( incl .  1 map) . 
ISBN 0 85883  197 X 
No . 58 .  BEAUMONT , Cl ive H .  The Tigak language of New I reland . 1979 ; x i+ 1 6 3pp . 
( incl .  2 maps ) . ISBN 0 85883  187  2 
No . 59 .  STOKHOF , W. A . L .  Woi s ika I I : phonemics . 197 9 ;  xi+188pp . ( incl .  d iagrams , 
photographs , 3 maps ) . Repr inted 198 1 .  I SBN 0 85883  190 2 
No . 60 .  FOX , G . J .  Big Nambas grammar . 1979 ;  x i i+1 39pp .  ( incl .  2 maps ) . 
I SBN 0 85883  183 X 
No . 61 .  HAWKINS , Emily A .  Hawa i ian sentence structures . 197 9 ;  i i i+ lllpp . 
I SBN 0 85883  195 3 
No . 6 2 .  HEATH , Jeffrey Basic mate r ials in Ritharng u :  grammar , texts and 
d ict ionary . 1980 ; ix+24 9pp . ( incl .  1 map) . ISBN 0 85883  2 0 4  6 
No . 6 3 .  
No . 64 .  
LUZARES , Cas ilda 
a case analys i s .  
VOORHOE"VE , C . L . 
( incl .  5 maps ) . 
Edr ial The mor phology of selected Cebuano verbs : 
1 9 7 9 ;  x i i+ 208pp . I SBN 0 85883  199 6 
The Asmat languages of I r ian Jaya . 1980 ; x+1 7 7pp . 
ISBN 0 85883  207  0 
No . 6 5 .  McDONALD , M .  and S . A .  WURM Basic mater ials in Wa8 k umara (Gala l i ) : 
grammar , sentences and vocabu lary . 1 9 7 9 ;  ix+lllpp . ( incl .  2
·
maps ) . 
ISBN 0 85883  2 0 2  X 
No . 66 .  WOOLFORD , Ellen B .  Aspects of Tok Pisin  gramma r .  1 9 7 9 ;  v+118pp . 
I SBN 0 85883  2 0 3  8 
No . 6 7 .  HERCUS , L . A .  The Bagandj i language . 198 2 ;  xv i i i+3 29pp . ( incl . 5 maps , 
10  photographs ) .  ISBN 0 85883  263  1 
No . 68 .  DAVIES , H . J .  Kobon phonology . 1 9 8 0 ;  v+8 0pp . ( incl .  3 maps ) . 
I SBN 0 85883  211  9 
No . 6 9 .  SOBERANO , Rosa The d ialects of Mar induque Tagalog . 198 0 ;  x i i+ 2 3 2pp . 
( incl . 4 2  maps ) . ISBN 0 85883  216 X 
No . 7 0 .  JOHNSTON , Raymond Lesl ie Nakanai of New Br itain:  the grammar of an 
Ocean ic language . 1980 ; x i i i+310pp . ( incl . 2 maps ) . I SBN 0 85883  2 0 9  7 
No . 7 1 .  CHAN YAP , Glor ia Hokk ien Ch inese borrowings in Tagalog . 1980 ; 
v i i i+155pp . ISBN 0 85883  2 2 5  9 
No . 7 2 .  HEATH , Jeffrey Basic mater ials i n  Warndarang : grammar , texts and 
d ict ionary . 1980 ; x i i+17 4pp .  ( incl .  1 map) . ISBN 0 85883  219  4 
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Series B - Monographs ( continued) 
No . 7 3 .  MOSEL , Ulr ike Tolai  and Tok Pisin : the influence of the substratum 
on the development of New Gu inea Pidg i n .  198 0 ;  v i i i+ 146pp . 
ISBN a 85883  229  1 
No. 7 4 .  WILLIAMS , Cor inne J .  A grammar of Yuwaalaraay . 1980 ; v i i i+200pp . 
( incl .  1 map) . I SBN a 85883  2 21 6 
No . 7 s .  GUY , J . B . M .  
v i i+2 17pp . 
Exper imental glottochronology : bas ic methods and results . 
I SBN a 85883  220 a 
No . 76 .  PERCIVAL , W . K .  
1981 ;  vi+125pp . 
A g rammar of the urban ised Toba-Batak of Medan.  
ISBN a 85883  237  2 
No . 78 .  TSUNODA , Tasaku The Djarn  language of K imber ley , Western Austral i a .  
1 9 8 1 ;  xxi+290pp . ( incl .  3 maps , S photographs ) .  I SBN a 85883  2 5 2  6 
No . 79 .  GUY , J . B . M .  
v i i i+1 34pp .  
Glottochronology without cognate recognit ion . 
I SBN a 85883  2 3 5  6 
1 9 8 1 ;  
No . 80 .  DURANTI , Alessandro The Samoan fono : a sociol i ngu istic study . 1 98 1 ;  
x i+19spp . ( incl .  3 maps , 5 photog raphs) . I SBN a 85883  2 4 8  8 
No . 8 1 .  TCHEKHOFF , C laude S imple sentences in Tongan .  1 9 8 1 ;  iv+9 spp . 
I SBN a 85883  2 5 1  8 
No . 8 2 .  TI PTON , Ruth A .  Nembi procedural and narrat ive d iscou r se . 
198 2 ;  v+87pp . ISBN a 85883  2 59 3 
No. 8 3 .  THURSTON , Will iam R .  A comparat ive study of Anem and Lus i .  
1 9 8 2 ;  ix+ 10 7pp . ( incl . 3 maps ) . I SBN a 85883  260  7 
No . 8 s .  WILSON , Will iam H .  Proto-Polynesian possess ive mark ing . 
198 2 ;  xv+13 7pp . ISBN a 85883  270 4 
No . 86 .  RUMSEY , A .  An intra-sentence of Ngar inj in , North Western Australia .  
1982 ; xi i+1 79pp . ( incl .  1 map) ISBN 0 85883  272  a 
IN PREPARATION : 
HERCUS , Luise A .  The languages of Victor i a :  a late su rvey . 
AUSTIN ,  Pete r ,  Luise A .  HERCUS , and Stephen A .  WORM Basic mate r ials 
in Malyangaba : grammar , sentences and vocabulary . 
CAUGHLEY , Ross The verb in Chepang . 
CROWLEY , Terry The Paamese language of Vanuatu . 
HARTMANN , John F .  Lingu istic and memory structures in Tai- lue oral narr ative s .  
McELHANON , K . A .  The languages of the Morobe Prov i nce : chec k l i s t ,  
classif icat ion and f ie ld gu ide . 
VERHEIJEN , J . A . J .  The Sama/Baj an language of the Lesser Sunda I sland s .  
MERLAN , Francesca Ngalakan grammar , texts and vocabulary . 
NOTE : For fur ther monog raphs on I ndones ian languages see unde r 
Ser ies D - the sub-ser ies Ma te r ials in languages of I ndone s i a .  
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SERIES C - BOOKS 
No . 1 .  LAYCOCK ,  D . C .  The Ndu language fami ly ( Sepik District,  New Gu inea)  • 
x i+ 2 2 4pp . ( incl . 1 map) . ISBN 0 85883  053  1 
No . 2 .  GRACE , George W .  Canala d ict ionary (New Caledonia ) . 197 5 ;  ix+ 128pp . 
I SBN 0 85883  1 2 2  8 
No . 3 .  NGUY�N �XNG LIEM Eng l ish grammar : a comb ined tagmemic and trans­
format ional approach . (A contr ast ive analy s is of Engl ish and Vietnamese , 
vol . 1 . )  . 1 9 6 6 ;  x l iv+177pp . Repr inted 19 7 0 .  I SBN 0 85883  0 5 4  X and 
ISBN 0 85883  0 5 5  8 
No . 4 .  NGUY�N �XNG LItM Vietnamese gr ammar : a combined tagmemic and 
transformat ional approach.  (A contrastive analys is  of Engl ish and 
Vietnamese , vol . 2 . ) . 1 9 6 9 ;  x lv i+209pp . Repr inted 197 5 .  
I SBN 0 85883  0 5 4  and I SBN 0 85883  0 56 6 
No . 5 .  NGUY�N �XNG LItM A contrastive grammat ical analy s i s  o f  Eng l i sh and 
V ietnamese . (A contrastive analy s i s  of Engl ish and Vietnamese , vol . 3 . ) . 
1967 ; xv+1 51pp .  Repr inted 197 1 .  I SBN 0 8 5883  0 5 4  X and ISBN 0 8 5883  0 5 7  4 
No . 6 .  TRYON , Darrell T .  Dehu-Eng lish dictionary . 196 7 ;  v+1 3 7pp . Repr inted 
197 1 .  ISBN 0 8 5883  0 58 2 
No . 7 .  TRYON , Darrell T .  Eng l ish-Dehu d ict ionary . 1 96 7 ;  i i i+162pp . Rep r inted 
1 97 1 .  I SBN 0 85883  059 0 
No . 8 .  NGUYEN �ANG LIEM A contrast ive phonolog ical analysis  of Engl ish and 
vietnamese . (A contrast ive analysis  of Eng l ish and Vietnamese ,  vol . 4 . ) . 
197 0 ;  xv+ 206pp . ISBN 0 85883  0 54 X and ISBN 0 85883  0 0 4  3 
No . 9 .  TRYON , D . T .  and M . -J .  DUBOI S Nengone d ict ionary . Par t I :  Nengone­
Eng l i sh .  1969 ; v i i+4 4 5pp . (out of pr int) 
ISBN 0 85883 060  4 and ISBN 0 8 5883  061 2 
No . lO .  OATES , W .  and L .  OATES Kapau pedagog ical grammar . 1968 ; v+ 178pp . 
Repr inted 197 1 .  ISBN 0 85883  0 6 2  0 
No . ll .  FOX , C . E .  Aros i-Eng l i sh dictionary . 197 0 ;  iv+406pp . ( incl .  1 map) . 
ISBN 0 85883  0 6 3  9 
No . 1 2 .  GRACE , George W .  Grand Cou l i  dict ionary (New Caledonia ) . 1976 ; 
v i i+1 13pp . ISBN 0 85883  154  6 
No . 1 3 .  WURM , S . A .  and D . C .  LAYCOCK , eds Pac i f ic l ingu istic stud ies in honou r 
of Arthur Capell . 1970 ; x i+ 12 9 2pp . (Hardbound : incl . 25 maps , 
1 photograph ) .  Reprinted 197 4 ,  1 9 7 5 ,  1978 , 1 97 9 .  ISBN 0 85883  0 0 5  1 
Articles by Byron W .  Bender ,  Cather ine H .  Bernd t ,  Ronald M .  Bernd t ,  
H .  Bluhme , J . E .  Bol t ,  C . G .  von Brandenste in , C .  Douglas Chretien,  
J . R .  Clever ly ,  Chr istopher Cou r t ,  R . M . W .  Dixon , Wilfr id H .  Douglas ,  
T . E .  Du tton , I s idore Dyen , Samuel H .  Elbert , A . P .  Elk i n ,  E . H .  Flint , 
Kar l J .  Fran k l i n ,  Mar ie Godfrey , George W .  Grace , Kenneth Hale , 
Joy Har r i s ,  Alan Healey , Henry Her shberge r ,  Ruth Hershberger ,  
Patr ick W .  Hohepa , N i ls M .  Holmer , B . A .  Hooley , Dorothy J .  Jame s ,  
Hans Kahler , Susan Kaldor , Har land Ker r ,  Jean F .  K i r ton , D . C .  Laycoc k ,  
K . A .  McElhanon , Howard McKaugha n ,  Nguy�n � �ng Li�m, Geoffrey N .  O ' Grady , 
Andrew Pawley , Eunice V .  Pike , Richard Pi ttman , D . J .  Prent ice , Albert  
J .  Schutz , M . C .  Sharpe , W . E .  Smythe , A . J .  Taylor , D . T .  Tryon , 
E . M .  Uhlenbeck , C . F . voegel i n ,  F . M .  voegel i n ,  C . L .  Voorhoeve , 
S .A .  Wurm, John A .  z ' graggen . 
No . 14 .  GEERTS , P .  ' Are ' are dictionary . 1 97 0 ;  iv+ 187pp . ( incl . 2 maps ) 
I SBN 0 85883  064  7 
No . 1 5 .  McELHANON , K . A .  and N . A .  McELHANON Selepet-Eng l ish d ict ionary . 
1 9 7 0 ;  xxi+144pp . ISBN 0 85883  0 6 5  5 
No . 16 .  FRANKLI N ,  K . J .  A grammar of Kewa , New Gu inea . 1 9 7 1 ;  ix+138pp . 
I SBN 0 85883  066  3 
No . 17 .  PARKER , G . J .  Southeast Ambrym dictionary . 1 9 7 1 ;  x i i i+60pp .  
I SBN 0 85883  0 6 7  1 
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Ser ies C - Book s (Con t i nued ) 
No . 18 .  PRENTICE , D . J .  The Mu rut languages of Sabah . 1 9 7 1 ;  x i+ 3 1 1pp . 
( i nc l .  1 map) . I SBN a 8 5 8 8 3  068 X 
No. 1 9 .  Z ' GRAGGEN , J . A .  Class i f icatory and typolog ical stud ies in languages of 
the Madang D i s t r ic t .  1 9 7 1 ;  v i i i+1 79pp .  ( i nc! . 4 maps ) . I SBN a 8 5 8 8 3  0 6 9  8 
No. 20 . LANG , Ad r i anne Enga d ict ionary , with Engl ish index . 1 9 7 3 ;  lx i+ 2 1 9pp . 
(Hardbound : i nc l .  1 map) . Repr i nted 1 9 7 8 . I SBN a 8 5 8 8 3  0 9 3  a 
No. 2 1 . PATON , W . F .  Ambrym ( Lonwolwol )  d i c t iona ry . 1 9 7 3 ;  ix+ 3 3 7pp. 
( Hardbound) + 1 map . I SBN a 8 5 8 8 3  0 9 2  2 
No . 2 2 .  LONGACRE , Robe r t  E . , ed . Ph il ipp ine d i scou r se and par ag r aph s tud ies 
in memory of Betty McLach l i n .  1 9 7 1 ;  xv+ 3 6 6pp . ( incl . 1 photog r aph ) . 
I SBN a 8 5 8 8 3  0 7 0  1 
A r t icles by Barbara B lackbu r n ,  R . E .  Longac re , Be t ty McLachl i n ,  
Char les Wal ton , C laud ia Wh i t tle , Hazel J .  Wr iggleswo r t h .  
No . 2 3 . TRYON , D . T . and M . -J .  DUBOI S  Nengone d ict ionary . Par t I I :  Eng l i sh­
Nengone . 1 9 7 1 ;  i i i+ 2 0 2pp . I SBN a 8 5 8 8 3  0 6 0  4 and I SBN a 8 5 8 8 3  0 7 1  x 
No. 2 4 . ELBERT , Samuel H .  Puluwat d ict ionary . 1 9 7 2 ;  ix+ 4 0 1pp . (Har dbound ) . 
I SBN a 8 5 8 8 3  0 8 2  5 
No. 2 5 .  FOX , Char les E .  Lau d ict ionary , w i th Engl i sh index . 1 9 7 4 ; v i+ 2 6 0pp . 
(Har dbound ) . Repr i nted 1 9 7 6 , 1 9 7 8 .  I SBN a 8 5 8 8 3  1 0 1  5 
No . 26 . FRANKLIN , Ka r l ,  ed . The l i ngu istic s i tuat ion in the Gulf D i s t r ict and 
adj acent areas , Papua New Gu i ne a .  1 9 7 3 ;  x+ 5 9 7pp . (Hardbound : i nc ! .  8 maps ) . 
Repr i nted 1 9 7 5 .  I SBN a 8 5 8 8 3  100 7 
A r t icles by H . A .  Brown , T . E .  Dutton , K a r l  J .  F r ank l i n ,  R ichard G .  Lloyd , 
George E .  MacDonald , Karen Shaw , R .  Daniel Shaw , C lemens L .  Voorhoev e , 
S . A .  Wu rm. 
No. 2 7 . SOHN , Ho-min and B . W .  BENDER A U l i t h ian gr ammar . 1 9 7 3 ;  xv+ 3 9 8pp . 
( Hardbound : incl . 2 maps ) . Repr inted 1 9 8 0 . I SBN a 8 5 8 8 3  0 9 8  1 
No . 28 . HEADLAND , Thomas N .  and Janet D .  HEADLAND A Dumagat (Casiguran ) ­
Eng l i s h  d i c t ionary . 1 9 7 4 ; lx i i i+ 2 3 2pp . (Hardbound : incl . 1 map) . 
I SBN a 8 5 8 8 3  1 0 7  4 
No. 2 9 . DUTTON , T . E . , ed . Stud ies in languages of Central and Sou th-East Papua . 
1 9 7 5 ;  xv i i+ 8 3 4pp . ( Hardbound : incl . 5 maps ) . Rep r i n ted 1 9 7 8 .  
I SBN a 8 5 8 8 3  1 1 9  8 
A r t icles by John Aust i ng , Russe ll E .  Coope r ,  T . E .  Dutton , Cynthia Fa r r ,  
James Far r ,  Roger G a r land , Susan Gar land , J . E .  Hender son , J . A .  Kol i a ,  
Mike Olson , Andrew Pawley , E r nest L .  Riche r t ,  N . P . Thomson , 
Randolph upia , H a r ry We ime r , Natal ia We ime r .  
No. 30 . LOVING , R ichard and Aretta LOVING Awa d ic t ionary . 1 9 7 5 ;  x lv+ 2 0 3pp . 
( Hardbound : i ncl . 1 map) . I SBN a 8 5 8 8 3  1 3 7  6 
No. 3 1 . NGUYEN � XNG LIEM , ed . South-Ea st Asian l i ngu istic s tud ies , vol . l .  
1 9 7 4 ; v i i+ 21 3pp . ( Ha rdbound ) . Rep r i n ted 1 9 7 8 .  I SBN a 8 5 8 8 3  1 4 4  9 and 
I SBN a 8 5 8 8 3  0 9 9  X 
A r t icles by Marybeth C la r k , Ar thu r G .  C r isf ield , Soenj ono Dardjowidjoj o ,  
Cesar A .  H idalgo , Ph i l ip N .  Jenne r , Nguy�n � �ng L iem, Saveros Pou . 
No. 3 2 .  TRYON , D . T .  Daly Fami ly languages , Aust r a l i a .  1 9 7 4 ;  xv i i+ 3 0 5pp . 
( Hardbound : i ncl . 1 map) . Repr i nted 1 9 8 0 . I SBN a 8 5 8 8 3  1 0 6  6 
No. 3 3 .  WURM , S . A .  and B .  WI LSON Eng l i sh f inde r l i s t  of reconstruct ions i n  
Aus trone s ian languages ( pos t-B randste t te r ) . 1 9 7 5 ;  xxx i i+ 2 4 6pp . 
(Ha rdbound) . Repr i nted 1 9 7 8 .  I SBN a 8 5 8 8 3  1 2 9  5 
No . 3 4 . GUY , J . B . M .  Handbook of B iche lamar - Manuel de B iche lama r . 1 9 7 4 ;  
i i i+ 2 5 6pp . ( Ha rdbound) . Repr inted 1 9 7 5 ,  1 9 7 9 .  I SBN a 8 5 8 8 3  1 0 9  a 
No. 3 5 .  KEESING , R . M .  Kwa io d ict ionary . 1 9 7 5 ;  xxxv+ 2 9 6pp .  ( H a rdbound : i ncl . 
1 map) . Rep r i n ted 1 9 8 1 .  I SBN a 8 5 8 8 3  1 2 0  1 
PAC I FIC LINGUI STICS 1 2  
Ser ies C - Books ( con t i nued) 
No . 3 6 .  REI D ,  Lawrence A. Bontok-Eng l i sh d ic t ionary . 1 9 7 6 ; xx i i i+ 5 0 0pp .  
( Hardbound ) . I SBN 0 8 5 8 8 3  1 4 5  7 
No . 3 7 .  RENCK , G . L .  Yaga r ia d ict ionary , w i th English index . 1 9 7 7 ; xx ix+ 3 2 7pp . 
(Hardbound : inc l .  1 map) . I SBN 0 8 5 8 8 3  161 9 
No. 38 . WURM , S . A . , ed . New Gu i nea area languages and language study , vol . l :  
Papuan languages and the New Gu inea l ingu i s t ic scene . 1 9 7 5 ;  xlv i+ 1 0 3 8pp . 
( Hardbound : i nc l .  2 8  maps ) . Repr inted 1 9 7 7 .  I SBN 0 8 5 8 8 3  1 3 1  7 and 
I SBN 0 8 5 8 8 3  1 3 2  5 
Ar t icles by A .  Capell , T . E .  Du tton , Kar l J .  Fran k l i n ,  Har land B .  Ker r ,  
D . C .  Laycock , K . A .  McE lhanon , Evelyn M .  Todd , C . L .  Voorhoeve , 
S . A .  Wu rm, John A .  z ' g r aggen .  
No . 3 9 .  WURM , S . A . , ed . New G u i nea area languages and language study , vol . 2 :  
Aust rone s i an languages . 1 9 7 6 ;  xxxv+ 7 3 6pp . (Hardbound : i nc l .  21 maps ) . 
Repr inted 1 9 7 9 . I SBN 0 8 5 8 8 3  1 3 1  7 and I SBN 0 8 5 8 8 3  1 5 5  4 
Art icles by C . H .  Beaumon t ,  A .  Cape l l ,  Ann Chown i ng ,  T . E .  Dutton , 
George W .  Gr ace , Alan Hea ley , Bruce A .  Hooley , D . C .  Laycock , 
Peter C .  Lincoln , Dav id R .  L i t hgow , Andrew Pawley , A . J .  Tay lor , 
S . A .  Wu rm, John A .  z ' g r aggen . 
No. 4 0 .  WURM , S . A . , ed . New Gu inea area languages and language study , vol . 3 :  
Language , cu l tu r e , society ,  and the modern wor ld . 1 9 7 7 ;  lxxxv i+ 1 4 4 9pp . 
( Hardbound : inc l .  3 maps , 4 0  photog raphs ) ,  in two fascicle s .  
I SBN 0 8 5 8 8 3  1 3 1  7 and I SBN 0 8 5 8 8 3  1 5 9  7 
Ar t icles by C .  Abe l ,  Henry L .  Be l l ,  C ather ine H .  Berndt , H .  Myron Bromley , 
H . A .  Brown , A .  Capell , Loi s  C a r r ington , Emi ly Clarke , Anne M .  Coch ran , 
E . W .  Deibler J r ,  T . E .  Du tton , I r enaus E ibl-E ibes feld t ,  Fran z-Josef E i ler s ,  
Joice Fran k l in , K a r l  J .  Fran k l i n ,  Pau l G .  Freyberg , E .  Fry , Alan Hea ley , 
L . R .  Healey , R . K .  Johnson , Adr ianne Lang , Ran ier Lang , Ralph S .  Lawton , 
D . C .  Laycock , Peter C .  L incoln , John Lynch , Howa rd P .  McKaughan , 
Fr anc i s  Mihalic , John Minogue , Peter Muhlha u sle r , A . K .  Neuendor f ,  
Ebia Olewale , Andrew Pawley , G . L .  Renck , Joan Ru le , W . M .  Rule , 
G i ll ian Sankof f , Robe r t  P .  Scott ,  Peter J .  S i lzer , A . J .  Taylor , 
W . E .  Tomase t t i , Donald F .  Tu z i n ,  C . L . Voorhoeve , Dav id Y . H .  Wu , 
S . A .  Wu rm, John A .  z ' g r aggen . Calv in Z inke l .  
No. 4 l .  FLIERL , W .  and H .  STRAUSS ,  eds Kate d ic t iona ry . 1 9 7 7 ; xxxv+ 4 9 9pp . 
( Hardbound : i ncl . 1 map) . I SBN 0 8 5 8 8 3  1 4 9  X 
No . 4 2 .  NGUYEN � XNG LIEM ,  ed . Sou th-East As ian l ingu istic s tud ies , vol . 2 .  1 9 7 6 ;  
iv+ 2 6 2pp . (Hardbound : incl . 2 maps ) . I SBN 0 8 5 8 8 3  1 4 4  9 and I SBN 0 8 5 8 8 3 1 4 3 0 
A r t icles by Paul K .  Bened ict , G .  D i f f loth , Eugenie J . A .  Hender son , 
Jud i th M .  Jacob , Ph i l ip N .  Jenne r , Joseph F .  Kess , A .  Llamzon , 
Ma . Te res i ta Ma r t i n ,  Malcolm Wa r ren Mintz , L i l i  Rabel-Heymann , 
H . L .  Shor to , S idha r ta ( S ie I ng D j iang) , John U .  Wol f f . 
No . 4 3 .  SMALLEY , W i l l iam A . , ed . Phonemes and or thogr aphy : language plann i ng 
in ten minor i ty languages of Tha iland . 1976 ; x i i i+ 3 4 7pp . ( H a rdbound) 
I SBN 0 8 5 8 8 3  144 9 
Ar t icles by C . W .  Callaway , Lo i s  Callaway , Joseph R .  Cooke , Dav id F i lbeck , 
Dav id Hogan ,  E . R .  Hope , J .  Edw i n  Hudsp i t h ,  Beu lah M .  Johns ton , 
James A .  Mor r i s ,  Donald Schlatte r ,  Will iam A .  Smal ley , Peter Wys s .  
No. 4 4 . ZORC , Dav id Paul The B i sayan d ialects o f  the P h i l ipp i ne s : subg rouping 
and r econstruction . 1 9 7 7 ; xx i i i+ 3 2 8pp . ( Hardbound : i ncl . 9 maps ) • 
I SBN 0 8 5 8 8 3  1 5 7  0 
No. 4 5 .  NGUY�N � XNG LIEM ,  ed . Sou th-East As i an l ingu istic stud i e s ,  vol . 3 .  
1 9 7 9 ;  ix+ 3 2 6pp . ( Ha rdbound) + 3 maps . I SBN 0 8 5 8 8 3  1 4 4  9 and 
I SBN 0 8 5 8 8 3  1 7 7  5 
Ar t icles by A .  Capell , Soenj ono Dard j ow id j oj o ,  Raleigh Fe r r e l l , Jack son 
T .  Gandou r ,  Eugenie J . A .  Hender son , Joseph F .  Kess , Nguy�n ��ng L iem, 
A.  Kemp Pallesen , Ale j andr ino Q. Pere z , Lawrence A.  Re id , Al fonso 
O. S an t i ago, Patr icia S tanley , Norman H. Z ide , R. Dav id Zorc . 
PAC I FIC LINGUI S'l'ICS 1 3  
Se r ie s  C - Book s ( con tinued ) 
No . 4 6 .  HEALEY , Phy l l i s  and Alan HEALEY Telefol d ic t ionary . 1 9 7 7 ;  
x ix+ 3 5 8pp . (Har dbound ) . I SBN 0 8 5 8 8 3  160 0 
No . 4 7 .  
No . 4 8 .  
No . 4 9 .  
?( v � PERE Z ,  A . Q . , A . O .  SANTIAGO and NGUYEN il ANG LIEM , eds 
Pape r s  f rom the Conference on the S tanda rdisat ion of As ian Languages , 
Man i l a ,  Ph i l ippines , December 16- 2 1 ,  19 7 4 .  19 7 8 ;  ix+ 3 8 6pp . (Ha rdbound : 
incl . 1 map) . I SBN 0 8 5 8 8 3  1 7 6  7 
A r t icles by Abdul lah Hassa n ,  S .  Tak d i r  A l i s j ahbana , Asmah Haj i Oma r , 
Nelia G .  Casambre , James R .  Chambe r l a i n ,  S i s i r  Kumar Das , V i r g i l i o  G .  
Enr iquez , And rew Gonzalez , Amr an Halim,  Astuti Hendrato-Darmosug i to ,  
Yahaya I sma i l ,  Hans Kaehle r ,  Har imu r t i  K r idalak san a ,  E rnest W .  Lee , 
Fe rdinand E .  Marcos , S . W .  Rudj iati  Mu lj ad i ,  Nguyen il ang L iem , Fe T .  
Otane s ,  A l  Q .  Pere z , Ponc i ano B . P .  P ineda , W i ssanu Rawan k i ng , Jack C .  
Richards , Alfonso O .  Santiago, Taku j i Sasak i ,  Bon i facio P .  S ibayan , 
Hengtse Tu , Lars S .  Vikor . 
GONZALEZ , And rew Pampangan : towa rds a meaning-based desc r iption .  
19 8 1 ;  x i i i+ 4 0 2pp . ( Hardbound) I SBN 0 8 5 8 8 3  2 4 4  5 
NGUY�N il �NG LIEM , ed . Sou t h-East Asian l ingu i s t ic s tud i e s ,  vol . 4 .  
1 9 7 9 ;  iv+ 4 3 6pp . ( Hardbound ) . I SBN 0 8 5 8 8 3  1 4 4  9 and I SBN 0 8 5 8 8 3  2 0 1  1 
Ar t icles by Donald F .  Ba r r ,  Maxwe l l  Cobbey , James T .  Coll ins , 
Joseph R .  Cooke , An thony D i ller , Jack Gandou r ,  John F .  H a r tmann , 
SamAng H i r anbu r ana , Lou Hohu l i n , Mary Honts , Hope M .  Hu r lbu t , 
Ph i l ip N .  Jenner , W i la iwan Kan i t tanan , M ichael Kenstowicz , 
Joseph F .  Kess , Anna Kwan-Te r ry ,  Nguy�n il i nh-Hoa , Patcha r in 
Peyasant iwong , S ave ros POu , Joan M .  Rosen , Marmo Soema rmo , 
Tham Seong Chee , Michael R .  Thomas , Udom War otama s i k k had i t .  
No . 5 0 .  TRYON , D . T .  New Hebr ides language s :  a n  internal clas s i f icat ion . 
1 9 7 6 ;  v+ 5 4 5pp . ( Hardbound : i ncl . 7 maps ) . Repr in ted 1 9 7 9 . 
I SBN 0 8 5 8 8 3  1 5 2  X 
No . 5 1 .  GLOVER , Wa r ren W . , Jess ie R .  GLOVER and Deu Bahadur GURUNG 
Gurung-Nepal i-Eng l i s h  d i c t ionary , w i th Eng l i sh-Gu rung and Nepa l i -Gurung 
i ndexe s .  19 7 7 ;  x i i i+ 3 16pp . ( Ha rdbound ) . I SBN 0 8 5 8 8 3  1 4 7  3 
No . 5 2 .  MUHLHAUSLER , Pe ter Growth and str ucture of the lexicon of New 
Gu inea Pidg i n .  1 9 7 9 ;  xx+ 4 9 8pp . ( Ha rdbound ) . I SBN 0 8 5 8 8 3  1 9 1  0 
No . 5 3 . FRANKLIN , Ka r l  J .  and Joice FRANKLIN , assi s ted by Yapua K I RAPEASI 
A Kewa d ict ionary , w i th supplementary g ramma t ical and anth ropolog ical 
ma te r i als . 1 9 7 8 ;  x i+ 5 1 4pp . ( Hardbound : incl . 1 0  maps ) . I SBN 0 8 5 8 8 3  1 8 2  1 
No . 5 4 .  WURM , S . A . , ed . Aus t r a l i an l i ngu i s t ic s tudies . 1 9 7 9 ;  xv+ 7 5 3pp . 
( Hardbound : i ncl . 18 maps , 7 i l lustrat ions ) . I SBN 0 8 5 8 8 3  1 8 5  6 
A r t icles by Barry J .  B lake , A .  Cape l l ,  Loi s  C a r r i ng ton , Ne i l  Chadwick , 
Je f f r ey Heat h ,  L . A .  He rcu s ,  Geof frey N .  O ' G r ady , Bruce Rigsby , 
M . C .  Sharpe , Peter Su t ton , Michael J .  Wa lsh . 
No . 5 5 .  LYNCH , John Lenakel d ic t iona ry . 1 9 7 7 ; v i i+ 1 6 7pp . I SBN 0 8 5 8 8 3  1 6 5  1 
No . 5 7 . FOX , Charles E .  Aros i d i c t ionary . Rev i sed ed i t ion w i th Eng l i sh-Arosi 
index prepared by Mary C r a f t . 1 9 7 8 ; iv+ 5 9 8pp . ( Ha rdbound : i nc l .  1 map ) . 
I SBN 0 8 5 8 8 3  1 7 0  8 
No . 5 8 .  THARP , J . A .  and Y-Bh�m �UON-YA A Rhade-English d ict ionary , w i th 
Eng l i sh-Rhade f i nde r l ist . 1 9 8 0 ; x i + 2 7 1pp . ( Ha rdbound ) . I SBN 0 8 5 8 8 3  2 1 7  8 
No . 5 9 .  BAUTISTA ,  Ma r i a  Lou rdes S .  The F i l ipi no b i l ingual ' s  compe tence : a mode l  
based o n  a n  analy s i s  o f  Taga log-English code swi tch i ng . 1 9 8 0 ;  v i+ 3 8 6pp . 
(Ha rdbound ) . I SBN 0 8 5 8 8 3  2 1 2  7 
PAC I FIC LINGUISTICS 14 
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No . 6 0 .  HEATH , Jeffery Basic ma te r ials in Mar a :  g r ammar , tex ts and d ict ionary . 
1 9 8 1 ;  x i i i+ 5 2 2pp . ( Hardbound : i ncl . 1 map) . I SBN 0 8 5 8 8 3  2 4 7  X 
No. 6l . WURM , S . A .  and Lo i s  CARRINGTON , eds Second I nter nat ional Conference 
on Aust rones ian L i ngu ist ics : proceed ing s .  
Fasc icle one : 1 9 7 8 ;  xx i i+1-68 8pp . ( Hardbound : incl . 1 map , 2 photog raphs)  
I SBN 0 85883 1 8 4  8 
A r t icles by Natalia Al ieva , J . C .  Anceaux , Robe r t  B lust , Al ice Car t ie r , 
Sandra Chung , Otto Chr . Dahl , Soenj ono Dardjowidjoj o ,  I s idore Dyen , 
Rale igh Fe r rell , Jo-Ann Flor a ,  Jeanne D .  G i bson , A .  Hakim Usman , 
R .  Hardj ad ibrata , Hans Kahle r , Joseph F .  Ke s s ,  Don Laycock , 
Paul Jen- kuei L i ,  Paz Buenaventu r a  Naylor , D . J .  Prent ice , Lawrence A .  Reid , 
J . P .  Sar umpaet , U. S i r k , H .  Ste inhaue r , Claude Tchekhof f ,  M ichae l R .  Thomas , 
John W . M .  Ve r haa r , Fr anqo i s  Zacot , R .  Dav id Zorc . 
Fascicle two : 1 9 7 8 ;  xxi i-xxv i i+ 6 8 8 - l 4 97pp . ( Hardbound : incl . 6 maps ) 
I SBN 0 8 5 8 8 3  1 8 4  8 
A r t icles by David G .  Arms , B ruce G .  B iggs , Ann Chown ing , Ros s C l ar k , 
Anne Cochran , Tom Dutton , B ryan Ezard , Jacques Bernard M ichel Guy , 
S . P . H a r r ison , Mar i anne Ha slev , Raymond L .  Johns ton , Yves Lema l t r e , 
P . C .  L incoln , John Lynch , Donald S .  Marsha ll , Rodney F .  Moag , 
Peter Muhlhausle r ,  And rew Pawley , Albe r t  J .  Schu tz , W i l l iam J .  Se i te r ,  
And rew Taylor , Evelyn M .  Todd , D . T .  Tryon , D . S .  Walsh , S . A .  Wurm. 
No . 6 2 .  SCOTT , G r aham Fore dictionar y .  19 8 0 ;  x i i i+ 2 4 3pp . ( Hardbound : i ncl . 1 map) . 
I SBN 0 8 5 8 8 3  226 7 
No . 6 3 .  BROMLEY , H .  Myron 
1 9 8 1 ;  x iv+ 4 2 4pp .  
A g r amma r of Lower G r and Val ley Dan i . 
(Hardbound ) . I SBN 0 8 5 8 8 3  2 2 3  2 
No . 6 4 .  COPPELL , W . G .  Aust rone s i an and other languages of the Pac i f ic and 
South-East As i a :  an annotated cata logue of theses and d i ssertat ion s .  
19 8 1 :  x i i i+ 5 2 lpp . ( Hardbound) I SBN 0 8 5 8 8 3  2 3 8  0 
No . 6 5 .  RANBY , Peter A Nanumea lex icon . 1980 ; x i + 2 4 3pp . ( Ha rdbound) . 
I SBN 0 8 5 8 8 3  2 2 7  5 
No . 6 6 .  WURM , S . A .  and S h i r a  HATTORI , eds Language atlas of the Pac i f ic a r ea , 
pa r t  1 :  New Gu inea area , Ocean i a ,  Au stral i a .  1 9 8 1 ;  i i+ 7 2pp . 
( i ncl . 24 mu l t icolou red maps , approp r i a te text ma te r ials , i ndexes ) .  
( Boxed set)  I SBN 0 8 5 8 8 3  239 9 and I SBN 0 8 5 8 8 3  2 4 0  2 
( D i str ibu ted by GeoCente r , Hon igwiesens t r asse 2 5 ,  0- 7 0 0 0  S tu t tgar t 8 0 , 
Postf ach 8 0  0 8  30 , West Germany . P r ice DM 20 0 . - ) 
No . 7 l .  WORDICK , F . J . F .  The Y indj ibarndi language . 19 8 2 ;  x iv+ 3 9 0pp . ( Ha rdbound : 
incl . 1 map) . I SBN 0 8 5 8 8 3  2 6 5  8 
No . 7 3 .  FERRELL, Raleigh Pa iwan d ict iona r y .  1 9 8 2 ;  x+ 5 0 3pp . (Ha rdbound ) . 
I SBN 0 8 5 8 8 3  2 6 4  X 
No . 7 4 .  HALIM ,  Amran , Lo i s  CARRI NGTON and S . A .  WURM , eds Pape r s  from the Th i r d  
I n te r nat ional Conference o n  Au st rone s ian L ingu ist ics . vol . l :  Cur rents i n  
Oceanic . 1 9 8 2 ;  v i + 3 l 4pp . ( i ncl . 8 maps ) . I SBN 0 8 5 8 8 3  2 7 1  2 
A r t icles by Tom Dutton , Jacques B . M .  Guy , S . P . Ha r r ison , Raymond L .  Johnston , 
Don Laycock , John Lynch , Malcolm Ros s ,  D . T .  Tryon , D . S .  Wa lsh . 
No. 7 5 .  HALIM, Amran , Lois CARRINGTON and S . A .  WURM , eds Pape r s  from the Th i r d  
I n te rnat ional Conference o n  Aus t rones ian Lingu ist ics . vol . 2 :  Track ing the 
travelle r s .  1 9 8 2 ;  v i i+ 3 3lpp . ( i ncl . 3 maps ) . I SBN 0 8 5 8 8 3  2 7 5  5 
A r t icles by J . C .  Anceaux , James T .  Col l ins , I s idore Dye n ,  Fa r id M .  Onn , 
Ma r k  Ha rvey , Hans Lapol iwa , Paul Jen- k ue i L i ,  Teodor e  A .  Llamzon , 
J .  Noorduy n ,  And rew K .  Pawley , Lawr ence A .  Reid , N i cole Revel-Macdonald , 
Mangantar S iman j untak , Stan ley Starosta , C . L . Voorhoeve , John U .  Wolf f ,  
Col in Yallop ,  R .  Dav id Zorc . 
PAC I FIC LINGUI STICS 15 
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IN PREPARATION :  
CAPELL , A .  Fu tuna d ict ionary , w i th g r ammat ical int roduction . 
WURM , S . A .  and Shiro HATTORI , eds Language atlas of the Pac i f ic area . 
Part 2 :  Japan area , Ph i l ippines and Formosa , ma inland and insular Sou th-East A s i a .  
LAYCOCK , D . C .  Bas ic mate r ials in B u i n :  g r ammar , texts and d ict iona ry . 
STREICHER , J . -F .  Jabem-Eng l ish d ic t ionary . 
CAPELL , A .  and H . H . J .  COATE Compa r a t ive stud ies in Nor the r n  K imbe r ley languages ,  
Austr a l i a .  
WURM , S . A . , ed . , w i th P .  MUHLHAUSLER , D . C .  LAYCOCK and T . E .  DUTTON 
Handbook of New Gu i nea P idg i n .  
TRYON , D . T .  and B . D .  HACKMAN The languages o f  the Solomon I s land s :  a n  interna l  
class i f icat ion . 
WURM , S . A .  John G .  MEALUE and John I n i  LAPLI Lodai d ict ionary 
( Ma lo d i alect) , Nor the r n  Santa C r u z . 
HALIM,  Amran , Lo is CARRINGTON and S . A .  WURM , eds Pape r s  f r om the Third 
I n te rnat ional Conference on Aust rone s ian L i ngu i s t ics . vol . 3 .  
HALIM ,  Amran , Lo i s  CARRINGTON and S . A .  WURM , eds Pape r s  f rom the Thi rd 
I n ternat ional Conference on Aust ronesian L ingu i s t i c s ,  vol . 4 .  
LYNCH J .  ed . ,  Stud ies i n  the languages of Er romango . 
BENDER , Byron W . , ed . ,  Studies in M ic rone s ian l ingu i s t ics ( 2 2 paper s) . 
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No . 1 .  Bulletin No . 1 .  196 4 ;  9pp . ISBN 0 85883  0 7 2  8 
Contr ibut ions by A .  Cape l l ,  R . D .  Eagleson , E . H .  Flint,  Susan Kaldor , 
J .  Lyons , S . A .  Wurm. 
No . 2 .  Bulletin No . 2 . 196 5 ;  v+ 84pp .  ISBN 0 85883 073 6 
No . 3 .  
No . 4 .  
No . 5 .  
No . 6 .  
No . 7 .  
No . 8 .  
No . 9 .  
Contr ibut ions by J . R .  Bernard , H .  Bluhme , Chr istopher A . F .  Cou r t ,  
Robert R .  Dyer , E . H .  Fl int , F . W .  Harwood , Susan Kaldor , E . M .  Liggins , 
A .  Mu rtonen , Anita Pincas , Hans Pollak , C .W .  Ruhle , R . J .  Zatorsk i .  
WURM , S . A .  New Guinea H ighlands P idg i n :  course mater ials . 
1 9 7 1 ;  v i i+175pp . I SBN 0 85883  0 7 4  4 
WURM , S . A .  Languages : Eastern , western and Southe rn Highlands , 
Ter r i tory of Papua & New Guinea . (Map in fou rteen colou rs . )  
196 1 .  ISBN 0 85883  0 7 5  2 
LAYCOCK ,  Don Mater ials in New Guinea �idgin (Coastal and Lowlands )  • 
1970 ; xxxv i i+ 6 2pp . Repr inted 1974 . ISBN 0 85883  0 7 6  0 
NGUYEN �ANG LIEM Four-syllable id iomatic express ions in Vietnamese . 
1970 ; v+6 0pp . ISBN 0 85883  077  9 
ELBERT , S . H .  Three legends of Pu luwat and a bit of talk . 197 1 ;  
ix+8 5pp . ( incl .  1 map , 1 photogr aph ) .  ISBN 0 85883  078  7 
LANG , Adr ianne , Kather ine E .W .  MATHER and Mary L .  ROSE 
I nformation storage and ret r ieval : a d ict ionary proj ect . 197 2 ;  v i i+1 51pp . 
ISBN 0 85883  087  6 
PACIFIC LINGUI STICS I ndex to Pac i f ic Lingu ist ics , Ser ies A-D , as at 
the end of 1970 . 1 9 7 1 ;  iv+ 75pp .  ISBN 0 85883  0 7 9  5 
No . lO .  PATON , W . F .  Tales of Ambrym. 197 1 ;  x i i+ 8 2pp . ( incl .  1 map) . 
Reprinted 1978 . ISBN 0 85883  080  9 
No . l1 .  WURM , S . A . , ed . ,  with P .  BRENNAN , R .  BROWN , G .  BUNN , K .  FRANKLIN , 
B .  IRWIN , G .  SCOTT , A .  STUCKY , and other members of the Summer 
I nstitute of Lingu istics , New Gu inea Branch Language maps of the 
Highlands Prov inces , Papua New Guinea . 1 9 7 8 ;  i i i+ 2 lpp . ( incl .  6 maps ) . 
I SBN 0 85883  171  6 
No . 1 2 .  DUTTON , T . E .  Conversat ional New Gu inea Pidg i n .  197 3 ;  xv i i i+ 2 9 2pp . 
Repr inted 197 4 , 197 7 ,  197 9 ,  1 9 8 1 .  ISBN 0 8 5883  0 9 6  5 
No . 13 .  GLOVER, Jessie R .  and Deu Bahadur GURUNG Conversat ional Gurung . 
1979 ; v i i+2l6pp . ISBN 0 85883  192  9 
No . 14 .  BARNETT , Gary L .  Handbook for the collect ion of f i sh names in 
Pac if ic languages . 1978 ; v+lOlpp . ( incl .  1 map , 47 photographs , 
3 drawings ) .  ISBN 0 85883  1 7 5  9 
No . 15 .  TRYON , D . T .  & R .  GELY , eds Gazetteer of New Hebr ides place names / 
Nomenclatu re des noms geographiques des Nouvelles-Hebr ides . 
197 9 ;  xxx i i i+15 5pp . ( incl .  1 map) . ISBN 0 85883  1 9 4  5 
No . 16 .  YOUNG , Mar ibelle Bwa idoka tales . 197 9 ;  v i i i+136pp . ( incl . 1 map) . 
ISBN 0 85883  200  3 
No . 17 .  STOKHOF , W . A . L . , ed . . . .  with Lia SALEH-BRONKHORST Holle l ists : 
vocabu lar ies in languages of I ndone s i a ,  vol . l :  I ntroductory volume . 
(Materials in languages of I ndone s i a ,  No . 1 : W . A . L .  Stokhof , Series ed . )  
1 98 0 ;  v+149pp . ( incl .  2 maps ) . Repr inted 1981 . ISBN 0 85883  213  5 and 
ISBN 0 85883  214 3 
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No . 18 .  STANHOPE , John M. The language of the Rao people , Grengabu , 
Madang Prov ince , Papua New Gu inea . 1980 ; v i i+ 28pp . ( incl .  3 maps , 
5 photographs) . ISBN 0 85883  2 2 2  4 
No . 19 .  STOKHOF , W . A � L .  Wois ika I :  an ethnographic introduct ion . 1977 : 
ix+74pp . ( incl . 3 maps ) . Repr inted 1980 . ISBN 0 85883  1 6 7  8 
No . 20 .  CAPELL , A .  and J .  LAYARD Mater ials in Atch i n ,  Malekula : grammar , 
vocabulary and texts . 1980 ; v+ 260pp . ( incl . 1 map) . ISBN 0 85883  2 3 1  3 
No . 21 .  SCHEBECK , B .  Texts on the social system of the AtYnYamatana people , 
with grammat ical notes . 197 4 ;  xv i i i+ 278pp .  + 1 photograph7 
I SBN 0 85883  1 0 2  3 
No . 2 2 .  PATON , W . F .  Customs of Ambrym ( texts , song s ,  games and drawings ) .  
19 7 9 ;  xv+98pp . ( incl .  1 map , 4 photog raphs) . ISBN 0 85883  189  9 
No . 2 3 .  CLYNE , Michael ,  ed . Austral ia talks : essays on the soc iology of 
Austral ian immigrant and abor iginal languages .  1976 ; v i i i+ 2 4 4pp . 
Repr inted 1978 , 1980 . ISBN 0 85883  148  1 
Ar ticles by M .  Anne Bol i tho , Michael C lyne , Robert D .  Eagleson , 
R .  McL . Har r is , Ruth Johnston , Susan Kaldor , Manfred Klarberg , 
Stephen Muecke , Marta Rado , John Sandefu r ,  Marge ret C .  Sharpe , 
J . J .  Smol icz , Bruce A .  Sommer ,  Br ian A .  Taylor , Eli zabeth Thuan , 
Darrell  T .  Tryon . 
No . 24 .  DUTTON , T . E .  and C . L .  VOORHOEVE Beg inn ing H i r i  Motu . 1 9 7 4 ;  
xv i i+ 2 59pp . S e t  o f  6 cassettes (opt ional ) . Reprinted 1 9 7 5 .  
ISBN 0 8 5 8 8 3  112  0 
No . 2 5 .  Z ' GRAGGEN , John A .  
New Gu inea . ( Map) 
The languages of the Madang Di str ict , Papua 
1 9 7 3 .  ISBN 0 8 5 8 8 3  1 0 5  8 
No . 26 .  LAYCOCK ,  D .  
(Map) 1 9 7 5 .  
Languages o f  the Sepik Region , Papua New Gu inea . 
ISBN 0 85883  136  8 
No . 27 .  WURM , S . A .  Spread ing of languages in the South-western Pac i f ic .  
(Map ) 197 5 .  ISBN 0 85883  1 2 7  9 
No . 28 .  STOKHOF , W . A . L . , ed . ,  . . .  with Lia SALEH-BRONKHORST Holle l ists : 
vocabu lar ies in languages of I ndone s i a ,  vol . 2 :  Sula and Bacan I s land s ,  
North Halmahera , South and East Halmahera . (Materials in languages 
of I ndonesia , No . 2 :  W . A . L .  S tokhof , Ser ies ed . )  1980 ; iv+ 3 2 5pp . 
ISBN 0 85883  2 1 3  5 and I SBN 0 85883  218 6 
No . 29 .  DUTTON , Tom Queensland Canefields Eng l i sh of the late n i neteenth 
centu ry (a record of interv iew with two of the last surv iv ing Kanakas 
in North Queensland , 1964 ) . 1980 ; x i i i+ 1 4 7pp . ( incl .  3 maps , 2 photographs )  • 
I SBN 0 85883  224  0 
No . 30 . Z ' GRAGGEN , J . A .  A comparat ive wor d list  of the Ra i Coas t  languages ,  
Madang Prov ince , Papua New Guinea . 198 0 ;  xv+ 181pp . ( incl . 1 map) . 
ISBN 0 85883  2 3 2  1 
No . 31 .  Z ' GRAGGEN , J . A .  A comparat ive word list  of the Nor thern Adelbe r t  
Range languages ,  Madang Prov ince , Papua New Gu inea . 1980 ; 
xvi+ 178pp . ( incl . 1 map) . I SBN 0 85883  228  3 
No . 3 2 .  Z ' GRAGGEN , J . A .  A comparat ive word list  of the Mabuso languages , 
Madang Prov i nce , Papua New Guinea . 1980 ; xv+ 184pp . ( incl .  1 map) . 
ISBN 0 85883  2 3 3  X 
No . 3 3 .  Z ' GRAGGEN , J . A .  A compa rat ive word l ist of the Sou thern Adelbe r t  
Range languages ,  Madang Prov ince , Papua New Gu inea . 1980 ; xv i+97pp . 
( incl .  1 map) . I SBN 0 85883  2 3 4  8 
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No . 34 .  LAPOLIWA , Hans A generative approach to the phonology of bahasa 
I ndone sia . (Mater ials in languages of I ndone s ia , No . 3 :  W . A . L .  Stokhof , 
Se r ies ed . )  1981 ;  v+1 5 5pp . ISBN 0 85883 2 4 5  3 
No. 3 5 .  STOKHOF , W . A . L . , ed . ,  . . .  with Lia SALEH-BRONKHORST and Alma E .  ALMANAR 
Holle l ists :  vocabu lar ies in languages of I ndonesia ,  vol . 3/1 : 
Southern Moluccas; Central Moluccas : Seram ( 1 ) . (Mater ials in languages 
of I ndonesia ,  No . 4 :  W . A . L .  Stokhof , Series ed . )  1981 ; iv+ 201pp . ( incl .  
1 map) . I SBN 0 85883  2 1 3  5 ;  0 85883 2 4 2  9 ;  0 85883  2 4 3  7 .  
No . 36 .  HALIM, Amran I ntonat ion i n  relat ion to syntax i n  I ndone s ian .  
( Mater ials in languages of  I ndones i a ,  No. 5 :  W . A . L .  Stokhof , Ser ies ed . )  
1 9 8 1 ;  v i i+1 4 9pp . ISBN 0 85883 2 4 6  1 
No . 37 .  NABABAN , P . W . J .  A grammar of Toba-Batak . ( Mater ials in languages 
of I ndone s i a ,  No . 6 :  W . A . L .  Stokhof , Ser ies ed . )  1981;  xxiv+14 6pp . 
( incl .  2 maps) . ISBN 0 85883 2 5 4  2 
No . 3 8 .  POEDJOSOEDARMO , Soepomo Javanese influence on I ndones ian . (Mater ials 
in languages of I ndones i a ,  No . 7 :  W . A . L .  Stokhof , Ser ies ed . )  1 9 8 2 ;  
v i i i+187pp .  ( inc l .  1 map) . ISBN 0 8 5 8 8 3  261  5 
No . 3 9 .  KARTOMIHARDJO , Soeseno Ethnog raphy of commun icat ive codes in 
East Java . (Mater ials in languages of I ndonesia , No . 8 : W . A . L .  Stokhof , 
Se r ies ed . )  1981 ; xi+212pp. ( incl .  1 map) . ISBN 0 85883  2 5 5  0 
No . 4 0 .  CARRINGTON , Lois and Mir iam CURNOW Twenty years of Pacific  
Lingu istics : an  index of  contr ibutions to  Pac ific l ingu istic stud ies 
1961-1981 . 1981 ; v i+161pp . I SBN 0 85883 249  6 
No . 4 1 .  STOKHOF , W . A . L .  Wois ika r iddles .  (Mater ials in languages of I ndone s ia , No . 9 :  
W . A . L .  Stokhof , Se r ies ed . )  1 9 8 2 ;  i i i+74pp .  ( incl .  2 maps ) . I SBN 0 85883  257  7 
No . 4 2 .  McGREGOR , Donald E .  and A i leen McGREGOR 010 language mate r ials .  
198 2 ;  v i i i+1 5 5pp. I SBN 0 85883  262  3 
No . 4 4 .  STOKHOF , W . A . L . , ed . , . . .  with Lia SALEH-BRONCKHORST and Alma E .  ALMANAR 
Holle lists : vocabular ies in languages of I ndone s ia , vol . 3/2 : 
Central Moluccas : Seram ( I I ) . (Mater ials in languages of 
I ndones ia , No . lO :  W. A . L .  Stokhof , Ser ies ed . )  1 9 8 1 ;  iv+ 20 7pp .  
I SBN 0 8 5 8 8 3  2 1 3  5 ;  0 8 5 8 8 3  2 4 2  9 ;  0 8 5 8 8 3  253 4 
No . 4 S .  SUHARNO , Ignatius A descr iptive study of Javanese . ( Mater ials in 
languages of I ndone s i a ,  No . l l :  W . A . L .  Stokhof , Series ed . )  1 9 8 2 ;  
xiv+17 5pp . ISBN 0 85883  258  5 
No . 49 .  STOKHOF ,  W . A . L . , ed . , . . .  with Lia SALEH-BRONCKHORST and Alma E .  ALMANAR 
Holle l i sts : vocabularies in languages of I ndone s i a ,  vol . 3/3 : 
Central Moluccas :  Seram ( I I I ) ; Banda ; Ambon ( I ) . ( Mate r ials in languages 
of I ndone s ia No . 15 :  W . A . L .  Stokhof , Ser ies ed. ) 
198 2 ;  v i+214pp . I SBN 0 05883  213  5 ;  0 85883 2 4 2  9 ;  0 85883  253  4 
No . 50 .  STOKHOF , W . A . L . , ed . , . . .  with Lia SALEH-BRONCKHORST and Alma E .  ALMANAR 
Holle l i sts : vocabular ies in languages of I ndones i a ,  vol . 3/4 : 
Central Moluccas :  Ambon ( I I ) ; Bu ru ;  Nusa Laut; Saparua . 
(Mater ials in languages of I ndonesia No . 16 :  W . A . L .  Stokhof , Series ed . )  
198 2 ;  iv+17 9pp . I SBN 0 85883  213  5 ;  0 8 5883 2 4 2  9 ;  0 85883  267  4 
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VERHEIJEN . J . A . J .  Dict ionary of Manggarai plant name s .  
VOORHOEVE , C . L . , ed . , The Mak ian languages , and the i r  ne ighbours.  
(Mater ials in languages of  I ndonesia ,  No. 1 2 :  W . A . L .  S tokhof,  Ser ies ed . )  
COLLINS , Jame s T .  The histor ical relat ionsh ips of the languages of 
Central Maluku, I ndones ia .  (Mater ials in languages of  I ndonesia ,  No. 13 : 
W . A . L .  S tokhof , Ser ies ed . )  
TAMPUBOLON , Daulat Purnama Verbal aff ixat ions in I ndones ian : 
a semantic explorat ion . (Mater ials in languages  of I ndone s ia , No . 1 4 : 
W . A . L .  S tokhof , Ser ies ed . )  
STOKHOF , W . A . L . , ed . , . . .  with Lia SALEH-BRONCKHORST and Alma E .  ALMANAR 
Holle l i sts : vocabular ies in languages of I ndones ia , vol . 4 :  
Talaud and Sang i r  I slands . (Mate r ials in languages of I ndonesia No. 1 7 : 
W . A . L .  S tokhof , Ser ies ed . )  
STOKHOF , W . A . L . , ed . , . . .  with L ia SALEH-BRONCKHORST and Alma E .  ALMANAR 
Holle lists : vocabularies in languages of I ndones i a ,  vol . 5/1 : 
I ndones ian New Gu inea : Austronesi an languages;  Papuan languages , D igu l area . 
( Mater ials in languages of I ndonesia No . lS :  W . A . L .  S tokhof , Ser ies ed . )  
STOKHOF , W . A . L . , ed . , . . .  with Lia SALEH-BRONCKHORST and Alma E .  ALMANAR 
Holle l ists : vocabular ies in languages of I ndonesia , vol . 5/ 2 :  
I ndones ian New Gu inea : Northern languages ;  Central H ighlands languages .  
(Mater ials i n  languages of I ndone s ia No . 19 : W . A . L .  S tokhof , Ser ies ed . )  
Revel-Macdonald, N. "Synchronical description at the phonetic and syllabic level of Modang (Kalimantan Timur) in contrast to Kenyah, Kayan, and Palawan (Philippines)". In Halim, A., Carrington, L. and Wurm, S.A. editors, Papers from the Third International Conference on Austronesian
Linguistics, Vol. 2: Tracking the travellers. 
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